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Despite the Union, Scotland remained in many respects a Isemi- 
independent' country and it soon became clear to successive ýIinistries 
that it was not possible to govern Scotland directly from London. The 
abolition of the Scottish Pri, ýry Council in 1708 left LScotland without. 
a natural focus of government. The main problem thus facing 1,11ini-Aters 
was to establish proper channels, both administrative and political, 
to manage Scotland. A distinct ad: -ninistrative structure quickly 
emerged in Edi-riblirgh - the new customs and excise boards, the courts 
of Ses3ion, Justiciary and Dcchequer, the principal law officers, the 

-he public finances oi. Scotland Receiver General.. In particular, -1. 
were kept largely separate from those of Migland. The aiministration, 
both central and local, provided a substantial number of jobs and such 
Crown patronage had to be properly deployed to secure maximum politiCal 
benefit, particularly the return of MPs prepared to support the 
Min . istry. Most Ministers had neither sufficient knowledge nor 
inclination to distribute this patronage effectively and political 
power was thus delegated., to a varying degree, to a Scottish manager 
who wa3 expected to control Scotland in the Ministry's Lnterest. 
Such a manager naturally became the focus of goverment in Scotland 

and an ambitious manager could set himself up as an intermediary 
between the Ministry and Scotland. This in turn created a political 
opposition in Scotland among those who felt excluded from a share of 

. power. The most successful manager of the period was the earl of 
'-land for much Ilay who, with his sous-ministre Milton, managed Scot 

of the period, first for Walpole and later Pelham. The delegation 

of political power, however, was always one of some balance -and 
althouGh he could often exert a degree of bargaining pressure on 
Ministers, the manager ultimately depended on the continuing, support 
of a stable Ministry at Westminster. Vie devolution of administrative 
power to the various bodies in Edinburgh and the role of the mmager, 
created a buffer between Lond'on and Scotland which both reinforced 
the feeling that Scotland remained a 'semi-independent' country and 
allowed the Union settlement time to work. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

The Act of Union of 1707 united the Parlianents of Scotland and 

England but it was not a 'complete' Union. Scotland retained her 

own legal and electoral systems; property rights, including the 

extensive heritable jurisdictions, were specifically safeguarded, 

as was the position of the Scottish kirk and universities. The 

structure of local government, the vast influence of the great 

Scottish magnates, the very social fabric df the country, was left 

undisturbed Nor, except for the stipulation that a new Scottish 

Court of Exchequer should be established, did the Union make any 

provision about the way in which Scotland was to be administered. 

How Scotland was to in future be governed was left to be worked 

out in practice. 

The domestic functions of government in the eighteenth century 

were confined largely to the collection-of revenue and the maintenanne 

of internal order. After the Union responsibility for the government 

of Sootland lay with the Ministry in London and the relatively. small 

central government departments therej but it soon became apparent 

that it was virtually impossible to administer Scotland directly 

from London, particularly given the very real differences between the 

two countries. Moreover, before any detailed consideration could be 

given to the administration of Scotland after the Uniont Parliament in 

1708, against the wishes of the Ministry, abolished the Scottish Privy 

Council, hitherto the chief executive organ of government in Scotland. 

The Keepers of the Great and Privy Seals of Scotland, the Lord 
Justice General and the Lord Clerk Register were made members of the 
Privy Council of Great Britain. 
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This left a considerable gap in executive power, one indeed which 

was never properly filled. 
2 

The main problem thus facing successive 

Ministries was to establish proper channels, both political and 

administrative, to govern Scotland: to keep Scotland quiet, to 

ensure that sufficient revenue was raised at least to meet the cost of 

its civil governmentv and to marshal', the bulk of the Scottish political 

nation behind the Ministry of the day. In practice this was to lead, 

despite the Unionv to a devolution of power back from the centre. 

Administrative power was devolved to vario-as subordinate bodies in'Edinburgh 

and a new administrative system began to evolve, building in many cases on 

the existing pre-Union structure. Again, after 1707 the Ministry in 

London became the ultimate source of political patronage but as a con- 

sequence Ministers were faced with the problem of distributing offices in 

the gift of the Crown in Scotland. There was a substantial number of 
3 

these, over three hundred, (and well over double that number in the 

customs and excise services), though never enough to satisfy the demands 

of the needy Scots. Such patronage had to be properly deployed to keep 

Scotland quiet and to gain and maintain the support of the majority of 

Scots politicians. No Minister, howevert had sufficient knowledge 

of Scotland to supervise the effective distribution of jobs to this 

end. Thus political power,. and in particular the management of 

patronage and Parliamentary elections, also came to be delegated, to a 

varying d egreeg to Scottish politicians, or 'managers', who were 

expected to control Scotland-in the Ministryts interest and, most 

important, to provide a solid phalanx of Scottish members of Parliament 

2 For a contemporary discussion see Sir John Clerk, Observations on the 
Present Circumstances in Scotland (1730), ed. T. C. SmOutj Scottish Histor-4 
Society --(1965) 9 pp. 1841 203: "... by taking away the Privy Council of Scotland 
there is very little Government to be seen amongst us". 

3See Hay to Tweeddale 13 Mar 1742 NLS YP70451 86. 
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and representative peers, who would support the government at 

Westminster. Neither process was straightforward, and as Dr Riley 

4 has shown, in the years following the Union successive English 

Ministers experimented with different systems of managing Scotland 

while attempting to keep ultimate control in their own hands. There 

were several factors, both administrative and political, militating 

against complete integration. The central government departments 

had little knowledge and even less interest in Scottish matters and 

the subordinate bodies in Scotland soon reýlised that they could 

functiont at least on a day to day basis, with a considerable degree 

of autonomy. The delegation of political power was also one of 

delicate balance: in order that the Scottish manager could control 

Scotland effectively in the Ministryts interest, Ministers had to 

allow him a certain amount of patronage to distribute as he thought 

fit, but this could enable an ambitious manager to set himself up 

as an intermediary between the Ministry and the people in Scotland 

and thus exert a degree of bargaining pressure on the Ministry. 

These two strands, the administrative and the political, were 

of course very closely interlinked: most administrative decisions 

0. f any consequence were, as alwaysp political decisions; the 

administrative actions of revenue or law officers, for exanple, could 

often affect the balance of local power. More immediately, the 

administration provided jobs, the. very life-blood of Politics in 

this period'and a principal currency of electoral influence. 

Politicians worked through the administrative structure to achieve 

political power and men were dependent for their offices on the 

influence of great men. There was no clear distinction in the 

4P. W. J. Riley, The Enplish Ministers and Scotland 170Z=_P-Z, (Lon&on, 
1964). 
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eighteenth century between civil and political service and adminis- 

trative and political duties often blended into one another. Many 

officials were actively involved in political matters: Ministers, 

including the Scottish manager, regularly undertook relatively menial 

administrative tasks. Even the most minor post was brought into 

the political arena and was subject to claims from competing interests. 

Rarely could such a post be given simply as a reward for past services: 

even the meanest customs tidewaiter might be useful in winning support 

at election times. The prestigious offides of state were given to 

prominent peers to secure their support. The Scottish manager sought 

to obtain jobs for his followers in the central offices in Edinburgh, 

both to build up his own position and to give a clear indication that 

he enjoyed the favour of the Ministry. In the localities? customs 

and excise jobs, other revenue and legal posts, and a host of minor 

offices at the government's disposal were distributed to voters in 

the constituenoies or to the dependents of influential figures to build 

up alliances with local interests and thus extend Ministerial influence 

and win elections. Local officials were actively involved, and indeed 

were expected to be, in electoral matters. 

Ministers generally had little interest in Scottish affairs. 

Preoccupied with more important concerns, they rarely gave Scottish 

business, other than patroj. iýage matters, detailed attention exoept in 

times of crisis - during the Jacobite rebellions and the malt tax and 

Porteous riots for example. The ordinary administration of Scotland 

from the London end was thus left to the central departments, the 

Treasury and the Secretaries qf State, and to a lesser extent the 

War Office and the Admiralty., Since the late seventeenth century the 

Treasury had been expanding its influence, both politically and 

administratively, emerging as the pre-eminent government department: 

both Walpole and Pelham used the Treasury as a base from which to 
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dominate the rest of the Ministry. 5. After the Union the Treasury 

became responsible for the public revenues of Scotland, including 

the newly introduced customs and excise services. Separate customs 

and excise boards, subordinate to the Treasury, were set up in Edinburgh 

to administer these revenues, In 1708 a new Scottish Exchequer was 

established by Act of Parliament with both judicial and administrative 

functions: in their administrative capacity the barons were responsible 

to the London Treasury and in fact acted as a subordinate Treasury in 

Edinburgh. The Treasury's main concern *as to ensure that Scotland 

raised sufficient revenue to meet the cost of its own civil government. 

Provided this was achieved, it generally did not interfere to any great 

extent in the day to day work of the Scottish revenue boards. In the 

eighteenth century there were two Secretaries of State (for the Northern 

and Southern Departments) one responsible for home affairs, the other 

for foreign. At certain timest from 1708 to 1725 and 1742 to January 

1746, there was also a third Secretary of State who, although he 

might technically be a tBritisht Secretary of State, in fact dealt 

solely with Scottish business. When there was no tSoottisht Secretary, 

official Scottish business was handled by one of the other Secretaries, 

usually during this period the Duke of Newcastle. The Secretary of 

State's office was formally-responsible for processing appointments 

, to judicial and various other Crown offices in Scotland, and for the 

1, official correspondence with Scotland. 
6 

The War Office and the 

Admiralty had certain more limited responsibilities for Scotland: 

the Secretary-o-t War was responsible for the army in Scotland and for 

all Scottish military appointments; the Admiralty similarly for naval 

5. r, or the growth of executive power, and that of the Treasury in particular, 
in the period 1675 to 1725 see J. H, Plumb, The Growth of Political Stabilit. 

. 
Ln PhPland 167-5-1725 (paperback edition, London, 1969), PP-105-32. 

6 
Official correspondence was normally carried to and from Scotland in a 

tblack boxf: for example see Thomas Scott 'to Postmaster General 3 Jan 1720 
SRO RH2/4/3961 94; Delafaye to Alex'McMillan 6 Sep 1726 SRO RH2/4/324 f240. 
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matters. Special arrangements were made at the Treasury and the 

Secretary of State's office to handle Scottish business: Scottish 

matters were dea. It with by about a dozen clerks supervised by two 

secretaries at the Treasury and in the Secretary of Statels office 

by three or four clerks under an under-secretary. In practice, 

howevert both departments were usually preoccupied with more important 

matterst few of the officers understood Scottish affairs and Scottish 

business was largely neglected or dealt with in an inefficient 

manner. 
6 

I This division of functions between the four central departments 

meant that even when there was a IScottishtSecretary of State his 

responsibilities were limited: the appointment for example of revenue, 

army and navy officers in Scotland all fell outwith his official 

remit. More importantly, his authority and particularly his influence 

in patronage matters very much depended on his standing with other 

Ministers and his own political strength in Scotland. In short, 

the official position mattered much less than the personal influence 

which the holder could wield. Secretaries of State Roxburghe in the 

early 1720s and Tweeddale from about mid 1744, because they no longer 

enjoyed the full support of the Ministry, in effect could exert little 

influencev particularly in the distribAtion of offices. 

DesPite-the Union and the abo'lition of the privy Council, Edinburgh 

was to remain a natural focus of goverment for Scotland* The courts 

of Session, Justiciary and Admiralty remainedy subordinate customs and 

excise boards and the new Court of Exchequer were set UP, various other 

government bodies sat there, and the General Assembly of the Church of 

Scotland and the Convention of Royal Burghs met there annually- All 

this provided a considerable number of government jobs, the very essence 

Of political patronage. Moreover, usually only the 45 Scots members of 

Parliament, the sixteen representative peers and a handful'of other 
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richer peers went regularly to London: the rest remained in Edinburgh. 

Edinburgh thus continued to be an active social centre for the 

Scottish aristocracy and middle classes - 

Edinburgh being the place for all Civil judicatorys; 
for the General Assembly and Commissions of the 
clergy; the most frequented university; the 
Center of all Scots Correspondence, and at which 
the post from London stops; and the place to 
which all orders from the King and Government sent, 
and thence distributed, and from which all returns 
thereto are made; and the place at which many of 
the principal ffamilys and persons pass the winter, 
as the English do at London, it is a place of 
great Influence, and Calls f6r the Governments 
particular notice. 7 

The administration of Scotland thus operated on a London-Edinburgh axis: 

the Ministry and central departments in London, the courts and subordinate 

administrative bodies in Edinburgh. The first half of this thesis studies 

in depth various branches of the administration of Scotland in the first 

half of the eighteenth century: the customs and excise services, the 

Court of Exchequer, the public revenues and the civil listv and the 

legal systemt courts and judges. The way in which Scotland was 

ackinisteredy the tensions between London and Edinburgh, and the inter- 

relationship between politics, patronage and the administration of 

Scotland in the period 1725 to 1748 form one of the major themes of 

this thesis. 

The second half of the thesis concentrates on the political struggles 

of the period and in particular on the role played by the Scottish 

manager* Given the separate administrative structure in Scotland and 

the need to distribute jobs to secure the maximum Political benefit, 

both the Ministry and the Scots required a well-recognised channel of 

communication between London and Edinburgh, especially in patronage mattersq 

7James Erfikine to Pelham 22 Sep 1747 NUL NEC 1801a. 
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and this led to the emergence of an -identifiable Scottish minister 

or manager. The Scottish manager, who might or might not hold the 

office of Secretary of State, 'undertook two closely related functions. 

On the one hand he acted as a focus for Scottish igoverment, 

particularly in the absence of the Privy Council, and for the interests 

ana, aspirations of Scotsmen. He 'regrese-nte& Scottish interests 

vit'nin the goverme-ift an& iii 'pa'rticula-r -puzherl Zcottish Ivasiness 

through the inefficient, and, cinýbersome centTal gove=ent irachineTu- 

Ris presence indicated a clear channel of'communication between 

Scotland and the government at London. He was expected to obtain 

jobs from the. Ministry for the Scottish political nation in need and 

to ensure that government action was taken when necessary. Scotland 

was a poor country and for many of the nobility and gentry the rewards 

of office were of paramount importance. As the Ministry was the 

source of most jobs, it was essential that the manager was seen to have 

the support of Ministers. As long as he had and could obtain jobs for 

his followers, the majority of Scots were usually prepared to rally 

behind him. On the other hand, he was expected to provide the Ministry 

and central departments with information and advice on Scotland, 

particularly on the disposal of Crown offices, to manage Scotland 

in the Ministry's in terest,. and most important to ensure the return 

of as many Soots members and representative peers as possible to 

support the Ministry in Parliament. Godolphin had viewed the accession 

of a solid group of Scots members, and peers who would support the Court 

in Parliament as one of the main attractions of Union, 
8 

and from 1707 

onwards successive Ministries regarded it as of prime importance to 

secure the return of as many Soots as possible who would support the 

Miniatry in order to atrangthon ito position in both the Lorda and 

8 PoW6J. Riley, 'The Union of 1707 as an Episode in Eriglish Politics', 
Mj LMIV (1969), PP-498-527* 
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Commons. Few Ministries ever had a sufficiently comfortable 

majority, particularly in the Commons, that they could dispense with 

the need for the Soots. The bulk of government posts in Scotland 

were to be distributed tb this end: to build up and maintain electoral 

influence in the constituencies and to win support for the Court list 

of representative peers, 

There is one great object of a Ministers 
Attention should be [sic. ] the establishing 
and preserving a Parliamentary Interest in 
the Country which is indeed necessary for 
carrying on the Public Service by adding a 
proper weight to the power and Influence of 
the Crown - The Sinecure Employments may be 
Dedicated for those pur oses with as few 
Deviations as possiblO 

To -this end most Ministers, were prepared, -to a varying degree, to delegate 

Scottish patronage to the Scottish manager in order that he could gain 

and maintain electoral support for the Ministry, in Scotland, while, for. 

his part, the manager continually sought to expand his control. over 

Scottish patronage in order to. sfrengthen and consolidate his position 

in Scotland. Much of the manager's time, therefore, was spent in 

dealing with the minutiae of patronage: sifting through recommendations 

he received and the time-consuming task of pursuing them through the 

Whitehall machinery. Although ultimately dependent on and responsible 

to the London Ministry, the relationship between the Scottish manager and 

the Ministry was not simply one-sided but rather one of balance* 

Successive Ministries were usually prepared to delegate responsibility 

to a varying degree to the Scottish manager but at the same time were 

anxious to retain ultimate control in their own hands: the Scottish 

manager sought to build up his position as far as possible in Scotland 

, 
so as to increase Ls bargaining power and make him-elf indispensable. 

The state of this balance at any particular time was very much a, 

9Memorandum, 
almost certainly by Milton, c-1761-21 NLS SPA 17P501 

quoted A. Murdoch, The People Above, (Edinburgh, 1980), p. 138* 
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reflection of the current state of politics at Westminster and the 

security of, and the degree of stability within, the Ministry itself. 

The most important and successful Scottish manager in this period 

was Archibald Campbellt earl of Ilay, from 1743 third Duke Of 
. 

Argyll. 

Ilay was closely associated with Walpole and later Pelham, and in 

return for being allowed to dispense the bulk of government patronage 

in Scotland he built up an ext6nsive support and succeeded in keeping 

most of the Scottish members of Parliament behind the Ministry. 

Although in Scotland he achieved almost vi6e-regal status, it is 

important to note that he never held the formal office of Secretary 

of State: the basis of his power lay in his personal influence in 

Scotland and the support he received from various Ministers, notably 

Walpole and Pelham. 

As the Scottish manager had to be resident in London for much 

of the year he*required a loyal lieutenant in Edinburgh to act on 

his behalf. The principal function of such a Isous ministreri was to 

serve as a point of contact in Edinburgh for those who wanted something 

of government, whether it be patronage or otherwise, and to act as 

a channel of communication with the manager in London. Ilaits sous 

ministre was Andrew I'letcher, Lord Milton, Lord of Justiciary and later 

Lord Justice Clerk, an extremely able and conscientious man with a 

considerable talent for the painstaking minutiae of administrative 

mattersp patronage and electioneering and who successfully managed the 

Argyll interest in Scotland for over 35 years. The task of balancing 

competing claims for vacant posts and forwarding recommendations to 

London was delegated to Milton while Ilay pursued them with Ministers 

and through the respective central departments. So successful were 

Ilay and Milton that by the mid 1730s Argathelian supporters filled the 

majority of judicial and administrative posts in Edinburgh and this 
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provided Ilay with a solid platform-from which to negotiate with the 

Ministry and to weather successfully the Secretaryship of his rival 

the Marquis of Tweeddale in the early 1740s. 

Not everyone, however, was content to allow Ilay to engross 

all political power in Scotland. Between 1714 and 1725 the Squadronel 

an interest composed of several leading noblemen and their followers, 

and the Argathelians, allied to rival political factions at 

Westminster, fought to achieve supremacy in Scotland, mirroring the 

contest between Walpole and his opponents 'to dominate the Ministry 

itself. Only with the emergence of a stable Ministry under Walpole, 

who was prepared to delegate a degree of authority to Ilay, did the 

political situation in Scotland become reasonably stable. Thereafter 

Ilay steadily consolidated his position in Scotland. Nevertheless the 

Squadrone continued to oppose Ilay throughout the period, seeking to 

undermine his standing with the Ministry in an effort to gain Political 

power for themselves. In order to circumvent Ilayts positionj the 

opposition constantly argued the need for closer Union, that all 

Soots should be directly dependent on the Ministry and that to set 

one man between the Ministry and Scotland was contrary to ýtcompletet 

Union. Throughout the late 1720s and the 1730s the opposition 

struggled against Ilay both-in Scotland, where it sought to secure 

the return of as many Scottish members as possible independent of his 

interest and on occasion to run a-rival list at the representative 

peers election, and at London where constant attempts were made to 

go over the head of Ilay and obtain jobs directly from the Ministry. 

, 
Attempts were made to ally with opposition groups at Westminster and 

to exploit divisions within the Ministry, The Squadronerts opportunity 

came with the fall of Walpole in 1742. Tweeddale, an ally of Carterett 

was appointed Secretary of State and Ilay was temporarily eclipsed. 
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But Tweeddale received little support from a divided Ministry and 

could ma ke little headway against Ilayts entrenched position in 

Scotland. His Secretaryship was soon doomed to failure and Ilay 

re-emerged to enjoy much the same authority under Pelham as he had 

under Walpole. The relationship between the Scottish manager and 

the Ministry and the political-struggle between the manager and 

his opponents in Scotland and at Westminster form the other major 

theme of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER TWO: THE CUSTOMS AND SALT SERVICES 

Introduction 

In the discussions leading up to the Union 'the English customs 

commissioners had made it clear that, if the revenue ýnd by this they 

1, meant primarily the English revenue] was to be safe-guarded, two 

conditions must be satisfied before Scotland was admitted to some 

tcommunication' of trade: uniformity with England in trade regulation, 

and Diglish power over Scottish subjects to ensure that the regulations 

were obeyed'. Thus while the Act of Union gave Scotland equal rights 

, 
within the 1hglish trading system, 

2 Scotland had to accept the re- 

organization of its customs service to fit in with the pattern and aims 

of the Briglish system. In the eighteenth century, the customs service 

-was charged with two main responsibilities, the collection of revenue 

and the supervision of trade regulations. The 'old simple Scottish 

custons service was to be replaced by the much tighter English system 

with its higher duties, complex procedure, mercantile policies and 

, more extensive control. On no account could Scotland remain a back-do6r 

for bringing illegally entered goods into England. A board of 

; ", commissioners, directly responsible to the Treasury in Londont was set 

'up 
in Edinburgh to administer the new system. The reorganization and 

-ýdevelopment of the new customs service in Scotland in the first twenty 

3 
years after the Union form one of the major themes of Dr. Riley's book. 

i,! ýY 1725 this process had been completed and there were to be no further 

'major changes in the period covered by this thesis. This chapter will 

, 
J, examine the structure of the service as it had evolved by 1725; the 

Riley, Erig -lish Ministers, P-13. 

2 Ibid., P-14. 

3Eriglish Ministers especially chapters III? IV? IX and XIII 
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role played by the Scottish customs-commissioners, the central 

officers and the officers in the outports; and the problems facing 

the customs service. We shall also consider the extent to which 

the Treasury in London exercised control over the Scottish customs 

service. The customs service provided the Ministry with a major 

source of patronage: how far did this affect the smooth running of the 

service and to what extent did Ministers at London manage to keep 

control over Scottish customs patronage? 

At the time of the Union the population of Scotland was about 

one million, four-fifths of whom derived their livelihood from the 

soil. Agriculture in most parts of Scotland was in a poor state, 

even by subsistence standards. Such industry and trade as then 

existed were small in scale. 
4 Altho-ugh the Union gave Scotland 

freedom of trade within the English colonial system, it did not of 

itself bring immediate prosperity. Scotland remained a poor country 

aiid indeed until the 1740s there was no economic growth worth speaking 

of. For most of the period under study, therefore, the economy of 

Scotland remained stagnantj although there was a gradual improvement 

in certain areas of trade, notably graint black cattle and tobacco*5 

The Driglish customs system introduced into Scotland was one of a 

large number of duties and complex procedure, so much so that even in 

Erigiand, Hoon has asserted, 'whatever deficiencies there were in the 

eighteenth-century customs servicG rests with the system rather than 

with its administrators'. 
6 

Throughout the period, over thirty different 

4W. Ferguson, Sootland: 
_1689 

t_o_ 
_the_ _P_r_esen_t_ 

(Edinburgh, 1968), PP- 70v 76. 

5R. H. Campbell, 'The Anp. lo-Scottish Union of 1707: The Economic 
Consequences', FcHR, xvi (1963-4), PP. 468-77- 

6 E. E. Hoon, The Organization of 
- 

th 
-e 

R14L1. ish Custom_s System 1626-1786, 
(New York, 1938), P-44- 



customs duties were levied on imported and exported goods. One 

article might have to pay several separate sums and different 

7 principles were used in the calculation of the various duties. 

Most duties were a proportion of the value of the article as laid 

down in the official Book of Rates, but thi's often bore no relation 

to the current value of the article and not all articles were listed. 

In an attempt to overcome some of the problems Walpole published in 

1724 a supplementary Book of Rates which gave the official valuation of 
8 

a large number of articles not in the old Book. The problems in 

Scotland were aggravated both by the novelty of the new service and 

because the number of customs officersi mainly for reasons of economy, 

was kept far below what was needed to operate the system properly. 

Moreover many of the officers employed were unqualified and unfit and 

the connivance by outport officers at fraud and evasion was a major 

problem. High duties and intricate procedure encouraged smuggling 

which in turn was facilitated by the geography of the Scottish 

coastline and the insufficient number of officers to guard it adequately. 

As soon as the commissioners managed to plug one gap another opened. As 

a result the duties collected often barely covered the cost of the 

administration of the service, far less being able. to make a siignificant 

contribution to the payment of the Scottish civil list. Nor was the 

service any more successful in the regulation of trade. one of the 

main tasks of the Scottish commissioners was "to render ye practice Here 

unifom to yt observ'd in South Britain.. in order to an exact equating 

in trade in both parts of this Kingdom"19 and in particular, especially 

7See Hoon, Riplish Customs System,, pp. 25-37- 

8 H. T. Dickinson', Vialpole and the Whip, Supremacy (London, 1973)l 
p. 102. 

9SRO CE1/2 30 Mar. 1726. 

15- 
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in English eyesv to prevent a flood of goods being illegally entered 

into Scotland and from thence to England where they could be sold at 

a cheaper rate and ruin the honest English trader. Even the amount 

of revenue raised was of secondary importance to this: "if there be 

a Necessity of looking after this Revenuet small as it is, and I 

take it, there is, [it is] to prevent their Roguery here from hurting 

the Merohants in 1hgland... " 10 Nevertheless there were frequent 

complaints throughout the period from English merchantst especially 

those dealing in tobacco, of the harmful effects of illegally imported 

goods being brought in through Scotland and creating unfair competition. 

Daring his years in powerv Walpole attempted "to Make the 

exportation of our own manufactures, and the importation of the 

co=odities used in the manufacturing of themv as practicable and 

easy as may be ... I'll by reducing or abolishing the duties on such 

goods, by providing bounties to. encourage various exportso and by 

protecting home industries by high tariffs on foreign manufactured 

goods. 
12 Such was the relatively small volume of Scottish trade and 

'industry, however, that such policies only had a marginal effect on 

the amount of customs duties collected in Scotland. 

By the Act of Union Scotland was exempted from paying duties on 

home-made salt for seven yearsel3 When salt duties were imposed, from 

10 Baron Edlin to Chancellor of Exchequer, 1745 SRO NBB RH2/4/453i 169. 

Speech from the Throne 19 Oct 17211 Coxe Walpole I, p. 163 

12 J. B. Owen, The Eiahteenth Century (London, 1974)v P-36; Dickinson, 
Walpole pp. 102-3; J. H. Plumb, Sir Robert Walpole: The King's Minister 
(LonM, 1960), pp. 236-7. 

13T. Keith? Commercial Relations of England and Scotland 
(Cambridge, 1910), pp. 196ý7- 
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1 May 1714, they were placed under the management of the Scottish 

customs commissioners14 and many of'the central and outport customs 

officers were also employed in the collection of salt duties. Thus 

while it is more properly an excise, the administration of the salt 

duties will be considered in this chapter. 

The Commissioners 

After the Union direction and control of the Scottish customs 

* 15 system flowed through two main channels: between the Treasury in 

London and the customs commissioners resident in Edinburgh, and between 

these commissioners and the principle officers in the outports. As in 

several other branches of Scottish administration sheer physical distance 

meant that such control was largely dependant on the written word - 

warrants, orders, instructions, reports - rather than on close personal 

supervision, and the effectiveness of central authority, at both London 

and Edinburgh? suffered accordingly. As we have noted, soon after the 

Union a board of five commissioners was established in Edinburgh, 

directly responsible to the Treasury in London, to administer the new 

customs service in Scotland .. 
16 The commissioners supervised the work 

of the outports - and were responsible for ensuring that all revenue 

collected was properly remitted to central office and that the requisite 

accounts were timeously compiled. To this end the board sent a constant 

stream of letters and instructions to outport officerso although only 

in exceptiona. 1 cases did commissioners visit an outport in person. The 

board sat regUarly, three, four or even five days a week, to deal with 

the dap-to. -day running of the service and to issue instructions on all 

matters brought before them. They could also make regulations to improve 

14See E. Hughes, Stuaies in Administration nnd Finqncc,, . (Manchester, 1934), p. 211 footnote 899. 

15Although 
the following discussion is mainly concerned with the customs 

service, it also applies to the management of salt duties. 
6 
Riley, English Ministers, P-42 
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the running of any part of the systerr, 
17 

although these regulations 

were, often subject to Treasury approval. All violations of the 

revenue laws - smuggling, frauds, corruption among officers, had to 

be laid before the board for consideration, and it lay with the 

commissioners to decide what further action should be taken, whetherv 

for example to prosecute, or alternatively to compound with the 

offender. The commissioners also had to consider petitions and 

memorials received from merchants and prepaxe reports on numerous 

questions relating to Scottish customs referred to them by the Treasury. 

The commissioners were also responsible for the supervision of customs 

and salt personnel. 
. 

Unlike the Scottish excise service, the appointment 

_of 
customs and salt officers lay with the Treasury and not the commission- 

ers. When vacancies occurred in these services it fell to the 

oommissioners to itpresent? (that is nominate) supposedly qualified 
18 

candidates to the Treasury whom the Treasury could either approve or, 

alternativelyt appoint another person, On receipt of the Treasury 

warrant the commissioners issued their deputation to the person appointed 

and ordered his salary to be paid. Over the established staff the 

commissioners exercised a discipline which was a combination of the 

carrot and the stick. Officers were encouraged to be diligent by 

the prospect of presentment to the Treasury for promotion or for an 

increase in salary, by rewards and allowanoes, 
19 

and by shares in 

17For 
example see SRO CEI/2 27 Jul 1727; SRO CE1/3 27 Sep 1728; 

SRO CE1/4 4 Oct 1733i14 Nov 1734; SRO 01/ý 1 Dec 1746. 

18 See below, PP-53-62. 

No remarkable diligence and Readiness in an officer to do 
his utmost for the public service will at any time pass unregarded-o" 
SRO CE1/2 24 Doc 1725- Also see SRO CE1/2 28 Feb 1727; SRO CEI/3 
5 Oct 1730, 
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seizures of illegal goods. 
20 

of absence to its officers. 
21 

The board could also grant leaves 

On the other hand, commissioners 

could order inspections into the conduct of outport officers 
22 

and 

enforce their authority by stopping payment of salaries until 

their orders were obeyed, and by fining, trolling? (that is 

transferring)l suspending, or dismissing negligeiltv disobedient 

or corrupt officers* 
23 The board could also appoint temporary 

officers, re-allocate officers between portsv and recommend to 

the Treasury the creation of additional officers, 
24 

although as we 

shall see the commissionerst enthusiasm or otherwise for such 

disciplinary action výas often tempered by political considerations. 

20Frequent 
efforts were made by the board to see that all officers 

involved received their fair share of seizures and that principal 
officers did not keep the money to themselves* Otherwise, it was 
felt, inferior officers would be discouraged from doing their duties 
and the revenue would suffer. For examples of such regulations see 
SRO CE1/1 16 Mar 1724; SRO CE1/3 . 

17 Jan 1732; SRO CE1/4 17 Jun 1735 
("The Corruption of the'inferiour offrs (at Leith) maybe in a great 
Measure owing to the want of proper encouragement out of seizurcs'); ' 
SRO CE1/4 14 Jan 1736. 

2'Leaves for the commissioners and the principal central officers 
were granted by the Treasury, e. g. SRO NBB RH2/4/4391 246 25 Mar 1729; 
ibid. 284 22 May 1729; SRO CEI/4 30 Apr 1736; SRO CEI/7 25 Mar 1745ý 2 Apr 
1745- On rare occasions the Treasury might also grant leaves to minor 
outport officers, e. g. SRO NBB RH2/4/441y 114 17 Jun 1731. 

22 See below, PP-46-8. 

. -2-3ror stopping salaries see SRO CE1/2,18 Oct 1727; SRO CEI/5 26 Jul 
1738. Fines were usually applied'to the superannuation fund, see for 
example, SRO CE1/4 26 Mar 1734. 'Rolling' an officer to another port 
usually implied some reprimand of his conduct, and was done to prevent 
too great intimacy developing between officers and merchants: see SRO 
CE1/3 19 Nov 1730; SRO CE1/4 12 Apr 1732.1 

24For temporary-officers see below, PP-44-5. Rearrangement generally took 
place either as a result of shifting trade patterns or as a form of promotion, 
for example see SRO CE1/4 11 Jul 1735. Treasury approval was only required 
if the places involved were paid different salaries. For a general state- 
ment of the need to move officers around from port to port see SRO NBB 
RI12/4/4320 1751 customij commissioners to Treasury 17 Nov 1723; alSo 
CTB XXVIII part II, P. 346 7 Jul 1714. 
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From the outset the board did not function with the hoped-for 

efficiency. The Scottish commissioners failed to provide adequate 

supervision and guidance in the formative years of the new system, 

and, moreover, many of the officers appointed on their recommendation 

0 25 
were unfit, thus further aggravating the difficulties. Despite 

increased Treasury interference after 1714, the customs service 

continued to be wracked by serious problems. ' The exposure of 

extensive tobacco frauds at Glasgow, Port Glasgow and Greenock in the 

early 1720s and the lethargy of the commissioners in dealing with these 

abuses, demonstrated most clearly, to Briglish eyes at least, the need 

for changes. Walpole, by now First Lord of the Treasury, was also 

anxious to strengthen-his political influence in Scotland. He therefore 

decided to bring Scottish customs administration under closer Treasury 

control from London by amalgamating the Scottish and English boards. 26 

Of the fourteen new British commissionersy-seven were to be resident in 

Londont five in Edinburgh, and two to visit-the outports. 
27 The 

commissioners were to be periodically rotated so that those familiar 

with London procedure would have a turn at Edinburgh where, it was hoped, 

they could keep the Scottish system in closer conformity with Treasury 

wishes and the English model. In fact this rotation of commissioners 

did not take place'to any great extent 
28 

and although for a short time 

after 1723 it appears that the Treasury communicated with the Scottish 

25See Riley, 
_Fhglish 

Ministers, chapters IV, IX-and XIII. 

26 See ibid., pp. 274-280. Riley assigns to Baron Scrope the main 
impetus behind this reform. 

2 7Act 9 Geo I c2l (1723) authorised the creation of a single board. 
The first joint commission was issued the following year. See Hoonv 
1hplish CuLtoms System, PP- 56-7- In fact seven commissioners were placed 
on the Scottish establishment: see SRO NBB RH2/4/434,422 28 Sep 1725. 

28 See below, p. 25- 
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commissioners through the commissioners in London in an attempt to 

make the new joint board a reality, 
29 this practice soon lapsed. On 

the other hand, the Scottish commissioners were encouraged to write 

to the London board for advice on specific problems, especially on the 

collection of new duties. 
30 Altho- 

advice from their London colleagues 

immediately following the formation 

correspondence continued throughout 

the amalgamation of the two boards, 

ugh the Scottish commissioners sought 

most frequently in the years 

of the joint board in 172_ý such 

the period. Nevertheless, despite 

the dayý-to-day running of the service 

remained largely unaffected and the commiýsioners in Fdinburgh continued 

to act more or less independently. After an initial burst of reforming 

31 
zeal, the Scottish commissioners again settled down to a more leisurely 

pace. 
32 In 1742 the two boards were again separated and the number of 

29For 
exwnple see SRO CE1/1 15. Oct 1723. 

30For 
example in 1728 the Scottish commissioners wrote to the English 

commissioners for advice on foreign salt importation procedures "so 
as the Practice here, with respect to that Branch of Trade, may be 
uniform to that in South-Britain" SRO CE1/3 4 Oct 1728. See also SRO 
CE1/1 4 Aug 1724,2 Mar 1725; SRO CE1/2 28 Feb 1728; SRO CE1/4 8 Feb 1733., 
The commissioners appear to haVe kept a book of opinions, decisions etc. 
of the English commissioners and others on all difficult points: see 
SRO CE1/4 29 Aug 1732. 

3lSee 
generally SRO CE1/1 and specifically 2y 15,23,291'30 Oct 1723, 

12,13,24 Dec 1723,28 Jan 17241 13 Feb 1724 etc. For the reorganisation 
at Glasgow after the exposure of frauds see PRO TI/249 No. 6(l), and for 
other schemes throughout 1724, ibid., no. 6(2-8). The board also had the 
eight carefully drawn reports of Paul, Sankey and Kettilby, sent by the 
Treasury to make a general survey. of Scottish customs to work on, PRO TI/250 
no. 9. As these three had found widespread neglect in the Scottish system 
the new commissioners had plenty to do, and their'initial efforts at least 
met with the approval of Paul and co. ý ibid., Report 8. 

321n 1731 Forbes, concerned at the state of the revenues and the 
smuggling of foreign spirits, called both the customs and excise boards 
together and "rattled them up as well as I could", Forbes to Scrope 6 Nov 
1731 MCP 111,144 ;'G. Menary The Life and Let; ers of Dmcan Forbes 

'of 
Cullod! jn lQ5-1747 (London, 1936), pe-Me See also FOrre-s-70 ýSc`rope 

11 Aue 1730 C. P. pp. 114-6. 
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commissioners on the Scottish establishnent reduced to five. 
33 This 

step was taken partly because the Scottish board was already more or 

less autonomous in all but name, but also as part of the attempt by 

Tweeddale and his allies*in the Ministry to wrest control of 

customs appointments in Scotland, away from Ilay. 
34 

In the period from 1724 to 1748 twenty two men held the post of 

customs (and salt) oo=issioner resident in, and after 1742 rýfortj 

Scotland. 
35 

The oommissioners were appointed by the Crown during 

. pleasure, and the post was, after the judg6s-and -the principal legal 

officers, one of the-most prestigious in Scotland. A 'Imanager't such' 

as Ilay was anxious to have his candidates appointed, not only as a 

reward to loyal supporters, but as a clear indication -that he had the 

favour of the Ministry. Most important, a commissioner could have 

considerable influence in ensuring that candidates favoured by the 

manager were presented to the Treasury for appointment to subordinate 

customs posts* For their part, in appointing a commissioner-Ministers 

had both to weigh, the claims of their political allies -in 
Scotland 

against the danger of allowing, one Scottish interest to. become dominant 

and thus make control from London that much more difficult andl given 

the importance of the customs service, to balance political considerations 

with the need for some degree of administrative ability and efficiency, 

Throughout the period the Scottish board was made up of a mix-Lure of 

Scots and Englishmen: there were normally two or three Englishmen on 

every Scottish customs board. Most of the Scottish commissioners in 

this period were active Argathelian supporters. The appointment Of 

33The 
number of English commissioners was increased to nine: HOOn7 

&Zlish Customs SXý-. teml P-57 and footnote 2; CTEP V, P. 70 24 Aug 1742. 

34See below P-470. 

35See table A. Most of the following is based on SRO NBB RH2/4/433-56; 
CTBP I-V (1728-45); and SRO CE1/1-7- Salaries F. 11000 P-a- (E800 p. a. customs? 
E200 p. a. Salt) until 1742; thereafter F-500 p. a. (Z4OO p. a. customs, E100 p. ae 
Salt). 
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TABLE A 

Customs Commissioners Scotland Midsummer 1724 to 1748 

Midsummer 1724 Sir John Stanley Henry Hale 

Humphrey Brent George Drummond 

John Campbell John Hill 

Brian Fairfax 

12 November 1724 Thomas Maynard loco Stanley 

26 October 1725 Sir James Campbell 1000 John. Campbell 

Midsummer 1726 John Campbell loco Hill 

Christmas 1727 Alan Broderick loco Fairfax 

Michaelmas 1728 Gwyn Vaughan 1000 Maynard 

Christmas 1730 George Ross loco Brodrick 

14 May 1731 Wardel George. Westby loco Brent 

29 December 1732 Edward Trelawney loco Hale 

15 October 1737 Beaumont Hotham Sir James Campbell 

Richard Somers loco Drummond 

Colin Campbell Trelawney 

29 June 1741 Edward Riggs loco Vaughan 

9 September 1742 Now 5 commissioners The four dropped were 

George Ross John Campbell 

Richard Somers Westby 

Colin Campbeli Hotham' 

plus James Cardonnel Vaughan 

and Alexander Arbuthnot 

18 February 1744 Mansfeldt Cardonnel loco James Cardonnel 

20 October 1746 Alexander Logrand loco Arbuthnot 
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Englishmen was used both to bring in men with some administrative 

experience of the English customs service and to try and counter 

Scottish political-interests. Unfortunately, most able Englishmen 

were reluctant to move to Scotland and thus those appointed were 

usually of second-rate ability and several were among the least active 

, of the commissioners, rarely attending. 
36 

Most of the commissioners were men of some wealth and standing - 

two were the sons of Lords37 and another two were knights38 - and all 

had useful political connections, 
39 

usually being either members of or 

related top influential families. Few had had much Previous experience 

of customs or salt business, although two were promoted after long 

service as established officers - Beaumont Hotham, 40 
previously 

secretary to the board, and Alexander Legrand, an inspector general 

and then collector at Leith. Many of them, however, held'office for 

long periodst of ten years and upwards, 
41 

and during this time naturally 

36ýor 
example, James Cardonnell Edward Trelawney, Thomas Maynard, and 

Edward Riggs (Irish). 

37(Lord) George Ross, Allan Broderick (Lord Middleton). 

38 Sir John Stanley, Sir James Campbell. 

39The 
post of revenue commissioner was incompatible with a seat in the 

House of Commons. For a discussion of the English revenue commissioners 
see W. R. Wardy*Some Eighteenth Century Civil Servants: the English Revenue 
Commissioners 1754-981, EHRI Vol. 70 (1955), pp. 25-54- 

40FOr further details of Hotham see A. M. W. Sterling, The Hothams. 
(London, 1918). 

4lFor 
example George Ross (24 years)p John Campbell (18 years), George 

Drummond and Gwyn Vaughan 14 years?, Sir James Campbell (12 years), Richard 
Somers and Colin Campbell 

Rl 
years). Cn. the other hand, James Cardonnel 

never onco attonded and Filward Riggn, an Iriah M, P. 9 oat for junt ovor on(I 
month, August - September 1741. 
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acquired,. -some degree of knowledge and expertise. In fact, once 

appointed the commissioners enjoyed reasonably secure tenure and only 

Arbuthnot was dismissed for purely political reasons. The others 

either resigned for reasons of age or were transferred to other posts. 

At least eight (mostly Englishmen) were subsequently moved down to 

London to become English customs commissioners, most in the years 

immediately after 1723. Indeed the new joint commission, instead 

of s4pplying Scotland with experienced English commissioners as planned, 

appears to have functioned in reverse, Scotland acting as a training 

ground for future London commissioners. 
&ly 

one case of genuine 

rotation in fact occurred when in 1725-6 John Canpbell was first moved 

from Scotland to England, and then returned to Edinburgh, exchanging 

places with John Hill who was moved to the English board. Three other 

commissioners, George Drummond, Richard Somers and George Ross had 

previously served on the Scottish excise board, Somers in fact replacing 

Drummond on the customs board in 1737 when the latter returned to 

excise. 
42 Thus on every boara-there was always two or three commissioners 

with some degree of experience and this was enhanced by the fact that 

commissioners were usually replaced singly as occasion arose: only twice, 

in 1737 and September 1743, did major changes take p; ace. 

The changes of 1723-4 had left the board basically Argathelian in 

compositionp most notably in*George Drummond, John Campbell and Humphrey 

Brent, and the Argathelian hegemony was gradually consolidated over the 

following years, particularly with-the appointment. of Gwyn Vaughan in 

172843 and the removal of Hale, who had tended to favour Squadrone 

42 James Cardonnel was previously an 1hglish salt commissioner for many 
years but he never appeared. He was replaced by his son Mansfeldt Cardonnel: 
Hughes, Studios in Administration, P-338. For the Cardonnels generally 
see ibid. p. 278. 

43See Ilay to Milton 28 Jun 1728 NLS SC 14538. 
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candidates, 
44 to the aglish board in 1732. The Argathelian dominance 

remained relatively unaffected after the fall of Walpole and the 

appointment ofITweeddale as Secretary of State in 1742. Although 

a separate Scottish board was again established and. Tweeddale secured 

the appointment of Alexaýder Arbuthnot45 with a view to controlling 

the customs board in his interest, Arbuthnot faced a ceaseless uphill 

and largely unsuccessful struggle against Argathelians Ross and Colin 

46 Campbell. After Tweeddale'sdismissal, Arbuthnot lost his place 

and the board once again became solidly Argathelian. 

Neverthelessp althoughmost commissioners were appointed on a 

political basis, many became reasonably efficient administrators, 

particularly those who served a long termlin office. 
47 As a whole 

the majority of Scottish customs and salt commissioners were aware of 

their responsibilities and were reasonably conscientious. Undoubtedly 

the period of greatest zeal came in the few years after 1723 when 

generallyfivel six or all seven commissioners met four or five days 

a weekp often morning and afternoon. 
48 By 1727 the number of 

commissioners attending had dropped to only two or three but this was 

the lowest average, for the entire-period. By the following year the 

number was up to four or five and remained around this figure throughout 

'44See Ilay to Milton 7 Dec 1727 NLS SC 16,535: "If Hale continues to 
recommend Squadrone people let me knowit, I am sure his Patron the Duke 
of Devonshire does not approve of it". 

45CTBP Vj P- 70,24 Aug 1742. Cardonnel was appointed at the same ti'me. 

46This 
struggle is recorded in great detail''in the Yester papers and 

Supplementary Yester papers, (NLS). See also below PP . 470-2. 

47For 
example John Campbell, Sir-James Campbell, George Rosst George 

Drummondt Colin Campbell and Gwyn Vaughan. 

48See 
customs board minute books - SRO CE1/1-7- 
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the 1730s. Similarly, although there was a tendency for Easter 

and Christmas holidays to spread over a whole week, 
49 the board 

usually met three, four often five times a week. 
50 Attendance, 

of coursev was not everything: 11... at that board they are soon 

sick of work and are more apt to study the news papers -than how to do 

their affairs". 
51 Nevertheless, on the basis of entries each day in 

the minute books, there was undoubtedly a decline in the amount of 

business conducted by the board about 1727 and, despite periodic 

upsurgesq entries remained at a lower level throughout the 1730s and 

early 1740s, compared to the immediate Post-1723 period, There was 

an increase of activity in the early years of Tweeddalets Secretaryship 

but this was short-lived. A more sustained burst came after the Forty6-five 

rebellion when the board was spurred on by the Treasury, particularly to 

enquire into possible Jacobite sympathisers among its officers. 

Relations with the Treasury 

Ultimate responsibility for the customs and salt services and the 

formulation of general policies and guide-lines lay with the Treasuryv 

while the day-to-day administration of the system was left to the 

commissioners in Edinburgh. The commissioners had to refer all matters 

involving changes in personnel or in customs procedure to the Treasury 

for approval. All quarterly salary billS52 and various other major 

expenses53 had to be warranted by the Treasury before they could be p aid 

49For 
example Christmas week 1730 SRO CEI/3- 

50By the late 1730S the convention grew up of not meeting on Fridays. 
The board only met once on a Saturday in the entire period - 20 Jan 1739 - 
and for no apparent reason: SRO CE175- 

5lThoman I-lay to Tweeddale 25 Dee 1742 NLS YP 7052l 91. 

52 The quarterly salary bills with Treasury warrant are in SRO NBB RH2/4/ 
433-456. 

53See SRO NBB RH2/4/433,162 (14 Apr 1724). 
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by the commissioners. Annual accounts of revenue collected and 
54 

of costs of management were sent to the Treasury for inspection. 

All petitions and memorials on customs matters sent to the Treasury 

were referred as a. matter of course to the commissioners who were 
0 55 instructed to report back with their opinion. Most important, 

as we have seen, the commissioners could only 'presentt candidates 
56 for vacant customs jobs: actual appointments lay with the Treasury* 

By these means, and by regularly demanding reports, accounts of revenue 

and of management costs, and investigations into frauds, smuggling and 

negligent officers, the Treasury exerted a reasonably close supervision 

over the work of the commissioners and became involved in many routine 

aspects of customs business. 57 

Although the Treasury took a fairly active interest in all aspects 

of customs and salt business in Scotland throughout the periodt Treasury 

concern in the running of the Scottish customs servicep and particularly 

over appointments, was most marked in times of political or administrative 

uncertainty: in the years following the reorganization of 1723, during 

the early 1740s, a time of considerable Political tension in both England 

and Scotland, and in the years after the Forty6-five rebellion. The 

channel of communication between the Treasury and Edinburgh was not 

541t is not clear how thoroughly the Treasury checked the various 
accounts: the salary bill for midsummer quarter 1735 is wrongly totalled 
but was nevertheless warranted - see SRO NBB RH2/4/445,2799 

55Examples'SRO CE1/4 1 Feb 1737; SRO CE1/5 14 Feb 1740; SRO NBB 
RH2/4/439,244 27 Feb 1729; SRO NBB RH2/A/441,71 1 Feb 1731; SRO NBB 
RH2/4/446,350 9 Dee 1735; CTP (1720-28) P-403 13 Jun 1726. 

56For lists of Treasury warrants see CTBP I-V, and for a fuller 
discussion on this, topic see below PP-53-62. 

57See 
generally SRO NBB RH2/4/433-456 and SRO cEl/1-7- Specific 

examples can be found at SRO NBB RH2/4/4401 362 10 Jan 1730; SRO NBB 
RH2/4-/441,158 28 Sep 1731; SRO NBB RH2/4/, ý42t 339 and 3441 5 Dec 1732; 

, SRO NBB RH2/4/443,483 28 Jun 1733; SRO CXL/ý 16 Jan 1730; SRO CE1/4 
12 Oct 1732; PRO T1/249 no 6 (1-9) (1724). 
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entirely.. -efficient, despite the fact that much Scottish business at 

the Treasury was handled by John Scrbpe, Secretary to the Treasury, 

and a man who had no little experience of Scottish revenue mattersy 

having*served as a-baron of the Scottish Exchequer from 1708 to 1724. 

The Treasury was a large organization, responsible for all public 
0 

revenues, and quite often enquiries, reports or presentations from the 

Scottish commissioners remained unanswered at the Treasury for months, 

sometimes years* On occasion they were even lost altogether. 
58 In 

an attempt to improve the despatch of business at the Treasury the 

customs commissioners, jointly with the Scýttish excise commissioners 

and the Court of Exchequer, employed an agent to act at London on their 

behalf. 59 The commissioners sent their presentments and other 

correspondence to the agent who would personally hand them in to the 

Treasury and I'Sollicit their Regular dispatch". 
60 

Nevertheless, despite 

this London agent, delays remained quite frequent and thus not only did 

vacant custom places remain unfilled for some time but, in the absence of 

specific Treasury instructions, the commissioners were often reluctant 

to take vigorous action. For their part the commissioners were not always 

particularly efficient and on several occasions took literally years to 

make out reports on memorials or petitions referred to them by the Treasury. 
61 

58 The Treasury lost the accounts for 1728,1729 and 1730 and had to ask 
for duplicates to be sent: SRO NBB RH2/4/441,131-2 3 Jul 1731; SRO CEI/3 
6 Jul 1731. Also "Presentments wch are sent up to London to be warranted 
by ye Lords of ye Treasury being frequently lost or mislaid$ woh occasions 
great Inconveniences in that brancý of the business ... 11 SRO CE1/1 12 Dec 1723. 

59See SRO NBB RH2/4/447i 144-'5 6 Dec 1737- The Exchequer had appointed 
a London agent soon after it was established in 1708; s'ee CTP (1720-28) p. 
461-21 15 Jun 1727. The first reference I have found of this agent serving 
for customs is in 1718 (CTB 1718 part Ill P-570 11 Sep 1718). Joseph Tudort 
agent from 1716 to 1737, was appointed by the barons (CTP (1720-28)P461-2 
15 Jun 1727), but his successors, William Bowles (1737) and Milward Rowe 
(1748) were both nominated andzppointed by the Treasury (SRO CEI/5 12 Dec 
1737; SRO CE1/7 19 Jul 1748). 

60 SRO CEIA12 Dec 1723. 'See ale 0 SRO CEI/1 13 Mar 1724,5 May 1724; 
SRO CE1/2 2 Oct 1725; SRO CEI/3 6 Jul 1731* 

61 For example see SRO CEI/3 11 Aug 1730; SRO NBB RH2/4/443,389 2 Apr 1733. 
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Normally relations between the Treasury and the Scottish 

commissioners were fairly harmonious, and only rarely did the Treasury 

act in direct contradiction to advice given by the commissioners. 
62 

The only example of a Scottish commissioner being called before the 

Treasury appears to be in 1722 when Brent was summoned to answer complaints 

by Eaglish merchants against the widespread tobacco frauds in scotland. 
63 

The commissioners for their part quite clearly recognized the authority 

of the Treasury and despite occasional disagreements always accepted 
64 Treasury decisions as final. 

Central Officers 

Directly under the commissioners and working in the customs house 

in Edinburgh 
65 

was a small central office. Unlike the London central, 

officep where there were numerous offices and sinecures, the number of 

officers in Edinburgh, principally for reasons of economy, was kept to 

an essential minimum; indeed it-approached very closely Hoonlis ideal for 

London. 
66 Several of these officers also worked for the salt revenue, 

and in general there was a greater flexibility in the tasks central 

62Por 
one example see SRO CE1/3 6 Nov 1730 and 9 Jun 1731- 

63CTP (1720-28), p. 167-81 13 Nov 1722, 

64The 
most interesting e? cample of disagreement came in 1732 when the 

commissioners decided to move the Edinburgh customs house to a more spacious 
building owned by the Duke of Queensberry, without first obtaining Treasury 
permission* The Lords "resent the proceedings of the commissioners herein 
in regard they were notapprised ýy them thereof until an agreement for the 

, Duke of Queensberry's house was actually concluded". They ordered the 
commissioners to remain where they were and, despite some protest, they 
obeyed: CTBP III p. 21&-9 23 Mar 1732. For further details and corres- 
pondence between the commissioners and the Treasury on this matter see 
SRO CE1/3 15 Feb 1732,30 Mar 1732; CTEP III pp. 215-8 29 Feb 1732,7 and 
16 Mar 1732; SRO NBB RH2/4/4421 212 2 Mar 1732 and 24 Mar 1732* 

65"As to the Custom house, you know, just as well as I, how ill it is 
situatedl and to what Danger, from fire, it is exposed from Taverns, and a 
number of Alehouses below, and round it. You know[to]what a beggarly Board 
Room, waiting Roorrý and Socretaryfs office there is, and in general how very 
straitned and inconvenient all their Offices are": Drummond to Pelham 17 Jul 
1753 N. U. L.. NEC 2205- 

66 Hoon, 4XI! sh Customs System, p. 120. 
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officers*had to perform compared to their London counterparts. 
67 

Unfortunately, this streamlineclorganization did not lead to a 

particularly efficient despatch of business, and indeed delays in 

compiling central accounts were, if anythi ng, even greater than at 

London. The structure of the Edinburgh office remained basically 

unchanged throughout the period, 

The most important of the central offi I cials was the secretary 
68 

whose function, assisted by a first clerk and various other minor 

clerks, was to service the board and to deal with all incoming and 

outgoing correspondence. From 1725 the customs secretary also acted 

as secretary for the salt duties. 
69 

Tlýere was also a solicitor, receiver 

general and comptroller general, who headed respectively the small legal, 

70 
-treasury and accounting Idepartments'. The solicitor, aided by two 

assistant solicitors7l and one or two minor clerks, 
72 

prosecuted all 

offences, against customs law, whether by merchants or officers, when 

67For 
example see SRO CEI/7 9 Feý 1748. 

68 Established salary 9270 p. a. Plus allowance of 9.150p. a. for clerks: 
SRO NBB RH2/4/433,199. 

69Customs 
commissioners to Treasury 801 ct 1725 SRO NBB RH2/4/434,463; Trea- 

sury to customs commissioners 19 Oct 1725o ibid. - Salary for salt E150 p. as 
and E50 p. a. for clerks. 

70 Salary F-150 pea. and F-50 pea. for clerks. Unlike the English customs 
solicitor and the Scottish excise solicitor he was not allowed, howeverv to 
take fees for the work he did: SRO NBB RH2/4/433,199 MS 1724; SRO NBB 
RH2/4/4421 2ý9 15 Aug 1732. The s6,1ary was raised by ZlOO pea. from 1732: 
SRO NBB RH2/4/443,445 28 May 1733; SRO CE1/4 10 Oct 1733. All legal charges 
were paid out of revenue raised: for example see SRO CE1/5 1 Dec 1737,25 Jul 
1738; SRO CE116 8 Apr 174le 

7lAs the I Solicitor could not attend all cases personally, other lawyers 
were employed by the board as occasion arose., In important or difficult 
cases the Solicitor would confer with the principle Crown lawyers in 
Scotland, the Lord Advocate and the Solicitor General, and either act on 
their advice or hand the conduct of the case over to them: for example see 
SRO CE1/4 4 Jan 1733,7 Nov 1733. A board minute in 1743 ordered the 
Solicitor to consult with the Crown lawyers 'in all causes related to the 
revenue' SRO CEI/6 3 Feb 1743. The opinion of the 11riglish Attorney General 
was also quite frequently sought: for example see SRO CE1/2 2 Nov 1725; SRO 
CE1/3 15 Jul 1731; SRO CEI/4 29 Aug 1732; SRO CE1/5 26 Oct 1737- 

72 The commissioners allowed the Solicitor a second, clerk in 1730:. SRO CE113 
25 Mar 1730.0 
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the comMissionersy often advised 'by the solicitor himself, thought 

fit. 73 When necessary he would prosecute local officials - justices, 

constables, and others - for failing in their duty to help customs 

officers. 
74 The solicitor also kept lists of arrears of revenue owed 

by all present and late collectors, and of all other money and bonds due, 75 

and, when ordered by the commissioners, would prosecute these in Exchequer 
0 

for reoovery. 
76 Cases involving revenue and bonds were normally taken 

in INchequer; those of a more purely criminal nature, such as smuggling 

or assaulting an, officer were brought before the Court of Justiciary, 

while incidents at sea could be dealt witý by the Court of Admiralty* 

Minor seizure or assault cases were usually taken before local justices. 
77 

Both Justiciary and Exchequer juries were very prone to favour smugglers 

against customs officers78 and many customs cases were lost. 79 As a result, 

the board would often attempt to come to some sort of composition with the 

73For example see SRO CElA20 Jul 1724; SRO CE1/5 21 Dec 1737,14 Nov 1738* 

74For example see SRO CEI/2 3 Nov 1725, 

75See SRO CE1/5 21 Dec 1738, 

76 For example see SRO CE1/1 9 Dec 1723,31 Jul 1724; SRO CE1/2 8 Nov 17251 
27 Jul 1727; SRO CE1/4 28 May 1734; SRO CE116 22 Mar 1742. Solicitors were 
not always as diligent in this matter as the board expected, e. g. SRO CE1/4 
17 Jan 1733. In 1739 to try and remedy this the comptroller general was 
instructed to keep a joint custody of such 'bonds with the solicitor and act 
as a check on him: SRO CE1/5 30 May 1739t 28 Aug 1739. Bond prosecutions 
continued to remain in arrears however'; see SRO CE1/7 28 Jan 1748- 

77 If cases looked like going against the boardin justice of the peace 
courts they could be removed to Exchequer or Justiciary by a writ of 
certiorari. 

78For 
example see PRO T1/270 No . 31 22 Peb 1729. 

, 
79For 

example see SRO CEI/2 21 Jul 1726; SRO CE1/3 25 Jul 1728. Also 
Arbuthnot to Tweeddale 24 Jul 1744 NLS YP7063i 54 "... the partiality of 
the Jurys dureing the whole time of Lant's being Chief Baron gave such 
encouragement to the smuggling trade and brought it to the hight it has 
come to of Late ... It. - 
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merchantý concerned rather than risk bringing the matter to court* 
80 

The solicitor also defended the commissioners and other officers against 

any vexatious suits brought against them. 
81 

Regidar reports of all 

prosecutions carried on in the board's name had to be laid before the 

commissioners so that they might give directions thereon if necessary, 
82 

and the solicitor regularly attended the board to give advice on legal 
83 

matters. A particular problem was the application of Ehglish customs 

laws to Scotland and this led to several Englishmen being employed in 

the solicitorts tdepartment. 84 
Not all solicitors in this period, 

however, were particularly conscientious and in 1734 the commissioners 

had to issue the following minute: "The Board observing that business 

is frequently hindered by Reasons of the Sollicitor [Parker] not duely 

attending in his office It is therefore this day ordered that notice 

be given him that the Board Expect he do for the future punctually attend 

in his office while they are at ye Custom House". 
85 

80For 
example see SRO CE1/5 8 Feb 1739,7 4un 1739,24 Jial 1740. See 

also SRO CE1/7 16 Jun 1748. 

8'For 
example see SRO CEI/3 28 Jun 1731; SRO CE1/5 30 MaY 1739,16 Jan 

1740t 14 Apr 1740. 

82 
For example see SRO CElA28'Jan 1724; SRO CE1/5 18 Jan 1738. Solicitors 

were not always prompt in compiling such reports; for example see SRO CE1/5 
2 Dec 1737- 

83For 
example see SRO CE116 2 Apr 1741; SRO CE1/7 21 and 22 Dec 1747o 

84See Milton to Ilay Nov 1724, NLS SC 16P 529; 1. lay to Milton 8 Jan 1730 
NLS SC 16Y 542. For example in 1726 a clerk was brought from London who had 
a competent knowledge in the customs (SRO NBB RH2/4/442,229 15 Aug 1732) and 
Richard Swaniston, appointed solicitor in 1743, was previously third solicitor 
in the English customs-SRO NBB RH2/4/452Y 499 29 Dec 1743. Baron Edlin, 
however, felt that the solicitorts salary was too small to tempt down 
suitable men from England: Edlin to Chancellor English Exchequer 1745 
SRO NBB RH2/4/453,169. 

85 SRO CE1/4 27 Jun 1734. See 
I 
also Arniston to Tweeddale 4 Dec 1742 

NLS YP70521 11 on Lascelles, sent up by the Treasury to be customs solicitor 
*but who, complained Arniston, was ignorant 11... it is impossible matters of ye 
revenue can go tolerably on if the Treasury will send or continue such ignorant 
fellows in the offices such as that which have the most business-self* 
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In England the customs treasury department comprised several 

different officersp each dealing with sepaxate branches of income and 

expenditure, 
86 

but in Scotland all such matters, and also all salt 

revenues, were handled by one man, the receiver general, assisted only 

by a few clerks. 
87 

He received all monies from duties, fines and 

seizures sent in by outport collectorsl. and in turn paid out the various 

charges of management, shares of seizures, and all other sums, warranted 

by the commissioner's or the Treasury. He was to keep monthly 
88 

and 

yearly accounts of all money that passed through his hands* These 

were checked by the comptroller general and then inspected and lodged 

in the Scottish Exchequer. 
89 

The reluctance of most outport collectors 

to remit money to Edinburgh, the complex system of accounting resulting 

from the need to detail revenue raised on individual duties separately 

as each was appropriated by Parliament for different funds or services, 
go 

and the sheer volume of work involved, meant that the business of the 

receiver general's office was often in a state of confusion and arrears. 

Working, in parallel to, ancl as a check on, the receiver general was 
91 

a separate central accounting office headed by the comptroller general. 

86HOon, English Customs System, pp. 99-106. 

87The 
receiver gen6ral was paid an established salary of E300 p. ae and 

a further 9230 p. a. for clerks, for his normal customs tasks (SRO NBB RH2/4/433, 
199 MS 1724) and for his work on salt duties and customs seizures he was ? to 
be paid such sums as the Treasury shall think fitt. (see SRO N13B RH2/4/432t 
210 1 Jan 1724). This became fixed at 9100 p. a. for salt and 2d in the pound 
for seizures although these were not usually paid over until after the 
receiver general had finished his term of office: see PRO T1/289 No 27(l) 
1735 and PRO T1/296 no. 24 1737 for receiver general Graeme; PRO T1ý330 
Nos 8,9Y 10 1747 for receiver general Campbell. 

88 "He is also once a month to lay before e board an Acot of his receipts 
and payments for their Information" SRO CE1/3 28 Nov 1728. 

89SRO E502v 503,508,509,513,514. 

goSee Hoon, ý2y-lish Customs System, pp. 25-37- 

91 Salary 9250 p. a. and 9100 p. a. for clerks: SRO NBB RH2/4/433,199 MS 
1724- "The Post of Controller General bears a Rank, and Dignityp which renders 
it not beneath ye Acceptance of any'Gentleman of Pamily" Corbyn Morris to 
Pelham 28 Jun 1752 N. U. L. NEC 2149- 
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This mirrored the position in the outports where a comptroller acted 

as a check on the collector keeping similar quarterly accounts of all 

sums received and paid 'out by the collector. The collector sent the 

net revenue of the port along with his accounts to the receiver general, 

while the outport comptroller sent his accounts to the comptroller 

general, whop assisted by various clerks and from 1733 by an assistant 

comptroller general, 
92 

examined these accounts and then checked them 

against those of the collectors. The annual and other accounts of the 

reoeiver general were also examined in this departmenty 
93 the oomptroller 

general thus acting as a check on. the accounts of three-groups - the 

94 
receiver general's tdepartmentf, the outport collectors and the outport 

comptrollers. The comptroller general similarly inspected the various 

salt accounts, All final general customs and salt accounts were 

compiled in this office, as were all accounts demanded by Treasury or 

Parliament. 
95 All the comptroller general'is accounts were eventually 

04 
examined and lodged in Exchequer. "' There were, however, serious 

weaknesses in practice in this checking and accounting system, An 

outport collector and comptroller could collude in --fraud, fixing their 

accounts to tally with each other97 and thus evade the comptroller 

generalls scrutiny. In an effort to combat thisl an Examiner of Outport 

92 In that year Anthony Norman, 
comptroller general Edmund Pargit 
carrying out all -the tasks of his 
customs and 920 P. a. for salt out 
4 Jan 1733. 

the chief clerk, was made assistant to 
er whose ill health prevented him from 
office. Norman was to be paid E80 p. a. for 
6f Paxgiterts salary: SRO M3B RH2/4/4-43,362 

93See PRO TJ/249 No. 6 (7) 27 Oot 1724o 

94For fuller details see ibid. 

95. ror examples: see SRO CE11/2 28 Jul 1727; SRO CE1/3 21 Feb 1732; SRO CE1/4 
28 Peb 1734. 

96 SRO E5019 . 1,3507, E531. Also SRO E205/11 E206/1 (Pipe Office); SRO E216119 
and 22 (Auditoills office). 

"For 
example see SRO CElA 24 Dec 1723o 
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Books 98, - was appointed whose task was to inspect the quarterly accounts 

and vouchers of the collectors to ensure -that all duties, drawbacks 

and bounties were properly calculated. 
99 Again, outport comptrollers, 

like collectors, were notoriously slow in sending in their accounts. 

The comptroller general's accounts often fell years behind: general 

salt accounts were usually made up in batches: -those for 1714 - 1724 

were all oompiled in June and July 1726, those for 1736 - 1742 in June 

1746... Thus there was often a delay of ten years ot more, 
100 

There were three other minor central cuztoms officials. A 

Registrar of Seizureslol who kept a register of a2l seizures made, whether 

they were to be prosecuted and accounts of what revenue accrued to the 

customs from them; 102 
an Inspector of Office r"s Securities? whose 

principal task was to see that the securities given by each officer on 

entering his job, to ensure proper fulfillment of his employment, 
103 

were both sufficient and were renewed on the death of any surety; 
104 

98 Salax7 9100 p. a.: SRO NBB RH2/4/433,199 MS 1724o 

- 42tem, p. 111. 99Hoon, English Customs St 

100 See SRO E531. 

101 Sometimes called the inspector of prosecutions, 

- 102 See SRO CE1/2 21 Feb 1726,19 Oct 1726; SRO CE1/3 15 Dec 1731; SRO 
CE1/7 24 Jun 1745. He was paid E30 p. a. (SRO NBB RH2/4/4-33,199 MS 1724) 
which was raised to 950 p. a. from Ladyday 1732 because of an increase in 
his business: SRO CE1/3 15 Dec 1731, 

103These 
securities were often quite hio: the collector of Fort Glasgow 

had to find X8,000 (SRO CEI/7 15 Feb 1748) and the coll. ector of Kirkcudbright 
E2vOOO (SRO CEi/4 25 Apr 1737)* 

ý 
1041n the case of collectors he had to receive the co=issionerst approval 

before he accepted the securities offered (SRO CElA 12 Dec 1723) as a 
collectorts sureties might have to pay off any debts he owed the Crown: 
for examples see SRO CE1/5 12 Aug 1737,28 Aug 1738,25 Jul 1739- Proper 
securities were not a1ways given, however, and often those that were, were 
allowed to lapse: see SRO CE1/2 17 Nov 1725; SRO CE1/5 6 May 17379 
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and finally a Registrar of Scots Ships and Inspector of Coast 

Business, who kept various trade and*shipping statistics. 
105 A 

housekeeper, messenger and watchman completed the Edinburgh custom 

house establishment. 

The receiver generalp comptroller generall the secretary (who 

served as 'secretary, solicitor, examinerv clerk of-securities and 

correspondentl), and an assistant solicitor all acted for salt duties 

as well as for customs. In addition there were two other central 

officers who worked solely for the salt revenues: a supervisor general 

of salt W30 p. a. ), and a clerk ýW p. a. ). When the salt duties 

were abolished from Christmas 1730 the commissioners, receiver generall 

comptroller general and secretary continued to be established at, 

their former salaries in order to receive and account for all arrears 

of salt duties. 1,06 Initially this was only for a six month period, 
107 

but in fact, because of various delays and difficulties inbringing the 

accounts to a conclusion, they were twice more continued for six month 

periods 
108 

and were thus still officiating for the old salt duties when 

the new salt duties were introduced in 1732. The central officers, with 

-the exception of the clerk, were re-established as before. log 

105This 
office was reformed in 1734 and a new registrar appointed: 

SRO CE1/4 8 MaY 17349 28 May-1734. 

106Various 
collectors and supervisors were 

. 
continued for 1 month and 

1 fortnight respectively for this end: see generally CTBP I, p. 484,8 Dec 
1730; SRO NBB RH2/4/441j 46 15 Dec'1730. 

107Treasury 
warrant SRO NBB RH2/4/441,45 24 Dee 1730- 

108CTBP 119 P- 74 29 Jun 1731; ibid., P- 132,30 Jun 1731; and. SRO, NBB 
RH2/4/4411 115-116 17 Jun 1731 and 30 Jun 1731 for June 1731. CTBP II PP- 
147,1499 14 and 21 Dee 1731; customs commissioners memo to Treasury PRO 
TlA77 No. 38 14 Dec. 1731, and SRO NBB RH2/4/442,183 21 Dec. 1731 for 
December 1731. 

-log The only other change 1732-48 was that from 1733 the new assistant 
comptroller general also acted for salt. 
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The central officers regularly. attended board meetings to advise 

the commissioners. 
110 While several were undoubtedly able and con- 

scientious others treated their office as, a mere sinecure, rarely if 

ever attending and leaving the work to be undertaken by deputies or 

clerks. For example, Pargiter, comptroller general for much of the 

period, did not reside in Scotland at any time in the last 20 years 

before his death. Again, in 1725, the commissioners, "observing 

that some of ye officers in the service of the Revenue Heret do 

Sometimes leave off business and go away before the board rises, which 

frequently proves a great hindrance to the dispatch of business and maybe 

very prejudiciall in matters that require haste and speedy directions", 

warned that such slackness must immediately cease., 
112 This order had 

to be renewed early in 1733 and strongly repeated in December 1738 and 

I early 1743 as many officers continued to be absent when required. 
113 

To make matters worse the Treasury throughout the period gave frequent 

114 leaves of absence to central officers for months at a time. Moreover, 

.. some of the central officers, for example-. t-%ie ve-<ZC%4. e-r- I 

by Crown patent and could only be dismissed after a court judgement. 

The commissioners therefore could not easily invoke the sanction of dismissal 

110 For example SRO CEl/2'4 Apr 1728. 

"'See Corbyn Morris to Pelham 28 Jun 1752 N. U, L. NEC 2149, *-. John. ' 
Douglas to Tweeddale 17 Apr 1742. NLS YP 7046l 69. 

112SRO CE1/2 19 Nov 1725- Similar example SRO CEI/4 22 Feb 1737 where 
commissioners warn central officers to be at their posts by 10 a. m. when the 
board meets or they shall be censured. 

113 22 Dec 1738; SRO OE116 7 Feb 1743t 20 Jun 1743- SRO OE1/5 9 Jan 17381 

114For 
eXample 9 months for the, receiver general SRO CEI/4.30 Apr 1736; 

,3 months for secretary SRO CE1/4 10 Jun 1736. Hughes suggests that this 
was so they could engage in electioneering activities: Hughes, Studies in 
Administrati_on, P-311. 
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against, patentees and their authority over the deputies was limited by 

the. fact that the deputy was the servant of two masters, the patentee and 

the board. Nevertheless, given the inherent difficulties in the system it had 

to administer? and the almost overwhelming problems in trying to impose 

customs duties in a country like Scotland, central office appears to have 

functioned with reasonable efficiency. 

- The Outports 

In 1725 there were 24 head outports in Scotland, 115 
each with a collec- 

_tor 
and comptroller and with each headport controlling a certain section of 

116 
coastline along which might be several member ports., and creeks. The 

115SRO NBB RH2/4/433,309p LD 1725. 

116 See Map. Member ports were those under the head port at which various 
customs officers would be more or less permanently resident. Three member 
ports, Greenock (Port Glasgow), Portpatrick (Stranraer), and Kirkcudbright 
(Dumfries), were rather special cases, each having a deputy collector and a 
deputy comptroller because of the large volume of business transacted there: 
see CTP (1720-8) PP. 416-17 15 Dec 1726. These deputies were usually nomi- 
nated by the headport collector and comptroller and were responsible to the 
headport, In, 1733t howevert Kirkcudbright was separated from Dumfries and 

, 
made directly accountable to Edinburgh, thus becoming an independent port: 
SRO CE1/4 12 Sep 1733. 

_ 
This was the only change in the number of headports 

in the period, although the customs house at Lewis was 
- 
moved to Lochbroom 

on the mainland in 1738 in an effort to prevent the growth of fish debenture 
frauds: CTEP IIIt P. 304 25 Mar 1737; SRO NBB RH2/4/447,97 3 Aug 1737; 
SRO CEI/5 9 Aug 1737,19 Apr 1738. A creek was merely an authoris , 

ed landing 
place where ships could load and unload and where officers had to be present, 

, 
but were rarely resident. Trading at unauthorised landing places was 
strictly forbidden: see SRO CE1/3 31 Mar 1739. Members and creeks could 
be closed, created or re-arrariged'according to changes in trading patterns - 
alterations had to be authorised by a commission issued by Exchequer: for 
example see SRO CE1/4 20 Jul 1736; SRO CE1/5 9 Aug 1737- Several member 
ports were downgraded to creeks in 1725-26: SRO NBB RH2/4/4339 177 ND; In 
1723 various new creeks were established in Caithness, Orkney and Shetland to 
allow the easier exportation of c6rn: SRO CElA 13-Dec 1723. For other 
examples see SRO NBB RH2/4/446,387 16 Mar 1736; CTBP III p. 175 29 Jun 1736, 

,, SRO NBB RH2/4/446,439-40 1 Jul 1736, SRO CE1/4 20 Jul 1736,3 Aug 1736; 
SRO CE1/4 23 Jul 1736. Several attempts were made to curtail the excessive 
number of creeks because often there were not sufficient officers to stand 
guard at them all and thus the opportunity for fraud was greatly increased: 

ýfo ,r 
example see customs commissioners to Scrope 10 Mar 742 PRO Tl/ 49 No. 

60); SRO CE1/129 Jun 1724,28 Sep 1724; SRO NBB RH2/4N33t 177-4 18 Jun 1724. 

,, 
Economy was also a motive for limiting the number of creeks. Early in 17260 
for examplet the commissioners observing that "The Expense of Establishtd 
and Extraordinary Tidewaiters at port Glasgow and Greenock is Very Greatt 
which in some Measure maybe Lessned if some of the Tidewrs which are stationtd 
'at Remote places (where they appear to have been altogether useless) be Calltd 
in", proceeded to cut out several of these outlying creeks and centralise 
business more on Port Glasgow and Greenock: SRO CE1/2 7 Jan 1726. Customs 
commissioners to Treasury SRO NBB RH2/4/433,177 1724 sets out the general 

',, Problems of having too many creeks. 
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principal outport officer was the collector, who was responsible for 

the smooth-running of the port, the collection of all duties and revenues 

and the remittance of these to receiver general in Edinburgh, and the super- 

vision and discipline of all officers at his port. 
117 He was to send 

quarterly salary and management bills up to Edinburgh and also monthly 

abstracts and quarterly accounts of goods passing through his port and the 
118 duties received on them. When his district was also a E; alt collection 

the-collector performed similar tasks for the salt duty, Unfortunately 

for the efficiency of the outport system, far too many collectors were 

at best indolent and negligent, 
119 

and at worst actively involved in 

every type of evasion or fraud. During the period several collectors 

were dismissed for participating in or conniving at smuggling, drawback 

frauds and allowing merchants to evade paying duties in return for a 

share of the profits. 
120 Again, despite repeated warnings and reprimands 

from the commissioners, most coll. ectors were dilatory in sending in their 

117Collectors 
could suspend any inferior officer whom they considered 

unfit or in breach of duty: (for example see SRO CE1A 11 May 1724)p and 
, recommend his dismissal or otherwise to the board, but the final decision 
on the officerts fate rested with the commissioners: for examplwsee SRO 
CEI/2 11 Nov 1726; SRO CE1/4 29 Jun 1733; SRO CE1/5 21 Aug 1738* 

118 The collector's quarterly accounts, vouchers etc. were eventually 
lodged in Exchequer: SRO E5049 505,510Y 511P 512 customs; SRO E533t 536, 
537 salt* See also SRO CE116 21 Jun 1744- 

119 For example see SRO CEI/2 31 Dec 1725,4 Apr 1726; SRO CE1/4 13 Dec 
1732. Also Lord Advocate Craigie-to Tweeddale 1 Oct 1743 NLS YP70589 51 
"I have complaints from all quarters of Collectors of the Customes who 
think their offices sinecures they dontt so much as reside at their posts---"; 
'Arbuthnot to Tweeddale 12 Jul 1743 NLS YP70571 22 "... severall of the 
Collectors of the Customs do not so much as reside att the posts they 
belong to in the Summer time but mind their farms and diversions only 
sometimes on a post day may [they] appear to answer the boards Letters when 
notice is sent to them". 

120For 
example SRO CB1/4 17 Mýr 1737P collector of Lewis. 
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121 
accounts and more importantly the cash and bonds in their hands. 

Over time, considerable sums accrued in the hands of collectors 

instead of being remitted to Edinburgh, 122 
which in turn caused 

considerable delays in compiling central office accounts. The 

comptroller often became involved in much of the day to day running 

of the port, especially if the collector was frequently absent. 

Relations between collector and comptroller were not always amicable, 

however, to the detriment of the revenue. When the collector and 

comptroller of Stornoway made complaints against one another to the 

commissioners "The Board ordertd them to return forthwith to the 

port and admonishtd them to live together in greater unanimity and 

friendship in time coming, that ye business of ye Revenue might not 

suffer by their being at variance one'with another'19 
123 

and in 1743 

121 In December 1723 the Board ordered all accounts to be sent within 
ten days of quarter day 116n pain of dismission" SRO CElA 18 Dec 1723. 
Similar orders were continuously issued throughout the period but the 
problem remained. Almost half the collectors (12) were reprimanded for 
delaying to send up their Midsummer quarter 1724 accounts: SRO CElA 4 Aug 
1724. See also SRO CE1/3 11 Mar-1731. Even threats of dismissal had 
little effect: for example see SRO CE1/1 18 Nov 1724. In 1735 the collec-' 
tors of Campbeltowng Dumfries, Dunbar and Kirkcudbright were each fined 1 
weekfs salary for not sending up their abstract accounts in time, SRO CE1/4 
7 Feb 1735; for similar examples see SRO CE1/4 3 Feb 1737,26 Jun 1738; 
SRO CE1/6 16 Jan 1745- 

122 For example, the collector of Dumfries was ordered by the Board to 
send immediately E600 of the 9800 in his hands to the receiver general or 
"he will answer the contrary at his peril": SRO CEI/3 17 Feb 1730- See 
also SRO CE1/4 20 Nov 1732,28 May 1734- In 1738 the collector of Port 
Glasgow had about Z12,000 cash in*hand and the board ordered him to send 
immediately most of it to Edinburgh: SRO CE1/5 21 Mar 1738. Sometimes the 
collector had in fact embezzled the money: for example see SRO CE1/3 12 Jan 
1732, SRO CE1/4 5 Jul 1737- On occasion collector's salaries were stopped 
until their debts had been paid off: for example see SRO CE1/2 26 Oct 1727- 
Lists of arrears of both present and late collectors were kept: SRO E501 
(customs); E531 (salt); see also SRO CEI/3 22 Jan 1729; SRO CEl/4 17 Aug 1732. 
Even when prosecuted such arrears were not always fully recovered; for 
example see SRO CEIA24 May 1725; SRO CKI/5 18 Sep 1738. Similar problems 
arose with the salt duties: SRO cEl/6 26 May 1743. It should be noted, 
however, that the collectors faced certain difficulties in remitting cash 
to Edinburgh, not least in ensuring its safe arrival. 

123SRO CE1/2 23 MaY 1726. 
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an effbrt was made to get collectors and comptrollers to work in closer 

harmony. 124 

There were three main groups of customs officers who actually 

conducted the waterside business: landwaitersp who supervised the import 

and export procedure, ensuring that all goods were weighed and inspected 

and the relevant details entered as the basis for calculating both 

duties payable and drawbacks and debentures due; tidesmen (or tidewaiters) 

who guarded against any unauthorised loading or unloading; 
125 

and boatmen 

who operated the customs boats. At Lei-kh, and to a lesser extent at Port 

Glasgow, there were certain other more specialised officers - coast 

waiters, 
126 

a sworn appraiserg coopers and weighing porters - reflecting 

the greater volume of business at these ports. 
127 Several ports also 

had a number of riding officers attached to them. Most outports had one 

or two landwaiters although there were six at Port Glasgow and five at 

Leith. As the discovery and prevention of frauds, and indeed the amounts 

of revenue raisedt depended to a large extent on the honesty and efficiency 

of these officersp 
128 there were strict rules governing their conduct and 

124SRO CE116 14 Dec 1743.,, 

125tt, 
can plainly see that the Revenue of Customs must go very Little if 

ther is not due cair had to the puting in of proper tydesmen paxticularly? 
they are the kyes (sic. ) of-all the ports and do hurt the Revenue dayly 
unknown to the Superior Officers and when matters are so settled that any 
attention can be allowed on that subject a thorow reformation amongst all 
the tydesmen att the severall ports in Scotland would in my humble oppinion 
be the first thing and the most effectuall of any for recovering-the present 
decay of the Revenue of Customs" Arbuthnot to Tweeddale 7 Dec 1742 NLS, YP70521 
25- 

126For details on coastal coal frauds in the Forth and the efforts of the 
board to improve procedure see SRO CE1/3 19 Feb 1730,26 Mar 1730- 

127The 
work of the English equivalent of these officer 

.s 
had been analysed 

in depth by Hoon, lhfr 
- 

lirnh Cuntome Syntem, chapters 4 and 5. 

128For the importance of entry and other books kept by these officers 
in order to keep a check on legally entered-goods as opposed to smuggled 
ones see customs commissioners to Treasury 9 Jan 1724 PRO T1/249 No. 6(l). 
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129 
at all but the smallest ports they were supervised by a landsurveyor. 

It was impossible, however, for the surveyors to keep a constant eye 

on all officers and consequently there was much scope for negligence 

and fraud. Again, although tidewaiters were meant to change their 

stations every six months to prevent too great an intimacy developing 

with merchants, such rotations rarely took Place. 
130 Attached to 

certain portsp mainly on the west coast, were a number of officers 

specifically concerned with the tobacco trade, some of whom, known 

as riding officers, patrolled the coast in an effort to prevent illegal 

running of tobacco. Although Edinburgh and Glasgow were not strictly 

ports, several customs officers - the landcarriage waiters under the 

supervision of several landcarriage surveyors - were stationed at the 

gates of Edinburgh and on the outskirts of Glasgow to act as a 

flandgaardt to check all goods coming up from Leith and Port Glasgow 

to see that they had been properly imported and that the necessary 

duties had been paid. 
131 Finally various temporary or textraordinary' 

, customs and salt officers were appointed by the commissioners as the 

business required, 
132 

usually during seasonal rushes or when the 

129 See SRO CE1/5 20 Dec 1738. The landsurveyor also supervised the 
tidesmen except at certain of the larger ports where there was a separate 
tidesurveyor. 

130See SRO CE1/6 26 Nov 1742, 

l3lThere 
were 12 landcarriage waiters at Winl5urgh under four surveyors 

(SRO NBB RH2/4/433,199 Midsummer 1724) and from Michaelmas 1724 10 at 
Glasgow supervised by two surveyors (SRO NBB RH2/4/433,245-) These 
officers were frequently lax in their duty: for example see SRO CEl/2 
16 Sep 1725- ' 

132 SRO CE1/3 21 Dec 1729. A treasury warrant was not required* They 
were charged on the outport incident account and were normally paid by the 
day at the same rate as corresponding established officers, although some- 
times they might receivo more: see SRO CEI/5 19 Aug 1740- 
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133 
established staff was undermanned through absences or vacancies. 

Most extraordinary officers were removed when the reason for their 

employment passed, 
134 but some were continued for several years, 

usually when a concerted attempt was being made to reduce smuggling 

in an area*135 
Besides their customs workt most outport officers had, at some- 

time or other, to undertake various other tasks. These included 

aiding excise officials collect excise duties on imported liquors 

and other exciseable commodities; 
136 

enforcing quarantine and embargo 

orders issued bythe Privy Council; 137 
seizing ships and goods of enemy 

countries in time of war; 
138 

and obtaining intelligence on piratesp 

foreign ships, Jacobites, and other undesirable intruders in their area, 
139 

Such tasks often interfered with the work of revenue collection. 

133()n dismissal or death of an establishe& officer an extraordinary 
man was usually employed until a new officer was warranted: for example 
see SRO CE1/5 17 Oct 1738. Also on absences or illness SRO CE1/5 
25 Apr 1739; SRO CE116 9 Jun 1741* 

134For exmple see SRO CE1/3 3 Feb 1730. 

ý- 135For examples see SRO 01/4 27 Jul 1736,23 Dec 1736; SRO CEI/3 9 Jan 
1730; SRO CE116 26 Oct 1741; SRO CEI/7 2 Dec 1746 (over 7 years). A study 
of the relevant incident accounts shows no marked increase in the use of 
temporary officers over the period: customs SRO E510 and 511 (collectors); 
SRO E502 (receiver general);. salt E531 (collectors), E532 (receiver 
general). 

- 
136por 

example, Edinburgh landcarriage waiters were to keep accounts of 
all paper made in the neighbouring area and brought into Edinburghl, and 
transmit such accounts weekly to the excise commissioners: SRO CEI/3 
20 May 1731. 

137For 
examples see SRO CE1/2 13 MaY 1728; SRO CE1/6 12 Jul 1743; SRO ' 

CE116 2 Aug 1744; CT33P V7 pp. 2ý9-3001 20 and 23 Jul 1743; all quarantine. 
SRO CE1/5 7 FA 1740 embar&f, ''for some difficulties in enforcing this 1. embargo, the first since the Union see SRO CEI/5 12 Feb 1740,25 Mar 1740. 

138. Vor Spanish example by order in Council 19 Oct 1739, see SRO CE1/5 
26 Oct 1739- 

139For 
examples see SRO CElAl4 Jul 1725; SRO CE1/5 12 Sep 1737,2 Aug 

1739. SRO CEI/6 12 Mar 1744; SRO CE1/7 26 Mar 1745,6 Aug 17451 10 Dec 1745Y 
28 jul 1746,8 Oct 1746. 
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In the normal run of affairs the control exercised by the 

commissioners over the outports rested mainly on written communicationg 

either general or circular letters sent to all outports or specific 

directions to one particular port. 
140 

. Unfortunately collectors often 

failed to carry, out board orders, were dilatory at responding to queries 

or even failed to pass on the board's directives to the inferior 

officers, 
141 Collectors were generally reluctant to act vigorously 

in difficult cases until orders were received from Edinburgh and the 

-time it took -to obtain advice from Edinburgh could be, crucial. On 

occasion, however, certain officers were sent by the board to enquire 

into alleged abuses at outports. In relatively minor cases the 

142 
collector of a neighbouring port could be sent. The collectors 

of Leith and Port Glasgow were frequently ordered to-enquire into 

irregularities at ports in the Forth and on the west-coast respectively. 
143 

There were also a number of surveyors generalvl44 normally attached to 

140Exanple of circular letter CE1/2 4 APr 1728. Outport collectors 
were to enter all official communications fromthe board in their Book 
of Orders (see SRO CE/51 and succeeding vols. where such iocks for various 
ports axe given; see also CE1/2 23 May 1728)v publicly display important 
orders and acts of Parliament in the custom house, (SRO CE1/1 8 Jun 1725) 
and inform the officers under them of the instructions received relevant to 
their tasks. 

141"The Commrs having been acquainted yt ye generall Letters they send 
to ye ports are frequently kept Secret from ye Inferiour Officers and ye 
contents thereof so far as are Relative to them not communicated to them 
as is ye Intention of ye board, a 'general letterýis to go to the ports to 
direct the superior officers to observe it as a Rule on all occasionst 
that when they receive General Letters from the board which any ways concerns 
the Inferior Officers, such Letters are to be Read or communicated to them, 
and as a proof thereof they are to subscribe underneath ye same or other- 
wise certifie that they are acquainted with the contents of those letters"e. 
SRO CElA 17 Mar 1724. Often even repeated injunctions to outport officers 
to exert themselves proved fruitless: SRO NBB RH2/4/439t 211 19 Dec 1728- 

142 For example see SRO CEI/4 12 Oct 1733- 
143For 

example see SRO CEI/3 28 Oct 1731- 
144 The number of surveyors general varied from 4 to 7 in this period. 
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certain ports - Invernessq Port Glasgow, Greenock, Bolness, Dumfries - 
t 

whose main task was to supervise the tobacco and riding officers but 

who were also used to make regular tours of inspection of the vario'us 

ports in their districts and report their findings to the board andy 

where necessary, to investigate specific abuses. 
145 Finally there 

was a direct central supervision in the form of two inspectors 

generall46 attached to central office. These two inspectors went 

on circuits. of the northern and western ports, or other tours as the 

co=issioners directed, to report on how the service was functioning 

and -to recommend any necessary ohanges. 
147' 

They could also be ordered 

by the co=issioners to any part of Scotland to investigate serious 

cases of evasion or corruption, 
148 thus, it was hoped, bringing the 

immediate weight of the commissionerk' authority to bear on any outport 

when required. Where the collector himself was implicated, the inspector 

general would take over the management of the port. 
149 They perfoiTibd 

a similar role-for the salt service. 
150 Only on raxe occasions, would 

145. por example the surveyor general at-Greenock was sent to enquire 
into the officers and management of Fort William and Campbeltown after 
the. board had received information on suspected frauds: SRO CE1/3 1 Dec 1731. 
Similar example SRO CE1/2 21 Sep 1727- 

146 Salary 9130 p. a. each: SRO NBB RH2/4/433,199 Midsummer 1724, 

147 
For examples see SRO CE1/ý 29 Sep 1725,16 Nov 17251 SRO CEIA 

14 Aug 1734,1 Oct 1734; SRO CEI/5 19 Jun 1739; SRO CEI/6 17 Aug 1742* 

148 For examples see SRO CEIA '4 Jun 1724; SRO CE1/4 31 MaY 17339 13 Jun 
1733; SRO CE1/5 5 and 6 Jul 1738. Also SRO CElAl7 Apr 1724,27 Aug 1724. 
Inspectors might also take over when a collector died: SRO CE116 24 Apr 1744o 

149FOr 
examples see SRO CE1/2 23 Jail 1728,17 Oct 1728; SRO CE1/3 

23 Jan 1730,14 Sep 1730,12 Jan 1732. 

150See SRO CEI/2 31 Dec 1725- 
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151 
a commissioner investigate a problem at first hand, although 

outport personnel were frequently summoned before the board usually 

following reports by investigating officers. 
152 

The number of established customs outport officers varied from 

port to port depending on the volume of business. There were over 60 

at Port Glasgow, 33 at Leith; 6 other ports -ý Invernessy Aberdeen, 

Botness, Irvine, Anstruther and Dumfries - had over 20 officerst and 
153 the remaining 16 less than 20. Allowing for some minor rearrangements 

between ports, 
154 these figures remained fairly constant throughout the 

period. In fact the number of outport officers was far too small to 

make any serious attempt to combat smuggling and there was often not 

even enough staff to cope with seasonal trade rushes. 
155 The position 

in Scotland was in very marked contrast to the continuing and rapid 

expansion in the number of customs officers in 1hgland, 156 
and was in 

large measure due to the desire of the Treasury, given the relatively 

small amount of customs revenue being raised, to keep the cost of the 

- 151 For examplep early in 1730p after receiving numerous accusations 
against the collector of Kirkcaldy the board sent an inspector general 
to enquire. The inspectorp however, could not perform his task because 
of the colleotorts "rude treatment and Insolent Behaviour towards him". 
Therefore commissioner Gwyn Vaughan was sent by the board to probe into 
the colleotorts conduct and also make a thorough examination into every 
aspect of customs administration at Kirkcaldy: SRO CE1/3 23 Jan 1730. The 
same year Vaughan made a survey of several northern ports: SRO M/3 14 Sep 
1730. He seems to have been the commissioner most trusted by the Treasury 
to enquire into serious frauds etc. for they specifically suggested him to 
investigate tobacco frauds at Port Glasgow etc. in 1732: CTBP IIt p. 254 
3 Oct 1732: SRO NBB RH2/4/442,30ý 6 Oct 1732; SRO CE1/4 12 Oct 1732. 

152For 
example in 1724 the land 'and tide surveyors and several of the 

landwaiters and coastwaiters at Leith were called in by the board and warned 
that constant attendance at their posts was expected of them: SRO CElA 
4 Jun 1724. Similar example SRO CEJ/4 2 Mar 1737. 

153A11 figures for Midsummer 1724, SRO NBB RH2/4/433,199- 
154For 

example see SRO NBB RH2/4/453,36 30 Mar 1744 and SRO CE116 
3 Apr 1744; SRO CE1/7 17 Nov 1748. 

155For 
example see SRO CE1/5 24 Nov 1737- 

156 See Hoon, En, -Iish Customs System,, PP. 145,165- 
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Scottisli . establishment to a minimum. 
157 

Por similar reasons the salaries of the established outport 

officers were generally small, indeed inadequate, 158 
nor were there 

any significant increases during the period. 
159 The collector of 

Port Glasgow might be paid 9200 p. a. and that of Leith E150 p. a., but 

most outport collectors received less than E50 p. a. salary and those at 

r elatively important places like Alloa, and Perth got only Q0 p. a. 

Outpbrt comptrollers almost always received less than the surveyor 

and quite often only marginally more than landwaiters. Comptrollers 

at Port Glasgow and Leith were paid 9100 P. a. but for most of the 

others E20 - E30 p. a. was the average salary. Landwaiters averaged 

E25 p. a. while tidesmen received perhaps E20 p. a. 
160 Salaries 

for corresponding jobs were higher at the larger ports than at the 

smaller and thus an important form of promotion was to be moved from 

a small port to say Leith or Port. Glasgow. 161 The low salaries led 

157For the desire to . economise from the outset see Riley, English 
Ministers, P. 38. 

158 In 1722 the commissioners reported to the Treasury that "We'-are 
humbly of Opinion that the Salaries of the most of the Inferior Officers 
in Scotland are no ways equal to the Trust Repostd in them, and therefore 
wish that better Rewards were afforded them, because Wee think that the 

. Lowness of their sallariesp subjects them too much to Temptation and nothing 
is more Apparentt than that the Revenue under our Management dayly decreases 
by the Corruption of our Officers" 1 Feb 1722 PRO T1/239 No. 12; PRO T1/240 
No. 39 29 Aug 1722. 

1591722-4 there were several minor increases given, both to various central 
and outport officers, in an effort to check corruption (see note 158 above) 
but there were very few increases after that: PRO T1/278 No. 21. See also 
SRO NBB RH2/4/446,361 8 Jan 1736. 

16 
,0 
All figures are for Midsummer 1724 ., 'SRO NBB RH2/4/433 

.1 
199. For 

salaries generally see SRO CE3/4-9 Scottish Board of Customs Establishment 
Books 1724-49; SRO NBB RH2/4/433-456. 

161 PRO T1/249 No. 6 (4). In fact, officers were rarely appointed to 
these ports without prior experience in a smaller outportv ibid.; SRO 
CElAl4 Apr 1724. For a case of demotion see SRO CE1/4 19 Dec 1734. 
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k 

many outport officers to demand excessive fees or accept bribes from 

merchants. 
162 Although tables of fees which could be legally 

demanded were drawn up these were rarely adhered to, 163 
and fees 1 evied 

varied greatly from port to port. 
164 Merchants often had to pay quite 

large sums to get officers to discharge their goods with any sort of 

speed. org at times, at all, 
165 

and this, coupled with the general 

complexity of outport procedure, was a further incentive to merchants 

to resort to illegal practices, "to the great discouragement of Trade and 
166 

predjudice of the Revenue". 

The officer structure in the salt collections was-somewhat simpler than 

that for customs. The collection of a 12d per bushel duty on Soots salt 
167 168 

had been established from 1 May 1714- By mid summer 1724 there 

were 11 salt collections in Scotland with 104 established officers, of 

162 The commissioners early reaiised that lowness of)salary was one of 
the main causes of excessive fees: PRO T1/249 No. 6 (4 23 Jul 1724. ' 
Merchants frequently complained to the board about high fees: for example 
see SRO CE1/115 Oct 1723,9 Jul 1724. Generally also SRO CElAlg Nov 
. 1724; SRO CE1/4 16 Dec 1736; SRO CE1/5 22 Jan 1740. 

163See PRO T1/250 No. 9 (8) 9 Oct 1724; SRO CE1/2 29 Nov 1727 11... for 
ye sake of exorbitant and illegal fees the Land surveyor [at Inverness] 
has been in constant practice of endorsing every warrant etc. althol 
seldom present at ye shiping of ye goods"; PRO T1/249 No. 6 (4) 23 Jul 1724, 

164PRO T1/250 No. 9 (8) 9. 'Oct 1724* 
ports in 1742 and 1767 see PRO T64/242. 
1743 NLS YP7054,69. 

For lists of I fees taken 11 at variow 
See also Hay to Tweeddale 26 Mar 

165"Complainta [have] been mad-e to ye board that some of ye officers 
of ye Customs have sett up a Table of feesv according to which they demand 
the, same and refuse ye necessary dispatch to Merchts untill they comply 
therewith" SRO, CElAq Dec 1724. 

166PRO T1/249 No. 6 (4) 23 Jul 1724. 

167For details of the salt establishment in 1714 see SRO CK 

,, 
168SRO NBB RH2/4/433,214. See also Scottish Customs Board - Salt 

'Establishment Books SROCE12/1-2. Thesev howeverg are not complete. 
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which 8S (over 80%) were at the four largest ports, Prestonpans (24), 

Alloa (23), Kirkcaldy (21) and Bolness (15). 169 In every collection, 

including those with only 2 men, there was a collector, who was always 

also the customs collector, and a supervisor. At the larger ports 

the collector might get 930 p. a. but at the smaller only 95 p. a. At 

the four major ports the supervisor was a separate officer for salt 

alone, receiving over E40 p. a. t but at the others he was usually either 

the customs comptroller or surveyor and was only paid an additional 

X6 p. a. for his salt work. There were also a varying number of salt 

officers (Z25 p. a. ) and salt watchmen (E15 p. a. ) who were not also 

customs officers. 

In 1730 the Commons abolished the salt duty throughout the United 

Kingdom. This meant the loss of over 350 jobs and a valuable source 

of patronage. Walpole therefore'persuaded the House to revive the 

duties from Lady Day 1732.170 The re-established outport. struoture 

in Scotland was almost identical to that prior to 1730. Three of the 

, smallest collections were droppeal7l but otherwise the number and 

salaries of the officers at the remaining collections were almost 

completely iinaltered and indeed of the 98 officers appointed from 

169 The other collections were Ayr (5)v Irvine (4), Campbeltown 
and Wigtown, Dumfries, Straniraert Orkney (2 each). 

170Plumbj WaiLole, pp. 239--4 Walpole? P-75; 1; Dickinson, Reed Browning, 

. 
1he Duke of Newcastle (Yale, 1975), p. 62. Robert Dundas spoke against 
reviving the salt duty, accusing the government of seeking to influence 
elections through salt officials: History of Parliament: The House of 
Commons 1714ý-! 54 

,, ed. R. R. Sedgwick (London, 1970), 11 p. 629; Plumb, 
Walpole, p. 243- Walpole won the crucial vote to restore the duties by 
only 29 votes and the Opposition claimed he had only succeeded with, the 
aid of the Scottish members, No division list survives to confirm this: 
Plumb, Walr_olo, p. 244. 

l7lWigtown, Dumfries and Orkney: SRO NBB RH2/4/442,308 Midsummer 1732. 
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Lady Day 1732 at least 67 (nearlY 70%) were the same as-had served 

172 
at Christmas 1730. There were no further changes in structure 

from 1732, to 1748. 

In summary, in the period under study the customs and salt 

establishments in Scotland'underwent little expansion; in Midsummer's 

quarter 1724 there were 479 outport officers in 26 head outports 

(including Edinburgh and Glasgow), 173 by Christmas quarter 1747 there 

were 492.174 This was reflected in the salary bills. Except for 

variations I in the number and salary of thd oommissionersl75 there were 

only minor charges after the various salary increases of 1720-4. 

Thus for the quarters Midsummer 1724 and Christmas 1747 the total 

- 172 The figure of 67 is almost certainly conservative as some of the 
posts in Christmas 1730 establishment list are only marked ? the Person 
servingl: SRO NBB RH2/4/441i 52- On Treasury instructions the customs 
commissioners sent a complete list of officers to be warranted and the 
Treasury seemed to have accepted almost all of these recommendations. 
The new officers were gradually warranted through April and May 1732: 
SRO NBB RH2/4/442,215 6 Apr 1732; ibid; 242,12 May 1732; ibid. 277? 

-20 Jul 1732. 
II 

173SRO NBB RH2/4/433,199. In July 1707 there were 256 outport officers 
- Riley, English Ministers, P-55- In the ensuing years the customs 
commissionerst answer to all problems was extra officers, ibid. pp. 126-7- 

174SRO NBB RH2/4/456,15. 

1751725 seven commissione 
I 
rs at E800 p. a. each for customs (total salary 

'bill-921 
735 4/5d) SRO NBB RH2/4/433j 309j(LD 1725); SRO NBB RH2/4/434,383 

(MS 1725ý; ibid. 435 (MM 1725); SRO NBB RH2/4/435t 16 (XM 1725), and E200 
p. a. each for salt. , After the abolition of the salt duties from Christmas 
1730 the commissioners continued to be paid the E200 p. a. for salt on the 
customs establishment. This continued even after a separate salt 
establishment was restored in 1732 and not until 1736 were the commissioner's 
salt salaries again paid on the salt establishment. Customs, salar7 
bills were therefore at a maximum between, 1730 and 17361 E24,523 61- in 

, 1732 for example (SRO NBB RH2/4/441,80 LD 1731; SRO NBB RH2/4/4471 12 
XM 1736). In 1742 the separation of the Englich and Scottish customs 
boards left only 5 commissioners on the Scottish estciblishment at 9400 P-a-- 

ýand 9100 p. a. for calt. Thin meant that for the yeara 1743--8 the averaLq) 
, established customs salary bill was approximately Elgt250- 
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customý'salaries amounted to f, 5PO53 18/- and E4,753 2/- respectively; 

those f or salt to E956 and Z750- 

Appointment of Officers 

As we have seen the appointment of. customs and salt officers in 

Scotland lay with the Treasury. Customs appointments in England had 

to be warranted by the Treasury176 and this syste 
Im 

was built into the 

new Scottish customs service introduced at the Union. 177 Under Godolphin 

Treasury interference in Scottish customs patronage was kept to a 

minim=178 and warrants were issued on thb commissioners' presentments 

as a matter of course. Indeed on occasions the commissioners 

felt strong enough to ignore Treasury recommendations. 
179 Under 

Harleyt however2 the Treasury began to expand its control over Scottish 

customs patronage, and this position was maintained by his successors 

despite some resistanc .e from the commissioners. 
180 Nevertheless, the 

amount of Treasury interference was still not great and the commissioners 

continued on occasions to reject men. 
181 From around 1725, however, this 

17'Hoon, English Customs SXstemIj PP- 50P 196-7; Riley, English Ministar.. st 
P- 41- 

177Riley, English Ministers, PP. 41-2. 

178 QnlY 13 between 1707 and Godolphints dismissal: Riley, English 
Ministersp p. 123. 

1791bid. 
p pp. 123-4. 

180 Ibid. j PP- 197-201; Lord President Dalrymple to Stair, 9 Dec 1716 
Annals and Correspondence of the Viscount and the First and Second Earls 
of Stair, ed, J. M. Graham (Edinburgh, 105) It p. --306 IIA77`indeed our 

, commissioners have no great character for their conduct, either here or 
*above, so that many commissions are disposed of by the Treasury and sent 
, 
down to them without their participation". 

18'Riley, Rnfjish Ministers, p. 274 and footnotes 5 and 6. There were 
only about 30 cases of &Cr-ect interference 1714-27: 2 of the 30 were openly 
rejected. 
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picture'changed as Walpole sought to extend his political influence 

by increasing Treasury control over all parts of the administration. 

Treasury control over revenue administration was further increased by 

the Pelhans in the 1740s. 182 When the new salt service was 

established in Scotland in 1714 the Whig Lord Treasurer, Shrewsbury, 

at first contemplated the usual departmental control of appointments 

as in lhgland, and in fact issued a general empowering warrant to that 

effe'ct in September 1714.18 3, 
This was quickly droppedv however, and 

salt appointments placed on the same footiýng as customs. 

Normal procedure when vacancies arose was for the-commissioners 

to tpresent' the name of a suitable candidate to the Treasury who 

could either approve the presentment or appoint another person. 
184 

The Treasury then issued a warrant authorising the commissioners to 

place the person appointed on the customs or salt establishment 

for Scotland., On receipt_of this warrant the commissioners issued 

their deputation giving the new officer the requisite powers to act 

182 Hoon, nip_jish Customs System, pp. 196-202; Hughes, Studies in 
Administration, chap- 7- Treasury control over customs and salt in 
Scotland during the period appears to have been much tighter than in 
Pngland. Although a start was made under Harley, only under Pelham 
did the Treasury systematically encroach an the Eaglish salt department's 
control of patronage: Hughes, Studies in Administration, pp. 288-91, 
306-8. Hughes also suggests .1 pp, 210,308-9) t Scrope, in 

1, ̂ his position as secretary to the Treasuryv was instrumental in the 
increased level of Treasury interference in Scottish customs patronage 
fr 

, 
om the 1720s afid that he was influential in controlling this patronage. 

There is-little evidence, however, to support the latter claim. 

183Hughesp Studies in Administration, p. 289. 

, 184Sometimes, 
in anticipation, the commissioners employed their 

presentee in the vacant post an an extraordinary officer until the 
Treasurywarrant arrived. Such candidates were not always warrantedp however: for example see SRO CE1/6 26 Feb 1741,3 Mar 1741 and SRO 
XBB RH2/4/450t 150 28 Apr 1741. - 
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in the service. All established officersy apart from the receiver 

generalt some of the more minor boatmen, and central office clerks, 

were appointed in this way. All such appointments were during pleasure, 

The average turnover of customs officers, excluding commissionersp 

in the period 1725-48 was about 40 each year (8% of the total staff). 

Of this number death accounted on average for 40%, dismissals just 

over 30%9 other reasons'such as resignations and promotions 25%, with 

the . 
remainder unaccounted for. 185 The reasons for almost every 

dismissal are well documented and all are*for illegal activities of 

one sort or another (although this may of course alsomask political 

reasons) and there is no evidence either statistically or otherwise 

of-any marked increase (or decrease) in dismissals prior to or 

following elections or at times of political change. 

It became a recognised and accepted convention, although never 

a rigid rule, that whichever commissioner held the chair in the week 

that a post became vacant, by deatht dismissal or otherwisel'had the 

right to present a candidate fot-that vacancy. 
186 This method, 

howeverv did not apply in the case of outport collectors and 

185 In all, from June 1724 to Christmas 1748 there were 985 changes: 

, 
327 being dismissals: SRO NBB RH2/4/433-456; CBM CE/1-7. The corres- 
ponding figures for the salt service are: average annual turnover 10%, 

, of which dismissal 31%, death 29%, other 32%, unknown 8%. In 1746 13 

,, salt officers, mostly employed at Prestonpans, were dismissed for 
Jacobite sympathies. 

186The 
commissioners held the chair in weekly routineo "When any 

officer of the Customs Dyes, the Commissioner who has the chair that 
week, has the presenting of one to the Lords of the Treasury to be his 

'successor, 
but the Board of Customs appoint who they think properest 

and fittest for that office, to take charge thereof, till the pleasure 
, 
of the Lords of the Treasury be known" Collector of Port Glasgow Walter 
Grossett to Sir Everard Fawkener 22 Dec 1747 N. U. L. NEC 1836. See 
also Arbuthnot to Tweeddale 19 Oct 1742 NLS YP7050,125o 
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comptrollers: the right to present. to these places was strictly 

rotated among each commissioner in turn*187 Whenever a vacancy 

arose (or seemed likely to arise) commissioners would be solicited 

by various parties attempting to secure a presentment: from leading 

political figures anxious to extend their influence and provide 

places for their supporters; from other nobles and gentlemen who 

wanted jobs for their relations and friends; from prospective 

officers themselves; and lastly from senior outport officials 

who usually recommended officers under thein for promotion but who 

were also not averse to promoting the interests of their friends 

and relations. The commissioners also had friends for whom they 

wished to provide and at times, particularly in the 1720s, Ilay had 

some difficulty in preventing commissioners nominating their own 

friends instead of consulting with him. 188 Through the period 
189 George Drummond was a particular thorn in Ilay's side in this respect. 

The whole pattern of customs and salt presentments was an intricate 

., series of compromises between these competing forces. 

The success of the Scottish manager (or his rivals) in obtaining 

_customs appointments was a clear indication of his standing with the 

and also indicated which local interests enjoyed government 

favour. Ilay entrusted the management of suitable customs presentments 

. to Milton. "I must have An Account sent to me always of the 

187For 
example see SRO CE1/7 3 Oct 1748* 

188FOr 
example see customs commissioner Hale to Milton 22 Feb 1727 

NLS SC 16537 f-9. 

18911- I am very an-gry at G Drummond for neglecting poor Maxwell... 
never in my life did half the service to any man alive as I have from time 
to time done him and it's A little hard that a just recommendation of mine 

:,,., to him should be treated in that manner" Ilay to Milton 5 Aug 1724 
,, XLS SC 16,529. 
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Presentations of the Commissioners of the Customs, and A state 

of Candidates for those offices, that I may know whom to recommend 

to the Treasury". 
190 Milton's role in overseeing customs matters 

in Scotland, and particularly the presentation of suitable officers, 

was widely recognized by contemporaries. 
191 Ilay throughout the 

period (usually through Milton) and Tweeddale during his Secretaryship 

would'give 'friendlyt commissioners lists of men they wished presented 

when suitable vacancies occurred and these commissioners would then 

work their way through the lists. 192 It was thus very important 

for a manager such as Ilay to have the support of as many commissioners 

as possible and as we. have seenv Ilay was particularly successful in 

securing the appointment of commissioners who favoured his interest. 

For most of the period the board was solidly Argathelian although in 

the early years of Tweeddalets Secretaryship there was considerable in- 

fighting on the board over presentations between Alexander Arbuthnotp 

appointed on Tweeddaleta recommendation, and Argathelians Ross and 

Campbell. 
193 

As the actual appointment lay with the Treasury, it was open to 

194 
, anyone to solicit the Treasury directly. If the First Lord of the 

', Treasury had some arrangement with the Scottish minister, as Walpole had 

190'' 
- Ilay to'Milton 11 Dec 1733 London NLS SC16'552. See also Ilay to 

Milton 26 Nov 1737 NLS SC16,569; Ilay to Milton 29 Dec 1737 ibid. 

191 
, 
William Bowles, solicitor to Exchequer, to Treasury'22 Feb 1729 

'CTBP I, p. 23. 

192 The practice is fully illustrated in a long series of letters between 
Thomas Hay and Tweeddale, 1742-69 in Yester Papers and Supplementary Yester 

-Papers, NLS. Both Ilay and Tweeddale kept the commissioners sweet by en- 
couraging them, to present their (the commissioners') own friends from time 

, to time. 

193 See below PP-470-2. 
194p 

or example see Roxburgh to Dundas 15 Nov 1721 SRO RH4A5/2tv0l- i, 126; SRO 
XBB RH2/4/4331 274 15 Jan 1725; ibid. 302 25 Feb 1725; CTBP I P. 71 19 May 

ibid. II P-85 17 Aug 1731. 
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with Ila . Y, 
195 he would normally rely on the manager's advioe in 

a- ccepting or rejecting presentments from Scotland. After Walpole's 

-fall,, howeverg matters became more complicated as first Tweeddale sought 
196 

to--thwart at the Treasury presentments by Argathelian commissioners, 

and, then in the late 1740S Newcastle and Pelham attempted to widen the 

Ministryts support in Scotland. On average over the period the Treasury 

, 
rejected between a third and a quarter of the commissioners? presentments 

and warranted another man for the job. 197 This was a significant 

increase from the immediate post-Union period when more or less by default the 

Treasury had allowed the commissioners in Bilinburgh to. gain the controlling 
198 

hand in appointments* Unlike the period 1707-14, there is no evidence 

that-during the years 1725-48 the commissioners did other than accept 

-the Treasuryts authority on appointments., The level of Treasury 

rejection was most marked during the early 1720s when Walpole was 

seeking to consolidate his political position, the Argathelian - Squadrone 

conflict was at its height, and the Treasury was anxious to improve the 

. efficiency of the Scottish customs service; the early 1740S when 

Tweeddale was Secretary of State anLthere were considerable tensions 

within the Ministry; and in the years following the Forty-Five when 

Ifinisters sought to broaden their support in Scotland and the Treasury 

ý'ý, ý1950n Ilay working through the Treasury see Ilay to Milton 4 Dec 1731 
4ý111ý91 l6v545* 

196 See Yester and Supplementary Yester Papers NLS generally. Also 
SRO NBB RH2/4/453,25 13 Mar 1744- 

197 There is no evidence that those appointed directly by the Treasury 
were any more able than those presented by the commissioners. 

198 
7, _., Riley, Fhglish Ministers,, pp. 123,274. 
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was anxious to cleanse the service of all officers suspected of 

of dis . affection*199 In particular, during the first nine months 

l. 7421 following Walpole's resignation a very high number, over half, 

. 
of, -. 

the boardts presentments were rejected as Tweeddale and Carteret 

,, sought to counteract the influence of the Argathelian commissioners. 

Even during the late 1720s and throughout the 1730S the Treasury rejected about 

one quarter of the commissioners' presentments and this can be seen as part 

of Walpole's general policy of attempting to retain some direct control 

over Soottish affairs and restrain to some extent Ilayls growing 

influence. 

Revenue patronage was particularly important in building up 

electoral interest in the constituencies, The obtaining of a customs 

job for a potential supporter could often sway an electione As Col. 

John Middleton NP for Aberdeen Burghs wrote to Milton in 1724 "1 cannot 

express how much of my success att Aberdeen depends upon the affair of 

John More being provided there [as a land-surveyor]: My Lord Ilay wrott 

, 
to Mr. Hill [customs commissioner] and had his answers by the last post, 

where he hints some difficulty. ee I [must] gett More provided there, he 
200 

. be of infinite us. e to me in my election". Thus many of the posts 

I 
. were given to the younger sons or relations of minor landownersl town 

magistrates and others witha vote: in other words, members of the 

political nation in need. The number of posts was limited and on 

. 
ý199They demanded details of all officerst vacancies etc*, see SRO 

ýCE 1/7 27 Jun 1746. 

200 Middleton to Milton 16 Mar 1724 NLS SC16,530- See also Middleton 
to,. Milton 10 Mar 1724,24 Mar 1724,26 Mar 1724 NLS SC 16,530; Middleton 
to Milton 23 Sep 1724 NLS SC161530 "Our [magistrates] Election has gone 
wrong, from my not being able to make one Daniel Parquarson... A Landwaiter; 
God forgive the Commissioners". For importance of customs appointments foi, local elections see also Hay to Tweeddale 25 Oct 1743 NLS YP7058i 125 
and Hay to Tweeddale 22 May 1744 NLS SYP Box ll'F2. 
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any vacancy there was usually a number of demands from competing 
201 

local-interests. Ilay sought to win and retain the support of 

those with a natural local interest by obtaining customs jobs for 

202 them- and similarly Tweeddalep'for example, sought to strengthen 

, Rothest interest in Pife "by endeavouring to provide those he recommended 

with offices in the Customs in the towns in that neighbourhead ... 11 203 

-While political considerations loomed large in customs presentments, 

were rules governing the requirem8lents a man had to meet before 

being, presented and, from time to time, thv. commissioners emphasized 

the need to present only properly qualified officers. - In 1724, "The 

Commrs being of opinion, That it will tend to ye Service and Security 
I 

of the Revenue, if when Vacancies happen, no persons be appointed to 

su I pply the same, but such as are actually, or have been instructed and 

auly-qualified for ye service, Do therefore a&ee, That no person shall be 

presented to be Surveyor or Landwaiter, but such as have been instructed 

in' ye businesst and no Regard is to be had to any certificate of such 

-pers. ons being qualified for the same unless He has been under Instruction 

204 
six'months . Suitably experienced officers could expect to be 

presented to promoted posts when vacancies occurred in order to provide- 

atýlea`st a core of able officers at each outport. 
205 

Although no-one 

201 For example see Milton to Ilay ND1736 NLS SC16,566; Arbuthnot to 
ýýeeddale 16 Nov 1742 NLS YP7051i 55- 

ý02 Ilay to Milton 12 Sept 1735 NLS SC 16059: I'D of Athols friend 
Capt James Murray is receiver of the Customs in Walter Campbell's place, 
the Duke press'd it very much, and I thought right for me and for the 
Gover'=ent to please him intirely". 

293 
.,. Hay to Tweeddale 23 Dec 1742 NLS YP7052 e 1 75. Also Hay to Tweeddal- 

19 Feb 1743 and 22 Feb 1743 NLS YP 7053,166 and 168. 

204 0 GF, 111 4 Nov 1724. 

1. 

205 
For example see SRO CE1/4 23 Jan 1734- 
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: was supposed to be presented for a job in a port of which he was an 

inhabitant 
206 

in order to avoid possible intimacy with local merchants, 

'', ', this was usually overridden by political considerations. It was 

--resolved in 1724, and repeated in 1732, "not to Employ or Present any 

person for the future for the service of the Customs or Salt Duty but 

such whose age shall not Exceed forty years", . 
207 Finally from 1724 

,. 
the secretary was ordered to check that no one presented by the board 

208 
had previously been dismissed and by the early 1740s, if not before, 

a "Black Book" was kept specifically for t)lis purpose. 
209 

Political 

interests usually took precedence, however, and these rules were more 

., 
_ýoften 

breached than observed. Thus many new officers were ignorant 

Of customs business and, what was worse, were often totally unfit or 

"-incapable of properly performing their duties. To take but one 

example, it was discovered only after some years that a man appointed to 

-be a tidesman at Fort William could not write and so could not make up 
210 

., his books. Many of those presented by the commissioners had later 

206 This had first been stated by an Order in Council 21 Jun 1714 but 
allowed to lapse. The board revived it in 1724 with Treasury approval: 

"cust ' 
oms commissioners to Treasury 17 Nov 1724 PRO T1/249 no. 6(8); Scrope 

t'"ustoms commissioners 25 Nov 1724 SRO NBB RH2 o'c /4/4331 272; CE1/1 1 Dec 
:: '1724. For an example of this rule being set aside for political considerations 

, see Hay to Tweeddale 4 Jun 1743 NLS YP70561 21. See also Arbuthnot to 
'. Tweeddale 21 Jun 1743 NLS YF7056i 98; Hay to Tweeddale 23 Aug 1743 NLS 

-' 
SYP., Box 11 Fl; Riley, English Ministersi pp. 199-200. 

207 SRO CE1/4 12 Apr 1732; SRO CElA 21 Jan 1724& 

208 SRO CE1/1 9 Jan 1724. 

209 See SRO CE1/7 8 Oct 1746; 22 Jan 1747; Hay to Tweeddale 26 Jan 1745 

,, 
NLS-YP7056y 32. For examples of reappointments of those previously dis- 
missed see SRO CB1/4 28 Oct 1734,7 Nov 1734,8 Jan 1735, and SRO NBB 
RH2/4/4451 302 12 Aug 1735; SRO CE1/4 15 Jan 1735 and SRO NBB RH2/4/4451 220 

,,, 13_F_eb 1735; SRO CE1/4 18 Jun 1735,8 Feb 1737 and SRO NBB RH2/4/4471 98 
'. 4 Aug 1737; SRO NBB RH2/4/447,142 8 Dec 1737 - on this occasion the 
-, commissioners were warned by the Treasury to be more careful. 

210 SRO CE1/5 21 Sep 1738. 
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-., to be dismissed for corrupt activities, sometimes within months of 
211 

, 
ýbeing appointede In piAting the interests of the service. second 

, _to political pressures the commissioners musto therefore, bear some 

share of the blame for the negligence, corruption and general unfitness 

'that characterised so many of the Scottish customs and salt staff during 

this t)eriod. 

The Service at Work 

In light of the nature of many Customs appointments and given, the 

complex system of customs procedure and duties it is hardly surprising 

that outport management was charaoterised by ignorance, negligence or 

deliberate malpractices among the officers. Rare indeed was the case 

, of, the comptroller of Fort William who, in a letter to the board 

11acknowledg? d his Incapacity to execute that office with vt Exactness 

and. Regularity which is requisitel for want of knowledge how to compute 

the-duties, and therefore desiring leave to surrender that 1hploymt in 

hopes the board will be pleastcl to provide for Him in some other Station 

212 
, 'when-they see a fitt opportunity". Officers were frequently granted 

leave of absence from their posts thus leaving many ports regularly 
213 

ý, understaffed. Unofficial absences were an even greater problem. 

Frequently officers failed to attend their tasks for days on end and 

211- For example see SRO CE1/5 27 Oct 17371 12 Jul 1738, 

. 
212 

SRO CE1/2 3 Nov 1725. 

Leave to be absent was usiially granted , to the out'port 
:. ýofficers by the commissioners, normally on the proviso 'as long 
4 as the business does not suffer?: for example see SRO CElA 15 MaY 
'1724.1', Unfortunately it often did, especially as it was difficult 
. to ensure that absent officers returned eter their term of leave 

as w -over. 
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214 215 
sometimes deserted the service altogether. Drunkenness, the 

.,,, 
-taking of bribes, 216 insubordination, 217 

and-insolence 
218 

were common. 

-'Again, despite repeated instructions to the contraryg several 
219 

, officers retailed wines and spirits or kept an ale house. Hercules 

, -, Smith, collector at Kirkcaldy, even used the warehouse as a wine cellar. 

In fact, Smith, besides selling liquor, refused inferior officers access 

:., -, to. information and kept board orders from them, allowed his son to act 

his deputy without board permission, appropriated all profits from 

seizures to himself, failed to keep his, books properly, and was generally 
220 

",. ill-natured and indolent. He was eventually dismissed. 

Many officers were negligent in inspecting cargoes or in keeping 

221 
entry books. This last was particularly serious as the revenues to 

_214 For example see SRO CE1/1 4 Jun 1724; 1 Oct 1724- In 1743 the board 
ordered collectors and comptrollers not to absent themselves for more than 

, 'three days without permission, "the absence of Principal Officers having 
been found by experience to be attended with great inconvenience to the 
Revenue" (SRO CE116 14 Dec 1743) but this order was little observed. 

-Attempts were made to make all outport officers sign a daily register 
and-suspensions and dismissals were at times used by the commissioners to 

-discipline officers but to little effect: see SRO CE1/4 30 Sep 1736; SRO 
CE1/7 27 Apr 1748. 

215Examples SRO CE1/2 2 Mar 1726; SRO CE1/4 10 Jun 1735,9 Sep 1735; 
-SRO CE1/5 12 Jun 1738. 

216 Examples SRO CE1/2 10 Mar 1727; SRO CE1/3 24 Sep 1728; SRO CE1/4 
1 Feb 1733; SRO CE1/6 26 Feb 1745- Merchants were regularly prosecuted 
for-offering bribes to officers: for example see SRO CE1/5 11 Mar 1740- 

217 Examples SRO CE1/3 18 Jul 1729; SRO CE1/4 24 Nov 1735, 

218 For example, a tidewaiter at Aberdeen was suspended for "giving saucy 
anguage to his Tide Surveyor" SRO CE1/3 4 Nov 1729. Also SRO CE1/2 7 Apr 1727* 

,. 
Fl9A tidesman at Stranraer kept a pub where smugglers used to concert the 

'running of goods with his connivance: he was dismissed SRO CEJ/4 20 Jun 1734* 
Anothor oytmnplo 'k. ')RO CB1/3 17 Fob 1729. 

220 SRO CE1/3 23 Jan 1730, 
221 Examples SRO CE1/4 4 Dec 1733; SRO CE1/7 8 Oct 1746; SRO CE1/2 31 Dec 

ý725; SRO CE1/7 3 Nov 1747. 
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be coll . ected and the whole accounting system from waterside to central 

office depended to a large extent on entry books being properly kept, 

Such negligence made it that much more easy for merchants to perpetrate 
222 

frauds. Low pay and inadequate supervision encouraged a large 

number of officers, from the collector downwards, to connive at or 
223 

-actively 
join in these frauds. Techniques of fraud and evasion 

I ý-were almost limitless: goods could be underweighed, not properly 

, inspected, or allowed to be run ashore while the officers looked the 
224 

other way. Entry books and coquets oguld be fixed so that only 
225 

-perhaps half the goods involved were entered. If-this was done 
i ý', ý111 ,-ýI 
properly it was difficult for outside examiners to detect discrepancies. 226 

Perhaps one of the most common frauds was the payment by collectors of 

drawbacks far in excess of those entitled by the volume of goods re- 
227 

exported. In most cases the. officers involved1were either given a 

: bribe by the merchant or a share of the duties evaded. Officers might 

also connive at the stealing of previously seized goods from the customs 

warehouse. 
228 "The Country is used so muchto the constent practice 

-'222 For example see SRO CE1/4 4 Dec 1733v 19 Dec 17340 

'223FRQ '111t39 nca2 I Pob SNO CM/4 14 Deo 1736; SMo CM/5 2 Aug 1'1339 

-224 See CTP (1720-8) pp. 'li6-7 11 Jan 1722. Also SRO CEI/2 24 Jan 1727; 
SRO, CEl/5 17 Jul 1739,23 Jan 1740,8 Feb 1740- 

-2ýýamples SRO CElA27 Jul 17-24; SRO CE1/4 4 Dec 1733e 

'ýFýIn the last resort officers often tburnt or otheryiays destr ed the 
bo'ok's''and accounts of customs to prevent an exr-cmination% SRO CE171 24 Dec, 
1723., 

or example see SRO CEI/7 1 May 1745o Tobacco debenture frauds werc 
ýsp'ecially common: SRO NBB RH2/4/442,303 1732; Arbuthnot to Tweeddale 31 Mar 
1744 NLS YP 70619 72. 

2 28 For example see SRO CE1/2 28 Mar 1726,28 Apr 1726, 
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of,, fraudsp both on Import and Export-tha; t ane honest officer 

11229 attempting to curb them would be in danger of his Life... 

Much of the time of the board was spent probing into suspected 

ýfraudst but even when they were exposed definite proof was 

difficult to obtain especially if the outport officers maintained 

"a, conspiracy of silence, and often the commissioners had to be 
230 

, content with reprimanding officers to behave better in future, 

,, -,: ý,,,,, -The extent to which customs laws were enforced also had a 

'political side and it was common, particulhrly before elections, 

for officers appointed on the interest of the sitting MP or one 

of, Ahe candidates to relax enforcement in the case of those who 

would support tha; t person in the election, while being rigorous 

against his opponents. 
231 Similarly erring officers looked to 

-their,, patron for protection against dismissal and -this was a factor 

, the'commissioners had to take into account. "Those officers who 

have, friendships and connections are apt to wink at their relations 

and friends committing frauds and besides are apt to be negligent 

or corrupted knowing why they are put in and what will be a means of 

keeping'them if complaints were made" . 
232 As Arbuthnot complained 

1 

ý2 9Arbuthnot to Tweeddale*4 Oct 1743 NLS YP7058,64. 

230' t example illustrating the connivance of For an excellen 
'officers in the illegal activities of merchants and in fish debenture 
frauds in Inverness 1727 see SRO CE1/2 29 Nov 1727; SRO CE1/2 6 Feb 1728. 

231 
- For an excellent example of a merchant in Dingwall being hounded 

. by,, qustoms officers for political reasons prior to the 1741 general 
election See W. Ferguson, Electoral Law and Procedure-in Eigliteenth 
and Rarly Nineteenth Contury Scotlamd (unpublished Ph. D. thesis, Glasgowt 
1957)- 

232 
, 

Hay to Tweeddale I Jan 1743 XLS YP70539 19. See alao Hay to 
Tweeddale 17 Nov 1744 NLS SYP Box 12 Fl. 
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-,. 
t6ýNeeddalej dishonest officers "many times find patrons that 

ý'protect them, people of Influence who have to much to say with some 

'att the Board, who have their bread depending on their office, and 

,,. -'of', 
Course have neither courage, honesty, nor resolution to do their 

duty, 91233 The commissioners were generally lenient in disciplining 

wayward officers. Many, even on a second or third offence, received 
234 

:, 
_,, 
only a reprimand or a small fine. Although there were periodic 

235 
", purges at various outports when major frauds were revealed the 

number of dismissals in proportion to the*number of officers examined 

board was not high. Usually the offending officer was 

:, suspended pending enquiries but was later restored with loss of 
236 

. _salary. 
The lack of suitablY qualified replacements was one 

- factor 
237 but more important was the need -to avoid offending political 

ý233Arbuthnot to Tweeddale 30 Apr 1745 NLS YP7065Y 180- 

2'IA- 
ýrFor example see SRO CE1/2 9 Feb 1726,20 Mar 1728. 

235 For example 12 tidesmen and a- watchman were dismissed at Leith 
in, 1737 for various fraudsp SRO CE1/5 9 Sep 1737,4 Oct 1737; 4 tides- 

. men Aberdeen dismissed 1739 for'allowing running, SRO CE1/5 23 Nov 1739t 
'13 Dec 1739; 7 Leith tidesmen dismissed 1743 for neglect and connivance, 
SRO CE1/6 14y 15,20,21 Sep 1743,21 Feb 1744- 

236 
, '--,, 

Qa one day alone 15 officers, previously suspended on suspicion 
. "of frauds etc, p were restored, SRO CE1/4 14 Aug 1735- For other 
., examples of leniency see SRO CE1/5 1 Nov 1739,23 Nov 1739,28 Nov 17401 
29,, Mar_1739,10 Apr 1739,13 Oct 1740; SRO CE116 2 Feb 1742; SRO. CEI/7 
25 1745; " - 

23711A 
comp 

, 
laint of Archd Cameron asst Surveyor at Leith agt Matthew 

Crawford Tidesman for Refusing to obey orders being Read at the Board, 
They, direct that the Collr suspend him for his offence but if he is in 
'Want of Tidesm. en only to fine him a weeks salary to be*, Remitted on the 
Superann'fund" SRO CE1/4 24 Nov 1735, 
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interestS!, particularly at local level. There was also a growing 

feeling that holders of offices, no matter how lowly, should enjoy 

some sort of security, particularly against political changes, and 

should not be dismissed except for the grossest of corruptions . 
238 

Smuggling (the landing of goods outwith ports controlled by the 

customs service as opposed to evasion and fraud at these ports 

themselves) was another major problem. Even before the Union smuggling 

was rife in Scotland, but the introduction of the English customs system 

after 1707Y with its higher duties and complicated procedure, greatly 

exacerbated the situation and tempted even the honest'trader to bypass 

the outport system completely, And, of course, the very length 

of the Scottish coast with its numerous creeks, inlets and bays made 

Scotland a smugglerst paradise. The proximity of numerous off-shore 

islands, and notably the Isle of Man which was outside the British 

revenue systemp greatly facilitated the running of goods onto the 

mainland, and the relanding of certain commodities such as tobacco 

on which export drawbacks had been paid, 
240 * Finally, almost all 

sizeable towns in Scotland lay either on or very near the coast, 
241 

enabling smuggled goods to be quickly dispersed. The number of 

.,. officers on the Scottish establishment, kept low as we have seen for 

238 Hiighes, 'Stuclies in Administration, chap- 7; Henry Pariis, Co stitut 
'Bureaucrac, y - the Development of British Central Administration since the 
Eighteenth Century (London, 1969)- chap. 1. 

239Excessive'and illegal fees demanded by many outport officers was 
also a factor: see PRO T1/250 no. 9 (8) 9 Oct 1724- See also tVarious 
observations on customs and excise revenues 1714-71 by Clerk of Penicuikt 
SRO GD18/2703- 

240The 
nearness of the Isle of Man was one reason for the large number 

'of customs officers in the Solway Pirth area. 

241 PRO T1/249 no. 6 (1) 9 Jan 1724. 
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-reasons of economyl was totally inadequate to guard a fraction of 

the coastline effectively, There were no headports between 

Inverness and Aberdeeng for example, and only a handful of officers 

ýrom these two ports were supposed to prevent 'the great quantities 
242 

of goods run betwixt Peterhead and Cullen'. Not until 1747 was 

a general surveyor established at Campbeltown to survey the long 

stretch of coast from Lochbroom to Kintyre, 243 Both smuggling and 
244 

frauds meant serious losses to the revenue and were harmful to 

the fair trader* Mglish merchants, in particular, constantly 

complained that illegally entered tobacco was being brought down from 

Scotland, and, having paid no duties, was able to undercut the tobacco 

legally imported by English merchants thus ruining their trade, 245 

The smuggling of foreign salt coupled with its illegal use for 

- domestic consumption also seriously affected the salt revenue, 
246 

In 1739 various salt masters presented a memorial to the commissioners 

complaining of great Frauds in Using Porreign Salt for home 

'-Cons=ption, and that the same is chiefly owing to the Negligence or 

242 S- RO CE1/4 10 Oct'1734. In 1738 the board discussed a proposal to 
set up a new port at Banff but nothing came of it, SRO CEI/5 6 Jul 1738. 

243SRO N13B. RH2/4/4559 385 30 Jul 1747; SRO CE1/7 13 Aug 1747- See also 
SRO CEI/3 23 Oct 1730 where'the collector of Orkney complains that it is 
impossible to stop the illegal export of wool as his officers cannot keep 
full watch over all the remote creeks and islands. 

244 It is impossible to put any accurate figure'on this but commissioner 
Humphrey Brent after making a survey of vaxious Scottish ports in 1722 
estimated that tobacco frauds alone had cost the revenue X23,000 in 1720 
and 9309000 in 1721; PRO T64/240 15 Nov 1722* 

245For details on various tobacco frauds 1732-48 and their harmful 
effect on England coo PRO T1/336 no. 64 Mar 1749. Alao CTP (1720-8) 

, ppo 116-17 11 Jan 1722. 

246,,. 
. The duty on home salt appears to have been much diminished by 

the great use of forn (sicj] salt for home Consumption withoirb paying any 
:. duty.,, " SRO CE1/3 15 Feb 732. 
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Connivance of the Officers of the Customs,,.. " The commissioners 

thought such complaints "harsh and exceptionable" but admitted that 

it was unfortunately too easy to run salt, for "in the long extended 

Coast [it] is but too often found to be impracticable, not withstanding 

the Boards best Eadeavours, to prevent it". 
247 

4 
The commissioners spent much time urging collectors to see 

that their part of the coast was guarded as closely as possible and 

in devising suitable preventive measures. Extraordinary officers 

were appointed on incidents or established- officers rearranged so 

that some notorious smuggling area could be better guarded . 
248 

Riding 

officers to patrol specific. sections of the coastline were also 

appointed on occasion. The most notable example came in 1725 when, 

after representations from various landed gentry about the deleterious 

effect the smuggling of black cattle and Victual from Ireland and the 

Isle of Man into the west coast of Scotland was having on the profits 
249 

of their estates, William Hamiltony collector of Wigtown, was made 

surveyor general of riding officers west coast and given E11200 p. a. 

for himself and not more than 10 riding off icers who were to be under 

his control. 
250 Customs boats were also employed to hover off the 

247SRO CE1/5 22 and 23 Jan 1739. The salt masters also petitioned 
the Treasury for legislative redress of the problem; CTBP IV P- 739 
1739. See also SRO CE1/4 23 Jan 1735; SRO CE1/5 22 Feb 1739,27 Feb 1740. 
The "loose and iregular" keeping of accounts relating to foreign salt 
by outport officers also enabled merchants to import foreign salt duty 
free on pretext of using it to cure fish for exportation but sell it for 
domestic consumption instead: SRO CE1/2 4 APr 17289 

248por 
examples -see SRO CE1/2 9 Aug 1727; 20 Sep 1727; SRO CE1/3 

2 Deo 1729,14 Jan 1731,4 Feb 1731. 

249CTP (1720-8) pp. 289-90 17 Nov 1724. 

250SRO EBB RH2/4/434y 370 9 J13n 1725, The 9lj200 was placed on the 
Port Glasgow establishment. It was raised to Elt500 in 1728 because of 
the success of the scheme, SRO NBB RH2/4/438,80 29 May 1728. See also 
Arbuthnot to Tweeddale 9 Apr 1745 NLS YP70659 145! SRO CE1/7 8 Jul 1747- 
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251 
coast and intercept any ships with illegal designs. Seven new 

sloops were-built in 1724-5 for the customs service at a cost of 

over C. 6,000p four to operate off the east coast, three off the 

west. 
252 They were not altogether successful, however, and 

several were later sold off and smaller boats used in their place . 
253 

All too frequently commanders remained in port instead of being out 

at sea despite frequent instructions from the board . 
254 In short, 

such schemes often merely plugged one gap and exposed another, 

The customs service in Scotland was iiotoriously unpopular, 

smuggling was regarded as a frespectable crime' and smugglers were 

looked upon favourably by most sections of the community. 
255 

The 

board therefore often had to rely on the military to help customs officers 

combat smuggling and to put down anti-customs mobs. 
256 "Deforcements 

25'These 
are distinct from the outport boats which were basically 

meant to transport officers to ships etc. p but which might, if the 
occasion arose, also be used to combat illegal trading. See for 

-example letter from the collector of Inverness to the commissioners 
18 May 1733: "... some ill disposed persons carried away the Custom ho 
boat a Cross the ferry and with saws and axes Cutt her in two by the 
Middle And this is supposed to be done at the instigation of the Smugglers 
in these parts the said boat having lately been of great service in 
suppressing that pernicious trade... " SRO CE1/4 23 May 1733* 

252 SRO NBB PH2/4/4339 184P 19 T'un 1724; SRO NBB RH2/4/434v 416 22 Sep 
1725; SRO CE1/2 4 Oct 1725- -For their stations see SRO CE1/ý 9 Nov 1726 
east coast, SRO CEI/2 25 Nov 1726 west coast. 

253Prince Prederick Sloop SRO CEI/3 27 Jan 1730, SRO NBB RH2/4/4401 376 
6 Jan 1730; Princess Louisa Sloop*SRO CE1/3 26 Nov-1730; Princess Carolina 
Slo SRO CF-1/6 8 Max 1743. The Princess Mary Sloop was also sold, SRO 
CE173 26 Nov 1728, SRO NBB RH2/4/4391 206 26 Nov 1728* 

254For 
example SRO CE1/2 9 Nov 1726; SRO CE1/3 9 Nov 1730; SRO CE1/4 

11 Dec 1733,28 Jan 1737- 

255For 
example see customs commissioners to Treasury 20 Jul 172ý CTP 

(1720-8) pp. 351-2. Mobs frequently insulted officers and obstructed them 
from carrying out their duties: for examples see SRO CEIA 2 Oct 1723; 
SRO CE1/3 22 Oct 1728,30 Dec 1728; SRO CE1/5 31 Jan 1738,16 Aug 1739; 
SRO CEI/6 8 Jul 1741,17 Feb 1742. 

256E, 
campl, oc SRO CBI/5 8 May 1738; SRO CM/7 11 MaJý 1747- 

I 
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and Violences being of late become. very frequent We find our selves 

obliged for the Protection of the officers of the Customs in the 

Execution of their duty to call more frequently than usual for the 

Assistance of the Soldiers and to procure orders for their being 

station'd on the Coast, and We have found them very serviceable, and 

that the securing of seizures would otherwise be impracticable". 257 

On several occasions the commissioners drew up schemes to quarter 

detachments of regular troops at all major headports to assist the 

customs officers in arresting smugglers and in guarding seized 

goods in the customs warehouse. 
258 

Unfort-unately there were never 

sufficient numbers of troops in Scotland to be spared for such 

regular customs work and usually troops were only sent in after 

customs officers had discovered specific smuggling operations. 
259 

The board or-the local collector would apply to the nearest troop 

commander 
260 but commanders were*often reluctant and on occasions 

I 
refused to comply, knowing that if any of, their soldiers should fire, 

even in self-defence, and kill or wound anyone, they were quite likely 

257Customs 
commissioners to Treasury 23 Apr 1740 PRO T1/302 no. 62. 

258 For example see SRO CElAl3 Apr 1725- See also 1726 example 
where the collector of Prestonpans "represented the great necessity 

, there is for a party of soldiers to be constantly quarterld there, 
ye custom house and warehouse being continually liable to be broken 
open and ye officers in ye Execution of their duty expos'd to ye 
Insults of the Mob". -SRO CE1/2 21 Sep 1726. Although the commissioners 
asked for 12 soldiers to be sent there, they obviously did not become 
permanently resident for early in 17279 when the warehouse was again 

, broken open, a fresh detachment of soldiers had to be sent: SRO. CE1/2 
ý26 Jan 1727- 

259For 
example see SRO CE1/2 30 MaY 1728. 

260For 
example see SRO CMA18 Jar, 1725- 
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to be arrested and charged with murder by some local magistrate 

or justice. 
261 The problems of smuggling and of violence against 

officers had become so serious by the early 1730s that the Treasury 

had -to remind the military in Scotland that it was their duty to help 

262 
revenue officers on all proper occasions. When troops were used 

to put down smuggling operations tempers often flared. Clashes 

frequently occurred when mobs tried to prevent troops and officers 

making seizures or to rescue goods which had been seized. and 
263 264 

placed in the customs warehouse and blqodshed was not uncommon. 

Perhaps even more serious than the antipathy of the ordinary 

people was the indifference or even downright hostility of many of 

261 ' Elgin example Delafaye to Magistrates of Elgin 20 Jul 1725 SRO 
RH 2/4/318 f. 258 and Forbes to Delafaye 27 Jul 1725 ibid. f. 274- 
Similar. example, Invernessq see Milton to Newcastle 18 Oct 1735 
SRO RH 2/4/334 f. 143-4. St Andrews example Roxburgh, to Dundas 
16 Nov 1723 SRO RH 4/15/2 (vol 11) 31. See also for example SRO 
CEI/3 9 Mar 1730; SRO CE1/4 12 Jun 1735. The attempted prosecution 
of Captain Bushell etc. - after thd malt tax riots in Glasgow 1725 (see 
below ppt. 349-50) strengthened this apprehension. It was also an 
important factor in the reluctance of troops to act vigorously during 
the Porteous riots, The commissioners always exerted themselves on 
behalf of such soldiers and on several occasions obtained royal pardons 
for-them: Nairn example - SRO CE1/4 13 Jun 1735,31 Jul 1735,28 Aug 
1735,30 S 1735 and CTBP III, P. 44 21 Aug 1735- Also Aberdeen 
SRO RH. 2/4/%Op 81' 9 Mar 1728 royal letter of remission. 

262 Scrope to Wade 19 Sep 1733 SRO NBB RH2/4/443,483- Soldiers 
were usually given rewards for services they rendered, payable out 
of customs incidents: SRO CKLA 31 Dec 1733,15 Jan 1734- Examples 
SRO CEI/2 11 Apr 1728; SRO CE1/4 28 Aug 1733. New tables of increased 
rewards and allowances drawn up after the Forty6-fi. ve: SRO CE1/7 28 Oct 
1746* 

263 For example see SRO CL'1/5 26 Sep 1739. Warehouse examples 
SRO CIIL/2 26 Jul 1725,30 Aug 1725,11 Apr 1728; customs commissioners 
to Treasury 30 Apr 1723 SRO RH 2/4/397,, 76. 

2641ýxamples SRO CE1/4 12 Jun 1735; SRO CE1/6 20 Dec 1742,3 Jul 1744- 
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those ik authority locally to attempts to enforce the customs laws. 

A large number of gentlemen throughout Scotland were involved in 

illegal trade and customs evasion, if only by buying smuggled goods. 

Sometimes they would join together and offer to help put down 

smuggling in their area, 
265 but such schemes were usually very half- 

hearted. Town magistrates, too, on occasion offered to help stamp 
266 

out customs abuses but such assistance was rare and much more 

often local authorities obstructed the work of the customs services. 
267 268 269 270 

Constables, magistrates, justices, sheriffs, were all 

guilty of refusing to help officers, obstructing them in their duty, 

or refusing to execute warrants issued by the Court of Justiciary 

271 
of the Court of Exchequer relating to customs offences. Prequently 

265, 'The insults which the officers dayly meet with ... give us 
[commissioners] great reason to apprehend that unless the civil 
magistrates are more hearty in putting the laws in execution against 
such as publickly abuse the officers of the revenue, and interpose 
their authority in protecting them in doing their duty ... it will 
be impossible to levy the King's duties in this country without the 
assistance of military forces" Customs commissioners to Treasury 
20 Jul 1725 CTP (1720-8) pp. 351-2. Also see SRO CEI/l 21 Oct 1724 
and SRO NBB RH2/4/433,244 14 Oct 1724. 

266For example see SRO CE1/3 18 Nov 1730,3 Dec 1728. 

. 
267Examples SRO CE1/2 11 Jan 1726; SRO CEI/3 14 Oct 1731; SRO CEI/4 

11 Jan 1734. 

268 See for example SRO CM/7 6 Jun 1745, 

269Examples PRO T1/350 No. 39 and 40 30 Apr 1752; SRO CEI/3 30 Apr 
1729; SRO CEI/4 29 Aug 1734. Most notablyl there were frequent 
clashes between revenue officers (customs and excise) and JPs in 
Glasgow and Lanarkshire throughout the period, for example see PRO T1/249 
No. 6 (6) 23 Oct 1724- 

270Exaxnples SRO CEl/i 29 SeP 1724; SRO. CEI/4 27 Jun 1737, 

27'For 
a description of-this problem generally see Sorope to customs 

. Commissioners 3 Aug 1725, SRO NBB RH2/4/434v 404. on seizures, for 
, example, often if the officers did not obey the exact letter of the 
law local JPs or magistrates arrested them or ordered the seizure be 
returned: see PRO T1/249 No. 6 and 9. 
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272 
the cor=issioners had to prosecute defaulting local officials 

or else remove customs cases being tried before hostile justices 

to Exchequer, Session or Justiciary. 273 There were difficulties'even 

with the central courts: Lord Advocate Dundas complained in 1723 

of "the great Tenderness of the Judges towards Inferiour Magistrates 

And the general Inclination of our Jurys never to favour a Custom 

house officer when they can hurt him". 274 It should be said, of 

coursev that local authorities were on occasion right to arrest or 

restrain customs officerso for the latter'were often none too 

scrupulous in obeying the letter of the law when searching for 

uncustomed goods or making seizures. 
275 

customs and salt revenue 

In light of all the various difficulties besetting the customs 

service it is not surprising that'the net yield in the years 1725-48 

was not substantial. Gross receip-Isin money on entries remained quite 

steady between E509000 and L60,000 from 1724-5 until the early 1740s 

and then with the rapid rise of the tobacco trade at Glasgow, in 

the 1740si 
276 increased sharply to well over f. 90,000 by 

272Examples SRO CElA 9 Obt 1723; SRO CEI/5 30 Nov 1737v 13 Jan 1741. 

, 273Examples SRO CE1/4 16 MaY 17329 11 Feb 1736; SRO CE1/6 13 Mar 1741, 
L6 JU 1744o 

274Dundas to Delafaye 5 Nov 1723 SRO RH2/4/316 f. 228-9 - on a case in- 
volving customs officers at Inverness. See also Dundas to Lords Justices 
30 Jul 1723 ibid. f. 196-7. 

275For 
example see SRO CE1/41 2 and 4 -Tan 1734. 

276 See R. H. Campbell, tThe Anglo-Soottish Union of 1707-The Eoonomic 
, onsequencest &HR vol. 16 1963-4)9 PP- 469-70; Ferguson, Scotl I A"4=ý'L L689 to the Present, pp. 182-3. 
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2 77 1747-8 At least a third of receipts, however, were paid back 

to merchants in the form of drawbacks, bounties and debentures. 

Again as we have seen, collectors often kept large sums at the 

outport instead of sending them to the receiver general in Edinburgh; 

in 1728-9 for example over X221000 remained in the hands of outport 

collectors. 
278 Thus for most of the years between 1725 and 1748 

only between 930,000 and E40,000 p. a. on average was reaching the 

receiver general. Out of this he had to pay the yearly salary 

bill of over 9.20,000, various incident expenses which had not been 

paid directly at the outports, averaging Z2,000 to Z3,000 p. a., 

and similarly various debentures which outport collectors had been 

unable to meet and which often amounted to 94,000 to 95,000 a year. 
279 

As a result, for most of the period just enough customs revenue was 

raised to cover the expenses of the service and there was little 

surplus to contribute to the cost-of the civil list establishmenty 

the Equivalent fund or other charges payable out of the revenue 

raised in Scotland. 280 In the ten years 1725-35 only negligible 

277These 
and subsequent figures are based on the various customs accounts 

lodged in the Court of Exchequer Scotland, SRO E501-515, and in particular 
upon Customs General Accounts E501/18-41 29 Sep 1724 to 29 Sep 1748; 
Customs cash accounts E502/18-44 29 SOP 1724 to 29 SOP 1748- Gross 
receipts in money and in bonds continued on this upward curve throughout 
the 1750s- It was often several years before bonds were finally discharged. 
For examples of the problems in recovering bonds, especially on tobaccol 
see SRO CEI/2 25 May 1728. 

278See PRO T1/272 No. 35- Details of the balances owed by late and 
present collectors were kept in the yearly accounts, SRO E501 parts 2 and 
3* 

279See SRO E502 Receiver General's cash 
'accounts. 

280For details of the various payments made out of customs revenues 
see SRO Exchequer recordsý Auditorts officer, E224/2-5 JulY 1718 October 
1753, Mitry Booka of Raitabl inhment Lio to, Impront Warranto etc. and 
also E502 Receiver General's cash accounts. 
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amounts of revenue from customs were paid over for the civil 

establishment and during these years the cost of the civil list 

had to be borne by the excise revenue. 
281 After 1736 greater 

amounts of customs revenue were earmarked for civil list expenses, 

but even so these rarely covered more than one quarter of the total 

costs. 
282 Not surprisingly, no revenue arising from customs in 

Scotland was remitted to London-between 1730 and 1747.283 

Although the amounts of money raised on salt duties were much 

less than those brought in on customs, in-proportion the surpluses 

available were much higher. 
284 Average yearly gross receipts from 

the salt cluties levied from 1714 to 1730 were 9-7,000 - 9.8,000 in 

money. 
285 After the restoration of the salt establishment in 1732 

there were three different sets of duties: those levied from Ladyday 

1732 to Ladyday 1742, those from Ladyday 1742 to Ladyday 1746, and 

those from Ladyday 1746 on. The first and last of these duties 

grossed between Z9,000 and 910,000 p. a. on average but those levied 

in the years 1742-6 only around E8,000 p. a. Three collections 

normally raised the bulk of the money - Prestonpans, which often 

produced nearly half, Kirkcaldy and Botness. Outport salaries and 

incidents were paid directly out of the money raised and the remainder 

281 For fuller details see below pp. 203-4 and Appendix II. 

282 1747 was the only year when*they contribute6 more than half, 
SRO E224/5- 

283PRO T1/272 No. 35 and SRO E502. Z2fOOO remitted in 1747-8, 
SRO E502/44. 

284Salt account6, like those of customs, were lodged in Exchequer: 
SRO E531-537- 

285f-4,000 
- f. 6,000 in bonds: SRO E531A-45 1714-59- The bulk of 

the bonds were paid back in a form of debentures. Debentures on fish 
qxportcd were paid out of calt dutica: acc. SRO NDD 1? 112/4/445-7 1736. 
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remitted to the receiver general in Edinburgh. From 1724-30 about 

F-5tOOO - X6,000 p. a. on average was remitted to the receiver general 
I 

and this figure remained the same in the first few years after 

1732. From 1735 it rose to between E7,000 - E8,000 p. a. and 

remained fairly steady for the rest of the period except for a 

slight drop in the years 1742-6.286 Out of such sums the receiver 
287 

general paid the salaries of the salt commissioners and the 

central officerst and also the various incidents incurred in the 

running of central office. After this t4ere was usually 9.3,000 - 

R41000 left each year to be applied as the Treasury or-the Court of 

Exchequer directed. 288 From 1714 to 1730 the money raised on 

salt duties was allocated to the Equivalent fund: in these years 

964,000 was paid over. After 1732 when the salt duties were 

restored they were no longer appropriated to the Equivalent and 

Manufactures funds, probably by an oversight: the net produce 

was to be sent to London. 
289 f. 29,000 was remitted in the years up 

. to 1744. In 1743, when the amount of customs and excise revenues 

being raised in Scotland was at a low ebb and unable to meet the 

costs of the civil list, the Exchequer barons secured Treasury agree- 

ment that the salt duties should once again be applied to the Equivalent 

fund and the fund for Manufactures. 290 

286 For these and subsequent figures see SRO E532/1-40 1714-59. 

287Except for 1732-6 when they were paid on the customs establishment. 

288See SRO E224/5- 

289 By Act 5 Geo II cap. 17. Sometimes the board needed Treasury prompting 
before they sent money: see Scrope to salt commissioners 8 Jan 1741 SRO NBB 
RH2/4/450,89; SRO CE1/5 13 and 16 Jan 1741; Scrope to salt commissioners 
1 Feb 1743 SRO RH2/4/13,375- 

1 290 See Hay to Tweeddale 3 Mar 1743 NLS YP7054j 8; Hay to Tweeddale 14 Jun 

-1743 NLS YP70567 57; Craigie to Tweeddale 17 Jun 1743 NLS YP7056,82; 
Craigie to Tweeddale 11 Aug 1743 NLS YP70579 80; Craigie to Tweeddale 
11 Aug 1743, also, NLS YP70571 82; Forbes to Tweeddale 18 Aug 1743 NLS 
YP70579 103. 
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Conclusion 

The Scottish customs service in the period under study was 

caught in a vicious circle of high and numerous duties, an intricate 

collection system, fraud, smuggling and corruption, compounded by 

the priority given to political considerations over administrative 

needs in the appointment of officers. The commissioners were 

"continually forced to cope with the problem of the insufficiency 

and ineffectiveness of the organisation at the outports to deal 

with the nefario-uz tradelf. 291 The key to breaking the circle, 

the rationalisation of the procedure and of the duties themselves, 

lay outside the control of the commissioners, and consequently they 

could only try to prevent major abuses, plug gaps as they arose and 

keep the system working as well as possible, In this, they operated 

as effectively as could be expected in the circumstances. On the 

other hand it could be argued that the commissioners tended to wait 

until problems were laid before them instead of taking the initiative 

. in making enquiries and ordering inspections: only in periods of 

exceptional zeal, most notably in the years after 1723 and 1745, 

did they consistently move from specific individual cases to more 

general solutions and poli6ies. However this is in part a reflection 

of the degree of Treasury interest. The commissioners could only 

recommend changes, final authority lay with the Treasury. The 

commissioners were most industrious when the Treasury took an 

active interest in Scottish customs affairs. Like most subordinate 

bodies the Scottish customs board worked best when prompted from 

above. According to commissioner Hotham "the only good thing in 

that station was the sallary for that the many frauds of the Merchants 

291 Hoon, ay-, lish Customs s,, ý2tem, v P- 36o 



and their own officers and the bad Buccess of their tryals owing 

to perjury of witnesses and Jurys made the business in every respect 

disagreabl t! '11 
292 Walpole's long rule at the Treasury was not marked 

by any radical reforms: no revenue offices, however unnecessary, 

were abolished as they provided a useful source of patronage; no 

cumbersome procedure was reformed. Efficiency within the existing 

framework was all that was desired, 293, For its part therefore the 

Treasury, although often under pressure from English merchants to take 

action against smuggling in Scotland, was'generally content so long as 

the Scottish customs service functioned in a reasonably efficient 

manner and would only intervene in the event of major abuses or 

where political considerations so required. It was not particularly 

anxious to stir the commissioners into major reform, particularly as 

these would cost money, for example by way of additional staff, and 

might lead to pressure for similar reforms in England, and this in 

turn discouraged the commissioners from putting forward any such 

schemes. 

292 H. ay to Tweeddale 21 Oct 1742 NL9 YP7050i 139. 

293Plumb, WalLole, P. 329. 

79- 
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CHAPTER THREE: THE EXCISE SERVICE 

Introduction 

Article VII of the Union extended, with various minor exceptions, 

the English excise duties to Scotland. At the time of the Hanoverian 

succession the chief items subject to excise duty were beer, ale, 

spirits, cider, perry, candles, leather, soapv paper and starch: 

to these Walpole added in 1724 tea, coffee and chocolate. 
1 The 

structure of the Scottish excise service was similar to that of the 

customs service: a board of five commissioners sitting'at Edinburgh who 

were responsible for running the service and for the collection of 

excise revenues; a central office at Edinburgh; and a number of 

collections throughout Scotland each with a hierarchy of officers 

who collected the duties. Unlike the custom service, only the 

principal central officers were appointed by the Treasury: all 

other excise posts were at the disposal of the commissioners themselves. 

The Commissioners 

During the period 1725 to 1748 fifteen men served as excise 

2 
commissioners for Scotland (see table B). Of these, nine were 

Soots and six English, and most boards contained three of one and two 

of the other. The composition of the excise board was fairly stable. 

No fewer than seven commissioners served more than twenty years each 

'These 
replaced the existing import duties on these items and was 

a forerunner to Walpole's excise scheme of 1733 by which he proposed 
to replace the import duties on wine and tobacco with excise duties: 
Owen, Eighteenth CenturZ, P-30; Dickinson, Walpole, p. 96. 

2Salary 9500 p. a. each: see Midsummer'quarter 1724 salary list 
SRO NBB RH2/4/433,223. Much of the following is based on a card 
biography of excise officers 1707-1830 compiled by J. P. Mitchell 1963P 
SRO RH4/6/1-2. 
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6. TA13LE B 

Changes in the Excise Commission jL22=ý8 

By January 1725 Sir Alexander Wedderburn 

David Ross 

Sir William Bennet 

Gilbert Burnet 

,, 
Charles Cockburn 

May 1725 Henry Robinson Bennet 
loco 

Thomas Broughton Cockburn, 

1726 George Ross loco David Ross 

April 1730 Richard Dowdeswell Broughton 
loco 

Thomas Cochrane Wedderburn 

September 1730 Richard Somers loco George Ross 

September 1735 Christopher Wyvil loco Robinson 

October 1737 George Drummond loco Somers 

July 1738 Christopher Rhodes loco lb-Vil 

September 1742 Alexander Udney loco Burnet 
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on the board93 and one, Alexander Udney, sat for forty6-five years* 

The commission remained unchanged from the appointment of Udney in 

1742 until the death of Dowdeswell in 1758, a sign of the growing 

acceptance that revenue commissioners should not be removed from 

office simply because of changes in the Ministry, 4 Most excise 

commissioners either died in office, retired, or were promoted to 

other jobs: relatively few were dismissed for political reasons. 

Of the fifteen commissioners, six died in office, four moved to 

other postst one (Udney) retired, and one'(Thomas Cochrane) resigned 

on becoming the eighth earl of Dundonald in 1758 (see table C). 

Many of the excise commissioners therefore accumulated considerable 

administrative expertise. - Sir Alexander Wedderburn, commissioner 

from the Union to 1730, came from a family remarkable for its devotion 

to the excise service in the first half of the eighteenth century; 

5 his son Peter being secretary from 1730 to 1755p and three other 

relations serving as collectors. Henry Robinson, an lhglishman, 

had been sent down to Scotland in 1723 by the Treasury to make a 

general survey and inspection of the excise 
6 

and was made a commissioner 

in 17259 serving for ten years beýCore being moved to an excise post in 
7 Englande He was replaced on the Scottish board by another Englishman, 

3Wedderburn, Burnet, Dowdeswell, Cochraneq Drummond, Rhodes, Udney. 
David Ross served for 19 years. 

4Hughes, Studies in Administration, pp. 274-9. Hughes attributes this 
partly to the fact that from 1702 revenue commissioners could not sit in 
the House of Commons, ibid., p. 284- 

5He later-became a judge of the Court of Session as Lord Chesterhalle 

6CTBP 11 P. 35 1 18 Mar 1729. For the report see Hughes, stuaies in 
Administrationt P-310. 

71nsPector 
general of the inland duties on coffeep tea and'chocolate: CTBP III, P- 131t 24 Sep 1735, 
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TABLE 0 

Excise Commissioners Scotland 1725-48 

Name 

S Sir Alexander Wedderburn 

sA David Ross 

S/SV Sir William Bennet 

E Gilbert B=et 

SISV Charles Cockburm., 

E HenrY Robinson 

,E Thomas Broughton 

sA George Ross 

E/A Richard Dowdeswell 

S/A Thomas Cochrane 

E Richard Somers 

Christopher Wyvil 

S/A George Drummond 

E Christopher Rhodes 

s1sv A: Lexander Udney 

S: Scottish 

E: English 

A: Argathelian sympathiser 
SV: Squadrone sympathiser 

In out Reason for Departure 

1707 Jan 1730 Death 

1707 1726 Resigned 

1714 May 1725 Dismissed, 
political reasons 

1714 Apr 1741 Death 

1717 May 1725 Dismissed, 
political reasons 

May 1725 Sep 1735 Becomes inspector 
general of English Excise 

MaY 1725 Sep 1729 Death 

1726 Sep 1730 Becomes Scottish 
customs commissioner 

Apr 1730 Jun 1758 Death 

Apr 1730 Apr 1761 Becomes 8th Earl 
Dundonald 

Sep 1730 Oct 1737 Becomes Scottish 
customs commissioner 

Sep 1734 Jul 1738 Becomes comptroller of 
English excise 

Jan 1715 1717 Political dismissal: 
Oct 1737 Dec 1766 becomes Scottish customs 

commissioner 1723: Death 

Jul 1738 Oct 1761 Death 

Sep 1742 1787 Death 
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Christ6pher Wyvil, the then inspector general of inland duties on 
'8 

coffee, tea and chocolate in England. After three years Wyvil 

returned to London as comptroller of the English excise. 
9 Indeed 

there was a conscious policy by the Treasury during the mid and late 

1720s of sending experienced English excise officers to Scotland, 

similar to the efforts made after the formation of the joint customs 
11 board in 17239' Two commissioners, George RosslO and Richard Somers, 

after sitting on the excise board for four and seven years respectively 

went on to become long-serving customs commissioners. Richard. 

Dowdeswell, an lhglishman sent up to be secretary to the new excise 
12 

service after the Union, served in that post for twenty-three years 

before being promoted to commissioner in 1730, where he continued 

until his death twenty eight years later. He was perhaps the most 
13 

able of all excise commissioners in this'period. Christopher Rhodes, 

with many years experience in various branches of revenue in England, 14 

8 For Wyvil as inspector general see CTBP III P-347,30 Oct 1732. 

9Mitchell, SRO RH416A-2. Wyvills father, Sir Marmaduke Wyvil, 
had been an English excise commissioner, 

10 He became 12th Lord Ross on the death of his father 1738. 

11 Somers previously "was but a salt, collector in England and such 
might make good enough Scotch Commrs at any time" Sir John Wood, 
excise collector Fife 1733, quoted Mitchell, SRO RH4/6/1-2* 

. 
12 Riley, Eriglish Ministers, p; 64. He came from a prominent 

Worcestershire family which provided several MPs: Mitchell, SRO 
RH4/6/1-2; Sedgwick, The House of Commons I, p. 619. 

13Dowdeswell's 
advice was sought on the setting up of the Royal Bank 

and he was a director for over 30 years. He was sympathetic to the 
ArgatheliansO On Dowdeswell's ability, see John Thomson, surveyor generalp 
to Albemarle August 1746, The Albemarle Paperst ed, C. S, Terry (New 
Spalding Club, 1902), 1 pp. 15 - 

14Mitchell. SRO RH4/6/1-2. 
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was appointed excise comptroller Scotland in 1732, and then promoted 

to commissioner in 1738t continuing in that office until his death 

in 1761. Finally George Drummond, appointed accomptant general for 

excise Scotland after týe Union, served on the excise board for two 

years, 1715-171 15 
as a customs commissioner for fourteen, 1723-37, 

and then as excise commissioner again until his death in 17667 a total 

of forty"five years on the two boards. Drummond was also politically 

active as a prominent Argathelian in Edinburgh politics, being Lord 

Provost six times. 

Nevertheless, political considerations were paramount in the 

appointment 
land, 

in certain cases the removal, of excise commissioners. 

Sir William Bennet 16 
and Charles Cockburn. (son of the Squadrone Lord 

Justice Clerk Adam Cockburn of Ormiston), both Squadrone supportersp 

were dismissed in Way 1725, at the same time as Lord Advocate Robert 

Dundas, 17 for political reasons, victims of Walpolets policy of 

reducing Squadrone influence. Lgnificantly, Walpdle replaced these 

two commissioners not with Argathelians but with Englishmen, Henry 

Robinson and Thomas Broughton. The following year David Ross was 

replaced by George Ross. Riley claims that David Ross, an Argathelian, 

was dropped in faVour of George Rossp whom he suggests -was a Squadrone 

supporter, much to Ilay's annoyance: ItI have not seen the Earle of IlaYt 

but am told ye new commission of excise'does not please him". 18 Riley 

cites this as an example of Walpoletsjolicy -towards Scotland at this 

15Riley, Rridish_Ministers, pp. 264,266. 

16 From Roxburghshire. He appears to have been an NP 1707-8- 

17See below p-325, 

18 Riley, Z=Iish Ministers'. p. 287 and n. 6, quoting Scrope to Forbes 
24 Nov 1726 CP P*355- 
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time: 'in order to curb the growing Argathelian influence and maintain 

a balance between the two groups in Scotland, Walpole was prepared 

on occasion to promote Squadrone supporters. In fact althoughy as 

Riley claims, fthe new commission was not in accordance with Ilayts 

advice, in spite of Walpolets promise to consult Ilayt, 
19 the reason 

for Ilay's displeasure was the failure of Walpole to remove another 
20 

member of the excise boardq Gilbert Burnet. Walpole wrote to Ilay 

on 7 October 1725: "1 am fully convinced by the account given me that 

Mr. Burnet must not continue a commissiongr of the excise; but I think 

the alteration of that commission may wait our meeting together; and 

for meo I think, you have a right to direct me in all things; which 

makes me confidentt that you will not think any delay in the execution 

of your commands is playing the minister. You shall find me sincere and 

ready to do what you think adviseable, and without a grain of more 

discretion than you shall think necessary from circumstance". 
21 Despite 

these assurances Burnet remained a commissioner. 
22 Burnet was 

. -probably -the type of politically 'neutral' commissioner that Walpole 

was looking for at this time but his continuation was an indication to 

Ilay that Walpole was not going to be as open-6nded as he had led him 

to believe.. On the other hand there appears no reason why the replacement 
I 

19Riley, 
ýEriglish Ministers,, p. 287 n. 6. 

20Burnet 
was related to the Bi-shop of Salisbury, apparently the son 

of the Bishop's brother Sir Thomas Burnet. 

21 Walpole to IlaY 7 Oct 17259 Coxe, Walpole, II P. 470- 

22 1 am uncertain why Ilay wished Burnet removed. Ilay to Newcastle 25 
Sep 1725 SRO PJ12/4/319 f 118 suggests that Burnet had Squadrone r., ympathies. 
Burnet was one of the commissioners sent to visit the various towns up 
the east coast in 1725 to try and secure the peaceful introduction of the 
malt tax. He was none too successful in this venture and perhaps IlaY 

,, -felt he had been dragging his feet. He remained on the board until his 
", death in 1741- 
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of David Ross by George Ross should anger Ilay. The evidence 

suggests that George Ross was an Argathelian and not a Squadrone 

supporter 
23 

and that David Ross, far from being removed, voluntarily 

resigned his office in favour of George. 24 Thus while the changes 

in the excise board in 1725-6 illustrate Walpolefs desire not to 

hand total control over to Ilay, his ability to pursue such a policy, 

even in this early period, must not be exaggerat ed. The growth of 

Argathelian influence had a momentum of its own which Walpole could 

check to some extent, but could not stop'completely or reverse. 

While the excise board. was basically Argathelian in sympathy 

throughout the period 1725 to 1748, excise board changes show, more 

clearly than those of customs, Walpolets continuing determination 

to maintain some sort of balance, not so much between Squadrone and 

Argathelians, pazticularly after the dismissal of Bennet and Cockburne, 

but between Scottish tpoliticalt appointments and those, usually 

lhglish, who might be expected to comply more readily with the Treasurye 

Thus of the three new commissioners appointed in 1730 two were Eriglish, 

25 
Somers and Dowdeswell, while the third, Thomas Cochrane, was a staunch 

Argatheliany having sat as MP for Renfrewshire from 1722 to 1727- Somers 

was a friend of Walpole's and Ilay worked hard to secure his appointment. 
26 

23See Sedgwick, House of Commons, II P-393. 

24This 
of course would be subject to Government approval. Prior to 

his appointment as a commissioner in 1707 David Ross had already served 
for 18 years in the exnise service: CTB XXI Part II, p. 2622 8 may 1707. 
He died soon after his resignation, aged 701 in 1730. Mitchell suggests 
that the two were related: SRO RH4/6/i-2o 

25"Cochrane 
was incapable to examine books and not fit to be a commrif 

Collector John Wood Of Fif0j quoted Mitchell, SRO RH4/6/1-2* 

26 ItI have been of so much use to him in this preferment that I really 
believe he will be intirely my friend": Ilay to Milton 21 Oct 1730 NLS 
SC16,542: see also IlaY to Milton 4 Aug 1730 ibid. 
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Tollowing these changes, four of the commissioners were English, 

Cochrane being the only Scoto although both Dowdeswell and Somers 

had Argathelian sympathies. Similarly, of the three new appointments in 

. 
the 1730s only George D. rummond was actively Argathelian. The only 

, other change in this period occurred after, Walpolets fall. Gilbert 

Burnet had died in April 1741 but the general election in May-June 

of that year and the resulting political confusion meant that no new 

-commissioner-was appointed before Walpole left office. Even then it 

was not until August 1742 that Tweeddale. obtained the appointment of 

Alexander, Udney. 27. Udney was a nephew-of, the earl of Aberdeen 28 
and 

was sympathetic to Tweeddalefs interest., With Argathelians Drummond 

and Cochrane remaining on the new commission, however, Udney had the 

same uphill struggle to further Tweeddale's interest on the excise 

board as Arbuthnot had on the customs. No attempt was made to oust 

Udney after Tweeddalets resignation and he stayed on the board until 

1787, a further indication of thp growing acceptance of the security 

of--tenure of revenue commissioners' posts. In fact, -according to 

, Hay? by 17441 Udney was not being particularly helpful on Tweeddale's 

, -, 
behalf 

29 
and the Argathelian dominance was quickly reasserted, particularly 

through Cochrane: "As the board was modelled to suit his [Ilay's] mind 

the Commissioners hurried to serve him...,, 30 

27CTBP V P-70 24 Aug 1742. This is the same date as the customs 
board changes. 

28- 
. See Hay to Tweeddale 16 Oct 1744 NLS SYP Box 12 Fl. He unsuccessfully 

contested the Aberdeenshire election in 1734 against Argathelian Sir Arthur 
Forbes: Sedgwick, House of Common_s, I P-381. 

29Hay, to TweedXale 16 Oct 1744 NLS SYP Box 12 Fl. 

30Hay to Tweeddale 4 Oct 1744-NLS, SYP Box 12'Fl. See also below PP-- 
470-2,497- 
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4. 

Central Office 

There were fifteen principal officers in the central excise 

office in Blinburgh, together with several more minor officials and 

clerks. 
31 From 1707 to 1730 one man, Richard Dowdeswell, acted as 

secretaryp solicitor, clerk of securities and correspondent. 
32 These 

various tasks became too great a burden for one man and on Dowdeswell's 

promotion to commissioner in 1730 Peter Wedderburn was appointed 

secretary, clerk of the securities and correspondent and William Clifton 

solicitor. 
33 The secretary and then the'solicitor were helped in their 

legal duties by an assistant solicitor who also acted in the same 

capacity for the customs service, thus ensuring some degree of co- 

ordination in matters that affected both revenues. 
34 

The remaining officers were concerned with the receipt and 

accounting of the revenues raised. The receiver general or cashier 

(X450 p. a. salary for himself and: clerks) received the actual cash as 

it came in and issued it when warranted by the commissioners or barons 

of the Scottish Exchequer. Two accomptants general dealt respectively 

with excise duties proper (C. 120 p. a. ) and other duties (E8O P. a. later 

9100 p. a. )35 and there were also two ordinary accomptants, one dealing 

3'The following is based. on the quarterly salary lists for Edinburgh 
given in North Britain Books SRO RH2/4/433-456. 

32 He'received E420 p. a. for himself and clerksy later increased to 
C-520 p. a. after the introduction of the malt tax into Scotland: see SRO 
NBB RH2/4/435, '148 13 Jul 1726; ibid. 153 excise commissioners? report 21 Jul 1726; ibid. 153 Treasury to excise commissioners 10 Aug 1726. 
Thus he was paid more than the commissioners. His (and later the solicitorts) 
charges were paid out of excise incidents. 

33At C-340 P-a- and E180 p. a. respectively: SRO NBB RH2/4/441,36 MS and XM 1730 quarters. For the activities of Ilay and Milton over these appoint- 
, ments see Ilay to Milton 8 Jan 1730 NLS SC 16,542; Milton to Ilay 11 Jun or Jul 1730 NLS SC 16,543. 

34He 
received 980 p. a. on excise and E120 p. a. on customs. See SRO NBB 

R112/4/4381 78 29 May 1728. 
35For 

salary increases generally see PRO T45/4 No 9A, IAn account of 
all additional salaries or pensions granted to excise officers in Scotland 1716-17321. 
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, ',, with the Edinburgh breweries and distilleries revenue 4-50 p. a., 

-960 p. a. from 1724) and the other with the country collectors excise 

accounts (Z50 p. a. ). A third accomptant, for the duty on maltý was 

added after 1725 WO p. a. ) and three other accomptants, for candles, 

leather and soap and other duties were added by 1748 . 
36 Their 

accounts, and those of the country collectors, were checked by the 

comptroller (who received E-500 p. a. for himself and clerks and was 

one of the two patent officers in the Scottish excise) 
37 

who then 

compiled the various annual accounts. MbSt of the work appears to have been 

done by a deputy comptroller. For some years under Barnaby Barrow this 

office did not function altogether efficiently and in 1733 Christopher 

Rhodes, the new comptroller appointed in 1732, was praised by the 

Treasury for his tdiligence in bringing the business of your office, 

which was much in arrear before your arrival in Scotland, up to datet. 38 

There were also four examiners of the country officers' and Edinburgh 

excise books (Z35 p. a. each) and one examiner of the leather officers, 

books (F-35 p. a. )39 All the quarterly abbreviate accounts of receipts 

and paymentsv which were sent to the Treasury, were signed by the 

commissioners and by an accomptant general and the (deputy) comptroller, 

as were the other more general accounts sent from time to time. The 

, -. other patent officer was the auditor (k3lO p. a. for himself and 

36 See PRO T45/1 Accounts. 

37See Royal warrants for Rhodes to be comptroller in place of Barrow 

, ý20 
Jun 1732 SRO NBB RH2/4/442,267; Gough in place of Rhodes SRO NBB RH2/4/448, 

'220 
29 Jun 1738; Stephen Penny in place of Gough SRO NBB RH2/4/452,498 

3 Nov 1743. 

38Sorope to Rhodes 7 Jun 1733 SRO NBB RH2/4/443,453o 

39Another 
examinerg for malt bookst was added 1726, PRO T45 
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C. LerK! 3)040 The office in this period was granted for life, first 

-,, 
to George Tilson and after him to Christopher Tilson (who dying before 

George never enjoyed the office), and then on George Tilson"Is death 

, 
to William Williams, 

41 Ilayts illegitimate son. 
42 The auditor could 

nominate a deputyt who did most of the work. Williams in fact 

rjom inated Tilsonts deputyl George Praser, 43 thus ensuring a continuity 

in' the business of the office. 
44 The auditor checked the final 

annual accounts before they went to the Exchequer, and in this respect 

the'excise differed from the customs whosd annual accounts were 

examined by the auditor of Exchequer, there being no separate customs 

auditor. The offices of the cashier, auditor and comptroller were 

all in practice discharged by deputies. 45 After the accounts had been 

signed by the excise auditor and commissioners they passed through 

E, xchequer in the normal way. 
46 It was usually three, fourt or even 

five years after the end of the financial year before the accoimts were 

40"This 
office as it is a great Trust and the only cheque upon the 

Commissioners and all others their Dependents so'it has been the care 
of the Soveraign to guard it against any Dependence on the Commissioners 

. by granting the Commission for life with such powers and authority over 
every individual belonging to the Excise as at once to show the respect 
to such an eminent. trust" History of the ExcheEZer, (01748) NLS Adv Ma 

-25.617 P-79* 

41SRO N33B RH2/4/4491 333 4 Jan 1739 (till 1 Apr 1786)o 

_ý2 See Mitchell SRO RH4/6/2. Son of Mrs Anne Williams of Whittendean 

, 
to whom Ilay left his estates in ]England on his death in 1761. 

43,1 
... A Gentleman of very uncommon learning and Parts and will see the 

Business done to perfectiono*. " Mitchell SRO RH4/6/1-2. 

44SRO NBB RH2/4/449,383 1 MaY 1739. 

"45See Arbuthnot to Tweeddale 22 Jan 1743 NLS YP 7053,94. 

46See below PP-177-80- 
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47 
--finally passed in the Exchequer. 

The excise board shared the same London agent as the customs 
48 

and Exchequer. There were also sundry minor officials: a billman, 

an-agent, messengers? a housekeeper, a doorkeeper and storekeeper and 

-a-, watchman. Various clerks and minor officials were added to the 

central office as the occasion arose, usually when new duties were 

imposed. 

Many of the central officers and clerks received pay increases 

during the period, usually'on, the imposit'lon of new duties and 

particularly in the years i=ediately after 1725 for the increased 

-work 
in connection with the newly imposed malt duty. 49 Several 

central officers held their positions for many years, some throughout 

the, entire period 1725 to 1748- , Dowdeswell, as we have noted, was 

secretary from 1707 to 1730 and Peter Wedderburn then held the post 

, until 1755- The -two accomptants general, Robert Forrest and John 

Dickie, and the two ordinary accomptants, Alex Chalmers and John Ross, 

also served for the whole of the period. Tilson and, Williams were 

the only two auditors, Clifton and Haldane (from 1741) solioitors, James 

Nimmo cashier from 1726. Only the patent office of comptroller changed 

hands several times, there being four incumbents - Barnaby Barrow, 

Christopher Rhodes (1732-8), John Gough (1738-43) and Stephen Penny 

ý(1743 onwards). 

47For 
example the 1736-37 accounts not passed until Midsummer 1742, SRO 

ýBB RH2/4/451i 308; 1737-38 until Ladyday 1743 SRO NBB RH2/4/452,432. 
Delays continued long after this period: in 1761 3 clerks were appointed 
-tfor bringing up accounts in arrearst: PRO T45A- 

-4t- First appointed by 48 
-the commissioners 25 Dee 1716 at 950 See 

also ScroPe to excise commissioners 6 Dec 1737 SRO NBB RH2/414a7,145: Scrope 
to excise commissioners 12 Jul 1748 SRO NBB RH2/4/455,480- 

49 See PRO T45/4 No 9A. and No 10. 



The excise collections 

There were thirteen excise collections in Scotland, each 

covering several shires: Edinburgh, Aberdeen, Ayr, Argyll, Caithness, 

Dumfries, Fife, Glasgow? Haddington, Inverness, Linlithgow, Perth 

and Teviotdale. At Edinburgh, which had several specialised 

officers, there was at Midsummer 1724 a general examiner and port 

surveyor at Leith (Z90 p. a. ), a. general surveyor of the breweries 

and distilleries (9,80 p. a. ), and four other surveyors for exoise and 

,, candles (one at 960 p. a., the rest at Z50-p. a. ), fifteen gaugers 

(Z30 p,, a. ) and four assistant gaugers (920 p. a. ), two officers for 

candle duty WO p. a. ), five for brandy (three at E30 p. a. y two at 

E15 p. a. ) and one for leather WO p. a. ). 
50 Various new officers 

were added from time to time, especially after the imposition of 

the malt duty in 1725 51 
so that by 1748 the number of'warranted 

52 
officers in Edinburgh had risen to forty seven. In the other 

collections there was a. collectorp a supervisor and a number of 

officers or gaugers Vho looked after the various branches of excise 

revenue. There were also several general surveyors who inspected 

ýthe'collections from time to time to ensure that all was running 
53 There were approximately 240 established officers in 

,, smoothly. 
54 Edinburgh and the other collections in 1724- Temporary officers 

50 MO NDB RH2/4/433v 223. It -is not clear whether this list is 

5lSee below pp. 110-12. 

-'52SRO NBB RH2/4/455,485 Midsummer 1748. 
were,, 42 officers: $RO NBB RH2/4/440,383-4. 

534 
at E150 p. a. each: PRO T45/4 No 9B. 

Thus by Christmas 1729 there 

I 

54por dotaila of exciso ontabliahment in various yeara coo pRO T45/1 (1707 and 1779); PRO T45/4 No 9B (1733). 

93. 
r 
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. ",. were employed as the occasion demanded and were paid out of 

-incidents. In Edinburgh payments were regularly made to con- 

stables who assisted the surveyors and gaugers in making their 

55 surveys at night time and in preventing frauds in the breweries, 

_,. 
-,, and also 'to sundry watchmen for sitting on fraudulent brewers in 

B dinburgh and precincts to see their Guiles [sic. ] brewed off and 

., carried out to prevent their abstracting and carrying off worts and 

mixing their 2d ale with water before carried out t. 56 

In 1723 the commissioners informed the Treasury that application 

ý: had been received from various collectorsp supervisors, and officers 

-, 
that,, a superannuation fund be establishedý as in England: "Such fund 

would be a great encouragement for officers to be faithful and diligent 

in expectation of having some comfortable subsistence in case they 

should be rendered incapable, by age, infirmities, etc. " The scheme 

was approved and authorised by the Treasury in June 1724.57 Perhaps 

Ahe willingness to set up the fund was a result of the report of three 

'; special surveyors, Hide, Pinney and Robinson, sent by the Treasury in 

1723 to enquire into the running of the excise service in Scotland, and 

in particular the failure of the malt tax there. Efficiency, they 

reportedt was conspicuously lacking-and most of the officers "were 

very ignorant of the laws,,,. 
58 

55See 
excise incidents Christmas 1739 SRO NBB RH2/4/449t 485- In 1746 

. 
'a constable for attending the office3: sin and about Edinburgh on their 
nightly surveys' was put on the establishment at E20 p. a., PRO T45/1- 

56 Excise incidents Christmas 1736 SRO NBB RH2/4/447,32* 

57Excise 
commissioners to Treasury 12 Dec 1723 and Treasury to excise 

commissioners 19 Jun 1724 SRO NBB RH2/4/433,188. 

58 g7 Hughes, Stuaies in Admihistration,, p. 310. 
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Aithough bY 1725 most of Scotland had been brought under the 

direct supervision of the excise commissioners, Shetland, partly 

because of its remoteness and relative poverty, was still famed. 

This caused many problems as farmer after farmer found it an 

unprofitable venture -and often gave up before the tem of the fam 

had expired. Consequently the amounts raised steadily decreased. 

The difficulties were in large part due to the refusal of local 

justices to give the farmers any legal backing and thus people 

could evade paying the duties with impunity. 59 By 1736 the excise 

commissioners were 'obliged to lay these islands under survey for 

want of a proper person to undertake iti. 
60 

The service at work 

The excise service in the collections was undoubtedly more 

efficient than the customs servicet partly because excise was a 

comparatively simple method of collecting duties and excise law was 

more flexible than that of customs, but partly also because the various 

grades of officers acted more effectively as a check on each other. 

There was not the same scope for control in the customs service: if 

61 
a tidewaiter turned a blind eye very little could be done about it. 

Nevertheless, Thomas Hay for one believed that there was considerable 

0- cope for improving the calibre of excise officers and that gaugers 
62 

should be moved round much more frequently. More generally the 

59See SRO NBB RH2/4/4 - 41,139 28 Jul 1731; ibid. 270-1,9 Nov 1731; 
and CTBP II, P. 238 27 Jun 1732 all on Robert Dick of Praokafield. Also 
SRO NBB RH2/4/448,255-6 7 Jul 1738. 

60See SRO NBB RH2/4/448,255-6 7 Jul 1738. 

6lSee Thomas Hay to Tweeddale 1 Feb 1743 NLS YP7053t 1119 

62 See Hay to Tweeddale 6 Nov 1742 NLS YP70519 21. 
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excise-dommissioners faced many of the problems with which the customs 

commissioners had to deal, particularly in dealing with unsuitable 

officers and in maintaining an effective supervision over the collections. 

In additiont excise revenues were notoriously unpopulart partly 

,, 
because they affected many of the necessities of life and partly 

because the activities of excise officers made evasion of payment 

difficult. As a consequence excise officers were subjected to 

public hostility to a much greater extent than their custom 

colleagues. 

Attacks on excise officers by individuals and mobs were frequent 

_throughout 
the period, in some cases. resulting in the death of an 

63 
officer. The most notable occasion during the period of mobs 

_intimidating 
exoise officers occurred over the collection of the new 

64 
malt tax in 1725-6. Often the assistance of the military was needed 

-to collect excise 

reluctance on the 

after 1725-6 with 

the Secretary at 

duties and protect officers, but there was a general 

part of the troops to act vigorously, especially 

the f. ate of Captain_Bushell in 
- 
mind. 

65 
In. 17261 

gar had to instruct Colonel Clayton to order the 

63For 
examplcr-see excise incidents Ladyday 1'729 SRO NBB RH2/4/439,282; 

excise incidents Michaelmas 1729 ibid- 351; excise incidents Ladyday 1730 
SRO NBB RH2/4/440,447; George Harries to excise commissioners 24 Jan 

"1728"(Aberdeen) PRO SP3615 f. 57-8; excise incidents Midsummer 1738 
SRO, -NBB RH2/4/448,273. 

- 
ý4See below chapter 9. 

,, _., 
65For 

example see excise commissioners to Treasury 14 Oct 1720 PRO T1/232 
no-46. Also excise commissioners to Treasury 10 Feb 1728 PRO SP3615 f. lo8-9 
on, an-incident at Aberdeen where soldiers had been forced to open fire on a 
mob and one of the mob was killed. The magistrates arrested the soldier 
involved. The commissioners wrote to the Treasury seeking help to have 
him released "for if soldiers when attackId by a Mobb and most barbarously 
bent and abused muit upon fireing in their own defence be imprisoned and 
run the risk! of being hanged (and Itis too well known that the jurys here 
will very readily contribute all in their power towards it) it is not to 
be-expected our officers can have any further Assistance from them, and if 

_that once comes to be'known, the consequence seems to be plain and visiblat 
'that all other Endeavours for making and secureing any seizures or even 
the Revenue itself, will be found very ineffectuall in this Country"* On 
Bushell see below pp. 349-50- 
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officers . under his oo=and to help excise officers as the occasion 

should require. 
66 

This reluctance was aggravated by a running feud 

between the commissioners and the army in Scotland as to whether 

beer brewed for soldiers working on the roads or stationed in remote 

barracks should be subject to excise duties. 
67 

In 1733 the 

commissioners complained to the Treasury that military assistance had 

been refused in two seizure cases, IILt General Wade having given orders 

that none of His Majesty's troops should assist the excise officers *. 

We have hitherto been in use upon all prop. er occasions to have assis- 

tance of the forces when desired, and we too often find it impracticable 

for our officers to do their duty without their protection, especially 

of late, since the practices of smuggling and mobbing have been so 

frequent, and we cannot discover why contrary orders are now given, 

unless it is to express a resentment for our having ordered the parties 

on the road to be surveyed when brewing and malting for sale", 
68 

The 

Treasury immediately ordered Wade to help excise officers whenever 

-necessary., 
69 

Not until August 1735 was an agreement reached whereby 

the army was to pay a yearly lump sum in lieu of duties. 70 After that 

relations seem to have been more harmonious . 
71 Soldiers unually 

received rewards out of excise for their help. 72 

- 
66See Scrope to excise commissioners 19 Mar 1726 SRO VBB RH2/4/4351 510 

- 67ror 
example see SRO NBB RH2/4/438,85 3 Jun '1728; SRO NBB PM/4/4439 

348,5 Jan 1733. 

68Excise 
co=issioners to TreasurY 4 SOP 1733 CTBP III P-401- 

69CTBP III P-404 18 Sep 1733. 

70SOO SRO M3B R112/4/4541 222 7 Feb 1746* 

7lFor example coo excise commissioners to Treanury 20 Fob 1746 SRO 
NBB RH2/4/454,241. 

72Sae CTBP III0 P-349 1 Doe 1737. 
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The excise service also suffered from the reluctance, even 

hostility, of many, justices of the peace and other local officials 

to put the excise laws into operation. "When informations are laid 

before the Justices of the Peace for frauds, or offences committed 

against the laws of excise, the judgements given are generally such 

as rather to encourage these frauds than to deter others from 

committing the like offences. The officers are discouraged in their 

duty, as the justices generally reduce the penalty so low that little 

or nothing comes to the officers' share, and frequently the Justices acquit 

the offender from any penalty, though the proof be never so clear 'I . 
73 

Justices throughout Scotland were notably reluctant in helping excise 

officers impose the new malt tax. Again in 1726 a Fife quarter sessions 

passed a decree which the commissioners claimed was in direct opposition 

to the laws for securing the leather duty and it required expressions 

of thigh resentmentt from Ilay before another meeting of the Justices 

reversed this decision. 74 

Justices had considerable powers in excise matters, 
75 indeed they 

sometimes claimed sole jurisdictiono and the division of jurisdiction 

over excise between the justices and the central courts was-not'altogether 

clear* Brewers and others quickly discovered after the Union that they 

had allies in the justices and the excise commissioners were soon com- 

plaining about decisions. 76 The co=issioners therefore sought to 

73Exciac, 
commissioners to Treasury 18 Nov 1726 CTP (1720-8) PP-415-6* 

741bid. 

75For details of the jurisdiction of justices over excise matters after 
the Union, and some of the difficulties that arose, see C. A. MalcOlmv 
M2o Minutes of the Justices of the Peace for Lnnarkshire, 1707--2at SHS 
3rd aeries vdl: -l-7-(lq3l) Introduction, pp. Ivii-lx; RileF, --fRh- ish Ministermg 
pp. 611 68Y 72. 

y? 

76Rile. 
y, Fhali_sh_M_inistersj P-70- 
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remove bases to Exchequer but this procedure had its problems: 

"The remedy has been to prosecute in the Exchequer or some other 

Court at Edinburgh; but many of the offenders are so poor that the 

carrying prosecutions through those Courts (where the penalties are 

never mitigated) would ruin many people, and be very chargeable to 

-the Government, for few of the people would be able to pay the penalties 

in their fulli, 77 
40 Thus the commissioners were anxious to compound 

with offenders whenever possible. For their part, justices were 

unwilling to give up what they believed to be their rights of 
78 jurisdiction and protracted legal wranglings often ensued. These 

disputes came to a head in the case of the Glasgow brewers and the 

Lanarkshire justices in the early 17400- The gist of an exceedingly 

complex matter was that the excise commissioners claimed that brewers 

in Glasgow and more recently in Edinburgh had for some time been paying 

less duty on small beer than they ought to have. 79 The Lord Advocate 

and Solicitor General agreed with the commissioners' interpretation of 

. 
the various excise statutes and in November 1741 the commissioners 

ordered their officers to charge what they considered to be the correct 

duty. ' Various brewers in Edinburgh were brought before the justices 

who ordered them to pay the higher duties but in Glasgow the Lanarkshire 

justices found in favour of the brewers* Prior to this judgement the 

77 Excise commis -8) Pý - 415-69 sioners to Treasury 18 Nov 1726 CTP (1720 

78For 
a clash between the Court of Justiciary and justices over excise 

jurisdiction, see Milton to Ilay 18 Jan 1732 NLS SC16049 "33y Dmdass's 
advice the Justices of peace in Cliddsdale ... pretend that they are final 
in all matters of Revenuelle 

79For full details see various papers in XLS SYP Box 140 Folder 11(c) 
'Excise and brewers in Glasgow 1743t which includes Report of excise 

, commissioners to Treasury 10 Nov 1743, in which the commissioners 
. estimated the annual loss to the revenue at E5,367; and also a pamphlet IMemorial for the Brewers of Glasgow in Relation to the Dutýes Of Excise, 
-Payable by themt 24 Jun 1742. 
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barons of.. 'Exchequer had prohibited the Lanarkshire justices 

proceeding any further in the case and afterwards several bills 

were brought against them by the Lord Advocate for contempt of the 

Exchequer order. 
80 

- The brewers naturally claimed that "the Justices 

alone have a power by law to determine matters of this nature" 
81 

and 

a circular letter was sent to justices in other shires in an effort 

to'raise money to fight the cause. 
82 

An initial attempt to remove the 

case to Exchequer failed, but after considerable delay and difficulty it 

was eventually agreed that the matter should be determined in Exchequer83 

where the justices' ruling was overturned. 
i 

Lanarkshire justices were notoriously obstructive. They were 

prominent in giving repeated decisions in favour of the 36 Ihglish gallon 

barrel to the advantage of the brewers, a problem which bedevilled the 

excise commissioners from the time of the Union and over the years caused 

no small loss to the revenue@84 Again, the composition of the commission 

of the peaoe for Lanarkshire was, usually such that few of those named 

actually resided in Glasgow itself and because of this excise officers 

were "often unable to Obtain Courts for Carrying on Prosecutions for 

80 See petition of Neil Buchanan, MP Glasgow burghs, for co=on brewers 

ý-of Glasgow, to Treasury 6 Oct 1743 SRO NBB RH2/4/452,472. 

81 
Ibid. 

"'82 
See Hay to Tweeddale 21 Apr 1743 NLS YP7054,137; Craigie to Tweeddale 

1.4 Jun 1743 NLS YP7056v 55- 

83See Scrope to excise commissioners 28 Mar 1744 SRO NBB M/4/453j 359 

84This 
problem is one of some complexity but basically the Union stipu- 

lated that a 12 Scots gallon barrel was equivalent to 34 English gallons 
and that thin was to be the standard for excise charges. Justices, 

ý. howeverj regularly gave decisions in favour of a nominal 12 Soots gallons 
usually ., 

barrel which contained somewhat more than 34 English gallonst 
about 36 English gallons. As the officers continued to charge on 34 English 
gallons as laid down by theUnion this meant over the years a considerable 

, loss -to the excise revenue, amounting to E40,800 by 1726. See RileYt Enýlish 
Ministers, PP- 70-2; excise commissioners to Treasury 16 Apr 1726 CTP ý-1720-8) 
P* 399; excise commissioners to Treasury 10 Jan 1727 ibid. pp. 439-40- 
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Arrears* and F! rauds2 That from the same Cause they find it a Matter 

of, great difficulty to Obtain proper Warrants to search for conceal- 

ments of Prohibited Coods, such as Coffee Tea Spirits etc., and others 

lyable to seizure, whereby great Opportunities are given to Carry on 

Frauds with impunity, and without controll". 
85 

Nevertheless, all the difficulties cannot be blamed on the 

'justices. The three special surveyors sent, to Scotland by the Treasury 

in 1723 reported that "a great complaint is_made that the justices 

are backward in acting and ttis probable that some few of them are 

sot but we have reason to believe that the greatest part of them are 

otherwisett. 
86 

Officers whose kinsmen or political friends were 

canvassing for parliamentary election were hardly likely to 'be 

conspicuous in prosecuting defaulting maltsters and innkeepers, 
87 

and there were regular complaints that excise officers favoured friends 
00 

and harassed enemies over the payment of duties. ou 

Relations with the Treas = 

Shortly after the Union Godolphin sent a directive to the new 

customs and excise commissioners in Scotland ordering both boards to 

report once a week. This was, as Riley observes, "at once an assertion 

of Treasury supervisiont and an establishment of a proper and regular 
89 

channel of advice". Nevertheless, from the outset the excise 

85Excise 
c. ommissioners to TreisurY. 5 Dec 1749 PRO T1/336 no. 37- 

86 
Hughes, Studios in Administration,, P- 310. 

871bid. 

88For 
example see Hay to Tweeddale 2 Jun 1743 NLS YP70561 

89 Riley, 17ýifrlinh_M_ininterst P-50- 
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, ommiss-ioners in Scotland were not subject to the same level of 

! reasury interference as the customs commissioners in the day-to-day 

-unning of the service. In particular the Scottish excise commissionersv 

nlike the customs commissioners, did not have to obtain Treasury approval 

or the, appointment of new officers. Again, unlike the customs, only 

uarterly salary bills for Edinburgh (including the commissioners and 

entral officers) had to be warranted by the Treasury. go Treasury 

pproval was required for leave of absence by the commissioners and 

arious central officers. 
91 All petitions and memorials on excise 

atters sent to the Treasury were referred to the commissioners at 

linburgh. 92 The reports of the commissioners were almost always 

, cepted by the Treasury. Salary increases and the payment of certain 

ctraordinary expenses' also Fequired Treasury approval, 
93 but generally 

ie excise commissioners appear to have enjoyed a rather wider latitude 

90See North Britain Books generally, SRO RH2/4/433'ý-456. Treasury 
ý'ficials received fees out of excise incidents for their work on these 

. llq: for example see excise incidents Midsummer 1735 SRO NBB RH2/4/445, 
)0; excise incidents Midsummer 1736 SRO NBB RH2/4/446,471# 

91 Examples of commissioners' leaves: SRO NBB RH2/4/4361 261 7 Mar 1727; 
ýO NBB RH2/4/437,408 3 Aug 1727; SRO NBB RH2/4/441,45 23 Dec 1730; 
.0 NBB RH2/4/442,185 6 Jan 1732; SRO NBB RH2/4/443,453 7 Jun 1733; 
,0 NBB RH2/4/446,225 26 Dec 1735; SRO NBB RH2/4/447,8 22 Dec 1736; 
iid. 2 69 5 Jul 1737; SRO NBB RH2/4/4512 323 22 Sep 1742; SRO NBB RH2/4/4551 
2 18 Mar 1748 and 13 Oct 1748; CTBP II p. 288 21 Jun 1732; CTBP V, p. 673 
Mar 1745; ibid. y P. 725 17 Oct 1745- Central officerst leaves: SRO NBB 
2/4/4360 236 5 Jan 1727 cashier; ibid., 261 7 Feb 1727 secretary; SRO 
B RH2/4/443,453Y 7 Jun 1733 comptroller; SRO NBB RH2/4/451,177 25 Sep 1741 
mptroller. 

92 Examplen CTBP Iq P. 35 18 Mar 1729; SRO NBB RH2/4/441,139 28 Jul 
31; SRO N33B RH2/ AA431 348 5 Jan 1733; SRO NBB RH2/4/445t 348 23 Oct 
35; SRO NBB RH2/4/452Y 472 6 Oct 1743. 

93For 
examples see CTBP I, p. 121 29 Jul 1720; SAO NBB RH2/4/454t 241 

Mar 174 6. 
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in matt'ers of expenditure than the customs commissioners. Finally 

the Treasury regularly sent orders and instructions to the board and 

these were invariably followed by the commissioners. 

Prom the Union until 1725 there are relatively few references 

to Scottish excise in Treasury, correspondence, indicating a general 

satisfaction with the service, and indeed until the malt tax, 

94 disturbances of 1725 the excise was largely untroubled. The 

introduction of the malt tax occasýioned a flurry of correspondence 

but thereafter the Treasury only interfered when matters of some 

difficulty arose, for example over the size of the 12 Scots gallon 

barrel, the question of levying duties on beer brewed by and for 

soldiers, the difficulties in farming Shetland, the alasgow brewers 

case in the early 1740s, and other disputes with justices. The 

volume of Treasury correspondence with the excise commissioners was 

considerably less in the period 1725 to 1748 than that with the 

customs Commissioners, partly beQause of the traditional independence 

of the English excise board from the Treasury which the former was 

anxious to see upheld-in Scotlandt 95 
and partly because the excise 

service in Scotland faced fewer problems than the customs service. 

The bulk of Treasury correspondence with the board during the period 

was concerned with the amount of revenue being raised and the surpluses 

available for paying the civil list. The-money raised by excise 

duties paid the major part of the civil establishment in Scotland'in 

most years between 1725 and 1748ý6 and, quarterly abbreviate accounts 

94 Riley, D2r,, lish Ministeral P- 74. 
95Hughesp Studies in Administration, ch'ap- 7; RileYp Fhalish Ministers 
60. 

96 See below pp. 203-4 and Appendix II. 
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as well as final annual accounts were sent to the Treasury 

detailing the amounts of revenue raised and how it was expended. 

The Treasury frequently queried items in the quarterly accounts 

and became particularly irritated at the commissioners retaining 

large sums of money in their hands instead of using it to pay off 

various charges in Scotland, or, in the case of the malt and silver 

plate duties, sending it to London where it was earmarked for the 

payment of interest on certain funds. For exampleý in Lady Day 

quarter 1730 the cashier had E34,401 undirposed in his hands, plus 

a further 920,207 for malt duty which ought to have been sent 'to 

London. 97 Despite repeated warninn and assurances from the 

commissioners that "for the Puture we shall take great care to make 

our Remittances as fast as the money comes into our Hands", 
98 the 

amounts of cash in hand continued to worry the Treasury. 

Appointment of Officers 

As we have noted the Eriglish excise board had a tradition of 

greater freedom from Treasury control than the customs servicep and 

in particular the excise commissioners had complete authority over 

the appointment of their, officers. *"' Jealous of this position and 

anxious to Prevent any detrimental pI recedent being creatcdq the English 

excise commissioners insisted at the time of Union that the now 

commissioners for Scotland be given the same powers to appoint their 
100 

own officera. Unfortunately as officers did riot have to be 

97SRO NBB M12/4/440,443 21 Apr 1730- Other examples Michaelmas 1730 
abbreviate - SRO NBB RH2/4/4419 41 31 Oct 1730; SRO NBB RH2/4/4529 489 
18 Oct 1743; Sorope to excise commissioners 28 Oct 1748 SRO N13B RH2/4/455i 510- 
See also Scrope to excise commissioners 5 'Aug 1732 SRO NBB RH2/4/442,294- 

98 Excise commissioners to Treasury 25 Oct'1743 PRO T1/321 no. 23* 
"Hughes, Studies in Administrat_iong p. 269. 
loo Riley, D=Iish Ministers, pp. 60,64-5. 
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warrant6d at London there is little information on excise patronage 

in official correspondence and the problem is accentuated by the 

lack of excise board minutes and by the fact that only the establishment 

lists for central and Edinburgh officers appear to have survived. As 

with the customs board, the excise commissioners appointed new officers 

in rotation as vacancies occurred. As excise appointments did not 

require Treasury approval, direct pressure on the commissioners from 

Scottish political interestswas almost certainly greater, Argathelian 

influence was strong on the board, as Tweeddale found to his cost when 

he-became Secretary of State: "I an perfectly persuaded that if your 

Lordship made peremptory recommendations to that board when proper 

opportunitys offered a mouse would be [made] a mountain of and the 

declension [sic*] of the Revenue would Iýe attributed to it which will 

allways lead me to be very cautious how I-conduct myself with that 

board in your Lordships concerns, The power they have of appointing their 

own officers and the rare interpositions of the Ministry in those matters 

no doubt is of considerable advantage to that branch of the Revenue which 

partly through this yields greater returns than the Customs do but ... 

the Commissioners are arbitrary enough in advancing their own friends 

and your Lordship may be sure that private views -in any cases are 
101 

preferred to publick interest * On the other hand, given the 

i importance of excise revenue in financing the major part of the Scottish 

. civil list, the need for reasonably efficient officers was clearly 

recognised and certain qualifications were required 
102 

although how far 

_, 
these were insisted upon is uncertain. Sureties were also required 

for the due performance of their office. 
103 Many of tho officers in 

101 
Hay to Tweeddale 1 Feb 1743 NLS YP7053v 111. 

102 llughnal Studion in Adminintrationo p. 201. 

103 See CTP (1720-8) pp. 3-4 9 Feb 1720; CTBP III p. 377 27 APr 1733. 
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the coliections appear to have enjoyed relatively permanent tenure 

and there is no evidence of any widespread dismissals f or political 

reasons. 

The Treasury do not appear to have interfered to any significant 

extent in the appointment of local excise officers. "I enquired at 

Mr Wedderburn [excise secretary] yesterday how any recommendations 

from the E of Ilay to the Commissioners of Excise were negotiated and 

he said Just in the same way that your Lordships recommendations were 

made. And that he never knew the Lords 9f the Treasury nor any of 

-the Commissioners of -the Treasury write to the board of Excise recommending 

any person for an office depending upon the Commissioners but that 

he could not know if any of the Lords of the Treasury may have writ 

private letters to any of the Commissioners but never heard that they 

did except that he remembered that Sir Robert Walpole in a letter to 

Mr Sommers and the other Commissioners would advance Mr Lidderdale now 

Collector at Aberdeen as fast as their Rules would permit which was 

accordingly done and that when the E of Ilay had anything to ask it was 

usually done by the Justice Clerk or any other known to be entrusted 

by his Lordship who applied in behalf of the Earl of Ilay privately to 

one or more Commissioners as the thing required". 
104 The only two 

other examples of the Treasury asking the excise co=issioners to 

appoint ordinary officers during the period both occurred after the 

Forty6-Five rebellion. 
105 Significantlyv after the Forty-Five the 

Treasury asked the excise commissioners only for names of any of their 

104Hay to Tweeddale 29 Oct 1743 NLS YP70581 138. 

105See Scrope to excise commissioners 16 Apr 1747 SRO NIM RH2/4/4541 353 
and Weat to oxciao commionionerf) 5 Peb 1748 SRO NBB R112/4/4559 430- For the 
years 1707-27 Riley has found only two Treasury recommendations to excise 
posts, in 1710 and 1716: Týiglish Minister_sv p. 65 n2. 
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'officers concerned in the rebellion, whereas they also asked the 

customs commissioners to send a list of all vacancies. 
106 On the 

other hand the Treasury took considerable interest in the appointment 

of central excise officers and central officers were on occasion 

dismissed by Treasury order. In 1724 for example the Treasury 
I 

ordered the removal of Andrew Pletcher as cashier and his replacement 

by Sir William Kerr. 107 Two years later they instructed the 

commissioners to replace Kerr with James Nimmo, 108 The names 

Fletcher, Kerr, Nimmo (a friend of George Mrummond)109 - would suggest 

that these changes were political, part of the Squadrone-Argathelian 

struggle. Among other examples, the Treasury ordered the commissioners 

to appoint James Hamilton as joint assistant solicitor with the customs 

in place of John Hamilton in 1733,110 and directed the removal of 

solicitor William Clifton and the appointment of Patrick Haldane ill 

to succeed him in 17 - 
112 

agent. 
113 

The Treasury also nominated the London 

106 Scrope to customs commissioners and Scrope to excise commissioners 
both 20 Jun 1746 SRO NBB RH2/4/454,259 ff. 

107Treasury to excise commissioners 12 Aug 1724 SRO NBB RH2/4/433,228. 

108 Treasury to excise commissioners 20 Sep 1726 SRO NBB RH2/4/436,173. 

109Mitchell, SRO RH4/6/1-2. 

110 16 Nov 1733 SRO NBB RH2/4/44,16. 

ill Haldane, the man involved in the Court of Justiciary affair in the 
early 1720st became an English excise commissioner 1724-7 and was later 
appointed solicitor generallfor Scotland in 1746. 

112 CTBP IV P- 462 5 MaY 1741; SRO NBB RH2/4/450,153 5 May 1741- 

113For 
example see Scrope to excise commissioners 6 Doc 1737 SRO NBB 

-. 
RH2/4A47i 145- 
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The Malý tax 

One of the most important branches of the excise in Scotland 

in this period was the tax on malt. By the Act of Union the dutY 

on malt levied in England was not to be applied to Scotland for 

seven years or the duration of the War of the Spanish Succession, 

whichever was the longer period. 
114 In May 1713, however, the 

Scottish Tory members, growing increasingly restless at Harley's 

reluctance to give them more power in Scotland, and with the support 

of many English backbenchers, voted to apply the full malt tax to 

Scotland. This raised an almost universal opposition in Scotland, 

culminating in a Parliamentary motion to dissolve the Union, and was 

against the express wishes of the Ministry and in face of Treasury 

doubts as to whether the now duties could be collected. 
115 Such- 

doubts were confirmed: 11... the maltsters refusing to permit the 

officers entrance to their malthousesq and the justices declining'' 

to act on account of this duty is the reason why none of the duty 

has been colle'eted". 
116 The revenue raised by this act was therefore 

negligible and it largely fell into abeyance. 
117 

114Article XIV, 

115"The 
malt tax is past, 

' but wee of north Britain are possiblie not 
to pay it, and if I can believe the Jeues of our countrie, that are in 
my, Lord Tre... rs good graces It's not desyre'd that north Britain should 
pay. But time must try this". Duncan Forbes to his wife 22 May 1714 
MCP II P-39. 

"6 Votes of the House of Commons 1718A9 Credit and Debit Account 
quoted Riley, Fhplish Ministers, p. 242 n-7- 

117See SRO RH2/4/535 duty on malt 1716-1723: "None of this Daty has 
been paid by the Maltsters for these seven years, Except 9155 141- In 
the year ended 24th June 1714". 
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Throughout the late 1710s and early 1720s it becane increasingly 

apparent that the revenue raised in Scotland was not always sufficient 

to cover the expenses of the civil list establishment, far less 

produce surpluses to remit to London. There was often little left 

over after the courts of Exchequer, Session and Justiciary had been 

paid. Despite the reorganisation of the Scottish customs in 1723 

little more could be expeated in the immediate future from that source. 

Againt administrative difficulties in collection meant that the land 

tax could not supply the deficiency. 118 Many English members were 

becoming dissatisfied with Scotlandfs continuing inability to pay her 

own way and in particular that no malt tax was being levied. Walpole 

therefore came under pressure to extend the malt tax effectively to 

Scotland. 119 In February 1724 a motion was made in the Committee of 

Ways and Means to apply the full English duty of 6d per bushell to 

Scotland, 120 but with more pressing problems on his plate and anxious 

to let the Scottish dog. lie, Walpole managed to have this attempt 
121 

postponed. The clamours from the English country gentlemen, however, 

122 
arose again in the following session, and Walpole himself seems to 

have been convinced by this time that Scotland tmust be made to pay her 

own way'. 
123 Varýous Scots MPs, including Dundas, attempted to organice 

118 
. 
W. R. Ward, The Land Tax in Scotland 12.07-98. Bulletin of the John 

Rylands Library, Manchester, vol- 37 (1954-5)t pp. 290-6; see also below pp. 134-40- 
For a contemporary discussion of Scotlandfs financial difficulties see 
Sir John Clerkts Observations on the Present Circumstances of Scotland, 1730 
ed., T. C. Smout, SIIS 4th series, vol. 2 Miscellany XI ppe 209-10, 

.9 
ed. A. N. 119The ParlianentarZ DiarZ of Sir Edward Knatchbull 1722-ALO 

NewmaZ7amden Society, 3rd series iiýýv-ý'London, 1963), ppe- 12,26 et. seq. 
120 Sir John Broderick to Lord Middleton 8 Feb 1724, Coxe, WalEol II 

PP- 438-9; Coxe, WAIPole I, PP. 230-1. 
l2lSee Robert Dundas to Baron Clerk 8 Feb 1724 SRO-GD 18/3194- 
122 Coxe, 

-Walpole, 
I pp. 230-1; Dundas to Clerk 10 Dec 1724 SRO GD 18/3194; 

Dundas to Clerk 14 Jan 1725 ibid. 

123Riley, 
Phplish Ministers, p. 283- 
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an opposition to the proposal but there was considerable disagree- 

ment and irresolution as to what should be done. 124 Nevertheless 

the opposition persuaded Walpole to introduce the tax at half the 

English rate, An act was accordingly passed placing a duty of 3d 

per bushell on malt in Scotland to commence on Midsummer's day 1725- 125 

Mon ey raised by the duty, after the deduction of management costs, was 

to be remitted to the commissioners of excise at London. 126 To placate 

Scottish concern the act also provided that any revenue raised in 

excess of Z201000 p. a. should be used for the encouragement of 
127 

manufactures in Scotland 

Four experienced English excise officers were sent up to Edinburgh 

by the Treasury in early June to help in the charging and collection 
128 

of the new duty. They appear to have toured various towns in 

129 Scotland and instructed the officers there. It was normal practice 

when new excises were imposed to appoint additional officers to cope 

124See Dundas to Clerk 14 Jan 1725 SRO GD 18/3194; Dundas to Clerk 
19 Jan 1725 ibid; Dundas to Clerk 21 Jan 1725 ibid. Also below P-327- 

125Act 12 Geo I c-4- The Treasury also recognised that Scotland-was 
relatively much poorer than 1hgland and thus would not be able to bear the 
full 6d per bushell. 

126 See Scrope to excise commissioners 18 Dec 1725 SRO NBB RH2/4/435,4, and 
Scrope to excise commissioners 30 Dec 1725 ibid. r 5- 

127R. H. Campbell, 'The Anglo-Scottish Union of 1707 - The Economic Con- 
sequencest, EcHR vol, 16 (1963-4); P- 474. The clause to this effect was 
moved in Committee by Forbes: it was opposed by Dundas "because I was and 
am of opinion that it was not very consistent with the standing out against 
the malt duty". D=das and Sir John Anstruther voted against it but it 
was carried 90-27: Dundas to Clerk 19 Mar 1725 SRO GD 18/3194* 

128See En-glish excise commissioners to Treasury 7 Jun 1725 and Treas ury 
to English excise commissioners 16 Jun 1725 SRO NBB IU12/4/434i 368. 

129See 
excise incidents Michaelmas 1725 SRO NBB P02/4/434t 453- 
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with the collection: for the malt tax 101 new off icers were 

created, one of the largest increases in the Scottish excise 

,' service in the eighteenth century. As there were only 239 officers 

in 171 0130 and no significant increase since then, this new addition 

had a considerable impact on the size and cost of the excise adminis- 

tration, in Scotland. The cost in salaries for the new malt officers 

was about 95,000 p. a. t raising the salary bill for the year Midsummer 

1725 to Midsummer 1726 from 9-14,744 to F. 19j324.131 The following 

year, May 1726, the Scottish excise commipsioners wrote to the 

Treasury seeking an all-round salary increase to compensate for the 

increased amount of work most officers faced as a result of the malt 

tax. Officerst pay, it was claimedt had remained more or less 

static since the Union, despite a continuing rise in the cost of 

living, and this was discouraging new recruits to the service 'to 

the detriment of the revenue. 
132. For these reasons, and perhaps 

also to keep the excise service in Scotland happy after the 

- difficulties, even physical dangers, to which it had recently been 

exposedt the Treasury granted these increases, to take effect from 

133 1726. The total increase was estimated at 92,366 12/ 

p. a. pushing the ann ual salary bill to over 921,000.134 Various 

130Riley, 22alish Ministers, p. 67- 

131SRO RH2/4/534. 

132 Excise co=issioners to Treasury 19 May 1726 SRO NBB RH2/4/435t 116. 

133Treasury to excise commissioners 23 Jun 1726 SRO NBB RH2/4/435Y 118. 
See also tAn Account of all additional salaries and pensions granted to 
excise officers in Scotland 1716-211 PRO T45/4 no. 9A. For clerks, door- 
keepers etc, see PRO T45/4 no. 10. 

134 SRO Rli2/4/534. 
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central officers were given individual increases later: for 

example, secretary Richard Dowdeswell received an additional 9100 

p. a. in August 1726.135 

The introduction of the malt tax met with a hostile reception 

in Scotland: the disturbances and their political implications are 

discussed in deiail in a later chapter. For several months after 

Midsummer's day excise officers, often intimidated by mobs, were 

generally unable or too frightened to survey the stock in hand and 

collect the duties; many fled from their, posts. 
136 It was mid-July 

before they could venture even to start putting the malt tax into 

operation. These months were naturally exceptionally busy ones for 

the excise commissioners. They met regularly and received directions 

from Lord Advocate Forbes, Ilay and other government servants in 

Scotland 
137 

and in turn issued instructions to their officers in 

the collections. Commissioners Gilbert Burnet and Alexander 

Wedderburn were sent as ttroubleshootersl to Stirling, Dundee, Perth, 

138 Aberdeen and other places, but met with little success, Initially 

the Treasury was well satisfied with the commissioners and hoped 'your 

example and extraordinary industry will bring the malt duty to beart. 139 

week or so later, however, the Treasury reminded the commissioners 

of the need tfor a more than ordinary Vigilance, care and attendance 

135Dowdeswellts 
petition 18 Jun 1726 RH2/4/324 f. 250- See also SRO 

NBB RH2/4/435i 148 13 Jul 1726; ibid. 153 excise commissioners Report 
21 Jul 1726; Treasury to excise commissioners 10 Aug 1726l ibid. 153; 
PRO T45/4 no 9A. 

136 Wade to Delafaye 8 Jul 1725 RH2/4/317 f. 200-1. 
1370rdered to do so by the Treasury - Scrope to excise commissioners 

12 Aug 1725 SRO NBB RH2/4/434,405; Scrope to excise commissioners 16 Sep 
1725 ibid- 412. 

138 See Burnet to excise commissioners 28 Jul 1725 Dundee SRO RH2/4/318 
f-303; BLumet to excise commissioners 26 Jul 1725 ibido f. 302; excise 
commissioners to Treasury 20 Jul 1725 PRO T1/254 no 5 Wo 

139Scrope 
to excise commissioners 29 Jul 1725 SRO NBB RH2/4/434,402o 
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in your man'agementt and told them to consult constantly with and 

be guided by the Lord Advocate. 140 By the end of August Treasury 

patience had become increasingly strained and they delivered a rare 

and stinging reprimand to the commissioners:. "The Setling of the 

Malt Duty in Scotland which hath and doth still create difficultyp and 

disturbance should, as My Lords of the Treasury conceive, have 11rigaged 

You to have transmitted to them if not every post Yet Once a Week 

at least an Account or Journal of the Measures taken by Yourselves, 

And the progress You and Your Officers had made towards setling the 

same, But their Lordships thereof have received Two Representations 

only from You [dated 26 July and 3 August]141 ... And these in so 

general Terms, that their Lordps ... are under concerm to know what 

you and Your Officers are doing since they have no intimation from 

you on Material Facts regarding the said Duty which they are perswaded 

are true. I am therefore by their Lordps Commanded to direcý You 

to give them a full and particular Accot of all that hath been doing 

and is done in relation to the, setling, levying and Collecting this 

Revenueq and the Obstructions given to the same, And that You do 

continue to send to their Lordps the Accounts Once evex7 week at 

least whilst all this Revenue or the setling thereof shall be under 

any disorder"o142 This letter had the desired effect and the commissioners 

promptly sent a whole series of detailed reports to London. 
143 

140Scrope to excise commissioners 12 Aug 1725 SRO NBB RH2/4/434,405- 

141CTP (172(ý-8) pp. 378-80. 

142Scrope to excise commissioners 26 Aug 1725 SRO NBB RH2/4/434,409- 

143 See Scrope to excise commissioners 16 Sep 1725 . SRO NBB RH2/4/434, 
412. Excise commissioners'Reports to the Treasury of 24 Aug, 28 Aug, 
16 Sept 30 Sep and 7 Oct 1725 are given in CTP (1720-8)pp . 380-1. 
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The Board of Trustees 

Although by November most of the disturbances were over, 

the malt tax remained very unpopular in Scotland. There had also 

been mounting pressuret particularly from the Convention of Royal 

Burghs, for some sort of effective help to be given to Scottish 

trade and industry which had remained in a depressed state since 

the Union. The government responded in 1726 by setting up, by 

act of Parliament, 144 
a Commission for Improving Fisheries and 

M. anufactures in Scotland to administer aýd distribute a variety of 

funds previously granted to Scotland for economic purposes by 

various acts, 
145 including the surpluses over 920,000 raised on the 

new malt duty. The establishment of the Board of Trustees, as it 

was commonly known, was the most conspicuous'example of central 

government intervention in the Scottish economy after the Union'146 

The Boardta principal functions were to formulate proposals for 

fostering the Scottish economy and in particular to encourage herring 

14413 Gec6 1 c-30- 

145Annuity 
of f. 2,000 p. a. for 7 years out of the Equivalent under the 

Act anent Public Debts 1707 for the encouragement of the manufacture of 
coarse wool. (This could not be paid out because nobody had been named 
in the act to receive it. By 6 Anne c-51 the responsibility was handed 
over to the barons of the Exchequer: Rileyt ag-lish Ministe-rop pp. 21.2-4); 
the tsecond equivalent' annuity of E20000 (from 1719Yy6ithe encouragement 
of fishing, manufactures and improvements by 5 Geo- I c. 20 (1718); the 
surpluses over X20,000 raised on the malt tax in Scotland by act 12 Geo. 1 
c-4- 

146 R. H. Campbell, 'The Anglo-Scottish Union of 1707 - The Economic 
Consequenceal, PIcTIR vol. 16 (1963-4) Pp. 468-77- Campbell sees the 
Board as the ion's moot beneficial though delayed consequence. 
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fishing . and the manufacture of linen and hemp and of coarse wool. 
147 

In November 1726 the Convention of Royal Burghs, after several months' 

work, finalised a scheme for the distribution of the various sums, 

concentrating on the linen and fishing industries, and this scheme 

was by and large embodied in the Commission. 148 

Twenty-one trustees were appointed under the first commission in 

July 1727; 
149 thereafter vacancies were filled by royal warrant as 

they occurred, 
150 

The tmstees, who were not paidy were drawn largely 

from the aristocracy and the bench, with .4 few Lothian gentry and 

Edinburgh merchants. Forbesv Milton and baron Clerk were among 

the most prominent members. The composition of the board was solidly 

Argathelian and remained so throughout the period. 
151 The establishifient 

of the Board provided Ministers with a welcome new source of government 

patronage. 

The accumulated annuitiesp amounting to 930,000, from the Union and 

the 1718 act were paid over to the board soon after it was set up, 
152 

E20,000 of which was put out on loan. The bulk of the accumulated 

malt tax surplusesy amounting to f-19,000, was not paid over until 1733; 

this also was invested. On average the Board's income was about 

147The Board was to act as trustees in terms of act 13 Geo. 1 c26 (1726 ) 

and other earlier statutes for the regulation of linen and hemp manufactures 
in Scotland. 

148See Plan by Convention of R. oyal Burghs 9 Nov 1726 SRO RM/4/4361 317- 

149SRO NBB RH2/4/437,348 and 371- 

150A 
completely new commission was issued in July 1761., 

l5lSee Hay to Tweeddale 31 Mar 1743 NLS 7P7'054t 86. 

152See Treasury to Exchequer. 29 Nov 1727 SRO NBB RH2/4/438i 1. The 
-receiver general of land rents acted as cashier for the board* 
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. E6,000 a year from the 1718 annuity, malt tax surpluses and the 
153 interest on the sums invested, although the amount fluctuated 

considerably from year to yearl, depending particularly on the 

state of the excise revenue. About half the yearly income was 

usually earmarked for the linen industry. The board submitted 

annual reports to the Crown detailing the money spent in the year and 

the proposed plans for the coming year. The amounts were warranted 

and approved by the Treasury. 

The establishment of the board of trustees drew much of the heat 

out of the OPPositian to the malt tax athough the. Squadrone continued 

to complain that the burden of the malt duty was raining the Scottish 

economy. 
154 The initial expectations of the'board-in Scotland were 

high: "Tis from the care of these'gerýtlemen that we expect great 

advantages in this trade [linen] especially when it seems to be the 

genius of our country people is m ost inclinable to promotii, 
155 While 

the board-had an immediate and benefioial effeot on the linen industry, 156 

its general long-term contribution to stimulating the Scottish economy 

is more doubtful. By the 1740s few of the oommissioners: attended 

153By 26 Geo. ' 11 c20 (1753) a further annuity of QjOOO was paid for 
nine years for promoting linen manufactures in Scotland. The malt 
surpluses continued to be paid up to 1791- 

154For 
example see CTP (1720-8) P-420 1726 Dissent of Haaaington; 

see also Sedgwick, House of Comrnons, Ig pp. 628-9. - 

155CIerk's Observations,, ed. smouý p. 196. Clerk was a founder member 
of the Board. 

. 1560utput rose from 2.2 million yards in 1728 to 4-3 million in 1732: 
see H. Hamilton, An Economic Histol: y of Scotland in 'the Eight, eenth Centur 
(Oxfordp 1963), pp. 134 ff. Also R. H. Campbell, 

-State_s_c___ 
aal 

Progress.. oL the Linen Manufactures 1127 of the Boar -51; From the Records No of Trustees for Manufactures ... in Scotland Preserv, 
Record 

-Offj. SýýeEadinburgh, -1-9--64-); R. H. Campbell, 'The Angle)--Sco ish Union 
of 1707 - The Economic Consequencest, EcHR Vol. 16 96-1,4), pp. 468-77; 
C. Gulving tThe Union and the Scottish Woollen Industry l7o7-66tq'SHR 
Vol, 50 (1971), pp. 121-37. 
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regularlY157 and there was difficulty in getting a quorum of five. 

To a large extent the board became just another useful source of 

patronage: there were for example over eighty local stampmasters 

of linen cloth. "I could never learn how these trustees employ 

their constant funds ... but I have frequently heard it surmised 

that the thing is intirely made a Job of in many respects and they 

Gratify their Creatures with sallarys for which they do no service ... 9,158 

M=y of the officials working under the board simply pocketed their 

salaries and did little or nothing to implement the board's schemes. 

In the late 1730s and early 1740s, the boardts income was badly 

hit by the fall in excise revenues (which affected the 92,000 annuity) 

and the failure of the malt duty to-produce any surpluses for several 

yearse 
160 Led by Forbes, the board were not slow to blame the con- 

sumption of tea for the fall in excise revenue., 
161 In fact by the 1740s 

Forbes had come to dominate the board, demanding his own way on various 

schemes, which led him into direct clashes with Milton and others, 
162 

157See Hay -to Tweeddale 28 Jul 1743 NLS SYP Box 11 Fl. 

158Hay to Tweeddale 22 Jan 174 3 NLS YP70531 89. Also Hay to Tweeddale 
3 Mar 1743 NLS YP70541 8. 

159See Sir Charles Gilmour to Tweeddale 14 Apr 1743 NLS 7P7054,123. 

160 BY January 1745v for example, only E500 of the f. 21000 annuity due at 
Midsummer 1744 had been paid: CFMS Report 1744 11 Jan 1745 PRO T1/316 no. 6. 

161 See CFMS Report for 1737 PRO T1/247 no. 15 20 Jan 1738 "And this 
shortcoming of the Malt Duty gives your Trustees the greater concern 
that it seems to them to proceed principally from a cause that affects 
the revenue of excise in the same degree, and must continue to destroy 
both unless prevented by some new law to be executed with vigour. 
They mean the excessive use of tea, which has extended itself to the 
lowest degree of persons". See also 1738 Report PRO T1/300 no-4 
19 Jan 1739 and 1741 Report on restricting plans for the current year PRO 
T1/307 no. 6 23 Jan 1742. 

162 See Hay to Tweeddale 5 Mar 1743 NLS YP7054,16; Hay to Tweeddale 
12 Mar 1743 NLS YP7054,31. 
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and he pressed Secretary of State Tweeddale to make changes on the 

'ý. oard. "A man must be very blind if he does not see what his Lordship 

[Forbes] would be at, He would have those only kept in who concur with 

him and those turned out who dare differ ... His intentions I believe 

are good but he is certainly often misled and is impetuous and 

overbearing ... if he wishes for a change of trustees at all it 

is only to become thereby more absolutet'. 
163 

The amount of gross revenue raised from the malt tax from 

1726 onwards fluctuated between E20,000 and Z30,000 per annum. 
164 

There were, of course, several Variables outwith the control of the 

excise commissioners which partly accounted for such fluctuations, 
165 

most notably the quality of the harvest. The best years in the 

period 1725 to 1748 were from 1729-30 to 1733-4 when the amounts 

raised were just over f-30,000. In contrast, in 1740-1, which saw 

a particularly bad harvest, the amount was only 914yO00. The salaries 

of the officers employed to colfeot the tax, together with other 

management costs and legal charges, were on average between E6,000 

and z6150q although in some years nearer Z7YOOO- Thus unless the 

gross amount raised was more than about Z261000 the net sum for the 

year would fall below Z20,000 and there would be no surplus for the 

board of trustees. In the*years 1726-7 to 1747-8 inclusive there 

was a surplus in thirteen of the years and a deficit in the remaining 

nine: from 1738 on only 1743-4, *1746-7 and 1747-8 produced surpluses. 

163Hay to Tweeddale 28 Jul'1743 NLS SYP Box 11 Fl. 

164These 
and subsequent figures are taken from SRO RH2/4/, 534- See 

also Exchequer Pipe Office SRO E207/3/1-23 malt tax accounts 1713 - 1748. 

165See 
excise commissioners to TreasurY 4 May 1730 PRO T1/273 no-54* 

-r 
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Not amounts in the 1750s were steadily and often seriously 'below 

E20,000 and only in 1759-60, when new malt duties were introduced, 

did the situation markedly improve. By the act imposing the 

malt duty if the amount raised fell short of the Z201000 a surcharge 

was to be levied* The excise commissioners quickly realised, howeverv 

that it would be impossible to exact this. 1727-8 was the first year 

to suffer a deficit and on 4 Pebruary 1729 the commissioners wrote to 

the Treasury of "the difficulty we apprehend would attend any 

endeavours for making the same good by a qurcharge". No attempt 
166 

was in fact made and the idea was quietly dropped. 

BY 1748 the total surplus produced by the malt tax since 1726 

was 936p378.167 By the end of 1748 it appears that X28,425 of this 

had been paid over to the board. 168 There was often considerable 

delay before the board received its money. Thus the first payment, 

of only Z500, was not made until July 1732 and the bulk of the 

surpluses for 1726 to 1733 were not paid until late 1733-169 This 

-long initial delay in paying'over surpluses went some way to diminish 

the enthusiasm with which the scheme had been generally greeted. The 

Treasury was determined that surpluses over f. 20,000 must make up any 

d 'ficiencies under E20VOOO and only then would any remaining net surplus eI 
170 be paid over to the board. Thus for the years 1726 to 1733, although 

there was a total surplus of X23,603, there was also a deficit of 

166 Ibid. 

167The total tdeficitt, i. e. from years when E20,000 was not reached, 
was 935013. These figures are calculated from SRO RH2/4/534* 

0 

168 The Treasury warranted the Exchequer which in turn ordered the excise 
co=issioners to pay over the sums to the receiver general of land rents 
in Scotland who acted as cashier for the board: see SRO E224/3-5- 

169SRO E224/3- 

170See CTBP I p. 383,3 June 1730- 
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94,434p"and the board eventually received only the difference, 

Ligti6q. 171 This was the only time the Treasury deducted deficits, 

however, and thereafter surpluses were paid in full. 172 The rest 

of the malt tax money, over 9400,000 for the years 1726 to 1748, was 

remitted to the exoise oonnissioners at Lonclon. 
173 There were often 

delays in sending the money and large amounts of cash accumulated in the 

hands of the'Scottish excise co=issioners, much to the irritation of 
174 the Treasury, 
-, 

The Treasury were always concerned about the 

duty on malt and regLaarly asked for acco-pnts of the sums raised: 
175 

in particular they often asked the commissioners to estimate whether 

or not there would be a surplus for the year before the final figures 

176 
were available* 

120. 

l7lBy Treasury warrants 29 Jun 1732 (9.500)t 19 Jun 1733 (E2,010) and 
14 Dec 1733 (916165ý) SRO E224/3., See also Treasury to Exchequer 14 Dec 
1733 SRO NBB R112/4/444,22. 

172 See SRO E224/4 and SRO RH2/4/534. Por Treasury warrants see 
22 Jul 1736 SRO N3B RH2/4/446,466; 16 Aug 1737 SRO NBB RH2/4/4479 111; 

Mar, 1744 SRO, NBB RH2/4/453,30. 

173por 1725 to. 1731 see PRO T1/278 no. 24 and for 1730 to 1748 see 
excise incidents accounts in SRO NBB RH2/4/440-456: also SRO Ct6116. 

ý 
174For 920,000 not sent between 1725 and 1730 see Scrope to excise 

commissioners 21 Apr 1730, SRO NBB, RH2/4/440i 443; Scrope to excise 
commissioners 5 Jun 1730 ibid,, 461; excise commissioners to Treasury 
16 Jun 1730 CTBP 1, P-392. For f-15,035 not sent in 1743 see Scrope 
to excise commissioners 18 Oct 1743 SRO NBB RH2/4/452,489; excise 
commissioners to Treasury 25-Oct 1743 PRO T1/312 No. 23. See also 
excise incidents accounts 1730-48'generally SRO NBB RH2/4/440-56. 
Part of the difficulty lay in finding ways to remit the money other than 
by costly bills of exchange: see SRO NBB RH2/4/442,31 Oct 1730; 
excise commissioners to Treasury 4 May 1730 PRO TlA73 No-549 

175F,, 
r ..,,,, mpl. ace CTBP Ily p. 230 6 June 1732. 

176See SRO NM PJ12/4/447,69 5 Jul 1737o 
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Excise revenue 

Two factors militated against the amount of excise collected 

in Scotland. First many areas were so poor that the duties raised 

there often did little more than meet the cost of the officers" 

salaries.,, 
177 

moreover the quality of much Scottish beer was so low 

tbrewers' washl - as not to be worth raising excise upone Second, 

as we have seen, there was almost universal resistance to the payment 

of excisel and excise officers faced very considerable difficulties 

in collecting duties. Gross annual income from excise duties 

(excluding the malt tax) was roughly between Z601000 and E70,000 during 

the period, 
178 

although 1740-2 saw a sharp drop to around 950,000 and 

the early 1740s as a whole, a time of bad harvests, 179 
were the least 

productive years. Income picked up again by the mid 1740s and rose 

steeply thereafter, partly because of various new excise duties 
I 

imposed, to well over F-70,000 pa* Well over half the gross produce 

always came from the old excise duties on beer, ale and vinegar. 

Several duties, including the new duty on hops (from 1730-1) raised 

vex7 little, sometimes nothing, and in the case of the duty on coffee, 

tea and chocolatev imposed from Midsummer 1724, the cost of the managv- 

ment was in many years greater than the amount raised. 
180 Of the 

other new duties added between 1725 and 1748 - on spirit licences 1743y 

on low wines and spirits and on, glass 1746, and on wheel oarriages 1747, - 

177Excise 
commissioners to T reasury 10 Jan 1727 CTP (1720-8) PP. 439-40o 

178SRO RH2/4/534 excise accounts Scotland 1707-1770. See also excise 
declared accounts, Exchequer Pipe Office, SRO B207AA8---41 1725 -. 1748. Gross 
income had. remained steadily within this range since the Union* A 
peak of F-78? 000 had been reached in 1712-3 and this was not attained again 
until 1749-50: SRO RII2/4/534. 

179Chief baron Lant to baron Clerk 25 Nov 1740 SRO C; D 18/2881; 
Wilmington to Clerk 23 Mar 1742 ibid. - 

180 See SRO RH2/4/534 1735-6,1740-1,1741-21 1742-3p 1743-4o 1744-5, 
1745-61 1748-9. 
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only the second, low wines and spirits, raised a sizeable sum. 

The salary bill rose from about E14,500 in 1724 to just over E16,000 

with the salary increases granted in 1726,181 but thereafter remained 

steady until the mid 1740s when several additional officers were 

employed for the various new duties imposed. On average a further 

C-5,000 p. a. was spent on other management costs, incidents and 
182 183 legal charges, bringing average annual outlay to around Z211000. 

Thus net income was between 940,000 and Z48,000 from 1725 to the early 

1740s, falling to around E30,000 in 1740-2 because of the bad haxvests, 

and then slowly climbing back up to its old level. Although the excise 

commissioners fled when the rebels approached Edinburgh in 1745 184 
and 

many officers in the collections deserted their posts, -the collection 

of excise duties suffered only temporarily by the rebellion. 
185 

181 See above pp. 111-2. 

182 These included rent of the'house in Edinburgh; postage; 
stationery bills; petty'incidents claimed by collectors-, riding charges 
allowed to collectors, supervisors etc; the cost of extraordinary officers; 
the solicitor's legal bills; fees to Exchequer and Treasury officials-lor 
their work on the various excise accounts; and for a time payment to the 
London agent. See generally excise quarterly incident bills in SRO NBB RH2/ 
4/433-456. Also excise commissioners to Treasury 27 Mar 1723 PRO T1/246 
no. 24. 

183COst 
of management had been increasing steadily since 1708 (Zl3jOOO) 

with no corresponding increase in revenue raised, until 920,000 became a 
fairly regular figure in the early 1720s: SRO RH2/4/534* 

184AIl 
accounts and cash in hand were lodged in Edinburgh Castle: 

excise commissioners to Treasury 26 Nov 1745 PRO T1/318 no. 249 

1851bid: "We have issued the necessary orders to our officers in 
the several places where the rebels have been, to return a share of 
the revenue under their inspection, and we shall use our'utmost 
endeavours to prevent as far as we can further loss to the publick, as 
well as to rocover'what can be recovered". For details of attempts by 
the rebels to collect excise see PRO T1/347 no. 33 (1746) and PRO T1/356 
no. 27 (1754). 
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-In the years immediately after 1748 the increase in gross income was 

partly offset by a mounting salary and incidents costs, but generally 

net produce increased to average around Z55,000 p. a. 
I 

The net produce frob excise in 'the period 1725 to 1748 (again 

excluding the malt tax) met on average three-quarters or more of the 

total cost of civil government in Scotland. 186 The large amounts 

of cash in the commissioners' hands at any one time also meant that, major 

extraordinary expenses arising in Scotland were usually met out of excise. 
187 

Thus the excise supplied the money paid oUt in return for arms 

surrendered in the years after the Fifteen; 188 the 96,080 

compensation given to Daniel Campbell after the Shawfield riots, in 

1725 (to be paid back by Glasgow); 189 
and various other sums such as 

the Z3,000 for the repair of Holyrood House in 1733-190 On occasion 

excise revenues were also used to subsist HM troops in Scotland. 
191 

186 See below pp. 203-4 and Appendix II. Until 1746 only silver plate 
duty (and of course the first E209000 raised on malt) were sent to London. 
Several of the new duties imposed in that and subsequent years also had 
to be remitted to London. 

187 See generally SRO E224/2-5- 

188See SRO CE6116 amount of money paid. 

189 See SRO E224/21 426. 

190 See CTBP II, P-387 21 Jun 1733. 

19'For 
example see West to excise commissionets 4 Nov 1748 

SRO NBB RH2/4/455,511- For the '45 see SRO E224/5,53. 
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Conclusion 

Despite its widespread unpopularity, the excise service 

successfully raised sufficient revenue to meet the bulk of the cost 

of civil government in Scotland during the period. The margin was 

always tight, however, and when in the early 1740S the excise revenue 

temporarily slumped, partly as a result of a series of bad harvestsv 

the fragile nature of Scotlandfs public finances was clearly revealed. 

The importance of the excise revenue led the Treasury to take a steady 

interest in the Scottish excise service, although, unlike the customs 

service, the'appointment of excise officers was made by the Scottish 

commissioners -themselves and not by the Treasury. Patronage largely 

determined the appointment of excise officers and while Walpole 

attempted to maintain a strong English presence on the, board, 

Argathelian influence was usually predominant. Nevertheless, given 

the importance of excise revenue, more. than lip-service had to be 

paid to efficiency:, the composition, of the board and central, office 

remained fairly stable throughout the period and most officers appear 

to have performed their difficult, and at times hazardous, tasks 

reasonably conscientiously. 
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CHAPTER FOUR; OTHER GROWN REVENUES IN SCOTIM: 
THE RECEIVER GENERAL 

Introduction 

While the customs dnd excise services were remodelled after the 

Union in order to bring Scotland into line with England, the collection 

of crown rents and various other feudal dues, and bishops(i rents remained 

unaltered. These sumslevied on C rown vassa. Ist were either collected 

by the local sheriffq bailie, Stewart or by Specially appointed 

chamberlains and then paid over to-the Rebeiver Genera3. of Crown 

Rents and Casualties or, where larger sums were involved,, the money 

was paid directly to the Receiver General, The duties were accounted 

for in the Court of Exchequer which had overall responsibility for 

their collection* 
1 The small anounts of money thus raised were 

normally applied to the civil list and to certain other expenses of 
2 

government in Scotland such as the fund for manufactures, the, 

Equivalent fund and the-General Assembly of the Church of Scotland. 

There were also two assessed taxes levied in Scotland. in this period 

in addition to customs and excise: land tax and, from 1747, window tax. 

The amounts to be raised were fixed annually by Parliament; the money 

was collected and *accounted for by the commissioners of supply and 

, paid into the Briglish Exchequer. Various stamp duties were also levied 

in Scotland and there was a small amount of local taxation. 

The Receiver General was a key figure in the. financial administration 

of Scotland. All public revenues, including customs and excise, 

earmarked for public expenditure were handed over to-him and in turn he 

'See SRO E227/1-2; for example SRO E227Aq 332 16 Feb 1728* 

2 See above pp 114-7 and below pp. 208-10. 
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paid out the warranted oivil list salaries and other government 

in Scotland, accounting to the Exchequer for all his 

transactions. 

Crown Pents 

Vassals holding land from the Crown in Scotland had to pay 

various feudal dues according to the nature of their tenure. These 

, might be annual rents such as feu and blench duties, or casual 

payments, for example on marriage. Collection of these duties 

. was nomally the responsibility of the sheriff who was accountable 

to Exchequer. 
3 All amounts under E10 Soots pa. were paid to and 

,,, discharged by him; if the amount exceeded E10 Soots p. a, the sheriff 

,,,, 
could only give a discharge under the direction of the Exchequer 

I auditor and usually such larger sums were paid directly to the 

Receiver General and accounted for in Exchequer by the vassal himself. 

Before the abolition of the heritable jurisdictions in 1747 crown rents 

ýý,.,, in the franchises were collected and accounted for by the bailies of the 

,, regalities and bailieries and by the stewarts in the stewartries and 

.,. then paid over to the Receiver General. Crown rents and casualties 

'., 'for certain Lordships (irrespective of the amounts involved) namely 

, A)unbar, Ettrick Forest, Fife and Strathearn, Galloway, Lindores, 

ýOrkney and Shetland, and Ross were collected and accounted for in 

, "Exchequer by specially appointed chamberlains. These'posts, which 

3' Sir John Clerk and John Scrope, An Historical View of the Forms and 
Powers of the Court of Exchequer in Scotland (Edinburgh, 1Bý10) pp. 212V 254- 
Respord-e Books-listing the charges againsteach collector were kept by the 
Chancery and sent yearly to the Exchequer. The Exchequer auditor's office 
also kept a Property Roll of the regular annual payments to be made by 
vassals in every shire, stewartry, bailiery and regality: see SRO E218/11/22 

, 
1721-47. For crown rent records see SRO E2C9-lOf E218-2201 E, 236-7- 

4For 
accounts see SRO E220/1-8e, For details of chamberlains and 

, 
amounts to be collected see N, U, L, NEC1613 26 Jul 1742. 
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were held during pleasure, provided another useful source of 

government patronage and were usually given to nobles or others 

with local influence as a mark of political favour. Por example, the 

Chamberlainry of Fife and Strathearn was taken from Rothes shortly 

before the 1734 general election and given to the earl of Leven. 5 

A substantial part of the rents was usually paid to the chamberlain 
6 

as a salary. The remainder was remitted to the Receivezý General 

but often various pensions and allowances were granted out of this7 

and the amount of money left in the Receiver General's hands for 

government expenditure was consequently only a small fraction of 

the amount originally raised. 

Every sheriff, bailie, stewart and chamberlain was supposed 

to attend Exchequer yearly in July/August to account for the rents 

and other casualties charged to them. Por the most part, despite 

various Exchequer exhortations, 
8. 

they were not regular in remitting the 

money and in making their accounts and large arrears and delays in 

5CT13P II Pp- 547-8 25 Apr 1734. Rothes eventually regained the 
office in 1744 during Tweeddalets secretaryship: SRO NBB RH2/4/453, 
66.7 Jun 1744- 

6For 
example Rothes received E320 p. a. az chamberlain of Fife and 

Strathearn: CTP (1720-8) P-. 117 15 Jan 1722. In a petition to the Treasury 
in 1749 Rothes pointed out that all his predecessors, in#ead of paying 
-the annual balance, applied every four or five years to the Crown for a 
discharge which was always granted: see Rothes to Pelham 28 Mar 1749. 
N. U*Lo NEC2004. The salary might even be greater than the amount raised: 
the warrant to Patrick Sinclair aý chamberlain of Ettrick Forest at E500 
poa. and E20 p. ao to his depute tout of said moniest stated that if 
Ettrick Forest rents fell short then the rest was to be paid out of the 
revenues of the Lordship of Dunbar: SRO NBB RH2/4/455,357 7 May 1747o 

7For 
example the rents of the Lordship of Dunbar and of LIttrick Forest 

were to meet a pension of 9400 poa. paid to Douglas of Caveral a former 
Receiver Generalv from 1731 to his son, and from 1742 to Basil Murray: 
SRO rAOl/15-40. 

8See Clerk and Scrope, Court of 7, lxchequer, pp-327-8. 
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accountinff were common throughout the period. For example by 1743 

the earl of Cromarty, chamberlain of Ross, had arrears of over E5,000 

and had neither paid over any money nor passed any accounts for the 

previous ten years*9 A list of debts owing by various chamberlains 

in 1730 shows that most of them had not passed their accounts for the 

previous three or four years. 
10 

faced considerable difficulties. 

For their part sheriffs often 

In 1730 Haddington wrote to 

Marchmont, "I believe I need use few words to convince you how little 

profit it is to be a shiriff, but on the contrary. Yet there is 

now an additional trouble upon me. The Exchequer are pursuing me for 

Castle Wards etc. tho no mortal knows. where they are nor can any 

intelligence be got of thený and all that is payable out of this county 

set it altogether for fifteen years (for so long as I have been shiriff) 

comes tb about E300 sterling. However, small as it is it'Is not very 

convenient for me to pay it since one sixpence of it has never come in 

to me". The sheriffs and other collectors usually paid over several 

years# monies at one time and this resulted in considerable fluctuations 

in the amounts coming in in any one year. 
12 Accounting of crown rents 

was also fairly lax in Exchequer itself and indeed some duties were never 

accounted for. 13 Nor was any effort made to send regular accounts of 

9SRO E231A4 1743; Scrope to Exchequer 18 Sep 1746 SRO VIM RH2/4/454, 
276; Scrope to Exchequer 25 Nov 1746 ordering them to carry the law into exe- 
cution with expedition for the recovery of said debt, SRO N31B RH2/4/4541 296* 

10 SRO E231/5 'Debts owing by collectors of revenues 1730% For arrears 
in 1743 see SRO E231/14P (total 933,315)- 

llHaddington 
to Marchmont 7 May 1730 HMC Polwarth V p. 26. 

12For 
example from Michaelmas 1726 to Michaelmas 1727 only three 

sheriffs paid in money: Lanarkshire for the previous six yearsp Elgin 
and Forres for the previous fifteen and Annandale stewartrY for -the past 
four. 

13Por 
example see CTBP Ilp . 164 5 Dec 1729. 
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crown revenues to the Treasury throughout the period, much to the 

irritation of the Treasu: r7 when they finally awoke to this omission., 
14 

Prosecutions could be started in Exchequer for recovery of arrears 

but these rarely ran their full course as threatened sheriffs or 

other collectors. would petition the Crown for a discharge and 

such petitions were rarely refused. 
15 Gifts were also often made 

by the Crown of crown rents and casualties to the collectors, to those 

who had to pay them or others, 
16 Indeed over half the crown rents 

and casualties annually were gifted away. 
17 The residue that did 

reach the Receiver General was usually applied towards payment of 

the salaries of the non-three court offices in the civil list, 
18 

and towards other costs of gove=ent in Scotland such as the fund 

14Scrope to Exchequer 20 Feý 1748 SRO NM RH2/4/455,431- 

15There 
are numerous examples of discharges: Archibald Douglas 

of Cavers release and discharge df E579 as sheriff of Roxburghshire, 
SRO NBB RH2/4/435i 155 16 Aug 1726; Marchmont as sheriff of Berwickshirev 
SRO NBB RH2/4/4361 253 12 Jan 1727; petition of Rothes wanting dis*charv 
of arrears, SRO NBB RH2/4/439,243 19 Peb 1729, agreed to CTIP I p. 89 
12 Jun 1729; petition from Yarchmont for discharge as sheriff of 
Berwickshire, discharged on report of barons, CTBP I, P-30 11 Mar 1729 
and SRO MM PM/4/4391 245 17 Mar 1729; petition of Cromarty as - chamberlain of Ross fordischarge of 96,000 arrears ? as usually done 
to his predecessorst, SRO NBB RH2/4/453v 90 20 Jul 1744 - this arrear 
was not discharged. Also see petition of Rothes for discharge of 
prosecution against him in Exchequer for 91,805 due by him as chamberlain 
of Fife and Strathearn and as sheriff of Fife and Aberdeenshire: SRO NBB 
RH2/4/4539 62 3 May 1744- 

16. Vor example the feu. and other duties and casualties out of his 
estates in Scotland were granted in 1744 to Ilay in renewal of the like 
grant made to Argyll: SRO NBB RH2/4/455,33 16 Mar 1744. 

l7clerk 
and Scropep Court of Rrchequer, p, 160. For example of the 

Z4,904 crown rents etc. raised in the year Midsummer 1727 to Midsummer 
1728, E29530 was granted away, leaving X2,374: SRO E231/4- From accounts 
of crown rents etc. 1715 to 1727, total gross Z69,000p management etc. 
charges k14jOOOv granted away E279000Y leaving net Z281000: PRO T1/278 
no. 27 10 Mar 1732. 

18 See below pA 198-200. 
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for Manufactures and the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland. 

The net total thus applied in the years 1725 to 1748 was E30,000, 

an average of just over X1,200 p. a. 
19 Compositions on signatures 

and on leases of. teinds passed in Exchequer were normally included 

in the crown rents accounts. 
20 The income from this source, averaging 

about E500 p. a., was similarly applied to civil list and other 

miscellaneous expenditure, 

Royal burghs also had to pay fixed annual dues to the Crown, 

details, of which were kept on the Burgh Roll held in Exchequer. 
21 

These amounted in total to only C-76 p. a. 

Bishop6l Rents 

Rents and casualties from lands formerly possessed by the bishops 

but annexed to the Crown on the abolition of the episcopacy in 1689/90 

were collected and'accounted for in Exchequer separately from the other 
22 

crown rents. The archbishopric of St Andrews and eight other 

bishoprios 
23 

were under the control of the collector general of 

bishops'- rent S. 
24 He accounted in Exchequer and paid over the money 

, 
190f 

which the civil list took on average Z11000 p. a: SRO E224/2-5; 
SRO E401/15-40; PRO T1/272 no-32 29 Sep 1729 for 1722 to 1729. The 
average paid directly to the Receiver General by vassals and the chamber- 
lains was E1,000 p. a. while-that paid through the sheriffs, stewarts etc. 
was only 9200 p. a. 

20For 
example see account of produce of crown'rents and revenues for 

Midsummer 1727 to Michaelmas 1728 SRO E231/4- 

21 SRO E322. The burghs 'accounted to and were discharged in Exchequer: 
Clerk and Scrope, Court of-Exchequer? P- 158- 

22 For account of bishopst rents see SRO E202/10-15 Pipe office; SRO 
E221/2, Auditor's office; and SRO E424 Receiver General abstract accounts. 

2 3iberdeen, Brechin, Caithness, Dunblane, Dunkeld (to 1732), Edinburghp 
Calloway and Moray: SRO E221/2. 

24Salary 
E200 p. a. Plus E200 for subcollectors. Collectors general in 

the period were Si'r William Seton 1705-17; Archibald Murray 1717-26; Robert 
Urquhart 1726-42 (SRO NBB RH2/4/435 156 16 Aug 1726); James Fall 1742-4 

SRO NBB RH2/4/45lt 243 11 Feb 1742ý; and John Hay of Belton 1744-59 ýSRO 
NBB RH2/4/453y 94 1 Aug 1744).. 
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to the Receiver General of Land Rents. Various subcollectors 

supervised the collection in the old bishoprics. In addition 

there were individual collectors for the bishoprics of Glasgow, 

Dunkeld (from 1732), Argyle and the Isles, Ross 25 
and Orkney, who 

I 
made separate accounts in Exchequer. Most of the revenue of these 

five bishoprics was earmarked for specific payments, those from 

the first three being wholly or partly applied for educational 

purposes, 
26 The collections were usually leased out to individuals 

for fixed periods, the collector being allowed any surplus after the 

charges on the rents had been met. 
27 Arrears and delays in accounting 

by the collector general and other collectors were again common. in 

1730, for example, collector general Robert Urquhart had not passed 

accounts for the previous four years. 
28 The amounts actually paid 

over to the Receiver General for civil list and other purposes varied 

from year to year but on average were little over 9300 pea. during 

the period* 
29 

25For details of a dispute between -the collectors and vassals of Ross 
on whether rents should be paid in money or in kind see SRO E227A9 283-4 
Exchequer order for regulating the Collection of the Bishopric of Ross 0.1724- 

26 See SRO E424- The Argyle revenues were gifted by , Anne in 1705 to the 
Synod of Argyle for pious uses, including augmentation of ministers' 
stipends, the repair of kirks and manses, and the maintenance of school- 
masters and university bursars. Those from Dunkeld went to the provision 
of schools in the Highlandst and GlasgoTd4s went to augment the ordinary 
revenue of the University of Glasgow. In 1725 9230 Plus E10 p, a, was 
granted to the minister of Greyfriars Church in Edinburgh out of the rents 
of the bishopric of Ross: SRO NBB RH2/4/434,460 21 Oct 1725o 

27. Por example see SRO E227A9 425-6 20 Jul 1732 tack of bishopst 
rents of Orkney to John Hay of Balbeithan for 5 years to 1736. 

28SRO E231/5 debts owing by collectors of revenue 1730. 

29SRO F '401/15,40. 
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Receiver General of Crown Rents and Casualties 

The post of tReceiver General of Crown Rents and Casualties 

and Paymaster of Civil Affairs in Scotlandt (also known as the 

Receiver General of Land Rents or simply the Receiver General) was 

held duripg pleasure and carried a E650 p. a. civil list salary. 
30 

All monies collected in crown rents and casualties and bishopst 

rents were paid over to him, either directly or through the relevant 

collectors. All customs and excise revenues warranted by the 

Exchequer for government expenditure were. also remitted to him from 

time to time by the commissioners. In turn, again on-receipt of a 

warrant from the barons, the Receiver General would pay from the monies 

in his possession all civil list and other government expenditure in 

S6otland. 
31 The Receiver General accounted yearly (usually Michaelmas 

to Michaelmas) to the Exchequer for the receipt and expenditure of all 

monies which passed through his hands, including civil list payments. 
32 

30It was a pre-Union post: W. R. Ward, The Land Tax in Scotland 1707-798, 
p. 291. 

3lWhitefoordts 
warrant as Receiver General referred to tPaymaster of 

all such salariest pensions and allowances as by any establishment 
warrant signed by us directed to be paid in Scotland' SRO NBB RH2/4/439t 
316 ND. 

3PThe Receiver General normally accounted for the income and expenditure 
under the following heads: 

(1. Property rents chamberlainsy feuarsl vassals of the Crown. 
Crown 2. Sheriffs, bailies of bailieries and regalities, 
rents 3. Compositions on signatures. 

4. Burghs. 
5- Compositions on tacks. of teinds. 
6. Customs and salt'. 
7. Excise. 
8. Pines and forfeitures of prohibited and uncustomed goods. 
9. Bishopst rents. 

10. Exchequer fines. 
See SRO Pipe Office E201/1/15-38 1724-48, Receiver General imprest account 
for civil establishment. Also SRO E400/il-19 1720-9 Accounts of Receiver 
General as paymaster of the civil establishment. 
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These accounts were often several years in arrears, the 1727-8 

accounts, for example, not being signed until November 1731.33 

Monthly abbreviates of all money received and issued by the Receiver, 

General were sent to the Treasury. 
34 

The Receiver General also 

acted as Receiver General for the land tax in Scotland, and from 1727 

as cashier to-the Board of Trustees. The task of dealing with and 

accounting for any miscellaneous income and expenditure axising 

from time to time in Scotland usually fell to him: "the office 
35 

of Receiver General is the only Receipt of the Exchequer at Edinburg--'. 

Thus, for example, the Receiver General was given the task of receiving 

the forfeited estates money after the Fifteen, making accounts and 

remitting the money to London, and of accounting for the forfeited 

estates money after the Forty-Five. 36 

There were four Receivers General for Scotland during the first 

half of the eighteenth century. The first, Archibald Douglas of Cavers 

(1708-18), had been Receiver of Crown Rents and Casualties and other 

funds before the Union. He was dismissed in 1718 having fallen foul 

of the Squadrone Lord Justice Clerk Cockburn. 37 
and was replaced by 

Sir Robert Sinclair (1718-25)p a Squadrone supporter. Pollowiýg the 

33See SRO E4OOA8* 

34See CT13P vols I-IV generally; for exampleCTBP 11 P9480 28 Nov 1730- 

35SRO E225/29 56* 

36 CTEP I, PP- 71-21 20 M4 1729; SRO E715 Porfeited Fatates after the 
145, Accounts of the Receiver General. 

37Sedgwick, House of Commonst-I P-393; ibid. t IIt p. q. ' Douglas 
received a 9400 pension in 1721, was made Paymaster General for Scotland 
in 1725 and sat as MP for Dumfries burghs 1727-34. 
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sharp decline in Squadrone fortunes Sinclair was replaced in 1725 

by Charles Cathcart (1725-9), an Argathelian. 38 Cathcart in turn 

was succeeded in 1729 by his deputy and nephew Allan WhitefoordJ39 

also an Argathelian supporter, who held the post until his death 

in 1766. Whitefoord was an extremely able and conscientious 

administrator, coping with an ever-increasing work load. Unfor. - 

tunately his various proposals for reforms in Scottish financial 

administration were ignored by successive governments. 
40 

Lnnd-Tax 

By article nine of the Union land tax was to be fraised and 

collected in the same manner as cess now is in Scotlandi but was 

41 henceforth subject to the regulations of the Great Britain Parliamente 

The quota for Scotland was fixed at Z481000 p. a. when the rate in 

England was four shillings in the. POund. 
42 The sum was less than for 

many English counties and was the equivalent of eight months old cess. 

The new land tax was to be raised under Scots law by traditional Scots 

practice and thus the new land tax was superimposed on the older system 

of oess collection, 
43 Annual land tax acts passed by Parliament imposed 

38 SRO NBB RH2/4/434,352 3 Jun 17259 

39SRO NBB RH2/4/439,316 ND. Whitefoord was a relation of the earl of 
Stair: see Huinc Campbell to Marchmont c, Nov 1726 EMC Polwarth VPA184-5- 

40 W-R. Ward, The Land Tax in Scotland, PP- 302-3* 

4lIbid., 
which forms the basis of this section. 

42 The amounts rose and fell in proportion to the current land tax in 
England. Thus if the English rate was 2/- in the 9 Scotlandis quota 
would be 924, OCO and if 3/- then 936,000. 

43Ward, 
The Land Tra in Scotlandv pp. 288-9. 
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the sum to be collected and set out the amount for each shire in 

proportion to the total. In turn the shire quota was levied from the 

heritors according to the valuations in the shire cess books, 

Commissioners of supply, named for each shire in the annual Acts 

of Supply, usually on the recommendation of the local MP, were responsible 

for determining the value of estates and supervising the collection of 

t he land tax. 
44 The commissioners appointed a collector, who actually 

collected the tax, and paid him a salary. 
45 The collectorship was 

usually a sinecure and more often than not. the work was done by a 

deputy. Article nine of the Union, however, prohibited the payment 

of the commissioners and their clerks and hence from the beginning 

the local commissioners had an incentive to turn surplus land tax 

funds to unofficial purposes and to keep the money raised in their 

hands for as long as possible. 
46 This in turn created delays in 

remitting the money to the Receiver General in Edinburgh. The 

commissioners had considerable powers in apportioning the land 

-tax among individuals: normally people could appeal only to 

the commissioners themselves, although in certain cases the barons 

of the Exchequer could enquire into grievances and stop the 

commissioners' valuations for a time. If a party continued to feel 

aggrieved he could present a bill of equity to Exchequer and a jury 

would decide the facts. 47 The commissioners valuation of an estate 

also determined whether a person could qualify for the electoral roll 

44See M. R. McLartyq A Source Book and History of Administrative Law 
in Scotland (London, 1956-Tp- p. 15; W. Ferguson, Electoral Law and 
Procedure, pp. 59ff. For a detailed study of the Commissioners of supply 
=the Ih century see Ann E. Whetstone, Scottish Coim-by Government in 
the Eighteenth rind Nineteonth Centuries, (=inburgh, 1981), pp. 61-94. 

, 
45Clerk 

and Scrope, Court of Exchequerq pp. 160-4. 
46 Ward, The Land Tax in Scotland, p. 290. I 
47Clerk 

and Scropev Court of Exchecruerv pp. 160-4. 
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and the annual, moeting of the commiscioners and the appointment of 

collectors occasioned much local rivalry between competing political 
48 interests. In many cases commissioners were interested only in 

providing a place for a friend as collector, the collectors in profiting 
49 from their balances; both united in obstructing the Receiver General. 

On the other hand, many of the commissioners were also justices and 

indeed as the century progressed came to play an important role in 

local governmentl acquiring responsibility for the repair of roads 

and bridges, apprehending and detaining criminals, and even providing 

schools. 

After the Union the royal burghs of Scotland continued to bear 

one-sixth*of the land tax quota in return for their letgal monopoly 
50 

of trade. Throughout the eighteenth centuryo however, the smaller, 

more remote and decaying burghs had great difficulty in raising even 

their trifling quotas. 
51 

48For details of struggle in Forfarshire for example see Memorial 
by earl of Panmureq John Maule and Sir James Carnegie ND c-1747 N. U*L. 
NEC1814. See also below p. 295- 

49Ward, The T, -md Tax in Scotland, p. 296. See also letters from 
Commissioners of Taxes to Treasury enclosing a petition from Allan 
WhitefoOrd, Receiver General of the Land Tax in Scotland 21 Jan 1748 
PROM/333 Nos. 2-5. 

50Ward, The Land Tax in Scotland', p. 289. The Convention of Royal 
Barghs apportioned the one-sixth among the various burghs: see S. A. Turner, 
llistoEZ of Local Taxation in Scotland (Edinburgh, 1908), pp. 153-4- 
Periodi. cally the whole burgh roll tax-could be revised by commissioners 
appointed on oath but there were no further changes after 1737 in the 
tax roll and the burgh quotas became rigid: An Introduction to Scottish, 
Legn, lý. Hi astor, , Stair Society vol. 20 (1958)t P-384- 

51POr the problems encountered by the royal burghs ill attempting to 
preserve their monopoly of trade in the 18th century frora encroachment 
by burghs of barony and regality and unfree burghs, and the largely 
unsuccessful attempts to get these burghs to shoulder some of-IL-Ohe land 
tax burden iii return for 'communication of trade' nee Ward, Tn- Land. Tax I0 
in Soo-bland, pp. 290-4; Turner, Local Taxation, 

, 
PP- 154,.. 60. BY 1737 

the burdis, of barony which had come to tenis were only paying 2% of the 
burghal cess. 
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0. 

The Receiver General of Crown Rents acted as Receiver General 

for'the land tax, being appointed on a yearly basis to receive each 

yearts tax. As the Tax Office in London was both distant and 
I 

ignorant of the special problems in Scotland, and as under Soots 

law he had authority over the local commissioners52 the Receiver 

General of land tax in Scotland assumed many of the functions 
53 

exercised in England by the central office, He remitted all the 

land tax collected in Scotland to the Exchequer in London: none was 

spent in Scotland except some minor sums (Z20 or Q0 p. a. ) on 

apprehending army deserters. Accounts of the monies. received and 

remitted were sent to the Treasury, although these were often several 

years in arrears. 
54 In the period'1725 to 1748 land tax of E12,000 

was levied in two of the years, f. 24,000 in ten, 9.36, ooo in two and 

948,000 in ten: thus in the twenty6-four years about E816,000 was 

chargeable'on Scotland for land tax, of which all but approximately 

Z1,000 was eventually paid into the Court of Exchequer in London. 

The Receiver General accounted to the Scottish Exchequer for the 

land tax. 55 As he received no salary or poundage for his work on the 

land tax he had every inducement to profit by his balances instead of 

52 There was one receiver'general to each county in England. 

53Ward, The Land Tax in Scotland, -p. 289. 

54For 
example see CTP (1720-8) p. 237 1723 on backwardness of 

Receiver General Sinclair's payments; CTEP V ý. 2791 25 May 1743 
on Whitefoord's arrears. 

55See SRO E203A/18-41 1725-48. Also Ward, The Land Tax in Scotlaný, 
p. 289. 
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56 
remitting them to London. Lengthy delays in accounting and remitting 

were therefore common. 
57 Purther delay was caused by the tardiness 

of the commissioners of supply in making their accounts and sending 

58 
money up to Edinburg- Complaints that the Scottish land tax was 

in arrears began shortly after the Union and lasted throughout the 

eighteenth, century: in fact landowners often faced genuine difficulties 

in paying the land tax, particularly in the 1740s and 1750s, years of 

economic depression. 59 The principal weapon at the Receiver 

General's disposal, was to quarter parties of troops on those in 
60 

arrears but there were serious difficulties in this procedure. 

The size of-the party had legally to be in proportion to the size of 

the arrear and as a result small units were so roughly handled that 

commanders became unwilling to use them. 
61 

Remote places such as* 

56 Ward, The Land Tax in Scotland, p. 290. One problem faced by most 
of the Receivers General of the land tax in this period was the obtaining 
of allowances for expenses. Cathcart (perhaps because even in 1766 after 
his death his accounts had still not been cleared) despite several petitions 

-. 
was totally unsuccessful. Whitefoord received no payments for all his 
additignal work. As-Ward points out "the Treasury could hardly state more 
clearly the view that the Receiver General must make his living through 
the use of the balances in his hands" (Ward, The Land Tax in Scotland, pp. 
303-5)- For Sinclair see CTBP It p. 205 3 Jun 1729; ibid. P-403 25 Jun 1730. 

, Cathcart - CTBP I, p. 126 7 Aug 1729; CTBP II PP-49-50 29 Apr 1731; SRO NBB 
RH2/4/445,255 2 May 1735; CTBP III P-17 1 May 1735 and ibid. P-39 29 Jul 
1735- Whitefoord - PRO T1/454 no. 116; PRO T1/469 no. 286; PRO T1/518 no. 114. 

57SRO E217/3/5- The land tax accounts for 1730 and 1731 were not passed 
until Feb 1738. 

58 See SRO E217/3/5- Also for example SRO E231/5 1730 on Cathcart's and 
Whitefoord's arrears. 

59Ward9 The Land Tax in S, cotland, p. 294; Report Commissioners of Taxes 
to Treasury 1723 CTP (1720-8), 237 on backwardness of Sinclairts payments; 
SRO E224/?, 458; -CTBP V p. 279 25 May 1743 on Whitefoordts arrears for 1740-1; 
SRO E231/5 debts owing by collectors of revenue 1730 including Cathcart, 
Whitefoord etc; Whetstone, Scottish County Government. PP-77-9- 

60 On the arrears of cess in Berwickshire 172 difficulties involved 6-7 and the 
'-in quartering troops see IMC Polwarth V p. 12 warrant from Allan Whitefoord 

_ordering 
a party of troops to "quarter upon the commissioners of suPPlY in 

the shire of Berwick or their collector until payment be made of the sum of 
seven hundred pounds sterling"; Whitefoord to Marchmont 26 Jun 1728 ibid. p. 12. 
Also on problems of quartering see Thomas Hay to Tweeddale 3 mar 1743 NLS 
YP70541 8. 

61 PRO T1/285 no -15 9 Feb 1734. 
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Orkney and Shetland were inaccessible for such long periods that 

quartering was almost impossible. 
62 

Moreover the law concerning the 

land tax in Scotland was complex and in a state of some confusion, 
63 

and no sound statutory basis had been provided at the time of the Union. 

Whitefoord pressed for a radical overhaul of the law for over forty 

years, even submitting draft acts, without success. 
64 

These 

difficultiesp together with the remoteness of many areas of Scotland 

from which the land tax had to be collected and the "obstructive 

nature of the local administration" meant'that the "collection of 

the land tax in Scotland was one of the great unsolved problems of 

eighteenth century administration". 
65 

Remitting the land tax monies to the Exchequer in London was 

often a hazardous process. 
66 

Douglas refused to send money to London 

by wagon witho-at special orders as the cost of a guard was prohibitive. 

Remittance by bill of exchange wa's also diffic-ult and expensive. 
67 

62 Ward, The L-ind Tax in Scotland, p. 295- 

63See 
Memo of Whitefoord on defects of law for collecting land tax 

in Scotland PRO T1/285 no-15 9 Peb 1734: the land tax "has for several 
years laboured under many difficultys which have rendred (sia. 3 the 
collecting of it exceedingly troublesome, and in some cases almost 
impracticable ... 11 The memorandum called for a speedy remedy but none 
was forthcoming. See also Lord Advocate and Solicitor General report 
concerning the land tax 2 Peb 1747 SRO B312A - which discusses the 
difficulties of quartering. 

6A- 
For Whitefoord's reports, meraos etc. see PRO T1/325 no-48 18 Aug 

1747; PRO T1/331 nos. 1-4 22 Jan 1748; PRO T1/333 no. 2 21 Apr 1748. 

65War, ll The Land Tax in Scotland,, p. 295. 

66See 
ibid., PP. 300ff- 

671n the 1720s a premium of 1% or l, ' 4, o was usual: PRO T1/245 no. 246. 
See also SRO CE1/2 14 Dee 1726 and 29 Deo 1726. 
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The founding of the Royal Bank in 1727 provided a new channel for 

remitting these monies. 
68 

In political terms the Royal Bank was 

an Argathelian creation and it was therefore natural that the 

Argathelian Receivers General Cathcart and Whitefoord should make 

use of the facilities it offered. There was also a personal 

connection between the Royal Bank and the Receiver Generalt for 
69 

Cathcart was one of the first nine extraordinary directors, 

while Whitefoord held the position of Chief Cashier of the bank 

from 1727 until his retiral on ill-health in 1745 when he was 

made an ordinary director. His deputy George Innes was appointed 

Cashier. First unofficially, and then through contact with 

Paymaster General Pitt, the Royal Bank gained the use of the land 

tax balances in return for finding bills for the Receiver General 

and paying the Scots garrisons. However attempts to solvethe 

problem of remittances by means of the Receiver General supplying 

the Scots garrisons with money for pay and subsistence, and taking 

in exchange bills on the Paymaster General in London never really, 

worked satitfactorily. Sometimes there were too few troops in 

Scotland; more often colonels were tempted by the favourable 

exchanges to profit "by taking their subsistence money from private 

persons for their own lucre., instead of from the Receiver General' 

despite Treasury orders in June 1723 and October 1740 to the contrary. 
70 

68 For example see SRO NBB RH2/4/441-i 107 18 MaY 1731. 

69N. Munro, History of the Royal Bank of Scotland 172777ý192Z (Edinburghp 
1928)p P-37- 

70CTP (1720-8) p, 237 1723; CTBP IV p. 274 7 Oct 1740, ibid. p. 275 
8 Oct 1740, ibid. P-495 24 SOP 1741, ibid. P-498 30 SOP 1741- 
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Window Tax 

A new assessed tax, the window taxv was imposed in 1747,71 The 

act placed the management of the duties in the hands of the land tax 

commissioners of supply. Several inspectors general were appointed 

to supervise the overall collection in Scotland and separate collectors 

were appointed by the commissioners to bring in the money. Excise 

supervisors and general supervisors were to help the inspectors as 

necessary. All appeals concerning the duties and assessments lay 

firstly with the commissioners and then tb the justices of the peace 

at quarter sessions. 
72 

All money collected was sent'to the 

Receiver General who remitted it with his accounts to London. 73 

The new tax had a difficult inception in Scotland. There was a delay 

in making surveys of the counties. The commissioners claimed that 

the poundage was too miserable to offer the collectors and there was 

some reluctance to accept the post of collector. 
74 Taxpayerst led by 

the clergy, refused to pay. 
75 As a result? only small amounts were 

raised initially and these failed to reach the Receiver General in 

Bclinburgh. 
76 The Treasury wrote to Lord Advocate Grant and others 

7120 Geo II c3. See Hume Campbell to Marchmont 21 Jan 1747 HMC 
PolwarthV pp. 193-4. 

72 PRO T1/325 no-73 8 Sep 1747. 

73 Duplicate accounts were lodged in the Scottish Ex he7er: Pipe Office 
SRO E204A/l 25 Mar 1747 -5 Jul 1766. See also SRO Ec26 1; General ledger 

,, 
of monies received and paid 1724-66 SRO GMA69/1. 

74Baron MaUe to Scrope 6 Aug 1748 PRO T1/329 no. 43. 

I 75Ward, The Land Ta-x in Scotland, p. 297- 

76PRO T1/331 nos. 1,29 27 22 Jan 1748,20 Jul 1748; pRO T1/326 no. 64 
25 Mar 1748. 
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in Edinburgh to enquire into why little was being raised and 

Newcastle got Ilay, somewhat reluctantlyp to assist him in "putting 

an end to the evil in a gentle but at the same time in an effectual 

manner",, 
77 Finally in 1755 Newcastle pushed through a bill which 

took the collection of the tax out of the hands of the commissioners 

of supply and created a new service, with two surveyors general in 

Edinburgh and twenty local surveyors in the shires, Thereafter 

78 
collection of the 'tax proceeded'on a more efficient basis' 

Starap DLrbies 

Various stamp duties were also levied in Scotland after the 

Union. 79 The commissioners for stamp duties in London were responsible 

for Scotland and appointed, on Treasury directions, a head distributor 

and collector of stamp duties for Scotland. 
80 

Under Min were various 

distributors of stamped paper and collectors, of duties. There was 

also a small central office in'Edinburgh with a comptroller, solicitor 

and various clerks. All money collected was remitted to London: 

923,871 was paid into the English Exchequer between 1716 and 1731.81 

Arrears in remitting the duties were common. 

Local Taxation 

I Various minor local taxes and tcustomst duties were also collected 

and spent locally in the eighteenth century. In a-small number of 

77BN Add MSS 32,736 f 271-2v 449-50Y 531 quoted'Wardl The Land Tax in 
Scotland, p. 297- 

78 A. Murdoch, 
-The 

People--Above: "'Politics and Administration in Mid- 
Eigýhteenth-CenturX Scotland (Bdinburgh, 1980 -8 Ward, The Land 
Tax in Scotland,, p. 298. 

79prom CTP (1720-8) pp. 236-7 1723 it would seem that they were first 
imposed in 1711- John Hamilton was appointed head distributor in that yearo 

80 The head' distributors and collectors in this period were John Hamilton 
1711-23; Ventrice Columbine 1723-9; William Jones from 1729 SRO NBB RH2/4/439, 
286 3 Jun 1729,. 

81 PRO T1/278 no. 26 28 Feb 1732, "the annual accts of said duties terminating 
'at that-timello New duties were imposed after 1732, 
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parishes a rate for poor relief was levied on the heritors and in even 

fewer a small levy to provide schooling. In certain burghs, notably 

Edinburgh and Glasgow, there were local taxes or excises on beer and 

ale, and various burghs a1so imposed petty customs duties on inland trade 

and harbour and market dues. These local customs and excise 

duties co-existed with the larger national duties on the same 

co=odities. The various petty taxes were spent locally. There 

was also some, though not much, local rating on the heritors in the 

shires, usually for the purpose of repairing roads and bridgeso 
82 

In East Lothianp for example, as in other counties, the commissioners 

of supply were empowered to tax the heritors 10/- for every E100 of 

valued rent for the repair of bridges and highways within the county. 
83 

The Convention of Royal Burghs, in addition to the burghal quota of 

cess, could also impose extra taxes on the burghs for special purposes, 

usually to provide for the execution of large public works such as 

building or repairing harbours . 
84 

Local burgh rating was used only 

as an exceptional expedient. Burgh expenditure was normally met by 

income from common property and petty customs and other indirect taxes 

or where there was relatively heavy capital outlay, by borrowing or 

through a. grant from the Convention. 85 

.I 

82 Turner, Local Taxa: tion, pp. 27-81 40,1179 131,137-91 143,180-21 208-14- 

83See 
petition commissioners Oi supply and heritors of East Lothian to 

George 14 Jul 1721 CTP (172,0-8) pp. 63-49 

84Turner, 
Local Taxation2 P-157- 

851bid. 
l p. 168. 
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Conclusion 

The collection of crown rents in Scotland raised only negligible 

sums towards the cost of civil government expenditure and in practice 

revenue was sacrificed to the political spoils system. Collectorships 

were given to those with local influence in order to help build up 

government interest in the constituencies and much of the money collected 

was gifted away for similar purposes, The land tax did manage to 

raise substantia. 1 sums, the bulk of which were remitted to Londony but 

the local nature of the system of assessment and collection, coupled 

with the inbuilt incentives -to delay forwarding the money raised 

meant that collection was always in arrears. The window tax suffered 

similar difficulties. As Lord'Chanoellor Hardwicke bemoaned in 1752, 

Itsome method to be sure should be taken to make Scotland pay her taxes, 

but could any ministry hit upon that method1f. 
86 

86 Ward, The Lond Twit in Scotland, P-297- 
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CHAPTER FIVE: THE COURT OF EXCHEYER 

Introduction 

The introduction of the English customs and excise systems in 

1707 necessitated restructuring of the old Scottish Exchequer and 

Treasury. By the seventeenth article of Union, 'the laws concerning 

regulation of tradep customs and such excises, to which Scotland is 

by virtue of this Treaty to be liable, were to be the same in 

Scotland, from and after the Union as in ýhglandt. As a consequence, 

the nineteenth article of Union provided 'That there shall be a 

Court of Exchequer in Scotland after the Union for deciding questions 

concerning the revenues Of, customs and excise-there having the same 

power and authority as the Court of Exchequer has in Eagland. and, that 

the said Court of Exchequer in Scotland have powers of passing signatures 

gifts and tutories and in other things as the Court of Exchequer at 

present in Scotland hath'. A new Court of Exchequer in Scotland-was 

I duly established by act of Parliament in 1708,1 rePlacing the old 

Scottish Exchequer and Treasury. 

The court in a general sense inherited the judicial and adminis- 

trative functions of the old Scottish Exchequer and Treasury, =ended or 

extended to deal with the new financial system. - Judicially, the barons 

of the Exchequer bench determined all cases 'brought before it involving 

the payment of public revenues, including customs and excise, -and 

debts owing to the Crown. The court's administrative powers were 

1 Act 6 Anne c26. For details of the act see Scrope, Court of 
Exchequer, pp. 123-56. This document was written betweý-n 1721 and 
1752, presumably for internal use as a working manual. It was 
eventually privdtely published in Edinburgh in 1820. The powers of 
the court under the 1708 act were extended from time to time by warrants 
under the Privy Seal. On the history of the introduction of the new Court 
of Exchequer in Scotland see Riley, Enplish Ministers, pp. 75-86. 
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2 
delegated to it by the London Treasury. One of the major 

consequences of the Union was the introduction of London Treasury 

control over Scottish revenue and expenditure: in this respect the 

Exchequer functioned as an administrative arm of the Treasury in 

Scotland. Ultimate responsibility for all public revenues lay with 

the Treasury and most administrative business dealt with by the 

Scottish Exchequer had to obtain Treasury approval or authority at 

some stage; in particularv except in a few minor cases, all 

warrants for payment of-money required prior Treasury approval. 

The administrative work of the Exchequer involved the auditing of 

all Crown revenue accounts in Scotland; the general oversight of the 

collection of public revenues and of revenue officers; various tasks 

relating to Crown gifts of land, Crown casualties, offices and pensions; 

supervision of the Scottish civil list; and the preparation of reports 

on all matters referred to them by the Treasury. The barons were also 

-responsible for issuing warrants for the payment of money on the authority 

-of the Treasury. Thus with the new Scottish Exchequer, as before the 

Union, "those responsible for the Crown's financial administration were 

also judges in financial matters". 
3 

Supervision of the customs and excise services was the most 

important aspect of the work of the Exchequer: "nothing belongs to it 

more properly than what relates to the improvement of the revenue from 

the two principal branches thereof, the Customs and Excise, and the 

enforcement of such penal statutes, as are so nece ssary for the 

Riley, Fhglish Ministers, P- 83. 
1 

31bid., 
P. 75. 
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preservation of the balance of our trade with foreigners, and the 

4 
support of the Crown" As the new system of customs and excise 

collection was English, and as the Exchequer was to be responsible 

for administering revenue statutes which were largely framed with 

reference to England, the new court was modelled on a simplified 

version of the Westminster Exchequer, The court was "designed 

to bring certain things into line with English practice, and its 

procedure and constitution was English in pattern". 
5 I The juc icial, 

functions of the court were brought into line with those of the 

English Exchequer (although unlike the English Exchequer they were 

confined to revenue matters) and various forms of English procedure 

were introduced. 
6 

Certain Crown revenues, however, generally those 

concerned with property - Crown rents, various feudal casualties and 

bishopst rents - continued to be collected and accounted for in the 

same way as before the Union. 7 - The court also inherited the 
I 

specifically Scottish functions possessed by the old Scottish 

- Exchequer and Treasury in matters relating to the revisingg compounding 

and passing of signatures and the power of examining grants and gifts 

and returning them f or consideration. 
8 

The extent of change in 1708 

' must'not, therefore, be exaggerated; outwith the field of customs and 

excise revenue the new court was the old Scottish Exchequer and Treasury 

restructured rather than a completely new introduction. 9 As the barons 

4Clerk 
and Scrope, Court of Exchequer, P- 49- 

5Riley, English Ministers, p. 819 

6 J*A. Lorimer, A Handbook of the Law of Scotlandt Ord editionv Edinburght 
1873), pp. 439-40-- 

7Clerk 
and Scropet Court of Excheauer', P- 157- See also chapter 4 above. 

8 
Riley, Eaglish Ministers, pp 77,83; A. L. Murrayt "Administration and 

Law" in The Union of _1707: 
Its Impact on Scotland? ed. T. I. Rae (Edinburght 

1974) P. -ý 33. 
9Clerk 

and Scropet Court of Exchequer, pe 99 
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informed the Treasury in 1730 "... we do not look upon the Court 

itself with the several members of it to be a new erection, but to 

have been constitute in place of the former Court of Exchequer in 

Scotland in consequence of the l9th Article of the Treaty of Union, 

under different namest in order to adapt it to the practice of the 

Exchequer in England". 10 In fact, while retaining many of its old 

functionsv the court was hampered by the adoption of English forms 

and procedures and much of the flexibility of the pre-Union 

Exchequer was lost. 11 

The Barons 

The Exchequer bench was to comprise a Lord Chief Baron and four 

ordinary baronsy appointed by the Crown by letters patent under the 

Great Seal of Scotland. 12 Candidates were to have been either 

sergeants or barristers of law at. the 4 Inns of Court or advocates 

of the College of Justice for 5 years. 
13 Once appointed the baxons 

remained in office during good behaviour. Prom the accession of 

George I it was established that, unlike the English barons, they 

were not removable on the death of the sovereign. 
14 The barons 

0 PRO T1/273 No23 26 Feb 1730o 

Ferguson, Scotland: 1689 to the Present 
.9 P- 159- 

12By 
section 2 of the 1708 act'the Lord High Treasurer was to be 

a judge of Exchequer and by section 13 he was to have the same full 
powers relating to Scotland as to England. This power fell to the 
Lords of the Treasury when there was no Lord High Treasurer. No Lord 
of the Treasury ever sat on the Exchequer bench in this period (1707-50): 
Clerk and Scrope, Court of Excheý2er', P. 147. No quorum was stipulated ibid P-156. 

13 Ibid., P. 125. 

14 Ibid., p. 126; Riley, 22, Lliah Ministers,, p. 80. 
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inherited the powers and privileges of the old Lords of Exchequer 

and the old Scots Treasury Lords. 15 They were also to have the 

privileges and immunities of the senators of the College of Justice 

except that they could be pursued in the Court of Session. 16 In 

1729 the barons were placed on the same rank of precedence as the 

senators; seniority alone was to decide the ranking except that 

the Lord President of the Court of Session was 'given precedence 
17 

over the Lord Chief Baron. Throughout the period, in order to 

combine on the bench both experience of the newly introduced English 

revenue system and English revenue law and a knowledge of Scots law, 

the Lord Chief Baron and one ordinary were always English and the 

remaining three ordinaries Scots. "We assisted one another with our 

adviceg and what knowledge of the laws we had attained in either 

nation, so that everything was transacted amorgstus with great 

friendship and unanimityy as well as justice : 18 From the Ministry's 

point of view, the presence of English barons was seen as a means of 

counteracting the possible influence of Scottish political interests on 

15Shortly 
after the Union it was queried whether a baron of the new 

Scottish Exchequer could sit as an MP, the objection being based on the 
Act of Settlement 1701 which stated that holders of new offices could 
not sit in Parliament. It was decided that "the office of judge in 
Exchequer was not only an old one, but even more ancient than any other, 
and that the new name of Baron made no alteration in the office"* 
Clerk and Scrope, Court of Exchequer, p. 104. Scrope was elected for 
Rippon in 1722 while Miller was MP for Petersfield and was successfully 
re-elected at a bye-election in 1.727 on his appointment as baron but did 
not stand at the general election of that year. Sedgwick, House of 
Commons, vol II pp. 258,413. Barons were debarred from being MPs by 
7 George II c16 s4 - 1734. 

1 1708 act section 10: Clerk and Scrope, Court of Exchequer, P. 131. 

171bid. 
p P. 143. 

--Memoirs of the Life of Sir John Clerý 
J. M. Gray, SHS vol. 13 (1892), -p-. -259- 

Peni ed. 
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the bench and making the Exchequer more amenable to Treasury control. 

The Scottish manager was rarely consulted by the Ministry on the 

appointment of English barons. Until 1775, the Ministry always 

ensured that the post of Lord Chief Baron was filled by an Englishman. 

Baron Cleýk believed that it should be held by a Scotsman and set 

his sights on the post. 
19 He was passed over, however, in both 

1726 and 1741 (despite the support of Scrope )20 in favour of 

inferior English candidates. He was particularly disappointed 

and disgruntled in 1741: "those who have. friends in any great 

offices in England will always be preferred to any Scotsman'to 21 

Arniston complained to Tweeddale "that it is the worst judged thing 

in the earth to fancy that it is either necessary or fit to have the 

chief of that court ane Englishman, the jurys, never will have a proper 
22 

regard for them ... let the English ministers fancy what they please"* 

The Lord Chief Baron received a salary of Z1,000 p. a. on the Scottish 

civil list and the ordinary barons E500 p. a, each. As an incentive to 

go to Scotland the English barons, including the Lord Chief Baron, were 

paid an additional E500 p. a. on the civil list. 23 

19For 
example see Clerk to Lawrence Charteris 29 Sep 1732 SRO GD 18/5245t 

no*103; 9 Nov 1732 ibid. no. 105; 18 Nov 1732 ibid. no. 106. 
20 See Bowles to Clerk 7 Nov 1741 London SRO GD 18/2863, no, 41. 
2lClerkIs Memoirs, pd.. Gray, p. 166. 
22 Aimiston to Tweeddale 8 Mar-1743 XLS YP7054t, 22. 
23For 

example see SRO NBB RH2/4/438,82 29 May 1728 (Miller); SRO NBB 
RH2/4/438,83 29 May 1728 (Lant); SRO NBB RH2/4/441,18 5 oot 1730 and 
SRO E227/i/409 (Edlin); SRO NBB RH2/4/451,202-3 12 Nov 1741 (Idle). The 
practice appeaxs to have originated with the appointment of Scrope as a 
baron in 1708. "As an encouragement for him to accept and in consideration 
of his giving up his practice at the bar in England" he was granted E500 p. a. 
over and above the normal salary in 1708, and a further E500 p. a. in 1710 to 
cover his travel expenses as a result of his enhanced role in Harley's 
administrative system for Scotland: see Riley, Fnfýlish Ministers, p. 162. 
The additional Z1,000 p. a. was ratified by George 1, and on his appointment 
as secretary to the Treasury in 1724 he continued to receive this yearly sum. 
The payment was confirmed in 1728, then made payable for life in 1734: see 
SRO NBB RH2/4/438,77 28 May 1728; SRO N: BB RH2/4/444p 93 15 Apr 1734- 
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At the beginning of 1725 the bench consisted of Lord Chief Baron 

John Smith, an aglishman, appointed in 17084 Sir John Clerk of Penicuik, v 

also an original member of the court; George Dalrymple; Thomas 

Kennedy; and Matthew Lant, another Englishman with estates in Sussex 

(see Table D). Smith was a baron of the Diglish Exchequer before he 

was appointed to Scotland, apparently on the nomination of Godolphin. 
24 

, 
He was promoted to Lord Chief Baron on the resignation of Seafield in 

1708 and according to Clerk was "Vastly superior to the Earl in learningt 

wisdom and discretion, so that we who were his brethren in the Exchequer 

lived very happily with him" . 
25 While considerably More able than 

most of the tEnglishl barons, Smith shared various characteristics 

with them: he normally spent the vacations on his English estates, 

in this case in Leicestershire, 26 
rarely attended the court during the 

winter. session, and was not anxious to become embroiled in the struggle 

between the Argathelians and the'Squadronev although his sympathies 

after 1714 undoubtedly law with the former. 27 Sir John-Clerk of 

Penicuik had originally been appointed through his standing with 

Queensberry 
28 

and after Queensberry's death he took relatively little 

part in Scottish political affairs. George Dalrymple, the brother of 

the second earl of Stairt had been nominated by the earl of Loudon to 

fill the place vacated by the promotion of Smith in 1708.29 Like 
I 

24 See Riley, English Ministerso P- 79- 

25clerkts Memoirs, ed. Gray, P-73- 

26Riley, EaLlish Ministers,. p, 163. 

271bid. 
t p. 271. 

28 Ibid. 9 P. 78. 

29 Ibid., P. 79. 
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TABLE D 

Exchequer Barons 

Midsummer 1724. 
LCB Smith 

John Clerk 

George Dalrymple 

Thomas Kennedy 

Matthew Lant 

1726-7 
LCB Lant (29 June 1726) 
Clerk 

Dalrymple 

Kennedy 

Edward Miller (20 July 1727) 

1730 
LCB Lant 

Clerk 

Dalrymple 

Kennedy' 

Bdward Edlin (17 August 1730: Miller died 21 May 1730) 

1741 
LCB Idle (2 November 1741: Lant died 24 October 1741) 
Clerk 
Dalrymple 
Kennedy 
Edlin 

im 
LCB Idle 

Clerk 

Kennedy 

Edlin 

Lawrence Craigie (15 August 1745: Dalrymple died 2 August 1745) 

ý174L-! LCB Idle 

Clerk 

Kennedy 

Edlin 

John Maule (12 May 1748: Craigie died 9 December 1747) 
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the rest of his family he was neither Argathelian nor Squadrone, 

"the Dalrymples never being anything but a Dalrymple party". 
30 

Thomas Kennedy, previously solicitor then Lord Advocate under Harley, 

had been appointed in July 1721 on the influence of Argyll to 

replace Alexander Maitland. 31 Baron Edlin was later to complain 

that 11B. Kennedy had always acted as if he thought he was sett upon 

the Bench for no other purpose than to protect his Countrymen against 

the oppressions of his English Brethernit. 32 Matthew Lant was 

appointed on the promotion of Sorope to b6 seoretary of the Treasury 

in 1724- He was described by Clerk as "a poor, harmless, timorous 

33 , - man"* Mr. Lant seems to be an honest man", wrote Milton to Ilay, 

'land we'll endeavour to possess him with useful matters of Fact"034 

As early as 1716 at least three of the barons - Smith, Scrope 

and Maitland -favoured the Argathelian interest. 35 This position 

was not seriously disturbed during the years of conflict with the 

Squadrone and by 1725 Argathelian influence remained strong on the 

Exchequer bench. Nevertheless Argathelian strength must not be 

exaggerated: from 1726 to 1747 Kennedy was the only staunch 

Argathelian and it is clear that the politically Ineutralf barons - 

Dalrymple, Clerk, Lant - held the balance. Compared with the customs 

) 

1 
30Riley, "The Structure of Scottish Politics and the Union of 1707"1 

in The Union of 1707, ed. Rae, p. 17- 

3lRiley, 
-Ihplish 

Ministers, p. 271 n. l. Kennedy was originally a Tory 
but had moved into favour with Argyll to whom he owed his return as MP for 
Ayr burghs in 1720: Sedgwick, House of Commons', vol II p. 186. 

32 Edlin to Pelham 14 Feb 1754 N. U. L. NEC-1891. 
330lerkts Memoirs, ed, Gray, p. 166. 

' 

34 Milton to IlaY JulY 1726, NLS SC16t534. 
35Riley, Briplish Ministers, p. 271; Lovat to Porbea 7 Jul 1716 MCP II P. 126. 

, 
jish TvRnistt Maitland had boen put in on Argyllts influence: Riley, 

_Fhfr 
-rn, P-78. 
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and excise commissions and, as we shall see, the judiciary, the 

Exchequer bench was much less political. 

Smith died in 1726,36 and in June of that year Lant was 

promoted to Lord Chief Baron. 37 Lant was frequently ill in the 

1730s and often unable to go to Scotland. For over a year there 

were only four barons until the appointment of Edward Miller, an 

Eaglishman. He was not politically active and his appointment 

no doubt reflected Walpole's desire to counterbalance the growing 

Argathelian influence in Snotland. He died in May 1730 and was 
38 

replaced by an English barrister, Edward Edlin, who went on to 

become a baron of long standing. "I believe", wrote Ilay to Milton 

on Edlints appointment, "you will easily be better with him than 

anybody else because I believe Sr Rob had talked to him in A way that 

will facilitate his taking the part of our friends. There is another 

thing, that he will stay more in Scotland than any of his Predecessors, 

39 
and it was so understood upori his being named". Thereafter the bench 

remained unchanged until the death of Lant in October 1741- His place 

36 See R. Campbell to Delafaye 2 Jul 1726 SRO RH 2/4/324, f-178- 

37Lant 
appears to have been a follower of Wilmington: see SRO GD 

18/2881 Letters of Lant and Wilmington to Clerk 1728-42. 

38 SRO NBB RH2/4/441,11-12 17 ýug 1730, 

391lay to Milton 5 Jan 1731 NLS SC16,545- Edlin was later to 
become one of Pelham's private correspondents in Scotland and occasionally 
served Walpole in the same capacity: B. F. Jewell, The Ler_islation relat-i 
to Scotland after the Forty-Five 

-(unpublished 
Ph. D. thesis, North 

Carolina, 1975"), p. 24. 
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as Lord Chief Baron was taken by John Idle, on the influence of 

Lord Chancellor Hardwicke. 40 George Drummond informed Clerk 

that Idle was "a great favorit of My Lord Chancellors even so 

great that Sir RW and Lord I behoved to submit to his Lordps 

choyce of Mr. Idle ... your good friend Baron Scrope did all that 

was in his power to serve you, but the Benches must be fill'd to my 

Lord Chancellors satisfaction it seems where the Fnglish law is 

practizd". 
41 Idle had the reputation of being a very heavy 

drinker . 
42 Thomas Hay later complained to Tweeddale that "this 

Chief Baron is a man of good understanding but no Lawyer and 

ignorant of practise tho better than Lant. They send us down 

English barons as if they knew the law better and yet I am sure 

that though our Lawyers know Little of these matters till they 

study it there are fifty Lawyers here who in half a year could 

acquire more knowledge than any in the. Court. It is really 

shamefull to see Judges made so'bad a figure". 43 Idle soon 

became "much under the influence of Milton, 1: 44 "I cannot say", 

wrote Hay to Tweeddale in 1743o "that your Lordship is at all well 

situated in that court" . 
45 George Dalrymplets death in August 

40See Bowles to Clerk 29'oct 1741 London SRO GD 18/2863 no-40; 
Bowles to Clerk 7 Nov 1741 London SRO GD 18/2863 no-41; SRO NBB RH2/4/451, 
203-4,12 Nov 1741; Ilay to Milton Oct 1741 NLS SC16t 584; IlaY to 
Milton 21 Nov 1741 ibid. 

41 Drummond to Clerk 28 Nov 1741 London SRO GD 18/3228* 

42 Hay to Tweeddale 6 Jan 1743 NLS YP7053v 37- 

43Hay to Tweeddale 24 Jul 1742 NLS YP7048,84. 

4411ay to Tweeddale 27 Jul 1742 NLS YP7048,95- 

45Hay to Tweeddale 20 Jan 1743 NLS YP70539 84. 
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1745 46 
after thirty seven years service on the bench, the first of 

a Scottish baron s ince Maitland in 1721, coincided with the last 

throes of the renewed Argathelian - Squadrone conflict of the early 

1740S and the outbreak of the Jacobite rebellion. Ironically, 

Tweeddale succeeded in obtaining the appointment of Lawrence Craigiet 

brother of Lord Advocate Robert Craigiev one of his few successes 

as Secretary of State. 47 Craigie died only two years later, however, 

in December 1747, and in May 1748 Ilay succeeded in obtaining the 

post for his political secretary John, Maule as part of the compromise 

with Newcastle and Pelham whereby Arniston was made Lord President 

and Charles Areskine Lord Justice Clerk. 48 

Of the ten men who sat on the Exchequer bench between 1725 and 

1748 only Clerk and Smith had any real abilities. Instead of 

appointing Englishmen skilled and experienced in revenue business, 

the Scottish Dcchequer bench was regarded more as a second-rate 

consolation for those unable to secure more prestigious Ehglish 

posts and none apart from Smith displayed any great talent or 

enthusiasm. Both chief barons, Lant and Idie, failed to give the 

court'any positive leadership and the latter was only too typical in living 

up to his name. In the absence of suitable chief barons the effective 

leadership of . the bench fell for much of the time to Sir John Clerk. 
49 

46 Craiei'e to ýTweeddale 3 Aug 1745 SRO RH2/4/341 f . 141 "1 will not 
Pretend to Recommend Any Body for his successor But I will be Allowed to 
Observe that hitherto too little Care has been tak. en to fill up that 
Court with People of firmness and zeal for the Interest of the Revenue". 

47, jý, Ieecldale to Harrington 9 Aug 1745 SRO RH2/4/342, f. 187-8 recommending 
Craigie; Harrington to Tweeddale 16 Aug 1745 ibid. f. 292; Harrington to 
Tweeddale 15 Aug 1745 SRO RM/4/411,147- 

48 See below P. P-545-' 

49Sec Clerk to Drw=ond ý8 May 1732 SRO GD 18/5245 no, 97- 
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11 
Despite, or perhaps because ofp all his wide-ranging interests 

and undoubted-literary and financial talents, 50 Clerk was not 

really a first-rate administrator.. He too often neglected his 

Exchequer duties in favour of other pursuits and, although not 

entirely his fault, few of his paper schemes were turned into 

practical administrative reality. In short, the Exchequer in 

these years lacked both leadership and barons of ability and the 

initial post-Union momentum was soon dissipated. 

The four Exchequer terms were short and the barons only sat 

for a total of about three months each year. 
51 Durin'g term time 

the barons usually met four or five times a week and on exceptional 
52 

occasions even on a Saturday. Most English barons returned 

south to London orAheir estates immediately term was over and 

were often late in arriving back for the new term. 53 Many of 

the Scottish barons also retired'to the country when the bench was 

not sitting and Clerk was typical in that he preferred to spend his 

time on his estate rather than become involved in political affairs. 

Exchequer Officers 

The 1708 Act dealt very generally with the appointment of 

officers. The Exchequer was to have "the several officers following, 

50See Murray "Administration and Law", in The Union_o-f 
- 

l-7QZ, ed. Rae, 
P-30- 

511708 Act Section 9; Clerk and Scropey Court of Exchequer, PP-139-41; 
Clerk's Memoirs, ed Gray, P-73. Terms were Martinmas 3-29 November; 
Candlemas 23 Jan-12 Feb; Whitsuntide 1-22 June; and Lammas 7.26 July. 

52Minute Books were kept of 'the baronst meetings on Treasury and revenue 
business (SRO B305/3-4 4 Nov 1725 -6 Aug 1747) and registers were kept 
of all orders issued by them (SRO E306/1-2 1710-54). 

53For 
example see Bowles to Clerk 29 Oct 1726 London SRO OD 18/2863 

no. 8. 
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that is to say, the office of Queen's Remembrancer, the office of 

Lord Treasurer's Remembrancer, the office of Clerk of the Pipe and I 

such other officers now in being in Scotland relating to signatures, 

gifts and tutories as the Queen's Majesty her heirs and successors 

shall from time to time think fit and proper to be constituted and 

appointed,,. 
54 In fact the Exchequer was divided into four main offices 

during this period: King's Remembrancer's offioev Lord Treasurerts 

Remembrancerts officef Clerk of the Pipe's office and Auditor's office. 
55 

Each had clearly defined tasks but there was no rigid division of work: 

in partic ular revenue accounts progressed through the'various offices 

in turn, each office acting as a check on the other. 

The principal holders of these offices were appointed by the Crown 

by letters patent under the Great Seal of Scotland and for such tem of 

office as the Crown determined: in practice all four were hold for 

life. They had a power of depuiation and could also appoint such 

clerks and attormies under them as necessary. 
56 Much of the work 

57 
was in fact'done by deputies. In theory the barons could refuse to 

accept unsuitable officers appointed by the Crown, otherwise, as Clerk 

and Scrope virtuously pointed out, "it might be in the power of a 

minister of state to procure gifts of these offices to insufficient 

541708 Act section 3. 

55While the office of Auditor*was not expressly established by the 
1708 act, its existence was implied by section 11. 

561708 
act section 3; Clerk and Scropep Court of Exche_quer, p. 28. 

57When these deputies were on leave the barons usually nominated 
a temporary 'stand-in' in order "that there maybe no stop or delay in 
the carrying on and despatching of the business ... 11: see SRO E227/1/335 
6 Mar 1728. 

0 
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persons 
k 
and so render the business of the Court impracticable": 

58 

however the barons never exercised this power during the period. 

The principal holders, as well as all other officers under them, 

were subject to the direction and control of the barons and could 

be removed, suspended or fined by them for neglect of duty and 

crimes in officeP59 but again this power does not appear to have 

been used. All established Exchequer officers were paid a salary 

on the civil list. In addition various officers were permitted 

to take fees according to scales drawn up-by the barons. The 

work of these officers increased rapidly in the years following 

the setting up of the court and various new clerks and attornies 

were employed, so that by 1726 the barons had to petition the 

Treasury to take on more rooms to accommodate the staff and the 

increasing volume of records. 
60 

In the period under study, however, 

while the amount of work continued to increase little or no additional 

staff was taken on. 

The office of the King's Remembrancer was pre-eminent, dealing 

with the widest and most important range of Exchequer business. 

Most of the work was done by a deputy. The staff comprised four 

attornies and various clerks, appointed by the King's Remembrancer* 
61 

The office was loosely divided into a 'law department' and altreasury 

departmentf. 
62 

On the law side, the office did most of the preliminary 

58 Clerk and Scrope, Court of Excheý2jer, p. 129. 

591708 
act section 

60Exchequer 
barons to Treasury 16 Feb 1726 CTP (1720-8) p. 394. 

61 Clerk and Scrope, Court of Excheguer, pp, 284-8- 

62 Treasury department reoords, SRO E301-3v 305-7,309-101 311-191 
321-26,337; law department*SRO E351-4,355-61,364? 367- 
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paper work in connection with trials and all judgements of the 

barons were recorded there. 
63 

All writs and processes of Exchequer 

were issued from the office and all recognizances, informationst 

compositions, witnesses commissions, fines, and the like were 

entered'in it. All signatures were registered in the office and 

fees paid there. On the treasury side all accounts of public 

revenue were examined and recorded in the office after being made 

up by the auditor. The accounts of feu and blench duties payable 

by the royal burghs were actually discharged by the Kingfs 

Remembrancer. 
64 

It was also the task of the King's Remembrancer 

to ensure that sheriffs gave good security for the execution of 

their offices and paid the balance of their accounts. Finally the 

office prepared most of the reports referred to the barons by the 

King, Parliament or the Treasury. 

When the Exchequer was established in 1708 the principal officesv 

with the exception of Lord Treasurerts Remembrancer, were granted 

jointly to two people, one English the other Soots, for life and to 

the survivor, in order to -bring English experience to the new courts 
65 

The post of Kingts Remembrancer was held jointly from 1708 to 1740 by 

John Tarver and William Steuart. The former had given up his legal 

practice in England to come. to Scotland, for which he received an 

additional 9100 p. a. salary in recompehse, 
66 

while Steuart had held 

office as principal clerk to the. Scottish Exchequer from 1705 to 1708- 

63 ," Clerk and Scropel Court of Exchequer? P-84; SRO E353 Books of Rules 
and Judgements. 

64Clerk 
and Soropey Court of Exchequer,, p. 276. 

65 See Idle to Tweeddale 21 Dec 1742 NLS YP7052,72. 
66 

Originally the King's Remembrancers received E100 p. a. each plus the 
additional E100 p. a. to Tarver; see Riley, Enplish Ministers, p. 80 n2; 
George I civil list 1714 SRO E223/1/1. However by 1724 Steuax-c was receiving 
E400 and Tarver 9200. 
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On Tarv er's death in 1740 he remained as sole Kingts Remembrancer 

until his own death in 1768.67 He was a prominent Argathelian 

supporter, being returned to Parliament on the Argathelian interest 

for nearly thirty years, first for Inverness burghs 1713-22, then 

for Ayr burghs 1722-34 and finally for Elgin burghs 1734-41- He 

did not stand in 1741. He also held'several other posts, mostly 

sinecures which he owed to Argyllfs interest: Secretary to the 

Prince of Wales for Scotland 1714-27, Director of the East India 

company 1716-19; Paymaster of pensions 17*31-42; and Overseer of 

the King's Swans from about 1739, The total income from his offices 

was worth about 94000 in 1739. Most interestingly, he was the 

confidential agent of Argyll and Ilay. Hervey relates in his 

Memoirs the famous tale that around 1724 Argyll and Ilay had a 

quarrel, after whichp for many years, they never spoke to one 

another but "by means of a Mr. Stuart, who went between them, an 

adroit fellow and common friend to them bothq they acted as if they 

had been the most intimate and the most cordial friends". 
68 

Although 

he appears to have owed his position originally to Argyll he sided 

with Ilay in the late 1730s: the political split between the two 

brothers may have played a part in his decision not to contest the 

1741 elections. 

The bulk of the work of the office was done by william Bowles, 

deputy kingts remembrancer until. 1738. ' Bowles concurrently held the 

posts of Exchequer solicitor 
69 

and solicitor for stamp duties in 

67At 
9500 p. a. For Tarverts death -5 Apr 1740 - see SRO NBB RH2/ 

4/450,14. 

-30me Materi Is- Sowards Memoirs of the Reirn of Kinp, GoorP. 'O- TI 
John, Lord Hervey, edo R. Sedgwick (London, 1931)v vOl- iv p. 297. 

69 
SRO NBB RI12/4/447,144 6 Dec 1737. Soo alao SRO NBB R112/4/445,259 

16 MaY 1735- 
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70 Scotland 0 In 1737 he was promoted to the post of London agent 

for the Exchequer, customs and excise. 
71 He was a 'career 

administratortf hard-working and able, willing to take on extra 

work and anxious to improve the running of his office. In 1725 

he was paid a lump sum of E300 and an annual payment of E20 thereafter 

for his additional services in keeping account of all seizure money 

paid into the hands of the receiver general of Customs. 
72 

The Lord Treasurer's Remembrancer was principally concerned 

with the accounts of the sheriffs, stewarts, and bailies of regality. 
73 

He,. or more commonly his deputy, issued the charge against the sheriff 

and others from Responde Books sent to his office from Chancery, 
74 

and they in turn were accountable to the Treasurerts Remembrancer for 

these ohargese Other publio revenue aooounts were enrolled in the 

offioe before being sent to the Clerk of-the Pipe. The Lord 

Treasurer's Remembrancer for most of this period was William Allanson 

appointed for life in 1708 at E200 p. a. BY 1734 Allanson had not 

attended the'court for twenty years and baron Clerk sought to persuade 

him to resign in fav; ur of Manson's nephew (who had been acting as 

deputy) and Clerk's son. Bowles advised Clerk "that it must be first 

, proposed and agreed to by our Great Governor [Ilay] otherwise Sir Robt 

70CTEP III p. 626 21 Mar 1738. 

716 Dec 1737 SRO NBB RH2/4/447*t 144; ibid, j 147 1 Dec 1737- His 
successor James Bogle also held both solicitor and deputy King's Remem- 
brancer posts: SRO NBB RH2/4/448,247; SRO E225/2t 150- 

72 Treasury to Exchequer SRO NBB RH2/4/434,455 21 Oct 1725; SRO NBB 
RH2/4/4382 139 19 Jul 1728; cTp (1720-8), P-354 26 jul 1725- 

73Before, the Heritable Jurisdictions Act, 1747, there were 32 shiresp 
8 stewartriee, 4 bailieries and 3 regalities which were required to paos 
accounts in the Lord Treasurer's Remembrancerts office: History of the 
Exchequej:, (1748) p. 63 NLS Adv. Ms. - 25.6.17- 

741bid., 
P-43. 
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will not goe into it, therb not being the minutest thing relating 

to the North that is to be dohe, but by him". 75 Although I'Lord 

Ilay has at least given his Consent to Mro Scrope of it being done. o. " 

Allanson could not be persuaded to give up the office, 
76 Five years 

later the matter still hung f ire: "if it came to Sr Rs hands by any 

other person than my Ld I-y it might not be well received; that 
77 

being the only Channell throt which all Northern Affairs pass".. * 
78 Allanson still refused to resign in 1742 and, wrote Bowles, "I am 

afraid the present state of Affairs would'hardly admit of such an 

79 Alteracion now". When he finally surrendered the post in 1744 

it was given jointly to Wyvill Boteler and George Clerk Maxwell for 

life at E100 p. a. each. 
80 

The work of the Pipe Office, which was modelled on the corresponding 

office in the Eaglish Exchequer, was largely confined to a routine 

examination of revenue accounts received from the Lord Treasurerls Remem- 

brancer's office and the formal discharge of various accountants: 

indeed there seems little need to have established a Pipe Office in 

Scotland at all. 
81 

It was also the Clerk of the Pipe's task to remind 

75Bowles to Clerk 22 Aug 1734 London SRO GD 18/2863 no. 22. 

76Bowles to Clerk 22 Oct'1734 London SRO GD 18/2863 no. 23. 

77Bowles to Clerk 26 Jun 1739 London SRO GD 18/2863 no. 28* 

78 See Bowles to Clerk 6 Mar 1742 SRO GD 18/2863, no-45; Bowles 
to Clerk 11-MaY 1742 510 GD 18/2863 no-46. 

79See Clerk to Lawrence Charteris 11 Jan 1734 SRO GD 18/5245 (4) 
no. 121. 

80 SRO MB RH2/4/453,35 24 Mar 1744; SRO E225/2/2219 227* 

8lSee 
Murray, "Administration and Law" in The Uni2n of-! I 

- 
oZ, ed. Rae 

P-35. As most accountants (except customs and excise) -te: d-ed to present 
up to a dozen years accounts at oncog there was no great work for the clerk: 
His! = of 

_t_he 
Ex_c_herjuer, P-70 NLS Adv. 14s. 25.6.17- 
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people of axrears owing and to inform the Kings' Remembrancer of 

these so that writs could be issued. The principal enrolled accounts 

and various other documents relating to Exchequer business were 

preserved in the office. Fees were charged for several of the 

services performed, notably the discharging of accountants. 
82 

The 

post was given jointly in 1708 to Sir Colin Mackenzie, and John 

Tyas for life at E100 p. a. each with Tyas getting an additional W -- 

9100 p. a. for leaving his law practice in England. 
83 

On Tyas'9s 

death Mackenzie became sole holder of the-office at 9200 pea; on 

his death in 1740 he was replaced by Miltoiiis eldest son, Andrew, 
84 

who later became Exchequer Auditor in 1751- 

The office of Auditor was one of "great name and salary but 

the business of the office is entirely in the Deputy Auditor"* 
85 

The Auditor examined and made up all accounts of public revenue 

82 Court of Exche=er, pp. 280-3. Clerk and Scrope, 

83Riley, adish Ministers, p. 80. 

84SRO NBB RH2/4/450v 73 3 Dec 1740; SRO E225/2A87- See allso 
Ilay to Milton 13 Nov 1740 NLS SC16t 580 "1 went immediately to Sr 
RW who made no manner of difficulty in giveing your son Sr ColinIs 
place"; Ilay to Milton 14 Nov 1740,20 Nov 1740,22 Nov 1740,2 Dec 
1740t 4 Dec 1740, all ibid. 

85Clerk 
and Scrope, Court of FxchecLueZ, p. 283. 
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t 86 
which passed in Exchequer except excise, He also compiled 

the quarterly lists of civil establishment salaries sent to the 

Treasury and when these were returned made out the certificates 

for payment to every person concex-ned; 
87 

prepared all warrants 

for the barons'i signa; ture for payment of other salaries, pensions 

and other sums of money; examined and struck out all compositions 

on signa; tures which passed in Exchequer for both lands and teinds; 

drafted reports on references from the baxons; and prepared returns 

called for by Parliament and the Treasury-relating to the civil 
06 

establishment and the revenues of Scotland. 0c) "The business of 

this office is so great and laborious, requiring constant Attendance 

as well in vacance as well in Term time, that it requires close work 

86The 
main accounts were: - 

1. Controller general customs account of customs 
2, Receiver general customs account of customs 
3- Controller general customs account of salt 

. 
4-- Receiver general customs account of salt 
5- Receiver general customs account of seizures 
6. Receiver general land rents accounts of monies paid to him 

to defray the expense of a civil list 
7, Receiver General account of land tax 
8, Receiver General account of crown vassals on the Property Roll 
9. Receiver General account of the several chamberlains 
10. Receiver General account of bishops' rents 
ll. Receiver General account of all public monies imprest 
12, Receiver General account of forfeited estates, 

87clerk 
and Scrope, Court of Exchecruer p. 285- Por civil list 

records see SRO E223,224. 

88 SRO E225-2281 E231A-16. 
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for three Clerks to write and engross the Accompts Enter Warrants 

etcp prepare the quarterly Establishments and precepts and give 

ready dispatch therein". 
89 

The, post of Auditor was established in 1709 and given jointly' 

to John Philp and Robert Arbuthnot during pleasure at a salary of 

f-150 p. a. each. 
go Nine years later the post of Principal Auditor 

was created, but, the commission to James Dalrymple of Hailes (at 

E500 P. a. on the civil list) specifically reserved the rights of 

Philp andArbuthnot as deputy Auditors. 91. In 1720 the commission 

was renewed jointly to James Dalrymple and his father'Sir David 

Dalrymple, the latter obtaining the post as, consolation for his 

dismissal as Lord Advocate. They were to hold the office for life 

and to the survivor at a joint civil list salary of 91,200 p, a. 
92 

Again the rights, of Philp and Arbuthnot were, reserved, t1in consideration 

of their loyalty and good service-s". 
93 On the death of Sir David in 

Dee 
. 
ember James Dalrymple succeeded as sole principal Auditor, receiving 

the full Z11200 p. a. salary. He sat as HP for Haddington burghs from 

1722 to 1734, by which time he had joined the opposition to Walpole and 

lost his seat in the general eleotion of that year. 
94 In 1748 Andrew 

89 "Return to the Commissioners 
the offices of the Courts of Just 
Office and the fees attending the 
more detailed account of the work 
15 Nov 1733. 

appointed by HM to take a survey of 
ioe of the business of the Auditorfs 
execution thereof", which also gives a 
of the Auditorls office: SRO E231/12 

90 SRO E225A, 1-2 23 May 1709- Paid on civil list. 
91 SRO E225At 295 1 Au, 9 1718; SRO NBB RH2/4/429ff Michaelmas 1718 civil list. 
92 SRO E225A, 321,1 22 Jun 1720. 
93 SRO NBB PJ12/4/427,242 8 Jun 1720. 
94Sedgwick, House of Comm_ono, 1, pp. 601-2. 
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Pletcher, Miltonis eldest son, obtained a reversionary grant of 

the office on the death, surrender or other determination of 

Dalrymple, 95 
as part of the arrangements by which Milton resigned 

m< 
as Lord Justice Clerk., 7w Pletcher succeeded to the office on 

Dalrymple's death in 1751- The office of principal Auditor was 

and remained a sinecure and commissions to principal Auditors 

continued expressly to reserve the rights of Philp and Arb-uthnot, 97 

(the latter dying in 1727 leaving Philp S-Ole deputy at an increased 

salary of E200 p. a. )98 and then, of William Allansýn who was appointed 

joint deputy Auditor with Philp in 1757 and held the office until 

his death in 1775. Philp, who was probably Ihglish, was a con- 

scientious and hard-working official and his long experience and 

ability made him more or less indispensable. Indeed, the author 

of the 1748 "History of the Exchequer", Who was usually critical of 

Exchequer officials, wrote,, "this officer hap Out of sight the greatest 

Trust of 
I 
any in Scotland, a Trust which I think no single person ought 

to have, thd no one deserves it better I believe than Mr. Philpf'. 99 

Prosecutions in the Exchequer were looked after by a Solicitor, the 

post being set up in November 1708 on the representations of the barons 

that unless "some particular person be appointed to prosecute them", 

100 
those owing money to the Crown "will never be brought to acoompt". 

95PRO NBB RH2/4/455,476 29 Jun 1748; SRO E225/2 18 Jul 1748o 

9.6 See below PP- 545-8- 

97For ex =pie see Fletcher's commission SRO NBB RH2/4/455i 476 29 Jun 1748* 

98SRO NBB RH2/4/4371 446 2 Nov 1727, 

99P. 76, IMS AcIv. Ms. 25.6.17'. 

100 
SRO M25A, 141.1 17 Nov 1708. 
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The Solicitor was to act "... in all matters relating to debtors 

and accomptants to the Crown in Scotlandv except those under the 

conduct of the solicitors of Customs and Excise there, and to take 

care they may be duly prosecuted until they have finished and fully 

discharged the same, and anything else the Barons think fit to 

do'. '*. " 101 He was paid F-140 p. a, on the civil list for himself 
102 

and clerks and, from 1725, given an allowance of up to Z500 p. a. 

to cover prosecution expenses. 
103 As we have noted, the poet was 

held by William Bowles until his appointment as London agent in 

1737 when he was succeeded, on Ilayts reoo=endation, 
104 by James 

' 105 Bogle, who like Bowles, also concurrently acted as King's 

Remembrancer. According to Arniston, Steuart, the Kingfs 

Remembrancer, made a "Bargain with L Ila for naming Bogle to be 

D Remembrancer, whom L Ila wanted in the achequer that' he might 

- 106 have every court in the hands of, his tools". On Bogleb death in 

'O'See 
warrant appointing Bogle 16 Mar 1738 SRO NBB RH2/4/448,184. 

prosecutions were fcarried on at the relation of the Lord Advocate and 
the Solicitor General?. 

102Salary 
was increased from-00 P-4. in 1721: see PRO T1/278 no-33 

22 Mar 1732* 

103At the request of the-Treasury the barons issued an order in 
1725 tsetting out the manner of carrying on criminal prosecutiont. This 
outlined the procedure by which the Exchequer Solicitor was to defray 
the expenses of such prosecutions; SRO E227A7 384v 26 Jul 1725. For 
accounts see SRO E404/1-5 1725-52--l SRO E201/2/1-5,1725-52. 

104See Clerk to Tweeddale 23 Nov 1742 NLS YP70511 81. 

105For Bogle's warrant of appointments see SRO NBB RH2/4/448,184 
16 Mar 1738. 

106 Arniston to Tweedclale 23 Nov 1742 NLS YP7051v 42. 
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1742 James Lesley was appointed solicitor. 
107 

In summary the principal a-chequer posts wore largely sinecures 

and most of the work was don6 by deputies, many of whom, such as 

Bowles, Philp and Bogle, were able and hard-working administrators 

who spent most of their careers in achequer, and were often 

promoted from one office to another. With the notable exception 

of William Steuartq none were particularly active in politics, 

There were various other minor Exchequer officials, some 

appointed by the Crown, others in the nomination'of the barons. 108 

Little is known about most of the holders of these minor offices; there 

is the usual mixture of Englishmen and Soots and several appear to 

have been related to-influential Scottish political figures. The 

Keeper of the Exchequer Seal (ZlOO p. a. ), which was in the gift of 

the Lord Chief Baron, log 
sealed all letters, writs, grants and other 

I 
official documents of the court. * The Presenter of Signatures 110 

(C52 17/6 p. a. ) took care of all signatures that came before the court 

to ensure that nothing was passed prejudicial to the Crown's interests. 

The Registrar of Resignations (Z40 p. a. ), a complete sinecure, 

recorded all resignations made in Exchequer, while the Examiner (C-50 pa., 

life), appointed by the barons, took the depositions of witnesses, 

107 Warrant 24 Dec 1742 SRO NBB RH2/4/451,348-9- 

108 The barons appointed among others the examiner, 
bonds, registrar of resignations, macers, doorkeepers 
see SRO L225/2 commissions 1727-66. The barons could 
appoint all such other officers, clerks, servants and 
for the convenient service of the court: 1708 Act sec- 

clerk to the port 
and messengers: 
also depute and 
attendants necessary 

tion 5- 

log 
man an-d on'his death 1708 Act section 5. Lant appointed Anthony Nor, 

in 1735 Alex Home. Idle appointed Francis Pletcher. 

110 See also below P. 181. The post was hold by John Duiicl, "'- throughout 
the period. 

0 
"'On 

the creation of this office, see History Of the. 
-_Fxcheruor, j p. 91. 

NLS Adv M-s 25.6.17; alco see below pp. 181 anci footnote 19# 
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receivifig fees for his work. The Clerk of the Port Bonds (Z40 p. a. ) 

received from the ports bonds granted by merchants which were to be 

put in suit; he also took fees for his work. All persons committed 

to prison by the court were entrusted to the care of the Marishall 

(f, 80 p. a. ) an "absolute sinacure". 
112 "In the Generall" wrote 

Hay to Tweeddale "no man in Exchequer works very hard either for 

113 
sallary or perquisites". There were also several officials whose 

function was merely 'to support the honour and dignity of the court'1114 

the most notable of these being the Principal Usher of Exchequer 

(Ell 10/- p. a. ), a heritable office belonging to the family of John, 

Lord Bellenden. 115 Other officials included three macers (Z50 p. a. 

each) and two doorkeepers W5 p. a. each from 1728). The latter often 

acted as messengers for the court. As with customs, excise and judicial 

officials, Exchequer officers appointed during pleasure were rarely 

removed for political reasons: once appointed they usually remained 

in office until death or transferred to another post. 

Soon after the Exchequer was set up it was found necessary to have 

an-agent at. London to look after Exchequer business at the Treasury and 

to try and ensure that it was dealt with as expeditiously as possible. 

The Exchequer shared this London agent with the customs and excise 

commissioners. Despite pleas from the barons in 1723 the agent was 

112 HistoEZ of the Exchequer, P-93, NLS Adv Ms 25.6.17- 

113Hay to Tweeddale 1 Feb 174.3 NLS YP7053,111. 

1140lerk 
and Scrope, Oourt of Excheguer, p. 291. 

115Before the Union the post was tone 
but after, as Bellenden complained in 17: 
see memorial of John, Lord Bellenden CTP 
RH2/4/3981 210. In 1742 he was given an 
list. 

of honour and considerable profitt 
22 , it became merely a post of honour: 

(1720-8) p. 123 c12 Mar 1722; SRO 
additional E200 p. a. on the civil 
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not put on the civil list until 1728, at 9200 p. a. 
116 The post 

was held first by Richard Lerego, then from 1716 by Joseph Tudorll7 

until 1737 when he was appointed secretary to the customs 

commissioners. Tudor was succeeded by William Bowles who on his 

death in JulY 1748 was in turn succeeded by Milward Rowet a Sussex 

man, on Pelham's express direction. 118 Indeed, although the 

appointment of London agent was supposed tolie with the baronsy in 

practice the Treasury usually intervened. In 1737 they virtually 

ordered the barons to appoint Bowles 119 
and in 1748 Lord Chief Baron 

Idle "was not in good humour about Bowlest successor", *Rowel for 

he had written to Pelham in favour of "one who was recommended by 

Lord Irvinell. 120 He complained to Pelham that it was "an Arbitraxy 

Dictate, which was never attempted before". 121 

116 See Exchequer barons to Treasury 1 Aug 1723 PRO T1/246 no. 69; 
barons to Treasury 15 Jun 1727 PRO T1/259 no. 27. On civil list 

, Midsummer 1728 SRO NBB RH2/4/438,134; also PRO T1/278 no-33 22 Mar 
1732. Prior to 1728 he only received a small allowance out of the fund 
for criminal prosecutions and petty expenses. 

117PRO T1/259 no. 27 15 Jun 1727- 

118 See Scrope to Clerk 19 Jan 1749 SRO GD18/2857 no. 27* 

119 SRO E225/21 141; Scrope to Exchequer 6 Dec . 1737 SRO NBB RH2/4/447, 
144,, 

120Baron Maule to Scrope 6 Aug 1748 PRO TI/239 no-43- See also Scrope 
to Exchequer 12 Jul 1748 SRO NBB RH2/4/455,480; Scrope to Clerk 19 Jan 
1749 SRO GD18/2857 no. 27. 

l2lIcIle to Pelham 28 Apr 1749 NUL NEC 1985- 
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Work of the Rcchequer 

(i) Revenue jurisdiction 

111- 
By section 6 of the 1708 act 411 prosecutions for recovering 

customs and excise revenues and other Crown revenues in Scotland 

were to come within the jurisdiction of the new Exchequer and by 

section 18 the collection and payment of these revenues were put 

under Exchequer supervision and all offenders were to be tried in 

that court. 
122 All disputes between taxpayers and the Crown or 

its accountants were to be settled in Exchbquer. 123 Unlike the 

Eriglish Exchequer, the jurisdiction of the new Scottish court was 

confined to revenue matters 
124 

and there was consequently no dispute 
I 

over I jurisdiction between the Exchequer and the Court of Session. 125 

The Crown took proceedings in Exchequer against those in debt 

to the revenue and against revenue officialst both local officers 

and central accountantst who were in arrearst in order to recover 

the amounts outstanding., The goods and chattels of the debtor were 

subject to seizure but, unlike the Baglish Exchequer, the Scottish 

Exchequerts jurisdiction in this respect did not extend to the con- 

fiscation of lands which could only be confiscated by the Court of 

Session. 
126 In practice the courtts ability to recover debts and 

122 Clerk and Scrope, Court of Exchequer,, PP-131-2. 

123Riley, English Ministers, P'77- 

124See Murray, VAdministration and Law" in. The Union of 1707, edo 
Rae, P. 38. 

125Clerk 
and Scrope, Court of Exchecruer, p. 111. There had been such 

a struggle between Session and the old Scottish Exchequer before the 
Union. 

12 61708 
act section 8. 
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arrears was limited and they often remained outstanding for many 

years before finally being paid or written off as a loss. In some 

cases the collector or accountant had died and there were problems 

in getting the money from his sureties; in others there were 

difficulties in enforcing the courtfs jurisdiction in the more remote 

areas. 
127 In many oases compositions were agreed with the debtor 

before trial, 128 
or the Crown might waive the debts all together. 

if a Crown debtor was prosecuted in any other court he could procure 

a writ of certiorari from Exchequer to remove the cause from the inferior 

court to Exchequer. 129 
The majority of cases brought before Exchequer 

involved customs matters. Exchequer jurisdiction over excise was more 

circumscribed, particularly as justices of the peace often claimed to 

have sole jurisdiction in excise matters. 
130 

Most, cases brought before Exchequer were settled without going to 

trial: 
13l I'*** tho' we have many causes sett doim, there were none of 

them brought to a tryall; most of those against whom prosecutions were 

carrying on having consented -that judgement should go against them, and 

others were. glad to come to a composition". 
132 Trial procedure was, 

127For 
example-see CTP (1720-8) P-325 24 Feb 1725 Exchequer report: 

'Ifeu duties of the forfeited estate of thelate earl of Seaforth are very 
much in arrears by reason the ordinary process of this court for levying 
the duty could not be exacted in those remote parts where the estate lies". 

128 1708 act section 15- 

129Clerk- 
and Scrope, Court of Exchecmert PP- 57-8- 

130 See above pp, 98-101. 

13'For details of pre-trial procedure in customs and exol: se cases see 
Clerl, c and Scrope, Couxt of Michequer, Pp. 31 17-18,42-31 48-9- 

132 Baron Maule to Scrope 6 Aug 1748 PRO ra/329 no-43. 
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0 

by the 1708 act; to be the same as in the Court of Dcchequer in 

England. 133 The barons could hear cases either in law or in equity. 
134 

Where the Crown was plaintiff the Lord Advocate, Solicitor General or 

their deputies prosecuted; when the Crown (iormall-ir in the form of 

its revenue officers) was being sued, they defended His Majestyis 

interests. 
135 In general few cases brought before Exchequer "appeared 

to have presented much legal difficulty and in the majority the facts 

were so clear that no defence was attempted". 
136 The facts of a case 

were determined by a jury of twelve, normally composed of freeholders 

from Edinburgh and Midlothian. 137 Twenty-four jurors were called and 

the required twelve chosen by the barons (though any juror was open to 

challenge by either party) giving them the same dubious power in this 

respect as that possessed by the Lords of Justiciary. Exchequer juries, 

unlike those of the Court of Justiciary, had to be unanimous. Jurors 
.1 

were often, in the eyes'of the barons, perverse and, despite the method 

of selection, notoriously favoured revenue law breakers, especially 

customs and excise smugglers. 
138 "The eXtravaeance of our Exchequer 

ju: r7s has so long been a reproach to this country" wrote Craigie in 

133Clerk and Scrope, Court of Exchequer P-157- Full details of trial 
procedures are set out in ibid., pp. 12-41: 59-64,67-82* 

134 1708 Act section 6; Clerk and Scrope, Court of Exchec 
. Luer, P-132. 

135Sce SRO E201/2-A-5 Accounts for criminal prosec-ations at the 
instance of the Lord Advocate and Solicitor General. 

136Murray, "Administration and Law" in The Union of 1107,, ed. Rae, 
P-399- 

137For full-er'details of juries see Clerk and Scropel Court of Exchevez: 1 
PP-18-40- By the 1708 Act jurors were to be qualified for tlie-first time 
in Scotland, but'the qualifications were very low compared to England: 
Riley, Fhaligh Ministers? P-77 n. 2; Clerk and Scrope, CO, t.. of Exchecruerr 
P-135- 

138See Clerk and- Scrope Court of Fzchecrurnrl pp. '271-3 and above p. 74. 
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1743 139 
a seritiment echoed by Clerk: "None gives so great encourage- 

ment to all kinds of prejudicial importation than those who serve 

as jurors in tryals before the Court of Exchequer. These, if I may 

so express, cut the throat of their countrey and bý mistaken notions 

fancy they ought in all cases to encourage those who goe under the 

name of merchants. These men have brought- incredible losses on 

useeet, 
140 Juries were'also, often swayed by political considerations: 

"notwithstanding of the great Appearance of Business the begining of the 

last Term, it ended in the Tryall of one Custom House Cause only; and 

tho the evidence was very clear for the Crown, yet Deft was acquitted; 

Owing as ttis said, to the Division tha: t-is in the Town [Edinburgh] 

about the Magistracy; the Majority of the Jury being against the 

present sett of governors: so that from one cause or other, it is 

become impracticable for the Crown Iawyers to have Justice done them 

in any Tryalls here of . 
141 Delays were a marked feature of Exchequer 

jurisdiction, 142 
exacerbated, as in the Court of Session, 143 by the 

difficulties in bringing a cause to issue and the fact that most 

proceedings were written. 

Once the barons had accepted a jury's verdict on matters of fact 

was not subject to appeal. The barons would then proceed to give 

139Craigie to Tweeddale 20 Aug 1743 NLS YP7057i 113. 

140Clerkts Observations, ed. Smout, p. 206. See also Clerk and Scrope, 
Court of Exchequer, pp. 272-3. 

141willian Bowles to - 22 Feb 1729 PRO T1/270 no-31. 

142For 
example in 1728 the customs commissioners complained that several 

cases had been lying in Exchequer for a long time and insisted that the 
progress of customs cases must be speeded up: SRO CE1/2 7 Jun 1728. 

1 
143Sce below p. 219. 
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144 judgement and impose sentence. Appeals from the baronst 

judgement on points of law could only be made to the House of 

Lords. 145 Fines or imprisonment could be imposed or goods forfeitedv 

writs of sequestration being sent to the local sheriffs. The sheriff 

was the principal executive organ of the Exchequer in the 

localities and all orders issued by the court were normally executed 

by him, for example he would arrest accused persons and put into 

effect all judgements of the court. 
146 Failure to comply was 

punishable as contempt of court147 and sheriffs were liable to fines 

and imprisonment if they neglected such duties. 148 
- 

The Exchequer could exercise an equitable jurisdiction similar 

to that of the Ihglish Exchequer. 149 Most equity cases in the Exchequer 

were concerned with fraud, breach of trust and deceit where there was 

144FOr full details on judgements see Clerk and Scrope, Court of 
Exchecrue I pp. 83-7- 

1451bid., 
PP-91-5. To appeal from a judgement in a case decided in law 

the party adversely affected would apply to the Chancery of Great Britain 
for a writ of error to have the execution of the sentence stopped and 
the matter oognosced in the House of Lords: 1708 act section 12. There 
was some feeling that the involvement of the Great Britain Chancery was 
contrary to the nineteenth article of union: see Clerk and Scrope, 
Court of Excheauer, p. 92; Lorimer, Handbook of the Law of Scotlandl, 
P-445- Procedure in appeals from decisions in equity differed slightly 
from those in law in that the aggrieved party could petition the House 
of Lords direct, a writ of error was not necessary. This was similar to 
appeals from the Court of Session: Clerk and Scrope, Court of Exchecruer, I 
P-94. 

146By 
section 5- of the 1708 act all sheriffs and their deputies (and 

all other Crown officers and subjects in Scotland) were required to assistv 
attend and obey the Exchequer when so ordered by the barons in all matters 
which concerned the court, 

147Clerk 
and Scropeg Court of ExC e- cTuer, y P-130. 

148 Ibid. f pp. 253-8. 

149 1708 act sections 6 and 9. For details see Clerk and Scropev History 
of Exchequer 

'v pp-64-83. - Exchequer's equitable jurisdiction was further 
elucidated in a Privy Seal 31 Dec 1714: ibid., pp. 249-51. See also warrant 
George 11 29 May 1728 SRO NBB RH2/4/438,89- 
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of ten no suitable remedy in law; and incidents at sea involving 

piracy, shipwreck or adverse weather conditions, where the strict 

application of the law would produce over-harsh results, There 

appears, howevert to have been some reluctance to use this form of 

procedure. 
150 

(ii) Supervision and Accountinj: of Public Revenues 

The Scottish Exchequer was made responsible under the 1708 act 

for the supervision Of and accounting for the collection of public 

revenues in Scotland; customs, salt, excise, Crown rents and 

casualties, bishops' rent, land tax and others. By section 11 of 

the 1708 act all revenue officers in Scotland were subject to the 

Exchequer and the barons were empowered to impose such regulations 

as were not inconsistent with the standing laws or orders given by 

the Treasury@151 The barons exeroised a general supervision over 
152 

the public revenue, issuing directions where necessary, advising 

. 
the commissioners? collectors and accountants on all aspects of the 

revenues under their control, and suggesting improvements. "The 

barons in Scotland have very justly taken upon them to give their 

advice and opinion to the Commissioners of Customs and Excise in 

relation to their maxiagement"ol53 Such help was often requiredy 

especially in the early years after the Union, as the Scottish 

I "commissioners were a long way from their English brethren and could 

150For 
example see customs commissioners to Treasury 10 Apr 1723 

CTP (1720-8) p. 207; Exchequer to Treasury 13 May 1723 ibid. 2 pp. 209-10. 

151 For examples of Exchequer orders concerning revenue collection see 
SRO E227A-2; for example SRO E227A9 203-4t Exchequer order for regulating 

, 
the collection of the bishopric of Ross, 1724. 

152 For example on the procedure for taking bonds: SRO CM/2 19 Jul 1728. 

153Clerk 
and Sc'ropej Court of ExcheýLuer, j P-145- 
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not easily get advice from that quarter and certainly not advice 

which took account of Scottish conditions and the different Scottish 

legal system. 
154 

Under section 11 all accounts of public revenues were to be 

audited and recorded in the Exchequer. By an Exchequer order of 

ý710 the Exchequer Auditor, King's Remembrancer, Lord Treasurer's 

Remembrancer, azd Clerk of the Pipe were to keep records of all 

revenues and feu duties payable to the Crown, and thereby act as 

a check on each other. 
155 The main accounts dealt with by Ibcchequer 

were customs and salt; excise; Crown rents, including'acoounts of 

monies collected by sheriffs, bishops' rents and dues from chamberlains; 

and land tax. The principal accountants to the Crown for these 

revenues were the receiver general of customs; the commissioners of 

excise; the Receiver General of Crown Rents and Casualties in 

Scotland; the sheriffs and various chamberlains; and the Receiver 

General of land tax. The actual money collected remained in the hands 

of the receiver, general of customs, the excise commissioners, and the 

Receiver General of Land Rents and was paid out only on receipt of an 

order from the barons, except,, in the case of the land tax which was paid 

over by the Receiver aeneral of the land tax to the Court of Exchequer 

in Erigland. 

The usual procedure was for the accountant concerned (including 

sheriffs) to present his accounts. to the Exchequer Auditor, the main 

154Riley, English Ministers, pp. 82-83, 

155Clerk 
and Scrope, Court of Exchequer, P-327- 
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156 
exception being excise which had its own separate auditor. 

The Auditor compared this account with its vouchers, prepared an 

enrolment on parohmentl57 and a duplioate enrolment on paper or in 

a register, the latter being retained in his office. 
158 The 

account was then declared before one of the barons and signed by the 

accountant concerned, The original accounts were transmitted to the 

King's Remembrancer for examination and preservation and a copy of the 

enrolment recorded in a register kept in his office. 
159 After an 

abridgement had been recorded by the Lord'Treasurer's Remembrancer, 160 

the Clerk of the Pipe retained the principal parchment'enrolment for 

preservation, such rolls of declared accounts forming the bulk of the 

1 161 
records of his office. The Clerk of the Pipe also entered an 

abridgement of the account in the Record of Quietuses, 162 
a copy of 

this being given to the accountant as his discharge. Despite this 

elaborate procedure? designed so that each principal office would act 

as a check on the others, in practice examination by the Kingts 

Remembrancert Lord Treasurerts Remembrancer and Clerk of the Pipe of 

the accounts which came from the Auditorts office was a formality: 

"These officers are. all designed to be cheques upon one another, But I 

never heard of any objection anyone of them made to the Accompts". 
163 

156The Exchequer Auditor not being concerned with excise accounts, they 

were not recorded in his office, but the other officers dealt with them in 
-the normal manner and the Clerk, of the Pipe received the parchment enrol- 
ýments (SRO E207). The duplicate enrolments (SRO E902) were retained by the 
excise auditor. 

157 Parchment rolls, had been discarded by the old Scottish Exchequer in 
1672 but were reintroduced to conform with English Exchequer practice in 
1708; Murray, "Administration and Law" in, The Union of 1101, ed. Rae, pp-38-9. 

1 
158 SRO E2151 216. 

159SRO E321. 
16o SRO E239. 
161SRO E201-8. 
162 SRO E211A. 
163History 

of the Exchequer, P-76 NLS Adv Ms 25.6.17- 
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Delays of several years before accounts were examined by Exchequer 

officials and signed by the barons were common: the Receiver General's 
164 

accounts for 1727-4 for example, were not passed until November 1731. 

Although greatly hampered in finalising the accounts by the slowness 

of local collectors in submitting their money and accounts, the central 

accountants compounded the delay by their own sloth. Moreover, the 

fact that the accounts had to pass from one department to another 

meaAt that delay in one office held up the others. 

Accounts of all Scottish revenues ware regularly transmitted to 

the Treasury for scrutiny and aPproval and the Treasury could call at 

anytime for details of the state of the Soottish revenues. in 

particular the Treasury regularly asked to see accounts of the monies 

available to meet the civil list and of arrears owing to the Crown. 
165 

(iii) Gifts and Sipnatures 

By section 19 of the 1708 Act the Exchequer was given the power of V 

passing, revising or stopping all signatures from the Crown to subjects 

in Scotland (or involving Scottish offices and lands) granting lands, 

jurisdictions and feudal casualties, certain offices and pensions and 

vari ous other minor gifts. 
166 These powers had been possessed by the 

164SRO E400/18 

165Much 
of the work in compiling the reports requested was done by the 

, 
Exchequer Auditor: see SRO E231/4-16 for copies of Exchequer returns to 
Treasury and other bodies on revenues. Other examples Scrope to Exchequer 
18 Apr 1729 SRO NBB RH2/4/439j 274 for account of produce of duties and 
revenues payable in Scotland 1727-28 in accordance with address of the 
House of Commons for same to be laid before the House: such requests were 
fairly-frequent. SRO NBB RH2/4/441,211 24-Feb 1731 Scrope asks barons 
for 1715-19 civil list accounts. On arrears see for example SRO NBB 

. RH2/4/440,461 5 Jun 1730; CTBP IIIP-14 3 Apr 1735 "Barons to be written 
to for accounts of debts owing from any receivers or cashiers of the 

, revenue there who are dead or removed, and what care ia taken to recover the 
1, same"; PRO T1/289 no. 27 1 Aug 1735-barons to Treasury forwarding 8 aecounts 

., 
of money owing to the Crown from past and present Receivers General and cashiers 
of the revenue in Scotland. 

166 Signature: ?a writ signed by the King, or by the barons in the Kingts name, 
for expediting charters for infeftments, commissions for offices, and any other 

_sort 
of gift at the sealst. Gift: 'any grant or donation from the Crown to the 

, 
subjeot for reward etot Clerk and Scrope, Court, 

-of -the 
PP-1529 1670 
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167 the old Scottish Exchequer, but "now they were to be wielded 
11168 by professional judges backed by the English Treasury. The 

Eriglish Exchequer did not have such powers. 

All renewals of grants and leases and transfers and changes 

of ownership of land had to go through the Crown as the King was 

the ultimate feudal superior. The land involved was resigned to 

the Crown and a new grant made. 
169 

Preliminary work involving the 

transfer of lands was done by the Presenter of Signatures, a pre- 

Union office: most of the work was done by a deputy. Any petitions 

against the intended grant were reported to the barons who would 

attempt to resolve any disputes between the parties, but their 

role was advisory rather than judicial and law suits went to the Court 
170 

of Session, Various compositions due to the Crown on the granting 

or renewal of lands, crown casualties and the like were collected and 

accounted for in Exchequer at the'time the signature was passed. 
171 

The King could also make gifts, countersigned by the Lords of the 

1671bid., 
P-151. The Crown could still, as before the Union, make 

gifts directly without involving the Scottish Exchequer. Various further 
minor regulations concerning the passing of signatures in the court were 
made by, a privy seal 23 Dec 1714- 

168Riley, aglish Ministers, pp. 77-8o 

169 Registers of Resignations were kept in Exchequer: Clerk and 
Scropep Court of Exchequer,, PP- 1539 176-7- In 1726 the barons informed 
the Treasury that the keeping of these registers h' ad been discontinued for 
some time to the 

' 
great disadvantage of business. They had therefore 

appointed by their warrant one David Stephen to keep the Register Book 
of Resignations in order to expede the granting of new charters and 
suggested that he. be paid E40 on the civil list. The Treasury approved 
this,. recommendation: Treasury to barons 4 Oct 1726 SRO NBB RH2/4/436t 174- 
The post, however, became an absolute sinecure: see. HistorX of the Exchecruert 
NLS Adv Yz 25.6.17 P-91- 

1701708 
act section 22; Clerk and Sorope, Court of Exchecrue 1 ppl90t2O8; 

Murray, "Administration and Law" in The Union of 1721, ed, Rae, p-39. 

171SRO E222/1; SRO E222/5A; SRO E254; SRO E409/4-15t 16o 
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TTeasuryt of various crown rents and casualties and of any other 

revenues not appropriated by act of Parliament for specific 

purposes* Gifts were commonly made out of feu, blench and ward 

duties, often in return for repairing roads and bridges, 
172 

a-ad 

from the rents of various chamberlains and bishoprics. As we 

have seent gifts of the arrears of such rents were regularly made 

to those who were supposed to collect them, 173 
a convehient form 

of patronage. 
174 "It hath been by long practice held to be reasonable 

and legal f or the Crown to exercise its bounty to such of its vassals 

as His Majesty is inclined", 175 On entry duties and fines, for example, 

it was common for "parliament men when they happened to be admitted 

tenants, to procure gifts from the Treasury of the duties or fines 

payable by them". 176 

Gifts of certain minor civil list177 and other offices; 
178 of money 

I 
ancl pensions out of the public revenues; of forfeiture in cases of high 

treason or crimes of the Crown; 179 
of legitimacy or bastardy; of 

ultimus haeres; 180 
of remissions and pardon; and, most important 

172For examples see CTP (1720-8) p. 261 8 Feb 1724; SRO YBB RH2/4/438,2 
5 Dec 1727- 

173See 
above pP'. 126-9. 

174FOr 
example see grant to Argyll of all feu duties etc. of Argyll, 

during pleasure, "in consideration of the great duties performed by the 
family of Argyle to the royal family": SRO NBB RH2/4/439,314 11 Jul 1729. 
The grant was renewed to-Ilay in 1744 SRO NBB RH2/4/453,33 16 Mar 1744- 
Tweeddale when Secretary of State took the opportunity to have various 
duties, and arrears granted to himself and his political allies* 

175Exchequer 
report to Treasury 25 Jul 1728 CTP (1720-8) P-519- 

176 PRO T1/260 no-48 (after-1727)- 
177For 

example 
, 
clerk of the wardrobe, macer'of session, trumpeter, 

botanist, apothecary. 
178 For example various collectorships of Crown land r6nts and casualties* 
179For 

example see CTP (1720-8) P-93-21 Dec 1721. 
18OWhere 

a person died intestate leaving no heirs, the estate falling 
to the Crown, 
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rifts of certain offices and pensions, were also sent to the 

Scottish Exchequer to be scrutinised and a report sent to the 

Treasury. 181 All gifts of already established offices were 

countersigned by a Secretary of Staýe, while all new offices and 
I 

pensions or where an increase in salary was involved had tobe 

182 
countersigned by the Lords of the Treasury. To ensure "that 

officers or pensions [were not] multiplied to such a height as 

to exceed the annual funds for their payment, it is the duty of 

the Barons of Exchequer to guard against them and to make proper 

remonstrances to the King and Treasury for preventing'a kind of 

bankruptoy'in public administration"I 
183 

a crude attempt to keep 

a check on government spending. In fact very few new offices were 

created in Scotland during the period and the barons do not appear to 

have made any such "remonstrance". 

The Exchequer's role in dealing with signatures and gifts was to 

ensure that nothing was -passed prejudicial to the Crownýis interest 

and advise the Treasury accordingly. Petitions seeking the grant of 

a gift were usually sent to the Treasury, which would then refer them 

to, the Scottish Exchequer for consideration and report, though occasionally 

the Treasury would grant a petition without referring the matter to the 

barons. 
184 Much of the courtfs time was spent dealing with such petitions: 

those, from sheriffs? chamberlains and other collectors of Crown revenues 

seeking gifts of arrears were particularly numerous. 
185 

The barons 

18'Clerk 
and Scrope, Court of ExchecruerL PP-197-224. 

182Clerk 
and Scrope Court of Exchequer, p. 215- See also Clerk to 

Tweeddale 1 Nov 1742 
183 Clerk and Scrope, Court of Exche22! er, p. 216. 

184For 
example see Sir James Hall of Dunglass to Marchmont 9 Jun 1729 

HMO Polwarth V p. 21. 

185E-amples 
abound in CTP (1720-81 CTBP I-V and SRO NBB RH2/4/433-56. 
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appear to have scrutinised the petitions referred to them with some 

186 
care, suggesting alterations where appropriate, and were usually 

sticklers for correct procedure. 
187 Political considerations also 

often played an important part in determining the barons', attitude 

to any particular gift and on occasion they did not scruple at 

deliberately delaying their report to the Treasury for several 

months, even years, or at raising technical but time-consuming 

objections to the terms of a gift or signature. Normally it took 

the barons a few months to return a report on a Treasury reference 

but sometimes there were much longer delays and on occasion the 

Treasury had to stir the barons to activity. 
188 The final decision 

lay with the Treasury, but only rarely did the Treasury dissent 

from the conclusions of the barons 189 
and the signature or gift 

normally bore the words "with the advice and consent of the Barons 

of the Court of Exchequer in Scotland", 190 On return to the Treasury 

the signature would receive royal approval and pass under the relevant 

. seal: the Great Seal of Scotland for land charters and other important 

gifts, the Privy Seal of Scotland for more minor offices, pensions and 

186For 
example see CTBP I p. 89 12 Juri 1729. 

-P 
187See Clerk and Scrope. ' Court of Exchequer, p. 129; Riley, DI lish 

Ministers, p. 82; example Cý P-146 16 Jul 1722,0 

-- 
188 For example see Sorope to Exchequer 26 Jun 1730 SRO NBB 02/4/4409 4549 

189See CTP (1720-8) pp-394-5 16'Peb 172.6 where the Treasury "disagreed" 
with an Exchequer report. Sometimes the Treasury requested more particulars 
or detailed reasons for the baronst opinions: for example see Scrope to 
Exchequer 6 Jun 1729 SRO NBB RH2/4/439,286* 

190 From about 1713 Onwards: s'ee Riley, 42Lalish Ministers, PeP2- 
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gifts such as those of feu duties. 

In addition to the gifts which flowed directly from the Crown, 

there were various minor giftst originally at the Crownts disposal, 

but which Anne (and subsequently George I and George II) had 

delegated to the Exchequer. These included single and liferent 

escheats; gifts of tutory, that is the right to look after the 

interests of those under age; minor gifts of ultimus haeres and 

bastardy not dealt with directly by the Crown; gifts of vacant 

stipends; bursaries for students, mostly paid out of bishopst rents; 

and small pensions on the Charity Roll. 192 
This last-was a fund 

of E2,000 p. a. on the civil list. Placement on the Roll lay solely 

with the barons, although the Treasury were never slow in treco=ending' 

people. 
193 Th -e pensions were small, 98-10 being the maximum allowed 

194 
and most falling within the Q-5 range. They were given mainly 

to orphans and widows. These minor gifts provided the barons with 

a useful if limited source of patronage. 

Exchequer and the Treasury 
I 

The new Scottish Court of Exchequer was set up in 1708 to act as 

the administrative arm'of the Treasury in'Scotland and to supervise 

and coordinate Scottish revenue administration. Ultimate authority 

clearly lay with the Treasury. There was a well-defined flow of 

191 
Exche ue , p. 190. Clerk and Scropev Court of Excheque 

192 For full details of all these see Clerk and Scropev Court Of 
Exchequer, pp. 225-38. 

193Por 
example see CTBP IV, P-457 21 Apr 1741; SRO NBB RH2 /4501 144 

23 Apr 1741; West to Exchequer 30 Mar 1748 SRO NBB RH2/4Y4545,433; 
West to Exchequer 21 Apr 1748 ibid. 454. 

194See Clerk to Tweeddale 1 Nov 1742 and enclosurev YP7051i 1-2. For 
details of recipients see SRO F407/17--40 1725-48. See also Ilay to Tweeddale 
20 Nov 1742 NLS YP7051i 70. - 
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business . between the two: the barons enquired into matters referred 

to them by the Treasury and reported back with their recommendations. 
195 

The Treasu: r7 would accept, reject or modify these recommendations as 

they thought fit and authorise the barons to act accordingly. It 

was of course open to interested parties to approach the Treasury 

and attempt to persuade the Lords not to accept an unfavourable 

recommendation from the barons. This tactic was used by both 

Roxburghe and later Tweeddale in an effort to overcome the Argathelian 

influence among the barons. "I am toldllt. wrote Roxburghe to Dandas 

in 1721, "in those cases [grant of a gift] Application. is first, made 

to the Barons below, who inquire into the Nature and Circumstances 

of the Thing and then lay it bef6re the Lords of the Treasury, so that 

We shall have an opportunity of stopping the passing of it here 

[Treasury] thot it should be approved of by the Board in Scotland"a 
196 

The Lords of the Treasury appear to have set aside certain days to 

deal with Scottish business: "Tuesday next in the forenoon appointed for 

the consideration of the Scotch affairs"; "the Lords say they will appoint 

a particular day to take the Scotch papers into consideration"o 
197 Much 

of the Treasury correspondence with the Exchequer was handled by Treasury 

secretary John Scrope who, as a former Scottish baront had a unique and 

indispensable understanding of revenue administration in Scotland. 

Walpole relied to a considerable degree on Scropets knowledge and 

experience and hence Scrope wielded considerable influence over Scottish 

195For details of all reports made-by the barons on matters referred 
to them by the Treasury see SRO E307/3-5 1723-57* 

196Roxburghe 
to Dundas 10 Aug 1721 SRO RH4/15/2t I, ý. 120. 

197CTBP I, PP-367-8 20 Way 1730; CTIT V P-51 29 Jun 1742. For example 
see CTBP I PP-414--6 22 Jul 1730; CTBP III P-547-8 25 APr 1734; CTBP III 
p. 23 29 May 1735, 
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business. Afýer Walpole's fall Scrope remained in office but his 

authority was somewhat blunted by the appointment of another 

secretary, Jeffries, to act jointly with him. 198 From Ladyday 

1726 the sum of 9100 p. a. was paid on the Scottish'civil list to 

augment the salaries of various under-secretaries and clerks at the 

Treasury for their work in connection with Scottish business. 199 

The Treasury frequently instructed the Exchequer to deal with 

a wide variety of exceptional tasks, some of which were only 

indirectly connected with the public revenue, the 31cchequer being 

the only suitable body in Scotland on which to delegate such work. 

Thus, for exanple, the Exche4ýer was made responsible for the 

supervision of payments in connection with the Disarming Acts after 

200 
the Fifteen rebellion: the initial management of the forfeited 

-estates after the Fort3r6-Five rebellion; 
201 for the supervision of 

-the repair of Holyrood Palace in the 1730s; 202 
and was instructed 

to propose 'methods of stopping the importation of Irish foodstuffs 

into Scotland. 203 Indeed, as we shall see, Harley even attempted 

to administer Scotland for a time in 1710-11 from the Treasury through 

the Court of Exchequer. 204 

198 See John Douglas to Tweeddale 24 Dec 1742 NLS YP70521_890 

199See SRO ITBB RH2/4/435,10 note at end of Christmas 1725 civil 
list; SRO NBB RH2/4/435y 31 24 Jan 1726o 

200 See CTBP, I, pp-456-7 30 Sep 1730* 

201 See Miu-ray, "Administration and Iaw" in The Union of 172z, ed. Rae 
PP-37--8; below P-513 and footnote 328. 

202 CTP (1720-8)P. 47 2 Feb 1.721; SRO NBB RH2/4/443j 462 27 Jun 1733; warrant 
to Exchequer 15 Jun 1735 SRO ITBB RH2/4/4451 266. 

203Riley, -FRn&ish 1,11ni-p-ters, p. 83; Marray, "Administration and Law" in 
The Union- of lZol', ed Rae, P-36. 

204Below, 
PP. 285-90- 
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Unfortunately the Treasury did not always deal with Exchequer 

business in a speedy and efficient manner. Despite the presence 

of a London agent it was often months, sometimes years, before 

reports sent by the barons were considered by the Treasury. Thusp 

for example, the petition of, the widow of Alex Arbuthnot, chamberlain 

of Galloway 1714-231 for a release of his outstanding balance of 

9265 which was lodged in 1725 and reported on by the barons in 

Februaxy 1726t still lay unattended before the Treasury in July 

1743.205 The baronst first report on thý Argyllshire mines dispute 

was fmislaidt by the Treasury and the barons had to submit a new 

report. 
206 The Treasury generally regarded Scottish business as 

something of a nuisance: as Scropel while'still a baron, wrote 

to Clerkv "Nobody here understands anything of our affairs and I can 

find nobody that hath leasure enough to receive informationll. 
ý07 

Only, on relatively few occasions did the Treasury not accept, the 

barons? recommendations or interfere in the conduct of Exchequer 

business. Even more exceptionally the Treasury might act directly 

without referring the matter to the barons at all. 
208 

It is clear 

the Treasury kept a reasonably close eye on the administration of 

Scottish revenues and the quarterly civil list returns in particular 

appear to have been scrutini-sed closely and alterations occasionally 

205SRO E231/14 31 Jul 1743. Por another 'sad case" see Murray, 
"Administration and Iaw" in The Union of 1707 ed. Rae, P- 37. 

2, o6SRO NBB RH2/4/442,177 28 Oot 17319 

207SRO GD 18/285716 20 Dec 1715- 

208 For example see CTBP IV P-13 1 Mar 1739. 
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made. 
209 Nor was the Treasury inattentive to even the most 

minor aspects of Scottish revenue: thus in 1729 Scrope was quick 

to inform the ýarons that the Treasury had heard that a sea captain 

had found some treasure off the coast and to remind them to ensure 

the Crown received its share. 
210 Generally, howeverv given the 

relatively routine nature of much of the business, the Treasury 

reoognised that the barons were best placed to take decisions with 

regard to Scottish matters and only in cases where they thought other 

wider considerations should prevail or-they had been influenced by direct 

pressure from interested parties would the Treasury interfere. 

Thus while the ultimate authority of the Treasury was clearly 

understood, the Scottish Exchequer functioned on a day-to-day basis 

relatively free from Treasury interference. The barons themselves 

were anxious not to be seen as mere servants of the London Treasury 

and this in turn contributed to the impression thatp despite the 

Union? Scotland retained a separate administrative identity and 

Edinburgh continued to be a focal point of government. 

Conclusion 

"Upon reading the foregoing paper one might be tempted to conclude 

that they are a sett of thrang people in the Exchequer, and indeed there 

are severalls of them who have enough to do, but for the most part the 

Earl of Chesterfield's simile wil. 1-hold. He was asked on a day What 

was the business of a Soots Secretary, He answered the question with a 

Storry [sic. ] of a Captain of a Man of War who came on Deck to take the 

air before Dinner, The Captain askId at a fellow what he was doing there, 

209.7or 
example to Midsummer 1726 civil list: SRO NBB RH2/4/435,125- 

210SRO NBB RH2/4/439,244 28 Feb 17291 
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He answered Nothingf He then asked his next Neighbour What he was 

doing, Who answered He was helping him". 211 

The verdict of modern historians is similar. "The first six 

years of its existence were really the formative years for the Court 

of Exchequer. By the end of that time it had all the powers it needed. 

The normal channels of business had been defined and its relationship 

to the other courts and departments established., os But as time 

went on and Scrope left the Exchequer and Smith died, the court 

settled more deeply into the exoessively 6omfortable routine of 

Scottish administrative life. In the long run the most notable 

reputation it made wasfbr procrastination and inefficiency". 212 

"For the most part the Exchequer pursued a path of inglorious in- 

efficiency", 
213 

During this period there were no barons with the ability of Smith 

-or Scrope. The Eaglish barons were often absent and of the Scottish 

barons only Clerk was in any way outstanding and his contribution to 

'Scottish life lay largely outwith the Exchequer. There was, thereforeq 

, no strong leadership or direction from the top. Most of the major 

office holders were sinecurists although some of the deputies, notably 

Boglev Philp and Bowles, were conscientious and able administrators. 

The volume of work increased throughout the period and delays in 

transacting business were the norm. , Exchequer procedure was unduly 

duplicative and the completion of-accounts depended on a whole series 

of officers having performed their tasks t'imeously and satisfactorily. 

211 History 
-_ of the Ibcche(Tuer, pp. 98-9 NLS Adv Ms 25.6.17- 

212 Riley, English Ministers, p. 86, 

213Ward, The Land Tax in Scotland, p. 289. 
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On the other handIrevenue collection was notoriously difficult in 

Scotland and it normally took considerable time before all the 

money was collected and the accounts could be presented to the 

Exchequer. While the Exchequer might have done more to improve 

the revenue administration in Scotland they faced considerable 

practical difficulties in enforcing their orders, particularly in 

the more remote areas. For their part the Treasury were anxious 

only that Scottish business was conducted With the minimum trouble 

and were unwilling to undertake any major-reforms. Again the 

Treasury saw the Exchequer as a convenient repository'for a wide 

range of miscellaneous business and this added to the burdens of 

the court* These tasks were given to existing officers; there was 

little increase in staff numbers or restructuring of the offices to 

meet the increase in work. Undoubtedly many of the officers were 

of low calibre, partly due to the political nature of their appoint- 

ment, but the court was probably understaffed and this placed a strain 

on the conscientious officers who often found difficulty in keeping up 

with the volume of work. 

In the last resort the judgement that the Scottish Court of 

Exchequer in the period 1725 to 1748 was fingloriously inefficient' 

is too severe. Rathery'given the difficulties under which it laboured, 

both external and of its own making, the evidence suggests that Exchequer 

dealt with routine matters relatývely efficiently without in any way 

providing the firm positive financial administration required in 

Scotland. 
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CHAPTER SIX: THE CIVIL LIST AND THE COST 

OF SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT 

Introduction 

For the first two years after the Union the payment of the 

established civil officers in Scotland was dealt with on a largely 

hand-to-mouth basist salaries being paid out of the English Exchequer 

as and when the Treasury had individual arrears brought to its 
"I 

, notice. BY 1709, however, Godolphin had fumbled his way to 

ýconfining and consolidating the civil list within specified limits. 

'A large number of pre-Un*ion Treasury servants and servants of various 

officials were removed, while the barons and other officials of the 
'r 

I new Exchequer were brought on to the establishment. A new system 

of payments was laid down by a Privy Seal of MaY 1709. Godolphin's 

original plan was for Scottish revenue to be remitted to the English 

Exchequer and then paid out to the Receiver General in Scotland as 

required. Such a procedure had obvious disadvantages and was 

ýu nnecessarily cumbersome. Godolphin therefore decided to put into 

effect a system which kept Scottish revenue and its commitments 

2 
separate from that of England. The responsibility for dealing with, 

the Scottish civil list was delegated by the Treasury to the Scottish 

Exchequer. The quarterly lists were to be sent by the barons to the 

Treasury to be warranted and on ret urn the barons were to order the 

excise commissioners and the receiver general of customs to pay over 1 

to the Receiver General of land rents siiffioient money to pay the 
I 
I civil list salaries. Crown rentsl and shortly afterwards compositions 

and seizuresJ3 were also to be employed to meet civil list expenditure. 

1 For details see Riley, Briplish Ministers, pp. 83-5. 

2 Riley suggests that an additional benefit in Ministerst eyes was 
that it would be easier to see whether Scottish revenue was paying its own 

ay: ibid P-85- 
3 By Privy Seals 30 Jun 1709 and 24 Peb 1710. 
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The 1709 consolidated civil list included the senators of the Oollege 

of Justice, the barons and the new Exchequer officials but not the 

salaries of the great officers of state who continued to be paid 

directly from the Treasury until 1714 when they.. toO were put on the 

civil list. 4 

During the first decade or so after the Union -the new adminis- 

trative structure in Scotland slowly developed out of the Union 

settlement and the various administrative experiments of these-years, 
5 

which as we shall see were in turn partly a consequence of the 

unsettled-political climate. There was a general increase in both 

the numbers of civil, officers and in the level of their salaries. 

This, coupled with the'various steps -towards the'consolidation of 

the civil list, resulted in the civil list steadily growing in both 

. size and cost until the early 1720s., -, By then this phase of post-Union 

development had worked itself out and the administrative structure 

.. of Scotland had become relatively settled. Thereafter during the 

period 1725 to 1748 the size and cost of the Scottish civil list 

remainedýfairly constant for the obvious reasons that almost no new 

civil list offices were created in these years and because salary 

increases to existing officers were relatively few and mostly minor. 

While the volume of work generally continued'to increase and a few new 

areas of work did , emerge, there was a marked reluctance to create new 

offices. Efficiency within the existing administrative st -ructure was 

the hallmark, -of Walpolets years, at the Treasury. Thus additional work 

was placcd on existing officials, normally without any compensating rise 

4Tho 
procedure for paying the civil list was confirmed by a Privy 

Seal 23 rec 1714 on the accession of George I: . see Clerk'and Scrope, 
Court of 

--. cheauer, pp. 239-43. The customs and excise had, as we have 
seen, their own separate establishments. 

5Below 
chapter 8. 
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ý "in shl ary. 

The Scottish civil list was loosely divided between the offices 

of the 'three courts' - Exchequer, Session and Justiciary, and the 

6 
remaining 'non three court' offices. Although the entire establishment 

was made up in one list and dealt with as a whole, this division was 

of some importance. If sufficient money was not immediately available 

to pay the entire quarterts establishment, as frequently happened, the 

#three courts' were always given first priority*7 In addition, the 

, 
largest and most reliable sources of income in Scotland, the customs 

,,. and excise revenuest were always assigned for payment 'Of the tthree 

.,, courts'; other salaries were to be paid from the less reliable and 

ý, much smaller sums brought in from Crown rents, compositions and seizures 
8 

and from any residue remaining from the customs and excise monies* 
I 

Most civil list officers were appointed by the Crown: the major 

officers of state - the Lord Justice General, the Lord Clerk Register, 

, 
Keepers of the Great and Privy Sealst Knight Marischall, Lord Lyon, 

Lord Advocate, Solicitor General, the barons and principal officers of 

Exchequerl and others - under the Great Seal of Scotland; various 

minor fthree courts' officials, the royal tradesmen and household 

officers by warrant under the Privy Seal of Scotland. 9 Certain other 

officialso not directly appointed by the Crown, were also paid on the 

ý, Civil list. Among these were the various Exchequer officials appointed 

6 The quarterly civil lists are contained in North Britain Books, SRO 
RH2/4/433-456 1725-50. See also SRO E223-229 for Exchequer Auditor's 
records of quarterly lists and other civil list material. The civil list 

'for 
Midsummer quarter 1733 is set out at Appendix r. 

70lerk 
and Scrope, Court of Exchequer,, p. 242. 

8 
Privy Seal May 1709, reiterated by Privy Seal 23 Doc 1714- 

9SRO E225/2 Eatry Books of Commissions 1727-66. 
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by the barons,, usually under the 1708 Act; heralds and pursuivants 

appointed by the Lord Lyon; macers of Justiciary appointed by the 

Lord Justice General, and the clerk of that court appointed by the 

Lord JuDtice Clerk. The dempster to the Court of-Justiciary was 

"nominated and elected by the bailies, council, deacons of craft 

ordinary and extraordinary of Edinbu: bgh", while the appointment of 

housekeeper of Justiciary alternated between the senators and the 

-town council and magistrates of Edinburgh. Finally -the appointment 

of one of the four macers of Session lay with a Captain George 

Moncrief by royal charter granted in 1690,10 

The Three Courts 

The officers of the tthree courtst paid on the civil list comprised 

the judges of Session and Justiciary 11 
and. the barons of Exchequert 

together with most of the officials of these courts. The charge of 

the annual Justiciary circuit was placed on the Midsummer quarter bill 

and the second circuit, introduced in 1748, was paid on the Christmas 

quarter. 
12 Also included under the 'three courts' 

major office holders in Scotland: the Lord Advocate 

pleasure), the Solicitor General (WO p. a., pleasu 

the'Great Seal of Scotland (E3,000 p. ae, pleasure), 

Privy Seal of Scotland (E3,000 p. a., pleasure), the 

were the other 

(. (. '1,000 p. a. salary, 

re), the Keeper of 

the Keeper of the, 

Deputy Keeper of the 

Signet Scotland (ZlOO pae, pleasure)113 the Lord Clerk Register 
I 

10 Ibid., passime 

11 In addition to their salaries certain allowances 
before the Union out of customs, amounting to 926,000 
were continued after 1707 by royal warrant, were paid 
see Clerk and Scropolaourt of Excheauer, p. 241; Rile, 
p. 84- 

12 See below p. 222. 

payable to senators 
Scots p. a., which 
on the civil list: ' 

. . 
j6:. L 

__ y, apI sh 

13 
net was paid on the civil li t froi The Deputy Keeper of the Si& 

January 1722: cce PRO T1/278 no-33 22 Mar 1732. 
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14 

. (EA44 16/8 p. as, Z11200 p. a. from 1728, pleasure), the Lord Lyon 

. 300 p. a. j life), 15 Director of Chancellary Scotland (E25 p. a., 

1ife) 16 
and the Receiver General of Land Rents (Z650 p. a., pleasure). 

,, The Secretary of State for Scotland, when one was appointed, was 

,, -not paid on the Scottish civil list, but on the English Exchequer. 

Several of these posts, namely the Keeper of the Great Seal, 17 

18 
ýý', -Keeper of the Privy Seal, Lord Clerk Register, Lyon and Director 

'ý,. 'Chancellary'9 were largely prestigious sinecures, the work being 

ý., done by deputies resident in Edinburgh. -The Keepers of the Great 

and Privy Seals, the Lord Justice General and the Lord Clerk Register 

, were members of the Privy Council of Great Britain after the Union* 

-'ýIlay was Keeper of the Privy Seal from 1717 to June 1733 when he 

, -replaced Montrose as Keeper of the Great Seal, Atholk-becoming Keeper 

ý, 'of 
the Privy Seal. In 1726 91,000 P. a. was deducted from Ilay's 

salary of E3,000 p. a. as Keeper of the Privy Seal and added to his 

salary of Z11000 p. a. as Lord Jimtice General (a post held for life), 

making his salary 92,000 p. a. for each post. This was in part a 

reward to Ilay for his "great loyalty, abilities, fidelity etc" 

, ýespecially during the troubles of 1725 and for the "eminent services 
20 

,: he has done and is capable of doing as Lord Justice General"* 

14See SRO NBB RH2/4/438,64 11 Apr 1728* 

15Sir Alex Erskine until his aeath 3 Feb 1727,. then Alex Brodie 

.2 
Jun 1727: see SRO NBB RH2/4/437,347 2 Jun 1727- 

l6 Held from 1724 by Robert Ker, a grandson of the Marquis of Lothian: 
see SRO RH2/4/4091 122. 

17For details of the 'State of the office of the Keeper of the Great 
Sealf the officers under him and fees, as supplied to the Fees Commission' 

ý17331 see SRO CD 18/2675. 
18 See A. Murray, 'The Lord Clerk Registert, SHR vol-53 (1974)lpp. 124-56. 

"The power to appoint clerks had been taken from the Lord Clerk Register in 

, 
1728 and vested in the Crown: see Ilay to Milton 20 Jan 1728 NLS SC16t538- 
Tweeddale resisted pressure to restore this right to the office in 1742: 
see Tweeddale to Craigie 14 Aug 1742 XLS YP70751 21. 

19See Hay to Tweeddale 17 Mar 1743 NLS YP70549 42. 
20 SRO NBB RH2/4/4361 230 30 Dec 1726. 
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"Ilay's overall salary did not increase because "His Majesty does 

not want to increase the expense of civil affairs in Scotland" - 

an indication of Treasury policy throughout the period of keeping 

a'tight reign on Scottish expenditure - but he did benefit from the 

A. iansfer of the Z11000 p. a. in that the office of Justice General 

,, 
-was for life while that of Keeper of the Privy Seal was during 

pleasure only. In 17411 in order to secure AtholL's support in 

the forthcoming election, the salary of the Keeper of the Privy Seal 

21 
,, was again increased to Z31000 p. a. 

The office of Deputy Keeper of the Signet of Scotland was in 

, 
the gift of the Secretary of State for Scotland org when there was 

no Scottish Secretary, in the Secretaries of State for Great Britain. 
22 

23 
The official duties of the office were negligible, but the Deputy 

Keeper normally acted as an important. channel of correspondence between 

Scotland and London, 
24 

and the post was usually held by a political 

agent of the Scottish manager: Thomas Pringle, appointed by Roxburghe, 

t ill Roxburghe's dismissal in 1725; Reanold Campbell, appointed by 

Newcastley until his death in 1726 and then Alex McMillany appointed by 

25 
, 
Newcastle and Townshend, to February 1742, both men being key figures 

21 SRO NBB RH2/4/450i 115 2 Feb 1741. 

22 For details of the office see 'State of the office of Keeper of 
Signett his depute and clerks and. of fees charged as supplied to the 
Fees Commissioners' 19 Nov 1733 GD 18/2764. 

23See Hay to Tweeddale 4 May 1742 NLS YP7047,5- 

24"The Publick dispatches in relation to Scottish affairs are directed 
to the Signet office in Edinburgh" Memo by Deputy Keeper of the Signet 
,, McMillan c-1728 PRO SP36191 245-6. 

25For 
appointment see SRO NBB RH2/4/436,291 18 Apr 1727- 
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in Ilay's inner circle of supporters in Edinburgh; Thomas Hay, 

appointed by Tweeddale on becoming Secretary of State in 1742 and 

Tweeddale's principal correspondent on all matters of Scottish 

ý,, politics, patronage and administration in the years of his Secretary- 

ship; 
26 

and on Tweeddale's dismissal in 1746, McMillan once again. 

jý - Very roughly the annual cost of the Courts of. Session and 

justiciary together averaged just over E10,000, that of the Cýourt 

of Exchequer over Z91000 and a similar figure for the other 

principal officers of state. Thus the c6st of the 'three courts' 

normally ranged between Z281000 and 930jOOO, slightly more than three- 

quarters of the total civil list bill. 

'Non three courtst 

The hon three court, section of the civil list contained a 
27 

miscellany of officers and pensions. The most important officers 

were the Heritable Master of His Majestyts Household in Scotland 

(E2,000 p. a. ), a position held by the Duke of Argyll until his dismissal 

iIn 1740 
28 

and not filled thereafter in this period; the Knight 

Marischa, U (9400 p.. a., pleasure); 
29 

and the Conservator of Soots Privileges 

in the Netherlands (E200 p. a., pleasure). 
30 From 1728 the Secretary 

, to the Order of the Thistle (. E300 p. a., life), at that time Sir David 

26ior 
appointment see SRO NBB. RH2/4/451,248 24 Mar 1742*1 for corres- 

pondence see NLS Yester Papers and Supplementary Yester Papers and chapter 
11 below. 

27For details see Appendix I. 

28SRO NBB RH2/4/450,6 3 MaY 1740. 

2 9Charles, Lord Binningo to his death 27 Dec 1732; the earl of Kintore 
from 2 Jul 1733. 

30Sir John'Anstruther until 1743t then George Dundas: SRo NBB RH2/4/452, 
434 13 Apr 1743. 
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Nairno, was-plýced on the civil-list. 
31 Also on the lis-t were 

several officers of the Wardrobe inýScotland and various keepers of 

Holyrood Palace 
32 

_ all largely honorary positions together with 

six trumpeters who perf ormed, on f ormal occasions., Fairly regular 

payments, to royal messengers for circulating official proclamationst 

such as on the death of the sovereign, were also paid on the civil 

list. 33 Although most royal"tradesment had lapsed at the time 

of -the Union? 
34 

several still received a civil list salary, namely 

two physicians, an apothecary, a botanistt a'limner, and an under- 

falconer. The'ioyal chaplains, between two and four, received 9.50 p. a. 

eacht while the Church of Scotland itself was given E500 p. a. for 

"defraying the charge of Church Affairs in Scotland and paying the 

salaries of their officers". HK Almoner was given varying sums to 

distribute to bedesmen I on the King's, birthday, 35 
and E2,000 was 

$ý 36 
allottedAo pay for the Charity Roll. Several pensions were also 

paid on the civil list. These, rarely more'than ten or so in number, 

seem largely to have been to retired officials, their widows or 

relatives, and varied between several hundred pounds per annum and 

31SRO NBB RH2/4/438,166 20 Aug 1728; SRO NBB RH2/4/439,193 Michaelmas 
1728 civil list; PRO T1/278 no 33 22 Mar 1732. George Drummond became 
Secretary in 1736, SRO NBB RH2/4/446,418 15 Apr 1736. 

32 The post of chief heritable housekeeper of Holyrood Palace was held 
by Hamilton till his death in 1743, and thereafter by his son (Z46 p. a. ). 

'33FOr 
example Christmas 1724 civil list SRO NBB RII'2/4/433,291; Ladyday 

1726 civil list SRO ITBB RH2/4/435,69. messengers were also employed to 
escort-prisoners: for example see Roxburgh to John Crawford, 19 May 1722, 
SRO RH2/4/4091 133. 

34For details see tList of Places in Scotland in the Gift of the Crol%m' 
NLS Adv Ms 31-5-3. 

t 

35 
, George I's birthday fell in Ladyday quarter, ' that of George II in 

Michaelmas quarter. The-sum increased each year in proportion to the 
king's age: for example see SRO NBB RH2/4/433,167 11 jini 1724- 

36 See above p. 185, 
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E20-30. One ýf the largest was Z1,000 p. a. to the widowed Honrietta, 

Duchess of Gordon, from Michaelmas 1735, with a view to her bringing 

up her children as Protestants. 
37 Finally, the four universities in 

Scotlandl Edinburgh, St Andrews, Glasgow and Aberdeen, each received 

9210 p. a. towards the payment of professorial salaries. 
38 Allowing 

for variations in pensions, 
-the cost of the ? non three courtt civil 

list was usually between f. 7tOOO and L8,000. 

The Civil List 

Excluding pensioners and those on the Charity Roll, there were 

around 110 to 115 individual offices and places on the Scottish civil 

list, although one man might hold more than one of the minor court 

Posts. Over 70 of these were directly connected with the three courts 

(that is, including the judges and barons but excluding the Lord 
I 

Advocate, Solicitor General and other major officers) which underlines 

their importance as, a major source of patronage. 

Between 1725 to 1748 only two new civil list offices were created, 

the Keeper of the Register of Resignations (940 p. a. ) in 1726 
39 

and a 

deputy clerk of Justiciary (E4O p. a. ) in 1729. Several existing 

officers were placcd on the establishment: the Exchequer Auditor in 

1720, the Deputy Keeper of the Signet in 1722, the London agent and the 

Secretary-b the Order of the Thistle in 1728. There were few salary 

increases in the period, the most important being the rise in the Lord 

Clerk Register's salary from E444 1618 to 91,200 p. a. in 1728- and the 

payment of an additional 94000 p. a. to the Keeper of the Privy Seal 

:,. 
37civil list SRO NBB RH2/4/445,336; warrant SRO NBB RH2/4/445o' 297 

9'Jul 1735- 

38r, 
or details see report of - bý-nxons'to the Treasury CTP (1720-8) 

P-408 26 Jul 1726; ibid. P-478 1727; SRO NBB RH2/4/439,269 ff. 9 Apr 
1729. 

39See 
above p. 181 wid foatnote 169. 
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in 1741 40 

Few civil list officers who held their post during pleasure 

were removea for political reasons, the only important exceptions 

being the Lord Advocate, Solicitor General and Deputy Keeper of the 

Signet, the occupants of which were always deeply involved in political 

activity. There were certainly no wholesale alterations as a conse- 

quence of shifts in political power: most officers were not replaced 

until they were promoted or died. Thus tenure of office was relatively 

secure for the majority of civil list officers: even just before or 

after elections normally only the Lord Advocate, Solicitor General and 

Deputy Keeper of the Signet, and sometimes one or two of the politically 

influential great men holding prestigious sinecure posts were at risk. 

Marchmont, for example, was removed from his post as Lord Clerk Register 

41 
shortly before the 1734 election and replaced by Selkirk and Montrose 

dismissed as Keeper of the Great Seal. Even after Tweedale's appoint- 

ment as Secretary of State in 1742 only Lord Advocate Areskine and 

Deputy Keeper of the Signet McMillan, both prominent Argathelians, lost 

their jobs immediately, followed some months later by Solicitor General 

Grant. All were replaced by Squadrone men, Despite mounting pressure 

from-his supportersp Tweeddale made. very few further ohanges in the 

following four years. Peveral minor court officials were replaced, in 

Michaelmas 1743 quarter and changes were made among the Royal chaplains 

in Midsummer 1744Y. -but most officials remained untouched. -The only other 

-group who were liable to-sudden removal were the minor Iroyalt officials 

I 40por 
an "Account of all Salaries or pensions for civil affairs granted 

in Scotland since Christmas 171611 (to 1732). see PRO T1/278 no 33 22 Mar 
1732. ' 

4130 Jun 1733 SRO NBB RH2/4/4449 58. 
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who might be replaced on the accession of a new sovereign. Thus 

on the accession of George II the only real changes in the civil list 

occurred among the Wardrobe officials and royal tradesmen. One 

other interesting series of changes occurred from Ladyday 1746 onward, 

when several heraldsp. pursuivants and trumpeters suspeoted of being 

involved imthe Forty6-Five rebellion were replaced. 
42 

Cost of the civil list 

On average43 the total cost for Ladyday, Michaelmas and Christmas 

quarters from 1725 to 1748 was E9,000 while that for Midsummer quarter, 

which included the charge for thecircuit courts was just under E10,000. 

Fý'om 1748 when circuits were held twice a year and judicial salaries 

were increased the Midsummer quarter and now also the Christmas quarter 

amounted to over E10,000. The annual cost thus averaged just over, 

937,000 with low and high points-of just under 935tOOO in 1726 and just 

, over Q8fOOO in 1748.44 Most variations were caused by offices 

ýremaining vacant for a quarter or two following the death or removal of 

ý., the previous incumbent, and then the new incumbent being, paid back 

'salary on one quarter's bill. 

Payment of -the civil list 

The procedures f or dealing with the civil list which had been evolving 

42 SRO RH2/4/454,277 Ladyday 1746; ibid. 280 Midsummer 1746; ibid. 307 

-, 
Michaelmas 1746. See also Scrope to barons 20 Jun 1746 SRO NBB RH2/4/4542 259: 

, the Lords of the Treasury returned the Christmas 1745 civil list to the barons 
with the instruction "to stop payment to all persons in the civil list Sus- 
pected of being in the Rebellion, till further orders". Three of them were 
later reinstated: see report barons to Treasury 20 Jun 1749 PRO T1/336 no 13. 

43Figuros 
are calculated from quarterly eatablichment lists in SRO NBB 

RH2/4/433, --456* 

44The 
annual civil list expenditure on the accession of the first three 

Georges was respectively 929,293 (1714), Z361235 (1728) (the 1748 total 
inoludin payment of the additional circuit was Z38v258) and 952,830 (1761); 
SRO E223ý1/1. 
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since the Union were cI onfirmed by a Privy Seal 23 December 1714,45 by 

which the barons were to make out quarterly certificates for the 

salaries of all civil officers on the establishment and send the list to 

the Treasury. The actual work in making up the quarterly lists was 
i 

dI one in the Auditor's office. 
46 The barons were also to notify 

the Treasury of any vacancies that occurred. The Treasury checked 

these quarterly lists and, if they approved, countersigned them and 

returned them to the barons, keeping a duplicate copy for Treasury 

records. No payments could be made without Treasury countersignature. 
47 

On receiving the, countersigned certificates from the Treasury the barons 

6 11 -issued precepts, again made out in the Auditor's office, to the receiver 

general of the customs and the excise commissioners to pay over to 

the Receiver General such sums as were applicable for the payment of the 

salaries of civil list officers connected with the 'three courtsty 

including circuitsy or what might be sufficient for that purpose. The 

Receiver General then paid ont the tthree courtst salaries as set out in 

the quarterly list. The Receiver General was similarly orderý-d to pay 

the tnon three courtf salaries out of monies arising from land-rents and 

casualties, and if such sums were insuffioientlas they always were during 

this period, also out of such customs and excise money remaining at His 

. 
45See Clerk and Scrope, Court of ExcheMler, pp. 239-43. 

46 SRO B223-9* 

-479ormally the Treasury Lords countersigned -the lists without comment 
or amendment but, for example, they added at the foot of the Midsummer 
1726 quarter list "We approve all except payment 6f E75 pension to William 
Carmichael, late Solicitor General". The barons were instructed not to pay 
the sum nor to insert it on any future quarterly bill: SRO VBB RH2/4/4359 125- 
The Treasury returned the Christmas 1745 certificate with instructions to 
stop payment of the Duchess of Gordonts pension and payments to all established 
officers suspected of being in the Forty . Five Rebellion until further notice: 
Scrope to barons 20 Jun 1746 SRO NBB RH2/4/4541 259- 
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Majesty's disposal after the payment of the "three courts4e 
48 The 

Receiver General made out detailed yearly. (usually Michaelmas to 

Michaelmas) accounts of all monies received by him and expended for 

civil list purposes. These accounts were often several years in 

arrears. 
49 The bulk of the money to meet the cost of the Scottish 

civil establishment came from exoise and to a lesser extent customs 

revenues: between them they supplied on average 95% and more of the 

required amount during the period 1725-48. The rest oame from. Crown 

rents and casualties. 
50 

The task of making out the quarterly civil lists'and obtaining 

Treasury approval was fairly routine and normally took only a few weeks. 

Once the lists were returned to the Exchequer, howeverg difficulties 

and delays often occurred. PaymeTit was dependent on the. amount of cash 

available in the hands of the customs receiver, the excise commissioners 

and, the Receiver General which could be appropriated for civil list uses. 

in the 1720s and 1730s receipts from customs, excise and Crown rents and 

casualties in Scotland were normally at least marginally, often comfor- 

tably, ahead of civil list expenditure. The civil list was paid reasonably 

promptly, delays rarely being more than a month or so, perhaps waiting 

48 Clerk and Scrope, Court of Exche2Lier, 
-p. 

242: "And as it happens oftent 
that there is not a sufficiency of money to pay all those concerned in the 
establishment, there is a preference given to the three Courts; and in some 

'little time after, when money comes into the hands of the Receiver General, or 

'into 
the hands of the Cashier of*the Customs, or the Commissioners of Exciset 

which , 
is applicable to the civil list, and at his Majestjis disposal, then the 

other fees and allowances on, the establishment are immediately satisfied and 
paid". See also George II warrant 5 Jun 1728 SRO NBB M/4/438,109* 

49 See SRO E400/18o 

50Dotaila 
of the varioun sources from which, tho monoy to pay the civil 

list came are contained in SRO E224/2-5,, which intor alia details the 
Exchequer warrants to the customs receiver, the excise commissioners and 
the Receiver General. Por a general breakdown see Appendix 11- 

0 
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51 
for a further quarter's excise or customs to come in. During 

the early and mid 1740s, however, income fell below expenditure 

largely due to a temporary decline in excise revenue as a result of 

a series of bad harvests. Delays in payment of two or three months 

or more became common. "The finances are so low in this Coimtry"I wrote' 

Hay to Tweeddale in September 1742, Itthat there is not yet so much Cash 

in the Receiver Generalls hands as that the Exchequer can issue Precepts 

for payment of the Quarterly establishment due at Midsummer last". 52 

33y December 1743 the Equivalent fund, the E2,000 to the Board of V 

Trustees and the money for itinerant preachers53 had all not been Paid 

for over a year. 
54 The 1744 Midsummer quarter was not paid'until the 

end of-September and the Christmas quarter of that year until March 1745. 

Lord President Forbes was particularly concerned at the poor state 

of the public revenues and the consequent lack on money to aid manu- 

factures. 
55 He put the blame on the smuggling of foreign spirits, 

particularly brandy, and the consumption of tea to which he ascribed the 

fall in excise revenue. During the early 1740s he harried Weeddale, 

Lord Advocate Craigie and the Treasury -to take active steps to counteract 

the fall in revenue and in particular to prohibit the drinking of tea, 

a remedy which, tho unpleasant is in our opinion necessary to prevent 

our utter rainit. 
56 The Ministry, howeverl'had other more pressing 

5'There were some delays around 1730 and 1731, due to a slight downturn 
in 

, 
the amount of excise raised in 1728 and 1729 in tum cauned by bad harvests 

in these years and the removal of the salt duties in 1730: see Milton to Ilwj 
Nov'1728 NLS So 16,539, *Milton to Ilay 10 Sep 1730 NLS So 16,54ý SRO E224/3 
199,202,209ff; SRO E224/31 146 and 179. There was also delay in 1736: see 
Milton to Ilay 15 APr 1736 NLs so 16,566; -nay to Milton 12 Aug 1736 NLS 
so 16,564. 

51 2 Hay to Tweeddale 4 Sep 1742 NLS 'YP7050,19. See also Hay to Tweeddalc 
28, Dec 1742 NLS. YP7052,99; Forbes -to Tweeddale june 1742 cp pp. 183-4. 

53See below pa, 211. 
54. Exchequer, to Treasury 13 Dec 1743 NLS SYP Box 138 P3. ' 
55, por Ojhe problems facing the Board of Trustees see IMenaryl POrbc,, qt -, )P*164,, --71t. 
56 Forbes to Bieeddale 18 Aug 1743 NLS YP7057,98. 
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11 1 
problems on its plate and despite a flood of correspondence from 

57 Forbes no legislative measures were introduced. Others were not 

slow in blaming the inefficiency of the revenue services: It ., Revenue 

here ... is indeed in a very declining state att present much oweing to 

the negligence as well as Roguery of the officers Imployed minding with 

great Care their fees and sallaries but Little regarding the Basiness. *q,, 
58 

The problem was eventually recognised at the Treasury and it yas agreed 

that Scottish salt revenue could be applied to the Equivalent and 

Manufactures funds (as it had been before 1730) instead of being 

remitted -to London which had happened since the introduction of the salt 

duties in 1732.59 Efforts were also made to get local collectors to 

57For full details see Menary Forbes, PP-142-54; Scrope to Forbes 10 
Feb 1742 CP P-174; Forbes to Tweeddale June 1742 ibid. pp. 183-4; Forbes 
to Newcastle 18 SOP 1742 ibid, pp, 185-6; Tweeddale to Forbes 6 Oct 1742 
ibid. pp. 186-81i Hay to Tweeddale 28 Dec 1742 YP7052,99 "1 wonder that 
he did not think of promoting these schemes when his friends were at the 
helm ... it would be extraordinary to force people to drink two penny [ale] 
if they find tea more healthful and cheaper"; Forbes to Tweeddale 1 Jan 
1743 OP Pp. 188-95; Tweeddale to Forbes 17 Feb 1743 MCP 111, pp. 166-7; 
Forbes to Scrope 9 Apr 1743 14CP IIIj pp. 168-9; Forbes to Tweeddale 11 Apr 
1743 MCP III, P-170; Tweeddale to Forbes 28 May 1743 MCP III, pp. 1,71-3; 
Axmiston to Tweeddale 28 Jun 1743 NLS YP70561 122; Forbes to Andrew Mitchell 
Aug 1743 MCP III pp. 173-8 " ... if a scheme relating to Scotland contrived 
with the utmost perfection by an angel, came to be layd before an English 
minister or members sitting in Parliament or even just before it, when their 
heads are usually full of business more interesting to them, they would not so 
much as afford it an attentive consideration, to examine whether it had or 
had not faults; whereas if such a scheme was layd before them about this time 
[in recess], when they have full leisure, it might have a better chance of 
being sifted and examined"; Forbes to Tweeddale Aug 1743 MOP IIIY PP- 17&-85; 
Forbes to Craigie 10 Aug 1743 MOP III, pp. 185-6, expressing his irritation 
that Craigie had not prepared any draft legislation; Torbes to Newcastle 
18 Alig 1743 NUL NEC 1611; Hay to Tweeddale 3.8 Oct 1743 YP7058t 103; Craigie 
to Tweeddale 27 Oct 1743 NLS YP70581-132; Forbes to Tweeddale 24- Dec 1743 
NLS YP70591 121; Forbes 'to William Murray 24 Dec 1743 MCP III, PP- 186-90 
"the complaints of this poor country seldom make impressions with you, 
when the evil is not felt to the southward"; Forbes to Craigie 24 Dec 1743 
MCP III, Pp. 190-1; Forbes to Mitchell 24 Dec 1743 MCP III, PP- 191-2; 
Tweaddale to Forbes 31 Dec 1743 MCP III, pp. 192-4; Memo relating to 
various of Forbosis letters NUL NEC 1612; Mitchell to Forbes 5 Jan 1744 
MICP IIIt Pp- 195-7; Forbes to Tweeddale 7 Jan 174-A, NLS YP70602 15;, Craigie U 
to Forbes 10 Jan 1744 MICP III, pp. 198-200. 

58Arbuthnot to TweeddUe 12 qul 1743 NLS YP70571 22. 

59&-ýe above P. 77- 
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% 60 
send up all balances in their hands as quickly as Possible. Such 

balances, though substantial, were no greater than normal, and it was 

the decline in incoming duties, rather than outstanding balances that 

was the real cause of, the problem. 

The Jacobite rebellion temporarily made matters worse. While 

payment of the Midsummer 1745 quarter was only four months behind, the 

Michaelmas quarter was not met until April 1746 and the next four quarters 

were all paid six or seven months-late. The customs and excise 

commissioners and many of the outport. officers fled from their posts 

on the outbreak of the rebellion and the Jacobites attempted to gather 

-in-the customs and exoise revenues in late 1745 and early 1746. 

Secretary Murray issued 'instructions to various collectors to attend at 

Holyrood Palace with their accounts and all outstanding balances in their 

hands. Attempts were also made to raise the revenues locally and after 

the rebellion various revenue officers were accused of collaborating with 

the rebels. 
61 

The Treasury ordered a full enquiry 
62 

and several officers 

were suspended or dismissed. 
63 

Nevertheless, despite the upheaval of 

the-rebellion most of the customs and excise money did slowly trickle in 

and the civil list officers were eventually paid. As many of them had 

fled to England on the outbreak of the rebellion and were slow to return 

in 1746 they had little cause for complaint. Thereafter, excise income 

began to increasel the delays were quickly reduced and by Michaelmas 1747 

64 
quarter payment was again being made within about one month. 

60 See Scrope to Exchequer 21 Oct 1743 SRO NBB RH2/4/452i 498; Exchequer 
to Treasury 13 Dec 1743 NLS SYP Box 138 F3. 

61 See PRO T1/356 no 27 Jas McKay to Newcastle 24 Aug 1754- On Jacobites 
levying excise in the Linlithgow area, October 1745, see PRO T1/347 no 33 
3 SeP. 1751- 

62 See Scrope to customs commissioners 20 Jun 1746 SRO RH2/4/4541 259; 
Scrope to excise commissioners 20 Jun 1746 ibid. 

63See 
SRO CE1/7 5 Mar 1746 and following meetings; SRO CEl/7 9 Apr 1746, 

20 Oct 1746,17, Jul,. 1746. 
64SRO E224/5; SRO E401/35-8 1744-5 to 1748-9. 
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Other Eayme 

In addition to the established civil list payments, the Exchequer 

barons were also empowered by the Privy Seal of 1714 "to allow payments 

of''all other sums as His Majesty should, by warrants under his royal 

sign manual, command to be paid to any person for any use whatevery 

. 
out, of any of the Crown revenues in Scotland applicable to the uses 

65 
of civil government or at His Majestyts disposal'? 0 The royal 

sign manual was always countersigned by the Lords of the Treasury. 

The procedure for payments was the same as for the civil list, the 

barons issuing their warrants to the Receiver Generalt customs 

receiver or excise commissioners. Such non civil list payments fell 

broadly into two categories: large regular annual sums'paid to various 

bodies and officials in Scotland such as the Equivalent Company, the 

F=d for Manufactures and Fisheries and the Lord High Commissioner to 

the General Assembly of the Church of Sootland; and numerous gifts, 

r'ewardsp royal bounty and other payments for specific purposes or to 

favoured individuals. 

As part of the Union agreement, England was to pay Scotland a sum 
66 

of Z398,085 10/-, known as the 'Equivalentt. A commission was set 

-UP 
to administer the distribution of the money but it soon became 

apparent that the Equivalent was quite inadequate to pay off the various 

-public debts charged to it. BY 1711 with most of the Equivalent money 

used, upy E111,451 was still-outstandingo together with a further f-104044 
67 

which had been paid out in the form of debentures at 5% interest. 

ý 
65These 

powers were renewed by Privy Seal at the start of each reign; 
for example George 11 5 Jun 1728 SRO NBB RH2/4/438,, 109, 

66Riley, 
Fnplish Ministera, pp. 203-229; R. H; Campbell, 

(IrElmhe'Angloý-, 
-Sdottish 

Union of 1707 - The Economic Consequences', EcHRI vol. 16 1963-4) PP-468-77. 

67Riley, 
&p_lish Ministers, pp. 215-7- 
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It was also becoming increasingly clear that there was little hope 

that customs and excise revenues could meet these sums. Finally 

after considerable agitation among the creditors a new Equivalent Act 
68 

was passed in 1714 by which time the sum outstanding was 9230,3o8. 

The old debentures were to be called in and the commissioners were 

. ', to issue new debentures at 5%o converting the total of the old outstanding 
69 

debt together with the interest it had accumulated. A further 

-Act was then passed empowering the Crown to appoint commissioners 
70 to examine the debts due to Scotland by wiy of the Equivalent. 

Following the report of these commissioners the Commons resolved that 

the civil list debt of Scotland was a just debt and ought to be 

provided for. A new Equivalent Act was therefore passed7l which 

established two annual funds out of the unappropriated revenue of 

Scotland, that is out of customs and excise revenues in Scotland after 

the civil list had been paid and in preference to all other payments 

, quivalent Fund, of 910,000 (plus E600 for ,, except drawbacks; one, the E 

, management costs) to pay off debts and provide the interest on the 

debentures, and the other of UtOOO to provi, 

couragement of fisheries and manufactures. 

E2,000 are in lieu and full discharge of all 

ich shall or may be claimed on the part of 

ae a subsidy for the en- 

"The said E10,000 and 

Equivalants whatsoever 

Scotlandll. 72 By this 

, 
time the debt was standing at'E248,500 in debentures and interest. 

68Act 13 Anne c. 12; Riley, English Ministers,, p. 224- 

69 Ibid. j p. 225- 

70Act 1 Geo I c. 27; see Riley, English Ministers, p. 225. This was re- 
enacted in 1717 by Act 3 Geo I c. 14- 

. "ý'7lAct 5 Geo 1 c. 20 (1718);. see Riley, aglish Ministersq p. 228. 

72See PRO T1/329 no-40 2 Peb 1748. 
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In 1724 holders of equivalent debentures were incorporated into 

the Equivalent Company with a capital which consisted of the amount 

,, 'Assued 
in debentures (Z248t500) and the annual E10,000 became the 

dividend payable to the proprietors of the oompany. 
73 Payments were 

ýmade quarterly from Michaelmas 1724- The directors of the new 

'Company soon sought a more enterprising activity than simply distributing 

the annual Z101000 dividend and in April 1727 -they applied for permission 

to engage in banking. 74 
The Equivalent Company was legally a Scottish 

one so there was no risk of breaking*the monopoly of the Bank of 

England. By this time the Bank of Sootlandts twenty-one year monopoly 
I 
had expired and no application had been made for its renewal, Despite 

I 
protests from the directors of the Bank of Scotland 75 the Equivalent 

Company was granted a charter to set up a bank in Scotlancl to be known 
I 

as the Royal Bank of Scotland. 
76 The 910,000 (and 9600 for management) 

continued to be paid to the Equivalent Company out of customs and excise 

, 
'throughout the period although there were occasional delays depending on 

the state of the excise revenues in particular and in 1730P 1738 and 1742 

the Company had to petition the Treasury to have arrears paid. 
77 From 

1727 the 92,000 for manufactures was paid over to the Board of Trustees 

78 together with the backlog from the years 1719 to 1726. 

73Riley, EriLlish Ministers,, p. 228. *See also HK to Exchequer 11 Mar 1725 
and Exchequer to excise commissioners 20 Oct 1725 SRO E224/21 383; Exchequer 
to excise commissioners 29 Nov 1728 SRO E224/31 26. 

74CTP (1720-8) P-453 "Representations of Directors of Equivalent Company 
to HMII 22 APr 1727- 

75"Memo Governor and Company of the Bank of Sootiandt, o. 22 Apr 1727 
CTP (1720-8) P-453. 

, 
76Riley, Enalish Ministers, pp. 228-9; N. Munro, History of the Ro 1 Bnnk, 

especially chap. III. Royal Bank Charter 31 May 1727 SRO NBB RH2/4/4379 
325; oonfirmed by George 11 3 Jul 1727 ibid, v 368. 

77See Report Exchequer to Treasury on two memos from Equivalent Company 
14 Jul 1743 CTBP V pp. 297-. 8; also CTBP V P-307 10 Aug 1743. 

78 Treasury-to'Exchequer 29 Nov 1727 SRO NBB'RH2/4/438,1; SRO E224/2, 
503ff; SRO NBB RH2/4/441,139 28 Jul 173le 
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The Lord High Commissipner was paid Z11000 each year to cover 
9 his expenses in attending the General Assembl and from 1725 f-lvOOO 

royal bounty was paid annually to the Church of Scotland for itinerant 

preachers in the Hiýhlands in an attempt to counteract tpopish' 
'8o 

tendencies thereo Various other more minor annual payments were 

also made, for example 100 gns. for a horse race run each yeax on 
81 

the sands at Leith. 

There were also numerous ? one-offf payments: to quote but a 
82 

random selection 91,000 was paid in 1721 for the repair of Holyroodhouse; 

f-509 to the royal engraver in 1729 for making new Scottish seals following 

, 
83 

the accession of George II, Alex McMillan was paid 9300 and 9409 

respectively for expenses in connection with his work as secretary to 
84 

the Fees Commission; and in 1726 George Crawford was given E100 

r oyal bounty as a reward for his "History of the Great Officers of 
85 

Scotland". Relatively few Scottish pensions were paid in this way, 

those that were being relatively minor. Most pensions were either 

placed on the Scottish civil list or more commonly paid out of the 

English Exchequer., 
86 

79The 
waxrants are recorded in SRO North Britain Books: for example 

see SRO NBB RH2/4/439,247 17 APr 17299 

80George 
I to Loudon 17 Apr 1725 SRO RH2/4/409,260. For accounts of 

clistribution and disposal of the royal bounty for itinerant preachers see 
SRO E412A-24,1725-48. 

81 SRO NBB RH2/4/433-456 passim for various examples. For example of ýý*ith race see SRO NBB RH2/4/439,247 4 Apr 1729. 
82 CTP (1720-8) P-47 2 Feb 17219 
83SRO NBB RH2/4/440,354-5 15 Dec 1729. 
84 SRO NM RH2/4/445,295 7 Jul 1735. 
85 SRO NBB RH2/4/4369 209 6 Dec 1726. 
86 See CTBP ; p. 289 10 Dec 1729 for a list of various soots receiving 

? ensions. For Soots receiving pensions etc. on the English Exchequer see 
"PTBP vols. I-V, Table II for each year. Also PRO T52/3-1-44 1725-48. 
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As with the civil listv most of these non civil list payments were 

-met, out of excise monies, the bulk of the remainder coming from customs 
87 

and salt. The average annual cost of payments to the Equivalentv 

Lord'High Co=issionerl'itinerant preachers and Manufactures, together 

with the various other irregular payments and minor pensions was about 

Warrants for non civil list'payments were given lowest 

,, priority: the civil list charge had to be met first, then the statutory 

annuities to -the Equivalent Company and the Commissioners for Manufactures, 

and only then was any money remaining dev6ted to the various other 

payments. Thus it in not surprising that there were'often delays of 

several months before the recipients actually got their money. This 

problem was of course exacerbated in the years when income from Crown 

revenues in Scotland fell, notably ifi'the early 1740s, and payments 

I were sometimes as much as a year in arrears, 

The Mint 

After the Union a separate Mint was retained in Scotland charged 

with the task of coining money for Scotland in line with standards laid 

I down'by the English Mint. Xo coinage seems to have been minted after 

, 
1709P 

88 despite the scarcity of specie in Scotland during the period. 
89 

--, This scarcity meant that supplies had-to be sent, from London and led 

go 
., to considerable counterfeiting of coin in Scotland. Thus the 

, offices in the Scottish Mint were largely sinecures, The chief officer 

-, 87For lists of warrants and payments see SRO E224/2-5* 

88See Memo Lauderdale to Treasury (after) 25 Mar 1723 CTP (-1720-8) 
p. 205* Also CTBP II pp. 231-2 7 Jun 1732. 

89 For details of notes and specie in Scotland in the immediate post 
Un - ion' 'period see Rondo Cameront Bankina in the Phrly Sta, ac& of Inclustri ji ation a '(New York, 1967), p. 65-- For complaints about lack of specie see Clerkts 
Observa 

-t- 
ions, ed. Smout, p. 206; Areskine to Delafaye 16 May 1729 SRO RH2/ 

4/328 ff. 235-6; Ilay to Newcastle 2 Sep 1729 SRO RH2/4/3291 ff-323-4, 
90See Memo Belhaven to Treasury 29 and 30 May 1735 CTBP 111, pp. 23-5, 

proposing to coin some 60-70 tons of copper coin at Edinburgh-, 
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was the General. of the Mint who received a salary of E300 p. a. 
91 

The office was held by the earl of Lauderdale from 1714 to 1734 (when 

he was made first commissioner of Police) and thereafter by John, Lord 

Belhaven. 92 Under the General was a Master WOO P. a. ) and a Warden 

(El 50 p. a. ), both appointed by the Crown and held during pleasure. 

The remaining posts were the counter-warden (E60 p. a., life)v an 

assayer (ZlOO p. a., pleasure), an engraver WO p. a. j pleasure) and 

a smith (930 p. a. t pleasure). 
_ 

The engraver had the task of engraving 

new royal seals when required. Most of-these officerst although 

appointed during pleasure, retained their offices until they died. 

The salaries of the various Mint officers and all the charges 

connected with the Mint were paid from money issued to the General 

of the Mint (and from the early 1730s to the Master of the Mint) by the 

English Exchequer out of coinage duties. 93 

Commission of Police 
0- 

In December 1714 the new Whig ministryýset up a Commission of Police 

for Scotland94 which was in many respects the successor to Oxfordts 

abortive Commission of Chamberlainry and Trade. 95 Like Oxford, the 

9lSee PRO T53/34,388 24 Oct'1732; SRO YJIB RH2/4/444,193 28 Nov 1734- 
For deiails of salaries of all mint officers see CTP (1720-8) p. 86 20 Oct 1721, 

ý2 Belhaven SRO NBB RH2/4/444,111 29 APr 17349 

93See Mint Accounts SRO E411 various volumes; CTP (1720-8) p. 205 (after) 
25 Mar 1723; ibid. 7 p. 86 20 Oct 1721; ibid. P-313 (after) 29 Sep 1724. 
The annual bill was Z11200. 

94Riley, kalish Ministers,, pp. 185-6. 

ýý 95FOr the Commission of Chamberlainry and Trade see Riley, nip-lish 
Ministers, PP-174-187- 
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Whig ministry may have had thoughts of providing signs of government 

closer at hand but more important the new Commission, like its 

predecessor, was seen as providing a further source of government 

patronage. The Commission of Chamberlainry and Trade had lapsed 

largely because there were no worthwhile tasks for it to undertake 

, and the Whig ministry found similar difficulties in finding duties 

for the new Police Commission. 

was allotted a variety of tasks. 

In the end the Commission of Polioe 

It was to recommend ministers for 

vacant churches in Crown patronage and collect information concerning 

pap . ists and non-jurors. It was to prepare a report on the state of 

the Highlands and make proposals thereon, and to consider means for 

employing the poor, and for repairing the highways and making rivers 

navigable. Finally it was -to be responsible for the encouragement 

of the export of naval stores from Scotland, and to make proposals 
96 

for the disposal of the coarse wool money. 

The Commission was composed of a President, who received 91,200 

p. a. salaryý and a number (usually eight) of peers and commoners paid 

r. 800 p. a. and E400 p. a. respectively. There was also a staff of clerks 

for whom the Commission received 9600 p. a. for salaries and incidental 

expenses. These sums, totalling PtOOO p. a., were paid out of the 

English Exchequer. The Marquis of Tweeddale was appointed the first 

president and the rest of the Co=ission represented a careful balancing 

of'S4uadrone and Argathelian interests. 97 

From the start appointments, were made on a purely political basis 

and throughout the period commissioners were appointed and removed 

largely for political reasonS. 
98 As a result the commissioners made 

96 Ibid., p. 186; SRO NBB RH2/4/4091 84 7 Jul 1721. 
97See Riley, Fhglish Ministers, p. 258- 

98 For changes shortly before the 1734 general election see CTEP II PP-547-8 
25 APr 1734- 
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little or no attempt to undertake any, of the tasks assigned to them 

and, as Riley points out, "the amount of work accomplished up to 1727 

was ludicrous". 
99 Membership of the Commission became a comfortable 

sinecure. 
100 When the Board of Trustees was set up in June 1727 it 

101 took over the job of disposing of the coarse wool money and when 

the Co=ission was renewed after the death of George I it also lost 

responsibility for the exercise of Crown church patronage. 
102 In 

1733 the opposition in Scotland considered that the Commission served 

no useful purpose whatsoever and that it should be abolished and the 

salaries used to pay the expenses of the sixteen elected peers attending 

the House of Lordsvl03 but the proposal came to nothing. 

Conclusion 

From a detailed study of the official accounts of the period, it 

can be concluded that Scotland just raised sufficient revenue to meet 

the cost of its civil government in the years 1725-48. Local government 

cost virtually nothing: sheriffs, justices and the like were unpaid and 

such costs as did arise were met from fines. Various other costs were 

met directly from the English Exchequer, most notably the salaries 

of the Scottish Secretary and of the Commissioners of Police, the cost 

of the Mint and most Scottish pensions: against this it should be 

remembered that Scotland contributed fairly substantial sums to the 

99Riley, EnRlish Ministers, p. 186. 

100 Ibid., P-187. The Commission was abolished in 1782, 

101SRO RH2/4/437t 348-66o 

102 27 Feb 1728 SRO RH2/4/41OP 74, The commission at this t. ime (Jan 1728) 
consisted of Sutherland president, Buchan, Hyndford, Lauderdalet Torphicen, 
Haddingtont Charles Areskineg Lord Alex Hay and David Haldane. See also 
SRO NBB RH2/4/438,38 21 Mar 1728, 

103See NLS SYP Box 140 BI(a)-1733o 
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London Treasury by way Of land tax and malt tax. The cost of the 

military in Scotland was also met from London. 

Excise and customs normally raised just sufficient net revenue 

to meet the bulk of the cost of the Scottish civil establishment, 

Such was the margin, however, that the Treasury kept a very tight 

. rein on civil list expenditure and allowed almost no increases in 

the number of jobs or the level of salaries. The slump in excise 

income in the early 1740s meant that the flow of money -to Edinburgh 

was not sufficient to meet the civil lisý and other costs and arrears 

in payment began to occur. The problem wag; exacerbated by local 

collectorsl practice of keeping large sums in their hands instead 

of remitting them to Edinburgh. As a result, when the Jacobite 

rebellion broke out in August 1745 there was a desperate shortage 

of cash available in Scotland and the Treasury had to make hurried 

arrangements to send up money to Scotland to meet Copets immediate 

needs. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: COURTS AND JUDGES: THE LAW 
AND POLITICS 

I'Shew me the man and V11 shew you the law'? *' 

Introduction 

The Act of Union provided express safegaards for the Scottish 

courts and legal system. 
2 For most of the eighteenth century Soots 

, law was little affected by Eriglish influences and the Scottish courts 

were left basically untouched until the reforms of the early nineteenth 

3 
-century. Nevertheless with the Union ultimate responsibility for the 

proper maintenance of law and order passed to the English government 

which had higher expectations of civil obedience and larger resources 
4 for dealing with trouble. 

Court of Session 

The supreme civil court in Scotland was the Court of Session which 

.1ý 
1 

P. W. J. Riley, The Union of ]Ehgland and Scotland (Manchester, 1978), 

'p. 
235 n 155- 

2 By article XVIII of the Union Scots law was declared to be unalterable 
by the United Kingdom Parliamentv absolutely so far as public rights, of 
policy and civil government, were concernedv only for the evident utility 
of the subjects within Scotland so far as private rights were concerned. 
By article XIX the supreme civil and criminal courts in Scotland were 
to continue, subject to such regulations and dterations as might be 

, considered necessary by the United Kingdom Parliament for the better 
-administration of justice. 

-3Stair Society, An Introduction to Scottish Leral History, Stair 
Society (1958) vol. 20 P-50 T. B. Smith, British Justice: The Scottish 
Contribution 

', 
(London, 1961ý, PP- 14,19; N. T. Phillipson. The Scottish 

Whips and the Reform of the Court of Session. 1785-1830 unpublished 
Ph. D. thesis, Cambridge, 1967), pp. 1-3. 

4T. C. Smout, A History of the Scottish People, 1560-1830 (paperback 
editionv London, 1972), p. 206. 
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ý- had both ii primary and an appellate jurisdiotion. 
5 In the 

eighteenth century the court consisted of fourteen 'Lords Ordinary' 

sitting individually in weekly rotation in the 'Outer House' and 

collectively under a fifteenth judge, the Lord President, (nine being 

a quorum), in the 'Inner Houset as a court of appeal. 
6 

These 'Senators 

-of the Cklege of Justice' were appointed by the Crown and held office 

for lifeý Three or four extraordinary Lords, appointed by the Crown 

- 
during pleasure and who required no legal qualification, could also - 

sit and -ýote in the Inner House. No cau'se could be brought into 

the Inner House until a Lord Ordinary had pronounced on it in the 

Outer House and in fact there were very considerable delays before 

appeals to the Inner House were heard, six years for example in 1750- 7 

After the Union it was quickly established that there was a right of 

appeal from the Court of Session to the House of Lords. 

-ýOn the history of the College of Justice see R. K. Hannayq The College 
of Justice (Edinburgh, 1933); R. K. Hannay, tOn the Foundation of the College 
=fjusticelp SHR vol. 15 (1918) PP-30-46; Stair Society, Introduction to 
Scottish 

- 
Legal Histor , especially chapters 3 and 23; G. Brunton and 

D. Haig, An Historical Account of the Senators of the College of Justice 
from its Institution in 1532 (Edinburgh, 1832), pp. xxxi-xiviii; G. 

, 
Donaldsong Scotland: James V to Janes VII'(Edinburgh, 1965), pp. 42-6* 

6 Salaries Lord President E800 p. a., Lord Justice General E11000 P-a., 
Lord Justice Clerk F-700 p. a., ordinary judges E300 p. a. each. There 
wer e no juries in civil cases in Scotlandý the judges deciding on both 
law and fact by a majority vote: Smith, The Scottish Contribution', P-55- 
For'a contemporary view on the merits or otherwise of jury trial see 
Clerk and Scrope, Court of Exchequer, p. 21. 

--7See Morton to Pelham 20 Oct 1750 N. U, L, NBC 2003. All cases of any 
importance found their way into the Inner House: Smith, 

' 
The Scottish 

Contribution,, P-55; Stair Society, Introduction to Scottish-Le-, al Histo p, 
P-341; Phillipson, Reform of the Court of Session, pp. 88-90, 

8 
_Before the Union appeals from Session were heard by the Privy Council 

of Scotland: while the Union was s'ilent (probably deliberately) on the subject 
of appeals to the House of Lords, the right of taking ouch appeals was coon 

ý, settled by a decision of the Lords in 1708 in the case of Roseberry v. Pirrie, 
, -followed by the Greenshields case in 1710-11; Riley, Union of Fhdand and 
Scotl2ndi P-184 and n 132; Stair Society, Introduction to Scottish LO-ml. 

, History, pp. 28P 55; Smith, The Scottish Contribution,, p. 65. For the method 
of appeal see Clerk and Scrope, Court of ExcTequer, j P-93. The number of appeals 
to the House of Lords multiplied rapidly in both volume and triviality; see 

-, -Clerk's 
Obs2rvalions, ed. Smout, p. 210. 
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iý-' While Scots civil law had, by 1707, assimilated many of the 

best features of both Roman law and English common law, 9 the 

processes of litigation in the Court of Session were both complex 

and cumbersome. 
10 

It was particularly difficult to bring the 

parties to an issue and skilful lawyers could protract a case almost 

; Lndefinitely. 
11 All pleadings had to be written which was. not only 

laborious and expensive but very time-consuming* 12 Session"was not so 

much a court of law as a court of arbitration whose forms rested upon 

the assumption that the parties wanted to'find a solution to the 

. 
dispute between them": 13 it was the great bargaining centre of 

Scottish life. 14 Moreover, the quality of the senators was at one 

of its lowest ebbs in the first half of the eighteenth century: 

appointments to the bench were almost entirely political and few had any 

real legal ability* Cases were usually decided on political grounds, 

rather than on legal merits and debates in the Inner House often 

9Ferguson, Scotland: 1682 to the Present, p. 162. 

,- 
1OSee Phillipson, Refonn of the Court of Session, especiall p. 92 ff; 

1. Ross, Lord Kames and the Scotland of His Day (Londoný 1973ýj pp. 121- 
131* 

11 Ramsay tells of Sir James Naismith, a lawyer who excelled in 
'proponing dilators'. Seemingly when Duncan Forbes and Robert Dundas 
were rising lawyers they were consulted in a case where delay was of 
the utmost importance. They advised with Sir James who, upon topics 
'which did not even occur to them, produced nine sheets of dilators 
which effectually procrastinated'the decision until a favourable 
change in circumstances took place: Scotland and Scotsmen in_the 
Eigh-Leenth Century From the Manuscripts of John Ramsa- e ,4 of Ochtertyr 
ed. A. Allardyce (1888), vol. It P-41. Cases taking ten, twenty, even 
thirty years to complete were not uncommon: see Menary, Forbes p. 124- 

See Stair Society, 
Smithp The Scottish Cont 

duction to Scottish Le 
76. 

torn P. 341; 

13Phillipson, Reform of the Court of Session, pp. 119-21. 

14 R. Mitchison, A-History of Scotland (London, 1970), p. 257- 
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developed into-unseemly braiils between judges of opposing political 

factions. As a resultv litigants relied on party and political 

connections to influence the bench rather than legal reason. 
15 The 

problem was particularly acute in the 1720s when the bench was fairly 

evenly divided between Argathelian and Squadrone supporters, highlighted 

by, the great dispute over the nomination, of Patrick Haldane. 16 After 

1725 the bench was increasingly dominated by Argathelian3. Judges. 

were often pre-determined for one side or another before a case was 

even heard17 and the situation was made worse by the fact that they 

did not have to give any reasons for their decisions. Losing litigants 

often felt confused, dissatisfied and bitter, convinced, often with 

some justification, that the judges had not -understood the case, nor 

even bothered to read the long written pleadings. 

When Duncan Forbes 

reforms. 
18 In 1737 an 

to be taken in strict o: 

more than four years. 
19 

-empted various became Lord-President in 1737 he att 

Act of Sederunt stipulated that all cases were 

rder and that no case should be protracted for 

Forbes also took steps to tighten up the discipline 

15Phillipson, Reform of the Court of Session,, p. 123. See also panphlet 
"The'Testamentary Daty of the Parliament of Scotland" C-1706 quoted J. 
Maidment, The Court of Session Garland, (Edinburgh, 1871), p. 23: "... men 
take not ordinarily their measures according to the justice or injustice 
of their suits, but their influence and interests with. the Lords... " For 
a good example of personal pressures that might be put on judges see ibid. 
pp. 23-5- 

16 See below pp. 247-60. 

17LegaJ. 
stories of the time echo this. After a suit of the magistrates 

of some burgh had been brought to a successful conclusion largely owing to 
the support of a certain judge they presumed to solicit that judgets favours 
in another forthcoming suit. "Nal na, I canna, do that, " said the judge. 
"Why? " exclaimed the astonished magistrates, amazed at what they conceived 
to be a most uncalled for scruple of conscience. -"Because", rejoined the 
judge, 11yelre ower latet I've already gein my_promisq to,,, the opposite party". 
J. Maidment, The Court of Session GELrland, j P-7- 

18 For details see Menary, Forbes, pp. 124-135- lie was encou--aged in such 
'reforms by Hardwicke. 

19Act 
of Sederunt 29 Jul 1737t Menary Forbes, p. 124; Phillipsont_Refonnof 

-13. For previous abuses in caling cases see J. the Court of Session, pp. 12 
Maidment, Qn; Lr. I P. 10. 
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and efficiency of court off icials. ý The following year the senators 

resolved not to be absent from the bench without due notification and 

lawyers were warned that they must study properly all legal papers 
20 

before signing them. Nevertheless, although these new rules brought 

some order out of the prevailing chaos and reduced the backlog of 

pasest 
21 they did little to eradicate the fundamental weaknesses in 

court procedure. 
22 Forbes was also baulked by political pressures: 

I am not surprised, (wrote William Murray, 
later Lord Mansfield), that ... the influence 
of pgty or power is sometimeb too strong for 
you. 3 

As Forbes himself confessed to Lord Chancellor Hardwicke in 1739, 

The men are almost the same as formerly; bad 
habits2 and evil maxims are hardly to be rooted 
out, and to tell your Lordship the truth I begin 
to despair that in the time that I have in my own 
mind, professed for my services, the mischief can 
be cured. 24 

Court of Justicia 

The supreme criminal court in Scotland was the High Court of Justiciary, 

established in 1672,25 comprising of the Lord Justice General, the Lord 

Justice Clerk 26 
and five Senators known as the "Lords of Justiciary". 

20Acts 
of Sederunt 2 Jun 1738 and 15 Jun. 1738, Menary, Forb . es, p. 127- 

21 See Forbes to William Grant 29 Feb 1740 CP PP-156-7- 

22 Phillipson, Reform of the Court of Session, p. 126. 

23Murray to Forbes 18 Nov 1741 CP pp. 169-71. 
24Forbes to Hardwicke 3 Jul 1739 Hardwick Papers BM Add MSS 25446 f6 

quoted Menary, Forbes, p. 127. 
25For the history of criminal justice in Scotland and the formation of 

the court see Stair Society, Introduction to Scottish Le. 1 Histo , chapters 
4 and 31; Donaldson, Scotland: James V to Jamc7 VIII pp. 223--4. 

26 From 1721 the office of Lord Justice Clerk was to be held for life: Stair 
Societyt Introduction to Scottish Legal HistoT%V1 P-56; SRO RH2/4/409i 80 7 Jul 
1721. In the Court of Session the Lord Justice Clerk had no pre-eminence but 
was merely ranked according to his date of appointment: Brunton and Haigi 
Senators of-the ColIppe-of Justice', pq xxxvi. 
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The Lord Justice General, who was usually a nobleman and not a senator 

(the post was held by Ilay from 1710 to 1761)v 27 
was president of the 

Court, but as he attended irregularly the chair was normally taken by 

the Lord Justice Clerk. In important Istatet trials, howeverg notably 

those of the malt tax rioters in 1725, Ilay personally took the chair. 

The Court sat in Edinburgh every Monday during term: 28 four judges 

constituted a quorum. There was no right of appeal to the House of 

Lords. 
29 The 1672 Act also required that the six lords made annual 

circuits in April/May to various towns in'Scotland, two lords going to 

the north, south and west respectively. No circuits were held until 
30 1708, but from then on they were made regularly. After the Heritable 

Jurisdictions Act 1747 circuits were held twice a year, in May and Ootober: 31 

32 "justice must be rightly administered throughout the Kingdom". 

27 Ilay was also an extraordinary Lord of Session. 

28 The law terms were 1 June to 1 August and 1 November to 1 March. 
The Court of Session did not sit on Mondays, 

29 See Smith, The Scottish Contribution, p. 68. In fact several appeals 
were attempted shortly after the Union and one was successful: see 
Murray, "Administration and Law" in The Union of 1Z07,, ed. Rae, P-46. 

30They 
were held at Inverness, Aberdeen and Perth; Stirling, Glasgow and 

Ayr; and D=fries and Jedburgh. Each judge was paid 9100 per circuit and 
from 1726 an additional E50 if one judge went alone: see Ilay to Milton 
30 Aug 1726 NLS SC 16533; Memo Royston, Calderwood and Dm to Treasury 
1724 CTP -8) p. 296. (1720 From 1734 a single judge got f. 180: see CTBP 
II P-550 30 Apr 1734. 

3120 Geo II c-43. The salary for each judge was increased to E150 
per circuit and the various officials (advocates, macers, clerks and 
trumpeters) who attended them received corresponding inoreases2 all 
paid on the civil list: see SRO NBB RH2/4/455,484 28 Jul 1748, These 
increases raised the annual cost from 9930 for the one circuit to 
X2,580 for the two circuits* 

32 SRO NBB RH2/4/4559 488 28 Jul 
1 
1748. 
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In both the Court of Justiciary and on the circuits a jury of 

fifteen decided the facts of a case on a majority verdict. 
33 The 

Justiciary jury was selected from lists of Midlothian heritors, by 

the judges themselves: the Lord Advocate also on occasions became 

involved. 34 Despite this, juries notoriously favoured the accused, 

particularly in cases involving violence against revenua, afficers. 
35. Scots 

criminal law was neither as well defined or enlightened as the civil 

law and showed scant regard for individual liberty. It remained 

largely unchanged until the end of the eighteenth century except for 

the introduction of the harsh English treason laws in'1708- 

Although in theory the Court of Justiciary had a universal 

criminal jurisdiction throughout Scotland, except in the area where 

the Argyll family had a right of justiciary, in practice this power 

was severely circumscribed, first by the existence of various other 

jurisdictions in Scotland most notably those of a heritable naturet 

and second by the geography of Scotland - the further from Ddinburgh 

the more difficult it became to enforce central justice. Not until 

after the abolition of the heritable jurisdictions in 1747 did royal 

justice begin to become effective throughout Scotland. 36 The limits 

of the Court of Justiciaryts authority is clearly illustrated in a letter 

330riginally the Court of Tusticiary jury was restricted to a verdict of 
proven or not proven and it was left to the judges to determine whether the 
facts, if proven, inferred guilti In 1728, however, in the trial of 
Carnegie of Finhaven for the murder of the Earl of Strathmore, Robert Dundas 
persuaded the jury to return a general verdict of not guilty. This right 
has never since been questioned: I. S. Ross, Lord Kames 

-and 
the Scotland of 

His p. 18. 

99.34For 
example Lord Advocate Grant to Newcastle 1 Feb 1747 SRO RH2/4/362, f94- 

35For 
example in the trials of, the malt tax rioters in 1725- See also IlaY 

to Newcastle 11 Nov 1725 SRO RH2/4/3211 f344-5- 
36 For an analysis of the origins and difficulties in establishing- control 

in-areas outwith the ccntral lowlands see smout, Hi. story of the Scottish 
People, pp-39-46. 
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from Lord Advocate Dundas in 1723, discussing the continuing growth 

of popery in the Highlands. Before the Union the laws against 

trafficking priests had been executed by the Scottish Privy Council. 

These powers had been transferred to the. Court of Justiciary, 

yet as the formes of that Court are tedious, 
the prosecutions very expensive; and as that 
Court have no power by Law to act in way of 
Governmt as the Privy Council Did, but are 
confintd to act in their Judicative Capacity 
only, and that the offences against those laws 
are mostly Committed in the remot parts it seems 
to be very hard, If at all possible, effectually 
to prosecute offences against these laws without 
some new remedy be providedq more especially 
Considering that Inferior magistrats, particularly 
Sheriffs and Magistrats of Burghs are intirely 
negligent as to doing their parts 3ýn order to. 
bring offenders to conviction.... 

In fact the abolition of the Privy Council had created serious problems 

for the enforcement of the criminal law in Scotland and the Court of 

Justiciary lacked the, necessary executive powers effectively to fill 

the gap. Writing to the Lords Justices on a case where the Inverness 

magistrates had taken proceedings against a customs officer and two 

soldiers who, in his viewl had only been carrying out their duty, Dunda3 

complained: 
I Do Humbly Certify to Your Excys That before the 
Union of the Two Kingdoms a proceeding of this nature 
would fallen to have been Judged of by the Privy 
Council of Scotland, But now that we have no Court 
vested with the powers they had, If it be Your Excy's 
pleasure That the said Magistrates be prosecuted I 
don1t see any other way of doing it than by a libell 
before the Court of Justiciary for oppression and mal- 
versation in their offices But I must begg leave Humbly 
to submitt to your Exeys consideration That the Court 
of Justioiary as now Constitute is so very tender of 
Inferior Magistrats, and our Juries will be so unwilling 
to hurt a Magistrat for any hardship put upon a Custome 
house officer That 

-I 
can have very Little hope of 

succeeding in such a tryal If it should be gone on 
in.... 38 

37Report of Lord Advocate Dundas to Lo 
41316, f216. For a similar complailit-see 
R112/ij/314, ff . 316-7- 

38Dundas to Lords Justibes 30 Jul 1725 
to Delafaye 5 Nov 1723 ibi. d.; ff. 228-91 

I 

rds Justices 28 Sep 1723 SRO RH2/ 
Dundas to Delafaye 3 Nov 1720 SRO 

SRO RH2/4/316 f196. See also Dardas 

quoted above P-74- 
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In 1742 Tweeddale, newly appointed Secretary of State, decided 

to canvass ideas for a comprehensive reform of the courts in Scotland, 

particularly Justiciary. Arnistonv, with some initial though lukewarm 

support from Forbes, drew up a draft bill to separate completely 

Session from Justiciary, to-reform the selection of Justiciary juries 

and make other procedural changes, and to improve'the operation 

of the circuit s. 
39 It soon became clear, however, that such reform 

would be both difficult and expensive and, with the Ministry being 

wracked by internal conflict'and facing mounting problems'abroadl-the 

scheme was quietly dropped. 40 

Courts of Admiralty and Exchequer 

There were two other important central courts, the High Court 

of Admiralty and the Court of Exchequer. The existence of these two 

courts meant that the Court of Session did not during this period enjoy 

the almost universal jurisdiction in civil cases it was later to attain 

in the nineteenth century when it had absorbed many of their functions. 41 

By the Act of Union the Scottish Court of Admiralty was to be allowed 
42 to function only when private rights were involved. It had both a 

civil and criminal jurisdiction. In theory the Vice Admiral of Scotland, 

who was appointed by and responsible to the Lord High Admiral and the 

39See Arniston to Tweeddale 15 Jan 1743 NLS YP7053,72; Forbes to 
Tweeddale 4 Jan 1743 NLS YP7053, -24; Hay to Tweeddale 26 Feb 1743 NLS YP70531 
178; NLS SYP Box 138 Fl "The Alterations proposed to be made in the Criminal 
Law of Scotland"; NLS SYP Box 139 F1 Memo to Tweeddale and draft bill; 
Menary, Forbesq P134- 

40See Tweeddale to Forbes 24 Aug 1742 CP. P. 184; Forbes to Tweeddale 
18 Sep 1742 CP PP-185-6. 

4lStair 
Sooietyt Introduction +o Scottish Legal -8; Histor-yv PP-345 

, 
Smith, The Scottish Contributiont P-57- 

42 Riley, The Union of Fhgland and Scotland, p. 184. 
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Commissioners of Admiralty for Great Britain, sat as judge in the 

court but in practice the duties were performed by his deputy 

(appointed by him for life) the Judge of the High Court of Admiral ty*43 

In civil cases Admiralty was an independent court and its decisions 

could not be taken to the Court of Session. Its civil jurisdiction 

included all disputes among merchants and mariners on such matters as 

contracts? exchange, insurance and delivery of cargo. 
44 In criminal 

cases its jurisdiction was cumulative with that of the Court of 

Justiciary: piracy and mutiny were exclusively cognoscable in the 

Court of Admiralty, while murder at sea, might be competently tried 

in the Court of Justiciary. The Judge of Admiralty could issue certain 

executive orders, for example to customs officials to apprehend pirate 

ships. 
45 The relative speed and simplicity of procedure in the Court 

of Admiralty made it a serious rival to the Court of Session for commercial 

litigation, while the Court of Justiciary begrudged its criminal 

jurisdiction, 46 

Local jurisdictions 

In the localities legal authority was exercised by sheriffsq justices 

of the peace, burgh magistrates and the holders of various heritable 

43For 
example see commission of Vice Admiral Earl of Finlater and Seafield 

to James Philp 11 Dec 1746 SRO RH2/4/361, f286-7. The office of Judge was 
held for life and was held from 1702 to 1746 by James Graham : "Memorial on 
the Office of Judge of the High Court of Admiralty" by Finlater c. 21 Nov 
1746 SRO RH2/4/360 f116-7. He does not appear to-have been paid a salary 
until 1750: see Finlater to Pelham 19 Apr 1750 N. U. L. NEC 1983a, and 
enclosed memorandum NEC 1983b; Finlater to Pelham 25 Jun 1730 N. U. L, NEC 
1984a, and b; List of Places in Scotland NLS Adv MS 31-5.3o 

44Stair Society, Introduction to Scottish Legal History, P-399- 
45See SRO RH2/4/317 f7l-82. 
46 Loriiaer, Handbook of the Law 

'of 
Scotland, P-443; -Stair 

Societyp 

Tntro6uction 'to Scottir. h Lefnl Jjiato3ý. V, P. 27; Smitht Tho Scottish Contri- 
'butiOn, P-57- 
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jurisdictions. 

Sheriffs. There were 33 sheriffdoms in Scotland: 20 were held 

by heritable sheriffs and the rest appointed by the Crown either for 

life (4) or during pleasure (9). The office was one of some prestige: 

in 1724 23 of the sheriffs were noblemen and the rest were prominent 

landed gentry in their respective counties. 
47 Appointment of the non- 

heritable sheriffs was Political, being given to the most influential 

government supporter in the shire. Deputies were usually nominated 

by the sheriff to do the actual work. The functions of both heritable 

and non-heritable sheriffs were the same. The sheriff was the king's 

chief officer for preserving the peace and executing royal writs. 

He was the representative and principal executive officer of the 

central government, exercising administrative, financial, military 

and judicial powers and acting as the main link between central and 

local government. He had both a civil and a criminal jurisdiction 

(except over treason and the four pleas of the crown)48 although his 

jurisdiction did not extend into the royal burghs or other franchises 

within the sheriffdome There was a right of appeal to Session or 

Justiciary from the sheriffts decisions. The relationship between the 

sheriff court and the central courts was somewhat confused. Causes 

could be removed from the sheriff court to a central court if, for 

example, the Crown lawyers felt that the sheriff was not acting with 

sufficient vigour. On the other-hand, the sheriff could in certain 

instances recall causes from the central courts. The sheriff was 

responsible for executing writs and orders issued by the central courts - 

47List 
of the Sherif fa of Scotland 6 Nov 1724 SRO RH2/4/316 f 301-2. 

Per fuller details on sheriffs cee Ann E. Whetstonet Scottish CountY 
Government in the Rij-hteenth and Nineteenth Centuriesq -(Edinbur&t 1981)9 
chapter 1. 

48Murder, 
rapev arsonj robberyj see Stair Society, Introduction to 

Scottish LeMl HistoLv- P-360. 
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Session, Justiciary7 Mr-chequer - and for putting into 
. 
effect the 

judgements of these courts. lie was also responsible as we have 

seen49 for the collection of various Crom revenues in the sheriffdom. 

Finally the sheriff was the returning officer for shire elections, 

receiving the election writ and setting the day for the election, 

and in this position could often influence the conduct of the 

election or indeed make a return at variance with the'aotual result . 
50 

Sheriffs received no allowances except for the fines they exacted from 

criminals. 

The other main official in the sheriffdom was the sheriff clerk 

who kept the court records and often acted as clerk at elections. 

As this office presented a possible means of control over the sheriff, 

the Crown had attempted to retain the riCht of appointment' but in 

fact the sheriff clerks (and the clerks of the peace) were in the gift 

of the Keeper of the Signet, which in practice meant the Secretary of 

State until Milton was appointed Keeper in 1746, and were usually 

Ilsold for money". 
51 

In general sheriffs, and particularly the heritable sheriffs, had 

become largely independent of Crown control. The majority of heritable 

sheriffs were negligent in their duties: they failed to collect or account 

regularly for the Crown rents; court records were not properly kept, if 

at all; exorbitant fees were exacted and bribes accepted; and the 

quality of justice was severely impaired by personal, clan or political 

considerations. The sheriffs appointed by the Crown were umially only 

49Above 
pp. 126-ýt 

50For fuller details of the aheriffts role see Ferguson, FIectoral Law 
=c#A I pp. 20-ly 46 

-and 
ý' -7- 
5lSe 

e Hay to Tweeddale 25 Mar 1742 NLS YP7045v 117; Hay to Tweeddale 
27 MaY 1742 NLS YP7047Y 91; Hay to Twooddale 8 Jun 1742 NLS YP7047i 121. 

. Lsh t For details of sheriff court officials see Whetstone, Soo t- 
Governmen 1 pp-17-22. 
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slightly more active. Shortly after the Union, in an attempt to 

keep a check on the sheriffs, they were ordered to attend the Lords 

of Justiciary on circuit and answer any complaints against their 

, 52 
conduct. It would have taken a brave or powerful man, however, to 

raise a complaint against such a prominent figure and this procedure 

had little effect. Real reform only came with the Heritable 

Jurisdictions Act of 1747 which abolished the heritable and life 

tenure sheriffs and replaced them with legally qualified and salaried 

sheriffs-depute appointed by the Crown. - 

Justices of the Peace. 53 Although justices of the peace were 

introduced into Scotland by James VI in 1587 and numerous other 

statiAes were passed conf irming or. enlarging their powers, the 

institution had not developed deep roots,, 
54 In particular holders 

of heritable jurisdictions saw the justice of the peace as a serious 

potential rival and therefore did all they could to hinder its develop- 

Ment. In 1707, however, given the absence of any suitable alternative 

and -to bring Scotland into line with Ehgland, jurisdiction over customs 

and excise matters were addAd to the justices' responsibilities. 
55 

After 1707 justices in Scotland were appointed by royal authority 

delegated to the Lord Chancellor. Commissions were named at the 

52Act 8 Anne c. 16. See Stair Society, Introduction to Scottish Legal 
History, P-359; Malcolm, Minutes of the Juntices of the Peace for Lanarkshi 
SHS 3rd series vol-17 (1931)v P-Dcx"vilie 

53For 
a full discussion of the justice of the peace in Scotland in the 

first half of the eighteenth century see E. K. Carmichael, The Scottish 
Commis 

- 
Sion of the Peace 1707-1760 (Unpublished Ph. D. thesisv Glasgowv 1977)- 

See also Whetstonep Scottish County Government,, chapter II* 

54por the early history of the justice of the peace in scotland see Malcolm, Minutes of the Justices of the Peace for Lanarkshire SHS 3rd series 
Vol-17 (1931), Ppoxix-xxviii; Donaldsony Scotland: James V- James VTTv pp. 224-5t 348. 

55Malcolm, 
Minuten of the Justices of -the Peace for rnnarkshlrel SHS 3rd 

series Vol-17 (1931)t Pp. xxvil- lxxix-ixxxii. 
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beginning of *each reign, in 1725 to help with the new Disarming Act, 

and between 1739 and 1744 partly in an effort to purge the commissions 

of suspected Jacobites. Certain justices held the post ex-officio - 

sheriffs, some provosts and magistratesý senatorsv the Lord Advocate 

and Solioitor General - while several army officers were included 

in the commissions for the Highland counties to give them -the necessary 
56 

powers with respect to disarming. The rest were appointed largely 

on the recommendation of the local member of Parliament: 

; *0 it is the Parliament Men for the 
ounties that give in the Lists; and 

that is mostly complied with. 57 

The Ministry only took an interest in their composition when Hardwicke 

was Lord Chancellor and usually left the inspection of the recommendations 

to the Lord Justice Clerk. 58 Thus for most of the period under study 

the lists were scrutinised and compiled by Milton, acting on Ilay's 

behalf . 

In practice the justices# criminal jurisdiction was very limited 

and their main civil task lay in the area of price and wage controls. 

The justices suffered most from the considerable overlap of jurisdictions 

in Scotland. The Crown regularly removed cases from quarter sessions 

to the Court of Justiciary or Exchequere There was also much rivalry in 

certain areas with the heritable jurisaictionst and cases could often 

be claimed to regality or barony. In most counties justices failed 

to organize themselves effectively 'and met but irregularly. The 

in, dolence of many of the constables, whose job it was to enforce the 

orders of the justicesl also severely hampered the effectiveness of the 

56 E. K. Carmichaell(tJacobitism in the Scottish Commission of the Peace 
1707-601, SHR vol- 58 1979), p. 64. 

57Cumberland 
to Newcastle 30 Apr 1746 Inverness enclosure 6t SRO RH2/4/355 

f. 250-5- See also Whetstone, Scottish CountX Government, pp. 36-8. 
58E. K. Carmichaelt The Scottish Commissions of the Peace_1707-1760t pp. 

211-14,233-42; Murdoch, The People Above, p. 25. 
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entire system. - 

The tasks of the justice of the peace were, in theory at least, 

wide: they included preserving the peace; punishing those guilty 

of various minor crimes (mainly breaches of the peace); taking care 

of highways, bridges and ferries; controlling the constables; repressing 

beggars; regulating the price of labour and contracts between masters 

and servants; and most important exercising a jurisdiction over 

revenue matters and punishing contraventions of the revenue laws. 59 

Ibny of the administrative tasks, however, came tb be performed by 

the commissioners of supply. Justices were often instructed by the 

Lord Advocate and other central law officers to enquire into crimes, 

riotýj or suspected Jacobites in their area and to report their findings. 

Justices could issue warrants of arrest and commitment, and'order troops 

to take action action against mobs. After 1747, with the appointment 

of sheriff-deputesýthe local criminal jurisdiction of the justices'went 

into rapid decline. Given the difficulties in generalising about the 

efficiency of justices from county to county, 
60 

it would appear that 

many justices were often indolent and only interested in the money they 

could make, and at worst. directly obstructed or perverted the law and used 

their powers as weapons in clan or political feuds within the shire. 

In particular we have already noted'the. reluctant, even obstructive 

manner in which many justices acted in customs and excise matters. 
6ý 

Moreoverg despite widespread changes in 1716-7 many disaffected justices 

59malcolm, Minui 
SHS 3rd series vol. 

s of the Justices of 
17 (1931), -P, -xxxvi, 

e Peace for I 

61 OMalcolm 
portrays the Lanarkshire justice 1707-23 as conscientious, 

even energe. tic, and fairt, Minutes of the Justices of the'Peace-f. Or Lanarkshire 
SHS 3rd seric--. vol-17 (193'1), --Pp. lxxvi-lxxvii, but many of these same justices 
fled Glasgow during the Shawfield riots of 1725- 

6'Above 
DD. 73-4.98-101 
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62 
remained on the commissions. As with sheriffs, an attempt was 

made to get the judges on circuit to keep a check on justicest 

proceedings but this proved similarly ineffective. 
63 

At best, 

justices performed a useful role in executing minor civil tasks: 

as the century progressed they declined into general inactivity, 

Heritable jurisdictions. By Scots feudal law all rights of 

jurisdiction bel onged to the Crown. These rights could be granted 

by the Crown along with the right to hold a court to implement the 

jurisdiction. Such a grant, known as a kranchisev thus established 

a separate legal unit from which the Kingts officers might be 

partially or wholly excluded. There were four types of franchise, 

each with its own court: regality, barony, stewartry and bailiery. 
64 

By Article XX of the Union, all these heritable jurisdictions were 

preserved. 

The most powerful of the heritable jurisdictions, the Justiciar 

Generalship of Argyle, from which there was no appealv was held by 

the Argyll family. Only slightly less powerful were the regalities, 

of which there were about thirty. The lord of regality exercised an 

extensive civil and criminal (except treason) jurisdictiong equal to 

sheriffs in civil and Justiciary in criminal cases and he could often 

65 
repledge cases from these courts. More numerous, but with less 

62 Carmichael, ? Jacobitism in t*he Scottish Commission of the Peacet, 
SHRI vol- 58 (1979)t p. 62. - 

6 
-ýMalcolm, Minutes of the Justic 

aeries vol. 17-(-1931), P-lxvi. 
he Peace f or '. SHS 3rcl 

64For 
fuller details on heritable jurisdictions see Stair Society, 

Introduction to Scottish Legal Historyl chapter 28; Donaldson, Scotland: 
James V- James VII PP-5-7; Smout, History of the Scottish People' pp. 33-4. 

65 
See "The Nature of Ordinary Courts in Scotland" enclosec with I 

Cumberland to Newcastle 30 Apr 1746 Inverness SRO RH2/4/355t f256-7- 
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extensive powers, were the baron courts. The baron himself, or one 

of his bailies, had jurisdiction over a range of-activities which by 

the, late sixteenth century had become largely confined to the maintenance 

of Igood neighbourhood' (petty crimes, etc. ), and the implementation of 

the social and. economic dictates of Parliament or the baron himself, 

especially the payment of rents. 
66 

Appeals could be made from the 

baron court to the sheriff court (although the baron could also repledge 

from the sheriff)l or, if the barony was in a regality, to the regality 

court. The stewartries (6) and the bailieries (4) were essentially 

royal lands administered directly on behalf of the King but with a 

special jurisdiction apart from his other jurisdictionse Broadly 

the stewartry had a jurisdiction similar to the regality, the bailiery 

to the sheriff., 

These various franchises, numbering well over two hundred, were 
I 

concentrated mainly in the Lowlands of Scotland, They gave considerable 

power and influence to their holders, the major landowners, and this 

meshing of-judicial power into the social structure of the county was 

ini important factor in the administration of Scotland. With the gradual 

strengthening of central government in -the seventeenth century the need 

for franchise courts declined and many of their powers fell into disuse. 

Nevertheless, although they had to a large extent outlived their usefulness, 

they still retained and could exercise fairly wide jurisdictions. Their 

continuing existence'alongside other institirfjions such as thejustices 

and commissioners of supply led to administrative chaos in MnY areas. 

Abolition of the herij isd_i, ct_io. n. -,. 
67 

Since the Union Ministers W 

66See 
Smoutj. HistorY of the ScottislaPeople, pp. 115-118. Part of the ' 

decline of the baron court was due to the establishment of a strong central 
Court of Session. 

67See 
also bcloww, 62T31-For details see Whetstone, Scottish COuntv 

Government? PP-4-5- 
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had regarded these private jurisdictions as archaic, defeating any 

real attempt at central control and this view was echoed by many of 

the rising group of middle class lawyers in Edinburgh who saw the 

heritable jurisdictions as both obstructing a coherent centralised 

legal system and a bastion of noble power. The Forty-five rebellion 

and the total inability of those with such powers to resist the 

Jacobite upsurge gave the Ministry the opportunity and in 1747 an Act 

was passed abolishing all heritable jurisdictions, with the exception 

of the baron court, from 25 March 1748.68- The competence of the 

baron courts was severely restricted, principally to recovering rents 

from tenants and they died out in the second half of the eighteenth 

centux-j. The holders of heritable jurisdictions were compensated for 

their loss. A large number of inflated claims, totalling almost 

9600,000, were submitted to the Court of Session but these amounts were 

severely reduced and only Z1521037 12/2 was paid out. 
69 The Act also 

instituted a new system of properly constituted sheriff courts in place 

of the old mixture of heritable, life and pleasure sheriffs, Henceforth 

legally qualified sheriffs9 confusingly called sheriffs depute, were 

appointed by the Crown. 70 The sheriff depute was required to reside in 

his jurisdiction for at least four months in every year and hold regular 

68 20 Geo 11 0.43. 
69 See Report of'Court of Sessi'on concerning claims for heritable juris_ 

diction compensation PRO T1/329 no-38 15 Jun 1748; Memorial Lord Advocate 
Grant to Exchequer 13 Nov 1747 PRO T1/329 no. 9; warrant for payment 5 Oct 
1748 PRO T52/4433 which lists all the claims to be paid. The highest 
compensation, of 921,000, went to Ilay for his Justiciar Generalship of 
Argyll WtOOO), heritable sheriffship of Argyll (95,000) and his regality 
of Campbell (El, 000). 

70For the first seven years after the Act came into effect the Crown could 
appoint during pleanure, thorcafter all sheriffs depute woro to be appointed 
for life. This was extended for a further 15 years in 1755. They were 
paid 9200 in the larger countiest E150 in the smaller. 
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courts at the county town. He could appoint a sheriff substitute, 

usually a solicitor, to act in his absence. The sheriff depute took 

on various duties as the principal local executive officer of the 

Crown: he carried out Exchequer writs, accounted for Crown property 

in his jurisdiction, called jurors and received the writs for 

parliamentary elections. 
71 

The role of the sheriff principal was 

reduced to returning members at elections and raising the militia: he 

had no judicial role. ýAlthough various evils remained, these reforms, 

coupled with the abolition of the various bompeting heritable juris- 

dictions, led to a marked advance in the authority, quality and esteem 

of the sheriff courts in Scotland and the establishment of a public 

justice in Scotland comparable to that in England. 
72 

Other jurisdictions. Two other minor jurisdictions should be 

mentioned briefly. Each royal burgh had its own court with the bailies 

as judges. The burgh courts initially had a fairly wide civil and 

criminal jurisdiction but this was eroded in the seventeenth century 

due to the, rivalry of other jurisdictions, most notably the Court of 

Session, the Commissary Courts and the justice s. 
73 Burghs courts were thus 

left to deal mainly with minor crimes, petty local disputes and the rega- 

lation of trading and market practices. 
74 After the Reformation the Commissary 

Courts took over the jurisdictions previously held by the ecclesiastical 

7'Murdoch, The People Above, p. '23. 

72 Smout, Histo=-of the Scottish People, p. 212. 

730nly Edinburgh had a juriadiction free from the local justices 
and sheriff. 

74M. R. MoLarty, A Source Book and History of Administrative Law in Scotland, 
(London, 1956), pp. 6-10. 
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courts in Sootland. 75 The local commissaries dealt mainly with 

executory matters but also had limited powers over cases involving 

obligations fortified by oath, actions by widows and others, and 

slander. Besides their local jurisdiction the four judges of the 

Commissary Court in Edinburgh exercised a jurisdiction covering all 

Scotland in. matters such as testamentsp legitimacy, marriage and 

divorce. Appeal could be made from the commissary courts to Session. 

Appointment of commissaries lay with the Crown and was usually for 

life. In the counties it was a useful source of patronage and was 

0 

u. sually given to a prominent gentry landowner. 76 Advocates were 

generally appointed to the Edinburgh court, many of whom later became 

sena: bors of the College of Justice. 77 

Relations between central courts and local J-urisdictions 

From the outset an important. part of the Court of SessioA role 

was to exercise control over the subordinate courts. It quickly 

attracted to itself most of the important civil litigation, and this 

in turn caused the decline of several of the local jurisdictions, 

particularly those of a heritable nature. The same process began to work 

in -the criminal field after the establishment of the Court of Justiciary 

75See Donaldson, Scotland: Janes V- Janes VII, P-145; Stair Society, 
troduction to Scottish Lep_,, Il History, PP-03M F 3-372o 

76For 
example see SRO RH2/4/31ý fl 1723. The commissary clerk was also 

named by the CroTýn and was therefore another useful piece of patronage; 
for example see Ilay to Delafaye 16 Sep 1731 SRO RH2/4/330 f235- On 
the 1OW quality of commissary judges see Hay to Tweeddale 1 Feb 1743 NLS 
YP7053,111. 

77Stair Society, Tntroduction'to Scottish LeM-l istor . 368-71** 1LI Z, PP Smithp The Scottish Contribution, ]ý, 57- 

Oj. 
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in 1672.7 Crown lawyers would seek to bring a-case to Edinburgh 

when local circumstances made an unfavourable decision in the inferior 

court likely. Although clashes of jurisdiction continued to occur 

during the first haIf of the eighteenth century the supremacy of the 

central courts was increasingly established. A notable example was 

after the malt tax riots in 1725 when Ilay felt that local justices, 

particularly those in Aberdeenshire, would be too lenient to offenders 

and had them brought to Edinburgh for trial. The expense to the 

accused of such trials in Edinburgh was often punishment enough, even 
79 if they were eventually acquitted. In 1730 the Court of Justiciary 

refused a replegiation from the regality-oourt at Glasgow and declared 

its supremacy over all local jurisdictions no matter how exclusive the 

original grant, 
80 

a sign of the growing awareness that certain matters 

were too important to leave to the heritable courts. Ilayj writing 

to obtain a royal pardcn for a man sentenced to death by the Duke of 

AtholL's regality court, argued that "such A discretionary power of life 

and death, if at all reasonable, is too great to be trusted in the hands of 

private persons". A royal pardon was eventually obtained. 
81 

The law in Scotland 

The existence of so many competing and conflicting jurisdictions in 

Scotland in the first half of the eighteenth century created considerable 

78 Smith, The Scottish Contribution, v P-57; Stair Society, Introduction 
to Scottish Legal History, pp. 27y 377- 

79See Ilay to Newcastle 16 Oct 1725 SRO RH2/4/320 f216; Ilay to Newcastle 
11 Nov 1725 SRO RH2/4/321 f344-5- 

80 
Stair Society, Introduction to Scottish Lepql History, PP-431-2. Re- 

plegiation was the process whereby local courts could call before them from 
any other court persons normally subject to their jurisdiction. The practice 
had greatly declined in the seventeenth century. 

81 
Ilay to Delafaye 12 Jul 17ýO SRO RH2/4/330 f93-4; Cockburn to Newcastle 

25 Jul 1731 SRO RH2/4/330 f227; Ilay to Delafaye 28 Aug 1731 SRO RH2/4/330 
f231; Ilay to Delafaye 16 Sep 1731 SRO RH2/4/330 f235- 
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confusion and greatly hampered the speed and efficiency with which 
I 

the law operated. A large section of the legal system, the 

heritable jurisdictions, was outside the Crown's control while in 

many of the local courts the Crown's interest and the enforcement 

of justice had to compete against local and personal influences, 

The central courts of Justicia3: 7 and Session were growing in stature 

and attracting many of the more important cases, but this was a gradual 

process, working throughout most of the seventeenth century, continuing 

in this period, and only given a rapid boost in 1747 with the abolition 

of the heritable jurisdictions. On the other hand, while Justiciary 

and Session went far to providing strong central institutions they 

both suffered from serious weaknesses. The quality of both the judges, 

and consequently the law they dispensed, was at something of a low ebb: 

politics intruded into the legal system to a damaging extent. In 1732 

Forbes felt constrained to warn the Marchioness of Annandale against 

allowing her son, the third marquis, from interfering in election matters 

in D=fries-shire where several judges and Solicitor General Charles 

Areskine had interestsy at a time when the marquis had a cause pending 

in Session: 

I ought not surely to insinuate that 
passions or disobligations may pervert 
judgement, but our judges are no more than 
men, and I leave it to your Ladyship to 
consider from what you have formerly heard 
or experienced, whether it is prudent without 
any necessity, to give occasion for raising 
or playrg with their passions to-your pre- 
jý&2 

Scots landed society as a whole was small and tightly knit and Scotland 

had a tradition of political interest and personal malice being intermingled 

with justice. From the central courts to the local jurisdictions 

82Forbes 
to Marchioness of Annandale 11 Nov 1732 MCp III pp. 66-8- 
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personalf clan or political connections usually overrode any idea of 

impartial justicee The tortuous nature of legal procedure also led 

to widespread abuses to the detriment of justice. The Crown was 

often reluctant to bring prosecutions in difficult cases, particularly 

those involving violence at elections: 

the remembrance of the bad success that all 
Government prosecutions have. met with in 
Scotland for several years .... that no 
proceedings can be carried on in matters, 
of this kind [election dispute] but what 
will be complainfd of and misrepresented 
from one hand or other makes-your Majties 
Councell in Scotland very Cautious as to 
commencing such prosecut ns without your 
Majties express Command. 

The further from Edinburgh the less effective royal justice became: 

The Island of Barra lyes at so very great 
distance from this place [Edinburgh] and is 
Inhabited by so barbarous a set of people 
intirely disaffected to his Majties Governt 
amongst whom there is no such thing as J-ustice 
of the peace, or any agistrat or Governm-b 
which they notice.... 4 

Senators of the CollgZe of Justice 

The post of senator of the College of Justice was one of -the most 

prestigious places-the Crown had at its disposal in Scotland. Although 

many of the judges during the period were little more -than placemen, the 

post could carry considerable status and authority and given the inter- 

meshing of law, politics and administration it had a potential influence 

which in the right hands could be. extended well beyond the formal legal 

duties of the office, The appointment of judges was political and 

the Scottish bench consequently represented important political and 

kinship groups. 

Table E lists tho fifteen senators at the time of the appointment 

83Dundas 
to Roxburgh 25 Feb 1723 SRO RH2/4/315 f106-7e 

84Dundas 
to -3 Apr 1722 SRO RH2/4/314 f328. 
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of Andrew Fletcher as Lord Milton in June 1724.85 In addition 

there were four extraordinary lords - Ilay, who also held the 

post of Lord Justice Generall Loudon, Athole and Tweeddale. The 

Lord President was Sir Hew Dalrymple of North Berwick, third son 

of the first Viscount Stair whom he had replaced as Lord President 

in 1698 and brother of the first earl of Stair. Although he was 

-to hold the chair until his death in 1737 (aged 85), he suffered 

much-ill-health from the early 1720s and there were constant rumours 

of his impending retiral. 
86 

During this period he provided the 

court with little leadership and many abuses developed. ' Adam 

Cockburn of Ormistoun had been appointed Lord Justice Clerk in 1714, 

having twice previously held the post (1692-9,1705-10). Cockburn 

was an active Squadrone supporter and along with Robert Dundas, 

Solicitor General and then Lord Advocate, was Secretary of State 

87 
Roxburghets principal agent in Scotland. Despite promptings from 

London Cockburn remained inactive during the malt tax disturbances 

of 1725 and after the fall of Roxburghe took little further part in 

administrative or political activities, confining himself to purely 

legal duties until his death in 1735- The longest serving senator 

in 1724 was Robert Dundas, Lord Arniston, who had been appointed at the 

time of the Revolution. The son of Sir James Dundas, himself a senator, 

and father of Solicitor General, Lord Advocate and later Lord President 

85 BiographicaIdetails are given in Brunton and Haig, Senators of the, 
College of Justice. 

86 In 1726 he went to London to obtain permission to resign, but George I 
and Walpole refused to allow it: R. Woodrow, Analecta or Materials for a 
HistoL)ý o-f Remarkable Providencela., ede R. Leishmanp Maitland Club (1845-3) 
vol. III, pp, 290,364. 

87See 
SRO RH2/4/396-398; Dundas of Arniston MSS SRO RH4/15/2 Vols- 

1 and 2. 
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TABLE E 

Senators of the Collep_e of Justice, June 1724 

Robert Dundas, Lord Arniston 1 Nov 1689 to 29 Dec 1726 Death 

Hew Dalrymple, (Lord President) 7 Jun 1689 to 1 Feb 1737 Death 
Sir John Maxwellt Lord Pollock 17 Feb 1699 to 3 Nov 1732 Death 
Adam Cockburnt Lord Ormistoun 31 Jan 1705 to 3 Nov 1735 Death 

Sir Alexander Ogilvy, Lord Forglen 23 Jul 1705 to 10 Jun 1727 Death 

James Erskine, Lord Orange 18 Mar 1707 to 11 Jul 1734 Retiral 

Sir Francis Grantt Lord Cullen 10 Jun 1709 to 4 Jun 1726 Death 

Sir James Mackenzie, Lord Royston 7 Jun 1710 to 23 Nov 1744 Death 

David Erskine, Lord Dan 8 Nov 1710 to 15 Feb 17-54 Retiral. 

Sir William Calderwood, Lord Polton 6 Nov 1711 to 3 Nov 1733 Death 

James Hamiltont Lord Pencaitland 8 Nov 1712 to 1 Jul 1729 Death 

James Elphingstont Lord Coupar/ 5 Jun 1714 to 19 Dec 1746 Death 
Balmerino 

Sir Andrew Hume, Lord Kimmerghame 23 Nov 1714 to 5 Mar 1730 Death 

Sir Walter Pringle, Lord Newhall 6 Jun 1718 to 10 Jun 1737 Death 

Andrew Fletcher, Lord Milton 4 Jun 1724 to 12 Feb 1767 Death 

. 
Eenators aýLointed between 112ý and 1748 

Sir Gilbert Elliot, Lord Minto 29 Apr 1726 to 14 Jun 1766 Death 

Hew Dalrymplev Lord Drummore 18 Dec 1726 to 31 Jul 1755 Death 

Patrick Campbell, Lord Monzie 31 May 1727 to 6 Feb 1752 Death 

John Pringle, Lord Haining 5 Jun 1729 to 28 Nov 1754 Death 

Alexander Fraser, Lord Strichen 24 Mar 1730 to 10 Mar 1775 Death 

Patrick Grant, Lord Elchies 5 Aug 1732 to 14 Nov 1754 Death 

John Sinclair, Lord Murkle 20 Aug 1733 to 5 Jul 1755 Death 

Alexander Lesley, Earl of Leven 28 Jun 1734 to 20 Nov 1754 Death 

Sir James Ferguson, Lord Kilkerran 3 Sep 1735 to 14 Jun 1759 Death 

Robert Dundas, Lord Arniston 24 Mar 1737 to 2 Feb 1754 Death 
Duncan Forbes, (Lord President) 20 Jun 1737 to 10 Sep 1748 Death 

Charles Areskine, Lord Tinwald 15 Nov 1744 to 16 Jun 1763 Death 
Patrick Boyle, Lord Shewalton- 9 Dec 1746 to 18 Jun 1761 Death 
(Robert Dundas) (Lord President) 15 Jun 1748 

lk 

L 
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Robert Dundas, he was also a Squadrone supporter, as were Pollock, 

Forglen and Cullen. All five died within ten years of the malt tax 

riots, three of them by 1727, and all were to be replaced by men more 

favourably inclined to the Argathelian interest. Three senators - 

Polton, Pencaitland and Dun - were appointed during the last four years 

of Anne's reign. While Polton and Pencaitland were at least nominally 

Whigs, Dun was a recognised Tory. None of the three were Argathelian 

supporters, all favouring the Glasgow malt tax rioters in their trials for 

example, much to Ilayls annoyance. 
88 

Of the remaining six judges in 

' 89 1724, three were staunch Argathelians - Milton, Royston and Grange. 

Lord Newhall was considered to be one of the most able judges of his 

time, highly respected by lawyers and public alikeg and was little involved 

in politics. He initiated several of the reforms later developed by 

Forbes. 
go Sir Andrew Hume of Kimmerghane was the brother of the second 

earl of Marchmont a Squadrone stalwart, but not noticeably attached to 

that faction himself, while James Elphingston, Lord Coupar (later 

Balmerino), was the brother of the Jacobite lord executed in 1746 but 

seemingly himself a staunch Whig. 

Thus in 1724 there were five Squadrone senators and three staunch 

Argathelians. The Lord President generally favoured the Argathelians 

as did Polton and Newhall while Pencaitland seems to have leant to the 

Squadrone. Tory Dun replarly voted against the Crown whatever the 

88See 
Ilay to Newcastie'30 Sep 1725 SRO RH2/4/319 f126-9. 

89For 
Roystonts involvement in Cromartyshire politics and elections 

1708-44 see Ferguson, Electoral Law an -d 
Procedurej chapters III and IV. 

He was the third son of the earl of Cromarty, 

90 Ramsay, 'Scotland and Scotsmen, PP-41-2v 49,64. 
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complexi 
. 
on of the Ministry, 

91 
while Kimmerghame and Balmerino, 

although both Whigs, seem independent of either faction. 

There were fourteen changes between 1725 and 1749 and these 

dramatically altered the complexion of the Court in favour of the 

Argathelian interest. In June 1726 Sir Gilbert Elliot of Minto 

replaced Lord Cullen. Elliot had been Argathelian MP for Roxburghshire 

since 1722,92 owed his professional success to his ties with the house 

of Argyll, and continued after 1726 to take an active part on the 

Argyll side in local politics. Later in 1726 Hew Dalrymple (Lord 

Drummore) replaced Lord Arnistong probably on the application of his 

father the Lord President. 94 He was generally receptive to Argathelian 

pressure. The following year Patrick Campbell (Lord Monzie) succeeded 

Lord Forglen on Ilay's recommendation. 
95 On Pencaitland's death in 

1729 John Pringle of Haining, MP for Selkirkshire 1708-29, was appointed. 

Pringle was basically a government supporter rather than an Argathelian, 

having voted for the government on every recorded division including 

the Cadogan vote in 1717- 96 Alexander Fraser (Lord Strichen) replaced 

Kimmerghwne in 1730, again on Ilay's recommendation, 
97 

and was later 

successfully recommended by Ilay to take over Milton's Justiciary gown 

9lIbid., 
p. 85. 

92 See Forbes to Delafaye 9 Jul 1726 SRO RH2/4/324 f196. 

93 See Sedgwick, House of Commons IIv p. q. After almost 40 years on 
the bench he was made Lord Justice Clerk in 1763- 

94Woodrow, Analecta, vol. II, P-364. 
? 5,, My friend Scroop gave me A devilish deal of work against Monzie, but 

Sir Robert was very kind in it to me, the letter is signed": Ilay to Milton 
May 1727 NLS SC l6t535- 

96 Sedgwick, House-of Common_s_, III P-370- 
97 See Ilay to Milton 17 Mar 1730 NLS SC 16,542. Strichcn married Ilay's 

sister. 
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in 1735- 98 Patrick Grant (Lord Elchies), also an Ilay protegev 

succeeded Pollock, who died aged 90, in 1732.99 In August 1733 

John Sinclair of Murkle, who had been one of the Squadrone solicitors 

under Lord Advocate Dundas, replaced Polton, in order, it was alleged to 

secure his brotherts (Caithness) vote at the representative peerst 

election. 
100 The following year Alexander, fifth earl of Leven, 

I 
at that time another Argathelian sympathiser, was appointed following 

Grangets resignation to stand for Parliament. The opposition peers 

claimed that Leven had been given the post' as a reward for voting 

for the government list in the peers election of June 1734- 101 In 

1735 Ilay recommended Sir James Perguspn of Kilkerran, NP for Sutherlando 

to succeed Lord Justice Clerk Cockburn as a Lord Ordinary, 102 Milton 

being made Lord Justice Clerk. Robert Dundas, erstwhile Solicitor 

Generalq Lord Advocate and a leading Squadrone figure, was elevated to 

the bench on the death of Newhall in March 1737 to the great surprise of 

much of Scotland but probably in an attempt by Ilay to neutralise his 

political influence. Soon afterwards, on the death of Dalrymple, Duncan 

Forbes was made Lord President. The next vacancy did not occur until 

Royston's death in November 1744 and it was to be the only one during 

98See Ilay to Newcastle 28 Aug'1735 SRO RH2/4/334 fl4le 

991lay 
memorandum 28 Jul 1732 SRO RH2/4/332 f6o; Ilay to Milton 18 Jul 

1732 NLS SO l6t548. 

100 SRO RB2/4/410,267- See also HMO Polwarth V p. 108, evidence produced 
by opposition regarding corruption in the 1734 peers election where it is 
claimed "That Earl Ilay told him [Elphingstone] that he [Ilay) had made Xý 
Sinclair of Murkell a Judge in the Court of Session in order to get his 
brother, Earl Caithness to vote the Ministeriall List". 

101 See HE Polwarth V p. 111. 

102 IlaY to Newcastle 28 Aug 1735 SRO W12/4/3ý4 fl4l; Sedgwick, House of 
Commons, II P-30. 
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Tweeddalets Secretaryship. By that time Tueeddalcts position both 

in Scotland and at Westminster was rapidly declining, but it was still 

a heavy blow when Charles Areskinet Argathelian MP from 1722 onwards, 

Solicitor General under Forbes, then Lord Advocate. from 1737 to 1742 

and one of Ilayts most trusted servants in Scotland, was appointed as 
103 Lord Tinwald. Early in 1746 Lord Balmerino died and for a time 

the Ministry considered promoting Tweeddalefs Lord Advocate, Robert 

C. raigle, 
104 but the seat was eventually given in December to Patrick 

Boyle (Lord Shewalton), second son of the earl of Glasgow, initially 

recommended to Newcastle by Queensberry. 105 

Thus by the time of Lord President Forbes's death in December 1747 

the Scottish bench had become dominated by Argathelians. At least. 

eight of. the judges . Lord President Forbes, Lord Justice Clerk Milton, 

Minto, Strichen, Elchies, Kilkerran, Areskine and probably Campbell - 

owed their elevation to their Argathelian, connections, while Hainine, 

Brummore and Leven also evinced Argathelian sympathies. Of the remaining 

four, Tory Dan lingered on an d Shewalton owed his place more directly to 

Newcastle. Only Arniston and Murkle could boast a Squadrone pedigree. 

Loud were Squadrone complaints that Ilay had prostituted the bench. for 

his own political interest: "not one, properly qualifyed narned for five 

that know nothing of the matter and many not, distinguished by too great 

a character in point of honesty or firmness". 106 

.I 103See below PP-545-8. 
104See Newcastle to Milton 27 Fb'b 1746 SRO RH2/4/351 f193-5-, Newcastle 

to Forbes 3 Jul 1746 SRO RH2/4/358 f147; below P-519. 
105See Queensberry to Newcastle 10 Jan 1746 SRO R112/4/348 f64- 
106 Arniston to Twc-eddale 9 Nov 1744 NLS YP70641 60. 
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From the late 1740s onwards there was a shift in the nature of 

Scottish judicial appointments, The Ministry was anxious to broaden 

its bottom in Sootland and to promote those who were prepared to 

support the Ministry, regardless of previous political attachments. 

More particularly, with the enhanced role of the central courts 

following the abolition of the heritable jurisdictions, Lord Chancellor 

Hardwicke took an increasing interest in Scots legal appointments 

and sought to improve the quality of those raised to the bench. For 

its part, with the demise of Tweeddale's acIministration, the Squadrone 

realised that, as a group, it had finally lost out in the struggle 

with the Argathelians. The new generation of anti-Argathelians saw 

that the old way of attempting to obtain powert direct conflict with 

the Argatheliansl had failedv basically because they did not have a 

broad enough support in Scotland and that for the future they would 

have to work more directly with the Ministry in order to circumvent 

Argathelian power in Scotland. Arniston quickly realised the advantages 

of going along with Hardwicke, not only to obtain a better Scottish bench, 

but more importantly because the appointment of judges for reasons other 

-than simply their Argathelian connections would tend to lessen Ilay's 

influence in Scotland. The promotion of Arniston himself to Lord 

President in 1747 heralded a-new era: anyone who-supported the Ministry, 

whether or not they had Argathelian connectionsy could hope for elevation 

to the bench and more emphasis was. placed on legal. ability. 
107 This 

change was an essential prerequisite for the emergence in the third 

quarter of the eighteenth century of the 'golden era' of the Court of 

Session. 

107por 
judicial appointmento in the 17500 ace Murdoch, Tho PooLl(- Abov(-. 9 

PP-53-62. 
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The Haldane Affair 

The affair of Patrick Haldane vividly illustrates the way in 

which politics permeated the legal establishment in the first half 

of the eighteenth century. The dispute was essentially political, 

the judges consistently dividing along party lines. 

By the early 1720s the Squadrone-Argathelian struggle which had U 

marked Scottish politics from the accession of George I was reaching 

its height. The Squadrone were in the ascendancy: Roxburghe was 

Secretary of State, Robert Dundas Lord Ad-Vocate and Charles Binning 

and John Sinclair joint Solicitors General, The Argathelian 

interest was, however, rapidly increasing in size and influence and 

Argathelians occupied several important legal and revenue posts. In 

England the political situation was no less tense. Stanhope and 

Sunderlandp the Squadronets English allies, had recently fallen from 

power following the South Sea Bubble scandal and had been replaced 

by Townshend and Walpole. The position of these two remained somewhat 

precarious, however? especially with Sunderland still lurking menacingly 

in the background* 

Amidst this intense political rivalry and uncertainty, George I 

pigned on 21 December 1721 a letter nominating Patrick Haldane to be a 

senator of the College of Justice in place of Lord Pountainhallp who had 

lately demitted on the grounds of age, and requesting the other senators 

to admit Haldane to a trial of his qualifications and ability prior to 

being accepted. 
108 Patrick Haldane of Bearcrofts, Stirlingshire (and 

later of Gleneagles), was a staunch Squadrone supporter, sitting as Member 

108SRO RH2/4/409,115- While the Crown nominated peroons to bc., 
appointed senators, the Collaeo of'Justico hadt at this timcp the right to 
reject any person they considered unqualified. The candidate had to undergo 
a legal trial, the format of which had been settled, with royal approval, by 
an Act of O'cdorunt in 1674. 
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for Perth Burghs 1715 to 1722. log His sister was married to the 

second son of the Squadrone Lord Justice Clerk Adaxa Cockburn. 110 

In 1716 he was appointed a Commissioner of Enquiry into the Forfeited 

Estates in Scotland in which post he acted with much vigour, rigorously 

applying the full letter of the law and there were also unsubstantiated 

hints that he had lined his own, pocket in the process. Early in 1721 

Roxburghe recommended him for a vacant place on the Scottish Exchequer 

bench 
ill but the job went to Thomas Kennedy, an Argathelian. It is 

probable that Roxburghe had more or less s6cured the Kingis consent 

to Haldane having the next vacant seat on the bench and Ilay did not 
112 

actively campaign for any alternative candidate . 

Soon after the letter of appointment reached Edinburgh various 

members of the Faculty of Advocates 113 
met and le4 by prominent 

Argathelians such as, Duncan Forbes and Charles Areskine drew up a 

representation objecting to Haldane on the grounds that he was not 

properly qualified in terms of Article 19 of the Act of Union (by which 

candidates had to serve a minimum of five years as an advocate or 

principal clerk of session or ten years as a writer to the signet). 

Haldanet it was olaimedt had spent so much time either at Parliament 

109He had previously held the posts of Professor of Greek, St Andrews 1705-7, 
Professor of Ecclesiastical History St Andrews 1707-18, Commissioner of the 
Equivalent Nov 1715-May 1716, Provost of St Andrews 1716-20: Sedgwick, House 
of Commons, II P-95- 

110 J. Haldane, The Halclanes of Glenearles (Edinburgh, 1929), pp. 123-4* 

ill Roxburghe to Dundas 11 Jun 1721 SRO RH4/15/2 vol- 1,112-3. 
112 Andrew Pletcher canvassed initially for the post; see, FUetcher 

to earl of Sutherland Nov 1721 NLS SC 16P526. 
"J'Por details of the Paoulty of. Advocates and also the Society of 

1 Hi sto: r Writers to the Signet see Stair Society, Tntroduction to Scottish Le 
pp. 28-9; R. K. TT=nn. y, Thn SoniotX of Writorn to the ý, ý-ktinburj. ýij 1936); 
'Memorial for the Writers to the Signet" 1731 SRO RH2/4/330 f243-8. In this 
period there were about 200 members of the Paculty, most of whom belonged to 
noble or upper gentry families: Phillipson, Reform of the Court_of Session, 

, 
P. 

358. The Society, which had c. 110 members in 1731, was far less aristocratic 
in composition: ibid., pp. 19-20. ' 
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or acting as a Commissioner of Miquiry that he had only fitfully and 

irregularly attended the Court since being admitted advocate on 18 

January 1715- 114 This, and a similar representation from five of 

the six principal clerks of session, 
115 

was presented to the Court 

of Session. The Court ordered Haldane to draw up a rebuttal of 
116 these 

- 
allegations. The anti-Haldane advocates replied with two 

more memorials, expanding and elucidating their case, even claiming 

that I'Mr Haldane had not so much as a Pin put up for him by the 

Facultyts Gown Keepers so small was his attendande". 
117 Haldane 

in turn offered a further condescendance. 
118 The case resolved 

itself into the interpretation of the nineteenth article. The 

advocates claimed that Haldane should have served at least thirty 

months. - Haldane more or less admitted this latter figure but argued 

that the nineteenth article did not imply a constant attendance and 

that any such interpretation was too rigorous. Meanwhile, Lord Advocate 

Dundas, who was also Dean of the Faculty, Solicitors Binning and 

Sinclair, and 29 other members of the Faculty, including Robert Craigie, 

mostly with Squadrone leanings, had counter-petitioned the Court, 

supporting Haldanela claim to be qualified and arguing that the opposition 

was composed of only a small rump of the Faculty. 119 In fact, while 

just under half of the 200 or so advocates became involved in the affair, 

of those 'that did a clear majority were anti-IlaLdanites. 

114SRO RH2/4/398,73. As Roxburghe did not send the royal letters to 
the Lord President until 19 Dec 1721 ORO RH2/4/397,181 and the advocates 
met, -to draw up this representation on 23 Dec 1721, it seeras likely that 
opposition was being concerted even before the letter reached Edinburgh. 

115SRO RH2/4/398,80. 
116 27 Dec 1721 SRO RH2/4/398,81. 
117SRO RH2/4/397P 84; SRO RH2/4/3§8t 90. 
118 28 Dec 1721 SRO RH2/4/398,90. 
lig SRO'RH2/4/398f 93-101. 

I 
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The petition from Lord Advocate Dundas and the Squadrone members 

of the Faculty argued that the opposition to Haldane 

has its rise chieflY from personal Prejudices 
that some have concurred against the Gentleman 
who is pointed at on Account of the Part he hath 
acted in the Service of the Government in the 
Commission of Enquiry. 120 

Halclanets severity had alienated many Whigs, particularly those of 

Argathelian leanings who favoured a more lenient policy, 
121 it 

is no surprise that Duncan Forbes, an outspoken advocate of leniency 

after the rebelliono played a leading paA against Haldane* Haldane 

himself blamed the persecution on his ffaithful executiont of the 

powers given to him as Commissioner of Enquiry. 
122 Nevertheless 

while this contributed to the bitterness of much of the opposition, 

the crucial point was that Haldane was an active Squadrone politician, 

and most of the opposition, both inside and outside the Session, cane 

from Argathelians. 

We are frightned [sic. ] out of our witts here 
(wrote Duncan Forbes to his brother on 19 
December 1721) that Peter Haldane will be made 
Lord of Session in place of Fountainhall, who 
has demitted. If this happen, we, [Argathelians] 
have no more to say in the Session ... I am 
hopefull the Duke [Argyll] will look to his Own 
Interest in this particular; which will be mortally 
wounded, if not killed quite dead, by such a 
Judge; and I cannot help thinkingg that if the 
Ministers put such a Judge upon him, he has very 
little to look to from their promises. 123 

120 Ibid. See also Lord Advocate and Solicitor General report to HM 
3 Jan 1722: "this opinion [interloquitor 28 Dec 1721] seems to give so great 
satisfaction to a great many to whom Mr Haldane's services in the Commission 

-of Enquiry have rendered him disagreeable" SRO RH2/4/398,106-13. 
121 Haldanets severity was almost universally remarked on: for example see 

Dr William Strafford to Edward Harley 6 Jan 1722 HMC Portland VIII P-313. See 
also Ramsay, Scotland nnd Scotsmen, II P-480 "As party spirit ran very high 

an at that period, so like an aspiring man who had his fortune to make, he [Hald e] 
thought he should recommend himself to the Administration by the exuberance of 
his zeal. But he over shot his mark". 

122 Haldane to Hardwicke 6 Sep 1750 BM Add MSS 35p447 f2l quoted Haldaneý 
Haldanes of Gleneaf_rlesy PP-153-4- 

123 U P-75. 
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Dandas and the other Squadrone advocates were well aware that much 

of the opposition was politically inspired: 

We being well informed of the spring from 
which this motion flowsq and the great Pains 
that hath been taken to influence the Members 
of the Faculty to enter into such a Measure 
we apprehend the Resolution is dishonourable 
to our Society, The Faculty in this Case being 
treated as the Cat's foot in the Fables, made 
use of to raise a Dissention which others have 
begun and encouraged but are not willing to 
appear as the First Authors of it... 124 

The veiled references to higher encouragement were aimed at Argyll 

and Ilay who, while they secretly approved of the actions taken by 

their supporters in Scotland, could not openly declare against Haldane 

for fear of inourring the wrath of the King. 

Between 1715 and 1726 - the years of fiercest Squadrone-Argathelian 

rivalry - only two vacancies occurred on the bench. The first on 

Lord Mintots death in 1718 was filled by Newhall a well-respected lawyer 

and politically acceptable to both sides. The other was created by 

the demission of Fountainhall. There would almost certainly have been 

a struggle over Fountainhallts successor in any event, but the nomination 

of Haldane, an active Squadrone supporter, ensured that Argathelians 

would do all they could to prevent Haldane securing the seat, In addition, 

while the basis of the opposition was a combination of political rivalry 

and genuine personal hatred, many senators and advocates were particularly 

jealous of the rights and privileges of the Court and undoubtedly saw 

in the nomination of Haldane the thin end of a Cro'wn attempt to erode 

these rights. 

On 28 December 1721 the Court declared by a majority of 7-6 that 

Haldane was not sufficiently qualified in terms of the nineteenth article. 

It is important to note that Tweeddale, an extraordinary lord, 
125 took 

124SRO 
RH2/4/398p 93-101. 

125He 
had been so appointed February 1721; see Roxburghe to Tweeddale 

28 Feb 1721 NLS SYP Box 8 F2. 
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part in this vote without any objections being raised. The judges 

on both sides immediately wrote to London justifying their positions. 
126 

Most of the judges who opposed Haldane (Grange, Dun, Kimmerghame, Polton7 

Coupar, Newhall and Royston, and also Lord President Dalrymple) were 

either Argathelian or sympathetic to that interest (except Dun who was 

always against the government) while all those who supported Haldane 

(Lord Justice Clerk Cockburn, Arniston, Pollock, Cullen, Forglen and 

extraordinary lord Tweeddale) were staunchly Squadrone. The judges 

were to divide consistently along party lihes as the dispute developed 0127 

The King, through Secretary Roxburghe, then ordered the Lord 

Advocate and the Solicitors to make a full report on the matter but as 

all three were involved in the affair their finding, in favour of 

Haldane, was a foregone conclusion. 
128 The matter was therefore referred 

to the English Attorney General and Solicitor General 129 
who agreed with 

both Haldane and Lord Advonate Dundas that Article 19 only implied that 

the person should have been admitted advocate more than five years 

previously and practised as the occasion offered. Unless, however, 

the Court could be persuaded to reconsider their decision the only 

solution would be an appeal to the House of Lords, 

where not only the error of this judgement 
upon the construction of the 19th. Article? 
but also whether the Lords have not assumed 
to themselves a jurisdiction in this case 
which they have no right to exercise can be 
considered. 130 

Despite anxious letters between Roxburghe and'Townshend, the 

126 SRO PJ12/4/398,103-4. 

127Soo 
Table P. 

128 Report Lord Advocate and Solicitor General to I[M 3 Jan 1722 SRO RH2/4/ 
398,106. 

129 Roxburf-, he to Attorney General and solicitor General 7 Jan 1722 SRO 
IU-12/4/397,172-3- 

130 Report Attorney General and Solioitor General to HM 11 Jan 1722 SRO 
RH2/4/398i 73-7- 
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TABLE F 

VARIOUS COTMT-OF SESSION DIVISIONS ON PATRICK HALDANE 

Aaainst Haldane For Haldane 

28 Dec 1721 Grange Lic 
al. inter- Dun Arniston 

loquitor against Kimmerghame Pollock 
Haldane) Polton 76 Cullen 

Coupar Forglen 
Newhall Tweeddale 
Royston 
(LP) 

12 Feb 1721 Ll) 
(to enquire into the Grange LJC 
accusation of bribery Dun Arniston 
and corruption) Kimmerghame Pollock 

Polton 87 Cullen 
Coupar Forglen 
Newhall Tweeddale 
Royston Ath 
LP 

12 Feb 1723 (2) 
ire into the Grange LJC 

accusation of Dun Arniston. 
Jacobitism) Kimmerghame 68 Pollocký 

Polton Cullen 
Coupar Forglen 
Newhall Tweeddale 
(LP) AtholL 

Roaton 

28 Fe-6 JM 
-(whether Haldanels bad Grange LJC 
fame had been sufficiently Dun Arniston 
proved) Kimmerghame 78 Pollock 
6 Jun 172ý Polton, Cullen 
(Double interloquitor) Coupar Forglen, 
8 Jun lj? j Newhall Pencaitland 
(Has Haldane passed Royston T; e e=al e 
his trial) (7) Atholl. 

Extraordinary Lord 

* 

* 

The Lord Presidont only voted when there was a tie. 
AtholC did not take part in the vote of 28 Dec 1721. 
At the time of the votes on 28 Dec 1721 and 12 Feb 1723 Pencaitland was ill 

ýLnd did not attend the Court. His return completely altered the balance 
in the Court. By voting for Haldane he obviated the, need for the Lord 
President's casting vote and turned an 8-7 majority against Haldane into 

one Of 8-7 in his favour, although this of course included the two extra- 

ordinaries Tweeddale and AtholL. 
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131 
- dissident senators showed no disposition to reconsider their decision. 

Instead they passed two further interloquitors against Haldane on 26 

January and 8 February 1722.132 The Ministers therefore decided that 

the only solution was to take the case on appeal to the House of Lords 

and on 4 February 1723 the House overruled the Court's interloquitors. 133 

When news of the decision reached Scotland various petitions were raised 

against Haldane7 accusing him of being a Jacobite, a paradoxical reversal 

of the previous charges against him. When the Court met on 12 February 

1723 the Lord Justice Clerk presented the'House of Lordst judgement and 

desired that Haldane be admitted to trial. The senators opposing 

Haldane now changed their tactics and began objecting to Haldane on 

the gro-unds of his bad characterv r&ising charges similar to those 

alleged in the recent petitions. 
134 Such objections were pursued 

by the same judges as had previously voted against him on 28 December 

1728 - Orange, Dun, Kimmerghame, Poltong Coupar and Newhall, and Lord 

President Dalrymple. When the question was put whether to proceed to an 

13'For 
example see Roxburghe to Dundas 16 Jan 1722 and 6 Feb 1722 SRO 

RH2/4/397,20,21-2; Roxburgh to Dalrymple 22 Feb 1722 SRO RM/4/398,22-3; 
Townshend to Loudon 29 May 1722 SRO RH2/4/314 f330-1. 

132 "State of Proceedings in Court of Session in Case of Patrick Haldane" 
SRO RH2/4/315i f46-9. 

133 Ibid; Sedgwick, House of Commons-, TI, P-95- 

134The three main charges were, that Haldane had carried his election 
for Perth burghs and as Provost of St Andrews by bribery and corruption; 
that he had caused four trades deacons of St Andrews to be imprisoned 
on a pretended charge of high treason because they would not vote for 
him and the moment his purpose was served they were let out; and that 
he was a Jacobitet having on numerous occasions drunk the Pretender's 
health. Other accusations were that he was anti-religious ("... he had 
sung a Canto of Spencers Fairy Queen on a Sunday ... 11) and that he had 
fiddled South Sea stock: Lord Advocate Dundas "Memorial on the Affair" 
June 1723 SRO R112/4/315, f36-9; Ransay, Scotland and Scotsmen? II 
PP-481-2; MCP II pp. 226,2319 234-5; Sedgwicl-z, liou--, e. of (, omm; nsl I, 
P-402. 
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I 
enquiry into the accusations of bribery and corruption the motion was 

carried in the affirmative by 8 votes (the six senators abovementioned 

plus Royston and the casting vote of the Lord President) to 7 (Cockburn, 

Forglen, Cullen, Pollock, Arniston and extraordinary lords Tweeddale 

and Athole). Pencaitiand was ill at this time and did not attend. 

The vote whether b enquire into Haldane's alleged Jacobitismt however, 

was defeated, Royston changing sides. Because of the closeness of the 

voting, Dalrymple, Grange and Dun then argued against the right of the 

extraordinary lords to vote in matters affecting the appointment of a 

new senator and were supported in this by Coupar, Kimmerghame and 

Polton. Newhall reserved his judgement while the others naturally 

upheld the extraordinariest rights. No more was heard on this point 

at this stage. 

The Court then proceeded with the enquiry into the bribery and 

corruption charges, with Grange and Dun leading the attack. It became 

clear, howeverl that the enquiry could not be completed and still allow 

time for Haldane to finish his trial before the end of term and the 

pro-Haldanite judges therefore argued that the enquiry should be 

abandoned. Given the lack of firm evidence against Haldane several 

anti-Haldanite judges wavered and agreed to the proposalt only Grange, 

135 iry. Dun, Coupar and Kimmerghame-standing out for continuing the enqu 

Haldane therefore proceeded to his trial, 136 During the course of the 

137 trial four more petitions were presented to the Court, once aMin 

raising the subject of his character. In the Court itself the question 

135Anonymoun to Forbes 12 Feb 1723 MCP II pp. 224-30. 

136For "Minutes of the proceedings of the Lords of session in the trial 
of Patrick Haldane" 12v 13,15,16,18, l9p 20-31 25-8 February 1723 see 
NLS SYP Box 137 Fl- 

137see "A few Remarks on the case of Mr Haldane as it now stands" 8 Jun 
1723 SRO RH2/4/315Y f50-6. 
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of the right of the extraordinary lords to vote became a major issue 

with Grange and Dalrymple leading the attack on the extraordinaries. 

I am very much concerned for poor Mr 
Haldane (wrote Roxburghe to Tweeddale) 
I am likewise convinced that this mighty 
puther [sic] is chiefly intended to do me 
hurt; ... it is impossible for any one well 
affected to the King, and his Family not to 
abhor such factious proceedings, that plainly 
tend to the stirring up of sedition, and in- 
flaming the people with a Dislike to his 
Majties Government. 138 

The affair reached a bitter climax on 28 February 1723, the last day 

of term, when a vote was taken whether Haldan6ls bad fame had been 

sufficiently proved. by this time Pencaitland had ret urn ed to the 

Court and voted in favour of Haldane. The other lords ordinary voted 

in the usual manner and thus seven were against Haldanep six for. The 

two extraordinaries presentv Tweeddale and AtholL, favoured Haldane, 

however, and so tipped the balance. The minority protested against the 

extraordinaries voting. Haldane was then allowed to carry on with his 

trial, but as there was now insufficient time to complete this before 

the end of term, "it is Put off till June, and thus the whole matter is 

open still..,,, 
139 

The Court met again on 1 June. 

These full Eight Days past the Court of 
Session has done nothing but wrangled, 
and disputed, and protested against one 140 
another as to the Admission of Mr Haldane. 

More evidence was heard against HAldane's character but this was often 

flimsy and there was a strong suspicion that much of it was being 

138Roxburghe 
to Tweeddale 20 Feb 1723 NLS SYP Box 8 F2. 

139Unknown to Forbes 28 Feb 1723-MCP II pp. 232-5- See aloo ITaIdanctr' 
pleadings before Lords of Session 28 Feb 1723 NLS SYP Box 137 Fl; Roxburghe 
to Tweeddale 5 Mar 1723 NLS, SYP Box 8 P2. 

140Dundas to Roxburghe 8 Jun 1723 SRO RH2/4/315i f27- 
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fabricated by Lord President Dalrymple and his friends. 141 On 

June the Court agreed by the same 8-7 majority as on 28 February 142 

on an interloquitor allowing the extraordinary lords to vote on the 

question tare the extraordinary lords entitled to judge and vote in the 

trial of a proposed Lord Ordinarylt and then passed the question itself 

by the same majority. 
143 

This double interloquitor of course begged 

the question in the eyes of the minority lords as both decisions 

were carried by the vote of the extraordinaries themselves. The 

other two extraordinary lords, Loudon and'Ilay, did not attend any 

of the proceedings on Haldane. While both were anti-Haldane they 

could not afford to appear so publicly and incur the King's wrath. 

Two days later, 8 June, Patrick Haldane had finished his trial and 

a compromise solution was reached. It was agreed that the Court 

should vote on whether Haldane had passed his trial but if the 

result of the vote depended on the votes of the extraordinary lords 

Haldane should not be admitted immediately and the whole question of 

the right of the extraordinary lords to vote on the trial of a lord 

ordinary should be referred to the King and Parliament. 144 The question 

as to Haldane passing his trial was carried by the usual 8-7 vote and 

so the referral was made. 
145 

This Dispute (wrote Athole to Roxburghe) run 
so high betwixt us, that without hazarding a 
Breach of the Court, and consequently the peace 
of the Country, which might have proved incon- 
venientl especially n9w in his Majties Absence 
from Britain, we could not have him presently 

l4lFor 
example see copy deposition of John Tod and Alex Armstrong 4 June 

1723 SRO RH2/4/315 f62-3; Lord Advocatets Memorial June 1723 SRO RH2/4/315 
f 36-8; "State of Proceedings in the Case of Patrick Haldane and quories 
thereupon" SRO RH2/4/315 f46-9. 

142See Table P. 
143SRO 

RH2/4/315 f 33. 
144 "State of Proceedings in the Court of Session in the Case of Patrick 

Haldane and Queries thereupon" SRO RH2/4/315 f46-9. 

. 
1451nterloquitor 8' Jun 1723 SRO RH2/4/315 f40; see also Athol L to Roxburghe 

8 Jun 1723 SRO RH2/4/315 f23. 
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admitted, And therefore remitting the final 
Determination to the House of peers, in 
sustaining the Extraordinary Lords voting, 
which We have allways been in possession of, 
will make effectual his ldajties Nomination, 
they both being so much the concern of the 
Crown. 146 

Both Roxburghe and AtholL were confident that the House of Lords would 

confirm the rights of the extraordinary lords and that Haldane would 

then take his seat. 
147 

Extraordinary lords had been included in the original foundation 

of the Court, "to fortify the nomer of the, Session to the effect that 

it may persist in the gad and sur order as it first be' =J48 that is 91 

to facilitate royal interference. Over the years they had regularly 

exercised their rights to take part in and vote on all matters, 

including the trial of new judges'after 16741 without objections being 

raised, but their exact position had never been strictly defined. 
149 

Nevertheless, at least by prescription, the extraordinary lords had a 

strong case and it is hard to disagree with the conclusion that "nothing 

was said in the contrary till other means of keeping Mr Haldane out of 
150 

possession of his office failed"* 

No notice appears to have been taken of the Courtts reference to 

Parliament. 151 BY mid-1723 WalPoleS position had been greatly 

strengthened while the fortunes of the Squadronets erstwhile allies, 

the Sunderland-Stanhope group, were rapidly declining. The Haldane 

146AtholL to Roxburghe 
18 

Jun 1723 SRO RH2/4/315 f23- 

147. por example see Roxburghe to Townshend and Carteret 14 Jun 1723 
SRO RH2/4/3971 84-5. 

148Stair Society, Introduction to Scottish Lepal TTist2-rjj p. 26; 
Brunton and Haig, Senators of the Collefre of Justice- po x1viii* 

149For 
full arguments see pamphlet "Arguments concerning the Right of the 

Extraordinary Lords to Vote on the Trials and Admission of Lords Ordinary" 
SRO RH2/4/315 f42-5- 

1501bid. 

_jr 
15'Drunton 

and Haig, -Sonatorn of +Jin Cojl-omr, of junt, n, pxivi; Woodrow, 
kUlt2ta. III, P-144. 

--Is 
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affair itself was an important factor in influencing Walpole to 

favour the Argathelian interest in Scotland. The whole affair had 

not only been vexatious to George personally 
152 but a troublesome 

distraction to Walpole when all his attention was centred on the 

power struggle at Westminster. He was fully aware that it was the 

Squadrone leaders Roxburghe and Montrose who had advised the King to 

nominate Haldane, while Argyllp Ilay and Stair had been against it 

from the start. 
153 Pressure was put on Haldane to give up his 

' 154 claim and take a seat on the English excise board. With Roxburghe 

no longer to give him any effective support Haldane had little option 

but to accept. 
155 Significantly this appointment was not renewed on 

156 George II's accession. In June 1724 rountainhallts seat was given 

to Andrew Fletcher (Lord Milton), a strong indication of the way the 

politica, l wind was blowing. 

George and his Ministers were determined to prevent such a 

confrontation recurring and an Act was passed affirming the power of 

the Crown to appoint Scottish judges and limiting the power of the 

Court merely to remonstrating against an appointment of which they 

disapproved. 157 The same Act also provided that when the present 

extraordinary lords died no replacements were to be appointed. The 

152Woodrovit Analecta III, P. 144. 

153ý11C Portland'VII P-313. Woodrow claims that Walpole personally dis-' 
' liked Haldane on the score of an old parliamentary clash in 1716, Analecta, 

III, P-144. 
154See Andrew Fletcher to Margaret Fletcher 5 MaY 17? 4 NLS SC l6v529. 
155See PRO T52/33y 99'll May 1724. Haldane was granted Z300 'in 

consideration of his being appointedt lord of Session although he never 
enjoyed the post; see Treasury to Rcchequer 29 Jul 1724 SRO NBB RH2/4/433, 
236.1 

156Haldanc 
returned to the bar. In 1746 he was made joint Solicitor 

General for Scotland: Sedgwick, House of_Commonsg ilpp. 95-61- below P-511- 
157 10 Geo I c. 19; Sedgýiick, House of Commons III p. 951 : Brunton and Haig, 

. nt o lint-jon tc) of- Ju9tj-Oa Poxlvi-; '-Stair Society? 
ot h Le -'L hi-stor: y? P-343. . 

Lc t-ir, 
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158 
post finally lapsed on Tweeddale's death on 9 December 1762. 

It had become increasingly anachronistic, particularly at a time 

when opinion increasingly favoured the independence of the judiciary 

from overt Crown interference7. Moreover, the Act, by strengthening 

the Crownts right of appointment made the need to influence the Court 

through extraordinaries less necessary. The extraordinaries took 

little further part in the work of the Court of Session altho-qgh 

Tweeddale for Political reasons attended the debates on the steps 

-to be taken against the Edinburgh brewers and voted against the Act 

of Sederunt of 29 JulY 1725- 159 

The affair of Patrick Haldane was largely political in nature 

and the judges consistently divided along party lines. Roxburghets 

position suffered, particularly his standing with the King, and it 

greatly reduced the likelihood of the Squadrone coming to an 
16o 

acco=odation with Walpole, while at the same time highlighting 

the latent strength of the Argathelians'in Scotland. 

The Lord Advocate and the Solicitor General 

The Crownts principal legal officers in Scotland were the Lord 

Advocate'and his deputy the Solicitor Generalq appointed by the Crown 

158AtholL died 14 Nov 1724, Loudon 20 Nov 1731, IlaY 15 Apr 1761. 
"For my part I should not be sorry to forsee an end of extraordinary 
Lords after the death of myself and my brethren ... 11 Ilay to Fletcher 
25 Feb 1724 NLS SC 16,529. 

159Forbes to Delafaye 29 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/318, f276-7; below PP-341-2. 
160 See Hay to Tweeddale 9 Aug 1742 IMS SYP Box 11 Fl: 11... he [Craigie] 

0 
said his [Arnistonts] former violent measures had brought down the party 
in which he was formerly eng-adged and that he remembered that Lord Carteret 
told him Dundass as he called him had putted [sicl them down and rrientioned 
the instance of Peter Haldane which with others 6, ave Sir Robert Walpole 
the handle to perswade the late king that the party was leading him into 
unpopular measures,.. " 
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1 161 
during pleasure-at salaries of C-11000 p. a. and Z400 p. a. respectively. 

The Lord Advocate was the main official link between the Ministry and 

the Scottish legal establishment. He prosecuted or defended the 

Crown's interest in the central-courts, and spoke for the Goverment 

on Scottish matters in the House of Commons, particularly on Scottish 

legislation which he was usually responsible for drafting. He also 

acted as a 1whipt over the Scots members. After 1708 much of the 

executive burden. in maintaining law and order, which had previously 

rested with the Privy Council, fell to the Lord Advocate.. and -the office 

consequently grew in authority. The powers and privileges of the office 

were not fully defined, 162 hoviever, and in 1725 even the Lord Advocate's 

163 
power-to issue warrants of arrest and commitment was challenged. 

Lord Advocates undertook a wide range of semi-legal, semi-execiltive 

activitiesy notably in dealing with. local riots and disturbances. On 

receiving news of a disturbance the Lord Advocate, would normally order 

the local justices or magistrates to make strict enquiries, examine 

witnesses, -arrest suspects and send detailed reports to Edinburgh. 

if necessary he would order troops to the scene. 
164 In the case of 

the' malt tax, riots Forbes went, personally to Glasgow to take charge of the 

situation. On receiving'such reports the Lord Advocate would decide 

what further action should be taken, 'often in consultation with other 

government servants in Edinburgh and Ministers at London. His role 

161 For a history of the evolution of the Lord Advocatets office see Stair 
Societyq Introduction to the Scottish Lepl His pp-39-40,432-5; MoLarty, 
Administra PP-55-8- 

162 For example see Forbest answers to Court of I Justiciary 20 Jul 1725 
SRO RH2/4/318 f. 254-5- 

163Sec below pp. 338-9. 
16411or 

ex, --Lmple see Roxburghe to Solicitors General Oct 1722 SRO 
MM/4/3971 53-49 
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went beyond the purely legal task of prosecuting offenders: he 

acted as a central coordinator, stirring up the local authorities 

to action, liaising with the military and keeping Ministers at 

London informed of events. More generally the Lord Advocate was 

often instructed by the Ministry to enquire into and advise upon 

a, wide range of Scottish matters, 
165 

not only those of a legal 

nature such as petitions for pardons 
166 

or questions involving the 

167 
rights of the Crown in Scotlando but, for example, the activities 

of Jacobites and papists. On receiving sach references the Lord 

Advocate or Solicitor General would make the necessary'enquiries, 

interview those involved, or if this was geographically impossible 

delegate the task to the nearest sheriff, justice or magistrate, and 

then compile a report setting out the facts, their conclusions 

and proposing such remedies as seemed required. On most occasions 

Ministers would accept the recommendations in these reports and 

act accordingly. The Lord Advocate and the Solicitor General thus 

had a considerable role in the day-to-day decisions concerning the 

administration of Scotland. They were also consulted when more general 

policies for Scotland were being proposed, although here their voice 

was only one among many and likely to be overshadowed by the leading 

politicians. Given the lack of a: clear administrative structure, the 

165With the exception of revenue matters which were usually referred by 
the Treasury to the relevant revenue commissioners or to the Exchequer. 
For a detailed discussion of the administrative work undertaken by the Lord 
Advocate see 11, S. Bricke, Manaa2ment an, d--Administration of Scotland 1707. -! 65 
(Unpublished Ph. D. thesis, Kansas, 19721 PP-46-89. 

166 For example petition for the re rieve of Hume (murderer) and Lord Ad- 
vocate's Report 8 Aug 1732 SRO RH2/47332 f64; Lord Advocate and Solicitor 
General Report to HM on a murder 17 May 1733 SRO RH2/4/333 f38. The Lord 
Advocate also dealt with petitions for patentst for example SRO R112/4/333 
f72. 

1671f 
the problem was purely legal the advice of the Attorney General 

and Solicitor General of England might also be sought: for example on 
petition of attainted rebels see HM to Attorney General yorke and Lord 
Advocate Forbes c-1735 SRO RH2/4/334 f147- 
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Lord Advocate was given considerable discretion: 

I an further to acquaint yr Lordps (wrote 
Roxburghe to Lord Advocate Dundas and Lord 
Justice Clerk Cockburne in 1721) that it is 
his Majties pleasure that upon all such 
1hergencies for the future yr Lordps, and 
the Commander in Chief of the Forces dog at the 
same Time that you send Informations up hither, 
give the proper and necessaxy orders according 
to Law without waiting for Directions from 
hence. 168 

From all this it follows that the Lord Advocate, and in his absence 

the Solicitor General, even more than the other Government servants in 

Scotland, were expected to correspond rega larly with London on all 

matters affecting the government of Scotland and for much of the period 

the Lord Advocate was the principal official correspondent of the 

Secretaries of State. In particular, Dundas fulfilled this function 

for Roxburghe and Forbes for Newcastle. Such correspondence was 

naturally most full in times of crisis, but even in the calmer periods 

the Lord Advocate was expected to send all news and information on 

Scottish affairs that he thought would be relevant. Normally this 

correspondence with London was concerned with the more formal aspects 

of Scottish administration: individual Lord Advocates such as Dundas 

and Areskine also corresponded with their political masters (in this 

case Roxburghe and Ilay respectively) on more overtly political and 

electoral matters, 

Before 1725 there was no established fund to pay the cost of Crown 

prosecutions, and given the costs involved, individuals were often 

unwilling to bring private prosecutions in matters such as riots and 

election disorders"which touch the Interest of the Government and good 

168Roxburghe to Dundas and Cockýurn, 17 Oct 1721 SRO RH2/4/397i*14-5- 

a 
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order of the Kingdom more than the Interests, at least the Estates 

169 
of particular Persons" . The lack of a public fund was thus 

a very great Prejudice to the Public Service 
for that since the Kings Accession to the Crown 
there have been frequent Disorders committed 
and Insults against the Govermt in different 
Corners a vigorous Execution of the Laws wou I 'Ic 
necessarly have demanded a considerable Advance 
of money for defraying such Expense which no 
body woutd take upon them where they saw no 
way of Reimbursement. 

There was also no fund for the maintenance of public prisoners and 

justices and magistrates were often reluctýnt to commit offenders 
I 

who might be left to starve. 
170 Only in 1725, after s. everal years 

of pressure from Lord Advocate Dundas, were both these omissions 

remedied and the Exchequer solicitor empoweredy on the direction of 

the Lord Advocate or Solicitor General, to defray a3.1 charges of 

prosecutions at the instance of the Crowng and also, on receiving 

accounts from prison keepers, to reimburse their maintenance expenses. 
171 

Five men held the post of Lord Advocate in this period: Robert 

Dundas (1720-5), Duncan Forbes (17_25-37), Charles Areskine (1737-42), 

Robert Craigie (1742-6). and. -William Grant (1746-54). The appointment 

was made on the recommendation of, the current Scottish political 

manager: Dundas by Roxburghe, Craigie by Tweeddale, the other three by 

I 169Lord Advocate Dundas Report to HK on trouble at Montrose magistrates 
elections 17 Oct 1722 SRO RH2/4/397p 48-52. 

170 'Temorial concerning the charges of prosecutions for crimes and 
the maintainance of public prisoners in Scotland" by unknown (but probably 
Dundas) c. 13 Mar 1721 SRO RH2/4/398,9-12ý See also Solicitor General 
Dundas to Lord Advocate Dalrymple 1 Aug 1719 SRO RH2/4/314 f259-62; Memo 
to Treasury c. 15 Jan 1723 CTP (1720-8) p. 196. 

171soo "Accounto for Criminal Pr6socutions at the inatnncc of tho Lord 
Advocate and Solicitor Generaf from Midsummer 1725-1752 SRO E201/2/1-5- 
The total expenditure 1725 to 1728, for example, was c. 9700 of which' 
9287 was incurred on the two trials of the Glasgow malt tax rioters. 
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Ilay. Dunclas? Areskine and Grant had previously held the post of 

Solicitor General; all five were eventually promoted to the bench. 

Again all five Lord Advocates in this period sat in the House of 

172 Commons, where they were expected to support the gove rnm ent at 

all times. As a consequence of their active political, rolep it 

was accepted that the Lord Advocate (and Solicitor General) was 

liable to be replaced when there was a significant change in the 

political management of Scotland. Unless the'principal government 

servants in Edinburgh were politically at one with the current manager 

the efficiency of the administration would be jeopardised by internal 

dissensions. 
173 Thus, for example, with the appointment of Tweeddale 

as Secretary of State in 1742 Argathelian Lord Advocate Areskine and 

Solicitor General Grant were dismissed. Similarly following Tweeddalets 

- resignation in 1746 Craigie was dismissed at Ilay's insi-. -, tbncel74 

and Dundas resigned. 
175 Dundas clearly saw the realities of the 

situation: 

0. as by the Marquis of Tweeddalets resig-- 
nation, the Channel of Correspondence for this 
Country must now be altered, my Retiring at this 
time can occasion ng Interruption or prejudice 
to the Service ... 

17 

172 Dundas for Midlothian 1722 - 10 Jun 1737; Forbes for Inverness burghs 
1722 - 21 Jun 1737; Areskine for Dumfries burghs 1722 - 1741 and for Tain 
burghs 1741 -1 Mar 1742; Craigie for Tain burghs 2 Apr 1742 - 1747; Grant, 
for Elgin burghs 18 Feb 1747 - Nov 1754-- 

173Similar 
considerations came into play when Craigie was being con- 

sidered as Milton's replacement as Lord Justice Clerk in 1748: George II 
remarked, "that it would not be right to make him justice clerk, because 
he and the Duke of Argyll could not act together": Stone to Pelham 15 Julie 
1748 quoted Sedgwick, House of Commons, t It P-592. 

174Sedgwick, House of Commons, It P-592. 
175See below PP-510-11- I 

176 Dandas to Newcastle 15 Jon 1746 SRO R112/4/348i flol-2. 
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Robert Dundas was a leading Squadrone figure and, with Lord 

Justice Clerk Cockburn , acted as Secretary of State Roxburghets 

agent in Scotland on political, patronage and electoral mattersq 
177 

as well as undertaking the more routine tasks of his office such as 

dealing with disturbances at various magistrates elections at Nairn, 

Dingwall, Montrose, Aberdeen and Coupar, 178 
and in attempting to 

suppress papists, trafficking priests and illegal meeting houses. 179 

Duncan Forbes was the protege and friend of John, Duke of Argyll? 180 

but his relationship with Ilay was somewhýt less amicable. 
181 Forbes 

was politically active in various northern constituencies where he 

182 had considerable influence, but otherwise took little interest in 

electoral management or political patronage, As we shall see, Ilay 

never fully trusted him and preferred to leave political affairs in the 

hands of Milton. On the other hand he was able and hard-working in the 

177For 
correspondence with Roxburghe see Dundas of Arniston MSS 

SRO RH4/15/2- 

178For 
example see petition magistrates Nairn to Dundas 22 Sep 1721 

SRO RH2/4/397,3-6; Roxburgho to Dundas 15 Dec 1721 ibid.; Roxburghe 
to Dundas 16 Oct 1722 SRO RH2/4/314 f382; Dundas Report to HM on Montrose 
17 Oct 1722 SRO RH2/4/397,48-52; Dundas Reports on Coupar riots 17 Oct 

petition provost and magistrates Aberdeen to Roxburghe 1722 ibid. y 57-621- 
3 Mar 1721 SRO RH2/4 398,24; Dundas report Dn Montrose 18 Aug 1723 SRO 
RH2/4/316 f202. See also Roxburghe to Attorney General and Dundas 18 Apr 
1724 SRO RH2/4/396,203ý-4 on Haddington burgh election. 

179 Dundas to Delafaye 28 Sep 1723 SRO RH2/4/316 f216 and his report 
to the Lords Justices on the same, ibid. f218-9. 

180 See Menary, Forbes, pp. 18-19,27-81 352-3. He helped supervise 
Argyll's estates: see ibid., pp. 27-81 321 footnote 1,354-5; Ramsay, 
Scotland and Scotsmenq PP-44-5; Eric Cregeen, 'The Changing Role of the 
House of Argyll? in 33cotl, -ind in the Age of Improvemontv ed. N. T. Phillipson 
and R. Mitchison (Edinburgh, 1970), P-11. 

18'See 
Menary, Forbesq Pp. 56v 3574- Porbes was considerably older 

than both Ilay and M=ltun. 

182 See ibid. 2 passim, for example PP-52-4. 
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more formal legal and administrative tasks of his office, and as 

a result he was well-respected by Ministers, especially Hardwicke. 

Pollowing his appointment in 1725 he corresponded regularly with the 

Ministry, writing almost every week when he was in Scotland: 

I intend to give you the Trouble of a 
letter Regularly once every week, whether 
anything matterial fall out, or no; to the 
End you may not be allarmed with any false 
surmises, which frequently are Carried from 
hence to London. 183' 

After 17299 however, this correspondence began to peter out. Forbes' 

interests were wide-rangingt Particularly on matters of revenuet trade 

and manufactures. 
184 He played a major part, for example, in drawing 

up the plan for the Board of Trustees, 185 
and participated fully in its 

work. He also took part in the Convention of Royal Burghs and the 

General Assembly of the Church of Scotland. 186 

Charles Areskine was an actýve Argathelian and one of Ilayls 

most trusted agents in Scotland. 187 He was deeply involved in 

Argathelian politics and was particularly active in promoting and 

coordinating Ilay's interests in the 1741 general election. 
188 He also 

dealt with church patronage on Ilayts behalf. 189 He was, however, a 

rather lax correspondent with the Ministry. Robert Craigie who 

replaced Areskine in 1742 was a Squadrone supporter and one of the small 

183Porbes to Delafaye 21 Jun 1726 SRO RH2/4/323 f174s 

184See Mcnary, Forbes, pp. 136-73. 

185See Forbes to Delafaye 6 Dec 1726 and enclosures SRO RH2/4/324 f3ll-28; 
Menary, Forbes, P-156 ff. 

186 For example see Forbes"to Newcastle 7 Jul 1726 SRO RH2/4/324 f188-9; 
Monary, Forbes, pp. 63,86,156. 

187See Ilay to Newcastle 28 Oct 1725 SRO RH2/4/321 f306-8. He was the 
cousin of the attainted Earl of Mar. 

188 For example see Areskine'to Stone 19 Jun 1740 SRO RH2/4/337 f182; Areskine 
memo for Stone 23 APr 1741 ibid f226; Areskine to Stone 26 May 1741 ibid f247. 

189 Areskine to Stone 22 Nov 1740 and enclosure ibid f200-2; Areskine to 
Stone 17 Jul 1741 ibid f251-2. 
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group of government servants in Scotland on whom Tweeddale relied to 

further his interests. 190 He was, however, of rather average 

ability'91 and was consequently normally overshadowed by Arniston. 

Much of his time was spent enquiring into the activities of suspected 

Jacobites and of officers recruiting in Scotland for the service of 

France in the years immediately preceding the Forty-five rebellion. 
192 

By the time the Rebellion broke out, Tweeddalets position had seriously 

declined and Craigie simply opted out, fleeing to London when the 

Jacobites advanced on Edinburgh. - He took-little further part in the 

governing of Scotlancý and was dismissed early in 1746. He was replaced 

by William Grant. Although nominally an Argathelianp Grant was not V 

fully trusted by Ilay and was largely overshadowed by Milton ý93 He 

contented himself with work on claims on the forfeited estates and 

other routine administrative matters. Grant's term of office gives 

the lie to claims that there was a sudden aggrandisement of the Lord 

Advocatets position in Scotland on the demise of the office of Secretary 

of State. As with most major offices in Scotland, what mattered was the 

person who occupied the post and his connections with the Scottish 
, 

manager, not the office itself. 

Much of the routine work of the Lord Advocate's office, including 

oorrespondence with the Ministers when the Lord Advooate was absent in 

190 The others included Lord Arniston, Solicitor General Dundas and 
Deputy Keeper of the Signet Thomas Hay: see belovi chapter 11. 

191 "He was very indifferently qualified to be an officer of State in 
trying -times. His office required something more than knowledge of books and 
of the mysteries of law. His colleagueEf soon discovered that he knew next 
to nothing of the world beyond his own very limited sphere ... 11 Ramsay, 
Scotland and Scotsmen 

ýp 
I PP-111-3- 

192 For example see Tweeddale to*Craiple 10 Jul 1742 SRO RH2/4/399t 17; 
Twooddalo to Craigio 14 Aug 1742 ibid. p 21.2;, Craigic -to Twood(lalc 19 Aug 
1742 ibid. j 37-8. 

193,, Ho waa an Officer of State, who, whIle in offic , had rio by"viewo 
0 PrOm*; e Scotland t0 01 

or anY Politics but those of the kinglý Ramsay7ef 
Scotsmen, I pp. 122-3. 
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London, fell to the Solicitor(s) Genera, 1.194 The Solicitors in 

this period were John Sinclair and Charles Binning (172c6-5), 

Charles Areskine (1725-37), William Grant (1737-42), Robert Dundas 

(1742-6) and Patrick Haldane and Alex Home (from 1746). Like the 

Lord Advocate, the Solicitor was a political appointment and for 

similar reasons when the political climate changed and the Lord 

Advocate was replaced a new Solicitor was always appointed. 

Areskine alone of Solicitors during this period sat in Parliament 

at the same time as being Solicitor. 195 When both Forbes and 

Areskine were absent in London the legal duties were delegated to 

junior advocates-depute while much of the administrative work 

was done by Milton, which further enhanced the latter's position. 

Apart from Areskine and Dundasv the Solicitors during this period 

confined themselves mainly to the routine legal and administrative 

functions of the office. Haldane had, of course, been the central 

figure of the 1721-3 appointment struggle. He was appointed in 1746 

on the recommendation of Cumberland but his advancing years and declining 

health rendered him of little use in the office. He retired in 1755- 196 

Sinclair was a son of the eighth earl of Caithness and was later elevated 

to the bench in 1733.197 Little is known of Binning and Home. 

Conclusion: the sous ministre 

The abolition of the Privy Council in 1708 had removed the collective 

executive power of the Scottish Ministry: thereafter there wam only 

194See Ilay to Newcastle 28 Oct 1725 SRO RH2/4/321 f306-8; Areakine to 
Stone 5 Aug 1740 SRO RH2/4/337 f186-7- 

195As MP for Dumfries-shire 1722-41. 
196Sedgwick, House of Commons, 119 pp. 95-6. 
197Brunton 

and Haig, Senators of the Collep_e of Justic. 21 P-505- 

iI 
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individual tinistersi most of whose offices did not include executive 

power. 
198 During the first half of the eighteenth century there was 

no precisely defined administrative structure in Scotland: the whole 

system was extremely flexible. Men mattered more than offices: which 

individuals were called upon to carry out the Ministry's wishes 

depended largely on -the exigencies of the particular situati on, the 

personalities of those occupying the major Scottish offices and the 

relative political strengths of rival political interests at any 

particular time. In emergencies, such as'the malt tax riots, the 

Porteous riots or the Forty-five, it was a case of all available hands 

on deck. More generally business came to be handled by one or two 

of the ministers in Scotland who were in the particular confidence of 

the Ministry and its Scottish manager. Since the Lord Advocate was 

in a position to take action on the part of the Crown, the 

responsibility for maintaining the peace mostly fell to him. However, 

there were times when he was supported or even overshadowed by other 

ministers, most particularly in the years 1725 to 1748 by Lord Justice 

Clerk Miltont and indeed after 17451 -the Lord Justice Clerkt by virtue 

of Milton's personal influencet in many respects became the principal 

law officer in Sootland. 199 In the absence of any olear limitations on 

their powers, the principal government officers in Scotland, particularly 

the Lord Advocate, were in a unique position to wield executive power 

if they had the inclination and the political backing. On the other 

hand they often had to rely on their own judgement as to how they should 

act in any given situation: the London Ministry was often reluctant to 

send precise instructions and distance was a great handicap, particularly 

in times of emergency. 

198 Riley, Fmalish ministers, PP-96-7- 

199Bricke, jjngo. m-menj all-d AQministrati on of scotT; ýA , pp. 183,189-203,211-6. 
The Lord Advocate's supremacy was not regai-ned till the time of Henry Dundas. 
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The sentiments expressed in the following two letters are 

constantly echoed throughout the period and underline one of the 

most important factors affecting the administration of Scotland at 

this time. The first is from Delafaye, secretary to the Lords 

Justice, to Lord Advocate Forbes at the height of the malt tax crisis, 

in reply to one of Forbes's many letters asking for more specific 

directions: 

The nature of ye service requires that your Lop 
should have such a discretionary power; for it 
is impossible at this Distanbe to give particular 
Directions that may reach Cases unforseen & suit 
Circumstances that vary everyday; & who can guess 
what will be ye proceedings of people who seem 
out of their senses? The Lord Justices 
Directions have been so fully & expresly given 
& repeated to your Lop to proceed in those 
affairs according to your own Judgement and 
Discretion that I apprehend they are sufficient 
to support and Justify you in the performanco of 
whatever is Incumbent on the office you so 
worthily possess. 200 

This, of course, merely begged the question of what exactly was incumbent 

on the Lord Advocatets office. The second letter is from Secretary 

Tweeddale to Solicitor General Dundas on the increasing problem of 

French recruiting in Scotland in 1745: 

It is impossible to be more explicite on such 
matters and therefore a great deal must be left 
to your own Prudence and Discretions and I am 
persuaded you will do your best to discover 
practices, so detrimental to the Publick Service, 
so I have not the least doubt but what you do 
therein will be approved of by authority. 

201 

This last remark touches-on another problem. While apparently being 

given 6 wide discretionary powerg government servants in Scotland, 

uncertain of the limits on their authority, were often reluctant to act 

with the requested vigour, apprehensive of incurring the displeasure of 

the Ministers if their tactics caused offence or were unsuccessful. 

For its part the Ministry wished to be troubled as little as possible 

with Scottish problems: as long as Scotland was kept quiet and the 

200 Delafaye to Forbef-- 7 A-ug 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f312-3- 
201 Tweeddale to Dundas 2 May 1745 SRO RH2/4/399,133-5- 
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administration there functioned without undue difficulty Ministers 

were content. To achieve this successive Ministers were prepared7 

to a varying degree, to entrust Scotland to a manager (in this 

period, Roxburghel Ilay and Tweeddale) who might or might not occupy 

the formal post of Secretary of State, to whom they were prepared, again 

to a varying degree, to hand over the disposal of Scottish patronage 

in return for keeping Scotland quiet and for ensuring the return of 

a solid bloc of ministerial supporters to Westminster. As the 

manager spent much of his time in London aild as it was not possible 

to run the day-to-day political and administrative affairs of Scotland 

from there, he required a loyal and dedicated servant in Scotland, 

preferably occupying a post of some'inflaence, who would both oversee 

the general running of the administration, correspond with him, 

particularly on matters too important or sensitive to leave to the 

official channelsy take decisive action when problems arosev and 

coordinate political, electoral and patronage matters on a day-to-day 

basis on his behalf, serving as a point of contact in Edinburgh for 

those who wished something from the government. 

As Lord Ilay resided chiefly at the court, 
he required a confidential agent in Scotland, 
who might give him all necessary informationg 
and act as his guide in the disposition of 
the government patronage. 202 

Such an agent, the intimate confidant of the manager, came to be known 

as a IsouD ministrof . 
203 

From the above discussion it might appear that the Lord Advocate 

would . have made the ideal sous ministre and indeed several historians, 

202R. Chambers, A BioL=aphical I)ictionpry of Eminent Srotsmon (Edinburgh, 
1885)v I P-36, under Andrew Fletcher. 

203Murdoch, 
The People Above, p. 12 and 

little used by contemporaries býi see Grai 
101 "A Precognition was taken this day by 
de sous - Ministre d'Escoss, for a single 
it". 

P-154 n46 GuggcOtD that the term was 
ice to Tweeddale 2 SOP 1734 YP7044, 
Ld Millton, On Qualitd, I SuPP0009 
Ld of junticiary useeL not to do 
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notably Menary and Omond, 204 L-ifluenced in particular by Forbests 

activity in the malt tax riots, have laid much stress on the 

importance of the Lord Advocate compared to the other government servants 

in Scotland, suggesting that the office of Lord Advocate at this time 

was as important as it was-to beoome under Henry Dandas and others 

later in the century. Various factors Gave Forbes as Lord Advocate 

the opportunity to take the leading role in the early stages of the 

20; 
ut malt tax disturbances I as we have seen, there was nothing intrinsic 

in the office itself which automatically meant that the Lord Advocate 

would always take the lead; given another set of factOrSj for example 

in the Porteous riots (when Forbes was at Inverness) others could Play 

an equally prominent part. Indeed, if the situation was particularly 

serious, as in the case of the malt tax disturbances and the Porteous 

riot, the Ministry would dispatch the manager himself to take control. 

In fact there was a crucial factor militating against the Lord Advocate 

acting as sous ministre: being a member of Parliament he was always 

absent from Scotland for about six months in every year. 
2o6 This absence 

was not particularly serious as far as the routine legal and administrative 

tasks were concerned - these could be carried out by the Solicitor 

General or others - but it was of little use. to the Scottish manager to 

have a sous ministre tied down in London for half the year and only free 

to operate in Scotland during the Parliamentary recess-f the very time 

when the manager himself could go to Sootiand. Thus while DLmdas -md 

20ý4enary, 
- 
For 

-- sl; G W. T. Omondt The Lord Advocates-o-f Scotland 
(Edinburgh, 1883 - 

205See belowý. pjiapter 9. 
206 Forbes claimed in 1734 that "since I first had the-honour to serve the 

Crown, I was never one day absent from Parliament. I pttended the first and 
last and every intermediate day of every session whatever calls I had from 
my private affairs": Forbes to Scrope 23 Nov 1734 ]UP III PP-103-5- O"Y 
occasionally did legal affairs detain the Lord Ad1. rocw1; e in Scotland after 
the opening of Parliament: for example see Areskine to Slone 22 Nov 1740 
SRO R112/4/ý27 E200-2. 
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Craigie were key agents aoting on behalf of Roxburghe and Tweeddale 

respectively neither acted as sole sous-ministres, Dundas worked 

in concert with Lord Justice Clerk Adam Cockburn while Craigie shared 

the role with Lord Arniston, Solicitor Dundas and Deputy Keeper of 

the Signet Thomas Hay. 207 

What was required for an effective sous ministre was a person 

of some prestige and influence who was resident for most of the time 

in Edinburgh. Themost suitable candidate was a judge, and preferably 

one who was also a Lord of Justiciary and therefore went on circuit* 

A seat on the bench served a dual purpose in this respect: it could be 

used to reward a prominent supporter and in turn conferred prestige and 

power on such a man which enabled him to act more effectively for the 

manager. "Legal patronage provided ministers with the means of rewarding 

such men with prestigious and lucrative places which had the added 

advantage of anchoring the recipient to Scotland",, 208 The most out- 

standing sous ministre in this period was Andrew Fletcher, Lord Milton who 

faithfully served Ilay in this capacity from the early 1720s to the latter's 

death in 1761. Ilay had singled out Fletcher at an early age and his 

elevation to the bench in 1724 was designed to give him the necessary 

authority. His later promotion to Lord Justice Clerk was both a reward 

for his services and a further indication to the Scottish people that he 

was the trusted servant of Ilay and the government. Of the various sous 

ministres in the period only Milton built up, with IlajOs aid, an array 

of followers in the administrative world of'Edinburgh, in the courts-and 

207 For an interesting, if flawed, discussion of the role of successive 
Lord Advocates in the management of Scotland, see Bricke, Tgana, =- iýent and 
Administr_at_ion, pp. 89-139. 

208 Phillipson, Reform of the Court of Session, p. 29. 

N 
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revenue services, 
209 

and an extensive network of political correspondents 

throughout Scotland. 

In this capacity [as sous ministre] Lord 
Milton served for a considerable number of 
years, during which time his house [in the 
Canongate] was, in its way, a kind of court, 
and he himself looked up to as a person little 
short of a king. 210 

Only after 1765, with Henry Dundas and later Ilay Campbell and Robert 

Dundat; by whichý time reforms in the Court of Session had made it much 

less appropriate for a judge to act as sous ministre 
211 

and improved 

communications made it possible for the Lord Advocate both to attend 

Parliament and serve the government in Edinburgh, 212 did the Lord 

Advocate become -the effective sous ministre. 

209MUrcloch, The People Above, P-14- 

210 dhambers, Biof,,, 
-: ra-phiCal Dictiona= of Eminent Scot_smen, It P-36. 

211 Phillipson, Reform of the Court of Session, pp-36-40- See also Dundas's 
response in 1765 when Newcastle attempted to centre the management of Scotland 
around him as Lord President: "I confess that I have long entertained the 
opinion that the management of the public affairs in Scotland is improper 
for any Judge, if not entirely incompetent with his character ... 11 G. W. T. 
Omond, The 

- 
Arnist-on Memoirs: Three Cen_turies of a Scottish House. 1571-18L8 

(Edinburgh, 188'j), pp. 1'('1-9, 

212 Yiurdoch, 
-The-People. 

bove, P-13. 
_ 

L_ 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: THE YEARS OF EXPERIMENT AND 
CONFLICT: 1707 TO 1725 

Prom the time of the Revolution settlement there had been little 

doubt in people's minds that Scotland was governed from London. Under 

Anne questions of day-to-day government were settled by her English 

ministers. This was particularly hurtful to Scottish pride and 

explains much of the heat of the last Scottish Parliament. Never- 

thelessq although decisions concerning Scotland were made in London, 

there was a Scottish ministry whose members, in thebry, advised the 

Queen on Scottish affairs. In practice their task was to carry out, 

by tactical manoeuvre, the general lines of policy laid down for them. 

The ministers were chosen for their influence in Scotland, their ability 

to control the Scottish Parliament and their willingness to carry out 

Court measures, The most important figure was the Lord High 

Commissioner, delegated to represent the sovereign at meetings of the 

Scottish Parliament. He was given instructions on his appointmenty 

largely drawn up by the English ministers, and his subsequent role was 

to concert, with the rest of the Scottish ministers, suitable plans 

for carrying the policy in Parliament and then to give royal assent to 

such measures as were approved. Scottish ministers were also members 

, 
of the Privy Council of Scotland which was re*sponsible for the executive 

government of Scotland; when Parliament was not in session the Council 

had undisputed control of the couýtry. The attempt to maintain control 

from London was the main weakness of the system; the ministry had 

1 The Chancellor, the Keeper, of the Privy Seal, the Lord Clerk Register, 
the Lord Advocate, the Lord Justice 

' 
Clerk, the Treasurer, the Treasurer 

Depute, the Secretary or Secretaries and the President of the Privy Council. 
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constantly to refer matters to London and the Commissioner was in 

the position of a colonial governor with a representative assembly 

whose will he had continually to defy. 

Scottish politics in the period between the Revolution of 1688 

and the Union was largely dominated by a small group of powerful 

landowning magnatesp notably Hamilton, Queensberry, Atholl and 

Argyll, who continually and cynically competed against each other 

to achieve a monopoly of political power and as a result defeated 

all attempts to manage the country. 
2 By 'the early 1700-S Queensberry 

'had emerged as,, leader of the most significant group and, oonsequently 

generally formed the "Court interest". His ability to control 

Scotland was always precarious, howeverg and he faced constant opposition 

from his magnate rivals. The history of Anne's reign to 1707 showed 

the impossibility of consistent management in Scotland within the 

Union of the Crowns, 3 

The stormy years of the last Scottish Parliament and the reasons 

for Union have been studied in depth elsewhere. Two factors were 

crucial in ensuring that the Union proposals were eventually accepted 
4 by the Scottish Parliament: the support of Argyll, which was only 

gained after considerable difficulty by promising to make him a major 

5 
'general and by creating his brother Archibald, earl of Ilay, and even 

2 For a full discussion of the rol e of the magnates in the immediate 
pre and post Union period see P. W. J. Riley, Me Structure of Scottish 
Politics and the Union of 1707' in The Union of 1707: Its Impact on 
Scotland, ed. T. I. Rae, pp. 1-29; Riley, The-Union of Yzipjand and 
Scotlandq PP-11-15,312 and passim. Riley convincingly argues that 
the Court saw the breaking of the entrenched power of the magnates in 
Scotland as one of the benefits to be gained from Union. The first 
half of this chapter owes much to Riley's various works. 

3Riley, 
The Union of England and Scotl, -md, p. 218. 

4 JOhn Campbell 2nd duke 1678-1743. 

5 Archibald Canpbell 3rd duke (1743), 1682-1761. 
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more decisive, the decision of the Squadrone Volante 
6 

to support 

the Union in the hope that with the transfer of the political stage 

to Westminster they could ally with English political groups and 

overturn the Court party's dominance in Scotland. The Treaty of 

Union made no reference to the future system by which Scotland was 

to be governed; that problem was left to the English ministers. 

The end of the Scottish ParliameAt, however, removed one of the main 

reasons for the existence of a semi-formal Scottish ministry and 

also meant that the various Scottish political groups would have to 

pursue their interests at Westminster. Voting in the Westminster 

ýarliament in the reign of Anne was on rigid party lines, Whig and 

Tory, while the Scottish Parliament had been divided on a court-ý 

country (or tinst and touts') basis. It was to take some, time 

before the various interests in Scotland were absorbed into the 

English party structure. 

Of the 45 commoners elected by the Scottish Parliament to sit 

ý. n the Westminster Parliament, about 11 were Squadrone and most of 

the rest Court supporters. -, 
Five Squadrone peers were included in 

the Court's list of the sixteen peers to be chosen to represent the 

Soots peerage in the House of Lords, but in the event only four were 

elected Montrosep Tweeddale, Roxburghe and Sutherland. The 

Squadrone was to remain after the Union an interest composed largely 

6 
This interest had emerged from the Country party as a coherent group 

in 1704 to carry out a scheme whereby the Marquis of Tweeddale (John 
Hay 2nd Marquis 1645-1713) replaced Queensberry as Lord High Commissioner. 
The scheme failed but the group preserved their separate identity. They 
were firm adherents of Whig principles and the Protestant Succession and 
staunch enemies of Jacobitism. The leading men of the group - Montrose 
lst duke (1707) d. 1742), Roxburghe (John Ker 5th earl and first duke R707) 

d. 1741), Tweeddale, Rothes (Ith earl d. 1722), George Baillie of 
Jerviswood - and a surprising number of their adherents were linked by 
marriage. 
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of various nobles of the second rank - Roxburghe, Tweeddale, Marchmont, 

Haddington, Rothes - closely connected by marriage and kinship, but 

most of whom were either idle or incompetent or both, an interest 

too exclusive to attract widespread support. The remainder of the 

peers elected were wholehearted Court supporters with the exception of 

Ilay who was never happy in league with Queensberry, but who was 

included to satisfy his brother Argyll*7 

Under continuous and increasing pressure from the Whig Junto, 

Godolphin, the Lord Treasurer, was counting on the support of the 

Scottish Court party led by Queensberry to bolster the'strength of 

the Court in Parliament. Thus initially no radical changes, were made 

in the administration of Scotland and business was left to work itself 

into a new pattern, although one immediate effect was that as the 

Ministry required the support of the Scottish ministers in Parliament 

during sessionp business in Scotland fell to the officers who remained 

there. The Court party was confirmed in power in Scotland and all the 

leading Court men, including Seafield and Argyll retained their places, 

Queensberry himself being made Keeper of the Privy Seal and Mar and 

Loudon continued as "Secretaries of State within Scotland'14, Some 

-accommodation also had to be made for the Squadrone whose votes hac 

finally carried the Union.,, I-.. Accordingly Montrose was made Lord President 

of the Council, Adam Cockburn of Ormiston Lord Justice Clerkv and Squadrone 

8 
supporters were given various other posts, The Squadrone were not 

7BOth Queensberry and Argyll had secured elevation to the English 
peerage before the Union and therefore did not have to seek election. 

81n 
addition Montrose and Roxburghe were given Scottish diikedoms. 
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satisfied, however, and strongly suspected that the Court was trying 

to squeeze them out. The old pre-Union rivalry between the two 

A 
groups resumed and the Squadrone sought other allies at Westminster 

with a view to attacking the Scottish Court party. 

By late 1707 Godolphin turned his mind to putting the 
U 

administration of Scotland on a more permanent footing: he had no 

radical changes in mind, In December, however, the Squadrone proposed 

the abolition of the Scottish Privy Council, arguing that the new 

Privy Council of Great Britain made a sepýrate Scottish Council 

superfluous. Godolphin believed that the easiest way to control 

Scotland was to leave it in the hands of a Court group dependent on 

the power of the Ministry. 9' As the Privy Council was a main prop 

of the influence of the leaders of the Court party in Scotland it was 

in the interests of both Godolphin and Queensberry to keep the Council 

functioning. To the Squadrone, however, the Privy Council was simply 

an instrument for preserving the perpetual rule of the Court party 

and keeping them out of any share of power. If Scotland preserved 

a separate administrative system which conferred ministerial powerg it 

would very probably be in the hands of Queensberry. Instead, the 

Squadrone argued, Scotland should become dependent on the Ministry at 

at Westminster where the balance of parties would be different and the 

Squadrone, in alliance with the Whigs, might achieve as much influence 

as Queensberry. 10 The Junto Whigs, the High Tories ancl other dissident 

groups (including Hamilton and the Scottish Jacobites) took the opportunity 

of lining up against the Ministry andy despite all the Ministryls efforts, 

9Dartmouth 
later remarked that Godolphin sought to rule Scotland like 

a colony in which hip avowed principle was to rule via a governor and council 
and uphold them: 0. Burnet, History of Ifis_ Own Time (oxf ord, 1833) vol Vt P. 362. 

10 Some members of the Squadrone, notably the earl of Marchmont, believed 
in the idea of fmore complete Union' as a matter of principle as well as 
political expediency. 
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a bill was passed in February 1708 abolishing the Scottish Privy 

Council from 1 May 170 - 
11 Despite the jubilation of the Squadrone 

the abolition of the Privy Council left a serious gap, both politically 

and administratively, in particular by removing the collective executive 

power of the Scottish ministry, and its absence coloured much of the 

administrative and political history of Scotland over the following 

decades. The post of Scottish Secretary also fell with the abolition 

of the Scottish Privy Council, 12 
a beneficial side-effeot as far as 

the Squadrone were concerned as this important administrative channel 

would now be controlled by the English Secretaries from London. 

1708 was an election year. an(; under increasing pressure from the 

Whig Junto and their Squadrone allies, Godolphin supported the Court 

party in Scotland in order to secure the return of as many Scottish 

members as possible who would support the Ministry, The position of 
13 

-the Court party in Scotland was therefore strengthened and most 

significantly Mar was appointed Keeper of the Signet: "Except the name, 

he had almost all the power that belonged to the Scottish Secretaries". 14 

Godolphin had already grasped a fundamental factor in managing Scotland 

at this time, namely that it was-necessary to show quite clearly which 

party enjoyed royal favour and could dispense patronage and hence which party 

11 In order to strengthen judicial power following the abolition of the 
Privy Council, the Squadrone added clauses to the bill which gave Scottish 
justices the samepowers as in England and also provided for the introduction 
of circuit courts. A separate bill enacted that the militia in Scotland 
should be organised on the same footing as in England. Riley, English Ministers, 
pp. 92-3* 

12 As the office was technically tSecretary to the Councilt: Riley, 
Endish Ministers, p. 98; Omond, Lord Advoc_ate_sl vo . 1.1, p. 281* 

13Seafield 
became Lord Chief Baron of the new Exchequer; Queensberry was 

confirmed in his place as Keeper of the Privy Seal; and Mar and Loudon were 
made Keeper of the Great Seal and Keeper of the Signet respectively in com- 
pensation for their loss of place as Scottish Secretaries* Various other 
Court supporters were given pensions. 

14SOrope 
to Oxf ord 7 Jul 1711 Harley Papers BN Loan 291156 quoted Riley, 

Phr Iish Ministers, p. 100 footnote 7- 
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was to be supported at elections. By appointing Mar as Keeper of 

the Signetp Godolphin sought to retain, under another name, the 

channel fonnerly provided by the Secretaryship. The significance 

of the appointment was quickly recognised in Scotland. The ensuing 

election was keenly fought and the abolition of the Privy Council 

undoubtedly weakened Ministerial influence. Nevertheless although 

the Squadrone secured the return of three representative peers and 

nine membersv15 the Scottish Court party emerged relatively unscathed, 

The Squadrone realised that by themselves'they were not strong enough 

to gain more influence in Scotland and tied their hopes of securing 

political and administrative change to the success of the Junto whose 

position had been further strengthened by the 1708 election results. 

With Mar as Keeper of the Signet acting as Scottish Secretary in all 

but namey Squadrone opinion swung in favour of a third British 

Secretaryship of State to deal with Scottish business. This was in 

line with Squadrone thinking on a more fcomplete Union? and their 

enthusiasm for the idea increased when the Junto declared their 

ability to obtain the post for Montrose. Ideally Godolphin would 

have liked to have ignored the magnates after the Union and have built 

up a strong united Scottish Court interest. This was not possible, 

however, partly because of the continuing magnate rivalry in Scotland 

and partly because Godolphin had continually to strive to preserve his 

16 Ministry against Junto attacks. Queensberry was therefore made 

third Secretary of State with full powers to deal with home affairs in 

15The Commons electiors resulted in 27 members attached to Queensberry 
and Argyll, 9 Squadrone and 9 Jacobites of one complexion or another. 

16 Riley, 'The Structure of Scottish Politics and the Union of 1707'9 in 
The Union of l 

-707.7. -jts 
Impact on Scotland, ed. Rae, pol9o 
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the same way as the other two Secretaries. 
17 

BY 1710 Godolphints continued reliance on the Junto had identified 

the Scottish Court party and Queensberry as basically Whigs. It had 

also created a growing dissatisfaction and resentment among the excluded 

magnatesv particularly Mar and Argyll both of-whom began to align with 

Robert Harley 18 
who was rapidly building up a strong and organised 

opposition to the Ministry among the Tories. The Sacheverell trial 

increased the tensions at Westminster and throughout the summer the 

Ministry lurched from one crisis to anothet as support for the Tories 

grew and the nation became increasingly war-weary. Finally Godolphin 

was dismissed on 7 August and the Treasury put into commission. Harley 

became Chancellor of the Exchequer and the guiding spirit at the 

Treasury. Harley, like Godolphin, was essentially a manager rather than 

a politician and he sought a broadly6-based Ministry composed of moderate 

men of all parties who would cooperate together in serving the Crown. 

The Tory landslide in the 1710 election, however, effectively put paid 

to such a scheme and in the long run ensured the failure of his policy 

of moderation, For the next four years Harley fought a delaying action 

to retain a moderate Ministry, in, both Eagland and Scotlandv in face of 

mounting pressure from his own supporters. 

By the time Parliament was dissolved on 21 September 17101 the 

political situation in Scotland had become very confused, more especially 

as the various interests there werp being pushed into the Whig-Tory 

17Foreign 
affairs were to remain in the hands of the English Secretaries. 

The office of the Signet returned to the Secretaries and as a result Mar 
lost his place: he was compensated with a L3,000 p. a. pension. In order 
to placate the Squadrone and the Junto Montrose was made Keeper of the 
Scottish Privy Seal and Roxburghe appointed a Privy Councillor. The 
Queeng acting on her own initiativev . added Argyll to the Privy Council 
in order to counterbalance Roxburghe. 

l8 Argyll appears to have been prompted' in this switch by IlaY- 
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mould. The Squadrone supported the Junto who were allied with 

Godolphin. Cooperating with them in Godolphin's interest were 

Seafield and various other members of the old Court interest such as 

the Dalrymples led by the earl of Stair. 19 Together they opposed 

the new influence in Scotland led by Mar and Argyll. The situation 

yas complicated by Queensberry who despite the changes in the Ministry 

had continued to cling to office: trusted by neither side he sought 

simply to protect his own interest. Harleyts main concern was to 

establish a moderate Court party in SootlAnd and to secure the 

election of sixteen peers who would depend on him and support the 

Ministry. Mar was made Harley's particular agent in Scotland, 

attending to details of election influence, and his brother, Grange, 

replaced Squadrone Adam Cockburn as Justice Clerk. It was also 

proposed to make Ilay Lord Justice Generalo 5)0 Various other places 

and pensions were distributed and money was sent up to Scotland for 

eleotion purposes, Yet although Mar and Argyll were regarded as 

the centre of the new interest in Scotlandl Harley did not hand the 

management of Scottish affairs over to them and he was studiously vague 

about his intentions. In reality, in face of the opposition from the 

Godolphin interests, Harley was being forced to rely mainly on Tory 

21 help. After much confusion a Court list of the 16 peers to represent 

19 John Dalrymple, 2nd earl, 1673-1747- 

20 
Ilay became Lord Justice General sometime in late 1710 although his 

commission is dated 24 June 1711- 

21 
Mar, but not Ilay, would also have been prepared to cooperate with 

the Squadrone to further Harley's interests. 
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Scotland in the House of Lords was drawn up and carried 
22 

although 

the Squadrone, having been refused a share of places, abstained at 

the election. Of the 45 members elected, the Court could count on 

about 23 to 25, these being Jacobite, Tory or just Court men. In 

addition there were adherents of the old Court interest and of 

particular interests, foremost of which was the Argyll group, who in 

practice could be relied upon to support the Ministry in all but extreme 

Tory measures. The OPPosition to the Ministry oonsisted of Squadrone 

supporters and a handful of strong Whigs: '. together they numbered perhaps 

nine or ten. 

Despite the electoral success of the Tories and the ambitions of 

Mar, Argyll- and Ilay, Harley was. determined to build up a new system 

ofadministering Scotland, more directly from London. Queensberry was 

allowed to remain in office but was largely disregarded. Instead 

Harley sought to administer Scotland himself from the Treasury, through 

the Scottish Court of Exchequer and with the aid of baron John Scrope. 

Scrope was a trained lawyer and a judge and had rapidly acquired a 

detailed knowledge of Scotland and Scottish affairs. As the one ordinary 

baron who was an Englishman he was the obvious man to maintain a personal 

administrative liaison between England and Scotland and convey the kind 

of confidential first-hand informaýion for which official correspondence 

would not serve. He also seems to have had a long-standing friendship 

with the Harley family. 23 Harley. consulted him on a wide range of 

Scottish business. He dealt'with patronage matters; acted as a one-man 

commission of enquiry into administrative difficulties and disputes; 

22 Hamilton, Athollt Annandale, Mar, Ilay, Eglinton, Loudon, Kinnoully 
Roseberry, Orkney, Northeek, Balm'erino, Marischalq Homet Kilsyth and 
Blantyre. The last four were Jacobites. 

23Riley, 
lhplish Ministers, p. 163. 
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checked the recommendations of the customs and excise commissioners; 

and attended the Treasury to report and advise on Scottish matters. 

The office of Secretary of State became largely superfluous as there 

was little Scottish business which did not concern the revenue and hence 

the Treasury. 
24 

Nevertheless Queensberryts death in JulY 1711 created an embarrassment 

for Harley: Mar, Ilay and Hamilton, the leading Scottish Tory, all 

expected to be appointed. Harley, however, was determined to retain 

his new system. Moreover, the office of Secretary created political 

difficulties as it was looked upon as the channel of patronage and an 

intermediary between the, Queen and her subjects. This both attracted 
I 

a following and in turn created an opposition. Harley wanted the 

contending parties to depend on him and not upon a separate Scottish 

minister. He therefore decided not to appoint a new Secretary. 

Harley's new system of administering Scotland from the Treasury 

suffered from two main weaknesses. First the Treasury was unable to 

deal with the increased volume of Scottish business speedily and 

effectively and delays occurred particularly in patronage mattersy the 

very business usurped from the Secretary's office. Harleyto natural 

lethargy compounded such delays. Second, political forces militated 

against the system. The absence of both the Privy Council and a Secretary 

of State led to a feeling of lack of government in Scotland and that 

Scotland was being neglected: in. particular the absence of a Secretary 

meant that there was no clear indication of where application should be 

made for favours. Moreover Harley was anxious to keep the major 

24Compare 
Daniel Defoe to Harley 13 Jul 1711 "Scotland No More Requires 

a Secretary than Yorkshire or Wales, Nor ... can it supply business for 
an office with Two Clerks".: Letters from Daniel Defoev ed. G. H. Healey 
(Oxford, 1955), P-336. 
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offices in Scotland in moderate hands and few new appointments had 

been made. As a result there was a growing uneasiness among the 

excluded and mounting pressure for changest particularly from the 

Tories. 

The need for the support of the Scottish peers in the House of 

Lords over the projected peace with France in the 1711-12 session 

forced Harley to take drastic action. In November 1711 he set up 

a Commission of Chamberlainry and Trade with various assorted powers, 

principally in relation to trade and industry. 25 The new Commission 

was envisaged as a replacement for the Privy Council 26 
andq it was 

hoped, would provide signs of government oloser at hand, relieve the 

burden on the Treasur7 and increase Ministerial influence in Scotland 

particularly over elections, More immediately it would also increase 

the amount of patronage available to the Ministry. Four of the eight 

men on the original Commission were representative peers whose support 

Harley was anxious to secure. 
27 

The opposition in Scotland, however, 

quiokly saw throUgh this design and Harley realised that to allow the 

Commission to exercise its powers would stir up considerable trouble. 

Although the Commission enabled Harley to keep the Scottish Tories 
I 

quiet for a timeg as an innovation in the government of Scotland it 

quickly died. 

Dissatisfaction with the new system continued to grow and the 

, struggles between the various Scottish groups became more intense. 

In particulir Argyll and'Hamilton each wanted to rule Scotland as the 

25The Commission was also to execute the old powers of the Lord High 
Chamberlain of Scotland over the burgh magistrates: these powers were very 
great and if used could have broughý the burghs under complete control for 

-elections. 
26See Bricke, Management and Administration of Scotl_and, PP*7-9- 
27 Annandale, Eglinton, Northesk and Balmerino. 
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dominant faction had always done. Harley attempted to retain 

their continued cooperation by creating Hamilton Duke of Brandon, 

although the House of Lords would not admit his right to sit as a 

British (that is, post Union) peer, 
28 

and by making Argyll commander- 

in-chief in Scotland and Governor of Minorca. Scottish Tory pressure 

was also being felt in the Commons where, despite the reluctance of 

the Ministry, bills were pushed through giving toleration to 

Episcopalians in Scotland, restoring the right of church patronage 

and providing for a Christmas vacation in'the Court of Session. 

Harley, however, continued to aim for moderation and was determined 

to resist Tory demands for places in both Englan; I and Scotland. 

Nevertheless? his new system for governing Scotland was beginning to 

break down and there was an increasing lack of direction in Scottish 

affairs. The continuing absence of a Secretary, designed to bring 

Scotland more directly into dependence on Harley himself, andq in theory, 

to avoid generating opposition, in fact meant that the Scots, who had 

always been accustomed to looking to one faction in office and in 

possession of the Secretaryship as a clear sign of where favour lay 

and to whom applications should be made, did not know where they stood 

when obvious control was given to no-onb* The normal working of the 

political system had been disturbed and growing uncertainty and confusion 

resulted. Moreover the breakdown of Harleyts policy of moderation 

and his increasing reliance on the Tories, and more particularly the 

Tory measures of 1711-12 affecting the religious settlement in Scotlandq 

was finally forcing the Scottish court-opposition political dichotomy 

28 
20 December 1711. The caune wan loot by 5 votoo and provonto(I Scottinh 

peers with Britioh peerages from sitting in the Houoe of Lorda by virtue of 
such peerages. The defeat was treated as a national disaster in Scotland 
for it meant that no Scottish peer could ever sit in the Lords other than as 
one of the sixteen elected peers. One of the reasons for the Lordst action 
was undoubtedly their --n- realisation of the danger of being swamped by 
new creations of Scots as peers of Great Britain: G. S. Holmes, fThe Hamilton 
Affair of 1711-12: A Crisis in Anglo-Scottish Relations' FRR 1xxviis (1962), 
pp. 257-82. 
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into the Whig-Tory pattern. 
29 Scottish politics increasingly 

mirrored what went on at Westminster. With Hamilton's death in 

1712, the main contest for influence lay between Mar, seen as 

nominal leader of the Tories, and Ilay, who with Argyll was gradually 

assuming Queensberryts mantle as leader of the Revolution Whigs. 

Although he tried to retain some sort of balance between the two groups, 

th e forthcoming 1713 general election forced Harley into increasing 

dependence on Scottish Tory support. Ilay and Argyll began to be 

eased outj thus putting them into opposition and alliance with the 

Whigs. Harley, however, did little to gratify Tory demands for 

plaoese The Tories were understandably annoyed and caused trouble 

in the Commons by voting in May 1713 to apply the malt tax to Scotland. 

General Scottish dissatisfaction culminated the following month in a 

motion in the House of Lords to repeal the Union which was only narrowly 

defeated by four votes. 
30 Mar argued that Scotland would be easier to 

manage if Harley had someone dependent on himCwould be responsible 

for Scottish affairs. This was the old system of ruling Scotland and 

31 
Harley was finding himself gradually driven back upon it. 

By mid 1713 the clash between Harley and Bolingbroke had brought 

the Ministry almost to breaking point. In order to extend his 

influence, Bolingbroke sought to make himself, through his office of 

Secretary of Statep the channel'for Scottish business, capitalising 

on the prevailing lack of direct . ion in Scottish affairs* This 

development signalled the end of Harleyts scheme of government. Scotland 

had to be shown clearly where favour lay and Bolingbroke kept out. Thus 

, ýin August 1713, at the same time as changes were being made in England 

29 See Riley, 'The Structure of Scottish Politics and the Union of 170VY in 
The Union of 1707: Tts Im2act on Scotland, ed. Rae, P-15- 

30 Ferguson, Scotland: 1689 to the Present, p. 61. 

31 Riley, Ehplish Minis-bersl P-242- 
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to strengthen his position, Harley once more set up a third 

Secretaryship of State. The post was given to Mar, a clear 

indication that Argyll and Ilay had no share of confidence and a 

move to rally the Tories. More importantly, however, while Mar 

was the man the Tories expected to become Secretary, he was not a 

magnate but essentially a Court placeman. He was dependent on Harley 

and managed Scotland on his behalf. His appointment quickly brought 

a more businesslike atmosphere back to Scottish affairs and again 

provided a focal point for Scottish businebs. The same strengthening 

of Court rather than Tory influence was also involved in the appointment 

of Seafield to the revived post of Lord Chancellor of Scotland 
32 in an 

effort to provide some overriding legal authority to overcome Whig 

influence in the Courts of Session and Justiciary. 

Mar and Seafield kre given the task of managing the 1713 

elections. Various pensions and other rewards were distributed and some 

changes made, for example. among the sheriffs depute and other shire 

officials. A Court list for the representative peers election was 

drawn up in London. Ilay was allowed no part in affairs and could 

make no headway against the declared wishes of the Court. The 

Squadrone also again boycotted the election. Thus the Court list 

33 
was carried unanimously. The Commons elections resultsy however, 

were less satisfactory. Harley could rely, for the most part, on a 

group of about twelve Court men and Tories. 
. 

There were also at least 

three Tories who would vote for the Ministry but who supported 

Bolingbroke. Of the opposition, the Squadrone had a hard core of four, 

32 The office gave the Lord Chancellor the right to preside in any court 
in Scotland. It lapsed shortly afýer the Hanoverian succession: Riley, 

_1h, 
--lish Miniat_erq, p. 258 n. l. 

33Atholl, 
Mar, Eglinton, Kinnoull? Loudon, Findlater Northesk, Orkne'yt 

Roseberry, Kilsythy Balmerino, Dundonald, Breadalbane? DIunmorep Portmore, 
and Selkirk. 
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the Argyll interest about five and there were some fifteen other 

opposition Whigs. In the following session the struggles within 

the Ministry continued as one crisis followed another. In both 

houses of Parliament the Ministry was frequently under attack. 

Harley, however, still stood for moderation and fought against 

sweeping changes although both Montrose and Argyll were removed 

from their places. Finally Bolingbroke succeeded in forcing 

Harley to resign but it was too late. The Queen died a few days 

later, the Lords Justice took over and Bolingbroke's chance was gone. 

The first seven years of Union thus saw a series of administrative 

experiments as successive Ministries sought to establish an effec- 

tive way of controlling Scotland. Of particular importance in 

a period when the Court faced continual difficulties in managing 

a Parliament torn by the intense rivalry between Tories and 

Whigs was the return of as many Scottish representative peers and 

members of Parliament as possible who would support the Ministry. 

Scottish votes were often crucial as Godolphin strove to retain his 

independence from the Junto and then Harley fought to maintain a 

policy of moderatioft in face of mounting Tory pressure. the Ministryts 

interest in Scotland was always most marked when it stood in urgent need 

of Scottish support at Westminster. Any system of managing Scotland 

had to take into account the strengths and ambitions of the various 

political interests there and the xivalry of the powerful magnates. 

The approach of Godolphin and of Harley to Scotland were significantly 

different. To Godolphin the easiest way to secure Court influence was 

to set up a viceroy dependent on the power of the Ministryq whether in 

the guise of a Secretary for Scotland (Mar and Loudon), Keeper, of the 

Signet (Mar), or-third Secretary of State (Queensberry), and leave the 

management of the country to a Court group which could be relied upon to 

support the Ministry in Parliament. This had the advantage of establishing 
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a clear channel of favour but it also generated opposition among 

those groups excluded from power. To Harley the office of Secretary 

was an unnecessary intermediary between Scotland and the Ministry 

and created an 'unwelcome focus for opposition. He therefore attempted 

to centralise control of Scotland in the Treasury, and more especially 

in himself personally. The prevailing political climate was not 

conducive to such a system, however, and it led to confusion and 

restlessness among all interests in Scotland who were accustomed to 

having a recognisable channel of favour. 'His failure to give a 

clear indication of where favour lay led to intense rivalry among 

Scots to obtain the ear of the Ministry and also a feeling that 

Scotland was being neglected. In the end the system broke down: 

Harley was forced back on the old system and the third Secretaryship 

of State was revived. The office of Secretary thus remained of paramount 

importance in managing Scotland. 

The sudden death of Anne left the Tories disorganised and demoralised 

and by the end of 1714 Whigs had replaced T6ries in all the major offices 

of State, followed by similar changes in the royal household, army, navy, 

law courts and local government. 
34 Henceforth, with their leader gone, 

the Tories were to act as individuals rather than a united group - "I see 

plainly", wrote Bolingbroke,, 11that the Tory party has gone , 
35 

- and over 

the next turbulent decade the main political struggle was to lie between 

, various Whig factions. In Scotland Mar initially hoped to preserve his 

interest in the new reign and, continued to act as Secretary, but his 

reputation had been destroyed in Hanoverian circles by stories of his 

34A. S-. Foord, His Majesty's 
-Opposition, 

1714-1830, (London, 1964)t P-15- 

351bid. 
j P-47- For an analysis of the collapse of the Tory party after 

1714 see J. He plumb, The Growth of Political Stabilit, in Fhp_land 1675-172 
(paperback edition, London, 1969)v pp. 162 
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encouragement of Jacobite intrigues and when George arrived he was 

dis missed. As in England a complete clearance was made in all 

the great offices of state in favour of the Whigs. Ostensibly the 

Whigs in Scotland were united in face of the Tory threat, but in 

fact the two main Whig factions, the Argathelians and the Squadrone, 

were already in a state of intense rivalry, fuelled largely by the 

determination of Argyll, the last surviving magnate of the old 

school, to dominate Scotland, 36 
which was to continue unabated over 

the next decade, mirroring and intensified by the fierce political 

struggle between the various Whig groups at Westminster. Changes 

in Scotland during the period 1715-1725 were usually occasioned by 

a shift of power within the English part of the Ministry. The 

rivalry between the two groups hampered all attempts to manage Scotland 

up to 1725- 

Initially the Ministry needed to maintain some sort of unity to 

crush the Tories and the changes of 1714 thus reflected an attempt to 

achieve a balance between the two Whig groups and keep the Scottish 

part of the Ministry on a broad bottom. Argyll was appointed commander- 

in-chief for Scotland and Groom of the Stole to the Prince of Wales. Ilay 

remained Lord Justice General and was also made Lord Clerk Register. 

Sir David Dalrymple resumedhis office as Lord Advocate. For the 

Squadrone interest, Montrose was'appointed third Secretary of State for 

Scotland, being easier to control. than Argyll or Ilay, Roxburghe Keeper 

of the Great Seal of Scotlandy Adam Cockburn of Ormiston Lord Justice 

Clerk, Rothes Lord High Admiral of Scotland, George Baillie a Lord of 

the Admiralty and John Cockburn a Commissioner of Trade and Plantations. 

36Riley, 'The Structure of Scottish Politics and the Union of 1707't 
in The Union of 1707: Its Impact on Scotland ed. Rae, P-17- 
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Appointments to the new Commission of Police, 37 
which replaced the 

defunct Commission of Chamberlainry and Trade also represented a 

careful balancing of both interests: Tweeddale, Sutherland, Marchmont 

and John Haldane of Gleneagles represented the Squadrone, while Bute, 

Deloraine and Thomas Kennedy represented the Argyll interest. Various 

changes were also made on the revenue boards. There were few changes 

among the more minor officers on the civil list largely because they 

had hardly been touched by Harley. Changes at local level were left 

to the Scottish interests to sort out among themselves. In general 

the Squadrone fared rather better than their rivalsl particularly in 

that they controlied-the Secretaryship, but Argathelian influence was 

growing. 

Before the end of 1714 supporters of both groups were active in 

many constituencies preparing for the forthcoming general election. 

By article 22 of the Union Scotland was to be represented at 

Westminster by sixteen elected peers and in the Commons bY 45 members, 

thirty from the counties and fifteen from the burghs. Moat counties 

returned a member at each general election, but certain'of the smaller 
38 

counties were paired, each returning a member at alternative elections. 

The royal burghs, which had previously returned a member each to 

the old Scottish Parliament, were arranged into fourteen groups of four 
39 

or five burghs, each group returning one member. Each burgh in the 

group sent a delegate to the presiding burgh (which rotated at each 

election) to-cast the burgh's vote for its chosen-candidate. Edinburgh 

(which before the Union returned two members) alone of the burghs 

returned a member of its own. 

37See 
above pp-213-5- 

38 Caithness alternated with Bute, Kinross with Clackmannanshire, and 
Cromartyshire with Nairnshire. 

3965 towns arranged in 14 districts, 5 districts of 4 burghs each, 
9 with 5- 

1 
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The Act of Union was silent on the franchise which therefore 

remained, for the counties, based on an Act of 1681. The vote lay 

in land'of the requisite valuation; freeholders holding land valued 

at either 40/- old extent or 9400 Scots valued rent. 
40 By the 1681 

Act all freeholders were to be inserted on a Roll to be compiled 

for each shire and thereafter the freeholders were to meet each 

year at the Michaelmas head court to revise or adjust the Roll. 41 

The sheriff, or his clerk, acted as returning officer at the election: 

all else was in the hands of the freeholders. Before the Union there 

were relatively few abuses of the electoral system, but the Act of 

Union failed to grant the Court of Session any jurisdiction to review 

franchise cases, thus leaving the freeholders in their head courts free 

to manipulate the'system for political ends. 
42 It. was the task of 

the local commissioners of supply to provide a certificate of valuation 

for the electoral R01143, and the commissioners therefore had a crucial 

influence in determining the composition of the Roll. Many commissioners 

made their valuations on political rather than strictly economical 

grounds. 
44 

All this, coupled with the pressure for seats following 

the reduction of shire constituencies from 83 to 30 and the promise of 

largesse at Westminster, quickly led to the growth of nominal and 

fictitious votes.. and other abuses as various peers sought to build up 

40Fergason, Electoral Law and Procedure, pp. 61 17-19Y 56-65- In fact, 
during the period under study, the great-majority of enfranchised free- 
holders vierc enrolled on the Z400 Scots assessed rental qualification. 

4lIbid. 
9 pp. 18-19. -The head courts also came to assume, as a r'atter 

of expediency, responsibility for a host of other minor matters, including 
the maintenance of jails, hospitalsl roads and bridg- 
with supply; the waCes of servants etc: ibid. p. 20. ges; business connected 

42 Ibid. pp. ý27-9t_42-5. Before the Union review had iain with the 
Scottish Parliament, or if it was not sitting with the Court of Session. 

43 
The some valuation wds also used to apportion the land tax: see 

abovo Pr,. 3.35-6. 

44FcrEN, 
sonf 

_n, 
P, ctora, l Law a-nd Proceduret PP- 56-65. 
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'interests' in the constituencies. 
45 The Septennial Act of 1716, 

which extended the life of a Parliament to seven yearsp further 

increased the value of a seat. 
46 

The total number of county votcrsin Scotland in the first half of 

the eighteenth century was small, about ls500 in all, with less than 

a dozen in certain constituencies, 
47 

and it became of paramount 

importance to get as many supporters as possible on the electoral 

Roll. Indeed elections were often decided long before the actual 

polling day and there were relatively few Poll contests during the period, 

usually less than one quarter of the constituencies at any one general 

election. At the most bitterly fought electionsv those of 1722 and 

1734, there were twenty contests at each. Although the House of 

Commons had the authority to decide contraverted elections, such 

decisions were always made on a political basis and the Commons 

committees never looked at questions of franchise. The complex 

franchisesystem led to innumerable lawsuits and lawyers played an 

important part in Scottish elections . 
48 Efforts were made to check 

the creation of fictitious votes by Acts of Parliament in 1714 and 

1734 but neither was effective. A more serious attempt was made to 

curtail abuses in 1743 by an Act 
49 

which finally conferred a review 

jurisdiction on the Court of Session and made various provisions to 

restrain the partiality of the returning officers. 
50 There was a 

451bid. 
9 pp-39-41. 

46 Dickinson, Walpole, P. 41. 
47For 

example there were only 8 in Cromartyshire in the 1730s: Ferguson, 
Electoral Law and Procedure', P-149; Sedgwick, House of Commonsp Vol* It 
P. 20. 

48Ferguson, Mectoral Law and Procedure, P-528; Phillipsong Reform of 
the Court of Session, pp. 21-2. 

49Act 16 Geo II C-11. 
50Fergusont Electoral Law and Proceduret PP-46-7- 
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rapid proliferation of franchise cases after 1743 and freeholders 

in many shires made vigorous attempts in the following years to purge 

their rolls, though such activity was often politically motivated. 
51 

The bad practices hadq however, taken root and the Act failed to 

confer sufficiently strong powers on the Court of Session. For its part, 

Session was excessively cautious in exercising its new powers, partly 

apprehensive of appeals to the House of Lordsq and for long the 

jurisdiction of the Court over the freeholders remained weak and 

ineffective, which in turn encouraged the ýontinued growth of 

fictitious votesp especially after 1760.52 

Given the smallness of the electorate, most Scottish counties 

tended to be dominated by one or two leading families who would either 

agree to alternate the member between them, or more commonly struggle 

over the electoral Roll and clash at successive elections until one 

family finally gained supremacy. Such local rivalries were often deep 

and very bitter, particularly in the Highlands. Given the system of 

grouping, the burghs were usually much more difficult to control than 

the counties. In the burghs the appointment of the turgh delegate 

lay with the individual town councils: although burgh sets varied 

greatly, in most burghs the old town council elected the new one, 

leading to the consolidation of a small elite. 
53 Control of town 

councils was therefore important to those who sought to win burgh seats 

and magistrates elections often occasioned bitter clashes between con- 

tending parties. 
54 To many of the small impoverished burghs their 

5lSee Hay to Tweeddale 21 Jul 1743 NLS SYP Box 11 Fl; Hay to Tweeddale 
18 Jul 1743 ibid.; Hay to Tweeddale 26 Jul 1743 ibid.; Craigie to Tweeddale 
1 Nov 1744 NLS YP7064,43; Hay to Tweeddale 5 Feb 1745 NLS YP7065t 54. 

52Perguson, Electoral Law and Procedur 
- 
et pp* 42-61 50-21 69y 84- 

53SMout, Ilisto=_of the Scottish People, pp-149-50. 
54For details of various northern burghs, particularly Dingwallv see 

Ferguson, Electoral Law nnd Procedure, pp. 294-331- - 
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parliamentary franchise was a tangible asset and an important source 

of revenue. As a resultv burghs were much more open than -the shires 

to the influence of political patrons with no local standing but who 

were willing to spend money. A patron or candidate would ignore 

a town council at his peril and he could only hope to prevail by 

providing for the town. 
55 

Moreover, although most individual burghs 

were dominated by a local peer or laird, the burghs in a group were 

usually spread over several counties and no one man could hope to 

control all the burghs in a group. As a ýesult different interests 

would either have to reach an agreement on a common candidate or, 

more usually, a struggle would ensue. Opposing sides would send 

rival delegates from the same burghs; force would be used in 

magistrates? elections in order to secure a favourable council with 

a view to the nomination of a delegate for the general election; 
56 

sheriffs would return a favoured candidate regardless of the actual 

election result. Double returns and election petitions to the House 

of Commons were thus a common feature of burgh elections. 

Scottish elections in the first half of the eighteenth century 

involved a complex interaction between local interests, Scottish 

politicians particularly the manager, and the Ministry. Ministerial 

control of Parliament was a mixture of building up a court party among 

those elected and of obtaining the return of court supporters through 

eleotoral management. 
57 The Ministry therefore sought the return 

551bid., 
pp. 294-6,3369 366-8; W. L. Burn, Me General Election of 1761 

at AyrIv EHR liiv (1937), pp-103-9- 
56 On occasion two opposing sets of magistrates were elected and the matter 

had to be settled before the Court of Session: often this took several years 
and the burgh was left without an effective government during that time. For 
examples see petition of the burgesses of Montrose to the Lords Justices 1727 
SRO RH2/4/326 f317; petition of the burgesses of Dysart C. 1 Apr 1725 SRO 
RH2/4/398,254; Lord Advocate Dundas's Report on the 1720 Coupar election 17 
Oct 1722 SRO RH2/4/397i 57-62. 

57Plumb, Gro_wth of Poli-bica, l Stability, P-44. 
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of as many Scottish members as possible who would support it in the 

Commons: this was ýusually one of the major responsibilities of the 

Scottish manager. For their part, Scottish politicians sought to 

build up a bloc of members -a tmarketable interestt to a Ministry 

in search of a stable majority58 - in order to bargain with- the 

Ministryy while local interest sought to use their influence in 

the constituencies to win favours and jobs from the Government. 

Prominent politicians-such as Montrosey Roxburghe and most especially 

Ilay, worked assiduously to extend their interest beyond those 

constituencies in their own immediate control by winning the support 

of influential local figures. by declaring they had -the ear of the 

ministry and could obtain places and other rewards. For this 

reason it was essential for ambitious Scottish politicians to be 

seen to have the support of the Ministry and have access to government 

patronage: this "attractive power" lay at the heart of the relationship 

between central and local interests. As Milton was later to advise 

James Stuart Mackenzie, 

there is one great object of a Ministers 
Attention should be [sic. ] the establishing 
and preserving a Parliamentary Interest in 
the Country which is indeed necessary for 
carrying on the Public Service by adding a 
proper weight to the power and Influence of 
the Crown - the Sinecure 1hployments may be 
Dedicated for those purposes with as few 
Deviations as possible. 59 

For their part, particularly if there was a clash at local level, it 

would be to the advantage of local interests to be seen to have the 

support of the manager in order to create the expectation of favours to 

come. Such alliances between local interests and the politicians were, 

58 L. Namier, Fh,, -ýand in the AF, -e of the American Revolution (London, 
1963), pp. 242-3- 

591lemorandum 
c-1761-2 NLS SPA l7t5011 quoted Mardoch, The Pe le Above,, 

P-138. 
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however, often fairly loose and remained conditional on the promised re- 

wards materialising. 
60 

Moreover, a sizeable number of local patrons 

and members remained unattached to either the Squadrone or Argathelian 

factions and were prepared independently to support, or oppose, the 

government of the day. It should also be stressed that, particularly 

given the paramount importance of the electoral Roll in the counties, 

local interest was the most important factor in winning an election. 

As Ferguson has clearly shown, where Ministerial support reinforced 

an interest already well entrenched and able to carry out. -the steps 

necessary under the electoral system, it could be an effective aidV 

but if a local interest was weak or badly organised Ministerial 

influence was of little use. 
61 

Indeed, Ministerial support could 

often be wielded most effectively at the London end, either in 

influencing the judgement of the House of Lords in franchise cases 

or, more importantly, the Commons'committees cn contested returns. 
62 

In short, the politics of the shires and burghs were largely determined 

by the interest and rivalries- of local families and Ministerial control 

was not easily established. Management rested on a series of bargains 

between the manager and leading local interests and no one man could 
63 

hope to dominate all 45 constituencies. The most successful 

electoral manager of the period was Ilay, but the multiplicity of local 

60 
"Though that district [Linlithgow burghs] be in the hands of your 

friends", wrote Milton to Ilay, "I mean such as wish you well and hates 
the Fhemy, yet having never been in pay, it could not be expected they 
would act like disciplined troops and obey implicitly yr word of Command" 
January 1725 NLS SC 16,531. 

61 
Perguson, Electoral Law and Procedure, P-533. 

62 
Ibid. Por details on how the kinistry of the day could manipulate 

election petitions to its advantage see Sedgwick, House of Commonst It pp-14 -5 

63 
Perguson, Electoral Law and Procedure, P-534. 
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interests put practical limits on his power, even when backed 

with the full weight of Ministerial patronage, and he often had 

to settle for supporting whoever was likely to win rather than lose 

face by pushing an unsuccessful opposition. 
64 

During the period the majority of Scots members were prepared, 

in the normal run of events, to support the Ministry. As we shall 

see, the largest single group of members were those returned on the 

Argathelian interest, which usually numbered about a dozen or so. 

Their ranks were swelled by twenty or more'others who were prepared 

to follow Ilay's lead so long as he was seen to have the full support 

of the Ministry. Mosý even of the ten or so members who favoured Squadrone 

or Tory interests, were also usually prepared to go along with the 

Ministry of the day except in times"of political tension or over 

particular issues. The Scots members therefore generally provided 

the Ministry with a solid and fairly stable bloc of support. One 

of the reasons for this was the rýlative poverty of most Scots members, 

particularly in comparison to their Eriglish counterparts, and their 

personal reliance on government patronage. Moreover, the Scots member 

was seen very much as a representative of his shire and was expected 

to promote his constituentst interests, not least by securing government 

jobs and other favours for them, 
65 

As John Maule MP wrote in 1743 

*** it is for his Majestys Service, that people 
in my situation [HP] that lay themselves out to 
serve his Majestyj And are Friends to the Adminis- 
tration, ought to have their Interest strengthened 
in those Burroughs they epresent by procuring the 
small offices in them. 6ý 

64 
Riley, 'The Structurc-of Scottish Politico and the Union of 1707', in 

_Tlin 
Union nf 1707: 

- 
Itn Tmp, -t_t-, t on Scotland, ed. Rae, p. 25, 

651n 
certain shires ouch as Midlothian and Stirling there were committees 

of freeholders who regularly t,, avo instructions to their members and expected 
the member to be answerable to them: Ferguson, Electoral T, 

_all 
and- Procedure, 

pp-31-6; Phillipson, Reform of the Court of Ses-nion,, pp 5-6. 

66Maule 
to Inglis 1 Sep 1743 NLS YP7058,35- 
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On occasions, however, Scots members were prepared to sink their 

political differences and unite to oppose any threat to what they 

thought to be Scotland's interests, notable instances being over 

the passage of the Treason Bill in 1709, the Hamilton Affair of 1711, 

the proposed measures against Edinburgh in 1737 after the Porteous 

Riots, and the-passage of the Heritable Jurisdictions Bill in 1747- 
67 

Particularly after -the Hamilton decision in 1711,68 the election 

of thes , iýcteen peers to represent Scotland in the House of Lords 

became an occasion for a major show of strength as it was the only 

way a Scottish peer could get to Westminster. 
69 

No aspiring Scottish 

Lord could hope to have political advantages except by winning in 

this election and only a party-strong enough to contend for several 

of these seats could hope to be of weight. This in turn helped to 

foster the rival Whig factions, the., Squadrone and Argathelians, 

and held them together with much greater coherence than groups at 

'London. The Squadrone, though of itself never numerically very 

strong, came in the 1730s to be an-umbrella for that part of the 

Scottish aristocracy which resented or opposed the Argathelian-s. 
70 

For much of the period the bishops and the Scots peers formed the 

71 
kermel of Ifini'sterial stability in the House of Lords. Successive 

Ministries therefore took particular care to ensure that the Court list 

of sixteen peers was carried, while the election was a focus for those 

67R, 
l eyf_D'CýIish-Ministers,, p. 118; Murdoch, The People Above, p. 28. 

68 See above p. 288. 

69 
There were 154'Soots peers in 1707: Donaldsong qrn+l-, qncl.. James V to 

James VII, p. 277- 

70R. 
Mitchison, A History of Scotland (I, ondon, - 1970)t P-323; R. Mitchison, 

Me Government and the Highlands, 1707-45', in Scotland in th-e OL 
IMI.! rovement, od. Phillipson and Mitchison, p. 29. 

71ýlumbj 
___ 

I Stabilityj p. 11 . 
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peers who opposed the government. In fact, provided the Ministry 

and its Scottish manager was sufficiently organised, it was relatively 

easy to carry the Court list and the whole affair was usually a 

"nomination" rather 
. 
than an election. 

72 As a result most elected 

Scottish peers were little more than Ministerial dependentsy often 

receiving pensions Out of the Secret Service funds*73 

On dissolving Parliament in January 1715 George I castigated 
7A 

the Tories and urged everyone to support the Whig. -,. I-r The Ministry's 

campaign against the Torieo was well-organised, dnd was backed up by 

the now disposal of places. 
ýespite the recent turn of events, however, 

the Tories in Scotland did not see their cause as irretrievably lost. 

Mar and the supporters of the late Ministry put up candidates for the 

Commons elections and hoped to secure support from sufficient peers to 

attempt to force the inclusion of some of their number in the court 

list for the representative peers election, For his part Montrose as Sec- 

retary of State busily organised the Whig interests. Nevertheless while 

the general rule was cooperation against the Tories, it was apparent as 

early as November 1714 that Argyll and the Squadrone were at "daggers 

drawn" over the election75 and there was inten-so rivalry between the two 

Whig groups in several constituencies. The Squadrone were particularly 

concerned about the number of Campbells appearing as election candidates 

and Montrose was prepared to support even Tory candidates, as in 

Cromartyshire and Inverness burghsl in order to ýeep out Argathelian 

72 Ferguson, Scotland: 1682 to the Present., P-137- 

731bid; Plumb, Walpole: the Kinpts Minister, pp. 104-6. 

74poord, ITi_s-n, 2esty's 02L221jiM, P-52. t 

75Jobn Forbes to Dimcan Forbes 26 ITov 1714 MC -P II P-50- 
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Whigs. 
76 In the event 41 Whigs and four Tories 

Of the Whigs approximately twelve were followers 

five were Squaarone supporters and one independe: 

23 can be classified as "government Whigs", that 

prepared to support a Whig government regardless 

and who did not display any marked attachment to 

were returned. 
77 

of Argyll and Ilay, 

nt. The remaining 

is Whigs who were 

of its complexion, 

either the 

Argathelian or Squadrone interests. 78 In the peers election the 

court list was carried with virtual unanimity, 
79 Mar having decided 

against running a rival list. The 1715 election was thus a severe 

blow to the Tories: 
80 

the ensuing Jacobite rebellion virtually 

condemned them to the-political wilderness. The contest for 

political dominance in Scotland now clearly lay between the 

Argathelians and the Squadrone. In this struggle both groups 

sought allies among the rival Whig factions a; t Westminster, and in 

turn the fluctuating fortunes of the English Whig groups did much to 

shape political events in Sootlana. The security bred in the Whig 

ranks by the collapse and disgrace of the Tories allowed full rein 

to factious rivalries: most of the old Junto leaders were dead and 

a new younger generation of Whig politicians fought among themselves 

to monopolise power, They intrigued at Court, dallied with the Prince 

76 Riley, Rnglish Ministers, p. 261. Por details of elections in various 
northern constituencies and the activities of Argyll and nay see MCP III 
PP-47-68. 

77There 
were 8 contests. 

78Analyscd from details in Sedgwick, Houno of Commons. In this analysis 
and those for subsequent elections "Argathelians" are classified as those 
NPS with a direct personal relationship with Argyll oj- Ilay or who clearly 
owed their election to the political influence of the brothers. 

79 3 Mar 1715- Montrose, Roxburghey Tweeddale, Lothian, Annandale, 
Sutherland, Rothos, Buchan, Loudon, Orkney, Stair, Bute7 Dcloraine, Ilay, 
Ross and Belhaven: SRO PE 24. 

80 
In the Commons as a whole the Tories were reduced to 160 MPs. 
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of Wales and opposed Ministerial measures in Parliament, all in 

the scramble for office. The old issues were fading fast and the 

old Whig-Tory division was rapidly dissolving into one of tins' and 

touts' with the Tories remaining aloof as back-bench watchdogs 

pursuing a negative tcountryt policy. 

The 1715 rebellion and its aftermath intensified the struggle 

in Scotland as both groups manoeuvred to improve their position, 

Argyll used his power as commander-in-chief to obtain his own way 

in various matters which involved Montrose'in some humiliation. 

When Argyll rather than Montrose (who was sheriff for the shire) 

was made Lord Lieutenant of Dunbartonshire in August 1715, the latter 

took the opportunity to resign, Squadrone supporters were bitterly 

disappointed but Montrose was not sufficiently thick-skinned to be 

an effective politician, despite his general popularity and after 

his resignation he largely withdrew from active politics. Official 

Scottish business once again reve'rted to the Fnglish Secretaries. 

The conduct of Argyll in suppressing the rebellion had not been 

particularly impressive, however, and he was reluctant to take the 

harsh measures to suppress the Highlands demanded by the Ministry. 

He was therefore replaced as commander-in-chief by Cadogan. 

Following Montrose's resignation, the Squadrone pushed hard to 

obtain the appointment of Roxburghe as Secretary of State but this was 

opposed by the Argathelians in co4cert with Walpole, recently appointed 

First Lord of the Treasury and Chancellor of the Exchequer, and the 

English Secretaries Townshend (Walpole's brother-in-law) and Stanhope. 

The King therefore decided not to make Roxburghe a Secretary of State 

at this time but as a consolation his salary as Keeper of the Great Seal 

. 
was raised in June 1716 by 91,000 p. a. Shortly afterwards, however, 

the Argathelians received a major setback. George, resentful of the 
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apparent influence Argyll had over the Prince of Wales, removed 

Argyll and Ilay from all offices they held under the Crown 
81 

and 

ordered the Prince to dismiss Argyll. Montrose was made Lord 

Clerk Register in Ilayfs place. 

In Scotland the Argathelians fought back, determined to extend 

and preserve their interest by every means open to them. 
82 

They 

were particularly active in various local magistrates elections, 

achieving notable successes at Glasgow and Edinburgh, 83 
and building 

up strong local Political interests which'were to stand them in good stead at 

future general elections. Nevertheless at the centre the Squadrone and 

their English allies, Sunderland, Cadogan and Stanhope, who had decided 

to abandon his alliance with Walpole and Townshend, were in the 

ascendancy. The influence of Walpole and Townshend in the Ministry 

was reduced and in December 1716 Sunderland at last obtained the 

Scottish Secretaryship for Roxbur 
. 
ghe. 

84 
Roxburghe was to remain as 

Secretary of State until his removal in 1725- At times he seemed 

destined to play a leading part in British politics but he was indolent, 

inconsistent and incautious? andq unlike Ilay, temperamentally unfitted 

for routine office business or for the detailed management of a political 

interest. 
85 

Montrose took the Great Seal and Polwarth, Marchmontts son, 

became Lord Clerk Register., Townshend was finally dismissed in April 

1717, the following day Walpole resigned, and the Ministry was left in 

81 
June 1716: Foord, His Majestyfs Opposition, P. 60: John Forbes to Duncan 

Forbes 29 Jun 1716 MCP III pp. 124-5. Ilay retained his office of Lord 
Justice General which was held for life. 

82 
Riley, 'The Structure of Scottish Politics and the Union of 1707 in 

Thp Union of l-Z2Z:. Its Impact on Scotland, ed. Rae, p. 21. 
83See 

Grant to Forbes 17 Nov 1716 MCP III P-147. 
8413 

Dec 1716. He was also made Keeper of the scottish Signet. 
85Riley, 

Enal-ish Ministers, P-23. 
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86 
the hands of the Sunderland group and Stanhope. As the influence 

of the Squadrone increased as a result of the successes of their 

English alliesv so Argathelians were purged from office in Scotland. 

George Drummond, a strong Argyll supporterv was removed from the 

excise board; John Campbell, Argyll's uncle, lost his place as 

Master of Works in Scotland in favour of Sir John Anstruther, a staunch 

Squadrone supporter; Robert Dundas, a rising figare in the Squadrone 

hierarchy, replaced Sir James Stuart as Solicitor General; Sir Robert 

Sinclair replaced Archibald Douglas of CaVers as Receiver General; 

and Bute lost his place on the Police Commission. Squadrone supporters 

were appointed to various sheriffships and lieutenanciest especially 

in the northern shires, in order to strengthen Squadrone electoral 

influence. 

From 1717 to 1720 the Ministry of Sunderland and Stanhope gradually 

weakened itself by driving potenýial allies out of office 
87 

and 

consequently faced a growing oppoýition centred around the Prince of 

Wales which included Argyll and the Walpole and Townshend group. Walpole, 

largely to secure the financial rewards of office necessary to uphold his 

expensive style of livingg embarked on a campaign of factious opposition 

to force the Ministry to take him in again. During this campaign the 

opposition succeeded, from time to'time, in really embarrassing the 

Ministry, for example in May-June 1717 when they raised charges of 

corruption against Cadogan in connection with the transportation of Dutch 

troops to suppress the Fifteen rebellion. This matter was one close to 

Argathelian hearts, Cadogan having been Argyll's great rival. Great 

pressure was brought to bear by the Ministry on Scottish members and in 

86FOorcl, 
His Majesty's Opposition, p. 60: Dickinson, Walp-ple, PP-48-9- 

87poord, 
His M, I alesty's Opposition, p. 6o. 
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the event of the Soots only hard-core Argathelians voted against 

Cadogan. 
88 Nevertheless the Ministry just managed to close the 

debate by 204-194. The opposition's most notable success, however, 

came in 1719 over the Peerage Bill. The Bill proposed to restrict 

the creation of new English peerages to six, except for princes of the 

blood and to replace extinct peerages, and also to eliminate the election 

of sixteen Scottish peers by nominating 25 Scottish Lords of Parliament 

who would sit by right. No other Soottish peer would be allowed to 

sit in the Lords. This measure received considerable support in the 

Lords and was favoured, not unnaturally, by all the sitting Scottish 

peers including Argyll and RoxburgheP There was considerable 

opposition in Scotland generally, however, to the proposal. Feeling in the 

Co=ons too was strongly against the Bill and Walpolets speech ensured its 

defeat by 269-177 on 8 December'* go 

The opposition was, however, by no means united and the struggle 

for influence and favour at Leicebter House was intense, Throughout 

1718 relations between Walpole and Argyll and Ilay were becoming 

increasingly strained and the Ministry realised that Argyll would be 

willing to join them on very low terms. 91 In February 1719 he was 

made Steward of the Household, but was to be excluded from all Scottish 

affairs, which remained in the hands of the Squadrone. Argyll, however, 

was'not one to suffer such restraint and his relationship with the Ministry 

92 
remained uneasy. 

88 
Sedgwick, House of Commons, vol. 1, P-83, lists these as Daniel Campbell 

(Glasgow burghs)-; --Sir James Campbell. (Argyllshire); Col. John Campbell (Elgin 
burghs); Henry Cunningham (Stirling burghs); Sir James Cunynghame (Linlithgow- 
shire); George Douglas (Linlithgow burghs); Alex Grant (Elginshire); John 
Middleton (Aberdeen burghs); William Stewart (Inverness burghs); John 
Montgomeric (Ayr burghs).., 

89. 
See Roxburghe to Dundas 14 Mar 1719 SRO RH4/15/2 vol- I doc-63. 

go I Owen, Eighteenth Centur -12; Dickinson, walPolet P-53. =9 pp. 11 
91 Foord, His Majesty's Opl2ositiont P. 61. 
92 "There has been since the two brothers came among us, a good deal of 

ealousy and distrusý among our friends" Craggs to Stair 10 Mar 1719 Graham, Atair 
Aimr-Og. vol. II D. 101. 
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In Scotland rivalry between the two groups continued unabated. 

One particular area of dispute concerned the treatment of the Fifteen 

rebels. The Argathelians, in order to extend their interest as far 

as possibleg particularly in Highland areas, generally favoured a 

policy of leniency, for exaznple over the forfeited estates. Lord 

Advocate Sir David Dalrymple in particular openly opposed harsh 

measures much to the annoyance of the MinistrY93 and he was eventually 

dismissed in 1720. For their part, to curry favour in London, the 

Squadrone advocated stringent measures94 cind were not slow to castigate 

the Argathelians as Jacobite sympathisers, shielding Jacobites for 

electoral purposes. Indeed it would seem that negotiations between 

Argyll and Ilay and the Jacobites went so far at this time that in 1718 

a patent of Jacobite nobility was made out for Ilay. 95 

By the spring of 1720 the Stanhope-Sunderland Ministry was in 

considerable difficulty and the advantages of an agreement with Walpole 
96 

were becoming increasingly obvious to the Court. In April a 

reconciliation was effeoted between the King and the Prince of Wales, 

Walpole and Townshend were to be readmitted to office97 and Argyll was 

to be dismissed for his previous desertion of the Prince. The South Sea 

Bubble scandal, by eliminating or reducing the power of his riva1s, 

93For 
example see Sir David Dalrymple to Stair 14 Jun 1716 Grahang Stair 

Annals, vol. I pp. 322-4; Dalrymple to Stair 12 Aug 1717 ibid. vol. III PP-44-5; 
Dalrymple to Andrew Pletcher Augu6t 1720 NLS SC 16v525- 

. AP 
94For 

example see Roxburghe to Dundas 20 Oct 1720 Graham, Stair Annals, vol. 
Ili P-342. 

95Por'Argyllts flirtation with the Jacobites'at this time see HMC Stuart 
Papers vols. V-VII passim; G. Lockhart Memoirs and Comme_ntaries on the affairs 
of Scotland (London, 1817), vol- II PP. llff. 

96 Poord, His Majesty's Op position,, p. 62. 
971n June 1720 Walpole became Paymaster and Townshend President of the 

Council: Dickinson, HalPole, PP-54-5; Owen, Eighteenth CentujZj P-14- 
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tremendously improved Walpole's position: when the height of the 

crisis had passed, Stanhope was dead and Sunderland had resigned 

from the Treasury, although he remained in the Ministry as Groom of 

the Stole. Walpole, whose combination of financial and political skill 

saved the Ministry from complete collapset 
98 

was elevated to First 

Lord of the Treasury and Chancellor of the Exchequer in April 1721. As 

First Lord of the Treasury he was now at the centre of the whole network 

of government patronage and, moreover, in control of the secret service 

money which was used to supplement places'and other open favours, and as 

an election fund. 99 The contest was by no means overv however, and 

the Ministry remained balanced between the Sunderland and Walpole 

interestso Townshend regained his place as Secretary of State, but 

his colleagaes were Carteret and Roxburghe, both allies of Sunderland. 

Sunderland's death in April 1722 strengthened Walpolets position but 

he was still opposed by the formidable alliance of Carteret and 

Roxburghel both 'of whom had stroig influence with the King. Walpole now 

had control of the Treasury and was strong in the Commons, but he still 

had to gain supremacy in the Closet to be able to persuade the King to 

reward the candidates for office he recommended and to accept the 

policies he propose . 
100 

In Scotland Walpole was faced, on the surface, with the entrenched 

position of the Squadrone in the administration as a result of the changes 

of 1717 and 1718- Their position had been further strengthened by the 

appointment in 1720 of Robert Dundas as Lord Advocate in place of the 

dismissed Dalrymple. 101 Throughout 1720 and the early part of 1721 Squadrone 

98Dickinson, Walpole, PP-56-64- 

991bid., 
p. 190; Sedgwicky House of Commons', I P-41- 

100 

. Dickinsm, Walpole, p. 69. 

'O'Riley, Fhpýlish Ministers, P-270- Charles Binning and John Sinclair, 
both Squadrone men, were made joint Solicitors: SRO RH2/4/409,16 and 19 
18 Jan 1721. 
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supporters continued to be appointed to most of the vacant posts in 

Scotland. Argathelian influence, however, had by no means been 

eclipsed. Ilay remained Lord Justice General and DLincan Forbes was an 

advocate depute. At least three of the Exchequer barons - Smith, 

Scrope and Maitland (and subsequently Kennedy who replaced Maitland 

102 - 
in JulY 1721 - were Argathelian sympathisers and there was also 

a significant Argathelian presence in the Court of Session and the 

' "' 103 
revenue boards. Argathelians used these positions to baulk 

104 
the Squadrone and produce an administrative inertia: for example, 

the Argathelian barons sought on occasion to block gifts in favour 
105 

of Squadrone supporters. Roxburghe was largely impotent in face 

of such difficulties and abandoned himself to intrigue at Court. 106 

If Walpole had a long--tem policy for Scotland at this stage it was, 

like Harley, to make Scotland directly dependent on himself and the 

Treasury. More immediately it was essential to reduce the influence 

of the Squadrone who were in control of the important office of 

Secretary and who were allied with his'rivals Sunderland and Carteret. 

This meant that there would have to be some measure of redistribution 

of places in favour of the Argathelians. For their part Argyll and 
I 

Ilay were determined to oust the Squadrone and dominate Scotland as 

ý Queensberry had once done. The alliance of 1717-18 between Walpole 

and Argyll and Ilay, broken by Argyll's desertion to the Court in 1719, 

was therefore reswed. The first signs of this'shift became evident 

102 Por Roxburghe's disappointment over Kennedy's appointment see 
Roxburghe to Dundas 22 Jun 1721 and 4 Jul 1721 SRO RH4/15/2 vol- 1) 114. 
and 116. 

103,, 
See above pp. 25,80-81 240-2* 

104Riloyl-tThe Structure of Scottish Politics and the Union of '6707t in 
The Union of 1707: Its Inmact On Scotland, ed. Rae, P. 22. 

105Sec Riley, Fhaii. gh MinistLnrst p. 271. 

106 Riley, The Structure of Scottish Politics tuia tlie Union of 1707' in 

, ed. Pae, P. 22. 



mid-way through 1721 when the Squadrone run of appointments came to 

an end. Ilay was appointed Keeper of the Privy Seal in April 1721 

following Annandalets death'07 and in July Argyll was made Master of the 

Household. In the same month John Campbell was appointed to the 

Scottish customs board and Thomas Kennedy to the Exchequer bench. 

Rothes bitterly complained to Tweeddale about the increasing influence 

of the two brothers, 108 
and Roxburghe himself was becoming apprehensive 

about the way, things were going. 
109 Nevertheless by no means everything 

went the Argathelian way at this stage. In 1721 Squadrone Lord Justice 

Clerk Adam Cockburn, who had been appointed in 1714 during pleasurev 

was confirmed in the office for life, 110 
and on death in 

1722,1 son succeeded him as sheriff of Aberdeenshire, 

Lord Lieutenant of Aberdeenshire and of Fife and Kinross, and Governor 

of Stirling Castle. 

While the Political allies of the Squadrone, Sunderland and 

Stanhope, had held sway in the Ministry . the Argathelians in Scotland 

had concentrated on consolidating their strength at local level and 

using what influence they had in administrative posts to hinder the 

Squadrone. Now the tide was turning the Argathelians became more 

aggressive, most notably in their campaign against the appointment of 

Patrick Haldane as a Lord of Session. 
112 

Yet while the Haldane episode 

made clear the latent strength of the Argathelians in Scotland2 it also 

caused Argyll and Ilay some embarrassment in their developing relations 

with Walpole. The opposition to Haldane's nomination was not only 

10727 Apr 1721 SRO M2/4/409,50- 

108 Rothes to Tweeddale 2 Apr 1721 NLS SYP Box 8 F2. 
I 

log For example see Roxýurghe to Dandas 2 Dec 1721. SRO RH4/15/2 vol- li 132. 

110 7 Jul 1721 SRO RH2/4/409,80. 
ill 22 May 1722 MO RH2/4/409y 136. 
112 See above pp. 247-60. 
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vexatious to George himself but a troublesome distraction to Walpole 

at a time when all his attention was focussed on the power struggle 

at Westminster* On the other hand it was the Squadrone leaders 

Roxburghe and Montrose who had pushed for the nomination of Haldane 

in the first place, while Argyll, Ilay and Stair had advised against 

it, and this of itself greatly lessened any chance that the Squadrone 

could come to some accommodation with Walpole. The entire episode 

strengthened Walpole's resolve to bring Scotland under his own firm 

control. 

Meanwhile both sides had for some time been busy preparing for 

the general election of. March/April 1722 which, as a result of the 

Septennial Act of 1716, was the first since 1715 and was to be the 

most bitterly contested of the eighteenth century. Particular 

attention had been paid to local Michaelmas magistratest elections 

with a view to controlling the nomination of the burgh delegate. As 

a result the early 1720s saw a spate of disturbances at local elections, 

for example at Coupar and Nairn. 
113 Coupar was traditionally con- 

trolled by the Rothes family: the family seat was just outside the 

town and the earl himself had been provost of the burgh for some 

years prior to 1720.114 In the Michaelmas elections of that year, 

however, an anti-Roth6s faction attempted * to wrest control of the town 

from him. Although this qDposition appears to have sprung initially 

from local discontent, Argathelians were not slow to take advantage 

of an opportunity to create difficulties for a leading Squadrone figure. 

The opposition was unsuccessful at the election but raised a suit in the 

113Por 
similar disturbances at Dingwall in 1721 see Roxburghe to Dundas 

7 Oct 1721 SRO RH2/4/397p 12; Roxburghe to Dundas 15 Dee 1721 ibid 17; 
Roxburghe to Dundas 26 Feb 1722 ibid 23. For various northern burghs 
see Ferguson, Electoral Law and Procedure, pp. 301-7; MCP IIv pp. 210-221. 

114See SRO RH2/4/397Y 57-62 17 Oct 1722o 
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Court of Session to have the election 
. declared void. 

115 The 

following year there were tumultous proceedings at the election 

resulting in a double return and both sides laying cases before the 

Court of Session. Rothesv howeverv continued as provost, 
116 

with 

his supporters as the magistracy. Both Rothes and Lord Advocate 

Dundas had no doubt that the-opposition had been "instigated by 

some who inclined to gain over the corporation of Coupar to their 

interest against the next elections for Parliament"1117 in order to 

defeat the Rothes, interest in Perth burghs. In the event, the 

general election for Perth burghs was contested between Charles 

Leslie, brother of the-younger Rothes, and William Erskine, an Argyli 

Whig. The Rothes faction in Coupar sent Leslie himself to Forfar as 

their delegate while the other side sent Erskinets brother. Of the 

other burghs in the group, Perth and Dundee supported Leslie while 

Forfar and St Andrews favoured Erskine. The presiding clerk at 

Coupar returned Erskinev the sheriff returned Leslie. By creating 

an opposition at Coupar the anti-Rothes faction had succeeded in forcing 

a double return at the general election and in the event the House of 

Commons awarded the seat to Erskine. 118 The struggle at Coupar continued 

after the general election. By Michaelmas 1722 the various suits before 

Session had still not been resolved and on the election day, after Rothests 

party had conducted the electiont the anti-Rothes faction led by a mob, 

115As 
was normal, the Court of Session decreed that those elected should 

continue in office 'until the case was decided: SRO RH2/4/397,57-62 17 Oct 1722 

116 On his. death on 9 May 1722 he was replaced by his son. 

117Lord Advocate's Report to HM 17 Oct 1722 SRO RH2/4/397i 57-62; Memo. by 
Rothes SRO RH2/4/398,153. 

118 27 Oct 1722 Sedgwick, House of Commons, vol I. pp-402-3; Dundas to 
Roxburghe 30 Jul 1723 enclosing memo. SRO RH2/4/315? f86-90. 

I- 
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seized the town Tolbooth and proceeded to elect themselves as 

magistrates. 
119 Troops were sent in to disperse the mob and 

Roxburghe ordered Lord Advocate Dundas to enquire into the riots 

and report what should be done. 120 Dandas, not surprisingly, ca-me 

down in favour of the Rothes side. 
121 

At Nairn there were similar clashes with a view to nominating 

the burgh delegate for the 1722 election. The burgh had hitherto 

been controlled by Hugh Rose, younger of Kilravock, an Argathelian 

sympathiser and current provost. An opposition faction among the 

magistrates led by Alex Gordonp brother of Sir William Gordon . 
Squadrone member for Sutherland, were equally determined "to free 

the burgh from the Kilravocks". As a result the Kilravocks entered 

Nairn at midnight on 20 September 1721 "with about 200 armed tenants 

to insult and overawe the inhabitants and carry off some of our number. 

They have en 
- 
camped in the town to overawe the election". 

122 BY 

election day, 25 September, the mob had increased to 300. Nevertheless 

Gordon and his interest managed to carry the election. 
123 Roxburghe 

eventually ordered in troops and instructed Lord Advocate Dundas to 

124 
make an enquiry into the affair. In the general election Alex 

Gordon stood against Duncan Forbes. Forbes obtained the votes of three 

a 

119Rothes to Cockburn 10 Oct 1722 SRO RH2/4/314 f38O; Rothes to Cockburn 
12 Oct 1722 ibid 381; Dt, -ndas to Roxburghe 30 Jul 1723 enclosing inemo. ibid, 86-90. 

120ROxburghe to Dundas 16 Oct 1722 SRO RH2/4/314 f382; Roxburghe to Binning 
and Sinclair 19 Oct 1722 SRO RH2/4/397,53-4; Roxburghe. to Sabine or Preston 
19 Oct 1722 ibid. 54-5. 

121 D. mdas, to Roxburghe 30 Jul 1723 SRO RM/4/315 f86; rjord Advocate's Report 
to Roxburc,; he 25 Feb 1723 ibid. 106. For the arguments of the other side see 
Petition Crombie et -?, I to MI, SRO RIf2/4/398j 149. 

122 Reprezentations off tvq, gils-trates, councillors and inhabitants of Nairn 
burgh to Dundas 22 Sep 172.11. SRO RIM/4/397i 35-6. 

12 ýk25 SOP 1721, MO,, RH-2/4097,7-10. 
124 Roxburghs_ to Prcs'. 10-11; Roxburghe to 'on 7 Oct V721 SRO RH2/4/397, 

, bu. rghe tock the precaution of D=das 'I Oct 1721 ibid 12. The following year Ro., 
having troops sent into Na. Arn in advance ot the magistrate3f . -; lection in orler 
to alloid any n" 12 17 2 SRO repe- "ition of xach troubles: Roxbu_, -ýFhe -to Saoine 2 
li -H 2/4 /f 97 L'9 

. 
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of the four delegates, including that of Nairn, and was declared 

the victor by the common clerk of the presiding burgh, Inverness. 

The deputy sheriff, however, a kinsman of Gordon, accepted a return 

in Gordonts favour. Forbes was eventually awarded the seat on 

petition to the House of Commons. 12R 

Considerable attention was also paid by both sides to Edinburgh. 

I wish from my Heart (wrote Roxburghe to 
Dundas) that your negotiations with some 
of ye Town of Edinburgh may have the desired 
success; for it will be of vast Importance 
to have a right sett of Magistrates in that 
Place, and a right ember of Parliament 
returned from it. 12 

The Tories also initially sought to become involved in the 1722 

elections and both Whig factions manoeuvred for their support. 

Argyll in partioular was prepared to cooperate with them and Forbes 

became anxious lest Tory peers be elected and then follow, the leader- 

ship of Aberdeen, a Tory peer who cooperated with the opposition to 

Walpole. 127 The Ministry, however, quickly gave clear orders to 

Argyll and the Squadrone to cooperate to exclude all Tories-and 

any projected alliance'with the Tories did not materialise. In the 

end the Tories decided to forfeit the elections in Scotland knowing 

well that few or none would be returned, "tho elected by ever so great 

a majorityll. 
128 TheMinistry's directive, however, did little to 

quell Argathelian-Squadrone rivalry and as a result the 1722 Commons 

election in Scotland was bitterly fought: twenty contests went to the 

pollsl more than double the number in 1715- Money was liberally spent 

125Sedgwickt House of Commons, Vol- Ii P-401- 
126 Roxburghe to Dandas 26 Aug 1721 SRO RH4A5/2 Vol - 19 - 121. 

127Forbes to Argyll 11 Jan 1722 MCP 'II -pp. 206-7; Forbes" to Argy1l' 3 Feb 
1722 ibid. t pp. 207-9; Foord, His Majesty's-Opposition, p. 88. 

128 It Lockhart Memoirs, 'vol. 11,82. ---- 
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129 by both sides.. Only one or two of the contests involved a direct 

Whig-Tory (Jacobite) clash while there were at least fifteen contests 

between Whigs of different complexions, of which at least 7 were between 

overtly Squadrone and Argathelian candidates. There were three double 

returnsl at least two of which and almost certainly the third, involved 

direct Argathelian-Squadrone clashes. Rothes was involved in all three: 

as sheriff at Anstruther Easter burghs and Dysart burghs and, as we 

have seen, as an active partyat Perth burghs. All three double 

returns were decided in favour of the Argathelian candidates. Four 

returns were reversed as a result of petitions laid before the House: 

three involved Argathelian-Squadrone contests and again all four were* 

eventually decided in favour of the Argathelian candidate. Once the 

election petitions and double returns had been decided it emerged that 

while the Squadrone had retained a hard core of five membersy the 

Argathelians had increased their strength from twelve to nineteen, 

almost half the Scottish representation. Of the remaining 21 Scottish 

membersp eighteen were goverment Whigs7 two were independent Whigs and 

there was one Tory, 130 

129For 
example see Lady Margaret Hay (wife of William Hay of Newhall, 

candidate for Haddington burghs) to Tweeddale 29 Jan 1722 NLS SYP Box 8 
P3(b): 11... monie being now the only way of gaining thatt business... 
[I have sent Bassendene] with Instructions to join Mr. Scott in 

manageing the monie I have sent ffor that end; we were sencible that 
because of the laws it was dangerous for my Ld. to be known in any 
such thing, therefore I am nesesetatt [sic. ] to take this partt upon me, 
thatt in case of any after game my Ld. may be free to declair his ignorance. 
I have ordered Bassendene to goe as great a length as he, with our other 
friends ther, shall Judge proper thatt the cause be nott lostoeo"o 

130Analris 
and details from info: rmation in Sedgwick, House of Commons, 

Gov Argathe- Squadrone ndppen- 
G 

TorY Sitting Contests ýu Mor lians A MP 

Counties 13 10 5 14 10 
Burghs 5 9 - 5 10 

Total 18 19 2 19 20 
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In general, the 1722 election results were a severe blow to 

the Squadrone and confirmed ihat the political balance in Scotland 

was shifting in favour of their rivals. Argyll and Ilay now had an 

interest'in both Houses more considerable than anyone save Walpole 

himself. Moreover by supportiiig the Argyll interests in all the 

controverted elections Walpole gave a clear indication of where his 

sympathies lay* Few MPs supported Roxburghe: "those of the Soots 

in the House of Commons that are not Argyll's men act as individuals 

and but a few by Roxburghe's interest (scarce Sir William Gordon if 

anybody else would take him up),,. 
131 

Various Squadrone peers, notably Rothes, initially entertained 

hopes of drawing up a representative peers list which excluded leading 

Argatheliansp including Ilay, 132 but in the event the Ministry's 

list, which included peers from both Whig groups, was carried 

without'opposition. 
133 

After the 1722 eleotionj although official business continued 

to rest in Squadrone hands with Roxburghe as Secretary, Dundas Lord 

Advocate and Cockburn Lord Justice Clerk, Walpolets policy towards 

Scotland began to emerge more clearly. After 1722 Walpole set out 

to engross the entire field of patronage and make it yield victories 

at elections and a solid core of support in the Commonse His general 

long-term political stra tegy, which was ultimately to prove fatal, was 

to eliminate any rival who appeared to threaten his position as sole 

Minister. This policy applied equally-to-Scotland and from 1722 Walpole 

131' George Baillie quoted Sedgwick, House of Commons, Vol III P-70- 

132 See Rothes to Tweeddale 23 Dec 1721 NLS SYP Box 8 F2* 

13321 Apr 1722 MontrQse, Tweeddale, Roxburghel Rothdst Haddington, 
Hopeton, Aberdeen, Sutherland, Buchan, Loudon, Selkirk? Orkney, Stair, 
Bute, Deloraine and Ijay: SRO PE 27- 
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took,, an increasing interest in Scottish patronage and worked to 

reduce the influence of Roxburghe and the Squadrone who were allied 

to his rivals Carteret and Cadogan. Thus the role of the Scottish 

Secretary (Roxbuxghe) was to be weakened, the administration of 

Scotland was to centre on the Treasury and the various competing, 

Scottish interests were to be balanced so that none would achieve 

a dominant position and-all would be directly dependent on the Ministryv 

that is on Walpole himself. As Baillie wrote in March 1723, 

I think the whole points at taking the ; aneagement 
of Scots affairs in their [the 

Ministry's] own hands without regard to 
either side. 134 

James Dalrymple similarly informed Andrew Pletcher that 

the Ministry are resolved forever to 
work by two setts in Scotland ... one day 
they shine on one sett and on another 
another.. . 

135 

To achieve such a balance Walpole had first to break the strength of 

v. 
the Squadrone as a group though he did notAntend to, eradicate them 

completely. Inevitably, however, by weakening Roxburghe Walpole was 

simultaneously exalting the Argathelians. For their part neither 

0 

Argyll. nor Ilay were as yet fully committed to Walpole. 136 Graduallyo 

however, both sides began to see the mutual advantages of working 

together and increasin'gly vacant places in Scotland were filled by 

Argathelians. Yet while Walpolets intentions at this time are quite 

clear, events, particularly as we shall'see, from 1725 onwardsv were 

to develop a momentum largely beyond Walpole's control and undermine 

his "masterly" plan. 
137 

134 Baillie to Polwarth 1 Mar 1723 HMC Polwarth vol. III, p. 248. 

135James Dalrymple to Andrew Pletcher Marc -h 1723 NLS SC 16P528. 
136 Plumb, Walpole: The Kinpfs Ministe 

I -- v PP-389 50- 
137j, 

m. Simpsonv fW'ho Steered the Gravy Traint, in Scotland in the Age Of 
Tmpr vement, ede Phillipson and Mitchison, PP-53-. 4 i Riley, lInplish Ministers, 
p. 273. 
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ll-ý i., ý,, Meanwhile-at Westminster Carteret had hoped to make use of his 

influence with the King and his capacity in f oreign affairs to gain 

the ascendancy, but Walpole and Townshend were finally able in April 

1724 to force his resignation to the Lord Lieutenancy of Ireland, 
138 

his place as Secretary of State being taken by Newcastle. Cadogan 

was also dismissed and replaced by Argyll as Commander-in----hief. 
_ 

Walpole had finally consolidated his power and all the major offices 

of state were now controlled by his close allies. 
139 While Roxburghe 

continued to cling to officep Walpole was increasingly bypassing him 

as Secretary. and dealing with Scottish business directly from the 

Treasury, in much the same way as Harley had bypassed Queensberry in 

1710-11- In 1722, for example, Walpole appointed Loudon, an 

Argathelian, as Lord High Commissioner to the General Assembly. 

Roxburghe objected so much that he refused as Secretary to handle the 

commission and asked Carteret to let it go through his office. The 

following year Roxburghe had. in mind the appointment of either Atholl 

or Tweeddale but Hopeton was appointed and Roxburghe told nothing of 

it until it came to his office in the normal course of business. 140 

Also in 1723 Roxburghe countersigned a royal warrant in favour of 

Andrew MoIlvraith to be HM Limner in Scotland but Walpole had a 

separate warrant prepa: red for James Abercrombie of Glasshaugh MP and 

countersigned by the Lords of the Treasury. Roxburghe complained, 

with justification, that in the past only warrants involving newly 

established posts or a change in salary had had to go through the 

, -138See Ilay to Andrew Fletcher 2 Apr 1724 NLS SC l6t529. 

139 Plumb, Walpole: The King's Minister, P-76. 

140Riley, En glish Ministers.. pp. 273-4. 
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Treasury. Roxburghe was fully aware'of Walpole's aim: 

I must observe to your Lordp that if 
Commissions of this sort are not to pass 
through my office, as usual, but to pass 
to the Treasury, it is in effect to give 
the Treasury the greatest part of my 
Business as Secretary of State*141 

This had no effect and Abercrombie got the job. Townshendts assurance 

"that my Bror Walpole had not the least intention to encroach upon any 

part of your Grace's provincelll42 did little to allay Roxburghe's 

fears. These and other similar incidents were designed to humiliate 

Roxburghe and force him out of office as Montrose had been earlier. 

BY 1724 Roxburghe was dealing largely with minor and routine matters 

and a considerable amount of correspondence from Scotland was going 

to Townshend. 

In Scotland the Squadrone fought desperately to retain their 

position and party rivalry was intense. Even the General Assembly 

was wracked by political divisions. 143 The Squadrone were not 

without their successes: in 1723 Roxburghe secured without opposition 

the election of the 10th earl of Rothes to replace Bute, lately 

deceased, as representative peer, 
144 Yet the tide was clearly 

running against Roxburghe and the Squadrone and many supporters began 

to drift awaye In the Lords Haddington and Hopeton deserted, leaving 

only Montrose, Tweeddale, Rothes, Roxburghe himself and the To: r7 Aberdeen 

14'Roxburghe to Townshend 10 Jun 1723 SRO RH2/4ýý15P f13; see also 
Anonymous ND ibid. f74- 

142Townslmnd to Roxburglnl8 Jun 1723 SRO RH2/4/315i f68. The matter was 
referred to t, he Scottish Exchequer barons: Walpole to Smith 25 Jun 1723 
ibid. f72. 

143See Findlater to Townshend 12 MaY 1724 SRO RH2/4/316 f259-6o; 
Findlater to Townshend 14 May 17241id. f261-. 4. 

144 13 Jun 1723. See Rothes to Roxburghe 9 Jun 1722 SRO RH2/4/314P f322; 
Roxburghe to Townsheild 21 Jun 1723 SRO RH2/4/3159 f70; Roxburghe to Attorney 
General 18 Apr 1723 SRO RH2/4/396,198-9. He also obtained a 911000 pension 
for Tweeddale: see Roxburghe to Tweeddale 1 Jun 1723 and 13 Jun 1723 NLS SYP 
Box 8 F2. 
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who were not prepared to follow Argyll, while in the Commons only 

Sir William Gordon was prepared actively to support Roxburghe. 

LNen Daillie broke with Roxburghe at this time. Roxburghe would 

even have lost Montrose but for the latter's humiliation over the 

Glasgow tobacco frauds and the removal of many customs officers there 

who had been put in on his recommendation which in turn weakened his 

electoral influence in the Glasgow area. 
145 The Argathelians were 

0 
increasingly optimistic and indeed Ilay had to restrain the enthusiasm 

146 
and impatience of his. own supporters. Ilay himself saw the limits 

of his influence: 

... if my interest was so great as.., imagined 
there should not be so many fools and knaves 
in Scotland in offices as there are at present. 147 

Nevertheless Argathelians continued to obtain most of the vacant posts 

in Scotland and the Squadrone-were "very lowti. 148 All three Scots 

on the new joint customs board designed to bring Scottish customs 

patronage more directly under Treasury contro, 
149 

- Sir James Campbell, 

John Campbell and George Drummond - were strong Argathelians. It was 

widely rumoured that Scrope was instrumental in the reorganisation 

of the Scottish customs board 150 
and it. is not surprising -that, as 

Walpole moved towards Harley's old policy of centering Scottish business 

145See Riley, kglish Ministers, p. 279, 

14'For 
example see Ilay to Andrew Fletcher 19 May 1724 and 24 May 1724 

NLS SO 16,529; Middleton to Andrew Fletcher 16 Apr 1724 NLS SO l6t530- 

1471lay to Milton 7 Jan 1725 NLS SC 16,531. 

148Pletcher to Ilay 11 APr 1724 NLS SC 16t529. 

149See 
above pp. 20-1. I 

150 See Parliamentary Diar of Sir Edward Knatchbull : L7 ý: Lo 
---o ly --- 

L2- ed. A. N* 
Nownan, Camden Society 3rd series, XCIV, 1963, pp'. 11-12. 
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on the Treasury, Scrope once more came to the fore. In January 

1724 he was made Secretary to the Treasury bringing with him an 

extensive Imowledge of Soottish business. 
151 His departure from 

Scotland, however, removed the one disinterested person there who 

might have been able to implement Walpole's policy of making all Soots 

., directly dependent on the Ministry. With Scrope gone the way was 

. clear for the rapid emergence of Milton, whose primary loyalty lay 

with Ilay and Argathelian interests rather than with Walpole, 

Andrew Pletcher was appointed to the bench as Lord Milton in 

May 1724.152 By the early 1720s Pletcher, a rising young lawyer, 153 

154 
was conducting legal business for Argyll and his brother, and he 

quickly became a close confidante of Ilay, His long career as Ilayts 

adviser on patronage matters appears to have begun when Ilay requested 
I -- 
a list of the members of the Faculty of Advocates 

with marks on those who practice at the bar 
with some little description as to those whom 
possibl I may not know, especially the young 
ones. 155 

33Y 1723 Ilay was pressing to have him promoted to the bench 156 
in order 

to give him a position of prestige from which he could promote Ilayts 

interests. Even before his appointment Fletcherls position as Ilay's 

l5lSee Ilay to Andrew Pletcher 6 Feb 1724 NLS SC 16,529 "Baron Scroops 
coming into the treasury is very agreeable to all our friends", 

152 SRO RH2/4/4097 225 6 May 1724. See also Andrew Iletcher to Ilay 
30 May 1724 NLS SO l6v529. 

153FIetcher's initial connections appear to have been with the Stair family. 

154See NLS SO l6t525 - l61528 passim; for example Andrew Pletcher to 
ArgYll 1721 NLS SO 169526; Fletcher to Ilay 20 Sep 1723 NLS SO l6t528. 

1551lay to Milton 21 Aug 1723 NLS SC l6t528. 
156See Ilay to Andrew Pletcher 18 Jul 1723 NLS sc 16,528, This letter also 

indicates that Ilay placed more trust in Fletcher than Duncan Forbes. Also 
Ilay to Andrew Fletcher 21 Aug 1723 ibid.; James Dalrymple to Andrew Fletcher 

,, 7 Mar 1724 NLS SC 16,529, -Roxburghe made an unsuccessful attempt to oppose 
- Pletcher's promotion: see Duncan Forbes to Andrew Fletcher 27 Feb 1724 and 

26 Mar 1724 ibid* 
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political agent was becoming widely recognised and people seeking 

jobs and pensions applied to him in order to obtain Ilay's ear. 
157 

In April 1724 he became involved for the first time, along with 

Drummond and Forbes, in organising the Argathelian interest in the 

eleotion of the Moderator of the General Assembly, 158 Following 

his elevation to the bench, Milton was to serve as Ilayts sous ministre 

in Scotland for a1most forty years. Ilay trusted Miltonis judgement 

completely and relied on him almost exclusively to supervise the 

distribution of places in Scotland,, Solid and meticulous, perhaps, 

one suspeotsýrather dull, he was nevertheless "a man of great ability 

in business, a man of g6od sense, and of excellent talents for managing 

men". 
159 He was unswervingly loyal to Ilay, continued to handle much 

of Ilayts personal legal and financial business, and the relationship 

between the two men appears to have been one of real friendship. His 

greatest asset was his ability to manipulate the minutiae of eighteenth 

century patronage in Ilay's interest; his skill lay in balancing 

competing demands for places and favours in order to maximiSe Ilayls 

influence, particularly at elections, He had a detailed grasp of 

family ties, economic dependencies and political connections in most 

constituencies: 
There wýs hardly a county or burgh in the 
kingdom where he was not acquainted with all 
the friends and opponents of the Administration 
and with the characters and views of the leading 
men on both sides.... he considered the superin- 
tending of elections as his masterpiece*99160 

157For 
example see Magdalen Kennedy to Andrew Yletcher Feb 1724 NLS SC 16,530; 

Col John Middleton to Andrew Fletcher 10 Mar 1724 ibid; and NLS SC l6t528 - 
l6v530 passimo 

158 Andrew Fletcher to Ilay 28 Apr 1724 NLS SC 16,529; Ilay to Fletcher 13 Apr 
1724 and 21 Apr 1724 ibid. The Argathelian candidate, Wishart, was successful: 
see Fletcher to Ilay 14 May 1724 ibido 

159Alexander Carlyle, Autobioar22hX,, (Londonj 1910), P-482. See also Ramsayt 
Scotland and Scotsmenj ed, Allardyce Vol, I? PP-87-8- 

. LUU Ramsay, Scotland and Scotsmen, ed. Allardycev volo It PP-88-9- 
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Milton also took a considerable and active interest in most aspects 

of Scottish lifeg devoting much -time in particular to encouraging 

trade and manufactures, agriculture and banking. 161 

The changes-in Scotland came to a head in May. and June 1725:. 

Squadrone commissioners Bennet and Cockburn were removed from the 

162 
excise board; Receiver General Sir Robert Sinclair, put in by 

Roxburghej was dismissed and the post given to an Argathelian, Charles 

Cathcart, and finally Squadrone Lord Advocate Robert Dundas was dismissed 

163 164 for his opposition to the malt tax and was replaced by Duncan Forbes 

wIAle another Argathelian, Charles Areskine 
., 

was made Solicitor General in 

place of Binning and Sinclair. 165 The Ministry then embarked on a s-eries 

of sweeping changes in the lord lieutenancies and sheriffshipsy notably 

in the north of Scotland, designed to break up the local electoral 

power of the leading Squadrone magnates. The large ooncentration of 

power in the hands of the earl of Sutherland was split up. 
166 Of, his 

eight lieutenancies he was left with only Caithness and Sutherland, the 

161 For his interests see The Bee, V01 XI (1792), pp. 1-5. 

162 31 May 1725: see above P-85- 

163See Roxburghe to Dandas 4 Jun 1725 Omond, Aimiston Memoirsip. 69-70; 
pow below P-329. 

16429 May 1725 SRO RH2/4/40qj 265, In June 1725 Lord Arniston proposed 
to resign from the bench in favour of his son, Dmidas. Walpole was 
initially receptive to the proposal but was dissuaded by Ilay and Arniston 
remained on the bench until his death the following year: see Roxburghe 
to Dandas 10 Jun 1725 Omond Arniston Memoirs, PP-70-1; Walpole to Dundas 
19 Jun 1725 ibid. P-71. 

16529 MaY 1725 SRO RH2/4/409,267* 

166R, 8b. He held the Lord Lieutenancies ley, Di&]. ish Ministers, P-2 - 
of Ross, Cromarty7 Moray, Nairn, Caithness, Sutherland, Orkney and 
Shetland and Inverness. 
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167 
rest., being given mainly to Argathelian supporters. Several 

Squadrone supporters were also removed from various sheriffships 
168 in the gift of the Crown and held during pleasure. Roxburghe 

himself continued to cling to office despite being ignored by 

Walpole and Townshend: 

I have seen so many changest and have out- 
lived so many Ministrys, that I am resolved 
not to give them that satisfaction [of 
resigning] at this time, however uneasy and 
Disagree4ble the situation I am in may be to 
myself. 169 

What finally brought his dismissal was the malt tax crisis of mid- 

1725o 0 

167Lt Gen Charles Ross (Ross-shire), Morton (Orkliey and Shetland), 
Hugh Rose of Kilravock (Nairn) and his son (CrQmarty), Lovat (Inverness- 

shire) and Alexander Brodie of Brodie (Moray): SRO RH2/4/409,274 9 Jun 
1725- All these, with the exception of the first namedy were Argyll men 
by this time, 

168Humphrey Grant of Grant replaced Sutherland as sheriff of Inverness; 
Sir Robert Munro replaced Sir William Gordon as sheriff of Ross; and James 
Allardice replaced Arbuthnot of Fordon as sheriff of Kincardine: SRO 
RH2/4/409,275 9 Jun 1725- 

169 Roxburghe to Dund: as 4 Jun 1725 SRO RH4/15/2 vol 21,58* 

4 
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I CHAPTER NINE: THE MALT TAX CRISIS 

As we have seen, 
1 by 1724 Walpole was under considerable pressure 

to extend effectively the malt tax to Scotland. He managed to avoid 

a commitment that year but the following session the Committee of Ways 

and Means, votedl bY 133 "to 41 (all b-at nine of the latter being Scots), 

to have the malt tax at the Riglish rate of 6d per barrel applied to 

Scotland. 
2 This caused considerable concern in Scotland, there 

were one or two minor disturbances and various shires began to 

3 
petition their members of Parliament. Initially most Soots members, 

including several leading Argathelians, opposed the extension of the 

I 
malt tax to Scotland as a breach of the Union and as a burden Scotland 

was unable to bear. A committee was formed which included not only 

Squadrone members such as Dundas and Sir John Anstruther, but also 
.1 

Daniel Campbell and his brother John (who was proVOst of 

Wiliburgh at the time) to press for a reduction in the rate of tax 

to be applied to Scotland. 
4 Under pressure from the Midlothian 

heritors5 Dundasj however, quickly emerged as the main opponent of the 

proposal and was regarded as such by the Ministry. 
6, Walpole finally 

agreed that the rate should only be 3d on every bushel of malt which, 

1 See above pp. 109-110. 

2 See Dundas to Clerk 10 Dec 1724 SRO GD 18/3194- 
d 

3See Milton to IlaY 17 Dee 1724 NLS SC 16,529; Clerk to Dundas 18 Dec 
1724 SRO GD 18/3199; Clerk to Dandas 18 Jan 1725 ibid. 

4See Dandas to Clerk 14 Jan 1725 SRO GD 18/3194; Dundas to Clark 19 Jan 
1725 ibid. 

51 das 19 Dec 1724 SnIO GD'4/15/2 vol 2,56; See Midlothian heritors to Ran 
copy letters to Dundas from freeholders of Midlothian 7 Jan 1725 SRO GD 18/ 
3200; Dundas to Clerk 21 Jan 1725 SRO OD 18/3194. 

6 
Dundas 'too Clerk 21 Jan 1"125 SRO GD 18/3194: it-ullcy have in effect broke 

me with the Ministry". See also Dundas to Clerk 18 Feb 1725 ibid. 



initially at least, satisfied Dundas. 7 An act was accordingly passed 

imposing this malt tax on Scotland, to commence on Midsummer's Day 1725. 

In the months following Midsummerts DaY 1725 the grumbling dis- 

content against the new malt duty erupted in disturbances throughout 

Scotland, most notably in Glasgow and Edinburgh. The disturbances 

forced the Ministry to take more positive steps to deal with Scotland 

and by the -time the dust had settled Roxburghe had been dismissed as 

Secretary of State and not replaced, and Walpole had increased his efforts 

to establish a more direct control from London, but running counter to 

this the Argathelians, and Ilay in particular, had emerged stronger 

than ever: in short a now pattern of management was beginning to 

emerge. 
9' - The disturbances following the introduction of the new malt 

tax also highlighted the problems of governing Scotland in this period. 

As Ilay complained, 
.1 

by a long series of no-administration the mere 
letter of the law has little or no weight with 
the people. 10 

The difficulties in quelling the troubles were in large part due to the 

lack of clear administrative channels and a consequent reluctance on 

the part of both civil and military officers to act. decisively. The 

events of 1725 vividly illustrate that the vacuum created by the 

abolition of the Scottish Privy Council had not been satisfactorily 

f illed. 

Much of the opposition -to the malt tax was genuine. Many saw it 

as a clear breach of the Union and more importantly as an additional 

burden on a basic commodity, ale, the price of which was already 

7See Dimdas to Clerk 21 Jan -1725 SRO GD, 18/3194. 
8 12 Geo I c-4. 
9COmpare J. H. Burtoa, Histoi! ýy of Scotland 1689-IZ48 (Edinburgh, 1873), 

Vol. II p. 238: I'something-like a ministerial revolution" Occurred. 
10 Ilay to Steuart 24 Aug 1725 Coxel Walpol , II pp-456-62. 

Por example see Duzidas to Clerk 10 Dec 1724-SRO GD 18/33-94; Clerk to 
Dundas 18 Dec 1724 SRO CD 18/3199. 
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relatively high, a burden which, it was felt, Scotland was unable to 

bear particularly at a time when Scottish trade seemed to be decaying, 

the promised economic benefits of Union had not materialised and the 

economy was generally at a low ebb. 
12 More particularly, the 

quality of Scottish beer was very low compared to that of England 

and, compounded by the bad haivests of 1724 and 1725, it was felt 

that the malt tax could well ruin the brewing industry. All this 
13 led to some anti-English feeling. In addition, the political 

events of the preceding years ensured that the whole affair became 

subsumed in the Squadrone-Argathelian rivalry. Although both sides 

had initially opposed the introduction of the tax, the Argathelians 

in the administration quickly found themselves in the position of 

seeking to uphold the government's authority and quell the disturbances, 

while aViadrone supporters and Robert Dundas in particular, 
14 

dismissed from his post as Lord Advocate in May for his continued 

opposition to the tax, 15 fomented opposition to embarrass the 

government and show the Min-istry that the Squadrone was still a 

12 For example see petitions from Lord Provost John Campbell for the 
magistrates and town council of Edinburgh to Townshend 31 Jul 1725 SRO 
RH2/4/318 f287; Royal burghs petition to House of Commons c-17 Jul 1725 
ibid. f289; Royal burghs to HM Dec 1725 SRO RH2/4/322 f445- These generally 
remarked on the poverty of Scotland and argued that the malt tax was the 
last straw which would ruin the country's trade and economy, and that it should 
either be removed or the burden made less severe. 

13For 
example see Customs Commissioner Fairfax to Newcastle 26 Jun 1725 

SRO RH2/4/317 f150; Wade to Newcastle 26 Jun 1725 ibid. fl5le 
14For 

example see Walpole to Townshend 23 Aug 1725 Coxe, Walpol II pp. 
449-52: Dundas "is the adviser and drawer of all papers that are prepared in 
opposition to the malt tax". 

15"The 
only reason that was ever given to me for your being dismissedl was 

the part you-acted against Sir R Walpolets scheme proposed in lieu of the 
Malt Tax, particularly your writing the proposal or resolutiong at the 
meeting of the Scots members, with your own hand" Roxburghe to Dandas 
4 Jun 1725 Omond, Arniston Memoirs, p. 69. 

I 
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force to be rýokoned with in Sootland. By exploiting the genuine 

discontent over the malt tax, and by appearing as champions of 

Scotlandfs liberties in contrast to the Argathelians, the Squadrone 

hoped to revive their political fortunes on a wave of popular emotion. 

For their part many Argathelians saw the affair at bottom as a 

Squadrone plot and the more the Squadrone could be implicated in the 

disturbances the more loyal and trustworthy the Argathelians would 

appear. 

It would be of infinite use (wrote Ilay to 
Milton) if any scheme or previaus design could 
be discovered in any person of A great or 
middling rank of peoýle who could be said to 
belong. to the Enemy. 6 

In short, as Walpole informed Townshend, 

ttis most certain the whole springs from a 
contest for power, and this I dare affirm 
is the opinion of every thinking man in 
Scotland. 17 .1 

Although certain individual Jacobites, notably Lockhart of Carnwath 
18 in Midlothian, were active in opposing the new tax, there was little 

organised threat from the Jacobites at this time. Nevertheless the 

government was sensitive to any threat of a Jacobite insurrection and 

a brief scare was raised when three foreign ships (probably Russian) 

were sighted off Lewis. 19 The Ministry in London were also very quick 

to realise the serious nature of the disturbances and the, threats 

posed by resistance on such a widespread scale. am far from thinking", 

16 Ilay to Milton 10 Jul 1725 NLS SC 16,531. 

17VIalpole to Townshend 28 Aug 1725 Coxe, Walpole, II, PP-4474- 

18 See below p. 346 and footnote 123; Lockhart, Memoirs, vol. IIv P-150- 

19 In Scotland only Wade gavd credence to this Jacobite threat (compare 
Forbes to Scrope 1 Jul MCP II pp. 251-2). He believed the disturbances were 
"probably [thij beginnings of a Rebellion, e, specially since I have been 

, the Riot at Glasgow one of the Cry's was, Down with Informed that During 
Walpole and up with Seaforth... [this is] the usual way of the Jacobites who 
never fail to Mix themselves with all Mobbs, and to take All advantage of 
'creating disturbance to ye Government": Wa-de to Nevicastle 1 Jul 1725 and 
enclosures SRO RH2/4/317 f158-170; Daniel Campbell -to Townshend I Jul 1725 
ibid. f173-4- 
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wrote Walpoley "that the troubles there are over, On the contrary, 

greatly apprehend it will come to be a serious matterl and prove as 

difficult a task as any thing that has happened since his majesty's 

1,20 accession . Correspondence flew almost daily between Walpole and 
21 

Newcastle in London and Townshend with an anxious George in Hanover. 

No chances were to be taken. The troops already in Scotland, 

preparing to carry out the new Disarming Act, were diverted to 

Glasgow and other towns where disturbances had occurred and more 

troops were sent up from England. 

Initially the trouble centred on Glasgow* Both Montrose and 

Argyll had considerable influence in the Glasgow area and in recbnt 

years there had been a Squadrone-Argathelian struggle to control the 

magistratest elections. Montrose's interests had suffered a 

considerable set-back with the exposure of widespread tobacco frauds 
I 

among customs officersy many of whom had been appointed on his 

recommendation. 
22 

The Squadrone interest and many leading Glasgow 

merchants placed the blame for the exposure on Daniel Campbell of 

Shawfield, a wealthy Glasgow merchant, member of Parliament for 

Glasgow burghs and a leading Argathelian. Campbell was later to 

complain to Townshend of 

the villainous calumnys with which a party in the 
town of Glasgow supported by the countenance of the 
people then in power in Scotland persecuted me all 
last year as if I had been the destroyer of their 
trade for no other reason but because by the wise 
methods your brother Walpole took in settling the 
affairs of the Customs here, there was in a measure 
an end put [to] their extravagant frauds in the 

20 Walpole to Townshend 29 Jul 1725 Coxe, 
-Walpole, 

IIt P-442. See 
also Townshend to. Newcastle 17 Aug 1725 ibid. PP-444-6. 

21 See Coxe, ý ýolej II, PP-438-70 passim. .% 
22 See above P, 322. 
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tobacco trade. Their unjust olamour upon this 
head so far prevailed that at Michaelmas last 
[1724] they got the government of the town 
wrested out of the hands of my friends into 

-their own. 23 

Dundas appears to have taken an active part in securing this electoral 

upturn* 
2.4 It was also generally believed that Canpbell had supplied 

the government with details on the consumption of malt and ale in 

Scotland and had been active in supporting the bill in 
. 
Parliament. 

25 

On 21 June 1725 several Glasgow magistrates and-justices of the 

peace met the chief excise officers of the town and warned then that 

'fit is not in their power to suppress a Mobb, or Insurrection if such 

happen". 
26 The excise-officials accordingly wrote to the commissioners 

in Edinburgh, asking for the assistance of troOPs. 27 After consulting 

- General Wade, commander in chief in Scotland, two companies under 

Captain Bushell set out for Glasgow on 22 June. 28 On 23 and 24 June 

several small grOuPst composed mostly of women and boysl effectively 

prevented any survey of the stock in hand being made but otherwise 

caused little mischief. The real catalyst for action was the arrival 

23 Campbell to Townshend 1 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/317'fl73-4- 

24See John Campbell t6 Walpole 31 Jul 1725 Coxe, WalLole, II PP-440-2. 

25Campbell believed this 1rumourf to have been instigated by Robert Dundas: 
Campbell to Townshend 1 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f173-4- See also copy Clerk 
to Dundas 10 Apr 1725 SRO GD 18/3199; copy Clerk to Jas. Hart, minister at 
Greyfriars Edinburgh, ND ibid.; Clerk to - i7 Jan 1726 ibid. It was 
encouraged and spread by Campbell's Squadrone enemies: Forbes to Scrope 
24 Jun 1725 MCP II pp. 245-7- 

26 See Glasgow excise officers to excise commissioners 21 Jun 1725 SRO 
RH2/4/317 f143-4- 

271bide 

28 112 men. See Areskine to Delafaye 18 Dee 1725 and enclosures SRO RH2/ 
4/321 f425-8i, Forbes'td Delafaye 20 Jul 1725 enclosure no* 1 Account of the 

T Riots SRO RH2/4/318 f238-41; Wade to Newcastle 24 Jun 1725 SRO R112/4/317 
f139-40. I 
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29 
of the troops between 6 and 7 P-m- on 24 June. Bushell asked 

Provost Charles Millar for the troops to be quartered in the main 

Gua. rd House3o but the mob, swelled by interest at the troops i 

arrival, seized the keys. The provost, fearful of the moVts 

reaction, refused Bushell"s request to break down the doors and 

instead ordered the troops to various separate quarters throughout 

the city. Bushell, who had been sent with strict instructions to 

place himself under the command'of the civil magistrates 
31 

as was the 

normal procedurey had little alternative but to obey. The provost 

then ordered the Town Guard to be mounted as usual but because of the 

mob no serious at-tempt was in fact made to do so. 
32 Around 10 p. m. 

the mob suddenly increased in both size33 and fury and launched an 

attack on Daniel Campbell's house at Shawfield. 34 
The provost, dean 

of guild and several prominent burgesses hurried to the scene and 

29CO, in Bell in an interesting comparative article argues that the arrival 
of government troops sparked off the riots in all three major "invasions" 
of Glasgow: 17251. the "Radical War" of 1820 and the occupation of 1919: 
Colin Bell, 'tThe Glasgow Invasions', Weekend Scotsman', 22 May 1975- 

30For 
a general account of the events following see Forbes to Delafaye 

20 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f234-7 and his enclosure no* 1 ItAn Account of the 
Riots at Glasgow etce" SRO RH2/4/318 f238-419 

31 Forbes, "Account",. SRO RH2/4/318 f238-41. 

32 See Menary, Forbes, p. 66; "A Letter from a Gentleman in Glasgow to his 
Friend in the Country" (printed pro-magistrate account) SRO RH2/4/319 f13r-22; 
Forbest "Account", SRO RH2/4/318 f238-41* 

33 One estimate put their numbers as high as 3,000: see Fairfax to Newcastle 
26 Jun 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f150. According to Forbes' "Account" there were only 
about a hundred rioters "but as usual in such eventst there was a great crowd 
of speotators. that did not meddle in the*matter" SRO Pd-12/4/318 f238-41o 

34Campbell 
and his wife had retired to their country house at Woodhally 

8 miles from Glasgow, the previous day: Campbell to Townshend 1 Jul 1725 
SRO RH2/4/317 fl73---4; Wade to Newcastle 26 Jun 1725 ibid. f151-4. There 
had been reports at Edinburgh several days before that CampbelPs house 
was to be the target: see Lord Provost George Drummond? testimony to the 
House of Commons, Houce of Commons Journal., XX, p. 6241 18 Mar 1726; Forbes 
"Account" SRO RH2/4T318 f236-41; Wade to Newcastle 26 Jun 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 
fl5l--4. Wade concluded from this that the riots were "undoubtedly concerted"* 
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tried to persuade the mob -, to retire35 but'they soon retreated *n Paco of 

mob threats. About 11 p. m. Bushell, on hearing of the troubles, sent 

a sergeant to offer the provost the assistance of the troops but the 

provost turned down the offer, claiming that 'the soldiers would be 

attacked by the, mob before they could be safely assembled from -their 

separate quarters and the mob were lef t undisturbed to plunder and 

destroy Campbellts house. 

Next morning the provost broke down the doors of the Guard House 

and admitted the troops. By 4oon the mob beg-an to reassemble and around 

3 p. m. they attacked the soldiers outside the Guard House with a hail 

of stones, injuring some of them and forcing them to retire inside. 

Bushell, fearing that the r2ob would destroy the building, ordered his 

men5back outside but they were met with a further hail of stones and 

again. forced back inside. After firing from inside to push the mob 

back the soldiers once more emerged. Bushell then ordered his 

men to fire over the rioters' heads but this only enraged them further 

and Bushell f inally ordered the soldier,. - to fire at the mob. Several 

rioters were killed and others wounded. The rioters retreatpd, but 

only so far as the town's magazine, where -they seized the arms s-ored tý 

there. The provost, by now thoroughly alarmed at the escalating 

situation, advised Bu3hell to retire for the safety of D=barton Castle. 

f"Glasgow and the soldiers The mob pursued the troops for six miles out o. L 

fired several times killing more rioters before eventually reaching 

Dumbarton. 36 The number of rioters killed was later officially given 

35The 
provost d4d not, however, read the proclza. atlon to order the mob 

to disperse, altho"aah, by his own later ancbnizsIon he had it in his pocket: 
IIQ7aestions put to the Matistrates" by Forbes 15 Jul 1725 SRO'IUL'--/4/318 f2,14-7t 
question 10. This was to be one of the main c1harges olf' neglix. ence later levc-1led 
against the provost. 

36. Vor fuller ýdetaiis see Poeo,:, s " '11-ýccoun'tlt Mo RH2/4/318 f238-419 
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as nine. 
37, 

. 
That night the mob spent iýs fury pulling down the walls 

of Daniel Campbell'is house, causing over the two nights an estimated 

96,080 worth of damage. 38 

Meanwhile in Edinburgh the wheels of the Scottish administration 

began to turn* Lord Advocate Duncan Forbes seized the initiative. 

On 25 June he wrote to PrOvost Millar and the magistrates demanding 

that they make a full enquiry and seize such rioters as 
. they could find. 39 

The following day he sent a long letter to Charles Delafaye, Secretary 

to Newcastle and to the Lords Justices, 40 
outlining the events in Glasgow 

and arguing that provost Millar should be arrested for negligence as a 

warning to other magistrates throughout Sootland, 41 Millar, however, " 

fled the town for fear of the mob42 and many of the magistrates-were 

37At the rioters? trial. See also Porbesr4 "Account" ibid. No soldiers 
were killed although it was claimed that one of the two soldiers captured 
by the mob while retreating to Dumbarton was so badly treated that he 
died soon after: Wade to Newcastle 26. Jun 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f3-51-4- 

38 This was the figure which the Commons by Act of Parliament 12 Geo I c. 27 
in May 1726 ordered the city of Glasgow to pay Campbell in compensation: 
see Menary, Forbes, PP-75-6; Treasury to Exchequer 3 Jun 1726 SRO NBB 
MM/4/4351 103, The proposal. was opposed in Parliament by Dundas: see Ilay 
to Milton 5 Mar 1726 NLS SC 16,533; "Account of Debates in House of Commons 
on Daniel Campbell'is petition for payment of his losses" SRO GD 18/3203 5 Mar 
1726; Drummond to Grange 5 Mar 1726, Abbotsford Club Miscellan; Zvol, I (1837)v 
PP-419-23* 

39Forbes to Glasgow magistrates 25 Jun 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f2569 * He also 
secretly sent ahead two men to ferret out information and evidence: see 
Forbes to Delafaye 8 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f191-2. 

40The Lords Jýmtices were established under the Regency Act to administer 
the country when the King was in Hanover. They were simply the formal Cabinet 
under another name. For Delafaye see Browning, Newcastle P-45- 

4lForbes to Delafaye 26 Jun 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 fl47-9* 

42See Wade to Newcastle 29 Jun 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f155-6; Forbes' 
"Account" SRO RM/4/318 f238-41. 

I 
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43 
also absent. Wade was ordered by the Lords Justices to send 

more troops to Glasgow as soon as they arrived from Berwick in order 

to re-establish law and order and to help in the discovery and arrest 

of suspected rioters. 
44 

Elsewhere in Scotland excise officers had been refused access in 

a number of towns. To counteract a widely spread rumour that the 

t duties45 royal burghs had resolved not to pay the mal. Forbes got 

the Convention of Royal Burghs, then meeting in Edinburgh, to pass a 
46 

resolution abhorring such resistance and asking maltsters to allow 

excise officers free entry. 

It was Remarkable, (wrote Forbes) the Burroughs 
that opposed the Resolution most Smartly and Avowedly 
were such as were under the influence of our Late 
Ministry in Scotland viz Dundee Dunbar Haddington 
and Peebles. 47 

The resolution was sent by circular letter to all member burghs, 

43When they eventually returned they did little but give Forbes a list of 
eight obscure names against whom they offered little evidence: they arrested 
no-one. Forbes to Delafaye 20 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f234, -71 and enclosures 
2v 3 and 5 SRO RH2/4/318 f2421 2441- 25_0. Two of the absent magistrates, 
Stirling and Johnston, spent their time after returning in compiling a pro. - 
magistrate account of the riots. This account (30 Jun 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 
f248-9) was the first of many to claim that the provost and other magistrates 
present had done all that could bave been expected of them and more, that 
the riot was not so serious as had been portrayed, and that Bushell and 
the troops had over-rbacted, firing on the mob indiscriminately and 
without warning. This version was elaborated in a ttrue account', which 
the provost and magistrates sent to the King: 31 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 
f290-5. For other examples see "A Letter from a Gentleman in Glasgow to 
his Friend at London etc" 30 Jul 1725 ibid. f423-38; "A Letter from a 
Gentleman in Glasgow to his Friend in the Countrylt-1 Sep 1725 SRO RH2/4/319 
f13-229 

44Delafaye to Wade 1 Jul 17ý5 SRO RH2/4/318 f393-59 

45See Forbes to the magistrates of Inverness 8 Jul 1725 MCP II pp. 259-60. 

468 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f193-4- For details of passage see 
Fairfax to Newcastle 13 Jul 1725 ibid. f2l7-8* 

47Forbes to Scrope 8 Jul 1725 MCP Ij'pp. 258-9't 
I 
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Forbes, Wade and a large party of troops finally set out for 

Glasgow on 8 and 9 july. 48 Although all had been quiet in Glasgowq 

no effort had been made to survey stock in hand or collect any duties 

as most of the excise officers had fled. 49 Forbes spent the next 

four or five days examining over 150 witnesses, 
50 including the 

provost and magistrates. Evidence was extremely difficult to obtain, 
51 

"a confederacy to favour the rioters being very universal"? 
52 

and 

Forbes received little hAp from the magistrates: 

... when questions were ask'd them, that might 
promote discoverys, their memorys failtd them, 
and their prevaricating answers plainly shew'd 
they were rather disposed to screen the offenders 
than to contribute to bring them to justice. 53 

Nevertheless although the provost and those magistrates who had been 

in town during the riots claimed to have done all that could possibly 

have been expected of them, 54 Forbes felt that he had a sufficient case 

against the provost and five magistrates and they were arrested on 16 July 

for malvereation in office. 
5ý There can be little doubt that the magistrates 

48 12 troops of dragoons, a regiment of foott an Independent Highland COmPanyt 
together with 4 field pieces and 8 mortars: for details see Menary, Forbes, 
p. 64; Wade to Delafaye 8 jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f200-l. 

49See Forbest "Account" SRO RH2/4/318 f238-41; Fairfax to Newcastle 26 Jun 
1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f15.0; Wade to Newcastle 26 Jun 1725 ibid., fl5l-4* They only 
returned, and then reluctantly, under the protection of Wadets troops on 8 and 
9 July; Wade to Delafaye 8 Jul 1725 ibid. f200-l. 

50Forbes to Delafaye 20 Jul 1725 ibid. f234-7* 
5'Forbes to Scrope 14 Jul 1725 MCP II, p. 275- 
52 Forbes to Delafaye 20 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f234-8. 
53Wade to Newcastle 17 1 Jul 1725 ibid. f230-1- 
54,, Questions put to Magistrates of Glasgow" 15 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f244-7* 
55Forbes to Delafaye 20 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f234-7 and enclosure no. 61 

16 Jul 1725, warrants for committing the ma&istratesp SRO RH2/4/318 f251- 
- 

The 
main charges against thq provost were (1) he, did not put the troops in 
possession of the Guard House or quarter them together, (2) he did not read 
the proclamation outsýde Campbell's house, (3) he refused the assistance, of 
troops when offered: see Forbes? "Account of the Conduct of the several Magis- 
trates of Glasgow7 touching the late riots theret from whence those acts of 
malversation in office are deduced for which they are committed and may be 
tryed" 20 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f'244-7. 
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had considerable sympathy with the opposition to the malt tax and 

did little to prevent the disturbances or secure offenders afterwards. 

For their part the magistrates and the Squadrone accused the authorities 

of propagating false accounts of the riots for party ends and several 

'true acoountat were published. 

authority had 

It was claimed that those in 

courted our rising in Tumults that they 
might have some better handle against a 
City that has done more for the preser- 
vation of his Majesties Government than 
twenty little Imperious Minist SE s of 
State were ever capable to do. 

It is said, and perhaps is really so, that 
the great Crime chargeable upon them the 
provost and magistrates is, That they 
favoured not_Mr Campbellts Interest in the 
late Election of Magistrates, and of common 
Council for this cit-y.: )t 

Thirty-six suspected rioters were seized by the troops; twenty-one 

were kept in custody, the others released for lack of evidence. 
58 All 

the prisoners were transported under military guard to Edinburgh. The 

59 
magistrates, spurred on and aided by Robert DLmdas, three times en. route 

petitioned the Court of Justiciary, arguing that Forbes as Lord Advocate 

had no authority to issue such warrants arresting them and ordering them 

to Edinburgh and secondly that the charges in the warrants were in- 

sufficiently precise, the particular grounds of malversation not being 

cited. 
60 

They were eventually successful with their third 

56 "Letter from-a Gentleman in Glasgow to, aTriend in London etc" 30 Jul 
1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f423-38. 

57"Letter from a Gentleman in Glasgow to his Friends in the Country etc" 
1 Sep 1725 SRO RH2/4/319 f13-22. 

58Warrants'were issued against 45 other suspects who had fled from Glasgow: 
Forbes to Delafaye 20 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f234-7- 

59See John Campbell to Walpole 31 Jul 1725 coxejWalpolet II, PP-440-2. 
60Forbes had issued*the warrants against the magistrates both as Lord 

Advocate and as a justice of the peace of Lanarkshire: Forbes to -Delafaye 20 Jul 
1725 SRO RH2/4/317jf234-7; Forbes to Scrope 6 Jul 1725 MCP II pp. 255-7. 
For the first petition signed by Dundas, see CP pp. 89-90*- 
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petition 
61 

and were released on bail, much to Forbes's dismay, on 20 

July. 
62 Next day two of the magistrates made a triumphant return to 

Glasgow. 
63 

Before leaving Glasgow, Forbes had called a meeting of all maltsters 

and threatened them with seizure of their stock in hand and even 

conscription into the Highland disarming expedition -unless they allowed 

access and gave security for the malt duties with which they were 

chargedv the excise commissioners agreeing to waive any penalties 

.1 incurred. 
64 

They submitted and under the protection of the troops the 

excise officers at last began to put the malt t ax into operation* 
65 

Meanwhile there was growing resistance in other parts of Scotlana, 

especially in the north, 
66 

encouraged, alleged the authorities, by 

temissariest sent out from Glasgow. 
67 

At Elgin soldiers, attacked by 

68 
a mob, fired and killed one person, and at Dundee the house of the only 

k 

61 Forbes to Delafaye 20 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f234-7 and enclosure 7 
"Petition in the name of Provost Charles Millar, John Stirling, James 
Johnston and James Mitchell, bailies; John Stark, dean of g'aild; John Almour, 
deacon convener"-SRO RH2/4/ý18 f252-3; Forbests answers 19 Jul 1725 ibid. f254-5. 
Squadrone Lord Justice Clerk Cockburne was particularly forward in granting 
the petition: see Forbes to Scrope 17 Jul 1725 MCP II pp. 277-82; Wade to 
Newcastle 20 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f232-39 

62 Forbes to Delafaye 20 Jul 1725 ibid. f234-7; Forbes to Scrope 20 Jul 1725 
Y, CP II pp. 284-6. 

63Menary, Forbes P-71; Forbes to Delafaye 20 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f234-7; 
Wade to Newcastle 27 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f272-3; John Campbell to Walpole 
31 Jul 1725 Coxe, Walpole, pp. 440-2. 

64Forbes to Scrope 12 Jul 1725 MCP II pp. 273-5; Forbes to Delafaye 20 Jul 
1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f234-7. 

65Wade to Newcastle 9 Jul 1725 and 12 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f202-39 
208-9. 

66For 
example see Findlater to Newcastle 26 Jul. 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f266-7; 

various reports of excise commissioners to Treasury August - September CTP 
(1720-8)t pp-378ff. 

67See Forbes to magýstrates of Inverness 8 Jul 1725 MCP II pp. 259-60; 
Fairfax to Newcastle 26 Jun 1725 SRO RH2/4/312 f150; Ilay to Milton 10 Jul 
1725 NLS So l6t5310, Vcise commissioner Burnet to excise board 28 Jul 1725 
SRO RH2/4/318 f303- 

68 Provost and bailies of Elgin to Forbes 5 Jul 1725 MCP II pp*263-4; Wade 
to Newcastle 12 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f208-9. 
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maltster who allowed the excise officers access was plundered. 
69 

In Edinburen the government faced a different but no less 

awkward problem. The Edinburgh brewers, most of whom were also 

maltsters, had initially allowed excise officers free access to survey the stock 

in hand7o but by mid July, encoura_p---d by the events in Glasgol, 171 they 

-her than pay the malt duty. 72 formed a 'confederacy' to stop brewing rat 

No brewing meant no ale andy as no yeast would be producedy no bread: 

the whole city would soon be without food and-drink and serious 

disturbances would inevitably ensue. Again Dundas played a prominent 

part: 

DIr Dundas is the spring, to which the success 
of their sowing sedition is owing ... they [the 
brewers] had given themselves up to IvIr Dundas, 
body and soul. 73 

Although anxious to take decisive action, Forbes could not risk arresting 

the brewers until there were sufficient troops in Fdinburgh. 74 He 

therefore met the brewers in an attempt to persuade them to give up their 

69liade to Newcastle 17 Jul 1725 ibid. f230-1. A few weeks late". James 
Scott, NP for Forfarshire, was violently beaten by a mob at Dundee, which 
accused him of supporting the malt act: Forbes to Scrope 7 Aug 1725 MCP U 
pp. 266-7; Forbes to the magistrates of Dundee 9 Aug 1725 ibid. pp. 267-8; 
magistrates of Dundee to Forbes 12 Aug 1725 ibid. pp. 268-9; James Scott to 
Townshend 5 Aug 1725 SSRO RH2/4/318 f3l(ý-J. For full details of these and 
other troubles throughout. Scotiand see the several reports of the Scottish 
excise commissioners to the Treasury August - SepteAer 1725- OTP (1720--3) 

PP-378ff- 
70Forbes to Scrope 24 Jun 1725 MOP !I pp. 245-7; Wade to Newcastle 24 Jm 

1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f139-40- - 
71See John Campbell to Walpole 31 Jul 1725 Coxe, Wal. ý. 01.07 III PP-440-2- 
72 Wade to Newcastle 17 Jull 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f230-1- 
73John Campbell to Walpole. 311. Jul 1725 Coxe, Walpole, II p-L-,. 440-2. See 

also Porbes to Delafaye 17 Jun 1725 MOP II pp. 243-4-ý; Forbes to So. -ope 27 Jul 
1725 VICP I! pp. 288-93. 

74 Tj "77-92; Forbes'to Delafaye 20 Jul Porbes to Scrope 17 Jul 1725 MCP PP-2 
1725 SRO P22/4/317 f234-7. 

II 
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scheme but without success. 
75 Both he and Wade suggested that Ilayts 

presence would be helpful, 76 
a suggestion taken up by the Lords 

Justices. Meanwhile, despite pleas for directions, it was made clear 

to Porbes from London that he was to use his own discretion in handling 

the affair. 

On 29 July, by which time a further hundred soldiers had arrived 

in Edinburgh and were making constant Patrolsl77 Forbes applied to the 

Court of Sessiorý (which had power to regulate all matters relating to 

provisions in Edinburgh), to require the brewers to enter into a 

recognizance that none of-them would stop brewing within a given period. 
78 

The lordsp with the exception of Lord Justice Clerk Cockburn and extra- 

ordinary lord Tweeddale, 79 both Sqvýýdrone supporters, agreed to Forbes's 

request and accordingly issued an act of sederunt 
80 

requiring all brewers 

75Forbes to Scrope 27 Jul 1725 MCP II pp. 288-93; Forbes to Delafaye 29 Jul 
1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f276-9. Oýie complaint'of the brewers was that, as they 
were restrained by the 7th article of the Union from selling their beer at 
more than 2d a pint 'unless they paid a higher excise, the whole malt duty must 
come out of their profits and not passed on to the consumer as was usual with 
similar taxes, Forbes promised to look into this matterl and it was eventually 
decided in London that as the 7th article was tdescriptive4 rather than fre- 
strictivet such a price increase was permissible. See Forbes to Scrope 27 
Jul 1725 MCP II pp. 288-93; Forbes to Scrope 5 Aug 1725 MCP II pp-304-5; NewcastlE 
to Ilay 24 Aug 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f358-61; Ilay to Newcastle 4 Sep 1725 SRO 
RH2/4/319 f3l-2; Newcastle to Ilay 11 Sep 1725 ibid. f55-79 

76Wade to Newcastle 20 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f232-3; Forbes to Scrope 20 
Jul 1725 MOP II pp. 284-6. See also Newcastle to Townshend 27 Jul 1725 PRO 
SP43/69. 

77W, 
ade to Newcastle 27 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f272-3* 

78 Forbes to Scrope 27 Jul 1725 MCP II pp. 288-93; "Information and 
Memorandum" by Forbes to the Court of Session 29 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f278; 
Forbes to Delafaye 29 Jul 1725 ibid. f276-7- 

79Forbes to Scrope 29 Jul 1725 MCP II pp. 294-5. 

8OEntitled 
"An Act for Preventing the Want or 

-Sca, 
rcity, of Ale or Beer and 

Bread in the Good-town bf Edinburgh" 29 Jul 1725 sRO M/4/318 f279* 

I 
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to carry on brewing until 1 November. The brewers were to attend 

the Court the following day to give security to this effect. The 

brewers, howeverv refused to obey. 
81 

Instead, steeled by Squadrone 

lawyers, a remonstrance 
82 

was drawn up, almost certainly by Dundas, 
83 

signed by 65 brewers and presented to the Court. The lords deemed 

it an insolent affront to their dignity and ordered it to be burnt 

by the common hangman* 
84 

Forbes was now'in a quandary. If he had 

all the brewers axreated, then they had an excellent excuse to stop 

brewing and in any event there were still insufficient troops to risk 

the consequences if the brewers were arrested. 
85 

Although he felt 

it "absolutely necessary to disappoint this mad scheme", 
86 

he realisýd 

ý- that, delay was still the only possible course. He therefore obtained 

a further act of sederunt putting back the date by which the brewers 

had to give security to 10 August. 
87 

Forbes again wrote to London 

for specific directions; 
88 

once more he was told - to follow his own 
I 

81 Of the 130 brewers called to give. security by the act*only one, 
bailie Simpson an Edinburgh magistrate? did so: excise commissioners to 
Treasury report no. 6. 'CTP (1720-8) P-380; "... and who has so far already 
suffered, Because of his obedience that almost all his Customers have left 
him" Forbes to Delafaye 31 Jul 1725 SRO FM/4/318 f280-19 

82 30 Jul 1725 ibid. f283- 

83See Forbes to Delafaye 31 Jul 1725 ibid. f28O-l*j Ilay to Milton 
5 Aug 1725 NLS SC 16,531. Newcastle bitterly complained to Townshend 
of the encouragement given to the brewers by Dundas, Cockburn I Tweeddale 
and Arniston: Newcastle to Townshend 6 Aug 1725 PRO SP43/70- 

8"Forbes 
to Delafaye 31 Jul 1725 sRO RH2/4/318 f280-lo 

85Forbes to Delafaye 12 Aug 1725 ibid, f324-5- 

86Forbes to Delafaye 29 Jul 1725 ibid. f276-7. 

87 31 Jul. 1725 ibid. f282. The court then went on vacation until 1 
November: see Lord President Dalrymple to Delafaye 20 Aug 1725 ibid. f344-5. 

88Forbes to Delafoye 31 Jul 1725 ibid. f2aO-1 'I... as the Matter is of 
so Great Consequence I humbly hope their Excellencies the Lord justices will 
signify to me their pleasure .. 11; also Porbes to Delafaye 3 Aug 1725 ibid,, 
f298--301* 
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judgement. 
89 - By 10 August the brewers still showed no signs of 

obeying. 
go Parther moves now awaited the arrival of Ilay who, 

under pressure from the King 1 
and after disc-assing the matter 

with Walpole 92 had reluctantly93 agreed to go up to Scotland. 94 

Ilay eventually reached Edinburgh on 16 August, and, anxious 

to show Ministers that he-alone was -the man on whom they could rely 

to keep Scotland quiet, largely took control of the situation out of 

Forbes? hands. 95 Forbes had owed his rise largely to Argyll and he had 
96 

never been fully trusted by Ilay, With the emergence of Milton as 

Ilayfs particular confidant (and a certain distancing between Argyll 

and Ilay at this time)97 relations between the two became even cooler. 
98 

89Delafaye to Forbes 5 Aug 1725'CP PP-351-2 and 7 Aug 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 
f312-3- 

90Forbes to Delafaye 10 Aug 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f320-le 
91 See-T'ownshend to Newcastle 14 Aug 1725 Hanover PRO SP43/6 - HM anxious 

that Ilay go to Scotland "who by his office of Justice General, as well 
as by his Credit and Influence in these parts, would undoubtedly be of 
great weight and therefore his Maty does not doubt but that his Lop will 
have his service so much at heart as to take that trouble upon him"; Townshend 
to Newcastle 17 Aug 1725 Coxe, Wall2ole, II PP-444-6 IlHis Majesty has a great 
opinion. of his capacity and zeal to do him service there in this juncture". 

92See Newcastle to Townshend 30 Jul 1725 PRO SP43169. 
93,,, 

own the Journey sticks most damnably in my stomach but considering 
it will-probably do good as much here [London] as with you, I must submit" 
Ilay to Milton 27 Jul 1725 NLS SC l6t531. 

94Scrope to Forbes 27 Jul 1725 MOP II pp. 297--ý; Newcastle to Ilay 24 Aug 
1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f358-61. 

ý51'My 
friend here [Ilay] goes on in the same manner as formerly, keeping 

everything a secret from me" Forbes to Scrope 31 Aug 1725 MCP II P-322. 
Forbes was not even told when the expresses to London were sent, "Nor indeed 
consulted on any Occasion" Porbes to Scrope 24 Aug 1725 MCP II PP-317-9- 

96 See Ilay to A* ndrew Pletcher 1$ Jul 1723 NLS So l6t528. 
I 

Also Thomas Hay to Wreeddale 27 Oct 1743 NLS YP7058i 134 Irnow since his patron [Areylll is dead I don't believe he is in great friendship with the present Duke" 
97See Ilay to Andrew Pletcher 21 Autm, 1723 NLS SC 16,528. 
98 ' 

For exwnple see Ilay to Milton 20 Feb 1725 NLs So 16031. 
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Porbes had not, for example, written at all to Ilay about the 

disturbances in Scotland. 99 While Forbes believed strong measures were 

necessary, the Ministry was anxious to avoid taking any drastic 

action at this critical juncture: 100 Ilay therefore moved cautiously 
101 

and decided to proceed against some of the most considerable brewers 

before the justices of the peace, 
102 When about a dozen brewers 

were summoned a few days laterl however, almost all their colleagaes 
103 

stopped brewing. Forbes wanted to commit some of the ringleaders 

immediately but Ilay decided to postpone any arrests for a day or 

two. 104 More troops were brought in and efforts made to import 

beer' from neighbouringareas. On 23 August four'05 brewers were 

arrested on Court of Session warrants but even this had little effect on 
106 

the brewers' attitude. Meanwhile Walpole sent IlaY Zlv500 to use 

at his discretion for managing affairs. 
107 As the scarcity of drink 

991lay to Milton 27 Jul i725 ibid. 

100 Walpole to Townshend 28 Aug 1725 CoxeWalpole, II PP-447-8; Walpole 
to Ilay 26 Aug 1725 ibid., PP-453-6. ' 

101 
See Walpole 'to Ilay 26 Aug 1725 Coxe, Walpole, II PP-453-6; Ilay to 

Steuart 24 Aug 1725 ibid., II PP-456-62. 
102 Forbes to Delafaye 17 Aug 1'725 MCP II pp-310-l'; Ilay to Steuart 24 Aug 

1725 Coxe, Walpole, II pp-456-62. Walpole approved: see Walpole to Ilay 26 
Aug 1725 Coxe, Walpole, II PP-453-6. See also Forbes to Scrope 17 Aug 1725 
MOP II pp-309-10: "I thought a smarter Measure was Necessary to prevent the 
Effect of their Combination ..... But as his Lordship insisted on this Method 
I gave way". 

103Forbes to Delafaye 24 Aug 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f362-3* 

104Forbes to Scrope 21 Aug 1725 MCP II PP-312-3- On differences between 
Ilay and Forbes see Walpole to Townshend 3 Sep 1725 Coxe, Walpole, II pp-467-80 

1051lay to Newcastle 31 Aug 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f375-6. 
106 Forbes to Delafaye 24 Aug 1725 ibid. f362-3. 
107Walpole to Ilay 26 Aug 1725 Coxe Wal2ole, II pp-453-6. 

I 
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began to be felt, a further attempt was made to persuade the brewers 

to go back, the justices promising to mitigate any penalties if the 

brewers gave security to continue brewing and pay the duties. The 
108 brewers unanimously refused. Nevertheless under this increasing 

pressure the brewers could not maintain their unity much longer. The 

hoped-for disturbances had not materialised and the news of the 

dismissal of Secretary Roxburghe which reached Eclinburgh on 28 August 

had dampened Squadrone support for the brewers' cause. 
log It is 

clear that Roxburghets dismissal at this stage r6flected Ministerst 

fears about the escalating situation in Minburgh and their hopes 

that the removal of Roxburghe would take the heat out of the 

opposition 
I. 110 das himself was still in the north: 

the Brewers here begin to complain of his having 
deserted them after his Bragging so much of the 
service he would do them. 111 

By 28 August some brewers had already returned: 
112 the tfr. enziet'was 

almost over 
113 

and the rest of the brewers finally voluntarily gave 
114 

security, both to carry on brewing and to pay the duties. 

108Forbes to Scrope 26 Aug 1725 MOP II PP-319-20. 
log See below PP-354-5- Squadrone supporters claimed that Roxburghehad 

been dismissed without the Kingts knowledge and that when George returned 
the present Ministry would be overturned and the malt tax abolished: Ilay 
to Steuart 24 Aug 1725 Coxe, Walpole, II PP-456-62; Walpole to Townshefid 
24 Aug 1725 ibid., PP-452-3; Ilay to Newcastle 16 Sep 1725 SRO RH2/4/319 
f84-7; Coxe, Walpole, I, p. 234. Roxburghe himself did much to spread 
these rumours; Riley, English Ministers,, p. 284- 

llOSee Walpole to Townshend 17 Aug 1725 Coxe, Walpole,, II PP-447-8; 
Walpole to Townshend 23 Aug 1725 ibid., PP-449-52; Newcastle to Townshend 
6 Aug 1725 PRO SP 43/69 "1 very much fear that whilst My Lord Duke of 
Roxborough continues Secretary of State, it will be in vain to think of 
getting the better of this spirit". I 

Ilay to Newcastle 9 Sep 1725 SRO RH2/4/319 f49-50- 
112 40 out of 130; Ilay to Newcastle 31 Aug 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f375-6; 

Forbes to Scrope 28 Aug 1725 DICP II P-320. 
113Forbes to Sorope 31 Aug 1725 MCP II P-322. 
1141bid.; Ilay to Newcastle 2 SeP 1725 SRO RH2/4/319 f23-4. 
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I mn very hopeful (wrote Forbes) that as the 
direction of the affairs of Scotland is now 
in his Grace's [Newcastle] hands, the madness 
of the people, which was pretty much encouraged 
by -the countenance they met with from the friends 
of a certain great man [Roxburghe], will cool, and 
that things will speedily grow quiet. llý 

Ilay turned his attention to the rest of Scotland: there was 

"obstinacy in'all considerabie towns". 116 Excise commissioners Burnet 

and Wedderburn had been sent to Stirling, Dundee, Perth, Aberdeen and 

other places but with little success. 
117 By the September the main 

118 trouble centred in the north, around Aberdeen, . especially as I'Mr 

119 Dundas has been making a Sacheverel progress to the North". Ilay 

proposed to bring offenders before the Court of Justiciary in Edinburgh 

120 
rather -than leave them to local justices but in fact few were 

121 brought. before that Court. By November most of the disturbances 

were over 
122 

although Squadrone supporters and others attempted to 

keep the issue alive as long as possible by organising a series of 
123 

petitions in various counties, notably Midlothian. PL=ther petitions 

115Forbes to Delafaye 31 Aug 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f368-9. The four arrested 
brewers were released on giving security to carry on brewing: Ilay to New- 
castle 31 Aug 1725 ibid. f375-6. 

116 Wade to Newcastle (received) 6 Aug 1725 ibid. f300-1- 

117See 
above p. 112. i 

118 Ilay to Newcastle' 4 Sep 1725 SRO RH2/4/319 f3l-2; Ilay to Newcastle 
7 SeP 1725 ibid. f35-6. 

119 Ilay to Newcastle 9 Sep 1725 ibid. f49-50- 
120 Ilay to Newcastle 4 Sep 1725 ibid. f31-2; Ilay to Newcastle 16 Sep 1725 

SRO RH2/4/320 f216-7- 

121 The trial of some Aberdeen maltsters started in the Court of Justiciary 
on 11 Nov 1725: Ilay to Newcastle 11 Nov 1725 SRO RH2/4/321 f344-5; see also 
Ilay to Newcastle, 6 Nov 1725 ibid. f338-9- 

122 But see excise commissioners to Treasury 25 Nov 1725 CTP (1720-8) P-369 
on trouble in Orkney. 

123Lockhart 
of-'Carnwa-th was particularly 

. 
active in Midlothian, holding meeting 

and sending circular letters: for example see copy of LockhartIs "Circular letter, 
for Convincing the Heritors of the County of Edinburgh to address against the 
Malt Traxll 6 Doe 1725 SRO RH2/4/321 f442. The resultant petition of freeholders 
and heritors was presented to the Commons by Midlothian ITP Robert Dandas: see 
Reariold Caripbell to Delafaye 21 Dec 1725 and enolosure ibid. f4401 443. 
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were intermittently sent up until 1729.124 

The prosecution of the Glasgow rioters and magistrates remained 

outstanding and was the subject of much correspondence between Edinburgh 

and London. 
125 Eighteen rioters were to be prosecuted in two separate 

trials. With Forbes ill, Solicitor General Charles Areskine led for 

the prosecution, while the principal lawyers for the defence (Dandas was 

still up north) were Craigie, Stewart and Graham, the Judge Admiral, 

"well known for their peculiar [that is Squadrone] attachments"s 
126 

Lord Justice General Ilay, sitting as president 6f the Court, found 

the Lords of Justiciary - Newhall, Polton, Pencaitlandl Dun and Royston 127 

- very difficult to manage. Only Royston was an Argathelian supporter*o 
128 

the rest were inclined "to do all they can, and much more than there is 

any shaddow of Law to warrant, in order to skreen the criminals from 

Justicell. 129 After the preliminaries 
.1 

4 October and after hearing twenty6-two 

only two of the ten accused guilty, on, 

were sentenced to transportation. 130 

the first trial proper began on 

hours of evidence the jur7*found 

3 man and one woman, both of whom 

In the second trial, which began 

on 13 October, 
131 five of the eight accused were found guilty; three 

124For 
example see petitions from various landowners in Midlothian 25 Feb 

1727 SRO RH2/4/ý25 f36-7 and 1729 SRO RH2/4/329 f384, and in Roxburghshire 2 Plar 
1727 SRO RH2/4/325 f4O. 

125For 
example see Delafaye to Forbes 1 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f177-8. 

Ilay'advised that a prosecution for high treason was likely to miscarry: 
Newcastle to Townshend 1 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f385-90- 

126 Ilay to Newcastle 14 Oct 1725 SRO RH2/4/320 f200-3- See also Ilay to 
Newcastle 21 Sep 1725 SRO RH2/4/319 flOO-1. 

127Lord Justice Clerk Cockburn had-gone to Bath. 

128 See above pp. 240-1- 

129 Ilay to Newcastle 30 Sep 1725 SRO RH2/4/319 f126-9. 

1301lay to Newcastle 5 Oct 1725 SRO RH2/4/320 f183-4; Ilay to NF-'wcastle 
Oct 1725 ibid. f185-6. 

131 Ilay to Newcastle 14 Oct 1725 ibid. f200-3- 
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132 
were sentenced-to whipping and transportation, one to transportation, 

and one, a woman, to whipping only. 
133 

It was reasonable to expect your character and 
example should have had a greater influence among 
the Lords of the Court of Justioiary, (wro+jM 

134 Newcastle to Ilay) but it has proved otherwisee 

The whippinipwere carried out in Glasgow on 16 November without 

disturbance* 
135 The five136 to be transported (which, under Soots 

law meant only tbanishmentf and did not entail any q)ecific period 

of oonfinement )137 were first shipped to London138 and then to various 
139 West Indian islands. At least one rioter spent only a day in the 

West Indies before returning to Britain, spending some time in Glasgcp 
140 before moving on to Ireland. 

Forbes had hoped to try the provost and magistrates for malversation 

in office, 

whose guilt I conceive to be much the greatest, o* 
and whose punishment will be of greater consequence 
to the public peace than that of the more obscure 
offenders..., in-convincing Magistrates every where 
that it is not safe for them to be passive. 141 

Walpole decided at an early stagep however, that, given the lack of 

evidence, the trial of the magistrates should be postponed as long as 

132 Later pardoned. on, Ila'y's recommendation: see Newcastle to Ilay 28 Oct 
1725 SRO RH2/4/321 f321-5. 

1331lay to Newcastle 16 Oct 1725 SRO RH2/4/320 f2l6-7* For details of the 
verdicts and sentences see ibid. f222-7. For copies of the depositions of 
witnesses see first trial ibid. f251-77 (40 prosecution witnesses, 2 defence); 
second trial ibid, f277-95 (36 and 0 respectively). 

134Newcastle to Ilay 14 Oct-1725 ibid. f204-7- See also Newcastle to Ilay 
8 Oct 1725 ibid. f189-95. 

135Wade to Newcastle 13 Nov 1725 SRO RH2/4/321 f350-3,1 Areskine to Newcastle 
18 Nov 1725 ibid. f362-3- 

136See SRO RH2/4/319 f132. 
1371lay to Newcastle 21 Oct 1725 SRO RH2/4/320 f236-7- 
138Sent under guard-23 Dec 1725: Areskine to Delafaye. 23 Dec. 1725 SRO RH2/4/ 

322 f456-7. Arrived at Greenwich c. 1 Jan 1726 SRO RH2/4 323 fl- 
139 1 
140 

Ilay to Newcastle 21 Oct 1725 SRO R112/4/320 f236-7* 
Ilay to Delafaye 22 Oct 1726 SRO RH2/4/324 f3O7-8* 

l4lForbes to Delafaye 3 Aug 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f298-9- 
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possible although the appearance of action was to be kept up in order 

to keep the magistrates'of Glasgow and elsewhere subdued. 
142 By October 

Ilay concluded that 

it will be absolutely vain, and many ways unsafe 
to attempt any tryals at present against the 
Magistrates of Glasgow,... for fear of some 
accident hapning to give courage to -the disaffectedIlA43 
who are now, for the most part very much frightened. 

They were never brought to trial. 

One act still remained. Determined to make as much political 

capital as possible out of the recent troubles and keep passions high, 

the oppositionýled by Squadrone lawyers Dundas and Graham, 144 
pressed 

some of the relatives of those killed at Glasgow to indict Captain 

Bushell and his fellow officers for murder. 
145 Mis placed the 

government in an embarrassing dilemma, of either allowing the trial 

to-proceed, with the consequent risk of the soldiers-being found 

guilty, or granting them a royal pardon which by Soots law was tantamount 

to an acknowledgment of guil. t. 
146 The 'bi, 1147 was offered to Solicitor 

General Areskine (in the absence of Forbes at Bath) for his. conourrence. 
148 

Areskine delayed answering and wrote to London for advice, 
149 

, After 

142Walpole to Ilay 26 Aug 1725 Coxe, WalRole, II pp. 453-5; Scrope to Forbes 
27 Jul 1725 MCP II pp. 297-8; Forbes to Scrope 3 Aug 1725 ibid. pp. 298-300; 
Forbes to Scrope 17 Aug. 1725 ibid. PP-309-10; Forbes to Scrope 19 Aug 1725 
ibid. pp-311-12o 

1431lay to Newcastle 14 Oct 1725 SRO RH2/4/320 f200-3* 

144Reanold Campbell to Delafaye 24 Nov 1725 SRO RH2/4/321 f373-4; Milton to 
Steuart Oct 1725 NLS So 16,531. 

- 145Such 
a prosecution had been suggested as early as 14 Sep 1725 in the 

pamphlet "A Letter from a Gentleman in Glasgow to a Friend-in Edinburgh etc" 
SRO RH2/4/319. f88-9. 

146milton to Steuart Oct 1725 NLS SC 169531; R, Campbell to Delafaye 24 Nov 
1725 SRO RH2/4/ý21 f373-4. 

147SRO RH2/4/322 f549-52 ND* 
148Areskine to Delafaye 24 Nov 1725 SRO RH2/4/321 f37i-2-, T2ay to- Delafaye 

26 Nov 1725 ibid. f379-80- 
149Areskine to Delafaye 16 Dec 1725 ibido f419-20; Areskine to Delafaye 21 

Dec 1725 and enclosures SRO RH2/4/322 f446-51; Areskine to Delafaye 28 Dec 1725 
and enCj03'UTC3 ibid, f464-9; Areskine to Delafaye 30 Dec 1725 ibid. f473--4- 
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considerable debate the Lords Justices decided to give a pardon to 

Bushell, the other officers,, and also all the ordinary soldiers 

in case an attempt was made against them. The form of the paxdoý 

barred any law officers of the Crown in Scotland from concurring 

in any future prosecutions on this matter. 
150 

The malt tax crisis highlighted many of the difficulties in 

governing Scotland in this period. Compounded by the political 

uncertainty and lack of direction from the top, many officials at 

all levels were reluctant to exert themselves: 

Few here in Authority dare exercise Their 
Power against the Compaonalty from which 151 remissness They never expect punishmefit. 

0 

Revenue officers in Glasgow and elsewhere fled whenever danger threatened, 

some even to Ehgland. 152 Forbes and Wade had difficulty in finding 

constables willing to arrest Glasgow rioters and some had to be 

seized from their beds and forced to do their duty, 153 Local 

justices often declined to take action against maltsters who refused 

to pay malt tax or those who caused disturbances. This problem was 

greatly aggravated by a delay at London in sending down new conunissions 

of peace, 
154 

which gave justices 
.a 

legal excuse for doing nothing. The 

150Delafaye to Areskine 11 Dec 1725 SRO RIM/4/321 f411-2. The pardon was 
signed on 30 Dec 1725 SRO RH2/4/322 f479-80* 

15'Fairfax to Newcastle 26 Jun 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 fl50* 

152 Ibid. 

153Forbes to Delafaye 20 Jul 1725 ibid. f234-7. See also Wade to 
Newcastle 8 TU 1725 ibid. f198-9. 

154New 
commissions had been drawn up to help with the recent Disarming Act: 

E. K. Carmichael, "Jacobitism in the Scottish Commission of the Peace 1707-601, 
SHR lviii, (1979) p. 63- Ilay had been actively involved in preparing the new 
lists but the Lord Chancellor delayed issuing them for technical, reasons: 
Newcastle to Townshend 1 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/ý18 f385-90- See also minutes 
of meeting of the Lowds Justices 1 Jul 1725 PRO SP 44/293. Eventually, under 
pressure from Newcastle, four were dispatched - Berwickshiret Lanarkshiret 
Haddingtonshire and Edinburgghshire: the rest followed later. See also Forbes 
to Delafaye 17 Jun 1725 MOP II pp. 243-4; Wade to Newcastle 24 Jun 1725 SRO 
RH2/4/ý17 f139-44; Forbes to Scrope 24 Jun 1725 MCP 11 pp. 245-7. 
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new Glasgow justices were not sworn in until mid july155 while in 

Aberdeenshire the sheriff clerk refused to accept the new commission 

for over a month so that "during all that time there has and will be 

no authority to put the Malt Tax law in execution". 
156 Many were 

157 158 reluctant to be sworn in and many who did remained inactive. 

What difficults us in the matter (wrote 
Forbes) is .... it has become very unpopular 
in the eyes of the Generality to accept of 
the office of Justice of peace, and if the 
whole should stand out in any Countie it will 
be difficult to put the Laws in Rxecution. 159 

As late as November Ilay complained that many Aberdeenshire justices 

were still trying to Iscreent offending maltsters. 
160 

1. 
Difficulties also arose between local magistrates and the 

military. The military was regarded as an extension of the civil 

power and was empowered to act only under direct instructions from 

magistrates. 
161 Officers were often reluctant to take vigorous action 

for fear of being arrested and even prosecuted. At Elgin, for 

example, a storehouse containing brandy and guarded by soldiers 

was attacked by a mob, Not having time to receive orders from the 

155Forbes to Scrope 12 Jul 1725 MCP II pp. 273-5- 

156 Ilay to Newcastle 31 Aug 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f375-6. Newcastle advised 
Townshend that the clerk should be removed: see Newcastle to Ilay 11 Sep 
1725 SRO RH2/4/319 f55-7; Middleton to Milton 27 Aug 1725 NLS SC 16Y532; 
Ilay to Newcastle 25 Sep 1725 SRO RH2/4/319 f118-21. He was later dismissed: 
Newcastle to Ilay 8 Oct 1725 SRO RH2/4/320 f189-95, The Duke of Atho14 
sheriff of Perthshire, threatened to suppress the new commission for 
that county: Ilay to Newcastle 9 Sep 1725 SRO RH2/4/319 f49-54. 

157See James Scott to Townshend 5 Aug 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f310-11- 

158 See customs commissioners to Treasury 20 Jul*1725 CTP (1720-8) p. 342. 

159Forbes to Sir John Shaw of Greenock 5 Jul 1725 MCP II pp. 253-5- 

16oIlay to Newcastld 6 Nov 1725 SRO RH2/4/321 f338i See also Middleton 
to Milton Sep 1725 NLS SC 16Y532. 

46 
161 See Wade to Newcastle 14 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f222-3- 

_-I 
;i. 
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magistrates the soldiers fired and one man was killed, Three of 

them were immediately imprisoned by the magistrates and were only 

released after Forbes had sent a strongly worded protest to the 

162 
magistrates. Bushell toop as we have seen, was threatened with 

prosecution and the government feared that "such vexatious suits might 

deter other soldiers from obeying their officers on like future emer- 

gencies"* 
163 

More generally the crisis illustrates that the vacuum in 

executive power in Scotland created by the abolition of the Scottish 

privy Council in 1708 had not been properly filled. Roxburghe was 

nominally Secretary of State until his dismissal in late August but 

was, in London and in any event, as we have seen, had been reduced to 

6 

little more than a cipher* Ilay too was in London while Lord Justice 

Clerk Cockburn asked leave to retire to Bath, 164_ 
and'until his departure 

in early'August did little but hinder government measures. 

I WiS4 (wrote Wade to Newcastle) that some 
people of power and interest who have an 
influjB5e over the minds of the people were 
here. 

It'was left to Duncan Forbes, newly appointed Lord Advocateg to seize 

the initiative* Forbes was' often very uncertain how to proceed and 

162 Provost and bailies of Elgin to Forbes 5 Jul 1725 MCP II pp. 263-4; 
Forbes to the provost and bailies of Elgin 10 Jul 1725 ibid. pp. 264-5; 
Wade to Newcastle 12 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f208-9 " ... you'll see 
how many difficulties soldiers labour under for doing their duty"; 
Forbes to Delafaye 27 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f274-5- 

163Delafaye to Townshend 10 Dec 1725 SRO RH2/4/322 f510-1- 

164 Cockburn. to Delafaye 8 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f189-90. Despite 
Forbes's objections (see Forbes to Scrope 24 Jul 1725 MCP II p. 288) the 
Lords Justices consented. The Lords Justices had previously reprimanded 
Roxburghe for Cockburn ts neglect in corresponding with them, (Lords Justices 
to Roxburghe 8 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f179) but with little result. See also 
Newcastle to Townshend 7 Jul 1725 PRO SP W69o 

165Wade to NewcastTe 1 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f158-69. 
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constantly turned to London for advice and direction and for approval 

of the steps he had taken. 166 The difficulty, as Delafaye on conveying 

to Forbes the Lords Justicest command to proceed "according to his 

own judgement and discretion" pointed out, was that 

the nature of ye service requires that your 
Lop should have such a discretionary power: 
for it is impossible at this Distance to give 
particular Directions that may reach Cases 
unforseen and suit Circumstances that vary 
every day; and who can guess what will be 
ye proceedings of people who seem to be out 
of. their very senses? 167 

In normal times four or five days delay in receiving instructions from 

London was not crucial but in times of crisis every hour was important. 

Ministers in London could merely exhort action, demand to be kept 

fully informed of events 
168 

and hope that someone in Scotland would take 

responsible control on the government's behalf. It was an extremely 

difficult situation for the government officers in Scotland: their 

power was uncertain, they were attacked by the opposition and their 

actions were-constantly open to criticism or misunderstanding at 

London. 
169 As we have seen, many simply opted out, and at times 

166A 
good example is Forbes to Delafaye 10 Aug 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f320-it 

where he regrets that the Lords Justices have not given him more specific 
directions, hopes nev6rtheless that such directions would still be sent, 
and that meantime the Lords Justices will put the best construction on 
his acts. 

167Delafaye to Forbes 7 Aug 1725 ibid. f312-3. See also Delafaye to 
Wade 6 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/317 f187-8; Forbes to Delafaye 29 Jul 1725 
SRO RH2/4/318 f276-7; Delafaye to Forbes 12 Aug 1725 ibid, f322-3. The 
problem was compounded by George being in Hanover: see Townshend to 
Newcastle 17 Aug 1725 Coxe, Walpole, II PP-444-7 "His majesty cannot take 
upon him at this distance, to suegest what measures shall be most proper 
and effectual-for obtaining these ends. Your grace and my brother Walpole 
are on the spot and are more distinctly informed of the working of this evil 
and what remedies are to be applied, " 

168For 
exarnple see Newcastle to Wade 22 Jul 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f260--l. 

169 For example see Porbes to Scrope 3 Aug 1726 MCP II pp-298-300: "I must 
own to you ... I am under Some apprehension that what I did [arresting the 
Glasgow magistrates] Las not been approved of by those whose opinions I have 
the Greatest Regard for". Forbes was right to be concerned for Ilay wrote 
to Milton "He f Walpole] and I are very much of the opinion Duncan had better 
have let the Ma-gistrates alone till he had advised with his friends here": 
27 Jul 1725 NL3 27C l6t531- 
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government almost crumbled through inaction. The need for someone 

with authority and political influence to take control in Scotland 

in times of trouble was olearly reoognised in London, henoe the 

insistence that Ilay himself go to Scotland. Even after the worst 

of the disturbances were over Newcastle urged Ilay to stay in 

Scotland a little longer as "the present quiet is chiefly owing to 

it 170 
your presence I while Delafaye believed 

His [Ilay] absence from Scotland would 
certainly be very prejudicial, for he seems 
singly to support His Majty's Authority and 
that of the Laws. 171 

Politically Roxburghe had considerable sympathy with the opposition 

to the malt tax, and, as Seoretary of State, he had done nothing to 

help the government. He "was counteracting all vie did", wrote Walpole 

to Townshend, "which at least put it in his power to render every thing 

ineffectual". 
172 "Such a behaviour in one in His Station'll complained 

Newcastle, "I humbly conceive is as wrong as the most open and declared 

opposition. *. 
J73 Roxburghe was also active in promoting the rumour, 

which he himself appears to have believed, that George, on his return 

from Hanover, would dismiss the present Ministry and bring in Pultney 

and his friends. 174 While Walpole had been prepared to allow Roxburghe 

to continue as a cipher, he obviously could not tolerate such conduct 

170Newcastle to Ilay 23 Oct 1725'SRO RF12/4/320 f244-5- 

17'Delafaye to Townshend 22 Oct 1725 SRO RH2/4/322 f499-500. Walpole was also 
warm in praise of Ilayts efforts: see Walpole to Townshend 3 SOP 1725 Coxe, 
Walpole 

ýj 
I, PP-467-8. 

172Walpole to Tovmshend 23 Aug 1725 postscript 25 Aug 1725 Coxe, jLaj22_1_ej. 
II PP-449-52. See also Walpole to Townshend 24 Aug 1725 ibid. PP-452-3; 
Walpole to Townshend 28 Aug 1725 ibid. PP-447-8- 

17-ýNewcastle to Townshend 6 Aug 1725 PRO SP 43169- See also Newcastle to 
Townshend 1 Jul 1725 ibid. 

If 174Plumb, Lln_lLaole: The Kii"lpls Minister, pp. 104. -5*t Ilay to S-tcuart 24 

Lp 
AuE; 1725 Coxeitl -aFo--ve P-345 and footnOtIP 109- 

. Lie Il PP-456-61; 
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175 
and Roxburghe was therefore dismissed on 23 August 1725, As 

part of his Policy to bring Sootland under more direct control from 

London Walpole decided not to replace Roxburghe and the office of 

Secretary of State was allowed to lapse. 176 The formal duties 

were to be handled by the two tBritishl Secretaries. 177 

Ilay was disappointed with the decision178 and other 

Argathelians initially expressed the old fears: "the King must 

give us a Soots Minister, otherways I fear our affairs must go to 

179 
sixes and sevens, 119 As Newcastle informed Wade, however, the 

decision not 

to have for the future a particular Secretary 
of State for Scotland ... 

[would] 
... take 

away one occasion of Contention for power in 
that Country, and disappoint those who have 
been chiefly concerned in fomenting the late 
Disturbances, of the hopes they might have 
formed to themselves of support there. As 
the King has by this step done all that was 
possible to make his Service easy in Scotland, 
one may hope Those who are employed in it, being 

I 

175Newcastle to Roxburghe 23 Aug 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f348--9; Walpole to 
Townshend 23 Aug 1725 Coxe, Walpole, II PP-449-52; Townshend to Roxburghe 
24 Aug 1725 Hanover PRO SP 

176Townshend to Newcastle 24 Aug 1725 Hanover PRO SP 43/6 ItHis Majesty 
took serio-usly into consideration what was represented by You and My Brother 
Walpole concerning the present state of affairs in Scotland, and among the 
measures to be used towards quelling the spirit of Disobedience there, His 
Majesty resolved to keep up no longer a separate and distinct Secretary of 
State in that part of the Kingdome ... and I am to let your Grace know that 
the King would have you take care of the affairs of Scotland.., ". Walpole 
had been considering this for some time: Riley, English Ministers. p. 284; 
Walpole to Townshend 10 Aug 1725 PRO SP 43169; Walpole to Townshend 24 Aug 
1725 Coxe, Walpole. II P-443. Compare also Newcastle to Townshend 6 Aug 

am therefore of opiniony that as long as there is a 1725 PRO SP 43 
Scottish Secretary there will be No Quiet in Scotland"* It is ironio that 
the Squadrone, which in Anne's reign had argued for 'closer Uniont with 
England and the abolition of a separate Scottish Secretary, now found this 
argument being used against them. 

177See Townshend to Newcastle 24 Aug 1725 PRO SP 43/6* 

178See Ilay to Newcastle 31 Aug 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f375-6-, Scrope to Forbes 
24 Aug 1725 MCP 11,321. 

179CO, John Middleton to Milton 25 Jan 1726 NLS sC 16,534. 
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now under no manner of Discouragement from 
hence, will exert their utmost skill and 
Diligence to bring the Affairs in those 
paxts into the quiet and hAppy Condition 
we all desire .. 

180 

Newcastle hoped Scotland would henceforth "be as much in His Yajtys 

181 
power almost as the least Corporation in England". 

Forbes, echoing the hopes of the Ministry, expressed his joy that 

Sootland was no longer to be governed by a 

District Ministry ... From henceforth we 
flatter ourselves all faction and contention 
betwixt his Majesties faithfull subjects in 
this country will cease, Your Grace's 
[Newcastle] Disinterestednessv will soon 
put an Ehd. to party views and projects. 182 

In theory, with the removal of the office of Secretary of State, 

the way was now open for direct control of Scottish patronage from 

London. Ministers were fully aware, however, of the need for someone 

180Newcastle to Wade 24 Aug 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f354-5. See also New- 
castle to Ilay 24 Aug 1725 ibid. f358-61 11 *.. as His Majepty has been 
graciously pleased to lay aside all Distinctions with relation to his 
people of Scotland, and to put his Affairs in that Country in such a 
method, that they may all have the same Access to Him and equal pretension 
to his Favour; I doubt not but in return they will all joyn with one 
heart to promote His Majestyts service, by showeing a due obedience to 
the Laws of the Land and a firm adherence to the King's person and 
Government" ; Newcastle to Townshend 25 Aug 1725 PRO SP 43/69 - "I dare 
almost venture to proihise, that this step which His Majesty has taken, will 
have such a universal good Effect that all parties in Scotland, without 
distinction, will be endeavouring to recommend themselves to the King's 
favour, and when they at once see what Behaviour they must observe, the 
Business of the Country, I am persuaded, will be attended with little 
difficulty *. * His Majesty's Intention as far as ever it is possible, 
to destroy any Distinction between England and Scotlanc; which, in my 
humble opinion, is the only way to bring the latter under a right 
Regulation". 

18'Newcastle to Townshend 1 Jul 1725 PRO SP 431699 

182Forbes to Newcastle 31 Aug 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f373-4: "... for some 
time at leasty we shall not be troubled by that nuisance, which we have 
so long complained of,. a Scots Secretaryv either at full length or in 
miniaturej if any one Scotsman has absolute power, we are in the same 
slavery as ever, whether that person be a fair man or a black man, a 
Peer or a Commoner, d foot or 5 foot high, and the dependened of the 
country will be on that man, and not on those that make him". 
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to manage Scotland on their behalf, for a person of influence 

to act "fox, us" in Scotland, 183 
particularly to supervise elections. 

Moreover, the history of Scotland since the Union had made it 

abundantly clear that, both to satisfy Scottish expectations and 

for the system to operate effectively, patronage and other government 

business had to flow through some clearly recognisable channel. There 
184 

was really only one choice, Ilay. The Campbell brothers, Argyll 

and Ilay, with their extensive lands and jurisdictions, particularly 

in the western Highlands, hadq at this time, by far the largest 

natural interest of any magnate family in Scotland. They also 

headed one of the major political interests groups in Scotland: withý 

the dismissal of Roxburghe, Walpole could hardly look to the Squadrone, 

Duke John, however, was too much of an old-style magnate, too much 

of a soldier in the field - authoritarian, demanding, self-assertive, 

impatient, hot-tempered, volatile, quite unwilling to act as subordinate 

to anyone for long - to undertake the task of managing Scotland for 

Walpole: 

The late D of A-les composition, (wrote Horatio 
Walpole) had a complication of passions, such as 
Avarice, Pride and Ambitiong He had no principles 
but what were inherent tQ these vices, was iM- 
patient of any rival,. *lb5 

His younger brother Aýchibaldj earl of Ilay, was in many ways the complete 

contrast. Unimpressive in appearance - short, slovenly dressed, walking 

with a limp and speaking in a high, grating voice he had been brought 

up in EhgIand and then educated as a lawyer in Scotland and Holland 

183See Newcastle to Townshend 25 Aug 1725 BM Add YISS 32,687 f145- 

184See Walpole to Ilay 26 Aug 1725 Coxe, Walpole, II PP-453-6; 
Delafaye to Townshend 22 Oct 1725 SRO RH2/4Z3027499ý-500e 

185Horatio Walpole 'to Pelham 13 Aug 1746 NUL NEC 88. For a comparison of 
the two brothers seeiLady Louisa Stuart: Selections from her Manuscripts ed. 
J. Horne, (Edinburgh, 1889)t PP-13-ý4- 
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and he possessed the precise and incisive, if unimaginative, mind 

of that profession. More importanty he had the necessary qualities 

to master the intricacies of eighteenth century political management: 

he was tolerant, flexible, organised, artful, 'devious, ingratiating 

without being obsequious, and had a quick understanding and sure 

grasp of the complexities of patronage. Above all he had an 

unquestioning love of the political system for its own sake. He 

often compared politics with his favourite diversion, whist: 

In short alls A game and Itl play the 
cards: selon le jeu, quelq fois on gagne 
and [sic. ] quelq fois on perd; in the 
main, ood cards never lose at the long 
:r _4 000 

18.6 

It is enough 
(he once wrote to Bute, ) 

that we can maintain an interest with both 
sides without giving up anything we must and 
ought to maintain, and if I can save myself 
or my friends by being thought a Mahometan 
by a Turk, 11.1 never decline it. 187 

0 

Ilay was neither a skilful court politician nor a powerful P. arliamentar7 

figure: his ability was to lie in being able to manipulate and cajole 

the bulk of the Scottish Whigs behind the administration of the day and, 

because he was prepared to overlook the Jacobite sympathies of many Soots, 

especially'in the north, and do business with them, to neutralise or even 

reconcile for much of the time large elements of the Scottish political 

nation who were hostile to the Whig interest. To maximise his full 

186 Ilay to Fle . tcher 6 Feb 1724 NLS SO 16,529. 'See also Ilay to Bute 
1716 HMC Bute V, 618 "Thus Politics is a continuall petty war and 
game, and as at all other gamesv we will sometimes win and sometimes 
loose, and he that plays best and has the best stock has the best chance". 

187 Ilay to Bute 1716 HMC Laing 11,188-9. 

14 
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potentialýjlay required the support and cooperation of the Ministry, 

and for the bulk of patronage in Scotland to be placed at his - 

disposal. In return he could aspire to offer the Ministry a solid 

bloc of support in Parliament and a solution to the difficult 

problem of controlling Scotland In short, Ilay was prepared to 

manage Scotland on Walpole's behalf. Thus while Argyll remained 

the nominal head of the Argathelians, 

from this period Lord Ilay became the person 
in whom Walpole implicitly confided for the 
management of the Scottish affairsp which he 
conducted with great ability and prudence, 
and with so much real authoriýgj that he was 
called the king of Scotland. 1 

It seems likely that Walpole did not fully appreoiate the 

implications for his policy towards Scotland of Roxburghe's dismissal 

and the decision to manage Scotland through Ilay. His aim remained 

0 

"to keep the two partys in Scotland, that he may the better balance one 

with the other 
J89 

and there was no wholesale purge of Squadr'one 

supporters from office following Roxburghets dismissal* Indeed many, 

such as Montrose, continued to enjoy their posts for several years 

and Walpole specifically instructed Ilay not to precipitate too many 

changes and "to do justice to all who are willing to suPPOrt the king 

and his governmentll, 
190 Nevertheless, the malt tax affair, and in 

particular the conduct of Dundas and Roxburghe, had forced Walpole 

to go further than was desirable in weakening the Squadronee With 

the removal of their most powerful rivals there was little to counter- 

balance the Argathelians in Scotland, 191 

188Coxel Walpole, I pp. 234-5. 

Moreover people in Scotland 

189 Wodrow, Analecta III, p. 184 Feb 1725- 

190 Walpole to Ilay 26 Aug 1725 Coxe, Edpole, ! I, -PP-453-6. 

191 Simpson, tWho Steered the Gravy Train' in Scotland in the Ape o 
ImDrovement, ed. Phillipson 'tad Mitchison, PP, 5. P557-- 
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I. 
quickly came to recognise that Ilay was Secretary in all but name. 

I did myself the honour towaite on the 
Great Man [Ilay] at Edinburgh ... he has 
all the airs of a Secretary. Every third 
word is Sir RW with whom he corresponds every 
post. The Duke of N[ewcas]tle and the former 
are to treat every body here according as he 
shall inform them as to their behaviour in the 
present juncture. 192 

The office itself was not impoitant and Ilay quickly realised that he 

could operate 
I 
more flexibly without it. 193 

It should be stressed that Walpole did not intend to hand control 

of Scotland over to Ilay and it was made quite plain to him that the 

trust placed in him was to be exercised under central control. 
194 

Walpole intended dealing with Ilay personally and directly and advised 

him not to neglect writing to Newcastle but "your more private 

sentiments you may communicate to me". 
195 He was also prepared to 

hint to Ilay that steps would be taken to "strengthen your hands in 

affairs of consequence". 
196 Perhaps because of this he felt it 

necessary to. assuage the fears of his ministerial colleagues: 

I think 
(he wrote to Townshend) 

I can answer for him [Ilay], he will not be 
unreasonable in his demandsl or give the King 
or his servants any uneasiness by proposing 
unnecessary changes, or aiming to ingross the 
whole power of Scotland into his own hands. 
These matters have already been so fully 
explained betwixt him and me, that I think we 197 
need be under no apprehension upon that account* 

192James Lord Torphicen to Marchmont 21 Sep 1725 HMC Polwarth V P3. 

193Simpson, tWho Steered the Gravy Train', in Scotlandin the Apo of 

-Tmprovement,, ed. Phillipson and Mitchison, _p.. 66. 

19.4Riley, "The Structure of Scottish Politics and the Union of 1707', in 
The Union of 1ZOZ: Tts Tmpact on Scotland, ed. Rae, p. 24- 

I, I 195Walpole to Ilay 26 Aug 1725 Coxe, Wal2ole, 11 PP-453-6. 

196 Ibid. 
197Walpole to Townshend 3 Sep 1725 Coxel Walm 11 pp-467-8. 
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Newcastle, who throughout his long career was to regard Ilay with 

suspicion and jealousy, also viewed the situation with some concern: 

It is material at this ýuncturej I am 
sure (he told Townshend I that Every 
Preferment should go in that Channel 
[Argathelians], where alone his Majesties 
Government has ye best support and assis- 
tance in Scotland. This is a melancholy 
truth but a most certain one. 198 

In short? Ilay's role, like Mar before him, was envisaged as 

primarily advisory. Unlike Mar, however, Ilay had both considerable 

territorial influence and was the leader df a major political interest. 

Nor did Walpole fully appreciate the pride and greed of the Campbells. 
199 

Attempts at control from London were to prove insufficient to bri le 

the ambitions of Ilay in Scotland. While technically Ilay did not 

dispense patronage but asked for it, 200 in reality the position was 

more complicated. The Ministry was faced with the old dilemma: 

to control Scotland it was necess ary to have someone who could 

manage the country and control elections but in order for him to do 

this satisfactorily it was necessary to allow him to build up his 

position to the extent where he became able to exert pressure on the 

Ministry. The majority of vacant posts in Scotland thus came to be 

filled on Ilay's recommendation and the decade following Roxburgbets 

dismissal saw the slow draining away of patronage powers to him. 
201 

As it became apparent that the Argathelians were in favOury Ilay 

19'Newcastle to Townshcnd 29 Jul 1725 PRO SP 43/69- See also N(I. Wca,. itle 
to Townshend 15 Oct 1725 PRO SP 43/71. 

199roorgruson, 1689 tc) 
_1,, 

ho' Prosont, P. 143. 

20OPlumb, Politica Stability, P. 181. 

201 
Simpoon, tWho Steered the Gravy Traint, in Scol; lnnd in tho Arýo of 

ZMrovcment, od. Millipson and Mitchison, PP-53-ý5-- 
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attracted an increasing support beyond his own personal interest. 

The Argathelians consolidated their position at local level. and in 

the central administration, rapidly overwhelmed their Squadrone 

rivals and established a supremacy in Scotland unmatched even by 

Queensberry's Court party. As a resu. 1t of Argathelian dominance 

in Scotland and their strength as a Paxliamentary bloc, Ilay was 

able to bargain with Walpole for more places and rewards in return 

-for continued support. Walpole's Parliamentary position was rarely 

sufficiently secure that he could afford to ignore completely 

Argathelian pressures. Walpole, in applying to Scotland his 

policy of eliminating all rivals, ignored the need for a balance 

of forces in Scotland which ultimately resulted both in the 

entrenchment, of Argathelian power and in the growth of a Scottish 

opposition which was finally to play a considerable part in his 

dowrifall. 

Yet while it is easy to criiicise Walpole, it is difficult to 

see what else he could have donev particularly given his overriding 

aim of simply keeping Scotland quiet. One way or another the 

Argathelian influence had to be coped with: better harnessing it to 

the side of the Ministry than haying it in constant opposition. And 

while Walpole never achieved his original plan of controlling Scotland 

from Londonp Ilay served him wellp keeping Scotland quiet and anenable 

for most of Walpolets term of office and providing at successive 

elections a solid phalanx of members who would support the yinistry. 

Previous attempts to govern Scotland without a Secretary had hot 

been entirely Sucec" nsfull P, Lrtlyt as Newcastle, upon whom in the frequent 

absences of Townshend abroad with the King the main burden would fall, 

recognised because English Ministers were "unacquainted with the Laws 

and mothodr, of procoodine in Your Countryll. 202 Few Diglishmen 

202Newcastlc to Forbes 24 Aug 1725 sRo l: ffI2/4/318 f356-7- Forbes promised 
to explain to Newcastle any difficulties that arose f1from the particularity of 
the Laws, and Constitution here" Forbes to Newcastle 31 Aug 1725 ibid. f373-4. 
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and certainly no Ministers ever went to Scotland and therefore had 

very little conception of conditions there. The information they 

received from Scotlan4 both formal and informa4 and the channels 

through which it passed was thus a critical factor in determining 

their attitudes* Since the Union it had 'been the duty of the 

principal officers in Scotland to write regularly to London: more 

often than not the task had been neglected. Considerable effort 

was therefore devoted to setting up a more comprehensive system 

of correspondence from Scotland. In paxticular Forbes was 

ordered to enquire into the Signet Offioe 203 
with a view to 

reviving it as a major channel of communication. Forbes 

reported that part of the duties of the deputy keeper was 

to dispatch to London, and receive from 
it, the Secretary's Packett commonly called 
the black Box, in which all public dis- 
patches, warrants etc. are contained. 204 

Thomas Pringle, the deputy keepe: rý appointed by Roxburghe, was dismissed 

and the office, given, on Ilay's recommendation, to Reanold Campbell . 
205 

Campbell was ordered to keep a regular correspondence with Charles 

Delafayej 
206 Secretary to both Newcastle and the Lords Justices which 

he did until his death the following year. Ilay himself was in- 

structed to remain in Scotland once the Glasgow trials wore over and 

set up a correspondence network. 

203 Delafaye to Forbes 24 Aug 1725 CP PP-93'ý-4- With Roxburghe's 
dismissal Newcastle and Townshend became Principal Keepers of the Signet. - 
SRO RH2/4/4101 4 16 SOP 1725- 

204Forboo tO DolafaYo 31 Aug 1725 SRO R112/4/318 f 363-9* 
205See Ilay to Walpole 27 Aup 1725 Coxe, Walpole, II PP-462-4; Ilay to 

Newcastle 9 SOP 1725 SRO R112/019'f49-50; Newcastle to IlaY 18 SOP 1725 
ibid. f94-5; commission 18 SOP 1725 SRO RI12/4/318, f377--8. 

206 Newcastle to Ilay 18 ScP 1725 SRO RH2/4/319 f94. 
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I must ... desire your Lop (wrote Newcastle) 
to consider into whose hands it would be 
proper to put the correspondence of Scotland, 
should the Lord Advocatels ill state of health 
render him incapable of it, and even should 
it not? as his Lop will be obliged to attend 
the Parliamt here, I must beg you will in that 
Case think what is proper to be done, and when 
We have settled these Matters, nobody will be 207 
more glad to see your Lop here than my selfe. 

Ilay therefore set abo-at 

preparing proper methods for having accounts 
sent to Edinbg from all parts of Scotland of 
everything-that occurs. 

In the absence of Lord Advocate Forbes, Solicitor General 

Areskine was to send accounts of all matters in his province: 

In my opinion he is in some respects the most 
useful servant that the Crown has here 
the Correspondence from Mr Reanold Campbell may 
appear at first mentioning it of little moment, 
but as I have prepared it, I make no doubt but 
it will be to Your Gracets Satisfaction: As for 
Mr Campbell he is only A mere lawyer and usefull 
in the formal part of the office, but he maintains 
out of it privately one Baily Lindsay One of the 
Magistrates of Edinburgh who is A half pay Officer 
A good schollar, and who knows the World very well; 
this Mr Lindsay will Assist Mr Campbell in his 
letters and constantly attend him for that purpose; 
if anything of consequence should occur, Ld Milton 

(Mr Fletcher) on whom in all respects I could depend 
more than on any, person in this Country, will 
direct and assist Mr. Campbell, and in all cases 
where Ld Milton shall think that Ld Crange can be 
useful, and where its proper, he will meet with 
him and hear his opinion. The present Ld Provost 
of Edenburg [Goorge. Drummond] happens to be the 
person who at the latter end of the late Queens 
Reign was active in A private Society then formed 
for getting intelligencg from all parts of the 
Country for the use of the friends to the present 
Goverment. Upon the Queens death the Lords Justices 
did him the honour to employ him. He will now be 
very proud of letting your Grace know everyýhing 
that happens, and if he can be any ways usefull I am 
sure he will be faithful dilligogt and laborious in 
obeying Your Graces commands". 

207Newcastle to Ilay 23 Oct 1725 SRO RH2/4/320 f244-5. See aloo 
Newcastle to Ilay 28 Oct 1725 SRO RH2/4/321 f321-5- 

, 
208Ilay to Newcastle 28 Oct 1725 SRO RH2/4/321 f 306---8- Arrangements 

were also made for the safer delivery of public letters between Fklinburgh and 
Londcn: see R Campbcll to Delafaye, 16 Oct 1725 sRo R112/4/320 f220-1. Ilay wao 
then allowed to return to London: Newcastle to Ilay 4 Nov 1725 SRO IUI-"/4/-'i2l 
f 332-3. 
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Even Newcastle for once was happy: 

the Disposition that has been made by Lord 
Ilay for settling the Correspondence with 
Scotland is very judicious, and, in my 
opinion will intirely answer the End 
proposed. 209 

Forbes? Areskine, Milton, Grange, Drummond and Reanold Campbell - 

these were the men, chosen by Ilay, to whom -the vital communication link 

with London was to be entrusted. All at this stage were staunch 

Argathelians. Despite their hopes of preserving a balance between 

-the political groups in Scotland, Ministeis had put the main channel 

of information and hence advice on patronage matterst firmly in the 

hands of Ilay and his supporters. 

The new system Of formal correspondence with London started well 

but soon began to fall off. Deputy Keeper Rcanold Campbell wrote to 

Dolafaye about once a week until his death in August 1726t but his 

successor let the correspondence lapse. Forbestoo initially wrote 

once a week when he was in Edinburgh 210 but his correspondence began 

to decline by 1729. With Scotland once again relatively quiet the old 

lethargy returned. For their part Ministers were too busy with other 

matters to insist that such regular official correspondence was 

maintained. The really important channel of communication was not the 

formal one between government servants in Edinburgh and the Ministers in 

London but the informal ones between Milton and Ilay and Ilay and Walpole. 

209Newcastle to Townshend 5 Nov 1725 PRO SP 43/72. 

210 "1 intend to give you the Trouble of a Letter Regularly once each 
week, whether anything, matterial fall out or no" Forbes to Dclafnye 
21 Jun 1726 SRO IZI12/4/323 f174-5- On his return from the llifrhlando to 
Minburgh on 29 Or't 1726 he wrote to Delafaye "I return -to my foxvior 
practice of letting you hear weekly from me; which I ta3ce to be my 
duty, because it was my Lord Duke of Newcastlets co=and" SRO PJI2/4-/324 
f27MO. 
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CHAPTER TEN: THE CONSOLTDATION OF ARGATHELTAN POWER 

From 1725 to 1741 Ilay successfully managed Scotland on Walpole's 

behalf and although he was never one of Walpolets small inner Cabinet 

(Newcastle, Townshend, Hardwicke, Pelham) he was called on to give 

advice on Scottish matters whenever occasion arose. During that 

period the majority of vacant posts in Scotland were filled on 

Ilayts recommendation and the Argathelians steadily consolidated 

their position within the judiciary and administration. Ilay, 

with the particular help of Milton7 also extended his electoral 

influence in many constituencies, enabling him to provide a solid 

phalanx of members prepared to support the Ministry in Parliament. 

Although an attempt was made by the remnants of the Squadrone and 

others excluded from a share of power to challenge his increasing 

domination of Scotland by mounting a strong opposition at the 1734 

general election, and in particul-ar at the representative peers 

election, it was unsuccessful and Ilay emerged stronger than ever, 

with the opposition for a time demoralised and in complete disarray. 

For his part Walpole was prepared to leave Scotland largely in Ilay's hands 

and did not 'attempt to assert the authority of the central government 

until 1737, following the Porteous Riots, The Ministry's punitive 

reaction to the Porteous affair temporarily united most Scots 

against it, weakened Ilay's prestige in Scotland, led to the defection 

of Argyll and gave new heart to the opposition. Thereafter, the 

growing opposition to Walpole in the late 1730s was mirrored by a renewed 

challenge to Ilay in Scotland. With the defection of Argyll to the 

opposition the Argathelians entered the 1741 election divided and 

weakened and the results from Scotland played no small part in Walpole's 

fall. At bottom Ilay owed his position as Scottish manager to his 
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links with Walpole and with the partial triumph of the opposition 

led IDY Pulkiney and Carteret and the appointment of their ally 

Tweeddale as Secretary of State for Scotland, Ilay's role was 

temporarily eclipsed. 

By the end Of 1725 the oPposition to the malt tax had largely 

petered out 
1 

although Dundas attempted to keep the discontent active 

by organising a petition in Midlothian 2 
and there was a brief stir 

in Parliament during the de. bates on compensation for Daniel 

Campbell. 3 Any remaining opposition was finally stilled by the 

Ministryts acceptance of the detailed proposals worked out during 

1726 by the Convention of Royal Burghs, under their president George 

Drummondq for the application of the malt tax surpluses over 920,000 

and various other sums allocated by acts of Parliament to encourage 

trade and manufactures in Scotlandj4 which led to the setting up of 
I 

the Board of Trustees in 1727- 5 Argathelians were at first susýicious 

of the scheme, seeing it as a means of continuing opposition to the 

malt tax, 
6 

but they quickly realised it would increase the government's 

7 
popularity in Scotland. In the end only Dundas and one or two 

'For 
example see R. Campbell to Delafaye 30 Nov 1725 SRO RH2/4/321 f 388-9 

and 28 Dec 1725 SRO RH2/4/322 f470; Areskin. o to Delafaye 4 Jan 1726 SRO 
RH2/4/323 f6-7#p 

2 See above P., 346; also Scrope to excise commissioners-'30 Dee 1725 SRO NBB 
R112/4/435Y 5* 

'3Areskine to Delafaye 13 Jan 1726 SRO R112/4/323 fl6-7* 

4por details of Convention's initial proposals see enclosure with R. Campbell 
to Delafaye 22 Feb 1726 SRO R112/4/323 f69-72. For royal instructions to pursue 
the scheme see George I to Royal Burghs 7 Jun 1726 SRO R112/4/410,70, Drummond 
to Newcastle 7 Jul 1726 SRO RI12/4/324 f190-1 and 6 Dec 17ý6 ibid f315-6. For 
final proposals see "Plan by Convention of Royal Burghs" 9 Nov 1726 ibid f317-28 

5See 
above PP-114-6. 

I% 

6For 
examPle see Areskine to Delafaye 12 Feb 1726 SRO RH2/4/323 f65-6; 

Campbell to Delafaye 22 Feb 1726 ibid. f67-8. 
7See 

Ilay to 
, 
Newcastle 24 SeP 1726 SRO RH2/4/324 f262-3; Forbes to DelafaYc 

7 Jul 1726 ibid. f186-7- 
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others dissented from the proposals. 

Once the major disturbances of 1725 were over, the Ministry 

issued instructions that full lists of all offices and officers 

in Scotland were to be drawn up in order to keep a firm control 

on the disposal of jobs. 9 For his part, while keen to purge as 

many of his rivals as possible, 
10 Ilay was careful not to push 

matters too hard and constantly stressed his concern to have only 

people of ability appointed for his yajestyts service. 
11 He 

forbade Daniel Campbell from interfering viith one office "lest 

the little changes here should savour more of resentment than 

carrying of the business of the government, 112 and he promised not to 

be too partial to the name of Campbell when recommending persons 

for places. 
13 

Nevertheless, Milton was receiving a growing stream 

of requests for jobs, pensions and favours which he sifted and 

passed on to Ilay in London who in turn assiduously made recommendations 

to Ministers whenever a va cancy arose. 
14 Pursuing such requests 

involved Ilay in a considerable amount of work and application: 

8 
See Ilay to Newcastle 3 Nov 1726 ibid. f201-2; Forbes to Newcastle 6 Doc 

1726 ibid. f313-4; Drummond to Newcastle 6 Dec 1726 ibid. f315-6. 

9Campbell 
worked on these lists until his death: see Campbell to Delafaye 

24 MaY 1726 SRO RH2/4/323 f162-3- 

10 See Ilay to Newcastle 31 Aug 1725 SRO RH2/4/318 f375-6. 

11 See Ilay to Newcastle 16 Sep*1725 SRO RH2/4/319 f84-7; Ilay to Newcastle 
5 Oct 1725 SRO RH2/4/320 f183-4- 

12 Ilay to Nowcastle 5 Oct 1725 SRO RH2/4/319 f183-4- 
13See Ilay to Walpole 27 Aug 1725 Coxe, Walpolo, II PP-462-4; Walpole to 

01- Townchend 3 SOP 17'5 ibid. PP-467-8; Newcastle -to Townuhend 3 SOP 1725 
BM Add M, B32,687 f153- 

14See 
Ilay to Newcastle 9 Sep 1725 SRO RH2/4/319 f49-50,16 Sep 1725 

ibid. f84-7 and 21 SOP 1725 ibid. flOO-1; Newcastle to Ilay 30 SOP 1725 ibid. 
f142-3; Ila. Y to M-1-1-ton P9 Don 1726 NU)' , -)C 16033 and NT, S SC-1-6033-4 pascill, 
for correspondence between Ilay and Milton 1'126. Ilay made a particular effort 
to cultivate the Dalrymples and the earl of Stair who normally steered clear 
of attachment to anY interest but their own: see Ilay to Milton 29 Nov 1726 
XLs sc 16,533 "1 have Pushed it [a vacant Pont] so as to be in tho highest 
favour with the fmily.... " Also Ilay to Milton 29 Nov 1726 and 21 Doc 1726 
NLS SC 16033- 
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when People speak to You about any thing 
to be done here of any kind I pray [you] 
endeavour to convince them that things 
never go on here in haste and must take 
time. I mention this because I get 
letters from different folks every poQ-t 
not only asking favours but as it were 
setting A time too for the accomplishment 
of their desires. 15 - 

Even at this stage the bulk of vacant posts were filled on Ilay's 

recommendation: 

I find nothing difficult when I catch 
the great folks at leisure for our 
sublimary [sic. ] matters. 16 

Among others he secured the appointment of Sir Gilbert Eliot (Lord 

Minto), 
17 

and Patrick Campbell (Lord Monzie )18 to the bench, of Milton 

as a Lord of Justiciary on Pencaitland's demission, 19 
and on Reanold 

Campbellts death in September 1726 of Alexander McMillan as deputy 

keeper of the Signet- 20 Ilay himself was rewarded in December 

1726 when E1,000 was transferred from his salary as Keeper of the 

I Privy Seal a post held during pleasuret to his salary as Lord 

21 
Justice General which was held for life. 

On the electoral front Ilay worked hard to ensure a favourable 

151lay to Milton 4 Jan 1726 NLS SC 16033. See also Ilay to Milton 
15 Jan 1726,12 Feb 1726,10 Mar 1726 all ibid. 

16 Ilay to Milton 18 Aug 1726 NLS So 16,533. Also Ilay to Milton 12 
Mar 1726 and 24 Jun 1726 ibid. 

1729 Apr 1726 SRO RH2/4/410,14; 
18 31 MaY 1727 SRO RH2/4/410,45. 
1910 Aug 1726 SRO RH2/4/410,32. See also Ilay to Milton 13 Aug 1726 

NLS SO 16,533. 
20 13 Sop 1726 SPO PTIP. /4/410,35- See Alex Crampboll (non) to Dolafaye 

1 Sep 1726 SRO R112/4/324o f236-7.; Delafaye to Alex McMillan 6 Sep 1726 ibid. 
f240-3. McMillan seems to have boon a Protegee of Daniel Canpbell: see 
Ilay to Dolafaye 21 Jun 1729 SRO RH2/4/-328, f257-8- 

21 30 Doc 1726 SRO NBD PT12/4/436,230. Ministers wore nnxious not I. o 
innroano tho ovorall nornt or Lho Srottish nivii lini, Tho introand n1no 
emphasised the pre-eminence of the Lord Justice General over the other 
Scottish judges. 
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outcome at the 1725 Edinburgh magistratest elections. 
22 

Despite 

the recent stand by the Argathelian magistrates against the brewers 

and a concerted attempt by Squadrone supporters to "overturn the 

present magistrates and all their interest", 
23 Ilay was successful, 

George Drummond was elected Lord Provost and "all the rest are such 

as I wish". 
24 The following year both he and Milton were active 

in promoting Argathelian interests at local magistrates' elections 

with considerable success. 
25 In April 1726 Ilay took particular 

care to ensure the return of the Argathellaz candidate? Mungo 

Haldane, at a bye-election in Perthshire despite determined Squadrone 

opposition led by Athol and Montrose. 26 Anxious to demonstrate his 

indispensability to the Ministry, Ilay instructed Milton and Areskine 

to push as many Soots members as possible up for the opening of the 

1726 and 1727 sessions of Parliament, although he was 

unwilling to write'formal letters to some of 
them because I have formerly had experience of 27 their raising their demands upon that account. 

The death of George I in June precipitated an unexpected general 

election, held in September, 'the first since walpole's rise to power. 

22 See Ilay to Newcastle 2 Sep 1725 SRO RH2/4/319 f23-4 and 16 Sep 1725 
ibid. f84-7; Delafaye to Townshend 24 Sep 1725 SRO RH2/4/322 f495-6. 

23 Ilay to Newcastle 16 Sep 1725 SRO RH2/4/319 f84-7. 

241lay to Newcastle 5 Oct 1725 SRO RH2/4/320 f183-4- See also Drummond 
to Newcastle 7 Oct 1725 ibid. flO-8. 

25For 
example see Forbes to Milton 30 Sep 1726 NLS SC 16,534; John 

Campbell to Milton 10 Oct 1726 NLS SC 16,533; Archibald Campbell to Milton 
11 Jul 1726 ibid. Drummond was re-elected in Edinburgh without difficulty: 
Ilay to Newcastle 8 Oct 1726 SRO RH2/4/324, f271-2; Drummond to Newcastle 
18 Oct 1726 ibid. f277-8. 

26 "1 shall write to all I find can do any good, in the mean timo let ev(-. rY 
thing that can be done for his [Ilaldanots] support" Ilay to Milton 12 Mar 
1726 NLS SC 16,533. See also William Steuart to Milton 5 Apr 1726 and 28 Apr 
1726 NLS SC 16,534; Patrick Grant to Milton 8 Apr 1726 ibid. 

27William. Steuart to Milton 21 Dec 1725 NLS SC 16,532; Ilay to mil_ton 21 Dec 
1726 NLS SC 16,533; Steuart to Milton 17 Dec 1726 NLS SC 16P534- 
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Walpole had quickly established himself with the new sovereign 
2A 

and was anxious to ensure the return of as many government supporters 

as possible to consolidate his position at Westminster. He looked 

to Ilay to coordinate the eloctions in Scotland in the goverment 

interest 
29 

and the 1727 general election was Ilayts first real test 

as Walpole's Scottish manager. Preparations for the elections 

began immediately. 30 

With the emergence of a stable Ministry under Walpole, Westminster 

politics had begun to align more clearly oh a court-country basis and 

this was mirrored in Scotland. The dismissal of Roxburghe demoralised 

the already weakened Squadrone and although individual Squadrone figures 

struggled on, in many respects the old Squadrone was at an end. 

Henceforth, although the name was still used, it increasingly became 

the nucleus of a wider but more diffuse 'countryt opposition, embracing 

those who felt excluded from the Argathelian hegemony. Until stirred 

into activity in the early 1730s by the growing opposition to Walpole 

at Westminster, the excise scheme of 1733 and the general election of 

the following year, the opposition to Ilay in Scotland was weak and 

rarely organised: at best it fought Argathelian interests in particular 

constituencies or over particular vacancies. There was therefore 

28 I'Sr Robert this day resumed his publick levies as usual to the great 
mortiýication of those who thought his game over" Ilay to Milton 27 Jun 1727 
NLS SC 16,535- See also Owen, Kiý, hteenth Centu=, p. 28; Plumb, Walpole: The 
King'sMinister pp. 164-70. 

29 For example see John Drummond to Milton 11 Jul 1727 NLS SC l6t536: "I 
had this day a very kinde answer from the Duke of Argyll and Baron Scroop 
brought me from Sir R Walpole that he wished me well and would speak to Ld 
Ilay who would have the management of those affairs". Argyll remained in 
London (see Ilay to Milton 10 Aug 1727 NLS SC 16,535) and confined his interest 
largely to constituencies which came under his own direct influence. 

30See Forbes to Newcastle 29 Jul 1727 SRO RH2/4/325 f130-1.9 
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little coordinated attempt made to oppose the Argathelians and the 

government interest at the 1727 general election. The Jacobites 

and Tories too were at a low ebb. 
32 With Ilay in London until Augustt 

Milton played the leading role, aided by Charles Areskine and Grange, 
33 

in coordinating -the electoral effort and promoting Argathelian 

candidates in various constituencies. 
34 As Ilay's secretary, William 

Steuar-b, informed Milton: 

Vis allmost impossible at this distance to 
fix in many cases who should stand and be 
supported it being necessary'in order to do 
That to know the disposition of the several 
counties. You are better able to judge of 
that and we doubt not encourage the likeliest 
to succeed, to whom others of our friends must 
be begged to submitt for the good of the common 
cause and to guard against a foe... 35 

36 37 Money was spent and jobs promised to persuade local interests to 

31 Nationally the opposition, which had not been expecting an election 
till 1729, was also unprepared: Plumb, Wal. ýole: The Kinýls Ministery P-176. 

32 Forbes to Newcastle 29 Jul 1727 SRO RH2/4/325 f130-1. 

33 See Ilay to Milton 27 Jun 1727 NLS SO l6t535- 

34For 
examples see John Sinclair of Muckle to Milton 22 Aug 1727 (Caithness) 

NLS SO 16,537; Alex Abercrombie to Milton 14 Aug 17271 1 Sep 1727,2 Sep 1727 
(Aberdeen burghs), NLS SO 161535; Alex Brodie to Milton 5 Jul 1727,7 Jul 1727, 
14 Jul 1727 (Elgin burghs and Elginshire) ibid; and NLS SO 16,535-7 passim. 

35William Steuart to Milton 15 Jun 1727 NLS SO 16,537- See also Ilay to 
Milton 29 Jun 1727 NLS SO 16,535- - 

36For 
example in Aberdeen burghs: see Robert Middleton (brother of John 

Middleton elected MP) to Milton 11 Sep 1727 NLS SC 16,537 "1 am engaged 
joyntly, with Allardyce for five hundred and odd pounds ... there was not 
the least shadow of succeeding without it..,, "; William Steuart to Milton 
19 Aug 1727 ibid. "we are doubtful of Middletonts chazýcesj money must be 
spent". For other examples see Walter Keith to Milton 7 Sep 1727 ibid.; 
Alex Leslie to Milton 5 Sep 1727 ibid., 

37FOr 
ex=ple in Cromartyshire where the controlling interest the earl 

of CrombLýy was promised a 9400 P. a. pension: Sedgwick, House of Commons, 19 
PP-383-4- In fact the Ministry, did-not keep its promise and the thir(I 
earl was to join the opposition in the 1734 election: see Sir William 
Gordon to Cromarty (son) 2 Aup, 1733 HMC Polwarth V PP-54-6; Cromarty to 
Gordon 7-Aug 1733 ibid. PP-56-7- 
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support Argathelian candidates. 
38 Robert Dundas, by now allied with 

PuljgAey in opposition to Walpole, 39 
worked hard to combat Argathelian 

interests 
40 but Ilay was confident of success: 

I am very sure the Sq: have no manner of 
reason to hope for better times than the 
late which were disagreeable to them. 41 

In the event the elections in Scotland went extremely well 

for the government and were a personal triumph for Ilay. 

The peer has acquired great credit for his 
conduct in the Elections. 42 

39 of the 45 members returned can be classed as government supporters, 

of whom about 14 were staunch Argatheliansg either having close 

personal links with the Argyll family or owing their election to 

the influence of Argyll or Ilay. 43 These included Solicitor General 

38Forbes, however, complained that Ilay's preparations were inadequate: 
f1this I am sure of, that for the want of proper advice and direction, matters 
are likely to go at sixes and sevens... The case is pretty much the same 
over almost the whole country, and if the director of these matters do not act 
with some greater vigour than he doest chance and not forecast will return your 
Parliament from hence" Forbes to Scrope 29 Jul 1727 MCP III pp. 25-6 and 
Menary, Forbesq pp. 80-1. 

391Jay to Milton 29 Jun 1727 NLS SC 16Y535- 
40For 

example see Alex Brodie to Milton 14 Jul 1727 ibid.: he "has wrote 
to all his friends to put all Irons to work in this country" (Elginshire). 

41ilay to Milton 6 Jul 1727 ibid. 

42 John Middleton toýMilton 8 Oct 1727 NLS SC 16P537* 
43 Analysed from details in Sedgwick, House of Commons: 

Cov. supps. Argaths. Opp. Whig 
I 

Squad. I Ind. Whig Sitting 
member 

Contests 

Counties 18 6 3 2 1 15 8 

burghs 7 8 0 0 0 11 1 

Total 25 14 2 1 26 

39 
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Charles Areskine (Dumfries-shire), John Campbell of Mamore 44 

(Dunbartonshire), John Middleton (Aberdeen burghs)145 William 

Steuart, 'Ilay's secretary (Ayr burghs), Henry Cunningham, one of 

Ilay's leading burghmongers, (Stirlingshire)46 
I 

and John Campbell 

(Edinburgh). 47 Campbell's brother, Daniel, however, lost the 

election in Glasgow burghs where he had-incurred the enmity of 

both the merchants by his exposure of the tobacco frauds and the 

Glasgow town council for his part in the malt tax affair. 
48 He 

was later, however, awarded the seat on p6tition by the House of 

Commonsp despite counter-petitions from all four burghs. 49 in 

Aberdeenshire, Ilayts brother-in-law Alexander Fraser was beaten 

by the sitting member Sir Archibald Grant who supported the 

opposition. 
50 All the remaining six members were Whigs. Five 

of them were to vote regularly with the opposition including the 

only two Squadrone members, Robert Dundas (Midlothian) and George 

Baillie (Berwickshire). 

44 Later 4th Duke of Arall. 

45Described, with Milton, in 1733 as "the great favourites" of Ilayp 
he was one of Ilay's principal election managers: see Spaldinr Club 
Miscellan 9 vol-III (1846), P-48. 

46 In fact Cunningham won both Stirlingshire and Stirling burgh, -,: he 
chose to sit for the shire and was replaced in the burghs by Thomas (Lord) 
Erskine, son of the earl of Max, who was at this time under the tprotectiont 
of Walpole and Ilay. Sedgwick, House of Commons,,. II, PP-393-4v 403. 

47, ioeo The Election at Fdr ran very near if my Lord Ilay had not come in 
time the provost [Campbell] had certainly lost it... " Henry Fletcher of 
Saltoun to Milton 19 Sep 1727 NLS SC l6t536o 

48The 
awaxd 'to him of S: 6vo8o compensation to be paid by Glasgow had 

further increased his unpopularity, as had his calling in immediately after 
the riots of a E4,500 loan he had made to the town council. 

4928 Mar 1728. See Sedpvick, House of Commonn 11 PP-399-401 465? 520. 
501bid. I, Po381; II PPo 77-8o 



Ilay also devoted considerable effort when he arrived in 

Scotland to conu, erting the representative peers election5l and 

successfully carried the Crom list, which again contained peers 
52 from both factions, without opposition. 

Only the Iwar? between the Bank of Scotland and the new Royal 
53 Bank in 1727-8 and the disputes in the General Assembly over 

54 Arminianism ard the t6achings of Professor Simson, disturbed 

-land in the years following the 1727 the general calm in Scot 

election. There was little active opposition to IlaY55 and in 

Parliament, where, sp=-red on by the growing rift between Walpole 
56 

and Townshend, the opposition had begun to step up its efforts, 

, 
51See Ilay to 1,1ilton 6 Jul 1727,25 Jul 1727 ("1 received the 200 pieces 

by Ld. Belhaven, he wants mightily to be one of the 16"), 10 Al-19 1727,17 Aug 
1727 ("in all human probability there will be no opposition") all NLS SO l6yý 
Ilay to Newcastle 31 Aug 1727 SRO RH2/4/325 f145-6. 

'35; 

52 20 -,. ep 1727- Montrose, Tweeddale, Sutherland, Rothe: 37 Buchan, 
Haddington, Loudon, Findlater, Selkirk, Dunmore, Orkney, Miarchmont, Stair, 
Hopeton, Deloraine and Ilay: SRO PE30. 

k, 
53poli,, 

-ically the Royal Bank was strongly supported by the A-rgathelians 
in order , 

to break the monopoly of the old Bank of Scotland, many of whose 
directors were Squadrone sympathisers. (Marchmont was elected Governor in 
1728: see Yarchmont to Townshend 3 Sep 1728 HNIC Polwarth V p. 14; Townshend 
to Marchmont 19 Sep 1728 ibid. p. 16). Shortly after it was established the 
Royal Bank began to buy up as many Bank of Scotland notes as it could thus 
creating a run on the Bank of Scotland and placing it in serious di-Ifficulty. 
(See ClerkIs Observati_OD, ý,, ed. Smout, p. 208). In March 1728, the Bank of 
Scotland stopped payýien-c on its old notes and issued new notes* Various anti- 
Ar gat helian judges in 

' 
the Court of Session, notably Newhall, managed -to block 

any diligence agpinst the old Bank for summary recovery of payment on the old 
notes (see Ilay to Milton 6 Aug 1728 ITLS SC 16,53,8; Milton to Ilay 24 Feb 1729 
NLS So l6t540). The Royal Bank later appealed to the House of Lords: see 
Marchmont to James Gordon, deputy governor of the Bank of Scotland 22 Mar 
1729 HNITC Polwar-th V, p. 19. Marchmont, being a representative peer, felt 
obliged to resigm the Governorship of the Bank (see Marchmont to - 30 Apr 
1729 ibid. p. 20). The stop on payment led to a general scarcity of money 
(see Marchmont to Lady Newtone 7 Mar 1728 ibid. p. 11; Milton to Ilay July 
1728 NLS SC l6o539; Ilay to IMilton 20 Jul 1728 NLS SC l6t538) aund had 
particularly serious implications for customs and excise revenues as many 
collectors held old notes. The dispixte between the toio banks rtizibled on 
throuehout the _1730s (see Rondo Camcron, Bank. inz -;:, n ýthe. E_xrlv -:, tnza of 
IndustrialisAtion, p. 68; .1 to Tlay 27 Jaz 1732 NLS SO 16-1 9 

54 See Loudon to Newcastle MaY 1728 120 M02/41/327 f5c-7; Buch= to 
26 Apr 1729 SRO f 

55See Forbe3 t3 Delafaye 23 Jul' 17.10 SRO IM2/4/3309 5-6- 
56 T le Plrxibf Ih- p. 200. 
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only Dandas among the Soots was noticeably active against the 

government. 
57 The Argathelians continued to consolidate their 

position. As we have seen, the number of jobs available in 

Scotland was relatively small and there was always keen competition 

for vacant places. 
58 As a result Milton handed out more promises 

than there were jobs, 59 
and many were inevitably disappointed. No 

60 
post was too minor to be overlooked. 

At last I have found out A very fit minister 
for that vacancy [Renfrew] which being one 
of the Towns of the district of Glasgow, is 
of moment in the Elections. 61 

In fact the growing supremacy of the Argathelians in Scotland and the 

lack of any effective opposition created some difficulties for Ilay 

in controlling his own supporters. In particular Daniel Campbell, 

his brother John, and George Drummond took upon themselves to direct 

the magistrates elections at Edinburgh and Glasgow in an attempt to 

eatablish a degree of independenge from Ilay. 
62 

Ilay needed no 

57For 
example over Dunkirk affair 1730: see Milton to Ilay March 1730 

NLS SC l6t543. 
1 

58For 
example see Ilay to Milton 26 Jan 1727 NLS SC 16,535 "Its incredible 

how many people want this little morsel" (Professor of Divinity at St Andrews); 
Ilay to Milton 9 Feb 1727 ibid. As a consequence Ilay was alway-- alert 
against any attempt to make offices hereditary or tallow reversiono from 
father to son: see Memorandum bý Ilay 28 May 1732 SRO RH2/4/332 f44-5; 
Ilay to Delafaye 12 May 1731 SRO RH2/4/330, f215-6; Ilay to Milton 11 Jun 
1736 NLS SC 169564 "We cannot afford the makeing offices hereditary, there 
are but too few to be given even-upon Vacancies by Death". 

59See Robert Rose to Milton 11 Aug 1727 NLS SC l6t537- 

60For 
example see Ilay to Milton 26 Oct 1727, Nov 1727,2 Dec 1727 

NLS SC 16,535- McMillan compiled lists of all church preferments and 
university posts: see McMillan to Delafaye 24 Mar 1730 SRO RH2/4/330, f33-4. 

61 
Ilay to Dclafayc Auto 1728 SRO 11112/4/327, f107-8- 

62 
Soo lay to Milton 17 SOP 1728t 6 Oct 1723 NLS SC 16,538; Milton to 

Ilay Jan 1729 NLS SC 16040. 
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reminding of the importance of Edinburgh in particular: 

The haveing of ye Good Town gave us much to 
say in ye Royal Burghs and Assembly and tended 
much -to affirm and support other different 
interests in the Countrey 

4r 

and Milton accordingly took steps to bring them to heel: 

I will do my best to uphold your interest 
against these pityfull scoundrels attempting 
to cut ye grass below your feet after your 
Lop has been exceedingly good to ym. 64 

BY mid-1729 matters had been resolved and Edinburgh brought once more 

under firm control. 
65 

Drummond, as custoýs commissioner, also 

irritated Ilay by his tendency to present candidates without consulting 

Ilay: 

George has really had A strange notion of MY 
credit here, or else seems to think I am more 
patient than perhaps he will find me. 66 

By the early 1730s the Ministryts policy for controlling Scotland 

had, on the surface, achieved a fair degree of success. Scotland was 

quiet and there was little active opposition. Ilay was skilfully 

managing Scotland-on Walpole's behalf without apparently being too 

outrageous in his demands. While Ministers had to accept that the 

majority of vacant posts in Scotland were filled on Ilay's recommendation 

nevertheless with various Squadrone supporters continuing to hold office 

it was still possible to claim that a balance was being maintained. 

6-IM, lt on to Ilay ND 1729 NLS SC*169540- 
'A 

04ýMilton to Ilay Jan 1729 ibid. See also Ilay to Milton 28 Jan 1729t 
8 Feb 1729,22 Feb 1729,26 Apr 1729 and 5 Jun 1729 all NLS SC 16040. 

65See Milton to Ilay Jun 1729 NLS So 16,540; Milton to Vaughan June 
1729 ibid. 

66 
Son Tlay to Milton 18 Jur, 1730 NI&-) SC l6t542- Onn naiinr! of Ihn 

continuing uneasy relations between Drummond and Ilay seems to have been 
that Drummond was a strongly religious man and believed that many of those 
whom Ilay and Milton favoured at successive magistrates elections were 
irreligious: see for example, W. Baird tGeorge Drummond: An Ei hteenth ý159 

pp. 24-5i Century Lord Provost', Book of the Old F1 Ainburfýh Club IV (1911 
27. 
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Walpole remained determined to retain some degree of control over 

Soottish appointments: 

sometimes I [Ilay] have no difficulty about 
A considerable thing, at other t es I meet 
with the greatest about trifles. 

e7 

Por his part Ilay was prepared to compromise over minor matters: on 

Lord Kimmerghamels death in March 17301 
68 

for example, he applied 

to get the gown for Streichen 

but to make all easie I was forced to give 
way to an application Ld Rothes had made to 
D Newcastle for his Brothei to be Commissar, 
This was of so little moment in comparison 
of the other, that I dig not think it right 
to ballance one moment. 9 

Walpole's own position had been further strengthened in 1730 with 

the resignation of Townshend and the dismissal of Carteretp 70 
and he 

remained ready to uphold Ilay's interest despite some reservations 

among his Ministerial colleagues: - 

Ld Harrington had endeavoured to overset my 
project on the Professors of Phisicks but upon 
my standing my ground Sr Rob allows me not to 
give it up, so I will have it. 71 

The death of Findlater in September 1730 created a vacancy in the 

representative peers. Morton, who was favourably disposed to the 

72 3 Argathelians, was set up by the Ministry. Both Ilay and 

671lay to Milton 8 Dec 1730 NLS SC 16,542. See also Ilay to Milton 30 Sep 
1732 NLS SC 16Y548. 

I 68See Torphicen to Marchmont 3 Mar 1730 and 19 Mar 1730 HMC Polwarth V p. 25- 
69 Ilay to Milton 17 Mar 1730 NLS So 162542. For another example Bee Ilay 

to Delafaye 27 Nov 1730 SRO RH2/4/330, f157-8. 
70Dickinsonj Milpole, pp. 127-8; Plumb, Walpole: The Kinplýs Minister, p. 222- 

Harrington replaced Townshend as Secretary of State. 
71, lay to Milton 5 Feb 1733 NLS SC 16,552. See also Ilay to Milton 26 Nov 

1730 NLS SC 16,542. 
72See Ilay to Milton 1 Sep 1730 ibid. 
73See Ilay to Delafaye 20 Sep 1730 and 27 Sep 1730 SRO RH2/4/330, f125-8j 

135-6. 
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Newcastle 
74 

were active on Mortonts behalf. Roxburghe and Dundas 

had some thoughts of setting up AtholL against Morton75 and Milton 

suggested that "the ordinary prevailing Arguments" might be used: 

what I chiefly mean by this, is that some 
of them that are most necessitous would be 
glad of payt of yr pension arrears due by 
ye late King or part of ym, oyrs are pressing 
for Gifts of Fou duties, some would be content 
wt Ensrsys or Cornetsyss to yr broyrs or 
sons. 7 

The Squadrone were too disorganised, however, to mount any serious 

opposition and Ilay rightly decided that siLch I'douceurs" were 

unnecessary (besides "things of that nature are darrmably uphill 

work" ). 
77 Morton was returned unopposed. 

78 In February 1731 Lothian 

replaced Deloraine79 and in December of that year Crawfordp on Ilay's 

strong re commendation, replaced Loudon, 
80 

both without opposition. on 

74See Newcastle to - 18 Sep 1730 ibid. fl'19-20. 

75See Morton to Ilay'10 Oct 1730 ibid. f141-2. 

76Copy Milton to Ilay Sept 1730 NLS SC 16v543. 

771lay to Milton 12 Sep 1730 NLS SC 16Y542. 
78Morton to Delafaye 17 Nov 1730 SRO RH2/4/330, f155-6. For lists see 

NLS SYP Box 138 F2(a); SRO PE 31. 

79Deloraine died 25 Dec 1730: see Graham, Stair Ann alst III P-171; 
Cathcaxt to Stair 24 Dec 1730 ibid. Ilay to Milton 29 Dec 1730 NLS SC 169542; 
Ilay to Milton 14 Jan 1731 and 23 Polo 1731 NLS SC 16,545; Ilay to Marchmont 
14 Jan 1731 1IMC Polwarth V p. 29; SRO PE 32. 

80 
SRO PE 33. See Ilay to Milton Oct 1731 NLS So 16045; Ilay to Milton 

30 Nov 1731 ibid. Ilay had to wait until Walpole returned from Norfolk 
before the nomination of Crawford was settled - "I am not dcairour, of 
bringing A matter of that nature to A determination in hio absence": Ilay 
to Milton 25 Nov 1731 ibid. See also Newcastle to Crawford 2 Doc 1731 SRO 
RH2/4/330 f259-60; Newcastle to Marchmont 9 Doc 1731 JMC Polwarth V P-31; 
John Campbell of Mamoro to Elphineitone 3 Doc 17-31 ibid. PP. 30-1 "this put-U., 
me in the head of a, ikinr, you if you had any thoughta of coming into tho Army, 
for Lord Ilay said he did not noo but thit if you liked it why you might not 
be sett on horseback ... Committ this to the flames as soon as you have rcad 
it. My Lord Crawford is the man". Elphing: , stone, howeverv refused to be 
bound by ouch prominon: n, phirirntonn to Campboll. 1.3 Don 1731 Lbid. P. 31. 
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both occasions Ilay remained in London and left the management of 

the elections to Milton. In JulY 1732 Squadrone senator Lord Pollock 

died and was replaced on Ilay's recommendation by Patrick Grant (Lord 

Elchies). 
81 

By early 1732 the opposition in Scotland finally began to stir, 

encouraged by the growing opposition to Walpole at Westminster led 

by Pulttqyj Sandys and Wyndham, and the need to prepare f or the 

forthcoming general election which, by the Septennial Act, had to 

take place by 1734. The Squadrone rump (hotably Montrose, Tweeddale, 

Roxburghe and Rothes) was swelled by those such as Marchmont (who 

openly joined the opposition to Walpole early in 1733), Queensberry, 

Stair and Haddington, 
82 

who resented Ilayfs increasing monopoly of 

patronage and were rapidly losing all hope of getting any share of 

the spoils which they felt their due. There were signs of activity 

in many constituencies from late 1731 onwards: 

I observe that of late through all the shire 
and burghs of Scotland partys are forming and 
interest making for votes against the dissolution 
of this Parliament. 83 

The opposition were greatly encouraged by the success of the campaign 

against Walpolets excise scheme. The proposal to extend excise to 

tobacco and wine provided a single clear-out issue on which the opposition 

ý, coulc I focus their-efforts and the first major opportunity to Calvanise 
84 the. political nation against, Walpole. Stair, Marchmont, Montrose 

81Seo Ilayt'., -, memorial 28 Jul 1732 SRO R112/4/332, f60-1; Ilay to Milton 
18 Jul 1732 NLS SC 16P548. 

82See Hadding-ton to Marchmont 1 Jan 1733 HMC Polwarth V PP-43-41 and 
Haddington to Marchmont 25 Feb 1733 ibid. PP-44-8 - "I am not vain yet I think 
I have deserved better of the Government than many who are greater favourites 
have done". 

83Elphingstone 
to John Campbell of Mamore 13 Doc 1731 ibid. pp-31-2. 

Marchmont, for example, wa3 active in Berwickshire: nee ibid. PP-39-43. 
8411or 

full detalla noo Plumb, 2, -0. poj. v,: L ho yinfrfn Minintorg pp. ', 41-71; Ownnj 
L. r-hinon-11 Celitlix-ve pp-30-2. 
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Dundas and others were all active against the Bill, 
85 

while in Scotland 
Oe 

others campaigned against it as an attack on liberty. OQ Walpole was 

forced to abandon the scheme87 but he quickly took steps to reassert 

his authority and Chesterrield and Clinton were dismissed on 13 April. 

1hboldened by Walpolets retreat, however, the opposition in the Lordd 

attempted to bring up an old grievance, the management of the con- 

fiscated estates of the former South Sea Company directors. In 

this they were supported by various court peers indluding Argyll. 

After considerable lobbying and putting heavy pressure on the Court 

peers, Walpole narrowly frustrated the oppositionts campaign. 
88 

Thereafter he acted ruthlessly against those whose support was not 

essential: Cobham, Bolton and Stair were removed from their posts 

and shortly afterwards Marchmont was dismissed as Lord Clerk Register, 

the post being given to Selkirk, and Montrose was replaced as Keeper 

of the Great Seal by Ilay, who' had remained completely loyal to Walpole 

and had spoken for the government in the debates. Ilayto place as 

Keeper of the Privy Seal was given-to AtholL. 89 
On the other hand, 

although Argyll had voted against the government in a division on 24 May, 

85See IlaY to Milton 17 Mar 1733 NLS SC 16,552; Marchmont to Carlisle 
ND HMC Polwarth V P-52. 

86 
Haddington. placed much of the blame on Scrope: "all the discourage- 

ments that Mr. Scroop can invent are put upon our merchants, and as long 
as he, lives or is in power he'll do all the harm he can to this country" 
Haddington to Marchmont 3 Apr 1733*HMC Polwarth V p-49- 

87 ' Dickinsonp Walpole, pp. 169-70- 

88 Plumby Walpole: The Kinats Minister, pp. 276-81; Dickinson, 
Walpole P-171; Owen, Ficrhteenth Centuinýý P-32. 

89 -, ' See John Campbell to Elphingstone 16 Jun 1733 HMC Polwarth V, 
PP-52-3; Marchmont to HM ND ibid. PP-51-2. Appointments Ilay 30 Jun 
1733 SRO RI12/4/410,254; AtholL 30 Jun 1733 ibid. p. 257; Selkirk 
30 Jun 1733 ibid. 260. Marchmont was also replaced as sheriff of 
Berwickshire by the earl of Home, a government supporter: 

_. 
10 Sep 1733 

SRO RH2/4/4101 272. 
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it, suddenly became clear that Walpole had by this time allowed 

Scots patronage to drain away to the Argathelians to such an extent 

that Argyll's support was indispensable and Walpole was compelled 

to win him back with offers of fresh preferment. As Plumb remarks 

In the end Walpole had to accept Argyll's 
abstention [on the vote of 2 June] and be 
grateful for it. There were few men in 
1733 who could treat Walpole with such a lofty display of independence and not only 
retain but increase their honours and 
dignities. 90 

This purge of defecting office-holde: bs was a momentous move 

and greatly strengthened the opposition benches in the Lords andt 

through the influence of individual peers, in the Commona Those whom 

Walpole pushed into opposition now supplied sufficient talent to 

provide a credible alternative to the Ministry. Walpole's Ministry 

was never to be as secure or as confident again. 
91 The closeness 

of the voting in the House of Lords had shown that Walpole"s position 

there was seriously weaky particillarly as the bishops were also 

showing signs of rebelling. It was therefore essential to secure 

the return of the Ministerial list at the forthcoming representative 

peers election. For their part the opposition were fully aware that 

if a sufficient number of opposition peers could be returned from 

Scotland then Walpolets control of the House of Lords could be broken. 

The representative peers election thus became the focus of election 

activity in Scotland. 

As early as June 1733 the leading opposition peers - Marchmonty 

Montrose, Tweeddale, Roxburghe, Hamilton and Stair 92 
_ resolved to 

ooncentrate their efforts on defeating the tKingls Listl at the 

90 Plumb, Walj! ole: The ICinp. Is Minister, pp. 276-81. 

9lBrowningt jLewcn, s_tjpt pp. 65,71; Owen, Rifliteenth Cent=, P-47- 
92 Rothes, Haddingtonv Glasgow, Dundonald, Wigtown, Kincardine, Strathmore 

and Blantyre (CrOmarty and Caithness) also supported the opposition. 
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representative peers election and carry instead a rival list, 93 

Such a list would also help unite those peers whose only common 

ground was opposition to Ilay's interest. It was clearly recognised, 

however, that 

an attempt of this natur has many 
difficultys to struggle with, and 
consequently requires an unanimous 
and deliberate management. 94 

Ilay quickly realised that steps would have to be taken to counteract 

this opposition: 

000 1 have settled matters concerning 
some Peers, some new, and others auo-- 
mentationsy viz Hume Dalhousie Northesk 
Cromarty Garnock Oliphant Elibank (and 
Somervil wch must be A great secret) 
Colvil, Rea and Kirkcudbrighto These 
you may as you have opportunity assure 
that they are not forgot, and what 
others are necessry to be thought of7 I 
don't doubt but I shall have sufficient 
powers. 95 

The'Ministry saw the dangers and. Ilay was sent up to Scotland to stem 

the tide. 
96 

Immediately upon his arrival [Ilay] took 
care to speak to most peers who were under 
the least dependance on the Court that itt 
was necessary in this criticall time that 
they should declare if they were resolved 
to follow the King1s measures without 
reserve. He sent also for some of the most 

93For'example 
see John Campbell to Elphinstone 16 Jun 1733 HMC Polwarth 

V PP-52-3; NLS SYP 
' 
Box 140 Fl(a) "A concert amongst the Soots Peers 1733" 

where it was resolved not to be tied to vote for the ministerial list but to 
run a rival list instead. The idea had been mooted as early as Nov 1732 by 
Marchmont, Aberdeen and others: see Cathcart to Stair 1 Nov 1733 Graham, 
Stair Annals III pp. 200-2. 

9411A 
concert amongst the Scots Peers 173311 NLS SYP Box 140 Fl(a). Th'3 

opposition suggested that the Commission of Police chould be abolished Wid the 
money used to provide the representative peers with a salary: ibid. Con-oider- 
ation was also given to setting up a fund to pay the expenses of Scots MPa in 
attending Parliament: see Kincardine to Tweeddale 12 Jan 1734 NLS SSIT Box 140 
FI(a). 

951lay to Milton 21 Jun 1733 NLS SC 169552. 
96See Nottingham to Tweeddale 15 Jul 1733 NLS SYP Box 12 F2. 
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needy of our peers and acquainted them 
with his Majestys bounty in giving some 
of them a pension of 100, some of 200 
sterling a year, and that he, had prevailed 
that the should be paid immediately a years 
advance. 

57 

"Lord Ilay is'taking great pains", wrote Queensberry, "being determined 

to try the'force of money, promises and -threats". 
98 

I am now fully convinced (Ilay informed 
Newcastle) that there has been A scheme 
carryed on some time here for A surprise 
at the next Elections. ... The only 
disagreeable circumstance that I forsee 
will attend my doing mSr duty here, is 
the being obliged-too often to importune 
the King's servants with applications in 
[siC. ] behalf of some who though they are 
incapable of being misled so far as to 
joyn in the opposition, yet through human 
frailty, and the byass of self interest, 
are easily convinced of their own merit, 
and willing to think their rewards unequal 
to it. 99 

"I doubt not", replied Newcastle, "but by your good Management the 

Erideavour of our Enemies will be disappointed". 100 

On the death of Polton in August, Ilay secured the elevation of 

". 
John_ Sinclair to the bench in order, the opposition were later to claim, 

to win the support of his brother Caithness. 
101 

Strong efforts were 

also made to win over Elphingstone with promises of his being made sheriff 

97 Tweeddale to Marchmont 14 Aug 1733. HMC-Polwarth V PP-57 
-8. See also Grange to Tweeddale 21 Oct 1733 NLS YP7044v 43; Montrose 
to Tweeddale 15 Sep 1733 NLS SYP Box 12 F2. 

98Queensberry to Stair 23 Oct 1733 Graham, Stair Annnls-Il pp. 196-8. 
991lay to Newcastle 19 Jul 1733 Min SRO R112/4/333 f43-4- See also Ilay 

to Newcastle 18 Aug 1733 BM Add MSS 32,688 f141-2; Ilay to Newcastle 8 Sep 
1733 IN Add MSS 32,688 f291; Ilay to Newcastle 21 Sep 1733 Em Add MSS 
32,688 f367-8. 

100 Newoastle to Ilay 16 SOP 1733 SRO RH2/4/333 f55-6. 
101HMC Polwarth V p. 108. 
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of Stirlingshire, or of an army post, or even of being included 

in the government list of sixteen peers, if he would support Ilay. 

Elphingstone steadfastly refused "to enter into any engagement with 
102 

particular persons" and finally came out in support of the opposition. 

The death of Sutherland in July created a representative peer vacancy. 

In an effort to forestall opposition the Ministry set up AtholL who, 

while a government supporter, was not identified with the Argathelians. 103 

Ilay took personal control of the election and AtholL was elected 

without opposition. 
104 

To oombat Ilay's aotivity the leading opposition peers met in 

Edinburgh in August and made a public-declaration that 

We were resolved to unite and concurr in 
promoting amongst the peers an independent 
election of their representatives. This has 
the good effect to engage severall peers to 
declare for our measure and to prevent others 
to engage themselves rashly with the opposite 
side. ... We have also I think laid a foun- 
dation for giving our governor no small trouble 
in the election of the commons ... I think the 
appearances att present are good and ýy whatt I 
hear nott disagreeable further south. 105 

102 See John Campbell to Elphingstone 16 Jun 1733 ibid. PP-52-3; Elphingstone 
to Campbell 25 Jun 1733 ibid. P-53; Campbell to Mphingstone 8 Jul 1733 ibid., 
P-53; Lovat to Elphingstone 17 Oct 1733 ibid. pp. 63-4; Elphingstone to Lovat 
4 Nov 1733 ibid. pp. 64-5; Elphingstone to Stair 18 Nov 1733 Graham, Stair 

Iý Annals, II P-429; Campbell to Elphingstone 27 Nov 1733 MIC Polwarth V, pp. 67-8; 
Elphingstone to Campbell 7 Dec 1733 ibid. PP-70-2; Elphing-stone to Ilay 1 Jan 
1734 ibid. PP-77-8; Lovat to Elphinestone 15 Jan 1734 ibid. P-79; Elphingstone 
to Ilay 17 Jan 1734 ibid. p. 80; Elphingstone to Lovat 17 Jan 1734 ibid. PP-79-8C. 

I 

103See Ilay to Newcastle 19 Jul 17'33 SRO RH2/4/333, f43-4. Roxburghe had 
considered setting up. AtholL against Morton in 1.731, see above pp-378-9. 

ýIi 
10421 Sep 1733 SRO PE34- See AtholL to Newcastle 21 Sep 1733 BI-I Add MSS 

32,688 f365; Nottingham to Tweeddale 15 Jul 1733 NLS SYP Box 12 F2; Jo. 
Dalrymple to Marchmont 22 Sep 1733 I'MRIC Polwarth V pp. 60-1; Newcastle to Ilay 
16 Sep 1733 SRO RH2/4/333jf55-6; Ilay to Newcastle 21 Sep 1733 BM Add MSS 
32,688 f367-8; Tweeddale to Marchmont 14 Aug 1733 IDIC Polwarth V PP-57-8. 
The Opposition was later to accuse the government of using bribery to secure 
Athol0s election: see Evidence to House of Lords in Support of Petition ibid. 
P. 110. 

105Tweeddale 
to Marchmont 14 Aug 1733 ibid. PP-57--8- See also Montrose 

n to Tweeddale 15 Sep 1733 NLS SYP Box 12 F2; Tweeddale to 1, Tarc,, lMO-"t C-8 Aug 1733 
IIMC Polwarth V P-59- 
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The'opposition* were in fact becoming increasingly optimistic: 

Our ministers are very busie. They make use 
of butt me argument and indeed it is a strong 
one with some. However I dontt find they gain 
any ground, and if we continue firm and unanimous 
I think we have still a good game in our hands. 106 

In August - September, Ray suffered a major blow with the defection 

Of James Erskine, Lord Grange, to the opposition. Grange had for 

some time been dissatisfied at Ilayts failure to fulfill his promises to 

obtain a pardon for his brother liar (who had died in 1732) and restore 

the family honours to his nephew Thomas Lord Ersiine. He was also 

piqued by Argathelian encroachment on what he considered were his 

electoral interests in Clackmannanshirev Stirlingshire and Stirling 

burghs. 107* Grange quickly became the principal propagandist for 

_ 
the opposition in Scotland, providing a gloss of Patriot ideas to the opposition 

causel and played a leading rolet together with Marchmont, in keeping 

up a correspondence between the various Scottish opposition peers and the 

. 106 Tweeddale to Marchmont 26 Sep 1733 HMC Polwarth V p. 62. See also 
Sir William Gordon to Marchmont 15 Aug 1733 ibid. P-58 "the labours of 
of our great man [Ilay] here ... are far from going so glibly as he 
expected"; Montrose to Stair 15 Sep 1733 Graham, Stair Annals, II, PP-195-6. 

107See Grange to Stair 4 Aug 1733 and Stair to Grange 6 Aug 1733 
Graham, Stair Annals II. PP-427-8; Grange to Tweeddale 8 Aug 1733 NLS YP7044, 
32; Montrose to Grange il Sep 1733 NLS YP71041 116; Montrose to Tweeddale 
15 Sep 1733 NLS SYP Box 12 F2; Montrose to Stair 15 Sep 1733 Graham, Stair, 
Annals III pp. 195-6; Montrose to Marohmont 15 Sep 1733 HMC Polwarth V, 
P-59; Tweeddale to Marchmont 26 Sep 1733 ibid. p. 62 - "the breaking 01 
Grange with Earle of Ilay was no trifling matter"; Gower to Tweeddale 

22 Oct 1733 NLS YP70441 47; Ilay to Milton 30 Nov 1733 NLS SC l6t552 
"Vaughan writes me something of Grange's appearing altered. I don't 
believe it. *. "; Milton to Ilay Dec 1733 NLS SC 16,553. See also below Pp. 396-8. 
Montrose was initially concerned that Grange might interfere in his 
(montrosels) own electoral interests in the area and steps had to be 
taken to calm his fears: see Montrose to Tweeddale 15 Sep 1733, Montrose 
to Stair 15 Sep 1733t Montrose to Marchmont 15 Sep 1733, Tweeddale to 

Tw 11archmont 15 Sep 17ý3 all quoted above; a1so Grange to - eeddale 
28 Sep 1733 NLS YP70441 39; Grange to Tweeddale 16 Oct 1733 ibid., 41- 
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leading opposition figures in London. 108 

The opposition peers held a general meeting in Edinburgh on 22 

November but it was less well attended than had been hoped. The 

meeting agreed that the ' 

nomination of sixteen Peers by any ministers 
is contrair both to the letter and spirit of 
the 22nd article of the Treaty of Union and 
such a nomination would have a direct tendency 
to destroy the freedom of Parliament and in 
consequence. the rights and liberties of the 
Island: and such nomination is highly injurious 
to the honour and interest of the peers of 
Scotland, who have an unddubted right, to an open 
and free election. ... We have had many oppor- 
tunities to hear of many extraordinary practices, 
used by a certain Lord [Ilay] during the course 
of this summer, to influence the elections of 
Lords and Commons; money given to many, promised 
to more; offers of pensionsg places, civil and 
military preferments, acts of grace, reversals 
of attainders; in short by money, promises or 
threats, most of the Peers of Scotland have been 
attempted. The conditions his Lordship required 
were, supporting what he was pleased to call the 
King's list, and voting for it, and using what 
interest the persons tempted might have in the. 
different shires 'and boroughs of Scotlandy in 
favour of such persons as his Lordship did or 
should recommend to themt and these things have 
been done in a barefaced manner. 109 

It was accordingly agreed to oppose publicly the King's list at the 

election and to keep a 

constant 
with the 
We think 

108For the importance 
21 Oct 1733 NLS YP70441 

regular correspondence with London and 
different corners of this country* o9o 
there is a good spirit raised and rising 

of such correspondence see Grange to Tweeddale 
13o 

log Hamilton, Twooddalo, Aberdeen, Marchmont and StratItmorc to Queenriborry, 
Montrose and Roxburghe (who did not attend the meeting) I Dec 1732 A Soloc-Ijon 
from the Papers of the Ehrls of Marchmont ed. G. H. Pose (London, 18-3-f)-, vol. 
II pp. 64-7- See also Marchmont to Haddington 15 Dec 1733 IIMC Polwarth V7 
PP-73-4: "if any minister shall avowedly fix a list of peers and name 
the commoners for countys and burghs can it be pretcnded -that the least 
appearance of publick liberty is left? " 
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in this country, and that we have a 
fair prospect of overcoming all the 
difficulties that lie in our way. 110 

In order to overicome the problem of the government regularly inter- 

cepting and opening thefr mail, 
ill 

the opposition arranged for a 

special messenger to carry correspondence to and from London. 112 

Grange also set about organising the dissemination of opposition 

propaganda, including the Craft_smaA in Scotland to counteract the 

distribution of government pamphlets through the Post Office. 113 

A press was established in Bdinburgh to r6print anti-government 

pamphlets sent up from London114 and for. a time a newspaper called 

the Thistle was published. 
115 The first edition appeared on 13 

February 1734 and ran to 4 pages of short essays and news: 

10 1 Hamilton etc. to Queensberry etc. 1 Dec 1732 Marchmont papers, ed. 
Rose, vol. II, pp. 64-7. Haddington, however, was less optimistic: iII 

really can not see of what service such a declaration can be ... I am 
afraid we shall find the majority upon the Court side as it has ever 
been since I knew Scotland and I am afraid ever shall be ... our peers 
can resist temptation as little as any set of men" Haddington to 
Marchmont 27 Nov 1733 HMC Polwarth V pp. 66-7- 

"'See Sir William Gordon to Marchmont 15 Aug 1733 HMC Polwarth V 
P-58; Marchmont to Haddington 15 Dec 1733 ibid. pp-73-4; Queensberry 
to Stair 23 Oct 1733 Graham, Stair Annals II pp. 196-8; Grange to 
Tweeddale 9 Jan 1734 NLS YP7044t 52; Grange to Tweeddale 28 Jan 1734 ibid. 
58. 

112 See Grange to Marchmont 1 and 2 Dec 1733 HMO Polwarth V pp. 68-70; 
Drummore to Stair 25 Jan 1734 Graham, Stair Annals II PP-430-1; Grange to 
Tweeddale 21 Oct 1733 London NLS YP7044,43. 

113See Grange to Tweeddale 21 Oct 1733 NLS YP70441 43; Grange to 
Marchmont 10 Dec 1733 HMC Polwarth V PP- 72-3; Drummore to Stair 15 Jan 
1734 Graham, Stair Annals, II P-430. 

114See Tweeddale to Marchmont 12 Dec 1733 HMC Polwarth V P-74. 

1150riginally intended to be called the fMonitort: Drummore to Stair 
25 Jan 1734 Graham, Stair Annals II pp-430-1; Granrc to Tweeddale 9 Jan 
1734 NLS YP7044v 52; Drummoro to Stair 14 Feb 1734 Graham, Sts, ir Annals 11 
PP-431-2. 
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Your 'Thistle' is a very well writt paper, 
and need not blush in oompany with our 
tCraftsmant. 116 

The government retaliated by producing more of its own pamphlets. 
117 

Grange was becoming an ihoreasing irritation to the government and 

strong efforts were made to oppose him in Stirling burghs. 118 it 

was also rumoured that the Ministry was considering introducing a 

provision, aimed directly at Grange, to disqualify Scottish judges from 

sitting in the House of Commons. 119 

The opposition were determined to moiAnt a strong ohallenge in 

the forthcoming session of Parliament in order to at-tract support at 

the election and Marchmont, Stair, 

back in London by mid-December. 
120 

Queensberry and Tweeddale were 

A series of meetings with the 

Eriglish opposition peers and members were held at the Rump Steak or 

Liberty Club to concert the attack on Walpole. 121 The variouB 

opposition groups, however, remained divided amongst themselves, and 

the Ministry was able to maintai3i solid majorities in both Houses 

116 Chesterfield to Stair 15 Jun 1734 Graham, Stair--Annals,, II pp. 216-20. 
It continued until 14 Jan 1736 ibid. p. 220. 

117See Drummore to Stair 15 Feb 1734 ibid. pp-432-4. 
118 See Grange to Marchmont, 1,2 and 10 Dec 1733 HMC Polwarth V'pp. 

68-73. 
119Grange to Marchmont 12 Dec 1733 ibid. PP-74-6; Grange to 11archmon-t 

10 Jan 1734 Marchmont Papers, ed. Rose, vol. II p. 18. Grange to Tweeddale 
28 Jan 1734 NLS YP7044,58- 

120 Graham, Stair Annals, II p. 203; Marchmont to Stair 8 Doc 1733 ibid. p. 204; 
Tweeddale to PG077ýhmont 12 ýec 1733 HMC Polwarth V P-74; Chesterfield to Stair 
13 Dec 1733 Graham. Stair Annals II, pp. 204-5- See also Memorandum by 
Marchmont 3 Jan 17M Marchmont Papers ed. Rose, vol-II P-14; Grange to 
Tweeddale 11 Mar 1734 NLS YP7044-, --68-"God forbid that this Session go over 
without some publick noted popular appearance by the Patriots. We shall 
otherwise lose the Elections". 

121 The first mceting, at the Kinpta Arms Pall Mall, wao hold on 15 Jan 1734 
and those who attended included Bedford, Bolton, Queensberry, Montrose, TWeed- 
dale, Chesterfield, Marchmont, Stair and Cobham. The mcetings continued until 
1735; Graham Stair Annals. II p. 226. See also HMC Polwarth V pp. x-xii; 
Yarchmont Pj ad. Rose, vol. 11 pp. 19-20. 
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throughout the Session. Most significantly a blistering attack 

by Walpole on Bolingbrokets character during a debate on the proposed 

repeal of the Septennial Act in March 1734 successfully prevented 
122 

any alliance between an 6mbarrassed Whig opposition and the Tories. 

Ilay and Milton continued to work assiduously on the Scottish peers: 

in what manner are we to secure Ld 
Kilmarnock ... what are we to do about 
Roseberrie in order to please him and 
at the same time not throw away our 
favours? 123 

Milton worked ceaselessly on the Ministrylb behalf coordinating 

Argathelian interests in various constituencies and corresponding 

regularly and in great detail with Ilay in London on the activities 

of the opposition. 
124 Various changes were made in the sheriffships 

with a view to influencing Commons elections. 
125 

By March the opposition effort was beginning to flag and Grange 

126 
sought to galvanise it back into action. It was proving 

difficult to hold together the various disparate interests and 

122 Dickinson, WalPole, PP-172-3; Owen, Eighteenth Centur, )rl P-33; 
ýCoxej Walpole I, PP-420-6. 

1231lay to Milton 8 Jan 1734 NLS Sc l6t555- 

124For 
example see Milton to'Ilay 12 and 13 Nov 1733 NLS SC 161553. 

Milton to Ilay Dec 1733 ibid.; Milton to Ilay Jan 1734 NLS SC 16Y556 
with full details of elections and what needed to be done for whom; 
Marchmont to Chesterfield 2 Dec 1733 Marchmont Papeqrsj ed. Rose vol. II 
pp. 9-10 "There has been great paiiýs taken by the agent here". 

125See Marchmont to Grange 15 Dec 1733 HMC Polwarth V PP-76-7 "the 
barefaced change of the sheriffs". 

126Grange to - 25 Feb 1734 Graham, Stair Annals II PD. 206-7; Grange 
to Tweeddale 2 Mar 1734 NLS YP7044,. 62; Queensberry to Marchmont 28 Mar 
1724 HMC Polwarth V pp. 83-4. 
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individuals who opposed Walpole and Ilay: "they are afraid and 

distrust one anotherit, 
127 

In order to unite the differing 

interests and also to secure Tory support, the opposition decided 

to make a major push to repeal the Septennial Act. 128 
In 

Scotland, as in Ihgland, attempts were made to organise a campaign 

of petitions from various oonstituenoies 
129 For the government 

Milton counter-attacked by persuading the Convention of Royal Burghs 

to declare in favour of the Septennial Act. 130 The attempted repeal 

was comfortably defeated in the Commons. 'ý' The opposition motions 

in the Lords against undue Ministerial influence being used at the 

representative peers elections and for that election to be conducted 

by ballot, were also easily defeated. 132 

Grangeq together with Lord President Dalrymple, Dundas and other 

opposition lawyers had also been considering provisions 

127Stair to Grange 2*Mar 1734 Graham Stair Annals, II pp, 207-9. 

128 Plumb, Walpole: The Kingts Minister, P-305; Stair to Grange 2 Mar 
1734 Graham, Stair Annals II -PD*207-9; Hamilton to Tweeddale 5 Mar 1734 
NLS YP70441 64; Haddington I to Marchmont 4 Mar 1734 HMC Polwaxth V P-83. 

129See Haddington to Tweeddale 5 Mar 1734 and 11 Mar 1734 NLS YP7044v 64 

and 74; Milton to Newcastle 5 Mar 1734 SRO RH2/4/333y f68-9; Freeholders 
of Linlithgow-shire to Alex Hamilton MP March 1734 SRO GD 76 no. 335 
Henderson Collection. 

130Milton to Newcastle 5 Mar 1734 SRO RH2/4/333, f68-ge 

l3lPlumb, Walpole: The Kinp's Minister, PP-305-9; Haddington to 
Marchmont 28 Mar 1734 HKC Polwarth V pp. 844; Grange to Tweeddale 29 Mar 
1734 NLS YP7044i 79- 

132Ballot 
motion 11 Mar 1734; undue influence 18 Mar 1734: dee Stair 

to Grange 2 Mar 1734 Graham, Stair Annals II PP. 207-9; Stair to Grange 
20 Mar 1734 ibid. pp. 210-1; Queensborry to Marchmont 28 Mar 1734 I]MC 
Polwarth V pp. 83-4; ibid. x-xii; William Robertson Proceedinpsrelatin 
to the Peera -e of Sco' land, 1707-88 (Edinburgh 1790)t PP-141-5; NLS SYP 
Box 138 77(bW)-passim and Box 140 Fl(a) passim. Marchmont, Stair, 
Twooddala, Montronn and more thnn 20 Fhgliah peorn rillpPol"Lod the 
motions. 
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to make the procedure at elections more 
certain and to prevent tricks of the 
sheriefs and clercks. Such an act 
may cut off one of the unjust ways which 
the courtiers plainl d barefacedly tell 
us they are to Use. 153an 

Consequently a Bill was introduced by Dundas in February134 but 

its provisions were watered down by the Ministry and rendered largely 
135 

ineffective* More important, as feared, the government added 

a clause, directed against Grange, to exclude Scottish judges and 

Exchequer barons from sitting in the Commons: 

this favourite clause be added to it by 
Lord Ilay in honour of you. 136 

Although the clause was politically motivated, there was also a growing 

feeling that judges should not be so overtly involved in politics. 
137 

The Bill, including the clause on Scottish judges, was duly passed138 

and in May Grange offered his resignation which was readily accepted. 
139 

133Grange to Marchmont 12 Dec '1733 
HMC Polwarth V PP-74-6. See also 

Marchmont to Grange 18 Dec 1733 ibid. PP-76-7- 

134Sedgwick, House of Commons III P-15- 

135See Grange to Tweeddale 29 Mar 1734 NLS YP7044i 79- 

136Pulteney to Grange Feb 1734 quoted Sedgwick, House of Commons 
, 
II P-15- 

See also Grange to - 25 Feb 1734 Graham, Stair Annals II pp. 206-7; Grange 
to Marchmont 9 Mar 1734 M, irchmont Papers, ed. Rose vol II P-18; Grange to 
Tweeddale 11 Mar 1734 NLS YP70449 68 "Tho as matters go I hate to be in 
the Session with all my soul..... if I be knocked down and submit on this 
clause I know I shall be tramplId. and pissed on by every little Cur of 
Ilays, wch I acknowledge I can not bear"; Grange to Tweeddale 18 Mar 1734 
ibid- 76. 

137por 
argyments apainst excluding Scots judges see two memorials in 

NLS SYP Box 138 P2(a). 

138 7 Geo II c. 16. 
139Erskine (arange) -to Newcastle 9 May 1734 SRO R112/4/333, f99-103; 

Newcastle and Harrington to Erskine 21 MaY 1734 ibid. f106-7- He was 
replaced, after the election, by Alexander, earl of Leven. 
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Parliament was dissolved on 17 April without the opposition 

having made any real breakthrough, but they remained confident: 

the Court begins to discover great 
uneasiness upon the chapter of the 
new elections. Sir Robert. finds 
himself disappointed in the hopes 
he had of dividing the opposition... 
'Tis certain our friends are now in 
good spirits, and the other folks are 
down. 140 

Marchmont and the other opposition peers in London hurried back to 

Scotland. Both sides put in a final effort. 9-5,000 secret service 

money was given to Ilay through George Middletonl4l to make use of 

as he thought fit. Nor were the opposition above using bribery 

themselvesq although they had only their own personal resources, 

Hamilton felt constrained to put Tweeddale in 

mind of ye necessitous situation of 
some of our peers, and to assure you 
[that] without a proper remedy nothing 
can be done with them. This however 
must be manadged with ye greatest 
secrecy and prudence, But Believe me 
there is no time to be Lost. 142 

The Ministry continued to make changes right up to the last moment 

to show clearly where favour lay. Montrose was removcd from his 

sheriffship of Stirlingshire in an effort to curtail his electoral 

influencee, 
143 Leven replaced Rothes as Chamberlain of Fife and 

Strathearn, 
144 

at Ilayfs request-Lord Rossts eldest son George was 

140Stair to Orange 20 Mar 1734 Graham Stair Annals 
, 

II pp. 210-2. 
See also Hamilton to Tweeddale 5 Mar 1734 NLS YP70441 64: "the voice of 
the people is loudly for us and increases every daýyll- 

141CTBP 
vol II p. 646. 

1421jamilton 'to Tweeddale 29 Mar 1734 NLS YP7044t Pj'(- 

143SOn Tln, y I, o 19 Apr. 1734 SPO RUP/4/3P, 
14425 Apr 1734 CTBP vol II PP-547-8. This entry gives orders for over 

a dozen changes of office, payment oýr pensions, discharge of arrears etc. 
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made sheriff of Ross-shire in place of Hugh Rose of Kilravock 

who resigned the post to stand, successfully, for Ross-shire, and 

Alex Ross was-appointed sheriff clerk; 
145 Stair had his regiment, 

the 3rd Enniskillen Dradbons, taken away from hiM, 146 Buchan 

and Haddington were replaced on -the Police Commission by Hopeton 

and Sutherlandj47 the opportunity was taken on renewing the Fees 

Commission for a further two years to replace Montrose, Marchmont 

and Haddington with AthoILj Selkirk and Belhaven; 148 
and various 

arrears of salaries and pensions were paid out. 
149 Ilay himself 

arrived in Scotland in early May to direct matters persona, 11y on the 

Ministryts beha2f. 

The election of Scottish peers took place on 4 June in the Bu-rgh 

Room near Parliament House. 150 Normally any troops in Edinburgh were 

sent out of town during the time of the election but on this occasion a. 

troop of soldiers was paraded nearby. The opposition saw this as 

intimidation and Stair entered a*protest with which eighteen peers 

concurred. At the election the thoroughness of Ilay's preparations 

and the influence he had been alýle to exert soon became apparent and 

the opposition suffered a complete rout, The peers on the Kingts list 

were elected with large majorities: 
151 Buccleuch got 60 votes, 

145See Ilay to Delafaye 15 Apr 1734 SRO RH2/4/333, f83-4; Sedgwick, 
House of Common_s II, P-392. 

146 See Newcastle to Stair 17 Apr 1734 Graham, Stair Amals, II p. 213. 

14727 Ar 1734 SRO RH2/4/4101 281. See also Ilay to Delafaye 23 Apr 1734 
SRO RH2/47333i f85-6. 

148 20 Apr 1734 SRO RH2/4/410,2769 
14925 Apr 1734 CTBP vol II PP-547-8. 
150The 

peers election usually took place in Holyrood House. 
l5lBuccleuchv AtholL, Lothian, Crawford, Sutherland, Mortonv Loudon, FindUber, 

Selkirk, Balcarres, Dunmore2 Orkne3j Portmore Hopeton, Ilay, Cathcart. See 
certificate of election SRO RH2/4/333jflO8; also SRO PE 35, 
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fourteen others received 59, Ilay was content with a mere 58- For 

the opposition Stair and Buchan received 25 apiece; Marchmont, Rothes 

and Queensberry got 24; Montros4 Roxburghe and Tweeddale each received 

23; Haddington 20.152 Before the meeting dissolvedo Queensberry 

handed in a protest against the use of undue influence, which 

asserted that the pretended election of the peers on the King's 

list was void and demanded that in their stead the sixteen who 

otherwise had the greatest number of votes should be elected. 
153 

The 1734 Commons elections in Scotland were hard fought and there 

were poll contests in twenty constituencies. In the end, the 

opposition improved their position winning eleven seatst compared to 

only six in 1727,154 but government supporters were returned in 34,155 

of whom 15 were staunch 
. 
Argathelians. 156 The results in Scotland 

152 This of course meant that the leading Squadronc peers - Montrose, 
Marchmontv Tweeddale, Rothes, Haddington, Stair - no longer sat in the 
House of Lords. 

153Robertson, Peerageof Scotland, PP-152-161; Sir James Pergusson, 
The Sixteen Peers of Scotland, (077ýd, 1960), PP-78-80. 

154See Dundas to his son*6 Jul 1734 SRO GD 4/15/2 vol. 2,82 
"As to the elections of our Commones, there are many more factious 
persons than were last parliament from this country and would have been 
more still If returns had 'been fairly made, but such liberties never 
were taken by sheriffs and returning officers, nor such barefaced 
things Done but power and a majority can both screen and Justify". See 
also Dundas to his son 5 Jun 1734 ibid. t 79- 

15538 in 1727, 
156Figures 

compiled from detai 
. 
ls in Sedgwick, House of Commons. 

0 

Gov. Supp. Argath Opp Whig Squad. other sitting 
member contests 

Jounties 13 7- 5 3 2 15 15 
(Tory) 

urghs 6 8 0 1 0 5 5 
1 

19 1 
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Among the opposition memborn returned were John Ruthorford (Roxburahohiro)? 
John Cockburn (Maddinrton-shire)q James Erskine (Clackmanner, -zhire)q Alex 
Cunningham (Renfrewshire), John Murrny (Selkirkshire), WL11jam Dair mple 
(Wig-townshire) axid Thomar Le, -. -Iic (Aysart burLjw). 

-Y 
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reflected the limited success of the opposition in the country as 

a whole: 

By a very exact calculation we have 
made, it appears that there are in this 
parliament 238 opposers, besides those 
from your Country, which we reckon 
eleven; so that the minority consisting 
of 249 will not be a contemptible one. 157 

There were several fierce clashes between government and opposition 

supporters, most notably involving Grange and his nephew Thomas (Lord) 

Erskine in Stirling burghs and Stirlingshire respectively. In 1715, 

1722 and 1727 Henry Cunninghant Ilay's burghmonger, had been elected 

for Stirling burghs, but in 1727 he had chosen to sit for Stirlingshire 

and the seat was taken by Thomas (Lord) Erskine, son of Mar and nephew 

of Grange. According to Grange, Ilay promised Thomas Erskine that if 

he voted for the excise bill 

he would be restored to the honours of his 
family next session, but though he did so, 
going along with them as fully as their 
other. slaves, 158 

he was disappointed. Erskine therefore joined the opposition, voting 

against the government on the repeal of the Septennial Act. 159 

Grange had supported Cunningham in 1727, but for the 1734 election in 

Stirlingshire (when Cunningham did not stand) Ilay secretly set up a 

relation Sir James Campbell. Piqued, Grange went over to the opposition, 

agreeing with Tweeddale and Marchmont that Thomas Erskine should be put 

157Chesterfield to'Stair 15 Jun 1734 Graham, Stair Annals, II pp. 216-20. 
Sedgwickt House of Commons It P-43 calculates the result, after the election 
petitions had been Tecidedtas 330 ministerial supporterst 83 Opposition Whigs 
and 145 Tories. 

158Spalding Club Miscellany vol. III (1846)t pp. 28-31t 39-- 
159Sedgwicky House of'Commons II, P-17-- 
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up for Stirlingshire, 
160 

while Grange himself stood for Stirling 

burghs, 161 
one of the most venal constituencies in Scotland. Ilay 

immediately dispatched Cunningham to set up Peter Halket, an army 

officer, against Grange in Stirling burghs and Ilay and Milton 

worked industriously on Halketts behalf. At the election Grange 

received the votes of Stirling, Queensferry and Dunfermline, while 

Halket got Culross and Inverkeithing. Cunningham, as delegate for 

Inverkeithing the presiding burgh, rejected Grange as delegate for 

Danfermline. Having thus created an equality oý votes, he gave his 

casting vote to Halket, who was thus returned. Grange petitioned 

repeatedly without success. 
162 He was, however, elected for 

Clackmannanshire with the support of the Dalrymples, against the 

government candidate Sir John Shaw who had won the seat in 1722.163 

In Stirlingshire the opposition pushed hard to secure Thomas Erskinels 
I 

eleotion: 

Lord Erskine was with me this day eight'days, 
and I attended him to the houses of those 
gentlemen Your Lordship mentioned to me, and 
to some other houses where I thought the persons 
were in a state of uncertainty; and by hard 
thrashing and speaking plainly have got them 
tied down to Lord Erskine's interest as far 
as plain words can bind. 164 

160This 
was arranged without the knowledge of Montrose who was initially 

irritated but eventually agreed to support the scheme: see above P-386 and 
footnote 107*- 

161 See Grange to Tweeddale 26 Aug 1733 NLS YP7044j 35; Grange to Tweeddale 
11 Mar 1734 ibid. 68; Grange to Tweeddale 18 Mar 1734 ibid- 76; Grange to 
Tweeddale 29 Mar 1734 ibid. 79. Grange made particular efforts, and with 
some success, to win the support of Ebenezer Erskine and other ? high-flyingt 
ministers who were influential in Stirling and Dunfermline: see Granga to 
Tweeddale 20 Aug 1733 NLS YP7044j 35; Grange to Tweeddale 9 Jan 1734 ibid.. 
52; Grange to Tweeddale 28 Jan 1734 ibid- 58. 

162 Sedgwickf House of Commons I, P. 403. See also Grange to Marchmont' 
1 and 2 Dec 1733 H14C Polwarth V pp. 68-70; Dundas to his son 6 Jul 1734 SRO 
GD 4/15/2 vol. 2,82. 

163Sedgwick, House of Commons I, P-383. 
164 Elphingstone to Stair ND Graham, Stair Annals IIj P-429. See also 

Sir Archibald Primrose to Stair 18 Nov. 1733 ibid. pp. 198-9. 
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With the support of Cunningham, however, Sir James Campbell won 

the seat by 28 votes to 23.165 

Both of Marchmont's sons were returnedy Lord Polwarth for 

Berwick-on-Tweed and Alexander Hume Campbell for Berwickshire. 

Cmeensberry, however, was less successful and Solicitor General 

Charles Areskine defeated Queensberry candidates in both Dumfriesshire 

and Dumfries burghs. 166 
The Stair family also suffered setbacks. 

At Haddington burghs, sir James Dalrymple who had held the seat since 

1722, lost to James Fall, a wealthy Dunbar'merchant set up against 

him by the government, while in Wigtown burghs, where Stair had 

previously been able to bring in his brother and then his nephew 

John Dalrymple without opposition, Lord Galloway, with the support 

of the Ministry? put up his son James Stewart who beat John 

Dalrymple. Stair's brother William Dalrymple, however, retained 

Wig-tonshire. Rothes too had mixed success. His brother Charles Leslie 

had to give up the fight-against Sir John Anstruther in Fife 167 but 

another brother Thomas successfully won Dysart burghs against the 

sitting member James St Clair, an Argathelian. 168 In Edinburgh, 

where sitting member Argathelian John Campbell did not stand, George 

165 Sedgwick, House of Commons 
, 
11 pp-393-4; Tweeddale to Marchmont 26 Sep 

1733 HMO Polwarth V pp. 62-3; Montrose to Marchmont 15 Sep 1733 ibid. PP-59-60. 

166 Areskine was re-eleoted for the county against Alexander Perguson 
(who petitioned unsuccessfully) and beat Basil Hamilton in the burghs. He 
chose to sit for the county: Sedgwick, House of Commons 1, pp-384,397; 
Queensberry to Marchmont 26 Mar 1734 HMO Polwarth V, P-87; Hamilton to 
Tweeddale 29 Mar 1734 NLS YP7044,87. 

167See Rothes to Marchmont 19 MaY 1734 HMC Polwarth V p. 87; Milton 
to Ilay Dec 1733 NLS SC 16P553- 

168 See Rothes to March-mont 19 May 1734'HMC Polwarth V p. 87. For 
aetails on Dysart burghs see Rothes to Tweeddale 27 Ppr 1734 NLS SYP 
Box 8 P3(4)- 
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Drummond, along with a number of other burgesses caused Ilay some 

difficulties by raising 

a mutiny in the town by setting up for them- 
selves aýd boasting that they had the superior 
favour with Sir Robert Walpole, which ended in 
my bringing in Patrick Lindsay [the current 
Lord Provost] merely to M vent the common 
enemy getting a victory. 

Finally at Glasgow burghs William Campbell, a first cousin of Argyll, 

was elected. 
170 

In the northern counties the tangled clashes between local Whig 

families, most of whom supported the government, continued. Milton 

proposed to Ilay a scheme to allocate the various seats among the 

contending interests but Forbes was indignant at Ilayfs meddling and 

the proposal came to nought. 
171 

In Inverness-shire, where Lovat 

held the chief interest, Sir Janes Grant, a government Whig and the 

sitting member since 1722 (the "hereditary commoner of Inverness-shire"), 

and Lovatts brother-in-law, clashed for the third general election in a 

row I with John Forbesv Duncan Forbes' brother. Despite attempts by the 

Forbes brothers to fix the electoral roll, 
172 Grant, with the help of 

Lovat who, had. recently been made sheriff, and of Milton, 
173 

was again 

successful. 
174 

l6gIlay to Pelham 26 Jul 1747 N. U. L. NBC 1947- 
170sedgwick, Houne of Commons I, P-400- 
171 See Milton to Ilay 12 and 13 Nov 1733 NLS SC l6t553; Bricke, 

Management and Administration of Scotland. pp. 120-2. For details of 
electioneering in the north and Ilay's activitiesyparticularly his 
differences with Forbes, see Menary, Forbes, pp-89-95; MCP III PP-59-97 
and relevant letters in CP and MCP vol, III. 

172Sedgwick, Tjoiist- of Commons, I, pp. 386-7; Grangn to Stair 30 Oct 
1733 Graham, Stair Annals, II pp. 231-2. 

173Sce Milton to Ilay Dco. 1733 NLS SC l6t553o 
174Sedgwick, House of Commons, 11 PP-386-7- 
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Despite the defeat at the peers election the Scottish opposition 

quickly returned to the attack. Montrose, Queensberry, Grange and 

Marchmont, after consulting with Chesterfield, PulEcney, Carteret and 

others, 
175 

resolved that'some protest or petition should be laid 

before the House of Lords complaining about the "corrupt influence" 

used at the peers election. It was also agreed 

-that some Scotch commoner, well armed with 
facts and proofs, should get up in the House 
of Commons and impeach Islay of high crimes 
and misdemeanours, which no doubt the corrupt 
influencing of elections amouhts to. This 
would be a capital stroke, and affect the 
master [i. e. Walpole] as well as the man. 

176 

In the meantime every effort was to be'made to obtain evidence of 
177 

Ilay's bribery: 

... offers of money, places or pensions to 
Lords to vote for the Court List 

'; 
2dly, promises 

of pensions to some that did vote for the List 
and actuall payment to them or their agents 
under the name of arrears of pensions for the 
former years [etc. ] 17d 

Daring the following months Tweeddale, Marchmont, Grange and others were 

active in trying to gather such evidence and met several times in 

Edinburgh, but much time was spent in rather sterile debate on whether 

the proposed petition should demand that the return of the court list 

175See Chesterfield to Stair 15 Jun 1734; Graham, Stair Annals, II pp. 216-20; 
Aey to Stair 15 Jun 1734 ibid. pp. 220-2; Duchess of Marlborough to Stair pulfe 

15 Jun 1734 ibid. p. 225; Carteret to Marchmont 15 Jun 1734 Marchmont Pap(-. rs, _ ed. Rose Vol. II pp. 27-9; PultfAey'to Marcl-ýnont 15 Jun 1734 ibid. PP-33-4; 
Chesterfield to Marchmont 15 Jun 1734 ibid. pp. 23-6. Chesterfield was looked 
on as "Commander-in-chief of the Scottish brigade" in this matter: Hervey, 
Memoirs Vol. II, P-410. 

176 Chesterfield to Stair 15 Jun 1734 Marchmont Pa, T)ers, ed. Rose Vol. II, 
pp. 23-6. 

1771bid. Even at this stage Chesterfield was not optimistic about obtaining 
any redress: "I fear you must expect more-justice from your appeals to the 
rest of mankind, than from your appeals to our house, where now our strength 
is so much diminished". See also Nottingham to Tweeddale 9 Sep 1734 NLS SYP 
Box 12 F2. 

178Grange's 'Temorial in relation to the Election of the Sixteen Peerc to 
serve in the Parliament for Scotland" HMC Polwarth V pp. 98-100. 
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shou-Id be declared void and perhaps further that the sixteen with 

the most votes thereafter should be returned in their place, or should 

simply seek an enquiry into the whole matter. It was finally agreed 

to pursue a general petiiion for an enquiry since, not surprisingly, 

it was proving difficult to obtain sufficient evidence to sustain 

the overturning of the election. 
179 

By the t= of the year, despite all their efforts to get 

material to show 

that Lord Ilay was the Agent bf the Court in 
the elections of either the peers or the Commons 
or both; that he took up or was authorizvd to 
take up any sums of money, from the New Bank, 
Excise or Customs [etc] 0 

the evidence the opposition managed to collect was at best circumstantial. 

As Dundas pointed out 

... 
[getting] a place can change ones way of acting. 

But as giving a place is no corruption such a fact 
would have no influence unless it were provId as 
well as believtd that the place was offertd and 
given him to concur in the election. 181 

it was therefore decided that it would be wiser to avoid making a direct 

accusation against any person, and to proceed by a general petition, 

179See inter alia, Tweeddale to Marchmont ND 1734 HKC Polwarth V p. 90; 
Tweeddale to Marchmont 9 Aug 1734 ibid. p. 89; Tweeddale to Marchmont 
10 Aug 1734 ibid. p. 88; Tweeddale to - 12 Aug 1734 NLS TLP Box 138 F2(b); 
Tweeddale to Winchelsea, 13 Aug 1734 BM Add MSS 29,589 B f4-5; Queensberry 
to Tweeddale 21 Aug 1734 NLS YP7044,93; Pulte, 1W to Marchmont 25 Aug 1734 
Marchmont Papers, ed. Rose vol, II Pp-39-41; Montrose to Tweeddale 26 Aug 1734 
NLS YP7044v 95; Chesterfield to Marchmont 27 Aug 1734 Marchmont 

-Pripers I ea. 
Rose vol. II Pp-41-5; Montrose to Marchmont 27 Aug 1734 ibid. PP-46-T; 
Grange to Tweeddale 2 Sep 1734 NLS YP7044,101; Tweeddale to Marchtnont HMC 
Polwarth V pp. 90-1; Twecddale to Marchmont 20 Sep 1734 ibid. p. 91; Aberdeen 
to Tweeddale NLS YP70449 105- 

1.8o "Minutes of what Further Evidence should if possible be secured to 
support either the Petition or the Impeachment" HMC Polwarth V PP-106-7- 
See also NLS S*YP Box 137 Fl. 

181"Opinion 
of Mr Dundas, " HMC Polwarth V, pp. 102-4. There was considerable 

jealousy between Grange and Dundas at this time: see Lindsay to Clerk 25 Pob 
1735 SRO GD 18/5245(11)- 
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signed by as many peers as possible, against the whole conduct of 

the election, asking the Lords to make an enquiry into the matter 

with a view to setting aside the election on the grounds of corruption. 

Such evidence as the opposition had obtained would be held'in readiness 

to back up their case. Grange prepared a draft petition on this 

basis, 182 
which after much consultation was amended into its final 

orm. 
Parliament met on 14 January 1735 and great effort was made to 

get as many Scottish opposition Lords as possible ýip to London before 

the opening: 

to concert with their friends and finally 
settle those matters that are but hinted at 01% in the paperslQ-3 

and 

to stir about and solicit. 184 
I 

182 HMC POlwarth V pp. 100-101: "'It has been Publickly and openly said 
by most of the nation and there have been strong appearance that the list 
of sixteen peers returned at the last election was made up and settled 
by persons in high offices under the Crown without consulting or having 
respect to the sentiments of the peers and was shewen and given out 
under the name of the Court List or the List of the Ministry. That 
severall noble Lords were solicited and others engaged to give their 
votes for that List or such other list as should be concerted by those 
in the service of the Crown-upon insinuations or direct threatenings 
of losing or promises of getting places, pensions or summes of money 
to themselves or their relations and friends by persons employed 
under the Crown or their known agents, and that considerable summes 
were actually paid to or for the use of severall Lords on account of 
their voting or granting their proxies to vote for such lists ... it 
would [therefore] appear that the. said election was rather a nomination 
by the officers of the Crown then an election and that this nomination 
was under the meer f igure of an election promoted and carried out in 
an undue manner inconsistent with the design and intention of the laws 
directing the election of the sixteen peers to sit in the parliament 
for Scotland". 

183, 'Minutes of what Further Evidencet' HMC Polwarth V, PP-106-7- 

184Chesterfield to Stair 15 Jun 1734 Grahamf Stair Anwals, pp. 216-20. 
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A series of meetings was held between the leading Scottish and 

English opposition figures to determine their tactics. It was 

agreed that Bedford would present the petition in the House of Lords 

while Polwarth, seconded-by Dundas and Erskine, would lay details 

of events in Scotland before the Commons and Sandys would move 

, 
for the impeachment of Ilay. 185 The Ministry7 however, had taken 

the necessary steps to rally its Supporters and the opposition 

quickly found itself completely outmanoeuvred in the Lords. The 

petition in its final form was presented to the House of Lords on 

13 February 1735 in the names Of Hamiltont Queensberry, Montrose, 

Dundonald, Marchmont and Stair. The Petition represented, in 

II general terms, 

that several undue methods and illegal 
practices were used towards carrying on this 
election and towerds [sic. ] engageing peers to 
vote for a list of peers to represent the 
Peerage of Scotland such as are inconsistent with 
the freedom of Parliaments, dishonourable to the 
Peerage, contrary tb the design and intention of 
those laws that direct the election of the sixteen 
peers for that part of Great Britain called 
Scotland and such as may prove subversive of our 
happy constitution, instances and proofs whereof 
we are able to lay before your Lordships in such 
manner as your Lordships shall direct. 

The petitioners therefore desired that the House give serious consideration 

to the affair and allow proofs to be laid before them. 186 A detailed 

list of the evidence which had been collected was held ready. 
187 

Consideration of the petitioiý was adjourned to 20 Pebruary and then 

further adjourned to the following day to enable the petitioners to indicate 

185For full details of these discussions and those attending see 
I'Mmorambim by MarnbmariVII Mn. rnlimont Paporn (A. T? 00(,, voI. TI, pp. 57-67; 
Omond, Arniston Memoirs,, PP-6-3-4- 

18611A Petition" JIMC Polwarth V, pp. 107-8. 

187For full details see "Evidence in Support of the Petition" ibid. 
pp. 108-11.1.. 
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whether by their petition they intend to contra- 
vert the election or return of the sixteen peers 
for Scotland mentioned in the said petition or any 
of them and which of them, or whether the petitioners 
intend to proceed by way of complaint of the undue 
methods and illegal practices mentioned in general 
without contesting the right of the said sixteen 
peers or any of them. 188 

The opposition replied that they did not intend to 

contravert the election of any of the sixteen 
peers mentioned in the election but to produce 
evidence as to undue methods dangerous to the 
constitution... 

The House then ordered the petitioners within a week to lay before the House 

in writing "particular instances of undue methods and illegal practices", 

together with the names of the persons by whom such methods and practices 
189 ý were used. The Opposition were aware that they had insufficient 

evidence to implicate IlaY or any of his agents directly. On their 

return the petitioners therefore argued that they had not 

by our petition stated ourselves accusers of any 
person whatever nor did we indend to do so... We 
conceive we-cannot take upon us to name particular 
persons who may have been concerned in those 
illegal practises, but who those were will 
undoubtedly appear to your Lordships upon takeing 
the proper examinations. 

They then repeated their general charges that Ministers had drawn up 

a list of sixteen peers to be carried at the eleotiong that 

endeavours were made to engage peers to vote 
for this list by promises of pensions and offices, 
civil and military, to themselves and near relations 
and by actual promise and offers of sums of money 

and that the House should make an 
. 
enquiry into the matter. 

190 In response 

the Lords passed a motion on 28 February that the return did not comply 

188Minute of Parliament 20 Feb 1735 ibid. P-115s 
l8gMinute 

of Parliament 21 Feb 11735 ibid- P-115- 

- '9qReturn 
of the Petitioners to the Order of the House of 21 February 

173511 28 Feb 1735 ibid. pp. 116-8. 
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with the order of the House. Various English opposition peers 

entered a prOtesty 
191 but the House proceeded to carry a motion 

to dismiss the petition. The same peers entered a further 

protest. 
192 The opposition then attempted to have the protests 

made immediately after the election in 1734 received and read but 

instead it was carried that the House should adjourn without 

appointing a. day when the protests should be read. There the 

matter rested. The OPposition met with a similar lack of success 

when they attempted to raise the matter in-the Commons. 

With the collapse of the protests over the peers election 

and a series of defeats in the Commons, 193 
the momentum which 

Grange, Marchmont and others had managed to maintain over the 

previous two years quickly crumbled. Walpole's position, and 

with him that of Ilay, seemed unchallengeable. Many of the 

opposition simply stopped attending Parliament, 194 
and the Soots 

peers in particular deserted politics for a time. Marchmont for 

19'Somerset, Maynardv and Tadcaster and signed bY 30 English peers: 
see ibid. pp. 118-22. 

1921bid. "... if the election of sixteen peers to represent the Peerage 
of Scotland should ever by the foul arts of corruption dwindle into a 
ministerial nomination instead of persons of the first rank, greatest 
merit and most considerable property we may expect in future Parliaments 
to see such only returned who, oweing their election to the nomination 
of the minister, may purchase the continuance of their precarious seats 
by a ýatal and unanimous submission to his dictates. " 

193ýotably 
over the petition of the unsuccessful opposition candidate at 

the Haddington burghs election, Sir James Dalrymple, during which debate 
the opposition launched a violent attack on Milton's conduct. See Ilay, 
to Milton 13 Mar 1735 NLS SC 16,559; Sedgwick, House of Commons I, PP-400-1. 

194For 
example, see Drummore to Stair 20 Mar 1735 Graham, Stair Annaln, 

II pp, 233-4; "the Court had indeed aides-de-camp and majors of brigade to 
fly'about and collect their scattered troops, but it seems those upon thn 
ai(ln of Vin noiin-Lry hnv(, no niinh offinorn... ITOw in It pnnnibln Lo prof iA 
by advantage, if due attendance is not given? " 
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I Ocz 
one concentrated on local affairs. 6'ý'-' 

The dismissal from office of the remaining leading Squadrone 

peers in 1733 and his success at the 1734 general election had 

greatly strengthened Ilay's position. In April 1735 Squadrone 

Lord Justice Clerk Adam Cockburn, 'who had taken little part in 

political matters since the malt tax riots, died. Ilay was anxious 

to have Milton promoted and worked hard to overcome some initial 
196 197 

resistance from Walpole, visiting Walpole in Norfolk. In the 

end, he not only secured the post for Miltbn'98 but successfully 

recommended Alexander Fraser, Lord-Streichen for the vacant Justiciary 

post 
199 

and Sir Jwnes Pergusson for Cockburn's place as Lord of 

Session. 
200 

I had been in Scotland a mounth agoe (Ilay 
informed Milton) if your affair had been 
then determined, but it was too great A card 201 to leave at sixes and sevens as we say here. 

Grange, who had returned to his law practice, was in despair. 

What is become of him [Pultmy] or allmost 
anybody elsep what they think of affairs, 
what they are doing or intending to do I 
know not. I am told here that the courtiers 
... cry that the Patriots have nothing now 

195HMC Polwarth V P. xiv. 

196See Ilay to Milton 1 May 1735 NLS SC 
These disagreeable difficulties arising in 
are great deductions of the satisfaction ij 
so that those that are in as well*as those 
their Philosophy". 

16Y559: "I doubt of success... 
business, not from any Enemy, 
having interest and Powerp, 

that are out have use for all 

1971lay to Milton 19 Jun 1735 and 5 Jul 1735 ibid. Ilay regularly attrnded 
Walpole Is annual "Congresses" at Houghton, usually held in November to lay 
down t* actics for the forthcoming Parliamentary session. See Ilay to 
Milton 12 Nov 1735 ibid. "I am here an uouall at the Conrrcssll; Plumb, 
W, i, IT)ole: 

- 
The KinUfs Minister vol III pp. 88-9; Browningj Newon, stle, p. 25- 

For - life 21 Jul 1735 SRO RH2/4/41OP 305- See also Ilay to Milton 27 Jul 
1735 NLS SC 16t559- 

199Scc Ilay to Milton 31 Jul 1735 ibid. Warrant 31 Aug 1735 SRO R112/4/410,308. 
200 See Ilay to Newcastle 28 Aug 1735 SRO RH2/4/3349 f141-2; mrrant 3 Sep 

1735 SRO RH2/4/410,309. Also Ilay to Milton 12 Sep 1735 NLS SC 16t559*- 
"the Enemy have not gained ground in our Judicatures this year"o 

201 Ilay to Milton 2 Aug 1735 NLS SC 16P559- 
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to say and are dispirited and divided. ... 
My present ignorance of all things seems to 
throw me into a lethargick state ... But 
what can one do tho awake? Who is to be 
trusted? Who will exert himself? 202 

ýBy early 1736 the opposition was at a low ebb both at Westminster 203 

and in Scotland. This calm was rudely shattered by the Porteous 

riots and their aftermath . 
204 

The dramatic if temporary breakdown of law and order in Edinburgh 

on the night of 7 September 1736 and the helplessness of the authorities 

, 
in the face of a largey well-disciplined Mob greatly alarmed the 

political establishment in London. A major Parliamentary enquiry 

followed and a punitive Bill was introduced to reduce Edinburgh's 

privileges. The proceedings which ensued were a direct challenge to 

Ilay's authority in Scotland, led Argyll to clash violently with the 

Ministry and shook the very basis of the Walpole administration. In 

the end Walpole, who had initially supported punitive measures to 

placate Baglish opinion) had to ietreat in the face of overwhelming 

Scottish hostility in order to maintain his system of managing Scotland 

and shore up Ilay's influence. Nevertheless Ilay emerged with his 

credibility in Scotland severely dented and the drift of Argyll away 

from the Ministry into opposition created a split in the Argathelian 

202 Erskine (Grange) to Marchmont 2 Dec 1735 HMC Polwarth V pp. 124-5. 
See also Montrose to Stair 2 Jun 1735 Graham, Stair Annals. II pp. 235-6; 
Montrose to Marchmont 5 Jan 1736 IIMO Polwarth V, pp. 125-6; Stair to 
Marchmont 27 Dec 1735 Marchmont Papers. 

-ed. 
Rose vol. II, p. 68 

203 See Ilay to Milton 10 Apr 1736 NLS SO 16,564; Stair to Grange 15 Mar 
1736 Graham, Stair Annals II pp. 237-9 - "their counsels disjointed and 
their operations feeble", 

204Por full details of the events see William Roughead, The Triil of 
C, --, iptain Porteous (Bilinburgh, 1909); H. T. Dickinson and K. Logue, tThe 
Porteous Riot -a study in the breakdown of law and order in Edinburgh 
1736-7', F)rottirib Labour TfintorX S)oninty Joiirnal. no. 10, JIMC 1976; 
H. T. Dickinson and K. Loguep 'The Porteou His t ory z Riot 17361, 

_ 
Toda 

vol. 22 (1972)v pp. 272-81. There is also a considerable amount of material 
in NLS SPA 17509-10- 
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ranks which was to result in the return of a Substantial number 

of opposition members from Scotland in the 1741 general election 

which in turn contributed in large part to the downfall of Walpole's 

administration. 

Three men, Andrew Wilson, William Hall and George Robertson, 

had been found guilty by the Court of Justiciary in February 1736 

of robbing an excise officer at Pittenweem. Wilson and Robertson 

were sentenced to be hanged, Hall to transportation. The Sunday 

before 14 April, the day set for their exebution, Wilson and 

, 
Robertson made a bid for freedom while attending service at the 

Tolbooth church. Wilson was quickly seized but managed to engage 

the boldier, -Eý allowing Robertson to escape. 
205 Such was the 

unpopularity of the revenue services and the general sympathy towards 

smugglers and Wilson in particular following the escape attempt, that 

the authorities, fearing possible trouble at the execution, called in 

150 troops to stand by the City Cruard under Captain John Porteous 

already a notoriously unpopular figure ifi the city. In the event 

, 
there was no trouble until Wilson was hanged and his body about to be 

cut down. At that stage the mob began to throw stones at the Town 

Guard who, probably in panic, retaliated by firing indiscriminately, 

, 
both at the mob and into the air thereby hitting people watching from 

neighbouring windows. Three people were killed instantly and about 

a dozen injured. The Guard retreated but then turned and once more 

fired on the mob killing three more people. The regular troops took 

no part in the affray. 

Horrified by the events and fearful of the mood of the Edinburgh 

citizens Lord Provost Alexander Wilson immediately had Porteous and 

205See Allan Ramsay to Porbes 15 Apr 1736 MCP II pp. 113-5. 
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fifteen members of the Guard arrested and imprisoned. In the 

absence of the Lords of Justiciary on circuit, the Edinburgh magistrates 

proposed to try those arrested sumarily before Provost Wilson as High 

Sheriff of Bdinburgh in order to satisfy the clamour for vengeance. 
206 

', Wilson himself, however, was opposed to this, as was Ilay in London: 

The affair of Capt Porteous is very 
unhappy, as the fact appears here, it 
seems very harsh and cruel to English 
Ears. I think it would sound very odd 
here if the Tryal was left to the Sherifs 
and so the Lord Chancellor told me. 207 

The law officers, Forbes and Areskine, accordingly gave their opinion 
208 

against this procedure, and it was not until July that Porteous was 

brought before the Court of Justiciary, 209 
a delay that did nothing 

to calm the feelings of the Edinburgh Populace, Although Porteous 

f1persisted to ye last in denying he eiyr fired or gave orders to fire 1,210 

and the evidence was at best contradictory and inconclusivel such was 

'the climate of opinion in Edinburgh that a. fair trial was virtually 
211 

, 
impossible and he was found guilty on both counts and sentenced 

212 
_to 

be executed on 8 September. 

Although the vengeance of the Edinburgh populace seems to have 

been satisfiedy in London there was a strong feeling that Porteous 

206 See Roughead, Porteous, p. 221; Menary, Forbes, pp. 107-8. 

207 Ilay to Valton 24 Apr 1736 NLS SC l6o564- 

208 See Roughead, Porteous, P-224. 

209 5 Jul 1736, The judges were Milton (presiding), Royston, Dun, Newhall and 
,, Minto; Forbes prosecuted: for details see Roughead, Porteous, PP-145-216; 
Dickinson and LoguelfThe Porteous Riot: a studY in the breakdown of law and 

_order?, 
pp. 24-5. There is also a mass of material on the trial of Porteous and 

, the legal debate thereafter in NLS SPA 17509-10. The other 15 guardsmen 
arrested were never brought to trial. 

210 Milton to Ilay ND NLS SC 16,566. 
2"For juryls vcrdict seo Poughead, Porteous, pp. 213-4- Sce also Ilay 

It 
to 

Milton 29 Jul 1736 NLS SC l6t564; Miltýn-ls "Memorial about Capt Porteous to 
-Ilay 25 Aug 1736 NLS SPA 17,509. For Miltonts justification of the verdict see 
Milton to Ilay ND NLS SC l6t566. 

21ýMiltonls'ýIemorial 
on Capt Porteous" to Ilay 25 Aug 1736 NLS SPA 179509- 
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had been sacrificed to appease the fury of the mob and both the 

conduct of the trial and of the Scottish legal system itself soon 

6ame under attack. In fact the verdict left the Government in a 

difficult position. As-Milton argued, 

' it was too rash and unanswerable in ye- ; 
uard to fire at Random among a Multitude 

Lawfully assembled because of a few stones 
thrown without giveing innocent people some 
notice to retire.... These were ye reasons 
why ye Court did unanimously pronounce a 
sentence of death and Thus far ye Law gave 
a proper check to ye Militaxy fancying that 
upon the least insult by some idle unruly 
people that ye Military shall have it in yr 
power to put his Majesties innocent subjects 
to death without distinction or reasonable 
notice given. 212 

The Ministry, however, were primarily concerned to uphold, the authority 

of law and order bý saving Porteous whose offence it regarded largely 

as one of excessive if unfortunate zeal in the performance of his 

duty. 
213 For his-part, Ilay, an . xious to placate opinion at 

Westminster, initially failed to'appreciate the strength'of feeling 

in Edinburgh. He therefore advised that Porteous petition Queen 

Caroline and urged Milton to organise a parallel petition on Porteous's 

behalf - 
214 This wag signed by f if ty -tnoblemen and gentlemen' of 

scotiandl- all government supporters, pleading mitigating circumstances 

and arguing that if the sentence was carried out it would merely 

encourage resistance to the law. 215 In an effort to forestall the 

opposition making political capital Out of a reprieve for Porteous, which 

Ilay sbon realised would be highly unpopular in Scotland, Ilay also 

21 3Roughead, Porteous pp. 66-8. 

214See Ilay-to Milton 5 Aug 1736 NLS SC 16064. 

215See Milton to Newcastle 25 Aug 1736 enclosing Porteousts petition 
and petition of persons of distinction SRO R112/4/3349 f174-80- 
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sought to encourage another petition in favour of Porteous to be 

216 
signed by as many opposition supporters as possible. Queen 

Carolinej however, granted Porteous a six week reprieve before 

these petitions reached London. 217 

218 
News of the reprieve reached Edinburgh on 3 September, and 

despite Miltonts initial belief that 

This act of Her Majestyls Royal mercy, 
meets with almost a General Approbation, 
especially among those of the highest 
Rank and greatest distinction. And the 
few who grumble are only of the meaner 
sort... or such as seem determined to 
complain whatever happens 219 

Ln fact there was an immediate and widespread resentment in the city 

and rumours were soon rife about plans 'to murder Porteous. The 

Edinburgh magistrates, however, failed to take these seriously or 

take any precautionary steps. 

At about 10 p. m. on TuesdaY 7 September, the day before that 

originally set for the execution 'a mob, which grew to around 4,000, 

besýeged the Tolbooth. As Dickinson and Logue have convincingly 

shown, the mob was both well organised and disciplined with only one 

purpose in mind and undoubtedly had a strong central core of respectable 
221 

citizens - shopkeepers, tradesmen, craftsmen and their apprentices. 

216 See Roughead, Porteous, p. 234. The only prominent opposition sic.. 
nature was Drummore. See also Ilay to Milton 19 Aug 1736 NLS SO 15Y564- 

217See Newcastle to the Lord Justice General, Lord Justice Clerk and 
Lords of Justiciary 26 Aug 1736 SRO RH2/4/336, f37; Roughead, Porteous, p. 68. 

218 Roughead, Porteouz, p. 215; Milton to Newcastle 4 Sep 1736 SRO RH2/4/334, 
f172-3- 

219 Milton to Newcastle 4 Sep 1736 ibid. 

1 
220Roughead, Porteous, p. 69: "the conspiracy was a c1cep-laid, and el,,;. tborato 

scheme which required five full days to mature and execute'?. See also Dickin- 
son and Logue, tilho Porteous Riot: a-study in the breakdown of law and ordert. 

1 
1, 
,, 

221 Dickinson and LoCue, ibid. pp. 29-32. 
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Only about f if teen of the City Guard were on duty, none of whom 

were armed. They were therefore powerless to resist the mob, who 

eventually broke into the Tolbooth at 11.30 p. m., seized Porteous, 

dragged him down to the Grassmarket and there brutally h, -, n, -ed him 

on the dyeris pole. 
222 

The mob had already secured the city gate: ýj 

particularly the Nether Bow port, thus preventing the magistrates 

getting speedy help from the troops stationed in the Canongate. 

In fact the determined action of the mob alarmed and virtually 

paralysed the civic authorities. 
223 

Moreover Forbes, Areskine and 

Milton were all out of town and provost Wilson and the four bailies 

had no one to -burn to. After considerable delayo Wilson eventually 

sent Patrick Lindsay, DIP for Edinburgh, Dean of Guild and Town 

Treasurer (but who was not a magistrate )224 to General. lfloyle'is house 

at Abbeyhill to request the aid of troops. Moyle, however, aware 

of the problems which had occurred throughout the period when troops 

assisted the civil authoritiesp war., reluctant to move without a 

proper warrant or written instructions from the provost or a magistrate. 
225 

It is unclear exactly what happened when Lindsay arrived at Moyle's 

house: there was later much ill-feeling between the two, each casting 

the blame on the other and their mutual recriminations were to cause 

the authorities considerable embarrassment. 
226 Moyle eventually went 

- 
222. Vor full details see Roughead, Porteous, PP-71ff; Dickinson and Logue, 

tT4e Porýeous Riot: a study in the breakdown of law and orderl. 
223 Dickinson and' Logue, fThe Porteous Riot: a study in the breakdown of lad 

and ordert, p. 26. For a discussion of Lord Provost Wilsonýýs position see ibid. 
PP-32-4. 

4Lord Provost - in by Tlay see 
22 1729-31 and 1733-5: HP 1734-41 brought 

above pp. 398-93o 

Roughead, Porteous, PP-89-933; Moyle to Nedcastle 9 SeP 1736 Coxe, 
Wa I po Ie III, pp-360-1. 

226 Ct 736 q?. ( See Ilay to Milton 16 SeP 1736 NLS SC 16,564; Ilay to ILTemazittle 15 02 
'16 Rouro . 90; 

., 
head, Port P RH2/4/335 f 25e-9; IlaY to Walpole 105 Oct 17 

the Riotous Frocee. 0-ingst., at Edinbr. - e7 to -110 "A Brief Account at ing of 'V 
I'Dirther of Capt Pomeous" ib-; d. pp. 2z'. 3-6. 
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to join his troops at the Canongate and waited for orders from the 

magistrates but none ever came. Although prompt action by Moyle 

might have saved Porteous, had he acted without a warrant and 

bloodshed resulted he coilld well have found himself in the same 

position as Porteous. 

The General asked the Lord Justice Clerk 
'the morning after the Murther of Porteous, 

. if he could have been justified in breaking 
open the gates of the Town without the 
Authority of the Civil power, he said, if 
he hadl he must have answered for the con- 
sequences that might have followed on his 
giving such an order ... 

227 

Fearing to return to Edinburgh because of the mob, Lindsay sent a 

messenger to Milton, who lived several miles away, with news of the 

riot and seekinga warrant for the troops. Milton sent a warrant 

by return 
228 but by that time Porteous was deado the mob had 

dispersed and the troops made no effort to enter the town that night. 

Milton came to Edinburgh the. following morning and took charge 
229 

. of the situation. He met the magistrates 

I was in great wrath at ym because of 230 
yr negligence and want of precaution... 

but like Forbes in 1725 he was reluctant to act without specific 

227See "A brief account of the Riotous proceedings. at Edinburgh relating 
to the Murther of Capt Porteous" Roughead, Porteous, pp. 243-6. Wade had the 

previous year instructed Moyle always to get written orders for assistance: 
see Wade to Moyle 13 Mar 1736, ibid. P-309. 

228 Milton to Lindsay, Brunstan6 1 a. m. (received 2 a. m. ) 8 Sep 1736 
Roughead, Porteous, PP-311-2. 

229 Lord Advocate Forbes and Solicitor General Areskine were both out of town. 
230Milton to Ilay ND 1736 NLS SC 16,566. Compare George Drummond in his 

diary: "All the blood that has been shed and the mischief clone is owing to 
the infatuation or unaccountable stupidity of the present Magistrates... My 
Lord Ilay has thrown the townts affairs into the hands of men void of religion, 
and little respected" 16 Sep 1736; "The conduct of our Magistrates for some 
years past has been very grieving to all good men in the city, They have 
b(, (, n nnmed 'by thr, Juritirle-Clork, and havo prontrated their poworn to hin 
will in every instance" 7 Apr 1737: W. Bairdq 'George Drummond: An Eighteenth 

,h 
Club, 37 (1911), pp. 24-59 Century Lord Provoott, Book of the Old Rdinburp 

27- 
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directions from London. He therefore wrote immediately to Newcastle 

-, with a brief account of the affair: 

The mob are now so insolent and the Town Guard 
so dispirited and in such Contempt that I find 
it would be in vain for the Magistrates, upon 
their own Authority to attempt to enquire after 
and seize the Authors or Actors of this Barbarityv 
and at the same time considering what ill blood 
it might occasion to bring in the Military into 
the City contrary to their Privileges, till I 
receive farther Directionsv I have prevailed 
with General Moyle to double his Guard in the Canon- 
gate, and to send fifty Men to the Castle of 
Edinburgh to be daily relieved b the same 
number marching thro? the Ci-by. 2ý1 

The dramatio breakdown of law and order in Edinburgh was viewed 

with. oonsiderable alarm in London. Newcastle instructed Milton to 

consult with the magistrates and take ouch measures as were necessary 

for restoring the peace and discovering "the authorsv ringleaders and 

abettors of these wicked and audacious proceedings". Forbes and 

Areskine were to return to Edinburgh to assist 
232 

and Moyle was to 

use his troops as necessary. 
233 

, Although, spurred on by Newcastle 

and Ilay, 
234 

Milton was active in making 'enquiries, he quickly realised 

he had little hope of success: 

231 Milton to Newcastle 8 Sep 1726 SRO RH2/4/334 f187-90. Both Moyle and 

, 
Provost Wilson were quick to justify their actions to Newcastle: see Moyle 
'to Newcastle 9 Sep 1736 ibid. f191-2; Moyle to Newcastle 23 Sep 1736 SRO 

f223-4; Wilson to Newcastle 17 Sep 1736 ibid. f2lO-L Moyle 
blamed the magistrates, Wilson claimed the magistrates had done all they 

,, could. 
232 Newcastle to Milton 12 Sep 1736 SRO RH2/4/334 f195-6; Milton to Forbes 

16'Sep 1736 NLS SC l6t566. 

233 
,, Newcastle to Moyle 12 Sep 1736 SRO RH2/4/334o f199-200* 

234Newcastle to Milton 17 Sep 1736 
Provost SRO RH2/4/334 f201-5; Ilay to 
NLS SC, 16,564- See also Newcastle to 
f206-7; Newcastle to Moyle 17 Sep 1736 
17,, Sep 1736 ibid. f214-6; Newcastle to 
17 Sep 1736 ibid. f212-3. 

enclosing orders for the Lord 
Milton 16 Sep 1736,17 Sep 1736 
Forbes 17 Sep 1736 SRO RH2/4/335 
ibid. f208-9; Newcastle to Wade 
Orkney, Governor of Edinburgh Castle 
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As this outrage was committed not by an 
ordinary sort of mob guided by sudden rage, 
but by a well contrived scheme, executed by 
a cool resolute Gang, taking evidently to 
themselves authority over the Mobb, and 
restraining them from every folly but the 
wickedness they had determined to perpetuate, 
to which they kept them close at work, there 
is great reason to believe that some of'that 
abandonned gang of smugglers had a chief hand 
in all this... I have got some hints of some 
of the principal actors, but doubt much of 
getting evidence against them, except from 
such as if they were not actors, were at least 
abettors. 235 

On 25 September the Queen therefore issued'a royal proclamation 

"offering rewards for information leading tO**the discovery of those 

involved. 236 

Meanwhile Areskine arrived in Edinburgh on 18 September, while 

Forbesp who was at Culloden and had delayed at first because of 

illnessp eventually, on direct orders from the Queen, came up on 
237 238 8 October. Wade too was ordered to Edinburgh and Ilay himself 

. -set out from London 
239 

with orderb to probe to the bottom of the affair: 

Lord Ilay. goes for Scotland this week; and I 
think determined to exert himself to the utmost 

AO on this occasion. - 

He' arrived in Edinburgh on 4 October. 241 As in 1725 the Ministry. 

;,,. were relying heavily on him to restore order and bring the culprits to 

235Milton to Newcastle 16 Sep 1736 SRO RH2/4/334 f197-8- See also Milton 
to'Newcastle 23 Sep 1736 SRO RH2/4/335i f225-6. 

236 Rougheadq Porteous, pp. 100,247-8; London-Gazette, no- 7545,25-8 Sep 
1736 SRO RH2/4/S-35 _f251. 

237Roughe64 Porteous, pp. 98-9; Forbes to Newcastle 1 Oct 1736 SRO RH2/4/335, 

.. 
f237-8; Areskine to Newcastle 9 Oct 1736 ibid. f252-3. 

238Roughead, Porteous, p. 99. 
239He had proposed to come to Scotland in any event to deal with a represen- 

tative peer election caused by the death of Balcarres: see Ilay to Milton 5 
Aug 1736 NLS SC 16,564. 

240Sir Robert Walpole to Horace Walpole 20 Sep 1736 Coxe. Walpole, III, pp. 
365-6. See also Horace Walpole (with George II in Germany)'to R. Walpole 
6 Oct 1736 ibid. pp. 269-70. 

241, lay to Newcastle 5 Oct 1736 SRO RH2/4/335i f244-5. 
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I justice. 242 Thus by early October all the principal government 

officers were in Edinburgh andq according to Ilayl had never worked 

, 
so. well together. 

243 The ringleaders had fled, however, and the 

bulk of the city were in, complete sympathy with the aims of the riot, 

believing Porteous's fate to have been fully justified. 
244 As a 

resultp the investigations met with a hostile wall of silence and 
245 

little progress was made. The letters of Ilay and his 

,. _. 
colleagues to London reflected their difficulties and increasing 

ý. frustration. 
246 Various witnesses were examined but little 

information obtained; 
247 Ilay directed the Town Council to instruct 

all members of the City guilds and corporations to make lists of 

their apprentices and servants who were in their service immediately 

before 7 September and who had left or deserted since then, but again 

to little avail. 
248 

ive Edinburgh tradesmen were arrested and other 

warrants were issued, 249 but none*were among the leaders, and in the 

242 See Newcastle to Ilay 12 Oct 1736 ibid. f254-5- 

2431lay to Walpole 16 Sep 1736 Coxel-Walpol , III, PP-367-9. 

, 
244For 

example see Ilay to Walpole 16 Oct*1736 Roughead, Porteous, pp. 
-324-5: "All the lower rank of the people, who have distinguished tfi-emselves by 
pretence to a superior sanctity, speak of this murder as the hand of God doing 

, 
justice; and my endeavours to punish murderers are called grievous prosecutions". 

2451bid, 
p. 100; Ilay to Newcastle 7 Oct 1736 SRO RH2/4/335Y f246-7; IlaY 

to Newcastle 15 Oct 1736 ibid. f258-9; Wade to Newcastle 4 Nov 1736 ibid. 
f279-80- 

246 Inter alia see Areskine to Newcastle 25 Sep 1736 (2 letters) SRO R112/4/335, 
f227-30; Ilay to Newcastle 5 Oct 1736 ibid. f244-5; Ilay to Newcastle 7 Oct 
1736 ibid. f246-7; Ilay to Newcastle 9 Oct 1736 RH2/4/335i f249-50; Ilay'to 
Newcastle 15 Sep 1736 ibid.. f258-9, * Ilay to Walpole 16 Oct 1736 Roughead, 
Porteous, PP-324-5; Ilay to Newcastle 23 Oct 1736 SRO RH2/4/335, f262-6; 
Ilay to Newcastle 30 Oct 1736 ibid. f275-6; Wade to Newcastle 4 Nov 1736 ibid. 

ýf279-80. 
See also Robert Walpole to Horace Walpole 1 Oct 1736 Rougheadf 

Porteous, P-321; "Memorial Concerning the Murder of Captain Porteous" 14 Dec 
1736 by Areskine SRO RH2/4/3369 f53-60. 

2471lay to Newcastle 23 Oct 1736 SRO RH2/4/335, f262-6. 

I !, 
248See Ilay to Newcastle 23 "Oct 1736 enclosing "Order of the Magistrates 

of Edinburgh" 20 Oct 1736 ibid. f262-8. 

249 See Areskine to Newcastle 9 Oct 1736 ibid. f252-3. 
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end only two men were ever tried in the Court of Justiciary for 

taking part in, the Porteous riots. Both were unanimously found 

not guiltys 
250 

Ilay returned to London in early December to mountine disquiet 

over the Porteous affair and concern that a well-disciplined mob had 

been able to take over control of Edinburgh for several hours without 

the authorities being able to take effective counter-measures or 

subsequently to bring the offenders to justice. There were growing 

demands for a full Parliamentary enquiry and for punitive measures 
251 

against Edinburgh. 

When Parliament reassembled the English opposition were determined 

to press the Porteoias affair in order to embarrass the government 

and attack Walpole through his agent Ilay. On 10 February Carteret 

opened the attack by demanding a full enquiry. 
252 

He accused the 

Edinburgh magistrates of encouraging the riot and argued that if no-one 

was arrested and convicted of thd crimes then the whole city should be 

punished. He also attacked the conduct of the Court of Justiciary 

in finding Porteous guilty in the first instanoe and questioned the 

253 
7ery independence of the Scottish legal system. Ilay rightly saw 

ýhe opposition attack as a direct challenge to his political authority 

Ln Scotland. In response to Carteret, thereforeý he 

spoke in a very handsome manner and tho he 
condemned the horridness of that mob and the 
cruelty which they. committed, yet spoke very 
strongly against taking away the privileges of 
the city or removing the Court of Ju ti i s lclarý54 
to another place [as proposed by Carteret] 

250william Maclauchlane 11-22 Mar 1737, Thomas Linnen 16 Jun 1738: 
ce Roughead, Porteous, pp. 107-8; Dickinson and Loguo, 'The Porteous Riot: 
study in the breakdown of law and orderlt p. 28. 

25lIlay to Milton 4 Dec 1736 NLS SC 169564. 
252 For details of prooeedings in both Housest see Menary, Forbes, pp. 113-121. 

--, - 
. 
253Coxot Wal 1:, pp. 493-4- 

ý- 254Morton to Aberlour 10 Feb 1737 Roughead, Porteous, pp. 256-7- See also 
ibid. P. 118. 
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Carteret, however, successfully moved that Provost Wilson and the 

four bailies of Edinburgh, the commander of the city guard during 

the riots, and the commander-in-chief in Scotland should all attend the 

House of Lords, and that'a copy of the record of Porteous's trial 

, and all proceedings thereon should be laid before the House. 
255 

On 3 March Newcastle presented the relevant documents to the 

- 
296 

Lords - and. on 10 March the House resolved itself into a Committee 

of the Whole House to consider the affair. Wilsonp the four bailies, 

Wade, Lindsay, General Moyle, Major Pool, Col. Durore-and Captain 

Lind (of the City Guard )257 were all examined . 
258 Moyle and the 

other army officers laid the blame squarely at the door of the provost 

and magistrates. " Lords Milton, Royston and Dun, the three senior 

judges who had sat on Porteousts trial, 260 
were ordered to attend the 

House on a motion made by Newcastle on 21 March in order to forestall 

261 
another motion that Milton alone should attend. The mood both 

;ý 
2551bid. 

p. 118; Morton to Aberlour 10 Feb 1737 ibid. pp. 256-7: "by 
this Youll see what a dilema that vilainous mob has brought upon our 
nation and the City of Edinburgh in particular, and God knows what length 
it will be carryed'Ie 

256 See "Authentic Extract of the Proceedings in the Trial of Captain John 
Porteous laid before the House of Lords" March 1737, Roughead, Porteous, 
pp-145-71- For Milton's copy of the same, liberally annotated with comments, 
see NLS SPA 177510- Also list of documents delivered to House of Lords SRO 

,, RH2/4/336, f336. 
257 Lind was later dismissed by the Town Council from his post as Captain 

Lieutenant of the Guard apparently for giving evidence contradicting the 
Provost: see Capt Alex Lind to John Lind 14(? ) Jul 1737 SRO RH2/4/336, f89-90; 
Col Durore to John Lind ND ibid. f9l. 

258 Roizýead, Porteous, pp. 272-308 gives details of the examinations. 
2591bid. 

pp. 119-20; Morton to Aberlour, 10y 17,19 and 22 Mar 1737 ibid. 
pp. 258-6o. 

260All three had also sat at the trial of Wilson. 

-261 See IlaY to Milton 19 Mar 1737 NLS So l6t569; Ilay to Milton 21 Mar 1737 
ibid.; W. Cobbett, The Parliamonj History of Enpl, -ind from -the earliest time 
to the yearLý 9 (London, 1806-20)v vol. -I PP-197-8; Marchmont to Stair 24 Mar L01 

- 1737 HMC Polwarth V P-135; Marchmont to Home of Kaimes 28 Mar 1737 ibid. PP-135-6 
Milton to Newcastle 4 Apr 1737 and enclosures SRO RH2/4/336, f65-76. 
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inside the House and out was clearly in favour of strong action 
i 

being taken and Ministers were anxious to placate the groundswell 

-. of indignation. Newcastle and Hardwicke in particular believed 

that a hard line should be taken; 

The House and indeed vast numbers of people 
here are so exasperated at the Edinburgh mob (wrote Ilay) that whatever is proposed 
however violent and unjust is popular; and 
it is impossible to judge what effect this 
violence may have ... Duke Newcastle was 
frightened out of his wits. 262 

I plainly see this work will drive Scotland 
stark mad. 263 

The opposition, spurred on by English lawyers, prepared to 

launch an attack on the conduct of the Court of Justiciary in the 

Porteous trial and the independence of the Scottish judicial system. 
264 

On 1 April the Lords debated whether to introduce a punitive Bill' 

against Edinburgh. Argyll spoke'out strongly against such a Bill 

and voted against the motion as did AtholL. Crawford, Findlater, 

'Dunmore, Breadalbane, Loudon, Cathcart and Morton voted for the 

265 
motiony while Ilay withdrew and did, not vote. The motion was 

carried and on 3 April a Disabling Bill was introduced which debarred 

Provost Wilson from holding officet abolished the City Guard and 

ordered the dismantling of the Netherbow Port. 
266 Argyll was 

2 62 Ilay to Milton 19 Mar 1737 NLS SC 16P569. 
21 631lay to Milton 21 Mar 1737 ibid. 
264See Ilay to Milton 22 Mar 1737 ibid. 
265Morton to Aberlour 2 Apr 1737 Rougheady PorteoiLqv p. 261. 
266"An Act to disable Alexander Wilson from taking, holding, or enjoying 

,, any office 'or place of magistracy in the city of Edinburgh, or elsewhere, 
in Great Britain; and for imprisoning the said Alexander Wilson [for one 
year]v and for abolishing the guard kept up in the said city, commonly 
called the Town Guard and for taking away the Gates of the Nother Dow Port 

., open the same'l- Roughead, Portoolis $I of the caid City and keeping ar pp. 121t '55- 
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vehemently opposed to any punitive measures against Edinburght which 

he caw as an unwarranted attack on Scotland as a whole, and he was 

particularly enraged when Lord Chancellor Hardwicke and Newcastle 

supported the oppositiont"s efforts. 
267 

The debates on the Edinburgh 

Bill saw the beginnings of what was to be a growing rift between 

Argyll and the Ministry which eventually led Argyll into the opposition 

camp and a split in the Argathelian ranks. 

On 26 April Carteret moved to have the verdict and sentence, against 

Porteous declared erroneous on the grounds'that Porteous was fully 

justified in his actions. 
268 The motion was opposed among others 

by Argyll and a division was not insisted upon. Tempers increased 

on 29 April during a debate on whether, the, three Soots judges should 

be called to the bar of the Housev the table or the Woolsack. The 

motion that they should stand at the bar was carried by 48-37 269_ 

which was seen as a slight on their dignity and aroused considerable 

resentment among the Scots. 270 Several days later Milton made a 

spirited defence in the House of the Court of Justiciaryts procedure 

and verdict in the Porteous case. 
271 Nevertheless the Disabling Bill 

continued its progress through the Lords. The Edinburgh magistrates 

petitioned against it and Provost Wilson was allowed to be heard. On 

11 May Argyll made another powerful speech against the Bill blaming 

267Hervey, Memoirs, vol. III, PP-709-16t 721-3.. 

268 Roughead, Porteousp p. 122; Cobbet, Parlinmentary History, vol. X, 
pp. 201-13; Coxet WaIP012 Ii P-494. 

269 Among those voting against the motion were Argyll, Ilayt Newcastle, 
A. tholt, Crawford and Findlater. 

270Roughead, Porteous,, Pp. 122-3. 

27'For 
various drafts of his speech see NLS SPA 17,509- 
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the "wild dissenting clergy" for stirring up the mob. 
272 During 

the third reading debate Argyll felt constrained to point out that 

I am no ministert and never will be one. 
Time was when I might have been a piece of 
a ministdr, but I was too sensible of my own 
want of capacity to engage in any state affairs; 
and I thank God I had always too great a value 
for those few abilities which Nature has given 
me to employ them in doing any drudgery or any 
job of what (sic. ) kind soever ... 273 

For his part Ilay attempted, with little success, to point out the dan. 

gerous implications of the Bill which was rapidly alienating large 

sections of Scottish opinion from the Ministry. Despite mounting 

- Scottish hostility, howevert the Ministry remained primarily 

concerned to placate Political opinion at Westminster and the Bill 

finally received a third reading in the Lords by 54-22.274 Only 

seven Scots peers were prepared to vote for the Bill. Ilay himself 

abstained while Argyll broke with. the Ministry and voted against. 

When the Bill reached the Commons all the Scots members with 

, 
the exception of General Philip Anstruther 275 

refused to follow the 

governmentts lead and united to oppose what they regarded as a 

humiliating and punitive measure, voting against it at second reading. 

I'- 
, 

Nevertheless the Bill was carried by 146-99- 
276 Opposition to the 

Bill in Scotland became intense and various petitions were ýaid against 
277 Such was the strength of feeling that the governmentts principal 

272 Roughead, Porteous, pp. 124-5; Cobbett, ParlianentaEZ HistorYj vol. X, 
pp. 238-47; HMC Polwarth V, p. xv. Ilay also gave credence to the idea 
that the clergy were behind the Porteous affair: see Ilay to Walpole 16 Oct 
1736 Roughead, Porteous, P-107. 

,I, 
273Rougheacly Porteoust P. 123. 

2741bid., 
p. 124. 

275MP Anstruther Easter burfýis. 
, 

He subsequently lost his seat in 1741 In 
quiry into his , 1751 all Scots members voted against him in a parliamentary on 

conduct as Governor of Minorca. See Sedgwick, House of Commons I, pp-417-8- 
276 Rougheadt Porteousv p. 126; Morton to Aberlour 26 May 1737 ibidt p. 264- 

2771bid., 
P-127. 
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law officers in Scotland, Forbes and Areskine, took the lead in 
278 

opposing the Bill in the House. On 9 June, on the motion to 

commit the Bill, Forbes, by this time aware that he would succeed 

Lord President Dalrymple-who had died in February, 279 
made a final 

impassioned speech against the Bill, emphasising the danger of 

national prejudice and defending the conduct of the Provost and 

magistrates* 
280 Areskine, Erskine (Grange) and Polwarth also 

spoke against committing the Bill. The English opposition, realising 

the strength of Scottish feeling and the Potential rebellion against 

the Ministry, now changed their Position and also began to attack 

the Bill in order to embarrass the Ministry. Walpole finally 

realised that if the Ministry continued to press the Bill in face 

of almost total Scottish opposition it would not only completely 

undermine Ilayls position and quickly lead to the collapse of his 

system for managing Scotland. but also threaten the future of his 

own administration. Therefore although he spoke in favour of the 

motion to commit the Bill, Walpole gave broad hints that amendments 

would be made to lessen its punitive effects. 
281 

In the end the 
282 

motion was narrowly carried 124-11 - 

In Committee, with Scots members opposing vehemently every clause, 

278For Forbes' part see Menary, Forbesq pp-114-121. 
279,, It is more than probable, Sir, that I shall never trouble you again 

with my sentiments on this or any other subject, but my conscience would 
ever afterwards have accused me if I had quitted my seat before I had 
given my reasons why I think the present Bill should not be committed" 
Roughead, Porteous, pp. 127-8. Dalrymple had died on 1 Feb 1737; see Milton 
to Newcastle 1 Feb 1737 SRO RH2/4/336 fl-2. 

28014onary, Lorbes, PP-115-20. 
281 Roughead, Porteous, pp. 128-9. 
282. Ibid., pp. 129; Coxe, Walpole, I, p-496. 
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Walpole finally agreed to amendments deleting the clauses on the 

imprisonment of the Lord Provost, on the City Guard and on the 

Netherbow Portt replacing them with a fine of Z2,000 on the city 

to be paid to Porteousts-widow. 
283 Newcastle and Hardwicke 

reluctantly agreed to accept the amendments but Argyll remained 

totally opposed to the Bill. Even this modified Bill was almost 

defeated on the division to report back to the House: the Committee 

tied 130-130 and only the casting vote of the Chairman saved it. 
284 

The Bill passed third reading 128-101 on 1*3 June, the Commons 

amendments were accepted by the Lords, and the Bill received royal 

assent on 21 June, the last day of the session. 
285 Wilson received 

a herots reception when he returned to Edinburgh on 28 June. 
286 

As with the excise bill, Walpole knew when to retreat: had he 

persisted with the original Bill he would have alienated Scottish 

opinion at a time when he incieasingly required the support of the 

Scots in both Houses of-Parliament. 

Meanwhile in a further attempt to placate English opinion the 

government had introduced in the Lords a Bill "for the more effectually 

bringing to Justice any Persons concerned in the barbarous Murther of 

Captain John Porteous, and punishing such as shall knowingly conceal 

any of the offenders", which was passed with little notice or opposition. 

283Roughead, Porteous, p. 129. -The provision disabling Provost Wilson 
was retained. 

2841bid. Areskine and Grange were absent from this vote as they were 
. engaged as counsel in an appeal case before the House of Lords where, it was 

saidq they were purposely detained by the Lord Chancellor, otherwise the Bill 
would have been defeated. 

2851bid. 
pp. 129-30 "Act to disable Provost Wilson and fine the City of 

Edinburgh" 10 beo 11 0.34. 

286 Ibid., P-130. 
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The act, which was to be read in every church in Scotland on the 

first Sunday of every month for one year from August 1737,287 was 

resented by many of the clergy in Scotland, not only because it was 

Erastian but also becausle the proclamation mentioned "the Lords 

spiritual here assembled", that is the English bishops. 
288 The 

clergy held meetings in various parts of the country and as 7 August 

drew near it, became increasingly apparent that many would not read 

the act as required: 

The clergy here are like to Mutiny, And it is 
thought a great many will not give Obedience to 
the late Actv and those 

' 
who have no scruple and 

are inclined to obey begin to be affraid that 
if those who disobey be too numerous to be 
taken notice of... those who obey will only 
expose themselves, so plots are going on to 
concert a general resistance to the Lbw. 289 

Such fears were justified and when the act came into effect on 

Sunday 7 August it was widely ignored in many areas, especially by 

the "highflyers 91 . 
290 Ilay was c. oncerned at -this display of dis- 

obedience and instructed newly appointed Lord Advocate-Charles Areskine 

to get 

An exact account how that matter has passed in 
the several placesP that I may the better know 
what to say either in publick or private upon 
that subject. 291 

2871bid. 

288HMC Polwarth V P-xv. For pamphlet attacking. the act as Erastian etc. 
see "Scotch Memorial" SRO RH2/4/341 fl-6. See also Ilay to Walpole 16 Oct 
1736 Roughead, Porteous, P-103. 

__ 
289 Milton to Ilay 12 Jul 1737 NLS SC 16,569. See also Captain Alex Lind 

to John Lind 14 Jul 1737 SRO RH2/4/336, f89-90. 
29 ORoughead, Porteousv PP-134-40- See also Areskine to Newcastle 5 Aiig 1737 

ibidt P-328; Areskine, to Newcastle 13 Aug 1737 SRO RH2/4/336t f98-9; Arer3kine, 
to Newcastle 13 Aug 1737 also ibid. flOO-1; Areskine to Newcastle 1 Sep 1737 
ibid. f108-9. For incidents in Berwickshire see Sir James Hall of Dunglas 
to Marchmont 8 Augr 1737 HMC Polwarth V p-138. For dntailn of Scotland Pf, n(-'. rally 
and Edinburgh in parLicular ueo ibid. p. 140-l.. 

291 Ilav to Milton 20 Ausr 17-A7 NLS SO 16.969. 
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The information Areskine received from the sheriffs was that only 

,, -about two-thirds had read the Act in any shape; the rest had not 

read it at all. There was little the Government could do and 

I 
although Ilay urged that*examples should be made 

292 Areskine 

hesitated to prosecute with so many Sundays left and with so many 

ministers involved* 
293 Nor was the opposition enthusiastic 

294 
about the whole business - and made little attempt to make Political 

capital out of the situation. No-one was ever brought to trial and 

the protests slowly died away. 

The Porteous affair had shaken Ilay's position, opened up a 

dangerous rift between Argyll and the Ministry, highlighted growing 

differences in the Ministry itself and as a consequence given new 

heart to the opposition to Walpole. Ilay had been caught between 

the acceptance by the Ministry of the need for punitive measures to 

placate English feeling and the almost total opposition of the Scottish 

political nation to such measures*. He had been forced to abstain 

on key divisions and his prestige in Scotland was undoubtedly reduced 

for a time by the clear demonstration of the limitations on his influence 

on the Ministry. Moreover, although he remained loyal to Walpole, 

doubts had been cast at Westminster on his ability to control Scotland'. 

Itis certain (wrote Marchmont) that the 
management in Scotland was not approved of 
at courtt and that the managers were for some 
time in danger of being called to account, it 
being thought that the King's government had 
been affronted. 295 

292 Ilay to Milton 29 SOP 1737 ibid.; Ilay to Milton 25 00t 1737 ibid. 

29 3Areskine to Newcastle 5 Nov 1737 SRO RH2/4/336, f112-3. See also 
Elphingstone to Marchmont 16 Oct 1737 HKC Folwarth V PP-143-4. 

294For 
example see Grange to Marchmont 18 Oct 1737 HMC Polwarth V p. 144. 

295 Marchmont to. Stair 28 Sep 1737 Marchmont Papers, Od. ROSO vol. 110 
PP-86-7- 
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Relations between Ilay and Newcastle in particular, never cordial, 

deteriorated even further: 

The Duke of Newcastle comes here today 
(wrote Ilay) but I hardly think we can 
ever do business with him sincerely again 
however I will look on and watch the game 
as it shall lie. 296 

In short, as Marchmont informed Stair, 

The whole affair had created such a jealousy 
and misunderstanding [between the Ministry 
and the Argathelians] as is not easily and 
entirely removed 297 

and after 1737 the Walpole Ministry never recovered its earlier 

dominance over Scottish affairs. 
298 

The situation was made much worse by the gradual drift of Argyll 

into the opposition camp. The reasons for this remain obscure. At 

bottom he despised Walpole as a parvenu upstart; he was ftoo much 

the monarch in the west Highlands to make a good courtier in London f299 

and his alliance with the Ministry had always been uneasy. As we 

have seen, he was incensed at the Ministryls attitude, and particularly 

that of Newcastle, over the Porteous affair. Perhaps he believed that 

he and Ilay had indeed brought Scotland into ? slavery' and dependence 

on Englandy300 as the opposition had for so long claimed* More 

296 Ilay to Milton 13 Jul 1737 NLS SC 16,569. See also Earchmont PaLers', 
-"ed. Rose IIv P-73. 

29 7Marohmont to Stair 28 Sep 1737 Marchmont Papers, ed. Rose vol. II, pp. 
86-7. See also Carteret to Tweeddalý' -7May-1737 "I think this operation 
had laid such a foundation of disunion between my Ld Islay and some of ye 
Ministry as will not easily be made up", NLS SYP Box 8 F3- 

298 Dickinson, WaIPOIPP P-178. 
299 Ferguson, Scotland: 1689 to the Presento P-145. 
30OSimpson, fWho Steered the Gravy Train?, in Sootlqncl in the AM, of 

Improvement,, ed. Phillipson and Mitchison, P-75- 
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likely he was beginning to chafe under Walpole's rule, despising 

"as much to be the Drudge of a Minister, as the Tool of a faction,, 301 

and was anxious to take a more prominent role befitting his perceived 

status. 
302 Again Walpole was by this time beginning to lose his 

earlier dominance over the other Ministers and Newcastle in particular 
303 

was taking a more independent line: perhaps Argyll saw opportunities 

to manoeuvre, himself into a position to strike when Walpole did fall. 

This would explain, in part at least, Argyll's espousal of the 

need for a broad-bottom administration deErigned to attract wide 

support among the opposition. 

More generally, Walpole's confidence had never fully recovered 

after the events of 1733-4 and bY 1737 he was beginning to encounter 

serious difficulties and growing resistance. The death of Queen 

Caroline in November, while not seriously weakening his influence 

with George, did undermine his confidence about being able to dominate 

his ministerial colleagues at Court. The defection of the Prince of 

Wales to Leicester House in July provided a new respectable 'patriott fo- 

cus for the opposition which had already begun to emerge after their 

despondency of the previous years. Walpole's arrogant monopoly of 

power had driven more and more able men into opposition and they were 

now'to stage a marked revival with a more systematic programme of 

opposition. Most importantv Walpolets pacific foreign policy, and 

30'Robert Campbell, Life of the Most illustrious Prince John, 
_Duke of 

Arp, yll-and Greenwichq (London )-- 
v 1745 , P-301 

302 "It was clamorous self-assertion quite consistent with all his earlier 
behaviour" Riley, 'The Structure of Scottish Politics and the Union of 1707'9 

in The Union of 1707; Its- Tmpact on Sootland, ed. Rae, p. 24. 

-, 303Browning, Newcastle, P-75- 
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and particularly his decision to keep Britain out of the War of 

the Polish Successionp had left Britain increasingly isolated in 

Europe, He came under increasing attack from his own ministerial 

colleagues, particularly-Newcastle and Hardwicke, who with Caroline's 

death were more prepared to voice their disagreements at Court knowing 

they had the King's sup 

in Parliament, and from 

the merchant community, 

to fight to protect her 

the aggressive policies 

as a result of all this 

after 1737. In short, 

port on foreign policy, from the opposition 

public opinion at larget especially among 

all of whom argaed that Britain would have 

commercial and colonial interests from 

of France and Spain. Finally, no doubt 

strain, Walpole was plagued with ill-health 

Walpole was gradually losing his grip on the 

administration and government policy. 
304 

All this greatly heartened the opposition. Over the next 

four years the opposition, with Scots peers playing a prominent sup- 

porting role, sought to. unite undler a broad ? Country? programme and 

to mount an attack on Walpole each new Parliamentary session, 

particularly over his policy towards Spaing in an effort to force him 

out of office. Despite supreme efforts each session, howevert th e 

vI arious opposition factions were too divided amongst themselves to 

shake Walpole's position and the opposition swung between moods of 

op'timism'and deep despair. The bulk of the Commons remained 

findependent? members who acted aq individuals and were not particularly 

interested in places, and it was difficult to get them to unite against 

the government. Moreover the various Whig opposition factions had 

little in common except being out of office and antipathy to Walpole 

and they were bound together only by expediency. Opposition 

304Dickinsong WalPolot PP. 132-51 1511 173-41 177-82. 
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cooperation thus seldom survived a session and had to be remodelled 

before the next session. Partly for this reason, all their 

efforts were to prove insufficient to convince a majority of 

independent backbenchers'that Walpole should be replaced. 
305 

As for the rest, each winter up they run, ' 
And all are clear that something must be done... 
Till having done whatter was fit or fine, 
Uttered a speech, and asked their friends to dine, 
Each hurries back to his paternal groundy 
Content but for five shillings in the pound. 
Yearly defeated, yearly hopes they give, 
And all agree Sir Robert cannot live. 
Rise, rise great Walpole, fated'to appear, 
Spite of thyself, a glorious minister. 306 

As we have seen, Lord President Dalrymple died on 1 February 

1737. Lord of Justiciary Newhall had also died two months earlier. 

With Milton, Royston and Dun called before the House of Lords, it 

was necessary to fill the Justiciary vacancy quickly and on Ilay's 

recommendation Lord Elchies was appointed: 

this will serve to show the Patriots that I 
do not intend'to lay clown the cudgels. 307 

Robert Dundas had applied for the vacant Lord President post but the 

Ministry had already decided that this should go to Forbes. On 

grounds of legal experience, however, Dundas had good claim to fill 

'ýthe vacant Session place308 and. Walpole was anxious to have Dundas 

305, )ickinson, Walpole, P-151- 
3o6 Alexander Pope, 'Satire on the Country PartYt. 
307Ilay to Milton 21 Mar 1737 NLS SC 16,569. Appointment 23 Mar 1737 

SRO RH2/4/4119 3. 
308As Milton himself recognised, although he suggested Robert Craigio: 

see copy Milton to Ilay, Feb or Mar 1737 NLS SC 16P570- 
1-1 -- 
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removed from the Parliamentary scene. Ilay therefore wrote a 

conciliatory letter to Dundas: 

Some years ago I was not unwilling that you 
should have stood first oars (as we say here), 
which the other [Forbes] does now, so that all 
that remains is whether you should take the 
other... The preference [of Forbes], un- 
avoidable at present, will appear manifestly 
to all the people of Scotland, not to arise 
from the comparison of persons, but the 
situation of them, for the time being.... 
I presume to advise you to accept of it. 309 

Dundas accepted: 

the uncertain state of health I found myself 
in of a long time which made me both tyred of 
parliamentary attendance and quite unable 
further to undergoe the fatigue of the bar, 
and therefor since I found myself oblidged 
to rety're in one way or other I thought this 

0 was quite a Decent way to goe 31 

311 
-,. '--Forbes was made Lord President on 20 June. Charles Areskinev' 

312 
whom Ilay had groomed to be Forbes's successor, became Lord Advocate 

313 
and William Grant was made Solicitor General. 

Throughout 1737 the opposition began to gather round the Prince of 
314 

,,,,,,,, Wales whose relations with his father were rapidly deteriorating. 

Finally, shortly after the birth of their daughter on 1 August, George 

ordered the Prince and Princess out of St. Jamests. 315 Marchmontp 

vol. 2,110* ý309, ', 'ay to Dundas 14 May 1737 SRO GD 4/15/2t 

-31OArniston to his son 21 Jul 1737 SRO GD 4/15/2, vol, 21 113. Dundas's' elevation 

... ýcreated a by 
,e 

election in Midlothian where Sir Charles Gilmour, set up by the 
'Squadroneq defeated Lockhart of Carnwath 4 Aug 1737: Sedgwick, House of Commons', 
vol. 11 pp-384-5; Ilay to Milton 13 Jul 1737 NLS SC 16,569. 

311 SRO RH2/4/411,5. 

312 -it in of 20 Jun 1737 SRO R112/4/411,8; Bricke, Mann, gement nnd AcIministr, o 
Scotland, p. 123. He was successfully re-elcýated for Dumfriesshire: Aresidne 
to Newcastle 5 Aug 1737 SRO RH2/4/336, f96-7- 

313 17 Jun 1737 'T? O P11214141.1t 6. 

, -314See HmC Polwarth V pp. xv-xvi; Ilay to Milton 20 Aug 1737 NIS SC 16t569. 

31512 Sep 1737: see Memorandum by Marchmont 13 Sep 1737 HMC Polwarth V 
pp-139-40. 
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who again took the lead in organizing Scottish opposition to Walpolel 

wrote a circular letter to Hamilton, Montrose, Tweeddaleg Stair and 

Elphingstone, and to various opposition members, urging them to 'be 

up for the next session,, 
310' Grange, later to be appointed Secretary 

pri- to the qceJ317 was also active and the oPposition were further 

strengthened by the dismissal Of William Pitt for his adherence to 

the Prince. Nevertheless the opposition remained a loose body of 

separate factions: 

they all have the appearance of being well 
together, bat'you know in wt [what] they 
generally lump together under the denomination 
of the oppositicn, tis several subdivisions. 318 

Marchmont and Carteret among others7 for example., fought clear of 

becoming too closely involved with the Prince's entourage, particularly 

as they felt there was too much levity at Leicester House* 319 

The death of Queen Caroline in November 1737 weakened Walpolets 

position at Court and with Newcastle taking an increasinglY independent 

and assertive line, particularly over foreign policy, and the 

opposition growing in momentum, Ilay and Milton were quick to 

realise that Walpole would have to rely even more heavily on their 

support. 

316Yarchmont to Hamilton and the other peers and to John Rutherford 
ýRoxburghshire), John Cockburn (Haddingtonshire), Sir James Hamilton 
Lanarkshire) Alex Cunningham (Renfrewshire), John Murray of Philiphaugh 
Selkirkshireý, William Dalrymple (WiErtownshire), James Erskine (Grange) 
Clackmannanshire), Hon Thomas Leslie (Dysart burghs), and one or two others 

26 Sep 1737 HMC Polwarth V, P-142, See also Orange to Marchmont 18 Oct 
1737 ibid. PP-144-6: "It gave me great joy to read... the good hopes there 
are of more u: aion and More precision and determinedness in opposing S. R. W. 
, and his corrupt g3ng". 

317 
ZTLS TP*- c-l June 1738. See Prince of Wales to Tweeddale 1 Jun 1738 

7102t 20; Tweeddale to Prince of 'dales 12 Jul 1738 ITLS YP7075,1- 

318 Lady Archibald Hamilton to Tweeddale 28 Apr 1737 NLS S'YP Box P2. 
Alpo Lady Murray to Marchmont 8 Nov 1737 Marchmont Paper_o7 ed. Rose, vol. III 
P-90. 

319 KNIC Pobwoýrth V pc. xv-xvi; Memoramdum 'by Marchmont 19 Arr 1733 ibid. P-149. 
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What your Lop writes about Sir Robert'is what I 
guessed would be the case ... these past or present 
difficultys makes your assistance ye more necessary 
and consequently facilitate your being in the 
situation that yr friends wish. 320 

On the other hand, Argyll's drift away from the Government - "who 

throws his favours in the Enemies bosom without so much as taking 

a backbend"321 and the growing gulf between the -two brothers was 

creating some confusion among -the Argathelians, many of whom were 

becoming restless at what they regarded as the lack of jobs and 

other favours coming their way. 

At present most of our friends think themselves 
ill used and if they do not see a redress begin 
in some one of ys particulars I am affraid you will 
not be able to rally them again. 322 

A month later, on being urged by Ilay that "Upon the Queents death 

it is the more necessary that the members should attend,, 
323 Milton 

expanded on the difficulties: 

The present situation Of affairs in this Countrey 
gives me much-pain, I ; ý: m sensible how necessary and 
uzefull it would be to Sr R That ou. - Members should 
attend well and early this session and yet by any 
thing I can learn there never was a worse appearance... 
The Complaints which I was hopefull would by this time 
in part been forgot, or at least dropt, on this 
criticall occasion are repeated with uncommon warmth 
even by our best Froinds. The Countrey (say they) 
has been ill used, Lord Ilay no better and his freinds 
continue to be dispised. And though they are -told if 
if had not been for Sr R, we should have been worse. 
used, this. has little Effect; They say, it is the same 
thing, both to the Countrey and them, whether it proceeded 
from want of Inclination or Power in those upon whose 
protection they depended... Some are angry because 

320Milton to Ilay Nov 1737 NLS SC 16,569. There are various drafts 

-of 
this letter in the Salt6uaCollection, for example compare "What yr Lop 

writes on ye Q&cents] Death is what I judged would be yc case, ye 
difficulty will make yr Lop assistance ye more nary (necessary] and 
yrfore still giveing you the power of makeing better terms4,11 

321 Milton to Ilay ND NLS SC 16Y570. 
322 Milton to Ilay Nov 1737 NLS SC 16070- 
3231lay to Milton 26 Nov 1737 NLS SC 16,569. 
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things so often promised and with such assurances, are 
not performed, while no visible cause for the delay 

appears. Some that performances have only been 

made by halves, and others that they are worse used 
than people of the like rank and no greater merite. 
In short it is too tedious to trouble you with all 
their complaints, wch each with respect to their own 
particular seem in a different class of yr own, and 
the general conclusion of most people is that so long 
as you, my Lord Ilay, are ill used and continue to 
bear it, it cannot be in his power to promise them 
better treatment... I have on former occasions used 
all the art I could to get freinds to attend 
regularly, and was almost run out of Credite with 
most of them, and though I have still the same zeal 
for the common Interest yet what happened last year 
[Ministry's conduct in the Porteous debates] has 
spoilt any credite yt remained. IPA 

Milton also urged that the Ministry make every effort to hold Argyll: 

I think the D ýrgyll) is [the] best card, Sir R 
has to play, and it would be no difficult matter 
to make him. If the Duke in Army matters were in 
favour I think by all appearance [it] would be the 
best card Sir R has to play pd the most conduceive 
to oyr things I wish for... 3 5 

Yet although the opposition leaders held a meeting in Edinburgh in mid- 

December, 
326 they were unable to take advantage of the situation. on 

Morton's death, Hyndford was elected in March 1738 to fill the 

representative peer vacancy without opposition, 
327 

while at 

, Westminster, despite increased activity against Walpolets policy 

I towards Spain and a secession from the House in March, 
328 the opposition, 

fraught with internal divisions and a lack of organisation, 
329 failed 

324copy Milton to Ilay Dec 1737 NLS SC 16Y570- 
325Milton to Ilay Nov 1737 NLS SC 16Y570- 
326 See Milton to Ilay 19 Dec 1137 ibid.; Ilay to Milton 22 Dec 1737 

NLS SC 16,569. 
327See IlaY to Milt0r, Jan 1738 NLS SC 16Y572; - to Tweeddale 26 Jan 

1738 NLS SYP Box 9 Fl; SRO PE 38. 
328 See Marchmont to Tweeddale 28 Mar 1738 HMC Polwarth V pp. 148-9. 

329 For example see Stair to Marchmont 1 Jan 1738 Marchmont, Pa-Pors? Ca. 
Rose Vol. 119 pp-91-5; Marchmont to Montrose 12 May 1738 ibid. pp. 99-101; 
Montrose to Marchmont 17 Feb 1738 ibid. pp-97-8- 
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'to make any real impact. Carteret was particularly uneasy 
330 

, about the presence of Argyll in the opposition ranks and by 

the end of the session the opposition were in a despondent mood. 
331 

Relations with Spaih again dominated the following session with 

the opposition attacking the Convention of Pardo which attempted to 

settle the outstanding grievances between Britain and Spain. 332 

Petitions were organised from London merchants and from Scotland against 

the Convention. 
333 The government only carried the Convention by 

narrow majorities in the Lords, where Argyll spoke at length against 

the Min istry and voted with the opposition, 
334 

and as a consequence 

had his various army commands taken away from him. on 30 April 1739.335 

The government also managed to carry the Spanish Convention in the 

336 Commons* By this stage at least four Argathelian members had followed 

Argyll into opposition and voted against the Convention. 337 Many of 

330See Memorandwn by'Marchmont 19 Apr 1738 HMC Polwarth V P-149. 
33'For 

example see Marchmont to Montrose 12 May 1738 Marchmont Papern, 
ed. Rose vol. II, pp. 99-101; Lady Murray 6f Stanhope to Marchmont 3 Feb 
1738 Graham, Stair Annalsy II, p. 224 - "I -think, as I did, that all 
your consultations will come to nothing, but Sir Robert will outwit 

, you every one ... it is only running your head against a hard wall". 

332 See Marohmont to Montrose 27 Jan 1739 London HMC Polivarth V PP-158-9; 
Marchmont to Montrose 10, Feb 1739 ibid. p. 160; Dickinson, Walpolet PP-136-7- 

333 See Marchmont to Montrose 23 Feb 1739 HMC Polwarth V pp. 161-2; Grange 
to Tweeddale 29 Mar 1739 NLS YP7044,121 - "these petitions have raised 
a flagging spirit in Scotland". 

334HMC Polwarth V pp. xvi-xvii; Marchmont to Stair 28 Mar 1739, Marchmont 
Papers,, ed. Rose vol. II, p. 111. 

335See Grange to Tweeddale 1 May 1739 NLS YP7044,131; Rothes to 
Tweeddale 1 May 1739 NLS SYP Box 8 P3(4)- ýarchmont had been working 
assiduously to cultivate Argyll: for example see Marchmont to Montrose 10 
Mar 1,739 HMC Polwarth V pp. 162-3. 

3.36 See IlaY to Milton 3 Mar 1739 NLS SC 16076; Marchmont to Montrose 
10 Mar 1739 HMC Polwarth V pp. 162-3; J. B. Owen, The Rise of the Pelhnns 
(London, 1957), pp. 1-2. 

337Sir. Arthur Forbes (Aberdeenshire), Charles Cam5bell (Argyll)? Patrick 
Campbell (Bute) and William Campbell (Glasgow burghs 



the opposition, led by PulWey and spurred on by Bolingbroke (who 

had returned to England in 1738) again seceded from the House in 

disgust. 338 Several of the opposition, however, notably Carteret, 

Grange and Aberdeenf condidered the secession a futile gesture339 

and, as Chesterfield himself later admitted 

the Secession had, not the effect that I 
expected. 340 

The opposition once again became despondent. 341 

Throughout the second half of 1739 Marchmont worked hard to 

342 
keep up the opposition momentum in Scotland despite the lack of 

343 
encouragement or direction from London. in July Stair drafted 

a memorial suggesting that the freeholders at their Michaelmas head 

courts should send instructions to their members urging them to oppose 

Walpole the "sole and absolute minister" who had corrupted Parliament, 

threatened the constitution and rained the country both at home and 

abroad. 
344 Stair emphasised the. importance of securing the support 

338 See Grange to Tweedclale 29 Mar 1739 NLS YP7044? 121. 

339See Ilay to Milton 20 Mar 1739 NLS SO 16,576; Aberdeen to Tweeddale 

.7 
Apr 1739 NLS YP7044,129; Stair to Grange 10 Apr 1739 Graham, Stair 

Annalsp IT, pp. 247-8; Grange to Marchmont 17 Jul 1739 Marchmont PaT)ers, 
777 e vol-II P-115; Grange to Maxchmont 6 Sep 1739 ibid. PP-158-61. 
Marchmont, however, believed that the secession would have a good 
effect: see Marchmont to George Ker 28 Mar 1739 HMC Polwarth V p. 163; 
Marchmont to Tweeddale 28 Mar 1735ý NLS YP7044,117; Marchmont to 

-ýStair 28 Mar 1739 Marchmont Paýers, ed. Rose vol. II, p. 111. 

340 II pp, 250 Chesterfield to Stair 27 May 1739 Graham, Stair Annals -2. 

341 Por example see Stair to Grange 10 Apr 1739 ibid. p. 247- 

342 He corresponded withy among others, Stair, Chesterfield, Grange, 
Queensberry, Montrose, Pultwey, Carteret, Cobham, Winchelsea and Argyll: 
see Marchmont Papers'ed. Rose vol. II, pp. 110-173 passim. 

343See Marchmont to Chesterfield 26 Jul 1739 HMC Polwarth V P-170; 
Marchmont to Grange 28 Jul 1739 ibid. P-170; Marchmont to Montrose 3D Jul 
1739. ibid. PP-170-1; Marchmont to PuNp-ney 29 Aug 1739 ibid. P-171. 

344Part 
of the object of , 

the Instructions was to enable seceding members to 
return'to the House without loss of face: see Polwarth to Marchmont 17 AU9 
1739 Marchmoat PaDers ed. Rose vol. IIPP. 142-6; Bolingbroke to Polwarth 22 Jul 
1739 ibid. pp. 183-91-. 
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of Argyll: 

if the Duke of Argyle will heartily join 
interest with the other patriotsv and give 
his orders accordinglyv there is very good 
reason to believe that, in the nineteen 
counties which lie on the southside of the 
Tay, seventeen will give such instructions 
to their members of Parliament, as can be 
desired... 345 

Argyll, however, while professing an identity of interest, was as 

yet not prepared to commit himself fully to the opposition and would 

not support the proposal. 
346 Another suggestion considered was 

-that -the Opposition Scottish peers should petition the House of 

Lords against the "nomination" of the sixteen representative peers. 
347 

Carteret (at this time intriguing with Newcastle to get into office), 
348 

Winchelsea and others in L*ondonj however, poured cold water on both 

proposals, partly because they were still undecided whether or not 
349 350 

to return to the House and nothing was done. 

The Convention of Pardo had 
. 
resolved nothing and in the face 

of continuing Spanish intransigence, an increrasingly bellicose mood 

in Britain and a growing breach within the Ministry, Walpole finally 

345See Stair to Chesterfield 26 Jul 1739 enclosing "Memorial for 
Instructions to the members from Scotland" ibid. pp. 115-23. See also 
Marchmont to Tweeddale 26 Aug 1739 NLS YP7044,136. 

346 See Argyll to Stair 16 Aug 1739 Marchmont Papers, ed. Rosev vol. II, 
pp-139-40; Cobham to Stair 18 Aug 1739 ibid. PP-147-b- See also Winchelaea 
to Stair 13 Aug 1739 ibid. pp. 129-ý-34 - "I do verily believe the Duke of 
Argyle is as much and as irreconcileably broke with Sir Robert and even 
Lord Islay,, as it is possible for man to be; nor do I think it in their 
power or nature to make up the breach. I am very much persuaded, that 
even in the election, you might depend upon his assistance .. yet I am 
thoroughly persuaded he would never sign such paper". 

347See Marchmont Papors, ed. Rose vol. Ilp pp'. 124-8- 

3481bid. 
pp-134-6. 

349See Polwarth to Marchmont 17 Aug 1739 ibid. PP-142-6. 

350See Carteret to Marchmont 15 Aug 1739 ibid. PP-134-6; Chesterfield to 
Marchmont 15 Aug 1739 ibid. pp. 137-9; Grange to Tweeddale Aug 1739 NW 
YP70441 140. 
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bowed to the inevitable in October and grudgingly concurred in 

the declaration of hostilities against Spain, It quickly became 

apparent that the Ministry, and Walpole in particular, lacked the 

capacity and the will to*fight a decisive war against Spain and 

the situation was made even worse in late 1740 when Frederick of 

Prussia seized Silesialthus entangling Britain in the War of the 

Austrian Succession. 351 Nevertheless, by the time Parliament 

met in November the opposition had gained little ground and remained 

disorganised and dispirited. Both Stair %nd Grange hinted that 

they would retire from active politics if matterb did not go more 

successfully in the forthcoming session. 
352 Even Marchmont, whose 

health was rapidly deteriorating, was becoming pessimistic about 

the opposition making any impact in the new session. 
353 

Unless clear 

progress could be made the Opposition would soon begin to lose 

credibility and support, both inside Parliament and out. would 

evaporate. 
354 Yet in the new seýsion, despite attacks on the 

misconduct of the war, the introduction of a place bill which was 

only narrowly defeated and another secession from the House, the opposition 

again made little headway. On 16 February 1740 Marchmont wrote to 

Montrose 

35'Dickinson, Walpole, PP-135-9. 

352 See Stair to PulL? -Aey 18 Aug*1739, Marchmont Papers, ed. Roset vol. II, 
pp-149-52; Grange to Marchmont 6 Sep 1739 ibid. PP-158-61. Grange was 
at this time and throughout the early 1740s also in regalar touch with 
the Young Pretender: Sedgwick, House of Commons voL III PP-14-17- 

353See Marchmont to Gr, =ge 20 Sep 1739 HMC Polwarth V P-172; Marchmonf, 
to Polwarth 20 ScP 1739 ibid. PP-172-3- 

354 Grange to Marchmont 8 Sep 1739 Marohmont Papers, ed. Rose vol. IIp Pp. 
161-6; Grange to Tweeddile 15 Oct 1739 NLS YP70441 142. 
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regretting that as usual right measures 
had not produced the good effects expected 
as even those who saw what was to be don 
could not be brought to act with spirit. 355 

A fortnight later he was dead. 356 

35 
Despite the efforts of Ilay and MiltonqXrgyll had by now 

moved firmly into the opposition camp, and as a consequence was 

dismissed from his remaining posts, Master of the Ordnance and Heritable 

Master of HM'Household in Scotland. 358 Chesterfield enthused that 

He (Argyll] both talks and acts well at present, 
and takes every opportunity that presents itself 
in the House of Lords to attack Sir Robert per- 
sonally and without reserve. I think he will 
go on this way, which, I hope, may be of great 
use to us at the ensuing elections in your part 
of the Kingdom; and therefore I would wish (the 
more to confirm him in these dispositions) that 
all our friends in Scotland would show him regard, 
and lay aside his past enmities for the good of 
the whole. You know his temper well enough to 
know that he must be soothed and not drove; and 
I am convinced that, with proper managementl he 359 
may be brought into all your concerts this summero 

After the session was over both sides stepped up their preparations 

for the elections in Scotland. New commissions of the peace had been 

issued in 1739 and again in 1740 (and succeeding years), partly at 

least with a view to minimising the effects of Argyllfs defection*360 

The opposition leaders met in Edinburgh in June: 

355Marchmont to Montrose 16 Feb 1740 nirchmont Papers, ed. Rose vol. II, 
P-173- 

356Died Ealing 27 Feb 1740 aged 65-His son Lord Polwarth became 3rd 
earl of Marchmont but appears to have withdrawn from politics for a time, 
particularly after the death of his friend William Wyndham in June 1740: 
see Chesterfield to Marchmont 6 Sep 1740 ibid. pp. 237-9- 

357For example see Milton to Ilay Oct 1739 NLS SO 16Y578. 

358See Argyle to Newcastle 30 Apr 1740 EM Add MSS 32,693 f-249. He was 
replaced as Master General of the Ordnance by Montagu while the post of Master 
of the Household was left unfilled* 

359Chesterfield to Stair 30 Mar 1740 Graham, Stair Annals, II, pp. 259-61. 
360 Carmichael, 'Jacobitism in the Scottish Co=i8sion of the Peace 1707-601, 

SHRy vol- 58 (1979), p. 64. 
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we had many of the Chief in the opposition 
assembled in this place to concert their 
operations against the next Elections (wrote 
Areskinq); but we shall defend ourselves, 
with the assistance of our friends with you 
the best we can. 361 

The political tension was heightened by a series of bad harvests 

and a scarcity of corn resulting in very high prices in 1740- 

Towards the'end of the year there were disorders in various parts 

362 
of the countx-j. Ilay himself was in Scotland between July and 

mid-October and busied himself with patronage matters with a view 
363 

to the election. He took particular interest in army posts, 

previously dealt with by Argyll, but he met with some difficulties: 

The project of the affair you mentioned 
about-ld Somervil is, impracticable, in army 
matters I can hardly get common things done' 
where rank and service afford the best arguments 
in that way, but for exoticks however desirable 
I can do nothing. 364 

365 
Various sums of money were paid out; steps were taken to remove 

various opponentsp including Rothba, from office; 
366 

and a purge was 

made of the post office in Scotland. 367 

was appointed with 

A new postmaster at Edinburgh 

36'Areskine to Stone 19 Jun 1740 SRO RH2/4/337Y fl82-3* 

362 See Areskine to Stone Nov 1740 SRO RH2/4/337 f207-9; Milton to 
Ilay, 13 Nov 1740 NLS SC 16,582; Ilay to Milton 13 Nov 1740 NLS SC 16,580; 
George Logano Moderator of the General Assemblytto Newcastle 14 Nov 1740 
SRO RH2/4/337, f96-9. 

363See Ilay to Milton 6 Oct 1740 NLS SC 16,580; Ilay to Milton 9 Jan 
1741 NLS SC 16P584- 

364 Ilay to Milton 4 Dec 1740 NLS SC l6t580. 

365See Ilay to Milton 22 Nov 1740 ibid. 

366 Ilay to Milt6n 21 Oct 1740 ibid. 

3671lay to Milton 25 Oct 1740 ibid. 
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orders to change all officers under him except 
Mr Borthwick and some of the inferior officers 
whom he chuses. Pray take Care (wrote Ilay to 
Milton) that he disposes of the Comptroller so as 
to make A friend in the Town [Edinburgh] of 
character and steadiness, and dispose of the 
rest prudently and usefully, 36P 

Bv the end of the year, despite the activities of Argyll in cooperation V 

with the opposition in several constituencies369 and the split in 

the Argathelian ranks, Ilay remained confident about the future. 370 

The political split between the two brothers had by now become 

irreconcilable. Argyll violently attacked the King's speech in. 

the Lords in November: 371 

Things go worse and worse as to my brother 

lamented Ilay. 
372 Argyll wrote in December to his newphew James, 

Stuart Mackenzie: 

,., * there is without Question great differences 
of Opinion between Your Relations, My Brother, Ilay, 
wants to make all his friends tools to Walpole be- 
cause he finds his ends in so doing, your Brother 
Bute and I would have all Our friends Independent 
of Walpole and all other Ministers Whatsoever, My 
Brother Ilay prefers his places to all other con- 
siderations, friendship Honour Relation gratitude 
and Service to his Country Seem at present to 
have no weight with him, your Brother Bute and I 
think it Our Honour that these considerations should 
weigh with us... I should let you know that tho 
your Relations differ in Publick affairs they live 
in civility with one another. 373 

368 Ilay to Milton 30 Oct 1740 ibid. Also Ilay to Milton 4 Dec 1740 
ibid; Ilay to Milton 16 Dec 1740 ibid. 

369 See below rP-4421 446. 

IF 
370See Ilay to Milton 25 Oct 1740 NLS So 16,580; Ilay to Milton 

23 Dec 1740 ibid. 

37lCoxe, 
- 
Wali: )ole, I, P. 642; John Orlebar to Henry Etough 22 Nov 1740' 

ibid- IIIi PP-557-8- 
372 Ilay to Milton 22 Nov 1740 NLS SC. 161580. 
373A. 

rgyll to James Stuart Mackenzie 1 Jan 1741 Papers of James Stuart 
Mackenzie, Bute MSS at Mount Stuart, uncatalogued. I om grateful to Aley- 
Murdoch for bringing this letter to my attention. 
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The war with Spain had gone badly for Britain in 1740 and the 

Ministry remained sharply divided over foreign policy with Newcastle 

pushing for a more aggressive line and constantly quarrelling with 

an increasingly dispirited Walpole. 374 In February 1741 the opposition 

mounted a full scale attack at Westminster culminating in a motion 

to dismiss Walpole. 375 Many of the independent backbench Toriesy 

, 
however, were not Prepared to support Carteret and Pulkency in what 

they regarded as a blatant push for power and as a result the motion 

in the Commons to dismiss Walpole was defeated on 13 February by 

290-106, the largest majority of Walpole's political careert 
376 

with 

around fifteen Tories voting with the government while many others 

abstained. 
377 

Instead of having the good effect proposed (wrote 
Chesterfield)v and naturally to be expected, it 
has strengthened him [Walpole] and broke the 
opposition to pieces ... I have but little hopes, 
I confess, in the next elections, which, I fear, 
will by the same means be carried in the same manner 
as the last; ... The Duke of Argyle, who (to do him 
justice) has acted with very great vigour and spirit 
this session in the House of Lords, will go, before 
it is long, to Scotland, in the resolution of doing 
all he can in the elections, -but at the same time much 
out of humour both at the late event and at the 
private views, the general lukewarmness and the weak 
scruples which have rendered so numerous an opposition 
so ineffectual. 378 

Ilay, in contrast, was jubilant: 

we all long to hear how the total defeat of the 
patriots last week sounds in Sootlandt it has made 
A great change here. ý79 

374Browning-v Newcastle, pp. 100-3. 
375See Ilay to Milton 10 Feb 1741 NLS So 16,584. 
376 Owen, Eij7hteenth Century, p. 108. 
3771lay to Milton 14 Feb 1741 NLS SC 16t584; Bolingbroke to Marchmont 26 

Mar 1741 Marchmont Papers, ed. Rose vol. IIt pp. 245-7; ibid., p. 246 footnote; 
Owen, Rine of tho Pelhnms, P-3; Dickinsong Walpole, P-184- 

378 Chesterfield to Stair 6 Mar 1741 Graham, Stair Annals 119 pp. 268-71- See 
also Chesterfield to Marchmont 24 Apr 1741 Marchmont Pa4ors, ed. Rose, vol. IIt 
pp. 248-52; PulLtney to Tweeddale 1 Mar 1741 NLS YP7044t 15d. 

3791lay to Milton 21 Feb 1741 NLS SC 16,584. 
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Parliament dissolved on 28 April and both Ilay and Argyll hurried 

up to Scotland to make final preparations for the elections0380 

The drift of Argyll into the opposition camp caused a unique 

split in the Argathelian*ranks in the run-up to the 1741 general 

election. Although the management of previous elections had been 

undertaken by Ilay, with Argyll playing little active part, never- 

theless as head of the Campbell clan Argyll was able to exercise 

considerable personal influence in various constituencies. By 

the late 1730s Argyll was actively cooperaiing with the opposition 

in several constituencies, 
381 for example in Aberdeen burghs where 

he, Tweeddale and Aberdeen eventually agreed to put up Alexander Udney 

against Ilayts candidate, his secretary John Maule, 382 
and in Edinburgh 

where he enjoyed considerable personal prestige. 
383 In the north 

Forbes was ready to cooperate with his old patron Argyll rather than 

384 
with Ilayý for example in Inverness-shire, while Lovat, who had 

I with Ilay in the north, now also supported Argyll's previously sidec 

interest* Bute too had joined with Argyll and both were anxious 

to bring in James Stuart Mackenzie, Butets brother and Argyll's 

nephewt for either Perthshire or Forfarshire, although Ilay had 
AI 

380 See Ilay to Milton 23 Apr 1741 ibid. 

381f, 
... its no secret that he made as much Interest that way, as his 

Station would permit, by the Intervention of his Creatures" Remarks upon 
the Life of John Duke of Arryll in*a Letter to Robert Camp: bell (London, 
1745), P-9. 

382 See Aberdeen to Tweeddale 27 Sep 1740 NLS SYP Box 12 F2. 

383 Ibid: "I am extreamly glad to know that my Lord Duke [Argyll] has 
continued so long in the countrey, and that his endeavours in the Town 
of Edinburgh have been attended with so great success, which I hope will 
prove of great Utility in many respects". 

384See Drummore to Stair 6 Sep 1740 Grahamo Stair Annals, II pp. 265-6. 
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advised him against it. Argyll warned Mackenzie, who was in Venice, 

that 

I have reason to fear My Brother Ilays 
advice to you will be to make your Self 
a Slave bf Walpols. My Advice and your 
Brother Buts will be to keep your Self 
an Independent man and that you should 
scorn any dependence upon any Minister 
whatsoever.,, 3o.? 

You must judge for your Self as to My 
Brother Ilays thinking [that3 you Could 
have no chance for Perthshire. 386 

387 
In fact Mackenzie did not stand. Unlike 1734, however2 there 

was little attempt by the opposition to coordinate their electoral 

activity from the centre and success was achieved 

without the Patriots ever appearing to 
act as a party to support their friends 
acting in the different corners of the 
c ountry. .. 

399 

For his part Ilay, aided by Milton, worked hard to secure the 

return of as many members as possible who would support Walpolets 

389 
administration and to frustrate the activities of the opposition. 

As usual money was spent: 

I have desired Mr Stewart [the confidante 
between Ilay and Argyll, who remained with 
Ilay after Argyll's defection] to ask you 
[Walpole] for the 500 which I am now laying 
out and I fear 100 more. 390 

385Argyll to JaMes Stuart Mackenzie 23 Oct 1740 Bute MSSj Mount Stuart, 
uncatalogued. 

386Argyll to Mackenzie 1 Jan 1741 Bute MSS at Mount Stuart, uncatalogued. 
I am grateful to Alex Murdoch for bringing these two letters to my attention. 

387He 
was brought in for Argyllshire at a bye-election in February, 1742, 

joining Argyll in opposition: Sedgwick, Nouse of Commong III PP-454-5- 
'388 ' Stair to Duchoso of Marlborough 25 jun 1741 Grahwn, IStair Anrualn III 

pp. 273-6. 
389For 

oxwnple ace Ilay to Milton 23 Apr 1741 NLS SC l6v584- 
390, lay to Walpolo 16 SOP 1740 quoted Scdfrwickv Nougn of Commorn III 

pp-446--7. 
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There were accusations both during and after the election that 

Ilay soft-pedalled in his support of government candidates in 

constituencies where Argyll had a strong interest, with a view 

to maintaining and stren&-bhening . Argathelian interests generally. 
391 

A disgruntled Sir Robert Munro, who was defeated in Tain burghs 

by Charles Areskine, later complained to Pelham 

My Lord Ilay could make at best 10 
members in roome of as Many of our 
members now declaired Patriotsj but 
it was not consistant with his scheem 
of agrandizing His family sa that a 
person to depend on the D: of Argyll 
was more agreeable to the Earle than 
one absolutely attached to Sr Robt 
Walpole and the administration, and 
the opposition given by the Earle to 
any who was to act in Concert with the 
Duke was faint without Intention to 
prevail. 392 

There is little evidence, however, to substantiate such accusationst 

and no reason to suspect Ilay of any intrigue or betrayal. On the 

contrary, there were direct olaslies between opposition candidates 

backed by Argyll and government candidates backed by Ilay in'several 

constituencies, for example Ayrshire and Aberdeen burghs, and Ilay 

was fully aware of the need to get government supporters returned 

to uphold Walpole's administration and his own position in Scotland. 

In April he instructed Milton that 

all dissentions amoung Enemies should be 
encouraged and opportunities watched of 393 
puzzling if there ip no defeat possible. 

Various changes were made right up to the last moment with a view to 

influencing elections in various constituencies. Most notably Ilay 

had Lovat, whom as we have seen was supporting ArgYll in the north, 

391Sco 
aloo Sodt-gwickv ITouso of COmmOns 11 P-46. 

392 Sir Robert Munro to Pelham 24 Jun 1741 N. U. L. NEC 178ao See 
also Munro to Walpole 24 Jun 1741 N. U. L. NEC 178b. 

393 Ilay to Milton 10 Apr 1741 NLS So 16084. 
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394 
replaced as sheriff of Inverness-shire by Moray and also 

Marchmont as sheriff of Berwickshire by the earl of Home. 395 

Finally, Walpole himself placed no credence in such accusations 

and remained convinced tu the end that Ilay had been entirely loyal 

to him . 
396 

The Commons election took place in late May, early June 1741. 

The results in Scotland were a major success for the opposition. 

After the various election. petitions had been decided, approximately 

27 of the Scottish members returned were opposed to Walpolets ad- 

ministration, the only time in the eighteenth century that an opposition 

majority was returned from Scotland. Of these, eleven owed their 

election at least in part to Argyll's influence and were to become 

, ane, 
397 

known as 'the Duke of Argyllts g0 Of the eighteen government 

supporters returned, nine had been elected on Ilay's influence, 

while most of the remaining nine were prepared to support any 

Whie administration. 
398 

. 
Thus twenty tArgathelian' members were 

returned but they were almost evenly divided between Ilay and Argyll, 

government and opposition. 

394 10 Mar 1741 SRO RH2/4/411, * 71- See a1so Ilay to Milton Jan 1741 
NLS SC 16P584- 

ý 
395Changes were also made in the Commission of Police: Lewis Grant 

resigned to stand for Morayshire and was replaced on Ilay's recommendation 
by Thomas Grant:,, See Memo for Stone by Areskine SRO RH2/4/337 f226; 
JC (sic. ) to Alex McMillan 28 Apr 1741 ibid. f227-8; warrant 24 Apr 1741 
SRO RH2/4/411,77-- 

396 Owen, Rise of the Pelhams, PP-7-8 and footnote 2. 

397See Sedgwick, House of Commons. I pp. 114 and footnote 4,159- 

398Analysis from details in Sedgwick, House of Commons 

Go V* Whig Gov. Whig Opp. Whig Sq 
t 

Opp. Indepen- Tory Con- sitting 
(Ilay) (Argyll) r d 

ýne 
Whig dent tests member 

Shires 6 6 6 2 7 3 11 14 

Burghs 3 3 5 - 3 1 - 72 

Total 9 9 11 2 10 1 3 18 16 

27 
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In Aberdeenshire, Sir Arthur Forbes, who had followed Argyll 

into opposition in 1739, was returned with the active support of 

Argyll and Lovat; 
399 

while in Ayrshire the sitting member, James 

Campbell, Loudon's song a: ctively'supported by Ilay, was defeated 

after a fierce contest, -by Patrick Crauford supported by Argyll 

as the anti-Walpole candidate. 
400 

In Inverness-shire, the Argyll 

candidate Norman Macleod was returmed with the support of Lovat 

and Forbes. 
401 John Campbell, later to succeed as 4th Duke of 

Argyllv remained with Ilay, howeverp and wýs returned unopposed 

for Dunbartonshire. In the burghs, Ilay's secretary John Maule 

successfully withstood the Opposition of Alex. Udney backed by 

Argyll, Tweeddale and Aberdeen in Aberdeen burgho, wýile Lord Advocate 

Charles Areskine was returned for Tain burghs after a contest with 

Sir Robert Munroj02 Argyll candidates, however, won both Minburgh 

(Archibald Stewart) and Glasgow burghs (Neil Buchanan). In Anstruther 

Easter burghs John Stewart, the Argyll candidatep defeated General 

Philip Anstruther the sitting member backed by Ilay, partly as a 

result of Anstrutherts continuing unpopularity over his support of 

the Bill against Edinburgh in 1737- James Erskine (Grange) was 

elected for Stirling burghs; Sir William Gordont Roxburghets old 

399Sedgwick, House of Commons I, P-381; ibid. II P-42. 

40OIbid. It PP-382 , 521-2,592-3. 

40lIbicl. 
,I pp. 386-7. 

402 See Munro to Walpole 24 'Jun 1741 N. U. L. NEC 178b; also Ferguson, 
Electoral Law and Procedure, pp-312-23. 
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favourite, for Cromartyshire ; 
403 

and Tweeddale's brother Lord 

Charles Hay for Haddington-shire. There were three double returns, 

in Berwickshire? Haddington burghs and Linlithgow burghs. All 

three were eventually decided in favour of the opposition candidate. 

In Berwickshire, Alexander Hume Campbell, Marchmont's brother, and 

Sir John Sinclair had both been returned. The double return was 

treated as a-trial of strength between Walpole and the opposition. 

In the end Walpole was forced to give way and Hume Campbell was 

declared elected on 19 January 1742.404 

Despite their activity at the Commons elections, the oppositiong 

perhaps recalling the failure of 1734, did not mount any concerted 

opposition at the representative peers election. Indeed in the 

event the opposition peers did not even attend the election on 13 June 
405 

and the government list was therefore returned unopposed. 
406 

Despite the gains of the opposition in Scotland and also in 

407 Cornwall, elsewhere the-Ministry had more or less held its grounde 

C; overnment supporters in Scotland therefore remained optimistic 

that little would change408 and for the remainder of the year Scottish 

403For details of the Cromartyshire election and how Gordon had manipu- 
lated the electoral roll in his own interest see Ferguson, Electoral Daw -MCI 
Procedurep PP-156-62. 

404Sedgwickj House of Commons Ug PP-159-60. 

405See Stair to Duchess of Marlborough 25 Jun 1741 Grahamt Stair Annals. 
IIt PP-273-6; Areskine to Stone 13 Jun 1741 SRO RH2/4/337, f249-50. 

406 13 Jun 1741. Lothian, Crawford, Sutherland, Morton, Morayq Home, 
Lauderdale, Loudon, Pindlater, Breadalbane, Dunmore, Hyndford, Portmore, 
Hopeton, Ilay and Somerville: SRO PE40, See also Areskine to Stone 13 Jun 
1741 SRO RH2/4/337t f249-50; Ilay to Newcastle 13 Jun 1741 BM Add MSS 32,697 
f180. Munro alleged to Pelham that "there was a deseign to try if the 16 
Peers could be more modeled to the Dukes list than the list which My Lord 
Ilay concerted at London, but this was found Impracticable wt out acting 
too deeply, and could not be collored over, because all the world hore-knew 
that Lord Oliphant the Person with the least weight among the Scots Pecro 
could carry any list for the Court, being onabled in the amne mannnr as tho 
Earle of Ilay was": Munro to Pelham 24 Jun 1741 N. U. L. NEU 178a. 

407 Owen calculates that before the election the Administration bad a majority 
of 42, after of 18: Rise of the Pelhamsýj pp. 6-7- 

408Por 
example see Areskine to Stone 13 Jun 1741 SRO*RI12/4/3379 f249-50- 
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business continued to flow as usual through Ilay. Ilay returned 

to London in September hopeful that Walpole would still have a 

sufficient majority to withstand 'Patriott attacks in the now 

session: 
409 

Our friends are very sanguine that we 
shall have a Majority of above 40.410 

1741, however, had seen a further deterioration in the situation 

abroad, and this, coupled with the less than satisfactory election 

results created-further discord in the Ministry between Walpole on 

the one hand and Newcastle and Hardwicke on the other. The opposition 

too remained divided, not only between its Whig and Tory wings but 

among the various Whig interests themselves. In particular many 

Whigs, including Chesterfield and Marchmont, had a deep distrust of 

Carteret and Pulkemy whom they regarded as simply using the opposition 

as a stepping stone to power. Th-us both the Ministry and the opposition 

were beset by internal feuds and wheri Parliament met in early December 

everything remained unc . ertain: 
411 

Its impossible to know what will happeng 
the battle will be fairly fought out and 
whatever the Even ý&all be, the Publick 
will suffer most* 

The Commons quickly got down to considering the various election 

petitions. Although the early ones were decided narrowly in the 

government's favour, the Ministry's candidate lost the crucial contest 

for chairmanship of the Committee of Elections and Privileges on 16 

Decemberl a blow from which Walpole never ful2yreoovered. The 

409For 
example see Ilay to Milton 24 sep 1741P Oct 1741# NLS SC 169584. 

41OIlay to Milton 3 Dec 1741 ibid. 
4110wen, Rise of the Pelhams, pp. 9-11,15-18. 
412Ilay to Milton 19 Dec 1741 NLS SC l6t584- 
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opposition began to scent his downfall, and with him that of 

Ilay in Scotland: 

We have dayly news of great changer, and 
though thqy differ in some particulars 
yet those who do not wish well to yr 
Lop always insult me and say they are 
certain yr Lop is soon to be out of ye 
Government: I hope they'le prove false 
prophets. 413 

Then on 22 Ddoember, just before the Christmas adjournment, the 

Ministry was defeated by 220 to 216 over the Westminster election 

petition. Many of the Administrationts supporters particularly 

those in the 'Court and Treasury Partyl, were beginning to look to 

their own future and abstaining. 
414 

When the House reassembled in January, the Ministry quickly 

suffered another defeat when the Berwickshire double return was 

decided in favour of Alexander Hume Campbell without a division. 

The writing was on the wall, Despite a herculean effort in defeating 

an opposition move to sdt up a Select Committee to examine all 

papers on the conduct of the war, the opposition continued to carry 

most election petitions, and when they carried the Chippcnham election 

petition on 28 January by 236 to 235 Walpole accepted it as decisive 

415 
and made up his mind to resign, which he did on 3 February. By 

successively excluding from his administration all those who from time 

to time had dared to challenge his power, Walpole had gradually created 

a formidable opposition which included most of the. debating talent in 

both Houses, Purnished with ample material by the manifest mis- 

conduct of the war, and aided by the tensions within the Ministry 
-b 

413Milton to Ilay Deo 1741 NLS SC 16,585. See also Milton to Ilay 20 
Deo 1741 ibid. "We are told here that Sr R is to be demolished very soon.. 

4140wen, Ri'se of the Pelhams, pp. 19-26. 
415 Ibid. pp. 29-33. 
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itself, the opposition had finally succeeded in winning over sufficient 

of the independent members to reduce Walpolets majority below the 

minimum required for stable administration. Once his ability 

to maintain himself had become doubtful, an ever-increasing number 

of Administration supporters began to abstain, allowing the opposition 

to gain the upper hand. 416 

You will hear from all hands this Post 
(wrote Ilay to Milton) that the Political 
Game is over, Sr Roberts Patent is passing 
as Earl of Orford, the strength of the 
opposing [sic. ] encreased to -that degree 
that without throwing the publick into the 
utmost confusion there was no standing 
it any longer. 41ý 

For sixteen years Ilay had managed Scotland on Walpolets 

behalf. During that time he had, by a careful disposal of the 

patr'onage made available to him, built up a strong electoral influence 

in many constituencies and consolidated his control over much of both 

central and local administration. Although his position had been 

weakened by the defection of Argyll in the la; te 1730s, he remained 

pre-eminent in Scotland. Yet, in the last resort, Ilay depended on 

Walpole continuing to dominate the King, Cabinet and Commons and the 

downfall of his Imastert was to have immediate repercussions for Ilay. 

416 Ibid. PP-34-5; Dickinson, walpolev p. 160. 

417 Ilay to Milton ND 1742 NLS SC l6t587- 
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CHAPTER ELFVFN: THE TWFIEDDALE INTFRIUDE, THE FORTY FIVE 
AND AFTER 

The less share you appear to have in the 
distribution of offices the less influence 
you must have in the Country. 1 

George had been reluctant to part with Walpole and was determined 

-to keep subsequent changes to a minimum. There was therefore no 

wholesale restructuring of the Ministry: the Court bought off only 

as much of the opposition as was necessary to enable it to carry on 

the administration. Carteret and PulkeAey, t1the two most notoriously 

unpopular politicians of the day" 2 
were brought in and various posts 

3 
given to their 'New Whig' supporters. Carteret, who was quickly 

to gain the confidence of the King particularly in foreign affairsý 

was made Secretary of State in place of Harrington? Newcastle 

remaining as the other Secretary of State. Argyll had wanted the 

Ministry to be placed on a broader bottom with the inclusion of various 

Toriesp including Gower, Bathurst, Wynne and Cobham, but this was 

unacceptable to the Court and he was eventually persuaded to accept office 

by his Tory colleagaes*4 He was restored tP his former posts as 

commander in chief of the Amy and Master General of the Ordnance5 

but was to resign within a month. 
6 

Bedfordy Chesterfield, Cobham, 

Gower, Pittv Marchmont and others all remained in oppositionj they 

'Hay t*o Tweeddale 30 Oct 1744 NLS, Syp Box 12 F19 

2 Owen, Rise of the Pelhans, P-36. Carteret and Felhim had very few 

personal followers in the Commons: ibid. P-77. 

31bid. 
pp. 92-5- 

4For details seo SeOgwick, uouse of Commons, It Pj). 51-3p 71-3. 

5CTBP V 20 Fob 1-742 T). 212. 

6 See below PP-465-6. 
7! -r -Lhv ) hn P-36; Marrhmon-L Pn, T)(rr-, j (i.. Ro,. jo vol. II? 1). 266; Owert, Vjn( o, P( 1 M111 

Browning, Newcastle, p. 112. See also Bolingbroke to Maxchmont 6 Apr 17429 
Marchmont Papers ed. Rose vol. III pp. 273-9: "... it was plain, that some 

persons meant, that the opposition should serve as their scaffoldingf no-thing 

else". 
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were -too disun I ited amongot themselves to avoid being ckil fully out- 

manoeuvred by the Court. The new Ministry was thus purely Whig and 

the Cabinet comprised of Newcastle, Pelham and Hardwicke; Car-beret 

and PulbeAey; wid Wilmington and Harrington. 
8 

The fall of Walpole and the consequent changes in the Ministry 

her&Ided a period of political instability* As Owen has convincingly 

shown, 
9 in order to form a stable administration it was necessary to 

control the two main souroes of Political power, the King and the 

Commons. VIalpole, by eatablishing himself as a*link between the 

two, had made himse lf indispensable to both. Between 3.742 and 

1746 no one person controlled both: Henry Pelham, Newcastlets 

younge, r brother, was steadily building up a dominant position in 

-the Commons but Carteret, while largely distrusted and unsupported 

in-the Commons, had the ear of the King. Only with the final 

dov, mfall of Carteret in February 1746 did the Pelhans gain the 

asoondancy in the closet as well as the Commons and stable 

government begifi -to raturn. The Political history of these four 

years is, thereforet one of a continual contest between two Opposing 

sets of politicians for the allegiance of the independent members 
10 

in the Commons and the support of the King in the closet, which 

i-n turn caused a serious dislocation in government. For much of the 

_time 
the battlefield was foreign policy; tile role of Britain and 

Hanover in the major Puropem conflict. Despite his lack of 

RixIiamentary support, Carteret won GeorgefS favour by hic mastory 

Brovaiing, Newcastle, P-113- 

90wen, Rise of the PelhRns. 

10 Ibid. P-42. 
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of diplomaoy and his pro-Hanoveritm policies, and was thus. rable 

continually to defy the Pelhams. 

The political tensions at Westminster had important 

implications for Scotland. We havealready seen, notably in 

the years 173.4 to 1725, that instability within the Ministry usually 

lad to similar instability in Scotland, and how political rivalries 

at Westminster were mirrored in Scotland. This is particularly 

true of the period 1742-ý-6. Moreover, the bitter struggle for 

supremacy at Westminster, coupled with. the concentration on 

foreign affairs, meant that, even more -than usual, Scotland was 

largely ignored until the arrival of Charles Edward Stuart shook 

the very foundations of the government itself. 

It was several days before the new Ministry got round to 

considering Scotland 11 
and in the interim Ilay met with Carteret 

in an effort to preserve his position. 
12 

. It coon became clear, 

however, that Ilay would be ousted: "how soon I may be out I dont-t 

Imow and I believe Ld Tweeddale will succeed me"13 9 Finally on 15 

February John Hay, fourth Marquis of Tweeddale, was appointed Secretary 

of State for Scotland during pleasure. 
14 Carteret's intention in 

resurrecting the office of Secretary of State for Scotland was to 

"See Ilay to Milton 13 Feb 1742 NLS So 16,587. 
12See Ilay to Milton 4 Peb 1742 ibid. "in all human appearance the new 

ministry will do me very well. I am sure -they are very ciV. il to me"; Ilay 
to Milton TID 174.2 ibid. 

13 Ilay to Milton, 10 1742 ibid. 
14See SRO RI12/4/411T 1A 16 Feb 1742; patent 20 Feb 1742 ibid, 1B - "whereas 

the Publick Business of Our United Kingdom of Great Britain are increasing it 
seemeth cxpedient to Us to appoint One other Principal Secretary of Sta-lt,, e 
beside &ar Two Principal Secretaries of State already nominated and con- 
st itut ela. .. "* Ile receivod a salary of 91,850 p. a. on the English Ibcohequer: 
CTBP V 13 116-Y 1742 - 174. Tweeddale was also made Keeper of the Signet! 18 
Feb 3.742 SRO RH2/41411,3. He was also given about 93,000 each year secret 
service money without account presiurably for Political purpz)ses: see CTBP V 
P-172 13 May 1742; iloid- P-405 e'25 MaY 1743; ibid. p. 616 17 May 1744; ibid. 
P-523 4 Oct 1744 (C21'250); ibid, P-818 3 Jul 1745. At this timo he war not- a 
representative peer. 
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overcome the entrenched position of Ilay and the Argathelians in 

Scotland and, by erecting a channel of control over him, to give a 

clear indication where favour was henceforth to lie. Twecddale 

had for some time been a close political and personal friend of 

Carterct15 cind was later to marry his daughter. 16 He had no 
17 real political influence in Scotland, however, even compared to 

-the other leading opposition figures such as Marchmont, Montrose 

and Queensberry, nor was he on particularly close terms with them. 

He was made Secretary of State on the strength of his connection 

with Carteret. He was basically incompetent, and his lack of a 

political power base in Scotland, coupled with the instability within 

the Ministry, was to be at the root of all the difficulties he 

faced in trying to control Scotland over the next four yea--s. He 

had few -close supporters whom he could promote to office to replace 

Argathelians and lie received little support from other Scottish 

opposition pears such as Marchmont and Montrose, most of-whom withdrew 

from Politics during his Secretaryship. 18 Tweeddale also received 

less than total support from Carteret who was usually preoccupied in 

oaf eguarding his own position and simply wished to keep Scotland as 

quiet as possible. Carteret was reluctant to embark on any sweeping 

changes and although places were filled on Tweeddalets recommendation 

15, 
See Carteret to Tweeddale 7 May 1737 NLS SYP'Box 8 P3 "I choose to Get 

Yr Lop at ye head of every thing I appear in, and have-told my Ld Ilay so.... 
I have often told Ld Uay yt; you woutd be ye first man in Scotland, I thirac 
You cant fail of it... ". 

16 In 1748: see Owen, Rise of the Pelhansli P-77 footnote 4; also Hay to 
Tweeddale 24 Apr 1744 NLS SYP Box 11 F2. 

17 1 His only close supporters in the commons were Lord Charles Hay, Sir 
Charles Gilmour ýmd John Murray of Philiphaugh., 

18 On lack of suPPOrt from 14archmont see Flay to Tweeddale 16 Jul 1743 ITLS 
SYP BOX 11 -pl. 
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as they became vacan-tt most Argathelians continued to enjoy their 

19 
posts undicrturbed. 

During his Secretaryship Tweeddale sought to manage Sootland 

with the help of a small group of advisers in Minturgh: Lord Arnist-on; 

-his son Robert Dandwo appointed Solicitor General; Robert Craigie, who 

replaced Charles Areskine as Lord Advocate; and Thomas Hay, appointed 

dePUty keeper of the si&met by Tweeddale in place. of Alex McMillan. 20 

Of the four, Hay, previously a lawyer with little experience of 

govermment, was to be Tweeddalets principal adviser and co=espondent 

in Scotland, in itself a sign of the relative wealmess of Tweeddalets 

position. Hay was instructed to write every post with "any particulars 
21 that you may judge necessary for me to know", Tweeddale had an 

obsession for secrecy which, he constantly reminded Hay, was 

"absolutely necessary for the right panagement of business". 
22 

I will as of myself drop a hint to Ur 
Craigie that Your Lordship is a great 
Lover of secrecy and looks upon it as 
the life of businesz-*23 

Ray was instructed to give Tweeddale early notice 

3*9There is also somo indication (from some years earlier) that Carteret 
was not altogether averse to Ilay retaining power in Sootland: "he Carteret II 

has lately dropt out yt should lie come in at the Head of affairs Ld Ilay 
should allways be at the head of those in Scotland" Iady Archiba: id Hamilton 
to Tweeddale 28 Apr 1737 NLS SYP Box 12, F2. 

20Appointment 
3'. Xarý1742 SRO RH2/4/411Y 7-- See also Hay to Tweeddale 

25 Feb 1742 NLS YP7045,20; Twoeddale to Hjy 27 Feb 1742 NLS YP7075,4 - 
"whoever I pick upon to be Keeper of the Signet under me must be a perscr, 
not only of Integrity but also of Judgement and Address, in whom I can 
confide, since he will be my ordinary Correspondent for the publick 
Business in Scotland ... 11. His enemies accused Hay of having Jacobite 
connections: for example see entry in "Character of officias and other 
leading persons in Scotland" c-1746 N. U. L. ITEC 2222. 

No I 
21 Tweeddale, to'Hay 27 Feb 1'742, NLS YP7075j 4- 

22 Tweeddale t'o Hay 3 Mar 1742 ibid. '6. 

23Hay 
to Tweedclale 9 Mar 1742 NLS"YP7045,70. See'also Hay to Inuceddale 

30 Mar 1742 ibids 132. 
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. ihen offices fall [vacant], and to suggst 
who arc the proper persona to eucceed. 24 

Over the next four years Hayt working prodigiously from 6 a. m. to 
25 

n 10 p. m. most days, was to be the most assiduous and diligent 

correspondent. Rarely a post passed but he did not spent four 
v 

to six hours 26 
writine a I. en&-thy letter to Twooddale, often of 

eight or twelve pages, full of a mass of information covering 

vacant revenue, legal, church and other posts, local politics, 

electoral matters and indeed almost every aspect -of Scottish Public 

1 ife. 27 

The PriVate correspondence your Lordship 
desires no to carry on with your self is 
no neceosary appendant of that office [signet] tho my being in it makes this 
the more easy and naturel ... I will write 
to you about everything occurs to me and 
tho nine tenths should be good for nothing 
yet if the remaindeg be useful it will give 
me satisfaction ... 

2 

Hay set about trying to build up a netwoVc of correspondents 

throughout Scotlp-nd in order -., o get early waxning of expected vacancies 

among revenue officers, clerks of the peace, sheriff clerks, commis- 

earies and others. 
29 Here again, however, Tweeddalets lack of 

24Needdale to Hay 6 Mar 1742 NLS YP7075P 9- See also Hay to T-wreeddale 
25 Feb 1742 NLS YP70451 20 - "As I think it of use to your Lordship to knoll 
everybod3-s sentiments about men and thines I will always, write vahat I hear 
that your Lordship may make your own use of the hints I get"; Hay to Need- 
dale 2 Mar 1742 ibid., 49; Hay to Threeddale 18 Apr 1742 NLS YP70471 64 "1 wil-7 
not fail to give your Lordship all the information I can of vaccancys of all sol-ICE 
whoever has the disposal of thG offices". 

25S00 Hay to Tweeddale 2-1 Jul 1743 NLS SYP Box llFl. 
26 See Hay to Tweeddale 7 May 1743 IMS YP7055i 19- 
27SOo NLS YP and SYP generally. 
28 Hay to Twceddalc 2 Mar, 1742, NLS YP7045j 4- It was ar-Langed that Hay's 

correspondence with Tweeddale be carriý?. d by -the minis-Itierial bl. acl-. box: see 
Hay to Tweeddale 9 Mar 1742 ibids 70- Tweeddale appointed Andrew Mitchell as 
his London secretary: see Tweeddalc to Sir, John Eyles PNG 18 Peb 1742 SRO 
R112/4-/ýýqqj 1. 

29ý, 
G, 3 Ray to 11'1wý-cdddalo 22 May, 174.2 ITLS 7P7047t 74; 1t0aCdd al a 21 lay TI; 

Oct 1742 ITLS IT7050 7 139; Hay to Tweeddale 25 O-t 1742 ibid., 148. 
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widespread support made Hay's task difficult. While Milton had 

over the years built up an extensive correspondence network and could 

also rely for information on +, he various Argathelian members and 

supporters throuehout the administration, both locally and centrally, 

Hay had to start from scratch and was forced to rely upon men of 

lesser standing. He also was hampered by Tweeddalelo obsession for 

seorecy: 

as for obtaining Information about things 
or characters of persons I may have occasion 
to write to you of where I am not fully 
Acquainted myself I will rely chiefly upon 
Baillie Arbuthnot-, Sr John Inglis YIr Robert 
Pringle Advocate my brother John and such 
others as I can absolutely trust to here but 
I don't mean that I am to communicate to them 
or any other one iota of what your Lordship 
writes privately to me. 30 

Of these, Arbuthnot was made a customs, commissioner vand confined 
I 31 himself mainly to customs recommendations; Inglis was appointed 

postmaster general f or Scotlcaid and spent most of his time trying 

to improve the Scottish postal system; 
32 

and neither Pringle nor 

John Hay, who was appointed a deputy under his 'brother in the signet 

office? 
33 took much active part in affairs* In short the attempted 

correspandence network never got off the ground and had moro or less 

collapsed by 1744-34 

The other three advisers fomed an unhappy group, tornby mutual 

distrust and, jealousy. Unfortunately for Tweeddale, Arniaton suffered 

3OHa, 
y to Weeddale 2 Mar 1742 NLS YP7045j 49- 

3lSee below, pp-470-2. 

32SCe Inglis to Tweeddale 16 May 1742 NLS YP7047i 48;.,. Ia-y to Tweeddale 
17 Jun 1742 ibid., 140. 

33See Hay to Tweeddale 25 Feb 1742 NLS YP70,451 20; Hay -to Tweeddalc 13 
Mar 1742 ibid., 86. 

4 See Hay to Needdale 6 14T'1743 NLS SIP Box 11 Fl. 
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constatit ill-health throughout the period and played only an 

intermittent part in public affairs. Possessed of a brilliant 

mind, but extremely hot-tempered, he was motivated primarily by a 

hatred of the Argathelians carried over from the long years of 

Squadrone-Argathelian rivalry and he grew increasingly angry, 

frustrated and disillusioned at Tweeddale'is lack of abilitY to 

purge the courts and revenue services of Argathelian supporters. 

He also became increasingly irritated at Tweeddale's disinterest 

his plans to reform the law courts in Scotland. Finally he 

had married a. young wife, had a large family and was not particularly 

wealthy. 
35 He was therefore anxious to obtain a prestigious Offices 

both-as a sign of his importance in the new re"gime and to relieve 

his financial difficulties. Tweeddalets failure to obtain such an 

office for him increased the tension, between them. Thus, as Hay 

pointed out, while Arniston's abilities made him a useful and 

necessary ally, his passions made him difficult to work W, thJ36 

and rather than spearheading Tweeddalefs interest in Scotland, he 

became an increasingly disruptive force* 

Robert Craif; ie was a well-respected and learned lawyer but had 

little practical experience of politics or public affairs* 
37 He owed 

his rise laxgely to the earlier support of Arniston, a fact which 

Arniston did not allow him to forget. Craigie was a man of self- 

importance, long-winded, argumentativey petty and, greedy, and 1: U-. ed to 

35HaV, to Tweeddale 10 Nov 1744 NLS*SYP Dox 12 Ple 

36 Hay to ýNecddale 27 Peb 1742 NLS YP70415,36. 

37See Hay to %Ivreeddale 9, Yiar 1742 ITLS 7P70451 70; Hay to Tweccldale 
17 Apr 1742 NLS YP70461 72. 
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portray himself as Tweeddaleto principal adviser in Scotland which 

infuriated Arniston. Relations between the two men grew steadily 

worse, Hay was later to complain to Tweeddale that Craigic could 

not be fully trusted and was particularly bad at keeping secrets: 

he is an exquisitcly bad politician in so far 
that he doeý not so much as conduct himself with 
r3serve and prudence. 38 

'The third member of this group was Arniston4s son Robert Dundas, 

to be appointed Solicitor General later in the year. Dundas normally 

sided with his father and as a result -the governEentts two principal law 

officers in Scotland were frequently in dispute. Indeed despite 

constant pleas from Tweeddale in London, Arnist0r*l, Craigie and Dandas 

constantly quarrelled amongst themselves to the detriment of Tweeddalets 

interest. 

All this was not helped by the fact 'that Tweeddale came to Scotland 
I 

only oncer in 1742, during his time in office. Moreover, because of 

his obsession for secrecy, he rarely took his advisers-in Scotland 

fully into his confidence, and told each only what he thought they 

had to know* They were thus often unaware of why certain appoint- 

ments had been made or, for example, of Tweeddalels intentions when 

a bye-election occurred. Writing to Lord Aberdeen in August 1744 

about the Aberdeenshire bye-elcotion, Tweeddale candidly admitted 

Itt is no greatt matter butt I dont trust him 
Hay) in such secrets nott thatt I doubt of Phis) 

sincerity, secrecy and inclinations but 
I am. nott sure of his discretion and Judgement. 
He is butt a youna politician and I am sure 
has nott dignity character or authority sufficient 
to answer the end which indeed is the case of all 
employed by me and therefore they know only such 
Of my views as it is absolutely necessary they 
should know and I keep my mind to my self till 
the t-hing is executed. I know this in one 
view is prejudicidl to my intere-st butt in 
anothor it is of advantp-me considerint, the 
present situation hero. 59 0 

.1 

33Hay to Tweeddale 22. Jul 1742 TILS YP70487 78*- See also Hay to rAieeddale 
15 JUIY 1742 ibid., 39; F. ay to Tweaddala 27 Jul 1742 ibid., 95- 

39B. 
recddale to Abardeen r. -'Allillust 3.744 IMS YPT-075,108- 
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This attitude was in sharp contrast with the trust Ilay placed'in 

Milton. 

On taking offices Tweeddale was faced with the absence of any 

clear administrative channels or institutions through which to work. 

Ile was therefore an-xious that Lord President Forbes and more 

parti&ularly Arniston came to London "to Assist by Your advice, in 

setling what may be thought Proper to be PýL-oposed with Respect to this 

Part of the Island [Scotland] ji. 40 

It appears necessary (he wrote to Forbes) some 
general plan or scheme for the Government of 
Scotland should be immediately concerted 41 

and to Arniston 

I have the natisfaction to be engaged with 
,, 

those in the Administration with whom I have 
long lived in friendship and cowlection, whose 
principals and views are the. same With yours and 
mine. As to our particular part, in so fax as 
concerns the futuregovernment of Scotlandy a 
great deal depends upon the first steps taken 
by which the outlines are shaped. I am diffident 
of my own opinion, dare not venture to proceed till 
once I know your opinion, both as. to persons and 
to measures... thol from the present situation 
of things, everything that could be wished cannot 
be at once effectuated, yet I dare venture to say 
more will be than you probably imagine. *. it is 
vain for me to have right and good intentions unless 
I can find perscns in whom I can donfide, proper to 
be employed in the service Those may not indeed 
be very easy to be found. 4ý 

Both, however, declined to make the journey on the grounds of. ill-health43 

which left Tweeddale in come difficulty: 

I have hardly any person here who knows anytiiine 
of the affairs of Scotlend in whom I can confide 
to advise with. 44 

40Tvieedclale to Arniston 23 Feb 1742 Omond Arniston_Memoirs. pp-96-7; 
Tueeddale to Forbes 23 Feb 1M CP pp-175-6. 

41nireeddc-ae to Forbes 23 Feb 1742 CP ppa-175-oo 

pp. 
9 42 'Liecddale to Arniston 23 Fab 1742 Ouond Arniston Memoirs 6-7 

43porb3s to Tweeddale 2 llsx 1742 NLS YP70459 45*, Hay to Tweeddale 9 Mar 
1742 ibid. t 70; Hay to Tweeddale 11 Mar 1742 ibid. l 83* 

44'Twee'dclale to Anniston 27 Feb 1742 IMS *IP70'151 2. 
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For his pArt Ilay was anxious to be seen as a loyal servant 

of the Crown and to be cooperating with the new Ministry in serving 

the King's interest. He therefore advised Milton to write to 

Tweeddale congratulating him on his appointment and offering to do 

all he could to serve him: 
45 this Milton did. 

46 Ilay also took 

r, teps to cultivate Carteret's friendship: 

Ld-Carteret is as civil to me as I can 
desire, and Ld Tweeddale seems to set 
out very prudently47 

Milton continued to correspond. with Ilay but wam careful to be seen 

only to undertake the official duties of his office and not to 

interfere at this time in political matters, 1, y told Tweeddale 

that he would not approach or consult with Milton without Tweeddalets 

express orders. 
48 

Tweeddale and Hay soon began to. receive a steady stream of 

requests for places and other favours but it quickly became clear 

that there was to be no immediate purge of offices in Scotland. 

Indeed it was only after the House of Commons, had on. 1 March 

49 
declared Charles Areskinets return at the Tain burghs election void 

that he was replaced as Lord Advocate on 4 March by Robert Craigie 

451lay to Milton 18, Feb'174 12 NLS SC 16,587- 

4614ilton to Tweeddale 23 Feb 1742 NLS 7P7045,14- 

471lay to Milton 11 Mar 1.742 NLS SC 16,587- 

48Hay to Tweeddale 27 Feb 1742, NLS YP7045,369' 
0 

49See Sedgwick, Housf, of commons, I, pp-403-4. 

i 
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on Twecddale's recom-mcndations, 
50 

and although consideration was 

given to making Robert Dundas joint solicitor with Will. iam Grant, 

the holder of the office, 
51 this came to nothing and Grant remained 

in post. In fact Twccddale was at this stage too preoccupied with 
0 

the continuing struggle at Westminster to concern himself unduly- 

about the disposal of"Jobs in Scotland. 52 Nor was he anxious to face 

the upheaval involved in turning out of office people who were pai- 

forming their tasks reasonably efficiently for purely political 

reasons, particularly when he had few close supporters suitably 

qualified to replace them. i 

I am sensible (wr 
, 
ote"111), y somewhat virtuously) 

you'll be constantly teised not only to supply 
vacancys with improper persons but likewise to 
make removes unseasonably or without considering 
the publick advantage and I confess I think that 
those who are '. employed in offices which 
require skill and f4ithfullness in the discharge 
of them have a. sort of Title in Justice to be 
continued till they committ some fault and that, 
their place can be better supplyed. With Sine 
Cure. s or what places are almost so I take care 
to be different. In General I find most 
people think your Lordships chief business 
ought to be the providing your friends or 

504 Mar 1742 SRO RH2/4/411t 8. See Tweeddale to Hay 3 Mar 1742 NLS YP 
7075v 6; Tweeddale to Milton 4 Mar 1742 ibid., 8; Hay to Tweeddalo 9 YAr 
1742 NLS YP7045i 70; Craigie to Tweeddale 9 Mar 1742 ibid., 76. Craigic 
subsequently stood for Tain burghs with government support. against Sir Robert 
Munro. According to Hay the election was badly conducted, CraiCie was com- 
placent of success, did not bother to go up north and was "too mean to employ 
some person in every town to entertain the councillors and chief inhabitants": 
Hay to Tv; eeddale 17 Apr 1742 NLS YP7046,72. See also Craigie to Twecdda'Le 
9 I-Tar 1742 NIS YP7045,76; Craigie to Tweeddale 30 Mar 1742 ibid., 136; Craigie 
to Tweeddale 6 Apr 1742 NLS YP7046t lb Fortrose to Delvine 3 Mar 1742 
Dolvine Papers NLS 1357 f2l; Fortrose -to Dolvine 6 Mar 1742 ibid. f22 tell 
him [Craigie] he must give throe, or four Hundred Pd. to the To; m of Dingtiall 
to make his Election quite sure con8idering Sr Robert (Munro] Is content to 
give two Thousand. Insist hard wt Craigie what Is It to one who gets 1500 
a year"; Delvine to Craigie 2 Apr 1742 Cmond, Lord ; a'r1V0cate_s, II, p. q. 
Ferguson, Faectoral Law 

-and _Ref 
oy-mj P. 324. , In the end Craigie won but only 

by a narrow margin. I 
51see Hay to Tweeddale 9 Mar 1742 NLS YP7045,70. 
52 See lln. y to Tweeddale 30 Apr 1742 NLS 7P7046i 115: "1 believe you are. not 

at leisura to give aletontima-st presen't, to the Dioposal of petty offices here... " 
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those whom they reco=end with beneficial 
Offices which tho not altogether to be 
neglected yet is to be done with a view 
to His Majest better service and the 
public Good. 5r 

Nevertheless the clamour for places and wholesale chanees steadily 

grew: 

people have got it into their heads that 
no man that served under the former adminis- 
tration ought to be continued in office an 
hour and that the doing so is an indication 
that the Ministry is the same. 54 

The number Of POsts available was, as we have se6n, very limited: 

the favours you can bestow are few in 
Comparison of the numbers of those who 
will imagine that they are entitled to 
have favours done them ... 

55 

Supporters of the new Ministry in Scotland began to become impatient 
I 

and Hay 

thought it proper at-this time to assure 
all your friends who spoke to me that I had 
good Authority to say that if men would have 
a little patience and temper they would in a 
short time see A turn in Affairs for the 
advantage of the country beyond expectation. 

56 

Despite such assurances, however, Tweeddale could do little without 

Carteret but the latter was primarily concerned to secure his position 

within the Ministry and was not anxious to rock the boat in Scotland: 

Lord Carteret seems-resolved to procure as 
much smooth water as possible which makes him 
so moderate in many thin6s*57 

5ýlay to Tweeddale 20 Apr 1742 NLS YP70461 87- See also Hay to Tweeddale 
2 Mar 1742 NLS YP7045,49; Hay to Tweeddale I Apr 1742 NLS 7P7046,5; Hay to 
Tweeddale 3 Apr 1742 ibid., 9; Hay to Tweeddale 1 May 1742 NLS YP7047v 3; 
Hay to Twoeddale 1 Sep 1743 SYP Box 11 FI for similar sentiments. 

54p 
lay to Tweeddale 3, Apr 1742 INLS YP7046l 9. 

551lay, to Twee, dclale 4 MaY 1742 NLS YP7047v 7- 
56Hay to Tweeddale 18 Mar 1742 IMS YP7045i 98- 
571lay to llilýon 24 Jill' 1742 NLS SC 16,587- 
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I lloreover the Ministry was anxious to retain the support of as many 

Soots members as possible and did not wish to risk alienating them 

by turning their friends out of office* 

I know (wrote Tweeddale to Arniston) it 
is His Majestys intention to make a great 
an alteration in the persons employed in 
Scotland as the particular circilmstances 
of this will allow. We are in the beginning 
of Parliament, This is a Whig administration., 
Dissolution of the Parliament would ruin the 
Whig interest, since it is cortain a now 
Parliament would be Tory, So there is no 
thought of that... and must have great 
influence in dQtermining how far it is 
proper to go. 50 

In fact# Tweeddale's continuing inability to make changes and 

dismantle the influence which Ilay had built up within the administration 

in, Scotland was not only to alienate ; nany potential supporters but to 

play into Argathelian hands by convincing people that, despite the 

changes at the top, control of Scotland still effectively rested with 

Ilay. Ilay, wrote George Drummond 

keeps still all he had and makes 
is Court-well. 59 

The general belief that Walpole was still pulling the atrings from 

'behind the scenes also made many people reluctant to-desert their old 

allegiances witil the position had become much clearer: 

as long as people have notions that the 

now Ministry is not well fixed they are 60 
less apt to engadge in their interestoo.. 

Marchmont felt that Tweeddale was too much Carteretts, man 
61 

while the 

58Tweeddale to'Arniston ND 1742 quoted Omond'j, Arniston Memoirs, p. 98. 

59Dr=oncl to Olerk 25 Mar 
1 1742 SRO GD 18/3228. 

601lay to Tweeddale 1 Jul 1742 IILS YP7048,1- 

61 See Hay to Twreed4ale 30 Mr'1742 ITLS YP7045i 132. 
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Dalrymplco pursued an independent courso and indeed in local politics, 

much to Amistonts annoyance, 'continued to oppo3e all our frienda". 62 

For his part Ilay kept a relatively low profile and busied himself 

in estate improvements. 

Following Hopetonts death in March, Tweeddale was put up for 

the vacant representative peer*place. 
63 

His handling of the election 

was amateurish compared to Ilay before him and he relied principally 

on Aberdeen and Hay to organise the election for him. 
64 

Ilay was 

too prudent to undertake any sort of opposition 
65 

and Tweeddale 
66 

wa, s duly elected on 30 April. 

Meanwhile at Westminster the tensions within the Ministry 

continued. Argyjl had expected that Tweeddale would simply be a 

cipher and that he would, have the running of. Scotland, When Carteret 

and PuAoey made it clear that this was not to be,, theý case he was, 

incensed and, failing to persuade the Ministry, to take in more Tories, 

&nd in particular to get Sir John Hinde Cotton appointed to the 

new Admiralty Board, he resigned on 10 March and put himself at -the 

62Arniston 
to Tweeddale 1 Apr 1742 NLS YP7046,3. See also Arniston to 

Tweeddale 3 May 1742 IILS YP7047i 5; Hay to Tweeddale 8 Jan 1743 NLS YP70531 
41 - the Dalrymples "take all opportunitys of flying in your face. I 
confess I allwayn thought them your inveterate enemy-s". --. I 

63See 
Tweeddale to Attorney General 6 Mar 1742 SRO RH2/4/3991 2* 

64 
See Hay to Tweeddale 1 Apr 1742 NLS YP704ýt 5; Hopeton -to Tweeddale 

3 Apr 1742 ibid. 11; Aberdeen to Tweeddalo 5 Apr 1742 ibid. 13; Leven to 
Tweeddale 5 Apr 1742 ibid. 15; Hay to Tweeddale 27 Apr 1742 ibid. 100; 
Aberdeen to Tweeddale 30 Apr 1742 ibid. 126. 

65, 
tj sent my Proxy to Ld Twooddale last week. Some of the fools, viz 

Erroll and Kilmarnock writ to me for Advicc- I can say nothing to any body 
bat that I am supporting the Kingts servantr; and I advise every body to do 
tho same". Ilay to Milton I-larch 1742 NLS SO 161587. 

66 
See Hay -to Tweeddale 30 Apr 1742 NL3 YP70461 121; Leven to"Noeddale 

30 Apr 1742 ibid. 123; SRO PF-41. 
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1 67 
head of the Tory opposition: 

... they would not allow him to dispose 
of everything according to that Plan 
which heýhad prescribed himself ... and 
because he would not be allowed to conduct 
the ship wholly to his own skill, and a 
crew of his own chusing, he left her to 68 
herself to sink, or swim, as she, pleased. 

It was also suspected that he was intriguing with the Jacobites. 
69 

His conduct thereafter bore the signo of mental collapse, perhaps the 

result-of despair at his own miscalculations: 
70 

I raw D Argile yesterday, I think he 
seems dispairing and it is no wonder. 

71 

In the remaining months before his death in 1743 Argyll's health 

deteriorated rapidly and his political influence diminished with 

amazing speed. )' 

Suspicion that the new Ministry was little different from the 

last increased when Opposition attempts to repeal the Soptennial Act 

were defeated and their efforts to mount an enquiry into Walpole's 

administration neutralised. 
73 There was growing disillusionment in 

Scotland: 

the cry and clamour is strong against all 
Courtiers, as screening Sr Rol carrying on 
the government by the same dirtyed hands; 

670wen, Rise of the-Pelhams, p. 10; Sedgtiick, 'House of Commons, 11 PP-52-31 
71-2; Omond, Arniston Memoirs, P-97; Tweeddale to - 16 Nar 1742 Omond, 
Arniston Memoirs, p. 98; Drummond to clerk 11. Mar 1742 SRO GD 18/3228 "Ile reasons 
given are, th4t they do not enlarge the bottom and take in severall Torys 

which his Grace had agreed should be employfd and that they treat his Grace 

as ill as Sir R. W. used to do, by not concerting mcasures and filling up whole 
Commissions viz: the Admiralty without his Graces approbation into which his 
Grace desiry. ed to have had Sir John Cotton"; Drummond to Clerk 25 Mar 1742 ibid. 
Stair was appointed Commander in Chief and Montagu Master of the Ordnance. 

68 
Remarks upon the Life of J 

(London, 1745-)t P-11- 
)I-m Duke-of 

_Arpyl. 
1- 

_, -*n a Letter to Robert Campbel 

0 Milton 21 Jul 1742 69 
See Sedgwick, House of camons 11 pp-71-2,114; Ilay, t; 

NLS SC 16,587- 
70simp3on, Ildho Steered the Gravy Train? tj in Scotl=d in the A, c_of 

. 
IMprovement, cd. Phillipson and Ilitchiront P-57- 

71 IlaY to lKiltoll 3 -"&P2: ' 1742 ITIZ SO 16t587- 
720well 

, Rise of tho Pelliams, t pp. 110-2. 
73Tbi(I., 

pp. 101-10. 
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refusing all Wished for bills atcoos 
I can not help believing Sr R hath 
still the ear. 74 

There was a further redistribution of places once Parliament prorogued: 

Cobham, Gower and Bathurst were brought inj the last two in an 

effort to gain some Tory support, 
75 Pultency retired to the Lords as 

earl of Bath, his political influence at an end. The struggle now 

olearly lay between Carteret, who-ruled the Closet, and Pelham with 

his superior strength in the Commons. Until May 1743, when Carteret 

went, abroad with the Kine, the Ministry was to remain reasonably 

stable: foreign affairs were improving and theýopposition remained 

disorganiDed 76 
It was during this period that Tweeddale's Secretary" 

ship functioned most smoothly. Ilay felt it prudent to remain in 

London:,, 

I would fain take A trip to the Whim 
[estate in Peebles] for A fortnight 
but I feel I shall be-forced to-watch 
the waters closely here this summer. 77 

Carteret? however, was not anxious to create unnecessary changest 

a policy which Ilay found particularly welcome: 

I have been several timea lately with the 
King and I think that things stand well 
Ld Carteret is very civil to me, he says 
that he will do everything that he can to 
make A calm and avoid everything that may 
disturb it, he has promised to protect my 
brothers friends that are in offices, which 
I hope will save Vaughan, Colin Campbell 
and Th Cochran [revenue commissioners]. 
The Marquis is civil to me but his manner 
in so dry and so obscure that little is 
to be gathered from it. 78 

74Arnistm to Tweeddale 3 May 1742 NLS YIP70471 5. 

750wen, Rise of the Pelhans, PP-115-7; Carteret to Stair 8 Jun 1742 
Graham, Stair Annals,. II, p. 286. 

760,. 
ien, Rise of the, Pelhainsi- pp. 120-lt 127- 

771lay to Milton 21 Jul 1742 NIZ Su 16s587- 
781, 

a, )r to Milton 21 Jul 1742 fbid. 
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As a consequenýe the position of the Argathelians in Scotland 

remained relatively undisturbed. Both Arniston and Dandas wero 

ill during the summer and took little active part in affairs. 

Hay, Craigie, Inglis and Arbuthnot gave some consideration as to 

whether an attempt should be made to challenge the Argathelian 

interest in Edinburgh at the Michaelmas elections: 

o. it is very worthwhile to gain this City if ýossible 
as it has great influence over the rest 

of the Burrows ... 
79 - 

Argyll's influence in Edinburgh remained strong, howeveri and itwas 

clear that unless further changes were made to demonstrate Tweeddale's 

influencel, there was little chance of success. 
80 

Tweeddale did not 

want*any 'noise? created 
81 

and no attempt was made. 

Tweeddale's close advisers in Scotland became increasingly 

restless. Arbuthnot urged that various Argathelian commissioners 

be removed from the revenue boards to reduce Argathelian influence 

on the appointment of revenue officers. 
82 

Inglis sugGested-that 

receiver general Allan Whitefoord, ta tool of the old ministry', 

should be dismissed. 
83 

Craigie, irritated at the difficulties in 

working with Solicitor General Grant, formally recommended his 

dismissal and replacement by Dundas. 
84 

Arniston too romained discontented: 

79Hay to Tweeddale 1 Jul 1742 NLS YP70481 I. 
80 

Inglis to Tweeddale 3 Jul 1742 NLS YP70481 7*; Hay to Tweeddale 6 Jul 
174.2 ibid. 22; Hay to Tweeddale 22 Jul 1742 ibid- 78; Hay to Tviceddale 
24 Jul 1742 ibid. 84. 

81 
Hay to Tweeddale 9 Aug 1742 ITLS YP7049v 18; Hay to Tweeddale 24 Aug 1.742 

ibid. 81; Tweeddale to Craigie 26 Aiig 1742 NLS YP70751 27- 
82 

See Inglis to Tweeddale 17 Jul 1742 NLS YP7048j 44; Craigie to 
Tweeddale 17 Jul 1742 ibid. 43; Craigic to Tweeddale 29 Jill 1742 ibid. 106. 

831nglis 
to Weeddale 22 Jul 1742 ibid. 63. ' 

84Craigie 
to Twc6eddale 29 Jul 1742 i. bid. '107. See also Craigie to 

Amiston 20 Jul 1742 SRO RH4/lq/2 vol. 'II, 131. 
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I fifid him [Arniston] a good deal sourd 
with your present situation. I mean your 
connexions with E Ordord and L Islays people 
in this country such of them as are in 
Parliament and their Dependents which he 
thinks very unlucky. And It is very dis- 
agreeable to him who has so long been engaged 
in so keen an opposition to them. However 85 
he is to goe on with us tho somewhat surily. 

For his part, Hay bemoaned the difficulties of working with Craigie 

and trying to keep Arniston content. 
86 

The continuing rumours of 

the Ministry breaking up through internal divisions and of Walpole's 

return to power 

all raise the spirit of the severall Partizans 
of the two Brothers and weaken the interest and 
influence of the new administration. 87 
I 

All agreed that it was essential that changes be made if Tweeddale 

was to establish any interest in Scotia., ld: 

Those who have their own needs in view who I fear 
make a great part of the body of our Northern 
Politicians as long as they are doubtfull of your 
powers will hardly be persuaded to forward your 
interests or desert their old friends whereas 
if you got promotions now and then to those of 
Your party this of consequence draws a number of 
more expectants to join Your interests. The 
Hopes of preferment with which people are apt 
to amuse themselves in spite of frequent diss- 
appointments or the fear of losing what they 
are possessed of has I believe the strongest 
influence in the gaining and keeping up a 
party. 88 

Rothes wrote to Tweeddale in similar vein: 

It is not to be thought of that every body even 
the tools formerly made use of should be immodiately 
stript to make Room for a new sett That would unite 
them too much in their opposition and make it 
troublesome. But at the same time I cannot think 

-o keep these people in offices of Great it prudent I., 
trust such as these where the Revenue is concerned 
because of the Influence ihey will allwise have in 
the Choise I 

850raigie 
to Tweeddale 5 Aug 1742 ITLS '270491 

861lay 
to Tweeddale 5 Aug 1742 ibid. 8. 

8711,1, 
y 0 11"weeddale 9 Aug -1742 ibid, 18, 

an 
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of M, embers of parliament for it is -there they 
can do most ham ... Ld Isla is an instance... 
By having thereby gott the upperhand of some 
of your Lordships friends and mine who were 
indolent in these matters while they had the 
power in their hands and at this very time he 
feels the RCfect by still retaining a very 
Great Interest in our Country not out of Love 

-he hopes of the continuance of to him but 4. 
these advantages they will enjoy if ever he can 
gett the power again. 89 

Under such pressure Weeddale at last secured the dismissal 

of Grant and the appointment of Robert Dundas as solicitor general on 11 

August 1742? 0 A few weeks later a separate Scottish customs board of 

five oorpmissioners was establiShed. 
91 Westby, Hothamp John Campbell 

and G3"i Vaughan, the last two being Argathelian supporters, were 

dropped from the old commission and replaced by James Cardonnel and 

Alexander Arbuthnot. Arbuthnot, one of. Tweeddale's close supporters, 

was appointed with a view to "havin& the chief direction of that 

board" and forwarding the reco=endations of those favoured by 
I 92 Twecddale. At the same time Alex Udney, nephew of Aberdeenj was 

appointed to the excise board on Tweeddalets recommenda'tl'on to fill 

the place vacated by the death of Gilbert Burnet the pre 
. 
vious year. 

93 

Ilay, however, was not unduly concerned about the chanV-1: 

You will be surprised to hear of Vaughans being 
left out, but I believe it will be the better for 
him considering the reduction of the sallary for 

- from good hands that A great person has I have it 
said he would take care of Vaughan. The Marquis 
of Weeddale nor Ld Carteret had any hand in leaving 

89 Rothes to Tweeddale (frora Ghent) 19 Aug 1742 ibid. 63. 

9011 Aug 1742 SRO R112/4/411i 52. Seo also Tweeddale to Dundas 12 Aug 
1742 SMO PJ12/4/399,18; Tweeddale to Craigie 14 Aug 174.2 VILS YP70751 21; 
Dundas to Tweeddale 19 Pug 1742 NLS SYP Box 13 Tri; Craib-ic to alweaddale 
17 Aug 1742 NLS YP7049,48; Hay to Tweeddale 17 Aug 1742 ibid- 51- 

91 See above pp-21-2. 
92 Sce Hay to Tweeddale 'Al Au, 3 1742 NLS YP7049,122; Arbutluiot to 

ý11 - Tweeddalc 31 A11,9 1742 ibid. 120. 

93 riý, teeddale 30 Au-- 1742 NLS 7 270499 110- See above p. 88 le, Udney to U 
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him but of the reformed Commission. On the 
contrary the Marquis protected-Colin Canpbell 
[customs board] and Tom Cockran [excise board] 
upon the D of Argiles recommendation and that 
in A very frank and Polite manner; Vaughan 
stood upon the same footing but Ld Wilmington 
had A friend [Cardonnell to send down, and he 
did it without consulting anybody that I know 
of. 94 

Indeed despite the changes at least two commissioners on each 

board were Argathelians: George Ross and Colin Campbell on the 

customs board, and George Drummond and Thomas Cochrane on the 

excise board; and most of the others favoured Iiayls interest. 
95 

Arniston in particular -was bitterly disappointed that more changes 

had not been made: 

He thinks D Argyle and Lord Ilay are cutting 
your throat That Argyle has a Dispensation 
from his party the torys: and that the two 
brothers are in a better way together--than, ever 
and that the Duke came in in part to be able to 
support his brother. 96 

What Lord Arniston seemed most to dislike was 
that you could not well be said to have above 
one Commissioner of either board attached to 
your interest and that consequently everything 
would go heavily on and places dependent on the 
boards might be given to the friends of the D 
of Argyle and the E of Ilay who had the majority 
in both boards the consequence of which as to your 
interest and influence in the country was visible 
and that there was no remedy but a troublesom 
applying to the treasury on all occasions... 

Nevertheless, vrlth Arbuthnotts appoin'tment7 both ho and Hay'began to take 
98 

an increasing interest in customs and exciso appointments. Hay 

94 Ilay to Milton SOP 1742 NLS SC 16,587. - See alao Ilay to Milton 15 Sep 
1742 and 9 Oct 1742 ibid. 

95See 
above pp, 26,88. 

96 Hay to Tweeddale 31 Aug 1742 NLS YP7049i 122. See also Arniston to 
Tweeddale 24-Aug 1742 ibid. 83; Arniston to 'Needdale Aug 1742 ibid. 128 
"... that unhappy necessi-v', y you are brought under of being oblidged to remain 
in the hands of the same person who, has been f Or so many yearc the instnunent 
of all our oppressions and misery-... "; Iriglis to %ývreeddale 2 Sep 1742 TILS 
YP7050P 3; Andrew Mitchell -to Dundas 2 Sep '17421 SR0 R114A5/3 Vol. II , 140. 

971lay to T6weeddale 2 Sep 1742 ITLS YP7050s 9- 
98 r e=nple seeý Hay t -o -o "Needdale P-1 Cot 1742 ibid. 139. 
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wrote to various revenue officers in different parts of the country 

asking them to give him early warning of impending vacancies99 and 

with Arbuthnot began to compile lists of persons to be presented 

by the latter when vacancies arose. 
100 As wo havýe seen, the 

commissioners made presentments to vacan: t posts in rotation and 

not surprisingly Arbuthnot had an uphill struegle to persuade the 

Argathelian commissioners to present any candidate favoured by 

Tweeddale. It was, of course, open to Tweeddale to attempt to 

get the Treasury to set aside any unfavourable presentments, 
101 but 

in this he had to overconrie the influence of Ilay through Pelham 

at the Treasury and it was not thought prudent constantly to attempt 

to get the Treasury to overturn the board's recommendations. 
102 The 

continuing Arg-athelian domination of the cuStoms board therefore 

frustrated to a large extent any sweeping changes Tweeddale might have 

hoped to make. Similar difficulties were encountered with the 

excise commissioners, whot as we have seen, appointed officers 

directly without requiring Treasury approval. Hay arranged that 

the excise secretary, Wedderburn, should keep him informed of all 

vacancieslO3 and he compiled lists of those whom Tweeddale wished 

to be provided for. 104 Hay regularly applied to the commissioner 

whose turn it was to nominate f or, a vacancYl pinninE; most hopes of 

suocess at this stage on Dowdeswell. 105 The. Argathelian commissioners, 

99Hay to Tweeddale 2-Oct 1742 ibid. 139; Hay to Weeddale 6 Nov 1742 
NLS YP70511 21. 

100 See Arbuthnot to Tueeddale 7 Oct 1742 NLS YP7050i 96; Hay to Tweeddale 
16 Oct 1742 ibid. 121; Hay to Tweeddale 4 Nov 1742 NLS YP7051,17. 

101 See Hay to t%ieeddale 9 NoV 1742 NLS 'iP7051t 31. 
102 See Arbirth'not to Tweeddale 11 Oct 1742 IMS YP7050, '108. 

103Hay to Tweeddale 28 Oct 1742 ibid. - 1.9) ; Hay to I'vieeddale 6 Nov 1742 
NLS YP70511 21. 

104Sce-Hay to Tweeddanje 30,00t 1742 IMS YF7050,157- 
105Hay'to Tweeddale 28 Oct 1742 ibid. 153; Hay to 7ýmeddale 2 Nov 1742 

"I"M NS 

f 
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however, begaxý to fill up vaccaicies as soon as they occurred without 

waiting for recommendations from Hay in order "to keep the power of 

disposal of places as much in their hands as possible. .,, 
106 Nor 

had Tweeddale much influence in the Court of lb-, chequer, where Lord 

Chief Baron Idle was "entirely in the hands of Milton": 

I cannot say that your Lordship is at all 
well situated at present in that court. 107 

Tweeddale also took a considerable interest in church patronage. 

The Toleration Act of 1712 had restored lay patronage while at the 

same time vaguely Cafeguarding the rights of congregationso 
108 

Patronage to about one third of churches in Scotland lay with the 

Crown. UP to about 1725 Crown patronage had been exercised with 

careful regard to the feelings of the' parishioners but Ilay considered 

that patronage was a civil right to be treated as a piece of property 

regardless of the wishes of the congregations. He therefore 

oppos-ed any attempt to undermine lay patronage and patronage becane 

increasingly involved with political management with both he and 

Milton taking a close interest in the presentation to vacant churches. 

Lay patronage was strongly opposed by the evaneclical or 'ihigh-flying, 

section of the Church, the same group which had i-ýrracked the General 

Assembly in various controversies over Arminianism and the teachings. 

of Professor Simson in the 1720s. 110 The claims of thigh-flyingt 

106 Hay to Tweeddale 30 Nov 1742 TILS YP705ly 115- 
107Hay to Tweeddale 20 jan 1743 NLS YP70553,84. On continuing difficulties 

with the barons see Hay to Tweeddale 16 Aug 1744 NLS MP Box 12 I'll. 

108 Pergason, Scotland: 1682 to the Present, P. M. After 1712 the 
presbyteries exercised a right to appoint i1i the case of a vacancy Vnere 
the patron had made no effective move within six months: ibid, p. 122. 

log See H. R* Sefton', tLord Ilay and Patrick Cum. ins.: AI Study in EighteGnl-Oh 
Century Ecclesiastical Management', &Scottish Church History 

. 
1,11 

Societ, v, vol. 19 (1975-7)t p. 204. 

S- 
110 See Ferguson, Sootland: 168' "LO pp. 111-25- 
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congregations were, not unnaturally, looked upon with disfavour by 

Ilay and in 1732, the General Assembly, under the management of 

Argathelian sympathisers, passed an Act Anent Calls which restricted 

election to heritors and elders rather than the congregation as a 

whole. 
ill This led to a storm of protest from the. thigh-flyerstj 

led by Ebenezer Mskine, a Stirlingshire ministert and the Act had to be 

repealed two years later. 112 The disputes dragged on, however', and 

led to the Secession of 1740 when Erckirie, and his followers left the 
113 

established church. Nevertheless, despite the. 1high-flyerst, 

Milton easily managed the Church on Ilay's bohalf, With the assisýance 

of clerics such as Neil Campbell, William Hamilton, Goorge Wishart 

and Patrick Cuming. Of thesei Campbell, principal of Glat3gow 

University and a royal chaplainv114 was Miltonts principal adviser 

UP to 1737 v. Tj1'e'n'he, was replaced by Quming. 115 

Tweeddale, -while more concerned to avoid cliaputes with parishes 

over appointments, 
116 

was neverthealess, anxious -to uphold the Oroumts 

rights, particularly as presentations could-be used to roward supporters 

and build up political, interest: 

*. 0 the using it properly would be of 
advantage in establishing an interest in 
the CountFy and particularly among the 
Burrow. 13. 

See H*R. Sefton, fRev Robert wallace: An Early Moderatei, Records of 
the Scottish Church HistorX a2a=, vol. 16 (1966-8), pp. 3-40 

112 Grange and others aided with the ? high--. j'1y-_ra*? in ýan 
ýittempt to stir up 

opposit 1734 C-cnoral election: for ion to, Ilay in the Stirlingshire area at t1je 'j. 
exc=ple see Grcaige to Tweeddale 29 Max 1734 NLS YP7041i 79. 

ll'ýFerguson, Scol-land: 168 tothe - :2 le I-pp. 122-3. 

114 
-he six ropal chaplaiiis were revised and -11 In 1727 the comrAssion-s for -U 

givon to the ministers attached to Ilayts interest: 'sec-nay to Milton 26 Oct 
II, 1727 NLS SC 16,535; Bricke,, Management, and A&Iinistratio. ', P'15901 

115For CuTraine see Sef-tcn, fLord, llay and Patricý-. Cumj-ng't, ' Records of thd 
S", ottish Church "3ociety pp., 203-3,6. vol.: J. 9 (1975-7)1, 

i16 
ThieoddUie to Craip 'le to Craiggie 

ý ic I. "', Mar 17 42 INLS M075.. 3.1; 
. 1N,; oeddu 

14-A-110 1742 4-bid. 23. 
117 - Hwr -to ". incEý1-n-le P7 A-wr . 11.742 11TV. 3 Y_P749: I'l 
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He therefore s6ught a clergyman who would advise him on church 

vacancies, recommend suitable ministers and control church affairs 
118 

generally. Craigie suggested Tullideph, principal of St IjeonardtEl 

College, St Andrews, and moderator of the General Assembly in 17041 119 

while Arniston, who took a keen interest in church matters and believed 

that the views of the heritors 

whenever possible, 
120 

recommeni 

minister. 
121 

This engendered 

Arniston and Craigie 122 
and in 

should be taken fully into accQunt 

led Robert Wallace, an Edinburgh 

considerable animosity between 

the end Tweeddale put forward a 

compromise; Tullideph was to be the principal adviser, but Wallace 

was also to advise on vacancies in the southern part of Scotland. 

Both were to keep up a correspondence with, the presbyteries and infOlm 

Craigie'of all viaceaicies together with their recommendations for 
123 

presentation, This scheme woike. d reasonably well initially but 

after a time Tullideph began to lose interest and most of the work 

was done by Wallace whose Vneral policyvias 

118 See Hay to Tweeddale 2 Mar 1742 NLS YP7045,49; Hay to Tweeddale 18 May 
1742 NLS YP7047,64; Hay to Tweeddale 22 May 1742 ibid. 74. 

lig See Craigic to Tweeddale 18 Mar 1742 NLS YP70451 94; Grant to Tweeddale 
6 MaY 1742 NLS YP7047,13. 

120 See Arniston I to Tweeddale 15 Apr 1742 NLS YP7o46,61. 
_ 

121 
Arniston to Tweeddale 13 Apr 1742 ibid. 47; Craigie to Taceddale 3 Apr 

1742 ibid- 7; Craigie to Tweeddale 5 Aug 1742 NLS YP7049l 6. ' For Wallace see 
Sefton, 'Rev Robert Wallacet, Records of the Scottish Church Histo. EZ Societv, 
vol. 16 (1966-8), pp. 1-22; Nord1i Smith, 'Clerical Corridors of Power: a-trbýcts 
from, Letters concerning Robert Wallac0s, Involvement in Ecclesiastical Politics 
1742-31, Notes and_(2!! eri_es_, New Series Vol. XX (1973)l pp. 214-9. Wallace had 
been a determined opponent of WalpoletS, administration and had refused to read 
the Act concerning Porteous. He was mch less enthusiastic than Cuming about 
lay patronage. 1 

122 See CraiGie'to Tweeddale ý Aug 1742 NLS YP7049,6; Hay to Tweeddale 
7 Aug 1742 ibid. *14; Crditi-p to Tweeddale 17 Ang 1742 ibid- 48. 

123See Hay to Tveeddajo 7 Avg 1742 ibid. 14; Hay to Twooddale 12 Aug 1742 
ibid. 34; Tweeddale to Craigio 26 live 1742 MO GD 60912,34; Hay to Twecddalo 
26 Auc 1742 NLS YP7049,89. 

124See ILny to Uýv; eeddale 2, ", J, = 1743 TILS YP70531 98; Hay to loweeddazle. 17 Nov 
1744 ITLS SYP Box 12 11: Hav to Th. ieeddalc 1 Jun 1745 NLS TP7066,85- 
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to present such as were agreeable to the 
heritors but not to neglect the King's right 
by not presenting. 

Indeed, as a result of this policy, the Crown's right of presentation 

was somewhat diminished in the years 1742 to 1746 and did not fully 

reoover thereafter when Cuming again took over the mantle on Ilay'a 

bebalf. 126 

In September 1742 Tweeddale came to Scotland where he consulted 

with Arniston, Arbuthnot, Hayp Craigie, Inglis and Sir Charles 

Gilmour 127 
on, among other things, the introduction of a bill with 

further measures -to secure the peace of the Highlands, 128 
and Arnistcn's 

proposals to improve the efficiency of the courts. 
129 Tweeddale's 

initial enthusiasm quickly waned, however, and nothine was to be done. 

It was indicative of Tweeddalets weaknes3 that, in hi's abse-nce in 

Scotland, his Ministerial colleagues c'ontinued to dispose of vacant 
130 Scottish posts without consulting him. In fact, by the-end of 

1742 very few chEuiges had yet been made and indeed some of those that 

had been appointed were supporters of the old Ministry. 131 This 

not only irritated Tweeddale's close supporters but alienated large 

numbers of"dissatisfied applicants, who I'sowered at their disappointment 

, -12517, ay"to Tweeddale 4 June 1745 NLS YP70661 91. See also Sefton, . 'Rev Robert 
Wallacet, Records of the Scottish Church Historv_ SocietY, vol. 16 (1966-8), 

pp. 8-10. ý' 

126Bricke, Manarrement and Administration, pp. 1 161-2. 

127See Andrew Mitchell to Tweeddale 2 Sep 1742 NLS YP7050t 84. 

128 See Tviecddale to Craigie 14 Aug 1742 TILS YP70751 21; Tweeddale to Craigic 
26 Aug 1742 ibid. 27- 

129See Craigie to Tweeddale 19 Oct 1742 NLS YP7050i 3-31; ' Craijgie to Tweeddale 
28 Oct 1742 ibid.. 151- 

130For 
example storekeeper'of Edinburgh Castle appointed on Carteretts 

recommendation: "I amn concerned that it has been disposed of irt out your 
Privity [sic. ] and approbation... I hojehis Lop will consider this an debt 
and make you amends, for I am sure you have no place to spare" Mitchell to 
Tweeddale 30 S-ý 84. 'P 1742 NLS YP7050Y 

131 See Hay to Tweeddale 2 Dec 1742 NLS YP70521 1; Hay to Tweeddala 12 Fob 
1743 lim YP70531 151. 
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first grow Secret ene, -ays then avowed opponents,, 
132 but it suited 

Ilay who, while publicly supporting -the Ministry, 133 
worked hard 

to uphold his influence. in Scotland and counteract any attempts to 

oust his supporters from office. In this he was helped by the 

continuing tensions within the Ministry and, in particular by a certain 

cooling of relations between Carteret and Tweeddale. Ilay remained 

on good tems with Carteret'34 and 

Lord Ilays people gave it confidently out 
that his Lordship Governed everything 
relating to Scotland behind the Curtain. 
Such Reports are no doubt attended with 
some dissadvantage but I hope a little time 
and experience will show that Lord Ilay has 
not the disýýosal of everything here and thaA 
favours are to be got in another Channal. 135 

By late 1742 there was a growing divergtnce within the Ministry 

over foreign affairs and Newcastle in particular was becoming 
136 increasingly jealous of Carteretts position with the King. 

Nevertheless the relative success abroad during 1742 ensured a fairly 

quiet session when the Commons resumed in November. The Ministry 

successfully withstood a fierce attack on the use and payment of 

Hanoverian troops in December and thereafter the rest of the session 

passed uneventfully. 
137 As we have seen, a bill was passed to deal 

132 Hay to. Tweeddal'e 29 Jm 1743 ims YP7053j 106. 

133For 
example 

. 
see Ilay to Milton 7 Oct 1742 NLS So 16,587- 

134See Ilay to Milton 10 and 12 Feb 1743 NW sc 16,591- 

1351lay to Tweeddale 16 Apr 1743 NLS YP7054,125- 

136 Owen, Rise of thp Pelhams, pp. '136-9- 

1371bid. 
pp-147-55. 
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with Scottish 'elections, but nothing was done to tackle the serioun 
138 fall in Scottish revenues. In May Carteret went abroad with the 

King and over the summer months he was temporarily freed of the 

necessity of placating Parliament. He was in a position where he 

could monopolise the favour and attention of the King and he 

proceeded to pursue his own pro-Hanoverian foreign policy without 

consulting the Pelhams, indeed treating them with scarcely disguised 

contempt. 

Throughout 1743 Hay-and Arbuthnot continued to work diligently on a 

mass of patronage matters and particularly revenue posts but with 

little real success. Both complained of the general inefficiency, 

negligence and corruption within the revenue services and stressed to 

Tweeddale the need for reform and the appointment of suitable qualified 

officers. 
139',. Arbuthnot received li. ttle help from his fellow 

commissioners in attempting to'enquirelnto frauds or to dismiss 

negligent officers and despite all their activity few changes were 

made. Tweeddale's advisers continued'to bicker amongst themselves. 140 

Relations between Dundasýand'Craigie in particular grew more acrimonious 

and they rarely met-or discussed'busineSS. 
141 Craigiets 

138See Ilay to Milton 10 and 12 Feb 1743 NLS SC 16,591- -- 

139For-ey. 
ample 

; 
see Hay to Tweeddale 9 J= 1743 NLS YF7056j 33. 

140see for example Hay to Tweeddale'18 00t 1743 NLS YP7058t 103. 

141s,. 
_e Hay to Tweeddale 11 Aug 1743 SYP BOx 11 FI; Hay to Tweeddale 

1 SeP 11743 ibid. j- H,, %y to lNeeddale 15 Nov, 1743 ITLS YP7059,45- 

4 
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vahity and notions Of his influence over your 
Lordship and a conviction of his own sufficiency 
lead him to Act all by himself and to affect to 
have the world believe that he is Deputy Gover-nor 
of the Country the effect of which is that some 
ridicule him for it and others reflect on your 
choise in putting all in his hands. 142 

This particularly irritated Arniston who looked on Craif; ie as his 

proteace. Hay had little success in tryinf; to pacify them: 

in my humble apprehension it may be proper to 
give weight to Lord Arnistons recommendations 
sometime when he pleases to make then and leave 
Lord Advocate to go on as he can but. your 
Lordship in one Respect is better served by 
the Advocate than you would be by Lord Arniston 
if he was to be the administrator here (and two 
suns cannot shine at once) that the Advocate 
will follow your directions tho he may take a 
little of the merit of' what your Lordship does 
to himself but the other if I mistake not would 
dictate rather as serve. His council is good 
but his Government despotic. 143 

Arniston, plagued with ill-health, 144 
was becoming increasingly 

145 disenchanted both at Tweeddale's failure to provide him with a 

lucrative postl46 and at "L Ilays creatures being continued in trust,,. 147 
I 

Even Hay, the most patient of Tweeddale's supporters in Scotland, was 

beginning to become frustrated: 

Few things having as Yet been disposed of and 
people in the apprehension that your Lordship 
cannot turn out and, in at pleanure it is of 
disadvantage to be thought of your party148 

-142Hay to Tweeddale 10 Nov 1744 NLS SYP Box 12 Fl. See also Ray to 
Tweeddale 9 Aug 1743 NLS SYP Box 11 Fl. 

143Hay to Tweeddale 5 Jul 1743 NLS SYP Box 11 Pl, 

144See Hay to Wreeddale 5 Jul 1743 NLS YP70551 12. 

14%, 
confess I am quite Gicl,. and discomfitted as to politicks which in 

one reason why I write so seldom" Arniston, to Tweccldale Oct 1743 NLS YP7058,144. 

146 See Arnicaton to Tweeddalo 11 Fob 1744 NLS Mo6o, 65- 

147Craigie to Twc6ddale 23 Apr 1743 TILS YP70541 146* 

148Hay to Tweeddale 3 T-laY 1743 NI, S YP7055y 3* 
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Yet while his t. -upporters in Scotland saw things in simple anti- 
149 Argathelian terms, Tweeddale was caught up in a much more complex 

power struggle at Westminster and was fettered by Carteret's desire 

to keep Scotland quiet and alienate as few people there as possible. 

Tweeddale felt obliged to defend himself to Arniston: 

I will only observe as to what you menti'on 
about a noble Lords [Carteret] Soots Politicks 
that whatever Appearance they may have, I 
believe they are not well understood with 
you* It is true, few changes are made, but 
it is equally true that there appears some 
difficulty to judge how to make right Changes, 
since it is generally thought here, whatever 
may have been former connections they are 
pretty much forgotten at preoent. 150 

In response Arni'ston complained of Carteret's treatment of Tweeddale 

and neglect of his friends in Scotland: - 

I really think it is too soon to forget or-- 
rather too strong never to have minded that 
he [Carteret] jumPedinto power by at least 
a strong assistance from the north and those 
who procured it are not so many but they may be numbered... there are many of us here 
think he uses you as bad as any other by such 
conduct. 151 

In short, the Ministry's lack of interest in Scottish affairs and the 

-absonce of a recognised and influential sous-ministre in Edinburgh was 

rapidly undermining'the authority which Tweeddale derived from his 

-office of Secretary of State: 

149Arbuthnot 
and Inglis in. particular were no-, ýw Iceen "to provide for 

any body that is not venerable Old Squadrone Stamp" Hay to Tweeddale 27 Deo 
1743 NLS YP7059t 128. 

150Tweeddale to Axmiston. 7 May 1743 NLS YP7075j 38. 

151 Arniston to Tweeddile Oct 1743 NLS YP7058P 144. There seems to 
have been some lonrstanding animosity between Arniston and Carteret: 
rumour had it thatt. "Lord Carteret had said that he [Arniston] had once [1720s] almost ruined them by his hotneas and violence but should never 
have it in his power again" Hay to 11weeddale 2 Oct 1744 NLIw SYP Box 12 Fl. 
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Ic annot but from my heart regreat the 
misfortune of your not having someone or 
other of experience and authority who had 
health, lived mostly in this town [Edinburgh] 
to direct and advise in matters that occurs 
in this country. I see the strait but doe 
declare I donIt know of one I could wish for men 
of that stamp are so rare. 152 

Tensions were increased by Tweeddalets-mishandling of a bye- 

election in Linlithgowshire on May 1743- The sitting member, 

George Dundas, returned in 1741 with the support of the Squadrone 

and Argyll and who supported the new administration, sought re-election 

following his appointment as Master of the Kingts Works in Scotland. 
153 

He was opposed by Charles Hope Weir, brother of the third earl of 

Hopeton an'Argathelian supporter. Weir also olaimed to have the 

support. of the Ministry. 154 Tweeddale wrote rather late in the day 
155 suppo. -tinig Dundas but was unable to persuade Hopeton to drop Charles 

Hope Iv , leirts candidature. 
156 Arninion was furious that Hopeton was 

pushing Hope Weir covertly in Ilayfs interest (Ilay did not support 

Weir publicly) in opposition to the government candidate 
157 

and 

criticised Weeddale*for allowing this to happen. 158 Inglis was also 

152 Inglis to Tweeddale 4 May 1743 NLS YP7055i 12. ' See also Hay to Tweeddale 
16 Jun 1743 NLS YP7056,76 "we had great need in your absence of some, Comp- 
troller amongst ourselves". 

15319 Apr 1743 SRO RH2/4/411,74 in place of Sir John Anstruther who was 
made a Commissioner of Police - 15 Jun 1743 ibid. '81. 

154See George Dandas to Needdale 28 Apr 1743 NLS YP7054,169; Inglis to 
Tweeddale 28 Apr 1743 ibid. 174; Charles'llope Weir to Tweeddale 30 Apr 1743 
ibid. 180; Dmidas to Tweeddalo 30 Apr 1743 ibid. 182; Weir to Tweeddale 4 MaY 
1743 NLS YP7055,8; Tweeddale to Arniston 17 May 1743 ibid. 38; Tweeddale to 
Carteret 20 Ma-Y 1743 SRO RH2/4/337 f259-60. 

155Sec Hay to Tweeddale 7 19-aY 1743 NLS IP7055,19; G Duýdas to Tweeddale 
7, May 1743 ibid. 23; Tweeddale to Arniston 17 MaY 1743 NLS YP7075,38. 

156 See G Dundan to Tweeddale 2 May 1743 TILS YP7055i l-' 

157See Hay to Tweeddale 12 MaY 1743 NLS YP7055,43; Gilmour to Tweeddale 
14'lby 1743 ibid- 57- 

158Sec Arniston to Tweeddale 30'Apr 1743 NLS YP7054,184- 
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concerned that 

it gives great joy to the enemys of the 
present establishment to see those who 
profess to be friends of it cutting one 
anothers throats, those who are at the 
helm should take care to ordre matters 
so as people who are their friends and 
have places and pentions from the govern- 
ment should not take such libertys ... 159 

At the election on 13 May Weir defeated Dundas by 11 votes to 8,160 

This was widely regarded as a defeat for Tweeddale and a victory for 

11 161 lay: 

... the Noble Lord [Ilay] who is said to 
have been at the bottom of this is pretending to act in concert with the administration and is underhand endeavouring all he can to 
Subvert the Ministers and your Lordship in 
particular. 162 

Tweeddalets lack of influence was publicly exposed. 
163 

Now that its over (wrote Craigie) and as the weight against him [Dundas] is Lord 
Ilays people I hope it will convince those 
in the administration that while they ty' 
your hands they cannot expect you will be 
able to doe them that service that is 
necessary for carrying on the affairs of 
the Government. 164 

With Carteret in Hanover with the King for much of 1743, Weeddale A. 

was left in a vulnerable position mid his correspondence with Carteret 

1591nglic*to Tweeddale 28 APr 1743 NLS YP7054,174o 

. 
160For details see G Dmdas to Tweeddale 14 May 1743 NLS YP7055161; Arniston 

to Weeddale 14 May 1743 ibid. 64; Tweeddale to Carteret 20 May 1743 SRO 
RH2/4/337, f259-60; Tweeddale to Carteret 24 May 1743 ibid. f261-2; ? Minutes 
of Mr Charles Hopets Election at Linlithgow 17431 SYP Box 138, FI; Sedgwick, 
House-of CoMMIOns, I, PP-389-90- Weir was to support the Government in the 
Commons. 

161 See Hay to Tweeddale 10 MaY 1743 IILS '070551 35; Hay to Tweeddale 17 TLY 
1743 ibid- 75- 

16211ay to Tweeddale 24 May 1743 NLS YP7055i 101- 
1 

1631bid. 

164Craigie to Tweeddale 17 May 1743 NLS YP7055i 72. 
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reflects his own anxiety at the lack of chanees. 
1.65 Hay and 

Arbuthnot faced increasing obstruction from commissioners Campbell 

and Ross over customs presentments, 
166 

while on the excise board 

Cochrane led the opposition to Tweeddalets recommendations. 
167 

Rhodes 168 
and even Udney could prove difficult at times, Drummond 

had been absent from the board for over a year 
169 

and only Dowdeswell 

was reasonably helpful: "I reckon you have not a friend at that 

board". 170 

As long as the Excise is in the Goýernmcnt 
of men attached to the late administration 
it is visible this will have great effect 
in all the burrows in Scotland ... 

171 

I cannot help noticing en. paosant (wrote 
Arniston) that the generality of the 
boards especially the excise make no 
ceremony of speaking with more spite against 
the present administration than they did 
in Sr Ro time ... 

172 

Then on 2 July Wilmington died and was replaced by Pelham as Pirst Lord 

of the Treasury, despite efforts by Pul(-eAey to secure the post, 
173 thus 

165por 
example see Tweeddale to Carteret 31 MaY 1743 SRO IU12/4/337 f267-9; 

Tweeddale to Carteret 9 Sep 1743 ibid. f269-71. 

166 See Hay'to Tweeddale 17 MaY 1743 NLS YP7055t 75- 

167 S See Hay to Tweeddale 16 JiLl 1743 NLS ESIT Box 11 Fl; Ilay to Tweeddale 
6 Oct 1743 ITLS YP70581 68. 

168 See Hay to Tweeddale 4 Aug 1743 NLS SIT Box 11 Pl; Itay to Tweeddale 
6 AUSP 1743 ibid. 

169Hay to Tweeddale 6 Aue 1743 ibid. 
17011ay to Tweeddale 16 Jul 1743 ibide 

171 Hay to Tweeddale 6 Aug 1743 ibid. SOc, ' alr-O IlaY to TvMcddalo 3 SOP 1743 
ibid. 

172A, 
miston to Tweeddale Oct 1743 NI-S YP7058,1-44- 

173Sce Dolingbrolca to Marchmont Sep 1743,1, ý,, amclmont_jUcrý, ed. rone vol III A 

pp 
- 33.3-9 -- 
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strengthening 
ihe 

position of the told Ministry' faction within 

the Ministry. Shortly afterwards, Stair resigned as commander in 

chief over differences on military tactics in Europe and the lack 

174 
of consultation with the amy. These alterations and the 

continuing lack of changes in Scotland led to rumours that Tweeddale 

himself would resign: 

It is told for news in this country that 
your Lordship was to resign because there 
was not that change of men and measures you 
was made to believe would be when-you. 
accepted the office of Secretary of State 
And that you had only agreed to continue 
till his Majesty came over at the earnest 
entreaty of Lord Carteret*175 

These rumoiirs increased the restlessness among Weeddalets friends176 

and Ilay-became desperate that Tweeddale'make some, changes to show that 

he had. the'lairection of affairs in'Sootlandt'. 177 

P Br the time Carteret returned to London in November his pro- ýy 

Hanoverian policy was beginniný to threaten the at-ability oý the 

Ministry and there were violent altercations between him and the 

Pelhams over his proposed convention with Austria which was finally 

defeated in the Cabinet by nine votes to four. 178 In December Gower 

179 
and Cobham resigned, returning to the opposition, and various changes 

were made to the Ministry which'further-strbngthened the' Pelhams., 180 

174See memorial Stair to M4 4 Sep 1743 Graham, Stair Annals I' PP-54-6; 
Owen, Rise of the Pelhans, P-184- 

175Hay to Tweeddale 17 Sep 1743 NLS SYP Box 11 Fl. 
176 See Hay to Tweeddale 27 'Sep 1743 ibid; Hay to Twooddale 13 Oct 1743 

NLS YP70581 85; Hay to Tweeddale 29 Oct 1743 ibid. 138. 

177H- 
.Y to rlý,; ecddalc 29 Sep 1743 NLS SYP Box 11 Fl. 

1780wen, Eir 
., 
Itcenth Century, P-57; Owen, Eise of the Palhams, P-11.79. 

1790wen, Rise of the-Pelhansl"p. 196. 
180 Ibid. p. 203- Pelham himSelf bc-cwne Chancellor of the Exchequero 
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These c1langes, and the continuing weakneos of TweedLIale's, position 

encouraged Ilay (who on the death of his brother in September had become 

the third Duke of Argyll 181 
and the Argathelians to become more 

aggressive in their opposition to Tweeddaletc administration. * 

I find the old ministry people and those 
in opposition very closely corresponding 
together at this place ildinburgh att this EE 
time as I find all the dependants of the present 
D of Argile in high spirits. 00182 

My apprehension is (wrote Hay) th# his Grace 
will make use of the number of His Partizans 
on all proper occasions to show that he is 
more significant and has more interest, in 
this Country even when he is under a little 
Cloud than your Lordship has when at the 
head of the Administration in Scotland. 183 

Following his brotherts death,. May made a particular eff ort to win 

back those who had followod Argyll, notably in Edinburgh, and reunite 

the Argathelian ranks. p 

What I mentioned formerly of the Lord J dlerl-x 
application to Caress the patriots in order to 
List them under the present D of A is evexWd, -. y 
more remarkable. non of them sooner appear, than 
they are taken up and treated in the most 
oblidgeing manner and the favourits of the 
Late ministry that have continued in Office 
speak out very freely hat thinGs now riLn in 
the former channel ... 

A4 

Rumours continued that Tweeddale was about to be dismissed: 

this is so far of ill consequence that it keeps 
people in suspense and hinders them from appearing 
in your favours or possibly throws them into the 
opposite side and your interest may suffer a little 
in this way for so long as people observe no marks 
of great power and are made believe that a turn 

181 To avoid confu3ion,, however, I will continue to refer to him as Ilay 
except in direct quotations. 

182 Arbuthnot to Tweeddale 3 Nov 1743 NLS YP70591 13. See also Hay to 
rlNiceddale 8 Nov 3.743 YP70591 20. 

18-ýIay to Uýweeddale, 5 Nov 1743 YP7059t 15- 

184. Arbu-tlino-', -; to Tweedcla'le 12 Nov 1743 NLS *YP7059i 42. 
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will quickly comelýhey will not enigadge 
in your interest. 5 

Tweeddalets administration thus lurched into 1744, his position in 

the Ministry increasingly insecure and his influence in Scotland 

rapidly evaporating: 

MY Lord Carteret's interest and your Lord- 
ships must)every day diminish in Scotland 
(wrote Hay except Something is done to 
show you have power and exert it for I'm 
told they make no secret to assert it will 
soon be at an end... 186 

A bye-election in Midlothian, hitherto a Sqiiadrone stronghold, in 

January 1744 highlighted the r9nowed Argathelian challenge. Sir 

Charles Gilmour, one of the few Scots'members who actively supported 

Tweeddale, stood for re-election after appointment to office but was 

opposed by Sir John Baird. Milton was active behind the scenes 
187 in fomenting opposition to Gilmour in Ilayts interest. The 

contest was fiercely fought with opposition to Gilmour coming from 

"Jacobites, old ministry men, Dalrymples and Duke of Argyllts 
188 

servants" but few of even Tweeddale's closest supporters were 

prepared to become involved. 189 
In the end Gilmour was re-clected by 

32 votes to 18 190 but the bye-election had not only encouraged Argathelians 

in their opposition'but also increased the mutual recriminations among 

Tweeddalets advisers in Scotland. Hay complained that Dandas and 

185Hay to Tweeddale 29 Nov 1743 ibid- 70- 

186 Inglis to Weeddale 18 Jan 1744 YP70601 27. 

187See Hay to 'Needdale 7,10,14 and 17 Jan 1744 all NLS SYP Box 11 P2. 

188fixniston to Tweeddale 21 Jan 1744 NLS YP70609 36. 

189 Hay to Tvmedclale 5 Jan 1744 NIS SYP Box 11 P2. 
190 

t 

See Hay to Tweeddale 13 Jan 1744 ibid. See also Inglis to Tweeddale 
10 Jan 1744 NLS YP70601 19; Hay to Tweeddale 12 Jan 1744 NLS SIT Box 11 F2; 
Inglis to Tweeddale 18 Jan 1744 ITLS YP70601 27. 
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191 Arniston did nbt concern themselves enough in public business - 

while Arnis-IL6#on complained that as lone as Carteret was prepared to 

protect supporters of the 'Old Ministryt in Scotland 

it is impossible to maintain the shadow 
of anp interest, or to carry through 
anythlng. 192 

Hay reminded Tweeddale that, despite their public assertColks , of 

r-upportp, llay and the Argathelians remained 

Your greatest enemys. They have influence 
because the powers they were long. possessed 
of enabled them to provide for many who are 
linked to them by the tyes of gratitude and 
others serve them in hopes of their soon 
getting the better whereas your Lordship had 
so few opportunitys of showing power that it 
greatly weakens your interest ... 

193 

Throughout the early 1740S there had been increasing Jacobite 

activity in Scotland with agents regularly travelling to and from France 

and considerable efforts being madeto recruit for Jacobite regiments 

abroad. Then early in 174.4 the government received intelligence of a 

Fý-anco-Jacobite plan for the invasion of southern England and that a 
194 French fleet was gathering at Brest. This caused a flurry of 

.. activity among the governmentfs civil and military servants in Scotland. 195 

Hurried efforts were made to gather intelligence from various parts of 

the countr. y, 
196 to watch the ports and to seize people auspected, of 

191 Hay to Tweeddale 5 Jan 1744 NLS SYP Box 11 P2. 
192 Arniston to Tweeýdale 21 Jan 1744 NLS YP7060j 30. 
193Hay to Tweeddale 17 Jan 1744 NLS SYP Box 11 F2. 
194 See Sedgwick, House of Commons I' P-73. 
195See letters from Cope to Tweeddale Feb - March 1744 NLS YP7104; from 

Tweeddale to Cope and Milton March 1744 NLS SYP Box 14 F, 2(b); from Tweeddale 
'to Dundas Rarch 1744 NIS SYP Box 13 F2; from Milton to Tweeddale NLS SYP 
Box 13 F4(a); from Tweeddale to Milton Feb -- I-T-arch 1744 NLS SC 16,600; various 
letters Tweeddale to Dundas, Cope., Guesty Milton etc. in SRO RH2/4/399s 72ff; 
PRO SP 36163 passim. 

196 For example see Tweeddale to Dondas 7 Feb 1744 NLS SYP Box 13 P2 "I beg 
leavO to -Curgglcst to you t-hat- not only tho inferior officers of tho acise and 
Customs but also some of tho Clergy may be proper persons to inform You of what 
is goine on in these distant parts". 
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treasonable aolivities. Cope was made commander in chief in 8cotland 

and'the military put on guard. Political tensions among the govern- 

ment servants in Scotland, however, prevented their working effectively 

together - an ominous foretaste of events the foll6wing year. In 

particular, despite Ilayts initial disapproval at Copets appointment 7 
197 

Milton quickly'won Cope's confidence 
198 

and attempted to exclude the 

other govdrnment servants from correspondence with him, much to the 

annoyance of Dundas and Arniston. 199 There was little Tweeddale could 

dog however, except advise Dundas to 

show no mark of resentment on this occasion. The present state of public affairs requires 
that such trifles should be overlooked and 
that at least a seeming'harmony should be 200 preserved amongst His Majesty's servants. 

In the event a severe storm broke up the I! rench fleet in harbour and the 

invasion attempt was called off. 
F 

Meanwhile at Westminster the Position of the Ministry was 

becoming increasingly less secure. Carteret's pro-Haftover foreign 

policy was not only heightening the divisions within the Ministry 

but alienating much of the support Pelham had sought to build up in, 

the Commons and an increasing number of members began to drift over 

to the opposition. As 1744 progressed it-became increasingly obvious 

that the Ministry was'unlikely to'survive another session if'Carteret" 

197see Mitchell to Dandas 4 Feb 1744"C'aOnap Arninton Memoirs, p. 120. 

. 198 See Hay to Tweeddaie 25 Feb i744 NLS SYP Box 11 r2 "I have a. 11ways been 
sensible of what disadvantage it is to your Lordship that you have nobody hex-P, 
that can equall him [Milton] in this waY. -ol"[wining and dining important 
people to win their confidence]. 

199See Omond, Arniston Memoirs, pp. 121-2; -Ifay to-Weedd3le 13 Mar 1744 
NLS SYP Box 11 F2; Hay to Tweeddale 17 Mar 1744 ibid. 

0 

2001,1, 
tchell t*o Dundas 6 I-Tar 1744 p,,, 2onl, Arni-oton Yomoirs, p. 122. 
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continued to have the direction of foreign affairs. 
201 

wisely stood back from the Ministerial conflict: 

In Scotlandl 

interest: 203 

Ilay 

I have nothing to do but let the stream 
drive and observe all circumstances as they 
pass; what will arise out of the internal 
political war that rages at present tis hard 
to say, they seem more busie to get the better 
of one another than of the common enemy; 
neutrality sometimes becomes one, and at the 
same time is the game. It is the easier to 
be wise when one has neither any occasion202 
necessity or temptation to play the fool. 

however, he worked assiduously to safeguard his 

The Duke. of Argyll and his Agents are now. moie 
busy then ever... if a new Election happen6d 
The Duke would carry everything to which the 
power he showed of getting in and keeping in 
his Creatures contributed greatly. 204 

It was now clear to all that Tweeddalets 

present standing depended upon your friends 
at Court continuing with'you in the present 
administration and not upon any supposed 
Influence you had in Scotland. 205 

The strength of Ilay's influence was clearly demonstrated in August 

when he held a-large public lev6e in Edinburgh which was attended by 

206 
most of the judges, revenue commissioners and other prominent figures. 

Yet although Tweeddale by now'was exeroising little effective gove=- 

ment over Scotland and there was "much mumurinp,, amongst your Lordships 

201 Owen, Rise of the Pelhamsq pp. 204-109 223- 

202 Ilay to Milton 10 Mar 1744 NLS SC l6t596. 
203See Hay to Tweeddale 20 Mar 1744 TTl,, 9 SYP BOX 11 . F2; Hay to Tweeddale 

4 Aug 1744 NLS SYP Box 12 21,1; Hay to Tweeddale 4 Oct 1744 ibid. 

204Hay to "Needdale 7 Jun 1'744 NLS SYP Box 11 

205Ibid. 

206 
See ITay to Weeddale 2 Aug 1744 NLS EUP Box 12 Fl. 
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friends and relations as if they were neglectedl, 
207 Tweeddale was I 

determined to struggle on: 

I know itt would be imposible to please tho 
I could dispose of everything as I could wish. 
The Pasture in our parts is too small for the 
flock, but as I even have nott thatt I could 
[not] have thought of remaining so long in so 
untow;. 4xd and uneasy situation was itt nott 
the taking a contrary step I know would please 
my enemys,,, 208 

In July, Lauderdale, a representative peer, sheriff of Midlothian 

and president of the police commission, died. 
209 Aberdeen, Hopeton, 

Stair and Rothes all sought his representative peer place* Tweeddale 

recommended Aberdeen to the King, 210 but foresaw difficulties 

... nott arising from want of Inclination in 
freinds butt from certain present circum- 
stances here... 211 

After some delay, which in itself reflected badly on Tweeddalets 

influence, 
212 Weeddale was overrulýd by Pelham and Newcastle Twho. 

both insisted on Stair and carried the rest of tho Cabinet, including 

Carteret, with them. 213 Stair was duly elected unopposed on 12 

October. 
214 Sutherland was appointed president'of the Police 215 

207 Hay to Tweeddale 3 Jul 1744 ibicle 

208 
Tweeddale to Aberdeena. Augwt 1744 NLS YP7075i, 108- 

209 See Hay to Tweeddale 16 Jul 1744 NLS SYP Box 12 Fl. --He was succeeded 
by his son as sheriff: 21 Aug 1744 SRO RH2/4/410,119* 

210 See Hay to Tweeddale 16.1 21,23 and 31 Jul 1744 all NLS SYP Box 12 Pl. 

211 Tweeddale to Aberdeen 17 Jul 1744 ITIS YP7075,99- See also Aberdeen 
to Tweeddale 22 Jul 1744 NLS YP7063,53; Aberdeen-to Tweeddale Jul 1744 ibid. 
70; Aberdeen to Tweeddale 8 Aug 1744 ibid. 81. 

212 See Hay to Tweeddale 2 Aug 1744 NLS SYP Box 12 Fl. 

213Tweeddale to Aberdeen, c,. Aug 1744 NILS YP7075,108; Marchn, onLLa2crs I 
ed. Rose vol 11 PP-1-31 28-. ')0 Jul 1744; ibid. P-8 4 Aug 1744 on Carteret; 
ibid. P-35 1 Sep 1744; Hay to Tweedaale 7 Alj,;, r 2744 NLS SYP Box 12 Fl. 

214See Stair to Tureeddale 13 Oct 1744 IMS YP7004; 23; May to Tweeddale 
13 Oct 1744 NLS SYP 'Box 12 Fl; SRO PFA2. 

21529 Nov 1744 SRO RH2/4/411,126. 
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although Tweeddale had favoured Garlies. 216 Then in November 

217 
Royston, one of the most experienced judges, died, the first 

vacancy on the bench since Tweeddale became Secretary of State% 

The naming Lord Roystons successor will 218 
be a tryal of skill between the two parties. 

All were agreed that it was essential that a well-qualified lawyer be 

chosen or the Court of Justiciary in particular would fall into 

disrepute. 
219 

Lord Advocate CraiGie recommended his brother 

Lawrence, 220 Hay suggested Arniston might be off9red the Justiciary 

gown 
221 

and various other candidates were mentioned. 
222 For his 

part Ilay pressed for Charles Areskine, Lord Advocate from 1737 to 

1742 who was eminently qualified. Arniston and Craigie were quick 

to wam Tweeddale of the politioal, dangers of Axeskine being appointed: 

... if the Duke puts one of his people into 
the Justioiary As he has already three in 
that court the court is absolutely in his 
hands. And if he has an additional judge 
in the court of session He must have the 
chief direction not in Argyllshire but in 
Scotland... If the, Duke of Argyll supply 
this vacancy either with C Areskine or 
J Maule Your Lop will for some time at 
least have but small influence in this 
Island. The Power will be in him who has 
our Lives and propertys at his Dispos-s-1.223 

Ilay and the Pelhams moved quickly. Areskine's express on Royston's 

death reached London some hours before that-from Hay reached Weeddalb: 

216 See Garlies to Weeddale 22 Aug 1744 NLS YP7063,104. See also Torphicen 
to Tweeddale 16 Jul 1744 ibid. 38-, Sutherland to Tweeddale 19 Jul 1744 ibid- 51; 
Somerville to Tweeddale 14 Aug 1744 ibid, 96; Garlies -to Tweeddale 17 Jul 
1744 ibid- 42* 

217 
See May to Tweeddale 9 Nov 1744 NLS SYP Box 12 ril; Dundas to Tweeddale 

9 Nov 1744 NLS SYP Box 13 I'l. 
218 

Hay to Tweeddale 13 Nov 1744 NLS SYP Box 12 Fl. 
219 For example'see Dundas to'llweeddale 9 Nov 1744 NLS S`YP Box 13 Fl; Arniston 

to Tweeddale 9 Nov 1744 IMS YP7o64,60. 
220 

Craigie to Tweeddale 10 Nov 1744 NLS YP70641 65- 
221 Hay to Tweeddale 10 Nov 1744 ITLS SYP Box 3.2 Fl. 

222 See Duandas to lbieeddale 9 Nov 1744 NL-S SYP Box 13 Fl; Ha,,, - -to Sh-mc-aldra-c- 10 
Nov 1744 NLS SYP Box 12 Fl. 

223Craigie to Tweaddale 10 ITOV' 1744 NLS YP7064,65- see also An-liston to 
Tweeddale 9 Nov 1744 ibid. 60; 
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Immediatel after LD of Newcastle and 
Granville 

fCarteret] 
went to the D of 

Argyles without acquainting your Lop and 
asked if Mr Areskine would be agreeable 
to his Grace, that his answer was that 
whomever the King please to name would be 
agreeable to him, but Mr Ar.. very much, so, 
that immediately the went to the King and 
fixed the matter .... 

ý24 

Thus even Carteret deserted Tweeddale on this occasion. Areskine 

was duly appointed. on 15 November to both the Session and JusticiarY 

places 
225 before Tweeddale could even'begin to canvass Support for 

any other candidate. He had been totally outmanoeuvred. 

The appointment of Areskine coupled, as we shall see, with the 

resignation of Carteret just over a month later, destroyed any 

remaining authority Tweeddale had both within the Ministry and in 

Scotland and effectively ended his administration of Scotland, although 

he remained in office for a further year. Arniston bluntly told 

Tweeddale that he had been 

imposed, abused, downright betrayed. I owned 
before I had no aversion to Charles being a 
judge, but this way of his coming in is terrible 
fatal to your Lops interest and will give ane 
unhappy turn in the country and return it I 
fear to its former horrible state... 226 

Hay wrote in similar vein: 

I believe evrybody here thinks it is a severe 
blow to your Lordships interest in this Country.. * [ it] gives concern to friends and trimph to 
onemys... I take it for granted that when your - 
Lordship was called upon to discharge the High 
Office You have it were not because of any great 
influeAce you had in this Country. At that time 

224Arniston to Tweeddale 20 Nov 1744 ibid. 89 ("some say it was Pelham 
and not Newcastle who went with Granville to Argyll". ) 

22 r- "SRO RH2/4/411i 123 and 125- 

226Arni'to, 
ý, .1 . to Tweeddale 20 Nov 1744 ITLS YP7064,89. 



you. had never been in office nor invested 
with power which had been in the hands of others 
who had by long possession and assiduous appli- 
cation to it had acquired great influence. In 
my notion therefore your friends who concurred 
in obtaining this trust to be delivered to your 
Lordship considered you as one who was every 
way fitted for your office and whom, nothing was 
wanting but power to produce influence. It was 
therefore very necessary that you should have 
power as the proper means of obtaining influence 
in this Country whereby you might contribute to 
the support of the administration. And if Your 
powers had been confined whither in appearance or 
in reality the power seems to be lodged in the 
hands of another [Ilay] who is supposed to be 
Your opposite the natural effect is that your 
influence is small. Men are selfish, The 
Generality as Mr Areskine expressed it some 
years ago run after the loaves and fishes which if they dont find they flock about the person 
with whom they imagine they are to be found and 
your Lordships Enemys are not deficient in making improvements by sowing lyes and talking con- temptibly... One of the things of greatest con- 
sequence that a minister in this Country can have 
to dispose of is that of the Judges of the Supreme 
Courts. If the Benches 'are filled with men of a 
particular party who have power over the lives of the Kings Subjects, those who have a dependence 
(and all men may have a dependence) upon the Courts 
will be directed by the party of which their Judges 
are mid will naturally be complaissant and fall 
into their views. This is the remote consequence 
of a nominaticn contrary to Political interestf 
beside the immediat effect that such a nomination 
has upon the opinion of men as to the parties of 
the Great men. These are partly the reasons why 
I said that if this nomination was made your Lord- 
ship was undone. 227 

Tweeddale had been appointed Secretary of State not bcoause_, of any 

political strength in Scotland but simply bocause he was the political 

ally of Carteret. He had no influence in the Cabinet, little support 

in Scotland and no group of Scots members with which to bargain with 

227 Hay to Weeddale 22 Nov 1744'NLS SYP Box 12 Fl. See also Hay to 
Tweeddale 20 Nov 1744 ibid. 
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the Ministry, ' Carteret wanted Scotland kept quiet in order to 

concentrate on the struggle against Pelham and the 'Old Hinistry, 

men for the ear of the King. He had no intention of allowing 

Tweeddale to create an unnecessary diversion by dismantling the 

Argathelian hegemony in Scotland. Most people in Scotland quickly 

realised this and saw little point in switching their allegiance 

from Ilay, who, with the backing of the Pelhams who were strong both 

in the House of Commons and in the Treasury, still retained considerable 

influence over most Scottish, appointments. Argýthelians continued 

to hold -the majority of the important posts in the Scottish adminis- 

tration and Ilay, particularly after ArgyllIs deathq controlled the 
I 

largest block of Scottish members. Tweeddale was in effect impotent. 

He also compounded his difficulties by his -failure to set up a clear 

sous-ministre in Edinburgh and, with his obsession for secrecy, to 
I 

take his advisers more fully into his confidence: 

Your friends here complained amongst themselves 
that they were kept quite in the dark. as to 
everything that was passing... I think it is 
impossible for a minister in Bigland whose part 
it is and who wishes to govern Scotland to do 
it with any success if he will trust nobody 
with evcn the secrets of and plots at court 
that concern this country.. I always thought 
that no minister could govern this country 
without some body he could take the trouble 
to inform and trust for his mane It is to 
him to choise him, but if he can trust no body 
he neither can serve nor 259 

vern with any success 
far le. 3s with endurance. 

Me appointment of Areskine left Tweedd, -aets friends bewildered and 

dispirited, The Argathelians were openly tritunphan-L. The pretence 

was over. Tweeddale clung to office for another yeax or so but it 

was clear to all that he had no real power or influence. 

228Arnir. ton to -Tweedda-lo 22 'Nov 17,44 INLS 7P7004t 99. 
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Events had been going -very badly for Britain in Europe 

throughout 1744 and the disputes between Carteret and the Pelhams 

grew even more bitter. Such was the distrust of Carteret on both 

sides of the Commons, particularly given his abysmally unsuccessful 

war policy, that the Pelhams believed it would be impossible to 

carry government business in the forthcoming session if he remained 

in the Ministry. Thus on 1 November Pelham, Newcastle, Hardwicke 

and Harrington (with the complete support of Ilay among others) told 

the King that unless Carteret was dismissed they would resign* 

George made a desperate attempt to save Caxteret but the Pelhams had 

already secured the agreement of the major opposition leaders that 

they-would not serve under Carteret. Favour in the Closet was not 

enough to save Carteret: he resigned on 24 November, forced out by 

the Pelhams to safeguard the administrati'onts Parliamentary majority. 
229 

1 
The Ministry was then reconstructed on a 'broad bottom' basis with all 

the opposition leaders (including Chesterfield, Gowcr and Bedford biA 

with the exception of Pitt) who had either the prestige or ability to embarrass 

the Ministry being brought in. 
230 Variouz Carteret tNew Uhigst were 

replaced by tNew Alliest from the oppositimi while at the same time 

care was -taken not to alienate the 'Old CorpO. Thalpole'tr. policy Of 

excludine opponents was reversed: insteadp Pelham emasculated the 

opposition by depriving them of their leaders 
231 

and leaving them totally 

disorganised. 232 As a result the following session was unusually 

peaceful. Yet one thing remained unchanged. George despised his 

new Ministers wid continued to take advice from Carteret who, despite 

229 Owen, Rise of the Pelhamcs, pp. 230i 233-8. For detaila of the struggle 
ed. Rose, vol. 1, within the Ministry 771 Dee 1744 see Marchmont Papers 

pp. 1-96. See also Ilwj to Miltun lp 11 and-15 Nov 1744 NLS So 16,596. 

230, Iarrington was ýmade Secretary of St-", c in place of Cartorat. 

2310won Rise of t1ne p. 61. 

232 Ibid., pp. 239-51,266-7. 
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his resignationg remained as influential as ever in the Closet. 

As a result George continued to quarrel with the Pelhams, especially 

over foreign policy and they were as far as ever from gaining the 

233 
confidence of the King. While Carteret continuod to vrield 

such influence the Ministry remained unstable. 

The enhEaiced position of the Pelhams within the Ministry 

benefitted Ilay and indeedl according to one report, after Carteret's 

removal the office of Scottish Secretary was actually offered to 

Ilay but declined. 234 
-Marchmont and AtholL werb also talked about 

aspossible replacements for Tweeddale: 235 

'It is said that the Duke of Argyll is to 
continue nominally as lie is but that another 
Secretary of State is to be appointed in your 236 Lordships place who will follow his directions**@ 

Yet Tweeddale. continued to cling to office despite repeated r=ours 

of his-dismissal. throughout. 1745,237 His supportera in Scotl, -ir. d, 

however, had more or less given up: 

I am not fond of meddling at present (wrote 
Hay in February 1745) because I Imow it is 
believed that your Lordship is only continued 
in place at present till it is settled whether 
your office is to be suppressed or who shall be 
your suocesoor and the news of your dismissal is 
not doubted of as soon as these things can be 
adjusted. 238 

2331bid., 
pp. 267-76; Brouming, . Newcastle p-130. 

I 

23411itchell to Dundas-17 Jan 1745 SRO RH4/15/3 vol-4,1; Bricke, 
Manaaement and Administration, p. 29* 

235See ITarchmont Papers, ed. Rose Vol- 11 pp. 88-92 24 and 25 Nov 1744; Hay 
to Tweeddale 10 Jan 1745 NLS YP7065Y 10- 

236Hay to Tweeddale 22 Dec 1744 NLS STP Box 12 FT. See also Mitchell to 
Dundas 17 Jan 1745 Omond Arniston Memoirsv pp. 125-6. 

237. ror exami., le see ilay to Tweeddale 4 May 1745 ITLS YP70061 9. 
1 238Hay to Tweeddale 26 Feb'1745 NLS '-YP7065,86.. See also Hay to 

Tweedclale 5 Mar 1745 ibid. 94. 
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For their part', the Argathelians worked hard to push home their 

advantage: 

every little incident that happens even 
here is told over by somebody with intent 
to induce a belief that every thing is 
done, by the Duke of Argyll... 239 

The Argathelian commissioners had. fully regained control of customs 

presentments: 
the bussiness att our board goes on exactl 
as the Lord Justice Clerk gives directionsý40 

and Tweeddale had given up attempting to, influence appOintments at 

the Treasury. 241 Hayts correspondence with Tweeddale dropped 

dramaticallyl. while Dandas confined himself to his legal duties. 
242 

The animosities between Craigie, Dunclas and Arniston grow steadily 

worse. 
243 Thus during the first haif of-1745 there was a marked 

absence of effective government in Scotland. Tweeddale as Secretary 

of State, together with Lord Advocate Craigie and Solicitor General 

Dundas occupied the official channels of control and were responsible 

for the management of Scotland but they were exercising little or 

no authority and matters were allowed to drift. Real influence,, 

particularly in patronage matters, lay in the hands of Ilay and the 

Argathelians but as, long as Tweeddale remained Secretary of State Ilay 

could disclaim any official responsibility for Scottish affairs. Scotland 

lacked any real government when the Young Pretender landed at Eriskay 

on 23 July. 

239Flay to Tweedidale 22 Dec 1744 NLS SYP BOýc 12 Fl- See also Hay to 
Tweeddale 25 Jim 1745 NLS YP7066,177-' 

240Arbuthnot to Tweedclale 1 Aug 1745 IMS YP7068t 3. 

24lSee Arbuthnot to Tweeddale 20 Jun 1745 NL. S "I'P7066: 155- 

242 See Hay 'too Tweeddale 19 Mar 1745 NLS YP7065s 121. 

24 " ýHay to Tweedclale 20 Jun 1745 NLS YP70660 150. 
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Control of -the Highlands bad remained cai unsolved problem 

after tile Union. As we have seen central government lacked any 

I real power lay with real authority outside the Lowland belt anc 

the clan chiefs and feudal superiors. The English model of 

local government, almost negligible central executivj power with 

the localities expected to administer themselves through justices 

of the peace (and in Scotland the sheriffs), was completely unsuitable 

for the Highlands. Moreover there was very little government 

patronage available in the Highlands (a few parliamentary seats, 

sheriffships, and various minor revenue posts) with which to win 

over clan chiefs to the government. The political rivalry between 

the Squadrone and Argathelians during the period meant that the 

bulk of patronage in Scotland went to influential lowlanders although 

Ilay for his part had made some attempt to bring the Highlar-ds 
244 1 

within the patronage network. In turn the virtual monopoly of 

power and profit by the two Whig factions ensured that Jacobitism 

in Scotland was a real political alternative to a large section of 

the country. 
245 Nothing positive had been done about the Highlands 

after the Fifteen. The Highland Companies had been disbanded in 1717, 

work on building new barracks was slow and disarming largely ineffective. 

There was a sudden flurry of Ministerial interest in 1724-5, various 

proposals were considered 
246 

and Wade received a commission-to 

244See 
above P. 358- 

2451f, itchison, 'The Government and the Highlands', in Scotland in the 
Age of Improvement, ed. Phillipson and Mitchison, pp. 24-29. 

246 See SRO RH2/4/316 pa,. -, sim. 

I 

I 
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investigate the whole state of the Highlands. 247 A new Disarming 

Act was passed, six now Highland Companies were raised among the 

well-affected clans, 
248 

a new programrPe of road and barrack building 

commenced, mid E1,000 a year granted for the provision of schools. 

This renewed attention lasted only about a yearl however, and more 

importantly, the basic problems of the heritable jurisdictions and 

clanship remained untouched. 
249 

The single most influential family in the Highlands was, of 

course, that of Argyll, which had risen to pre-orhinence by service 

to the Crown and by 1700 controlled vast areas of the Highlands, 

especially in Argyllshire and west Inverness. Particularly after 

1688 the Argyll family was the indispensable agent of central 

government in the Highlands and indeed without, the loyal support of the 

Argylls the Hanoverians and the Llhig interest would have been left 

practically without a friend in the Highlands. Conversely, however, 

the Jacobite movement was in many respects fostered by-hatrcd of 

-the Qampbells among those clans who had lost their lands to them. 250 

Argyllts breach with the Ministry in the late 1730s had the effect 

of reducing the government?, -, influence in the Highlands and his 

policy'after 1737 of attempting to run his estate as a landovaier rather 

than a clan chief, shifting the basis of land tenure on to a more 

coiraliercial basis, weakened the loyalty of the cadet branches of the 

247See Private Instructions to Wade 1724 ibid. 'f326-31. 

248see Menary, Lorbep, pp. 188-9. In 1739 these six Comp, -uiies were 
increased to ten and formed into a Highland Regiment: ibid. p. 190. 

249Mitchison, 'The Government and the Highlandt. 0 I in Scotland in the Age 
of ImDrovement, ed. Phillipson and 141itchisont PP. 3()1-5- 

25 OEric Cregeen, 'The Changi-ng Role of the House of &rgyllt, in scotlaIlLI 
1) nd Mitchinon, pp, 5 in the Ape of Tm2Lovcr, (,, n-J,,, ed. Ihillipocn, -23. 
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Campbell clan. - 
251 Finally, as we have seen, the appointment of 

Tweeddale as Secretary of State in 1742, led to renewed political 

conflict between the Whig g roups in Scotland to the detriment of 

effective government. Moreover Tweeddaleluffike Ilay, made little 

attempt to give the Highlands a share of government benefits and patron- 
252 

age, and he represented that group within the Ministry which wished 

to pare down home commitments to oonoentrate on the war effort 
253 

abroad. In this atmosphere of neglect, Jacobitism grew virtually 

unchecked in the Highlands. 

Although there had been oonstant fussing =ong the government 

. I. servwAs in Edinburgh throughout the first half of 1745 over Il! rench 

recruiting in the Highlands and a possible Jacobite rising. few 

effective measures had been taken 254 
and Tweeddale for one remained 

convinced as late as 2 August that no attempt*would be made that year, 

or if it was it would have little success, 
255 

Thus when the Young 

Pretender landed the government were completely unprepared and when 

the news filtered through to Edinburgh about 8 August the mood in 

the city quickly turned to. one of despair. The lack of sufficient 

troops, arms and money in Scotland was dramatically exposed:, 

251 Ibid. PP-llf-f; Mitchisont 'The Government and the Highlands', in 
Scotland in the AM. of Improvement, ed. Phillipson and Ifitchison, pp-36-7; 
Menary, Forbes PP-183-7. This policy was reversed by Ilay. 

25211ii-chisonj Scotland, P-333. 
253ilitchison, fThe Government and the Highlands', *in Scotland in the Afrýc of 

&-provement,, ad. Phillipson and Mitchisong PP-37-8- 

, 254Those troops in Scotland were'put on the alort, renewed efforts were made 
to gather intelligence and various suspected Jacobite agents were seized: for 
example see Tweeddale to DLmdas 2 Apr 1745 SRO RI12/4/399,129; Weeddale, to 
Craigic 13 Jun 1745 SRO RH2/4/399,151; Craigie to Tweeddale 22 Jun 1745 NIZ 
YP 7066,157 and enclosure; rNeeddale to Craigier 29 Jun 1745 SRO IU12/4/3999 
"I 168; Craigie to Tweeddale 9 Jul 1745 SRO RH2/ý/341 f75-6; Cope to Tweeddale 
9 Jul 1745 ibid. Mý-8- 

255See 
Weeddale to Harringýtozn 12 Jul 1745 SRO RH2/4/341 f85-6; nNeeddale 

. ). -6; Tweeddale to Harrington 2 Aug 1745 to Harrington 19 Jul 1745 ibid. f95 
ibid. 139-40. 
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Ever since the Battle of Fontenoy (wrote Milton 
tcý Tweeddale) I have been dreading an Invasion... 
we continue so ill provided to resist any powerful 
attempt... I fear he [Young Pretender] will be 
joined by numbers enough to make it very difficult 
for the small number of Troops here to dislodge 
him... its too obvious that we, civill. officers, 
can do little on such occasions, when superior 
[strength] is on the other side: It is Men, Money 
and ammunition; It is properly and timeously 
arming the King1s Freinds and Faithfull subjects, 
that only can resist the Ihnemies of the Government, 
in time of an Invasion and even these may com 
too late, if a Rebellion arises of a Suddain. 

ý56 

The. lack of arms, money and troops was compounded by three other 

factors, all of which enabled the Young Pretender rapidly to gather 

support and march south with little resistance: the absence of effective 

government in Scotland, the reluctance to raise and am the loyal clans, 

and Cope's delay in marching from Edinburgh to meet the Young Pretender. 

The, political tensions between the various government servants, 

which over the previous months had l. cd to, the lack of any central 

government in Scotland, also hampered any concerted action when faced 

with the Jacobite threat. The Scottish administration. was"top deeply 

split to be effective and despite the emergency neither side was 

prepared to'sink, their pDlitical differences. 257 In their corres- 

pondence to London each government servant praised his own side's 

actions and maligned the other so 'that 

ministers could not tell what to depend upon 
concerning Scotland, one 2 sýde constantly 
contradicting the other. 

5 

I 

256Milton to Tweeddale 4 Aug'1745 Roseneath SRO RH2/4/342 f147-9- On 
lack of aims see Milton to Tweeddale 18 Aug 1745 SRO RH2/4/343 f 316-7. Cope 
was particularly vehement in his complaints: see Cope to Weeddale 3 Aug 1745 
SRO RH2/4/342 f145-6; Cope to Pelham 3 Aug 1745 N. U. L. NEC 1623; Cope to 
Tweeddale 6 Aug 1745 SRO RH2/4/342, f157-8; Cope to Tweeddale 8 Aug 1745 
ibid. f177-8; Cope to Tweeddale 11 Aug 1745 ibid. f205-6; Cope to Pelham 
15 Aug 1745 N. U. L. NEC 1626; Cope to Pelham 17 Aug 1745 N. U. L. NEC 1634b;. 
Cope to Pelham 31'Aug 1745 N. U. L. NEC 16. '2; Cope to Pelham 3 Sep 1745 N. U. L. 
IT-w, C 1633. 

257 
See for example Craigie to Tvceddale 14 Sep 174.5 Edinburgh NLS YP7071, 

141; Arbuthnot to Tweeddale 14 Sep 1745 NLS YP7071,126 11,,, those scza-idalous 
seeds of Private Party Politicks dontt cease to Appear every hour. Advices 
from our Quarter crosstd Biamld and Mum, -, Lrld at without offering any better 
or I may say -any at all". 

258M, 
t! r0bmo-, it Panors, ed. Rose vol. It p. lC6 27 Ser, 1745- 
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Ilay, in his private correspondence to Newcastle and Polhainy 25P 

placed the blame for kindling the rebellion and the state of un- 

preparedness in Scotland squarely on Tweeddale 260 
and complained 

that he and Milton were not being consulted by,, Tweeddale and Oraigie: 

if I had only to do with your brother and 
your self I could easily adjust matters, but 
during the time of this Regency, i an at a loss to 
know how to form, a scheme in the directing of 

, which every inch of ground will be fought at 261 the board Publicly before it can be ordered. 

For the. other side Hay accused Milton of keeping all intelligence to 

himself: 

His Lordship wanis to show that he is the 
only man that can serve he Government in 
this Exigence [sic. ]... 28 

Ilay and Milton who had been on their way to Inveraray returned to 
263 Edinburgh on 16 August 

where Mr Cragie says-that he wants my 
assistance, advice and countenance magna 
sonantia verba! My assistance I am not 
allowed to give, my advice has been despised, 
and my countenance is penal to those that 
have it. 264 

In fact, although Ilay was prepared to help where 'he could in suppressing 

the rebellion he was not willing to aid Tweeddale in doing so, and was 

259See Newcastle to Ilay 1 Aug - 1745 SRO'RH2/4/3'41 f127-32; Ilay to''Newcastle 
13 Aug 1745 SRO R112/4/342, f225-65 "I beg leave to suggest to your Grace that 

. Iwrite these letters as one friend to another, and not in the way of office 
correspondence. I should be very happy to be able to give your Grace any 
useful lights"; also Ilay to Pelham 11 Aug 1745 N. U. L. NEC 1639 "1 have been 
doing all the service, or rather good offices in my power, I use this phrase 
because as we correspond by stealth, so I am forced to give my little acsis- 
tance-b 1ohe Government as a sort of smuggler only, it being highly imprudent, 
illegal and impracticabip for me to do otherwise". 

260 See Ilay to Pelham 11 Aug 1745 N. U. L. NEC 1639; 1 Ilay to Newcastle 13 Auz 
1745 SRO RH2/4/342 f225-7- See also Ilay to Harch-ticke 5 Jul 1745 BMI Add MSS 
35t588 f79- 

261 Ilay -to Pelham 11 Aug 174ý5 N. U. L. NEC 1639. 
01 262 Hay -to Tweeddale 30 Aug 1745 NLS YP70701 100. 

263See CraiGie to Tweeddale 17 Aug 1745 SRO RI12/4/342 f294-5#1 Hay -to 
Tweeddrl, e 17 Aug 1745 IMS 'YT'7069t 103. 

264 Ilay -to Newcastle 13 Aug 1.745 Rosencath SRO RH2/4/342 f22.3-4. 
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anxious to set off for London as soon as possible. He therefore 

stoPped but briefly in Edinburgh, conferring with'the other government 

servants 
265 before leaving for London on 20 August. 

If more had been in g power I chould 
not have been idle, 

- He was not well received by the King, Ministern or the public when 

267 he arrived there. Cope meanwhile bemoaned the general lack of help 

from the civil officers, 
268 though he himself worked almost solely 

with Milton, ignoring Craigie. 269 For its part, the Ministry, 

bedevilled by Carteret and constant internal bickerings and by a 

worsening situation abroad after Pontenoy, proved incapable of 

effective action once the rebellion had broken out* Much of the 

difficulty stemmed from the ill-oredit in which the Pelhams stood with 

the King: they remained largely impotent, as long as Carteret remained 

in favour in the Closet. 270 
101,1 

It is interesting to note that Marchmont considered that -the , 

troubles were the culmination of the WaY Scotland had been goven-iod 

and that the basic fault lay with the Ministry, particularly in 

allowing too much power to fall into Ilayts hands: 

265See Ilay to. Pelham 17 Aug 1745 N, U*L. NEC-1740-' 

266 Ilay'to Newcastle 20 Aug 1745 SRO RH2/4/343 f337-89 

-267 ive. Jewell, The LeCislation relatlag to ý2otlbnd after the FoLty i., 
P-41; Maule to Ydlton 1 Dec-1745 NLS SC 1KI'610.. 

268 Cope to Pelham 17 Aug 1745 N. U. L. ITEC 1628. 

269 See Hay to Tweeddale 20 Aug 1745 NLS YP7069t 150 - "I cuppose he 
considers the Duke as best able to support him and Continue him in his 
Command and therefore will. give His Grace all. opportunitys of showing theA he 
is best able to serve, the publick and that your Lordships friends here arc 
of little use... "; Craigie to Tweeddale 24 Aug 1745 ITLS YP70701 45; 
Tweeddale to Craigie 10 Sep 1745 SRO R112/4/399,269. 

2700wen, Rise of the Polb. am'-31' pp. 277--84- 
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-I only wished the English would have before 
this time thought a little more of Scotland, 
for that we had all forseen the danger of our 
country, which had been thought of here only271 
as a present to be made to some great man... 

Scotland was undone in the dispute between two 
men who should [be] the viceroy of it, and the 
&glish ministry considered only which of these 

two men should be absolute lords of the Kingdom, 
and thus the King had lost his Crown, which he 
seemed not to value; that all this might have 
been prevented last winter, if, instead of holding 
up the Duke of Argyle to be King, and insisting on 
all of us bowing to him, they had obliged his 
Grace to shake hands with the rest. of the nobility 
and be content with his share... that then the 

-Duke Was brought to do nothing unless he could 
do every thing, and Lord %! weeddale thought he had 
credit enough in the closet to suffer none to have 
power but himself, and, therefore, from resentment 
to the Duke of Argyle and all of us who had not 
cringed to him, he had neglected the common and272 
necessary precautions to defend the kingdom.... 

Marchmont made it clear that he was not prepared to act merely for 

the Ministry to put the, tyoke Of Arj: yll? back on*Scotland once the 

Rebellion was over but that all friends of the present establishment 

should be taken into the Ministryts confidence in running Sootland, 

, 273 
thus placing Scotland on the same footing as England 

Any possible attempt to nip the Rebellion in the bud was frustrated' 

by the considerable confusion and indecision in government circles as 

to whether the loyal clans should or indeed could be raised and armed.. - 

and under what authority this could be done. The right to-call out 

-the militia had lain with the Privy Council but with the abolition of. 

that body the position had become confused. Various commissions for 

27lMarchmont-L. 
a . pers, ed. Rose vol. 11 PP-139-40 13 Oct 174-5- 

272 Ibid. pp. 104-9 27 Sep 1745- 

273 See Ibid. pp-104-9 27 Sep 1745; ibid. pp. 121-6 7 Oct 1745; ibid. pp. 
127-9 8 Oct 1745; ibid. pp. 129-33 10 Oct 1745. . Mearchmont'fs DIAry during 
this period constantly stresses his concern that Scotland should not be 
ruled by a viceroy and abandoned to Ilayl but be treated as an integral 
part of the United Kingdom. 
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lord lieutcna4ts had been issued in 1715 but although now oommissions 

had been drawn up in 1727 on the accession of George III which 

specif ically included the power to call out the militiav they were 

never issued. Those of 1715 were never revoked aýia some were still 

held in 1745, though none for the Highlands. The whole position 

wao thus clouded in uncertainty. 
274 Tweeddale had realised the 

need for new lieutenancies by earlY 1744 but he became entangled 

i. n, political complications over whom to appoint, particularly in 

the northern shires, and nothing was done. 275 Again, despite 

pressure from Forbes during the earlY 1740s, Tweeddale had hesitated 

to refound the Highland Companies, and although commissions for three 

new Highland Companies were finally issued in February 17451 the 

companies had hardly been raised and were not properly armed, trained 

or stationed when the rebellion broke out, 
276 

Much of the gover=entts reluciance lay in their fear that 

a: rms would fall into -the wrong hands: 277 

274See "Abstract of the Law of Scotland with respect to -the Militia" 
ND NLS YP7079v 78ff. Tweeddale, Ilay, Milton, Forbes and Craigie all expressed 
doubts about the legality of raising the loyal clans without express authority: 
for example see Forbes to Tweeddale 8 Aug 1745 CP PP-204-5i Ilay to Pelham 
11 Aug 1745 N. U. L. NEC 1639; Ilay to Newcastle 11 Aug 1745 SRO lui2/4/342 f211-2; 
Ilay to Newcastle 19 Aug 1745 SRO RH2/4/343, f318-9; Newcastle -to Ilay 21 Aug 
1745 ibid. f361-4; Milton to Tweeddale 6 Sep 1745 SRO RIM/4. /344 f17-8; Hay to 
Tweeddale 10 Sep 1745 NLS YP7071Y 99; ArnisIton to Tweeddale 12 Sep 1745 ibid. 
120; Arniston to Tiieeddale 14 Sep 1745 ibid. 126; Marchnont Pai: )ers, ed. Rose 
vol. I pp. 129-33 10 Oct 1745; H, Walpole, Memoirs of the ReiM -of Kina Georae 

_the 
Second (London, 1846), 1, p. 277- 

275See Mitchisun, 'Government and the Highlandst, in Scotland in the AE2 
of Improvement, ed. Phillipson and YJtchisonl'pp. 39-42; Aberdeen to Tweeddiale 
22 Feb 1744 NLS YP7060,119; Dundas to Tweeddale 10 Mar 1744 NLS YP7061,2!; 
Ax, niston to Tweeddale 12 Apr 1744 ibid. 101; Tweeddale to Dundas 14 Apr 1744 
NLS YP7075,94- 

27614itchison7 iGovernment and the Ilighlandst7 in 
11 
Scot 

- 
land in the Ageof_ 

Im2rovement, ed, Phillipson and Mitchison, PP-42-3- 
277The 

effect of the'Dimarming Acts had been to leave 
a 
-the disaffected 

clans armed, while there was a general shortage of arms among -the loyal clzme: 
see Cope to Tweeddale. 2 Jul 1745 SRO RH2/4/341 f59-60; alro, W, -, de(? ) to 
Newcastle Auig 1739 MI 0 RY12/4/ý37'fI90-1- 
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I own I have always been vcry doubtful 
(wrote Tweeddale) whether it would be for 
His Majestys Service, on many Accounts, 
to put Arms into the hands of those who 
are supposed to be friends-b the Govern- 
ment in the Highlands, as has been proposed 
by some ... 

278 

Althoug4 after some debate, the Lords Justices had ordored in late 

July that WOO arms were to be sent to Scotland to be lodged at 
279 Edinburgh, Stirling and Perth, some of which were to be given 

to Ilay if he requested them 280 (though this was to be kept secret 

"to prevent Application of the like nature from bthers, to whom, 

perhaps it may not be so proper to distribute krms" 581 
no general 

distribution was made. Despite requests from Glasgow, Abordpen 

282- 
and various individuals, it was only after protracted debate 

that the government finally resolved that it was quite legal for 

men to arm themselves against the rebels'and by mid Sepiember 

. iarrants were sent down authoricing town magistrates to raise and' 0 
283 

arm their citizens. Arming the counties, 'however, in the absence 
284 

of lord lieutenants, remained a problem. In order to overcome 

this, blank, commissions were sent- to Forbes in Inverness to raise 

P-78Tweeddale to Harrington 12 Jul 1745 SRO PJ12/4/341 f85-6. See also 
Craigie to Tweeddale, 20 Aug 1745 SRO RH2/4/343 f347-8; Craigie to Tweeddale 
23 Aug 1745 ibid. f380-19 

279Sce Tweeddale to Cope 1 Aug 1745 SRO RH2/4/399 f194; iewcastle to 
Ilay 1 Aug 1745 SRO P112/4/341 f127-32; Tweeddale to Harrington 2 Aug 
1745 ibid. f! 39-40* 

280 
castle to Ilay 1 Aug 1745 ibido, fl27-32. See New. 

281 Tweeddale to Harrington 2 Aug-1745ýibid. fl39-40* 

282 For example see Glenorchy to Newcastle 15 Aug 1745 SRO RM/4/342 f254-5; 
Provost Morrison of Glasgow to Milton 31 Aug 1745 SRO RH2/4/344 f34; magis. 
trates of Dumfries to Milton 2 Sep 1745 ibid. f35- 

283See n-jeeddale to 1, jilton 12 Sep 1745 IMS SC 16,608 

284See Milton to Tweeddalo 16 Sep 1745 SRO RH2/4/144 : C77-78; TwcccIcIal0 
to Milton 21 Sep 1745 TTLS SC 16,60oo 
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the well-affeated clans with a view to hindering Jacobite recruiting 

in the area: 
285 Ilay also mamaged to persuade the King to accept 

him as lieutenant of Argyllshire on a hereditary basis and Campbell 

of Stonefield set about raising the Argyllshire militia. 
286 In 

fact by this stage the Young Pretender had already taken Edinburgh 

and George and his Ministers preferred to await the arrival 
287 of CuAerland rather than raise and aim the loyal clans., 

Tweeddale's indecision, legal quibbles and confusion at both 

Edinburen anLLondon had effectively negated one*of. the traditional 
288 forms of defence: many Scots used the lack of any formal directions 

as an excuse, f or doing nothing. 
289 

The rebel army -took Edinburgh on. 17 September with little 

resistance. 
290 

Miltong Craigie I DLuidas and most of the other 

government servants fled the, city and joined Cope who, had just 

arrived by sea atIDunbar from Aberde'en. 291 
A few days later the, 

rebels attacked and defeated Cope at Pres-Lonpans. 292 Cope retreated 

to Berwick, accompanied ýy Milton, Craigie and Dandas. 293 Sco'tland 
I 

285See Tweeddale to Craigie 4 Sep 1745 SRO RH2/4/3991 254; Tweeddale to 
COPP 4 Sep 1745 ibid. 258; Tweeddale to Forbes 12 Sep 1745 ibid. 272. For 
full details on the raising of the companies and their activities see Menary, 
Forbesp PP-195-307 and relevant papers in CP and MCP. 

286 Mitchison, 'Government and the Highlandslq, in Scotland in the AM of 
IMprovementf, ed. Phillipson and Mitchison, P-42. 

287 Graham, Stair Annals, vol. II,, p. 232. 
288 Mitchison, 'Government and the Ilighlands', in Scotland in tI he. 

_Am of 
Im2rovement, ed. Phillipson and Mitchison, P-42. 

289 See Mitchell to Dundas 12ýSep 1745'Omondl Arniston Memoirs 2 
. ý- ---I pp -1 8-9- 

290 Lord Provost Archibald'Stewart was later tried in'the Court-of, Justiciary 
but acquitted on charges of, not taking sufficient steps to avoid the fall. of 
Edinburgh and of encouraging the other magistrates to capitulate. 

291 See Milton t. o Tweeddale 17 Sep 1745 SRO RF2/4/344, f79-80; Craigie to 
-2. Tweeddale 18 Sep 1745 ibid. f9l 

292 For details see Cope to Tvir, ýddal6e' '21 Sep 1745 NLS, YýP'1'072,3; Mil-ton to 
Newcastle 25 Sep 1745 SRO RH2/4/344 fl04--7j* Account of taking of Edinburgfi and 
Battle of Prestonpans by an Eyewitness N. U*L. NEC 1652; Cope to Pelham 23 SeP 
N. U. L. NEC 1664. 

293 
-to Tweeddale 21 Sep 1745 SRO R112/4/344 f93-4- See Cr a3. a 
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had fallen, albeit temporarily, into the Young Pretender's hands. 

Craigie was ordered by Tweeddale to come to London, leaving Dundas 

and Milton at Berwick to forward information on the Young Pretender's 

activities. 
294 Up to this poilit Milton had left official corres- 

pondence largely to Craigie but once the Lord Advocate had gone to 

London Milton increasingly took the lead. He corresponded 

directly with Newcastle and Tweeddale was rapidly excluded from any 

share in Scottish business. Dundas was soon to complain that Milton 

009Z did not consult with him or keep him informed of*affairs. L"7-"' 

Meanwhile in Edinburgh the Jacobites issued orders that the various 

collectors ý of customs, excise and land tax were to bring their books 

and all money in their hands to Holyrood. 296 
Glasgow, for example, 

was ordered to pay over E5,500 297 
and parties were sent out from 

Edinburgh to take up cess, excise and malt duties in the surrounding 

areas., 
298 Milton estimated in January 1746 that the rebels had ' 

seized P. 60,000 of public revenue. 
299 

After much delay the rebels finally marched south at the beginning 

of November and on 7. November Milton, Dundas and the other government 

294Tweeddale to Craigie 28 Sep 1745 SRO RH2/4/399i 303. 

295For 
example see DLuidas to Tweeddale 1 Nov 1745 NLS SYP Box 13 Fl. 

296For 
example see Provost of Ayr to Tweeddale 30 Sep l* enclosing 

J Murray (Young Pretender's secretary) to Provost of Ayr 26 Sep 1745 SRO 
RH2/4/344 f125- money to be paid to secretary at Holyrood House in proportion 
to the excise duties raised in Ayr; Robert Gardnert collector bnd tax., Ayr, to 
Tweeddale 30 Sep 1745 enclosing John Murray to himself 27 Sep 1745 ibid. f126; 
collector and comptroller customs Ayr to Tweeddale 30 Sep 1745 enclosing 
Murray to same 27 Sep 1745 ibid. f127- See also Craigie to Tweeddalo 1 Oct 
1745 SRO RH2/4/344 f128 (land tax, Midlothian); Lord Provost of Glasgow to 
Tweeddale 4 Nov 1745 NLS YP70731 3 (on levying excise); Dandas to Tweeddale 
2 Nov 1745 NLS- SYP Box 13 Fl (excise); Dindas to Tweeddo-le 7 Nov 1745 ibid 
(land tax). 

297 See Provost Andrew Cochrane to Tweeddale 28 Sep 1745 NLS 'M7072i 50ý 
298 See Charles Hay, collector of land tax in ITadd ingIc on shire, to Weeddale 

2 Oct 1745 NIS YP70727 909 
299 Milton to Newcastle *2 Jan 1746 SRO 1111-11,2/11/348 f2-5. Most commissions lout 

some cess to the rebels but the Govorament accepted no excuses ond held 
isrrqCnj, P-140 footnote 61. 

collectors responsible: &Ietstone, 
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servants in Berwid'k resolved to return to Minblxrgh and restore 

the civil government. 
300 Once there Milton quickly assumed 

command, issuing directions, consulting with the military, 

gathering intelligence, rallying government supportersq raising 

volunteers to help the regular troops, organising the defence of 

Edinburgh, and'com-aunicating with London, 301 
although in all this 

he was considerably hampered by a continuing lack of moneyo 

The Justice Clerk had the sole direction 
Civil and military too under General Guest 
(who was old and-in poor health] 302 

I 
He almost totally ignored Dundas 303 

who in turn accused Milton of 

distributing the, few arms, available only to his political allies: 

the true fact is, that my Lord Justice 
Clerk who governs without controul, will 
not nor has not given them to any'one 
person that is not either Dependent on 
him or presently employed by him, and it 
is plainly the scheme that this country 
will rather be allowed to sink than any 
person other than I have formerly des- 
cribed, suffered to assist in preserving 
it. 304 

Over the next few months Milton, in effect, wao the government'L-i 

Scotland. ' 

-O. n 6 December the Young Pretender reached Derby, hesitated and 

turned back, pursued up north by, Ciznberland who had arrived from abroad 

with British and Dutch troops. 

Since late 1744 Tweeddale had been more or less a cipher and he 

30OMilton to Newcastle 7 Nov 1745 enclosing Milton to Wade 7 Nov 1745 SRO 
RH2/4/345 -. 4"203-6-, Dundas to Tweeddale 7 Nov 1745 NLS SYP Box 13 Fl. 

301See for example Milton to Newcastle 9 Doc 1745 Edinburgh IU12/4/345 
f252-7; Newcastle to Milton 14. Dec 1745 ibid. 

ýf265-8. 
302 Hay to Tweeddale 10 Dec 1745 N1,9 YP70731 73. See also Hay to Tweeddale 

21 Dec 1745 ibid. 90. 
303See Dwidas to Twee'ddale 6 Dec 1745 ITLS SYP Box 13 Fl. 

304'Dunda. 
-, to Tweeddale 21 Dee 17-45 ibido 
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wa. -ý quite clearly unable to handle the Jacobite crisia. During 

much of November, when the rebel army was marching southýj he had 

been almost totally by"passed as far as official business was 

concerned. Thus although there was no indication. that the Pelhams 

intended to remove him, and indeed Ilay believed he would continue 

in office until the rebellion was over, 
305 he finally resigned on 

- 306 4 January 17460. 

... after what I have seen and suffered, 
the wonder is how he has had the patience 
to keep them [the seals] so long; 307 

For the time being the official functions of the office were again to 

revert to the two lkglish Secretaries Of State. 
308 Ilay was 

determined that Lord Advocate Craigie too should go: 

I have told them [Pelhams], flatly I'would 
have nothing to do with Craigie directly 
or indirectly... the non execution of 
that point has made me say very little to 
the great men this weekf though they all 
speak of it as to be immediately done. 309 

George and the Ministry were both reluct&, It but Ilay insisted and Craigie 

was dismissed. 310 Dundas was advised by his friends not to rbsign 
311 immediately but he felt that as Milton was almost completely excluding 

him from government business he could not continue and 

305See, Ilay to I-Tilton 18 Jan 1746 NLS SC 16,615- 
306 See Mitchell to Dundas' 4 Jan 1746 Om6ndj. -Arniston Memoirs, P-138. 

He would almost certainly have been removed in the Ministerial crisis a month 
later. 

307Mitchell to Dundas 31 Dec 1745 Omond, Arniston Memoirs, PP-136-7- See also 
Mitchell to Dandas 2 Jan 1746 ibid. -p. 137- 

308 See Newcastle to Milton 9 Jan'1746 SRO PH2/4/348 f44-7: "His Majesty 
has been pleased to direct, that the Correspondence with Scotland, should be 
carried on by my Lord Harrington and me: And I must beep That your Lordp 
would have the Goodness to suggest whatever you may think for his Yajtyts 
cervice; And we shall always give a particular Attention-to itt'. 

309, lay to Milton 18 Jan 1740' ýLS SC 16,615. 
31OSedgwick, House of Commons Is P-592. 
31lSee Mitchell to Dundas 2 Jan 1746 Omond, Arniston MemoIZZi P-137; 

Craigie to Dandas 4 Jan 1746) ibid. p. l. )8; Arniston to Dundas IND, 1 and 12 
Jail 1746 ibid.. PP-139-40. 
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by the Marquis of Tweeddalets resignation, 
the channel of Correspondence for this 
Country must now be altered, my Retiring 
at this time can occasion no Interruption 
or prejudice to the service. 312 

He therefore tendered his resignation313 which was-at once accepted. 
314 

Arniston was not pleased: 

You have by this step established for ever 
the power of the very man I believe you and 
I abominate. 315 

William Grant of Prestongrange was appointed Lord Advocate and Patrick 

Haldane (on Cumberland's recommendation) and Alei. Home joint 
316 

solicitors. 
The Squadrone as a political group more or less died with 

Tweeddalets Secretaryship. They had held together throughout the 

1730s, sustained by hopes of office, but Tweeddalets failure had 

disillusioned them and more importantly politics was about to enter 
I 

a new era in which the Ministry was more willing to accommodate men 

of talent, regardless of party connection. There was-consequently 

little need for exclusive factions and the Squadrone as a group simply 

disappeared. 317 On the surface Ilayfs success seemed complete: 

The Marquis having demitted, the Duke comes into 
the same situation he was in before the Patriots 
prevailed against Sr R. W-le; and conse uently 
the J-ce is once more depute Vice Roy. 

R8 

312 Dandas to Newcastle 15 Jan 1746 SRO R112/4/348 flOl-2. 

313Ibid. 

314Newcastle to Dundas 24 Jan 1746 SRO RH2/4/349'fll7-8. " Arbuthnot and 
Inglis were removed in October 1746 and in the sane month Hay was replaced 
as deputy keeper of the signet by Alex McMillan on Miltonts appointment as 
principal keeper. 

315 AmLston Memoirs -141. Armiston to Dundas ND Omond, IP 
311Two 

solicitors were appointed, partly because of the increased 
volume of legal business and partsly to reconcile a conflict of interest 
between Ilay, who wanted Home, and Cumberland who favourod Haldane: Murdoch, 
The PeoDle Above'? PP-55-6. 

317Simpson, Nho Steered the Gravy Tradn', in Scotland in the AE: e- of 
lmý2rovement, ed. Phillipson mid Mitchison, p. 60. 

318 WiJI'Mm-in +. n Pn, -h,, n P2 Jan 1746 CP pp. 266-7- 
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Yet, as we shall see, Ilay too was to be affooted, at least for a 

time, by the Ministryts renewed determination to exercise more 

direct control over Scotland. 

By late January, with the rebels retreating north of the Porth and 

Cumberland in. hot pursuit319 the immediate danger of the Rebellion was 

over and the Pelhams were determined once and for all to resolve the 

continuing difficulties caused by Carteretts influence in the Closet. 

Thus on 10 February Secretaries Harrington and Newcastle resigned, 
320 

followed the next day by Pelham, Bedford, Gower, Monson and Pembroke. 

About 45 other members of the administration made it clear they were 

prepared to follow suit: such solidarity derived as much from distrust 

of Carteret as loyalty to the Pelhams. George attempted to form a 

new Ministry headed by Carteret and Bath (Pulkmey) and there was talk 

of Marchmont being made Secretary of State for Scotland. Such was 

the opposition hatred of Carteret, however, that the whole scheme was 

doomed to failure. George was forced to reinstate the Pelhams within 

forty"eight hours and agree to dismiss all the remaining adherents of 

Carteret and Bath. 321 
These events finally destroyed Carteretf§ 

political influence 322 
although as we shall see the Ministry continued 

to be wracked by internal divisions, particularly over foreign policyq 

and political stability did not immediately-return. 

319, tj thought f itt to let the soldiers a little loose -with proper 
precautions, that they might have some sweets with all their fatigues": 
Cumberland to Newcastle 5 Feb 1746 Crieff SRO RH2/4/350 f3l-2. 

320 See Newcastle to Pawkener (Cumberland's aide) 10 Feb 1746 SRO RH2/4/350 
f56-9; Newcastle to Milton 10 Feb 1746 ibid. f74-5. 

321 See Ovien, Rise of 
- 
the Pelhams,, pp. 293-7; Browning, Newcastle, PP-133-4; 

Craigie to Dandas 11 Feb 17-4TOmond Arniston Memoirs Výrchmont 
I -i PP-1.42-3; 

Pa]2ers,, ed. Rose vol. I PP-171-3 11. Feb 1746; ibid. P-175 15 Feb 176; Ne astle 
to Cumberland 15 Feb 1746 SRO I? H2/4/350 f92-4.; Milton to Newcastle 18 Feb 1746 
SRO RH2/4/351 flOl-2; Milton to Stone. 19 Aug 1746 ibid. f107-8. 

322 Owen, Rise of the Palhanisl pp. 297-301- 
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Even befoýre Cumberland had finally defeated the rebel army 

at Culloden on 16 April 1746,323 the Ministry had begun to consider 

what measures should be taken to ensure, once and for. all, the 

future peace of the Highlands. In fact neither Pelham nor Newcastle 

had much interest in the reformation of Scotland. The real force 

for change came from Cumberland who wished to punish the Scots and even 

more from Hardwicke who desired to rationalise the Scottish legal 

syst6m. 
324 Numerous plans and schemes were submitted to Ministers 

325 by various individuals for consideration and a systematic programme 

of reform, largely the work of Hardwicke, was drawn up by May 1746. 

Over the next two Parliamentary sessions a whole series of Bills were 
326 

put-on the statute book. These included an Act of Attainder 

327 
against the principal Jacobites; an Act forfeiting the estates 

of all those attainted for treason and vesting most of them in the 

Crown; 328 
various measures to tighten the policing of the Highlands 

323See Fawkener to Newcastle 16 Apr 1746 Inverness SRO RH2/4/355 f165-6; 
Cumberland to Newcastle 18 Apr 1746 ibid. f183,9 "I must own I never expected 
They would have the impudence to risk a general Mgagement"; Fawkener to 
Pelham 18 Apr 1746 N. U. L. NEC 1740; Milton to Newcastle 19 Apr 1746 SRO 
RH2/4/355, f202-3- 

324Jewell, The-L6Uislation Relating to Scotland After the Port3ý-Pivej PP-49-5C 
325Ibid., 

pp. 65-84. 
326 For a detailed study of these measuresq their preparation and passage 

through Parliament see Jewell, The Legislation Relating to Scotland after the 
Porty-7Pive. 

32719 Geo II c. 26 1746. 

32820 Geo II c-41 1747. After the'. Pifteen rebellion a commission had 
been set up to sell the forfeited estates but this had proved to be a 
troublesome and unprofitable exercise. The estates forfeýted after the 
Forty6-Five were initially placed under the management of the Scottish 
Exchecluer. Most*were eventually sold but thirteen were eventually 
annexed to the Crown in 1752 (Annexine Act 25 Geo II c-41) and placed 
in the hands of a Commission for the Annexed Estates. The Annexing Aot 
provided that the rents and profits arising from the estates were to be 
used solely for tcivilising the Hirýilandst: for details see Muidoch, 
The People Above, PP-38-9,73-82. 
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and improve asýects of the criminal justice system including ail 

Act to suppress more effectively non-juring meeting houses which 

were widely regarded as a prime cause of the rebellion, 
329 

and a 

new Disarming Act which also proscribed the wearing of the Highland 

dress; 330 
and finally and most important in 1747 the Heritable 

Jurisdictions Act which fundamentally remodelled the Scottish 

judicial system by abolishing most of the heritable jurisdictions 

and introduced legally qualified sheriffs depute, appointed by the 

Crown, throughout Scotland-, 331 
and the Tenures Aolition Act which 

abolished military tenure thereby eliminating much of the feudal 

structure of Scottish land-holding. 332 

With Lord Advocate Grant engaged for much of the time in the 

preparation of legislation, 1746 and 1747, were extremely busy years 

for Milton. Although Cumberland had taken over control when he was 

in Scotland, Milton was in those'years clearly the principal 

government officer in Scotland. He conducted the official corres- 

pondence with Newcastle and other Ministers (as well as his private 

correspondence with Ilay), Oo-ordinated intelligence operations, 

liaised with the military, and on instructions from London began to 

enforce the new laws against non-juring meeting houses. 333 He was 

also responsible for dealing with the Jacobite prisoners, the collection 

and preparation of evidence on those who were to stand trial and their 

329 19 Geo II c-38 1746. The previous acts had been largely ineffective: 
see - to Horatio Walpole 8 Jul 1746 N. U. L. NBC 850- 

33019 Geo II c-39 1'746, 

331 20 Geo II-c-43 1747- Se'e* also abovo-pp. 233-5 and below PP-527-31. 

33220 Geo II c. 50 1-747- 

333S 
, ce for ex, -jnplo milton to Newcastlo 30 Jun 1746 SRO RI12/4/357 f 65-7- 
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'transportation to Carlisle and Newcastle, all of which involved 

him in considerable difficulties and an enormous amount of work: 
334 

This whole affair has been very 
troublesome and difficult to manage, 
and nothing but his Majestyls service 
and your Grace's commands could have 
engaged me in it. 335 

He was faced with a wide range of new problems336 and continually 

had to intervene to smooth relations between the military and civil 

authorities in various parts 'of Scotland. 
337 

In October 1746 he 

was rewarded f or all his sterling services by being made Principal 

Keeper of the Signet in Scotland during pleasure338 which had 

hitherto been held by the Secretary of State. 339 

Despite the resignation of Tweeddale, the spectacular failure of 

Carteret and Pulteney to form an alternative administration and the 

triumph of the Pelhams, Ilay's position was to remain relatively weak 

until 1748. There were two main reasons for this. ' First he-was in 

particular disfavour in the Closet, George regarding, him as little 

better than a crypto-Jacobite especially after his flight to L 340 
ondon, 

and second, the predominant figure within the Ministry in these years 

was Newcastle, who had always been jealous of Ilay's influence, and 

not Pelham. Until 1748 the most pressing problem facing the government 

334For details see Sir Bruce Seton and J. G. Arnot, Prisoners of the Fortr 
Five (Edinburgh, 1928); Bricke, Management and Administration, pp-193-20ý; - 

The 2m np, to Scotland after the FortX Jewell, L jslation Relati 
335ýjjlt'on to Newcastle 18 Aug 1746, Albemarle Papers, ed. Terry, vol. Ij, 

pp-414-7. 
336 "It was a new case, I had no rule to walk by, other than wishing to do 

the best for his Majesties Service" Milton to Newcastle 8 Jun 1746 SRO RH2/ 
4/357 f40-1. 

337See Albemarile Pape 
-r-S, 

ed. Terry vols- I and II passim; for example 
'14ilton 

to Albomarle 9 Aug 1746 ibid. vol I. p. 87; Albemarle to Newcastle 1 Sep 1746 
ibid. vol. I pp. 208. -12; Albemarle to Newcastle 15 Oct 1746 ibid. vol. I pp. 286-94- 

338See Newcastle to Milton 7 Oct 1746, SRO RH2/4/360 fl-2; Milton to Newc. ", stle 
13 Oct 1746 ibid. f32-3. Alex McMillan, who had held the post prior to 1742, 
replaced Thomas Hay as deputy keeper. 

339By Newcastlo and Harrington since Tweeddale's diemissal. 
3401.1u, 

n, lochj 
9T. h c eýRýIc rý P. 35 
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was the conduct of thevar abroad. Newcastle, in order to curry 

favour with George and Cumberland, supported an aggressive foreign 

policy while Pelham waslanxious to secure peace as soon as possible. 

In fact, as long as the war lasted Cumberland was the dominant 

figure and his attitude to Scotland in general and Ilay in particular 

was of crucial importance. Leaning heavily on his experiences during 

the rebellion, and in particular the lack of support from supposedly 

loyal Scots, he was convinced that most Scots were, if not active, 

at least passive Jacobites, and that strong measilres were necessary 

if Scotland were to be made safe, from further Jacobite attempts* 
341 

No Scotsman, least of all Ilay, could be trusted and it was essential 

that the Ministry took direct control of Scotland. Ilayls promotion 

of Jacobites for jobs 
-and 

at electionst partioularly in the north, 

had, he believed, greatly encouraged the rebellious spirit 'and he 

was extremely critical of the policy of leniency advocated by Ilay 

and Milton once the rebellion was over. 
342 

Indeed, during 1746 

Cumberland successfully attacked Ilay in the heart of his political 

base, Edinburgh. 
'Cumberland 

believed that the Edinburgh magistracy was 

Jacobite and as the 1745 elections had been*disrupted by the rebellion, 

was determined to hold a poll'election in an effort to defeat Ilayls 

interest. 343 A fierce battle was fought during the summer which Ilay 

eventually losý. 344 Cumberland headed that group of English politicians 
I 

34'For 
example see Cumberland to Newcastle 28 Feb 1746 mop v P. 36; 

Cumberland to Newcastle 23 Apr 1746 SRO RH2/4/355 f215B; Cumberland to 
Newcastle 30 Apr 1746 MCP V P-71-2; Cumberland to Newcastle 28 Jun 1746 
SRO RH2/4/357 f83-108. 

342 For example see Hume Campbell to Marchmont 19 Mar 1747 IIMC Polwarth 
V pp. 221-5; Murdoch, The Pep2le.. Above, pp. l2v 35- 

343See Fawkener to Pelham 4 Apr 1746 IT*U. L. NEC 1739a. 

344See Maule to Milton 3 Jun 1746 ITLS SC 16,630; Maule -to Milton 10 
ý. Lcp_isiation Relatir and 18 Sep 1746 NIS So 16,631; Jewell, -r, - -to 

Scotln_nrl. 

after the FortL-Five, P-44. 
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who favoured harsh measures against the Scots and his influence 

was particularly marked in the early legislation of 1746. Newcastle, 

anxious to retain Cumberland's support on foreign policy, was only 

too ready to agree with his attitude towards Scotlýnd. Hardwicke, 

the main architect of the post-rebellion legislation, although 

his approach was that' of the lawyer seeking to. rationalise the 

laws and institutions of Scotland, also generally supported the 

Newcastle-Cumberland faction. 345 
Against this, Pelham, while 

anxious to make Scotland more directly dependent on the Ministry, 

was not prepared to'alienate the Soots by pushing severe measures 

too hard and too fast. He believed in a policy of moderationj 

seeking compromise rather than confrontation wherever possible and 

to mitigate the severity of the &glish reaction. 'This policy 

was to bring him repeatedly into conflict with Newcastle* 
, 

Por 

his paxt Ilay was anxious to re-assert his old supremacy, which 

led him to clash with all groups in the Ministry, but he also 

marshalled behind him the bulk of the Scottish political nation in 

seeking to moderate the English reaction. Asa result, Ilay and 

Pelham found themselves drawn together once again and despite his 

misgivings Pelham was frequently placed in the position of upholding 

Ilayfs influence in Scotland. 

Nevertheless, despite these differences in approach, týe Ministry 

were generally agreed that control of Scotland could not simply be 

had little handed back to one faction, the Argathelians. Ministers 

doubt that the factious rivalry betvicen Tweeddale and the Argathelians 

345He had for long been an close personal terms with Newcastle. 
I 
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had contributed in large measure to the speed with which Sootland 

had collapsed in the face of the Young Pretender. 346 Although 

leaving Scot-land to a manager had undoubted advantages, not least 

in that it left Ministers untroubled with everyday'problems, it 

quite obviously alienated many influential Scots who did not 

enjoy the managerts favour. Ministers were particularly conscious 

of the fears of those such as Marchmont that once the rebellion was 

over Scotland would simply be returned into the, hands of Ilay 

which, as we have seen, had made them reluctant to take up arms 

in defence of the government. 
347 Moreover, both Pelham and * 

Newcastle had had first hand experience during the Walpole years 

of seeing how Ilayp building on his natural power-base in Scotland, 

had been able to make himself alarmingly strong. 
348 Ministers 

were therefore united in their determination to attempt yet again 

to make Scotland more directly dependent on the Ministx7i"rather 

than on a Scottish vicproy. Rewards andfavours would-be distributed 

to all who were prepared to support the Ministry, regardless of faction. 

An early indication of this tnewl policy was the decision for the time 

being not toreplace Tweeddale as Secretary of State although the 

final decision to let the office lapse does not appear to have been 

taken until late 1746.349 As we have seen, -the offic. e-was traditional . ly 

regarded as the formal channel of control over Scotland and by not 

filling the post Ministers obviously hoped, as Harley and WalpOie had 

346For 
example see Newcastle, to Cumberland 6 Tbx 1746 MCP V pp. 37-8: "... the 

divisions amongst the Priends of the Government have run so high in Scotland I that Both Parties have in their turns, courted the assistance of the Jacobites; 
and that is the chief cause'of the present misfortune". 

347Above 
P-504*, 

348Simpson, 'Who Steered the Gravy Train, ' in Scotl, "d in the A, -e' of 
-Iml2rovement od. Phillipson and Mitchicon, p. 6L 

349See Hutme Campbell to Dlirchmont 27 Nov 1746 IIMC Polwarth V PP-188-9-It was 
rumoured at this time that Athole might be appointed; ibid. 
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previously, to'make the Scots more directly dependent on the. 

Ministry. Ministers were also reluctant to dismiss Craigie, 

and when Ilay insisted, he was offered a vacant seat on the bench, 

He turned this down, however, preferring to return'to the baX350 

and the place was eventually given to Patrick Boyle, uncle of the 

earl of Glasgow, rather than to an Argathelian. 
353: 

In a lengthy letter to Pelham in August 1746352 Horatio Walpole 

discussed tye proper measures to secure ye Government interest in 

Scotland' which closely reflected the lines along which Pelham 

was already thinking. 353 
It was particularly important, argued 

Walpole, that the management of Scotland be put on a proper footing 

in view of the general election which'mus, t take place within the 

next two years. He stressed the need to detach men from both the 

Squadrone and Argathelian groups, jo, in th6m together with those who 

belonged to neither, and make all directly dependent on the Ministry. 

The late Duke of Argyll, he pointed out, helped by Forbes and Ilay, 

had, with the support of many of the lesser nobles, many of whom were 

Jacobites, or disaffected, won a superiority in Scotland an& forced 

the Ministry to join with them and dispose places. in Scotland at their 

direction. This in turn had alienated several prominent nobles who 

were loyal to the establishment but not prepared to follow Argyll: 

350Newcastle to Milton 27 Feb 1746 SRO RH2/4/351 f193-5; Newcastle 
to Forbes 3 Ail 1746 SRO RH2/4/358 f147-8; Sedgwick, House of Common_s, 
It P-592. 

3519 Dec 1746 SRO RH2/4/411,166. 

352Horatio Walpole to Pelham 13 Aug 1746 N. U,. L. NBC 88. 

353Pelham had expressed some fears that to take too adtive-measures 
against the Argathelians would merely throw Scotland into the hands of the 
Squadrone who followed Carteret. 
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the 'late D: of A ... le, in a great measure 
by ye help of our wild freind Duncan Forbes 
on one side, and ye management, and artful qualitys 
of his brother I ... y on ye other; (thot no freind 
to Duncan on account, of their being rival agents 
under his Grace) found means to got a great . 
superiority among ye Nobilty, Gentry and-Populacy 
against the Squadron, and having showed that they 
had gott that Superiority ye Goverment in England 
was obliged to olobe in with them and to dispose of 
ye places and-pensions in Scotland according to yQ 
direction of ye two brothers there. 

There were indeed a few families 

all naturally well affected to ye Governmt, and 
not part of ye Paaadronq-that were disýosed to 
act under ye Influence . of ye English ministry 
independent of ye two Scotch brothers, but as 
Lord Ie. lay would not bear this independancyt 
and as Sr R... W ... le had not leisure to attend 
to ye Governemnt of Scotland himselfe, he was 
forced to leave it entirely to his Lrdp, who 
gradually took care to lessen ye interest and, 
credit of those who were not immediately sub- 
servient to him. 

In their, place Ilay fostered the interest of several Jaoobite 

families who 

were persuaded for ye sake of pensions, andýplaces 
to support-in, Parliament ye measures of it [governemnt], 
from hence it naturally followed that the Episcopal 
party were favoured, and indulged, and ye kirk. and 
their freinds neglected, and discountenanced; by ýhis 

means ye Squadron were disobliged and discontented, 
and when Patriotism encreased -they Joyn? d under that 
head in ye opposition to ye administration. Thus 
matters stood, when ye D: of Ar ... les insatiable 
views of Avarice and Ambitions broke out like a 
Torrent, big wt vengeance agst t Sr R: W ... le and 
finding noe resistance from ye Lrds in ye adminis- 
tration he bore all before him; the Raglish, the 
Scotch Patriots, Squadron and Jacobites, all bent 

upon that one object of bringing ye Minister to 
Destruction, forgetting all former differences, 
jealousys, and envy among one another gladly 
served under his Graces banners, they let him take 

ye lead, and in-taking ye lead he flung himselfe 
into ye hands and interest not of those who were 
occasionally discontented, but of those that were 
most disaffected; 'and having done that, he went into 
Scotland; where being respected and adored by all 
partys, and his brother J... lay being forced to submit 

. 
to, or connive at his Graces violent and arbitary 
Proceedings, ye whole Power of that kingdom was put 

.. under ye direction and influence of Mag-Istrates that 

were jacobites; from that time, and ye removal of Lrd 
Or... rd in consequence, was laid yo foundation for ye 
Rebellion. 
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Arguing that the Argathelians had shown too much favour to the 

Viscopalians and Jacobites, it would be necessary XIj 

to transfer the power of that country from 
ye influence of ye Jacobites into ye hands 
of ye well affected kirk*; it-will naturally 
follow that ye Squadron and their freinds 
must have ye cheif credit there, as long as 
ye impression of ye late troubles shall last; 
and if that shall be till ye next election 
they must have ye share in ye choice of ye 
representatives for both houses. 

Unfortunately, the Squadrone had been and remained attached to 

Pelhamts political rivals, particularly Carteret: This was the crux 

of the problem: the Argathelians had lea-at too much to the disaffected 

but the Squadrone were still allied to Pelham's rivals at Westminster: 

How to obviate ye inconveniencys that follow 
thence is ye great and a very difficult Question. 

Walpole accepted that there was no alternative at present of leaving 

the chief direction of Sootland to ! Jay, particularly as he controlled 

many of the Scottish members: 

the D.. ke as you rightly observe, must have 
chief direction of ye Politioks there; ... Considering how many of ye Scotch members 
are at ye D: of A ... les devotion at present 
in ye house2 and that before ye dissolution 
of this parliamentv you may have ministerial 
questions of'great moment before you, his Grace 
must be manged to a certain degree. 

He advised Pelham, howeverl to turn his thoughts on 

how to secure an interest among others, that 
are not immediately his freinds; for that 
purpose our old freind Duncan P ... s should 
be brought to town, he is I sayd. before wild, 
but sincere and capable and since his Great 
Patron ye late Duke of Ar,.. le is no more I think 
he will truly cordially attach himselfe to you 
and you will find him knowing and practicable.., 
I doe not mean by looking out for these helps, 
separately from ye Squadron and ye D: A ... le 
you. should entirely abandon either ye one or 
ye other, you should rather court ye first and 
detach such of them as you are able from Lrd 
Gra. **Je [Carteret)and fling ye power in the 
respective countys and boroughs, in to ye hands 
of such as can be so detached ... On ye other 
side, I imagine Lord Justice Clerk has done 
great service, he, I reckon is inseparable from 
ye D. of Ar ..... le and may if he has ingratiated 
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himselfe into ye D... ke's favour be of 
service to reconcile ye D: of Ar ... le to 
such of ye SQuadr as must be necessarily 
employed;... in short I suppose you will 
have thoughts of framing some plan for putting 
ye Government of Scotland into such hands as may 
be depended upon; and for taking as-much care 
as you can that these hands may be such as you 
could can depend upont in wch case I wish you 
all imaginable success. 

Although Pelham began to take an increasing interest in Scots 

patronage. in an effort to establish an interest in Scotland independent 

of Ilay? there were considerable difficulties. Ministers lacked both 

a sufficiently detailed knowled&pof Scotland and the time or inclination 

to apply themselves to the minutiae of Scottish politics and patronage* 

More importantly, given the tensions within the Ministry, Pelhaml 

Newcastle and Chesterfield (who had replaced Harrington as Secretary 

of State at Newcastle's instigation in October 1746) each approached 

Scotland primarily with a view to strengthening their own position. 

Chesterfield, while he remained in the Ministry, sought to build up 

an alternative source of support in Scotland, primarily through 

Marchmont and his brother Hume Campbell, with a view to undermining 

Ilay. These differences of approach among the Ministers had the 

effect of keeping the Argathelians united wid meant that most politicians 

in Scotland had to continue in either the Argathelian or anti-Argathelian 

camp, which in turn prolonged the conviction, ýt Westminster 
- 
that 

Scotland romained divided into two factions: 

As things are here... Scotland is taken to 
be divided into two partiest one the Duke of 
Argyle's which is for the ministers, the other 
Squadron'e looked u on as the friends of the 
earl of Granville Carteret]. 354 

Nor could IlaYts Position in ScOtlanclf which had been assiduously built 

up over the last twenty years and had emerged more or less unscathed 

after the four years of Tweeddalets Secretaryship, be easily dismantled. 

354Hume Campbell to Marchmont 3 liar 1747 HMO Polwarth V pp-307-12. 

---T 
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-6, 
He was still by far the major figure in Scottish politics and"retained 

a powerful bargaining position. There was no-one else with sufficient 

influence or ability to match him, least of all those suggested by 

Horace Walpole - Hopeton, Morton, Sutherland, the Munros and Grants. 

Even Marchmont and Hume Campbell came to realise, as we shall see, 

that it was not possible to overthrow Ilay completely; at best they 

could work with him and hope to modify his influence. 

Daring the winter of 1746-7 the Ministry made particular efforts 

to win over Marchmont and. his brother Alexander Hume Campbell. The 

brothers had been outspoken, critics of Ilay and his domination of 

Scotland, particularly since the outbreak of the rebellion andl as 

we have seen, were anxious that the Ministry did not simply hand 

Scotland over to Ilay on Tweeddale's resignation. Pelham and 

Newcastle saw the acquisition of Marohmont and Hume Campbell as part 

of the scheme to broaden support in Scotland, and Hume Campbell in 

particular, an excellent orator, would be a useful ally in the forth- 

coming debates in the House on the legislation for Scotland, particularly 

the Heritable Jurisdictions Bill. The lead, however, was taken by 

Chesterfield. The price the brothers demanded for their support was, 

however, high: control of Scotland should be taken out of Ilay's hands 

and Marchmont made one of the sixteen peers. and given a prestigious 

post in Scotland. Otherwise Hume Campbell threatened to oppose the 

355 Ministry iii the Commons over the Scottish bills. 

Protracted negotiations between Hume Campbeýl and the Ministry, 

particularly Chesterfield, took place over several months, -but for long 

made little headway. 356 
With Pelham under pressure from both Newcastle 

355See Hume Campbell to Marchmont 27 Doc 1746 ibid., p. 191- 

356 For full details see ibid. pp-185ff- 
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and Chesterfield and being forced to rely 'to a greater extent than 

he might have wished on Ilay, Hume Campbell feared that: 

" it seems determintd to leave Scotland ; 
o"the Duke of Argyle as a province in which 

none are to interfere owing perhaps to 
weak=ess, laziness or ignorance about 
anything at all. 357 

I do not find any likelyhood of any ; Lng 
being proposed about Scotland. I 

fancy those in power will be glad to let it 
sleep sincp that way they will have no 
trouble. 356 

Negotiations dragged on through into February. Chesterfield hinted 

that Pelham did not fully -trust Ilay and might be prepared to bring 

in Marchmont as a counter-balance and even suggested that he, Chester- 

field, and the King would like to see Marchmont eventually take over 

from Ilay. 359 Hume Campbell remained adamant, however, that neither 

he nor his brother would play second fiddle to Ilay. He suggested 
36o that Marchmont be made Keeper of the Privy Seal but the post was 

given to AtholL for his services in the Porty-five and'perhaps as 

consolation for not being made Secretary of State. 361 Hume Campbell 

then suggested other posts for Marchmont including the Keeper of the 

Great Seal (held by Ilay) and the Lord Clark Register (held by Lothian). 

By this time, however, Chesterfield's own position in the Ministry had 

been weake'ried as a result of differences with Newcastle over foreign 

policy, and Hume Campbell began to realise that Chesterfield's support 

357Hume Campbell to Marchmont 9 Doc 1746 ibide pp. 190-1. 

I 358Hume Campbell to Marchmont 27 Dec 1746 ibid. p. lgl.. 

359See Hume Campbell to Marchmont 3 Feb 1747 ibid. pp. 197-200o 

360 Ibid. 
I 

361 See above, P-518 footnote 349. 

I 
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was not sufficient to overcome Pelham and Ilay362 who "was lookId 

upon as the interest of Scotland for the present". 
363 

As to Mr Pelham the Duke of Argyle had only 
to say go and the other would run. 364 

He therefore recognised that he and Marchmont would have to come 

to terms with Ilay or they would be condemned to permanent opposition: 

I think you never could undertake to medle 
with Scotland without the interest and 
weight of the Duke of Argyle. 365 

When Hume Campbell met Pelham in mid-March to discuss the Heritable 

Jurisdictions Bill he therefore took the opportunity to inform Pelham 

that despite Ilay's determination not to share power with anyone else 

in Scotland he and his brother were prepared to work with Ilay on the 

Ministryto behalf: 

[I said] we had no objection to, the Duke 
of Argyle being first and principal but 
not sole and absolute. Let others be in 
according to their abilities. 366 

Pelham with the heritable jurisdictions bill soon to come before the 

Commons was anxioun to keep Hume CampbellIs hopes alive and Hume Campbell 

therefore came away confident that Pelh=t as well as Chesterfield and 

Newcastlcý was anxious to reduce Ilay's power in Scotlancb 

362 "He [Chesterfield] is not active enough nor knows enough of Scotland 
to cope with the Duke of Argyle in these things, but if we join with the 
Duke of Argyle and have Lord Chesterfield too the case is different and 
our friends in a better case": Hume Campbell to Marchmont 19 Feb 1747 HMC 
Polwarth V pp. 203-4. 

363 Hume Campbell to Marchmont 3 Feb 1747 ibid. pp. 197-200. 
364Hume Campbell to Marchmont 3 Mar 1747 ibid. PP. 30'7-129 
365Hume Campbell to Marchmont 5. Feb 1747 ibid. pp. 200-1., 
366 Hume Campbell to Marchmont 14 Mar 1747 ibid. pp. 214-9- 

t 
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... both Chesterfield and Pelham avowed 
they Wanted to have other people to supply 
them with friends more agreeable as I plainly 
perceivId to Cumberland who is very averse 

, 
to all that look like Jacobite; as he thinks 

all these who are Argylefs friend3are... both 
Chesterfield and Pelham have privately to me 
desired the connection with Argyle might only 
be in avoiding differences in business but 

really with them and in private with them do 
what was fit to be done, avoiding to quarrell 
with Argyle.... on the whole the view in which 
as far as I can see the thing is to be looked 
upon is this, the ministry find the King and 
Cumberland averse to Argyle and his people; 
they want assistance themselves, Pelham in 
the House; Chesterfield wants a c6nnection 
and attachment to himself, and the Chancellor 
[Hardwicke] wants help about the affairs of 
Scotland which are thrown heavily upon him 
alone, and this has produced the whole... 
it shew'd me they wanted people not strangers 
to business and who could apply to it to 
assist them. 367 

Ilay, however, was not prepared to accept any diminution of his 
368 

power without a struggle and was-particularly averse to Marchmont 

becoming one of the sixteen peers: 

... Argyle fearld you there for now he was 
all the sixteen himself but would not be so 
then,,,, 369 

Pinally in June 1747, Partly as a reward f or supporting the Heritable 

Jurisdictions Bill7 Hume Campbellts negotiations bore some fruit. Efforts 

-to persuade Lothian to give up his Lord Clerk Regis-ter post to Marchmont 

370 
in exchange for a place on the Police Commission fell through, largely 

because Ilay advised Lothian against it, 371 but Marchmont waz offered 

367Hixme Campbell to Marchmont 19 Mar 1747 ibid. pp. 221-5- See also Hume 
Campbell to Marchmo., It 14 Mar 1747 ibid- pp. 214-9; Hume Campbell to Marchmont 
31 Mar 1747 ibid. pp. 236-4- 

368 For example. see Hume Campbell to Marchmont 24 Mar 1747 ibid. pp. 226-8. 

3691holosures to Hume Campbell to Marchmont 24 Mar 1747 ibid. pp. 228-9. 

370see Pelham to Hume Campbell 23 Jun 1747 ibid. pp. 248-9; Newcastle to 
Lothian 23 Jun 1747 IM Ad4 MSS 32,711; H=C Campbell to Pelham 26 Jun 1747 - 
N-U. L. NEC 1915; Pelham to Hume Campbell 30 JLm 1747 WfIC Polwarth V pp. 249-50; 
Pelham to Hume Campbell 8 Jul 1747 ibid. -pp. 250-1; Newcastle to Marchmont 21 
Jul 1747 SRO RH2/4/304 f138-9- 

37lSee Memoranda by Marchmont 3 Der-, 1747 ITIC Pollnarth V pp. 259-62. 
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and accepted the post of first Commissioner of Police372 at an' 

enhanced salary of E3,000 p. a. to bring it into line with that of 

the Lord Clerk Register. 
373 

Much to Hume Campbellts annoyance, 

however, Ilay succeeded in having Marchmont excluded from the court 

list of sixteen peers for the 1747 election. 
374 

The difficult position in which Ilay found himself at this 

time - seeking on the one hand to retain support in Scotland by 

mitigating the severity of the Ministry's measures, while on the 

other defending himself against the determined ekforts of Newcastle, 

Cumberland and Chesterfield to curtaiL his influence - is well 

illustrated'by his attitude towards the Heritable Jurisdictions 

Bill which'v as we have seen, 
375 

in its final form abolished most 

heritable jurisdictionsp provid, ed for payment of compensation to 

the holders for the loss of their rights and introducedlegally 
.1 

qualified sheriffs depute appointed by the Crown. The bill had had 

a longýperiod of gestation and had undergone several redrafts in an 

effort to take account of various criticisms (including those of ! lay 

himself) before it was finally presented to Parliament in February 

1747- 376 
Although in principle Ilay accepted that the heritable 

jurisdictions were a serious impediment to the orderly administration of 

372 26 Nov 1747 SRO RH2/4/411,188. See Pelham to Hume Campbell 18 Jul 
1747 HMO Polwarth V pp. 251-2; Pelham to Hume Campbell 21 Jul 1747 ibid. 
p. 252; Newcastle to Marchmont 21 Jul 1747 SRO RH2/4/364 f138-9; Newcastle 
to Sutherland 21 Jul 1747 ibid. f136-7- 

373Pelham to Hume Campbell 21 Jul 1747 HMC Polwarth V p. 252. I 

374Hume Campbell to Pelham 26 Jun 1747 N. U. L. NEC 1915- Hume Campbell 
himself received a pension and retired from politics to the bar for the next 
three years: Sedgwick, House of Commons. III PP-159-60. Menaryo Forbes, pp. 
312-3. 

375Above 
pp. 233-5. 

376 See Jewell, The Leaislation Rclatina to Scotland after the FortýtPivc. 
PP-150-21 159- The Bill-waslargelly the work of Hardwicke, the Court 
of Sossion, having refused to prepare a draft. 
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justice, and had indeed in the past said G01377 his Political instincts 

convinced him that -this was not the appropriate time to make such a 
378 

sweeping change. , Anglo-Scottish relations were obviously strained 

by the Rebellion (and the'early post-Rebellion legialation) and an 

attack on fundamental institutions was bound to appear to most Scots 

as a vindictive measure to punish them. More particularly a general 

election was imminent. The Bill was almost universally disliked in 

Scotland and if passed was bound to generate strong anti-ministerial 

feeling and thus adversely affect Ilay. If he could not at least 

amend some of the more unpalatable parts of the Bill it would raise 

resentment against him and his credit would be weakened. 
379 SpecificallY 

it would weaken his control by taking away some of his old tools of 

electoral manipulation. 
380 Against this, such was his political 

position after the Rebellion, that he could not afford to come out 

openly against the Bill. Ctunberland, Newcastle, Chesterfield and- 

others, were all only too ready to seize any opportunity to see him 

destroyed. His principal tactic throughout 1746, therefore, was to 

delay the Bill fo3ý as long as possible while trying to persuade the 

Ministry to amend or delete. its more obnoxious provisions. Although 

prepared to listen to detailedpoints of criticism, however, Hardwicke, 

377See Ilay to Newcastle 21 Oct 1725 SRO RH2/4/320 f236-7; Mitchison, 
'The Government and the Highlands', in Scotland in the AP410. of Im=O-. vement,, 
ed. Phillipson and Mitchison, P-35- 

378Ilay 
personally, of course, stood to be stripped of extensive 

heritable powers. 
379Jewell, The Legislation Relatingto Scotland after the Portaý: Eive, 

pp-156-7. 
380, looo that these powers may be abused, that they tend to give . Lords 

an influence in even electiow-of the Commons cannot be denied... I know 
that an heritable sheriffship in a Lord or even in a commoner is too 
great an influence for other freeholders to content with": Hume Campbell, 
speech to the House of Commons, JBIC Polwarth V pp. 238-42. 
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supported by Newcastle, Ciunberland and Chesterfield, waa determined 

to press ahead with his trationalising' measure. 

When the Bill came before the Commons in late February it was 

clear that the majority of Soots members wero opposed to it, The 

measure had aroused widespread opposition in Scotland as an attack 
I 

on private property and contrary to the Union. It was also foared 

that the appointment by the Crown of sheriffs depute would greatly increase 

Ministerial influence in the counties. Most Scots membenthowever, were 

primarily_moved by electoral considerations, fearing that to support 

the Bill would mean almost certain defeat at the polls: 

I know at the same time that though we 
that are in Parliament had been really 
for the bill in our hearts, that it was 
so disagreeable to the bulk of our con- 
stituents that there was an absolute 
necessity of opposing it, if ever we 
have a mind to come back here again, and I 
am persuaded those that have voted for it 
will feel the weight of this at their next 
eleotion. 381 

. 

For his part, with further delay no longer possible, Ilay gave passive 

support to the Bill but his unenthu siastio attitude was clear to all. 
382 

He did not order his followers in the Commons to oppose the Bill: there 

was no need to do so. 
383 His failure to give active support to the 

measure, however, incurred what he had sought to avoid, the suspicion 

and hostility of the Ministry, eventUallY even of Pelham. 384 His 

38'Maule to Milton 25 Apr 1747 NLS SC 16,650- 
382 See for example Hume Campbell to Marchmont 24 Feb 1747 HMC Polwarth 

V pp. 204-7; Hume Campbell to Marchmont 3 Mar 174.7 ibid. pp. 207-12; Grant 
to Milton 10 Apr 1747 NLS SC 16,646. 

3831n fact Ilay believed their opposition at this stage was futile: 
Ilay to Milton 16 Apr 1747 NLS SC 16,641- 

384Jewell, The TP-E: isl, %tion Relating to Scotland after'the Fort2ý! -Fivcp 
p. 182. 
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attempts to provide that the new commissiona for sheriffs-depute 

should pass the Great Seal of Scotlandp which would have been worth about 

L1,000 to him as Keeper, further increased the hostility, 385 
while 

his Scots Political opponents seized the opportunity to spread rumours 

that he had been responsible for agitation against the Bill in 

Scotland. 386 

The Bill only passed its first reading on 7 Apri1387 by 96 votes 

to 75. Lord Advocate Grant, who had been deeply involved in ito 

preparationo was caUght in a Particular dilemma** 

the Advocate's speech ... was like his 
situation, every other sentence against 
the Bill and you will imagine how clear 
it was. 388 

The smallness of the majority seriously alarmed the government and 

Ministers were 

... much exasperated"against Argyle for 
on the division there were twelve Scotch 
for the bill, none of them hisl against 
the Bill were eighteen Scotch and amongst 
them all Argyle's people except his 
secretary, John Maule, who was there but 
did not vote. 389 

385See Hume Campbell to Marclunont 9 May 1747 HMC Polwarth V pp. 242-4. 

386 See Maule to Milton 2 MaY 1747 NLS SC 161ý50- 
387The Bill had been withdrawn and various changes made in the interim 

in an effort to placate the Scots, notably the retention of the powers of the 
baron courts: Jewell, The_ 

_Legislation 
Relating to Scotland after the Portyrpive, 

pp. 192-61 251. 
388Hume Campbell-to Marchmont 11 Apr 1747 IIMC Polwarth V pp. 235-6. 
38911ume Campbell to Marchmont 11 Apr 1747 HMc Polwarth V pp. 235-6- See also 

Mitchell to Forbes 6 Apr 1747 CP pp-475-7 "I hear the Ministry are very Wigry 
with the D of A with whom they had concerted every Clause in the Bill and, as 
the Chancellor said, depended on his assistance, etc. to carry it throl: that 
he has left them in the lurch, all his friends being either absent or voting 
agst the bill at the first reading. This, his Grace says, they did without his 
knowledge; but if he can persuade them of thisq I think he has gained a great 
point, and rray afteniards do what he please. Had he opposed in due timeq and 
openlyý perhaps the Ministry might not have thought proper to push a point of 
this sort against the Majority of a national representative; but they depended 
on his assistance; they hýd it in the drawing and correcting of the Bill, nay, 
they even submitted to the amendments of his Advocate; but all would not do; 
for, without telling tho Ministry, his people had their cue, and went off to 
a I-Lan". 
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Pelhmn's speech at second reading on 14 April was a clcar warning to 

Ilay: 

M-r Pelham spoke for the Bill in general and to 
this remarkable purpose that he was going to say 
what little could be expected of one of his station 
that Scotland had never since the Unibn been treated 
or considered in the same manner as England had. The 
views of ministers here had not been [to] the satis- 
faction of the people of that country but throwing 
Scotland under the power of some great lord or 
another to procure representatives from thence; 
that the power these lords had in their country had 
been the causes of such measures being pursued here 
which he thought very improper and dangerous to the 
KingIs interest; that he thought Scotland was as well 
intitled to be freed of a sole minister as England 
was and that every Scotch man who had zeal and abilitys 
to serve the King should have the same admission into 
the administration as the subject of England had, etc. 
This every body perhaps did not -understand but you and 
the Duke of Argyle's people can be at no loss to see 
their meaning. 390 

Although all the Argathelian members again voted against the Bill, it 

passed comfortably with a majority of over 100.391 

When the Bill reached the Lords, Ilay finally spoke in its, favour, 

albeit somewhat obliquely: 

The D of A made the most exotic speech I ever heard. 
Had I not been informed before that he was to speak 
for the bill I should have thought from his facts 
and reasonings that he intended to vote ag't it. 392 

Only three Scots peers - Morton, Sutherland and Moray - voted against 

it393 and the Bill finally received royal assent on 17 June 1747- Il'ay, 

wrote Hume Canpbeli gleefully 

... has frighten1d them [Ministers] damnably this 
session... I dare say they donft desire again to 
trust [him] solely and only. 394 

39011ume Campbell to marchmont 16 Apr 1747 Hmc Polwarth V PP-236-8. 

-ft r th_ Forty: -Five, 
391 Jewell, The'. Tiegislation Relating to Scotland ae0 

p. 201. 
t 

3921, litchell to Fo*rbes 22 May 1747 MCP V pp. 180-3. Tweeddale spoke strongly 
in favour of the Bill. 

393Jewell, Zhe Legislation Relating to-Scotland after the Fortz--Five- 
pp. 204-5 

394Hum'e Campbell to Marchmont 2 Jun 1747 TWO, polwarth. V pp. 245-7* 
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By mid 1747 IlaY'D fortunes were at their lowest ebb and his 

future looked decidedly inicertain. Hie conduct over the Heritablo 

Jurisdictions Bill had seriously eroded his standing with the Ministry, 

confirmed the worst suspicions of George and Cumberland, and conversely 

weakened his credit in Scotland. His avowed opponents - Cumberland, 

Newcastle and Chesterfield.. - were in the ascendancy and wished to see 

him humbled395 and even Pelham was detemined to curtaiL his influence* 

What saved Ilay was the 1747 general election, because Pelham, as the 

principal electoral manager, needed Ilayfs assistance in Scotland. 

Although under the Septennial Act an election was not due until 

1748, by mid 1747 both Pelham and Newcastle were agreed that an 

immediate dissolution wan desirable. To wait any longer might expose 

the Ministry to the unpopularity of an unsatisfactory peace or, if the 

war was continued, of an increased financial burden on the nation. 

Moreover, the Prince of Wales had recently moved back into opposition 

and the Pelhams werc anxious to strike bef ore he could organise any 

new threat. 396 Parliament was therefore dissolved on 17 June: the 

elections were to take place in late July. 

Pelham was determined to take a close interest in the elections 

in Scotland and he was anxious to secure tho return of as many mombers 

as possible who would support the Ministry directly, rather than be 

dependent on any particular Scottish faction. He therefore prepared 

lists of candidates he wished to see returned, 
397 

and actively promoted 

395See Hume Campbell to Marchmont 24 Mar 1747 and enclosure M-IC Polwarth 
V pp. 226-9; Maule to Milton 2 May 1747 NLS SC 16,650; Hume Campbell to 
Marchmont 2 Jun 1747 IRfIC Polwarth V pp. 245-7- 

396(h,; 
en, Rise of the Pelhams, p. 312; Brciuming, Ne_wcp. stle, P-141- 

397For 
example see N. U. L. 11 M 2219. % 
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the interests of favoured candidates in various constituencies. 

Publicly at least, Ilay was to be re&-arded simply as an intermediary 

acting on the Ministryts behalf, and candidates were encouraged to 

write direct to Pelham. 398 In private? however, Pelham relied 

heavily on Ilayts advice and assistance: 

I went over the Scotch list with the Duke 
of Argyll, in which all was settled to my 
satisfaction at least... You will be 
surprised how little the Duke of Argyll 
insists upon for his own people and how 
compliant he is with all those this ministry 
can depend upong be they friends 6f his 
Grace, or enemies. His Majesty may. call him 
Vice Roy, but if he does the Kings business 
well, and in a manner inoffensive to those 
who are known friends to the King, I can't 
but say he is a Vice Roy of an extraordinary 
nature, not supported or even countenanced by 
the royal family, arraigned by many of the 
King's servants, and warmly protected by very 
few of tem. Yet this man does all we want.,,., 
Can HM or his faithful servants desire more? -', 7, ý' 

I 
Yet if Ilay had succeeded in reassuring Pelham, the situation on the 

ground i. n Scotland was rather different. There Milton was as active 

as ever in forwarding Argathelian interests, which were not always 

identical to those of Pelham. People in Scotland had little doubts 

about Ilay's involvement: 

D. Ar ... le has by all been taken to be the only 
Person trusted by the Ministry in those affairs, 
or any Scots Affairs. But almost all who have 

spoke with him say he denys it, or that he has 

anything to do with the Elections, except what 
he might have like any other man by his own 
Private Interest... Very few, if anyl believe 
him in this; and they say if he is not to be 

398. Por correspondence of various candidates with Pelham aeo N. U. L. 
NTEC 1912-1945- 

399Pelham to Newcastle 24 Jul 1747 Bil Add MSS 32t732 f347- 
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trusted with the manadgement, who is? 
and that there is not any one else who 
can be in the least conjecturtd to be 
trusted in the manadgement; and that the 
M-ry would not leave all the Elections 
and the Affairs of this Country to go at 401 haphazard, and Committ them to no bodys care. 

As Ilay himself told Pelham, 

I do all I can in my humble concealed way 
of acting. 402 

Most candidates were Whigs although the accusation of Jacobitism 

was frequently levied at opponents. Several caýididates took advantage 

of the divisions within the Ministry to oppose candidates favoured by 

Ilay or Pelham while at the same 'time professing their support for 

the Ministry. Thus, for exarnple, Solicitor General Patrick Haldane 

successfully pushed his son George against the Ilay-Pelhan candidate 

Sir Fpt er Halket in Stirling burghs. 403 As Milton later complained, 

they [elections] would have gone better, 
had not some in the Kings service laid 
out money to oppose what had been con- 
oerted by his Majestys. servants. 404 

Among the candidates actively supported by Pelham was Andrew Mitchell 

in Abordeenshire. 405 Mitchell had been Tweeddale's London secretary 

but had moved over to support the Pelhams after Tweeddale's fall. 

4001lay himself did not arrive in Scotland until 21 July: see Drummond 
to Pelham 30 Jul 1747 N. U. L. NEC 1920. For Ilay's correspondence to Pelham 
on the elections after he arrived in Scotland see N. U. L. NEC 1946-1956. 

401,, From Scotland 3 Aug 1747" N. U. L. NEC 1875d enclosed with James 
Erskine to Pelham 8 Aug 1747 N. U. L. NEC 1875a. 

402 Ilay to Pelham 15 Jul 1747 N. U. L. NEC 1946a. See also Ilay to Newcastle 
O-July 1747 BM Add MSS 321712 f245 "nothing that I could do in my private 
ý7apacity has been omitted. " 

403See Patrick Haldane to Pelham 11 Jul 1747 N. U. L. NEC i932; Patrick 
Haldane to Pelham-4 Aug 1747 N. U. L. NEC 1933; Patrick Haldane to Pelham 
18 Aug -1747 N. U. L. NEC 1934; "Letter from Scotland 3 Aug 1747" N. U. L. NEC 
1875c. Erskine (Grange) had by this time retired from active politics and did 
not stand: see Erskine to Pelham 21 May 1745 N-U. L. NEC 1904a and b. 

404Milton to Pelham 21 Jul 1747 N*U. L. NEC 1926. 
405See Mitchell to Pelham 12 Jul 1747 N-U-t- NEC 1941- 
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Pelham's support particularly annoyed Lord Advocate Grant whose 

brother, Sir Archibald Grant, initially stood against Mitchell but, 

under pressure from Pelham and Newcastle, was persuaded to give up. 
406 

Ilay too was unhappy about Mitchellts candidacy but, somewhat 

reluctantly, agreed . to support him. 407 Pelham was also active in 

supporting, among others, James Abercrombie in Anstruther Easter 

burghs. 409 In Berwickshire Hume Campbell was anxious to obtain 

Ministerial. support for his re7election, but here Pelham, perhaps 

wary of antagonising Ilay, was more cautious: 

As to your own [election] for Berwickshire 
if we are friends, as I hope we arej you may 
say what you think proper. in my name. If I 
have time to reply to your answer the Lord 
Justice Clerk or any other you think adviseable 
shall be wrote to, thot I believe he is not a 
stranger to my good wishes for you. 410 

I Despite Pelham's apparent support, Ilay openly manoeuvred against Hume 

Campbell: 

Every man that has any dependance upon those who 
are employ'd in the management of this part of 
the Kingdom, and who are expected to have acted 
agreeably to your inclinations (Hume Campbell 

40'see Newcastle to Milton 2 Jul 1747 SRO RH2/4/364 f107-9; Newcastle to 
Grant 2 Jul 1747 ibid. fill-2; Newcastle to Mitchell 2 Jul 1747 ibid. f113-4; 
Grant to Newcastle 14 Jul 1747 ibid. f117-8; Grant to Newcastle 30 Jul 1747 
ibid. f144-59 

407See Mitchell to Newcastle 5 Jul 1747 EM Add MSS 371712 fl2l; Ilay to 
Pelham 12 Aug 1747 N. U, L. NEC 1952; Mitchell to Forbes 6 Apr-1747 CP PP-475-7 
11... everything is to be feared from a certain personage [Ilay ]who does not 
choose that his countrymen should be known to be connected with anybody but 
himself"; Mitchell to Forbes 22 May 1747 YCP V pp. 180-3; Newcastle to Ilay 
7 Aug 1747 SRO RH2/4/364 f196-7- 

408 See Duke of Gordon to Pelham 20 May 1747 N. U. L. NBC 1929; Sir Ludovick 
Grant to Pelham 30 Jun 1747 N. U. L. NEC 1930; Alex Udney to Pelham 27 Jul 1747 
NoUeL. NEC 1945. 

409 See Anstruther to Pelham 11 Jul 1747 N. U. L. NEC 1913- 
41OPelham to Hume, Campbell 23 Jun 1747 IBIC Polwarth V'pp-248-9- See'- 

also Pelham to Hume Campbell 30 Jun 1747 ibid. pp. 249-50- 
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informed Pelham), Declared themselves my 
ennemies, solliciting strenuously against 
me, and asserting your emnity and that of 
the other ministers to me, and offering the 
favour of the Court to who ever would oppose 
me ... 

411 

Pinally Pelham wrote to Milton and George DrLuiimond in favour of Hume 

Campbel, 412 but he left it so late that most electors were already 

engaged. Milt on 

... assured me (wrote Pelham to Hume Campbell) 
that he would explain to proper persons any 
supposed opinion of the Governments-being dis- 
inclined to your interest.... I never expected 
much more from him nor you could you think it 
prudent for me, all things considered, to write 
in a very strong style -to one of his rank and 
who was not naturally dispoali to your interest 
in favour of your election. 

In the end Hume Campbell won by only one vote against George Kerr who 

was fav oured by Ilay and Milton. 414 
Marchmont was later to oomplain that 

... not one who had anything from the Court' 
having voted for my brother but app. inst him; 
that this was one of his Grace's tIlay] tricks 
who could 

, 
never forgive my brother and me all 

the ill offices he had done us ... 
415 

In Edinburgh, Pelham favoured George Dr=ondt whom Milton had 

managed to have elected Lord Provost at the stormy poll election in 

November 1746.416 By the time of the general election, however, 

ý"Hume Campbell, to Pelham 26 Jun 1747 N, 'U. L, NEC 1915* 

412 See Pelham to Hume Campbell 18 Jul 1747 HMC Polwarth V pp. 251-2. 

413Ibid. 

414 See Erskine to Pelham 29 Sep 1747 N. U*L* NEC 1801al "From Scotland 3 Aug 
1747" N*U#L. NEC 1875c; HMC Polwarth V pp. 212-30 passim. Milton claimed not to 
have opposed Hume Campbell wilfully: see Milton to Pelham 7 Jul 1747 N. U. L. NEC 
1925a; Milton to Pelham 21 Jul 1747 N. U. L. NEC 1926. 

415Memoranda, by Marchmont 5 Dec 1747 ibid. pp . 259-62; see also Marchmont 
Memoranda 18 Dec 1747 ibid. pp. '262-4. 

416 See inter 
. 
alia Milton to Newcastle 28 Nov 1746 and'enclosures-SRO RH2/ 

413601 f138-48; Drummond to Pelham 28 Nov 1746 N*U*L. NEC 1867; PO to Pelham 
20 Dec 1746 N. U*L. NEC 1846; Drummond to Pelham 2 Dec 174.6 NeU&L. NEC 1868a; 
P011 Of City Of Edinburgh 1746 N. U. L. NEC 1868b; Miltoll to Newcastle 36 Dec 
1746 Albemprie P. ýýT)erxs, ed. Terry vol. II PP-423-6; Milton to Newcastle 06 Dec 

1. 1746 SRO V7 1, -9- f ý73 11 f157 
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relations between Ilay and Drummond had once again become rather 

strained. As a consequence Ilay was somewhat reluctant to give his 

wholehearted support to Drummond417 and for his part Dru=ond, anxious 

as ever to be seen to be independent of Ilay, was not prepared to ask 

Ilay for his help, 
s 

though we. say its a poor wh re who is not 
to be asked the question. 

419 

In the end James Ker419 stood against Drummond with the backing of 

the incorporated trades, of which he was convener, -and, it seems likely, 

with the underhand connivance of Milton:, I 
It is said by many who affirm they know it 
certainly that Ld Justice Clerk did chiefly 
get this brou ht about... and those who 
know him [KerT Exceeding well, are positive 
that if the D of A ... le had seriously let 
him know that he desirld him not to stand 
but be for Drummond, he would. have Instantly 
Complyid. 420 

In the event Drummond was forced to withdraw and Ker was return . ed, 
421 

unopposed. Following his victory, Ker promised to support the 

Ministry* 
422 ýI 

In Linlithgow burghs the Ilay6-Pelham candidate, James Cannichael, 

was defeated by Lawrence Dundas who had made a fortune as a contractor 

to Cumberland in the Forty-f ive and who won the seat by wholesale 

417Partly, believed Drummond, because Ilay thought Drummond was too 
much Pelhamts man: Drummond to Pelham 30 Jul 1747 N. U. L. NBC 1920. 

, 418 Ilay -to Pelham 23 Jul 1747 N. U, L. NEC 1946b. See also Ilay to 
Pelham 15 Jul 1747 N. U*L. NEC 1946a; Ilay to Pelham 26 Jul 1747 N*U*L. 
NEC 1947- 

419Assaý, 
master in the mint. 111ir Ker, the Jeweller is certainly a Whig, 

but he was too much a patriot at a certain time to be a favourite of mine... " 
Ilay to Pelham 23 Jul. 3747 N. U. L. IMC 1946b. 

420"Letter from Scotland 3 Aug 174711 N. U. L. XW 1875c- See also Drummond to 
Pelham 30 Jul 1747 N,, U., L. NEC 1920 accusing Milton of opposing him; tABI to 
Pelham 8 Aug 1747 N. U*L. NBC 1912. 

421See Ilay to Pelham 30 Jul 1747 N*U*I, * NEC 1948. 
422See Ilay I to Pelhan, 30 Jul 1747 N. U. L*, NEC 1948;, Ker to Pelham 31 Jul 

1747 NX. L. TTEC 1936; 
-ver 

to pelhain 20 Aug 1747 N. U*L. NEC 1937* 
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brib . ery, much to Ilay's displeasure* 
423) Although Dandas promiGed 

ryý24 to support the Minist , he was unseated on petition On strong 

evidence of corruption in favour of Carmiohael. 
425 Milton came 

to an arran&ment with his old rivals the Dalr3miples whereby Sir 

Hew Dalrymple was returned for Haddingtonshire and Miltonis son 

Andrew Fletcher for Haddington burghs. 
426 In the north, a scheme 

was worked out by Pelham to distribute the various seats among 

government supporters to avoid unnecessary contests between them 427 

and this was largely successful, The oppositioA to the Ministry 

had their successes, however: in Fife, for example, David Scott the 

sitting member supported by Ilay and Pelham was defeated in a Close 

428 contest by 43 votes to 38 by James Oswald, 

The results of the 1747 election nationally were an unqualified success 

for the Pelhamsv and this applied equally in Scotland where at least 34 of 

the 45 members returned were governmeint supporters*429 Of these, - Pelham 

423See Lawrence Dundas to Pelham 14 Jul 1747 N. U*L. NEC 1923; Lawrence 
Dundas to Pelham 25 Jul 1747 N. U. L. NBC 1924; Ilay to Pelham 6 Aug 1747 N. U, L, 
NEC 1950; Ilay to Pelham 11 Aug 1747 N. U. L. NBC 1951; Milton to Newcastle 
29 Aug 1747 Alb emarle Papers, ed. Terry volo III PP-453-60; Sedgwick, House 
of Commons I, pp-627-8. 

PA 
TDundas to Pelham 25 Jul 1747 N, U, L, NEC 1924- 

425Sedgwick, House of Commonsy 11 pp-427-8- 
426 See ibid. PP-386,401; Ilay to Pelham 15 Jul 1747 NsUete NBC 1946a. 

427See Brodie to Forbes 9 Jun 1747 MCP V pp. 187-9; Sedgwick, House of Commons, 
It P-489. 

428See Ilay to Pelham 30 Jul 1747 N. U. L. NEC 1948 and I Aug 1747 N*U. L. ITEC 
1949; "From Scotland 3 Aug 174711 N*U. L. NEC 18750j* Marchmont PaLers ad. Rose, 
vol. I, pp. 189-95 Diary 1 Sep 1747- 

429Ana. lysed from details in Sedgwick, House of Commons 

Gov, suppor. - 
ters Argaths Pelliam 

Opp. 
Mlirs 

Ind* 
Whigs. Tories 

Sit"Y'O 
MP Contests, 

Counties 5 "-3 15 5 

Burghs 
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had taken an active interest in at least six. Once again, however, 

the real victor was Ilay. The Argathelian interests had been 

reunited since 1741 and Ilay, while publicly acting simply as the 

Ministryts servant, secured the return of a solid bloc of eleven 

committed Argathelians. As in the past, many others would readily 

follow his lead if he was seen to have the Ministry's supports 

Cumberland intervened in several Scottish Parliamentary electionsp 

seeking to thwart Argathelian candidates, 
430 but he concentrated 

his main thrust in attempting to remodel the lis! of representative 

peers, In the end he succeeded in having five new peers included 

- Leven (his own particular Itoady')431 Gordon, Lauderdal e, Rothes 
432 

and Aberdeen. The last two had been strong opponents of Ilay 

in recent years and their inolusion, along with that of Tweeddale, 

was a further indication of the Minittryte, determination to broaden 

their support in Scotland. 
433 Indeed, only vigorous protests from 

Ilay prevented even more drastic changes being made. 
434 Particular 

. effort was made to ensure that peers voted for the Ministerial list 

en bloa: 

It ought to be made a strong point with all 
Peers, and in all Letters to Scotland that 
there is to be no Scattered Votes, but that 
all vote for the same List completely. 435 

430 Murdoch, The Peo2le Above, P-35; Jewell, The Lerislation Relating to 
Scotland after the Porty-Ftye, P-45- 

43lJewell, The Legislation Relating to Scotland after the Fortv-Pive, p. 28, 

435They 
replaced Breadalbane, Portmore, Somerville (all Argathelians), Stair 

and Sutherland. See Ilay to Milton 18 Jun 1747 NLS SC 16,64.1; Jewell, The 
Legislation Relatina t0 Scotland after the Forty-Five, P-45- 

433111le [Newcastle] said... that the List of Peers [was] made up of all the 
parties in Scotlandl without distinction'? Marchmont P_apers, j ed. Rose Vol. I 
Diary 1 SeP 1747 PP-189-95- I 

434See IlaY to Milton 23 Jun 1747 NLS SC 16,641; Brickel. Manap,, ement Wid 
Administration 

M7 P-114. He did, as we have seen, secure the exclusion of Imarchmont 
435 "Memorandum on porms of Proxy Lists etc for Election of Sixteen Peers" 

SRO RH2/4/364 f103-6. 
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The management of the election on the government's behalf was 

og36 successfully undertaken by Milt and the Ministerial list was 

carried at the election on 1 August with near unanimity. 
437 

Marchmont, however,, abstained: 

we were in hopes that Earl of Marchmont 
havinfFlately got a considerable 1hploy- 

i ment irst Commissioner of Police] would 
have either by his presence or his proxy 
countenanced the Election of the Sixteen 
Peers which everybody here knows had the 
King's ood wishes, but we heard nothing 
of him . 

28 

The results of the 1747 election consolidated Ilay's position 

in Scotland and served to remind Ministers that he remained by far 

the most dominant interest there. Marchmont complained bitterly 

to Cumberland that 

whether from old habitts or - some other 
cause the ministers could not shake off 
an influence that had no regard for the 
King's interest in Scotland and that his 
interest was betray'd there... all askt 
in Scotland of any man to be preferr'd 
was whether he would devote himself to 
the-lh&e of Argyle and, whether he were 
the Kingts friend or foe; if he would go 
to Hell for the Duke of Argyle he was 
sure of preferment. 

439 

436 See Milton to Newcastle 25 Jun 1747 BM Add MSS 32,711 f523; Milton 
to. Newcastle 26 Jul 1747 Bm Add MSS 32,712 f247-8; Newcastle to IlaY 7 Aug 
1747 SRO RH2/4/364 f196-7- 

-437See Milton to Newcastle 1 Aug 1747 SRO RH2/4/364 f150-3; Ilay to 
Newcastle 1 Aug 1747 BM Add MSS 32,712 f305, The full list was Gordon, 
Argyll (Ilay), Tweeddale2 Lothiant Crawford, Rothes, Morton, Moray, Home, 
Lauderdalet Findlater, Leven, Aberdeen, Dunmorep Hyndford and Loudon: SRO 
PF43- Ilay to Pelham 1 Aug 1747 NEC 1949 - "The Election of Peers is 
over without any difficulty". 

438Milton to Newcastle I Aug 1747 SRO R112/4/364, f150-3- See also 
Marchmont Paýersj ed. Rose vol. ly pp-177-98 DiarY 30 Aug 1747,1 Sep 
1747 and 2 Sep 1747. 

439 Memoranda by Marclmont 1 Doc 1747 M110 Polwarth V pp. 256-7- 
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Chesterfield commiserated with Marclunont:, 

He [ Chesterfield] said, the King 
hated Duke of Argyle, Mr Pelham was 
the minister who liked him best, not 
from affection, but the old habits of 
Walpolets time; and that the Duke-of 
Newcastle was his enemy, except on 
the days that the Duke of Argyle 
coaxed him, and treated him as sole 
minister... 440 

In fact, even after the election, ' as long as the war continued and 

the Ministry remained deeply divided over'foreign policy, Ilay's 

position remained uncertain. These divisions r6ached new height 8441 

with Pelham and Newcastle openly quarrelling on occasions, causing 

an- ear paralysis of government. 
442 

Marohmont and other's sought to 

take advantage of these divisions to urge Ministers to limit"llayts 

influence and the Ministryls declared policy remained to broaden 

their base in Scotland'by encouraging all Soots, regardless of faction, 

who were prepared to support the Ministry direct., Chesterfield and 

Cumberland remained resolutely opposed to Ilay, but Newcastle was 

beginning to realise the diffioulties in attempting, to dispense-viith 

Ilay's services: 

he-saidy he would tell us the foundation 

of all his politics, which was, that in 
Scotland those only who were attached to 
his Majesty's family should be employed 
without regard to any other factions or 443 
divisions; but that this was impracticable... 

440 marchmont Pa2ers-, ed. Rose vol- It PP-177-88 Diary 30 Aug 1747. 

441 
For ýn analysis of the political events and the struggles within the 

Ministry during this period see Marchmont LaZers ed. Rose vol. I PP-177-280 
Diary 30 Aug 1747 -2 Mar.. 1748. 

442 For a time they would only converse through Stone: ib*id. pp. 222-6 
Diary 27 Oct 1747. 

4431bid. 
pp. 189-95 Diary 1 Sep 1747. ,I 
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For his part Pelham continued to be favourably disposed towards 

Ilay, regarding him as a necessary ally if Scotland was to be 

brought under control: 

I [Marchmont] saw that Mr Pelham durdt 
not stir one step in Scots matters without 
the Duke and would be imposed on by him. 444 

All I desired, (wrote Marchmont) was. thaý45 
they would not make him [Ilay ]my king. 

As ever, uncertainty within the Ministry was reflected in 

Scotland: most Scots were prepared to support th6 Ministry but were 

divided between the Argathelians under Ilay, who sought to re-establish 

himself as the, indispensable intermediary between the Ministry and 

Scotland, and the anti-Argathelians who wished to limit Ilayls 

influence. At the Edinburgh magistratesl election of 1747, for 

example, George Drummond, evei-troublesome to Ilay and Milton, sought 
I 

to strengthen his position a-ad lessen his dependence on Ilay by 

claiming direct Ministerial support: 

Mr Dr-nd and his Whigs are for diminishing 
D An-le and his friend L-d J-ce Cl-k and 
others, which is a Scots Interestl to bring us 
under subject on to an lhglish Pell-m and a 
Chestýld44 

In turny Milton was accused of placing Argathelian interests above 

all else: 

their own particular interest being 
superior with them to all others whatsoever 
they encouraged the Torrys that they may support 
and advance it and let the Interest of the Royal 
Family and Kingdom take its Hazard... 447 

444, bid, pp. 2222-6 Diary 27 Oct 1747- See also ibid. pp. 219-222 Diary 
22 Oct 1747. 

4451bid. 
pp. 25ý-8 Diary 18 Dec 1747- 

446Erskine to Pelham 17 Dec 1747 N. U*L. NEO 1801a. 
4471bid. 

I 
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.1 
Arniston, echoing the feelings of many Soots who opposed Ilay,, 

urged Pelham not to allow Scotland to be governed bY Ilay alone: 

eee You gentlemen or noble Lords of ane 
English ministry need never be affraid of 
any one man in Scotland being able to hurt 
or distress you here, in elections or any 
thing else, unless You your selves put it 
in his power. 448 

Milton, as Ilayfs sous ministre, came in for particularly virulent 

attack: 

I dare say You know That My Lord Justice 
Clerks way is To keep every body biit his 
own toad eaters at all the distance he 
can from the people who have the execution 
of what concerns the Kings service entrusted 
to them.. ** He wants to be thought the only 
useful man in this countrey ... 449 

What gives L... D J ... ce Cl., 'k etc so great 
Influence? Incessant Labour and Contrivances, 
and the power of getting places and Employ- 
ments to their Creaturs; so that none do now 
expect to be Regarded"but by them or at least 
with their concurrence and whoever is thought 
to apply to others in the Mi .... y and not by 
them and'their Chief Dependance? Seldom fail 
to be disappointed and neglected, if not worse. 
There are so many Instances of this that none 
here seems now to Doubt of it. And as to L. 9. d 
J,,, ce Cl... k in particular he is a judge on 
both Benches (and judges have been known not to 
be directed by law and justice only) and chiefly 

entrusted and employ'd and supported, both here 

and at Court by a. Certain Great man [Ilay]. 

Should a judge be the ordinary administrator, 
and Manager of all the little political jobs? 
Is it safe as to justice? Is it decent? and 
must it not lessen the Confidence of the people 
in their judges? Can he mind all these little 450 
jobs and not Neglect the Business of the Bench? 

Nevertheless Ilayfs influence remained limited, as can be seen 

from the appointment of the new sheriffs-depute and of a successor to 

448 Arniston to*Pelham 17 Dee 1747 N, U. L. NEC 2016. 

449Drun, 
mond to Pelham 8 Oct 1747 N. U. Le NEC 1874* 

450Erskine to Pelham 22 Sep 1747 N. U. L. NEC 1801a. 
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Forbes as Lord President. The appointment of the new sheriffs- 

depute from 25 March 1748 under the Heritable Jurisdictions Act 

created a sudden new source of patronage and Pelham and Newcastle 

were deluged with applications. 
451 Milton forwarded a list of 

-those recommended by Ilay and himself452 and the anti-Argathelians 

were convinced that the whole nomination would be controlled by Ilay: 

What surprised me most was that the aglish 
Ministers gave the strongest assurances that 
the D of A did not meddle, that he quite 
agreed to what was by them proposed,.. many 
people were deceived so far as to recommend 
particulax persons, their recommendations 
were no further regarded as they tended to 
confirm the character of such as were re- 
commended by the D of A friends without his 
appearing openly... there was an underhand 
game with his Grace.... he had the sole 
direction and management of these affairs.... 
and indeed the whole nomination seems [to be] 
little more than a list of the sons, sons in 
law and alliances of those Gentlemen whom the 453 D of A has thought fit*'to place upon the bench. 

In the event, however, it was the recommendations of General Bland, 

commander-in-chiof in Scotland and protege of Cumberland, which carried 

most weight, 
454 

and several of Miltonts suggestions were rejected. 
455 

45lSee for example SRO RH2/4/364 f225-239; Memorandum by Pindlater 
1 Jul 1747 PRO SP36/99; PO to Pelham 2 Jan 1748 N. U. L. NEC 1853. 

452Milton 
to'Newcastle 29 Feb 1748 and encl. III Albenarle Papers, 

ed. Terry vol. II pp-529-30,537-42: "it is no easy matter to find a 
sufficient number of Advocates duly Qualified to be Sheriff Deputes in every 
County Of Scotland". 

453Mitchell 
to Dandas (19 Mar 1748) SRO RH4/15/2 vol- Ut 105. There 

is some dispute about the date of this letter: Omond, Arniston Mem 
, oirs', 

p. 89 places it in 1737 while Fergason, Scotland: 1689__to the Present quotes 
it in relation to the 1734 election. Although it is cited among the papers 
for 1737 in the Dundas of Arniston collection on microfilm in the SRO it 
seems quite clear from internal evidence in the letter itself that it was 
written in relation to the appointment of the new sheriffs depute, 

454Maule to Milton 17 Mar 1.748 NLS SO 16,661; Murdoch, The People Above,. 
pp-35-6; Bricke, Management and AdministZ: r, P-114. 

455For those appointed 18 mar 1748 see SRO RH2/4/411,194ý-7* 
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Local interests who supported the Ministry were favoured, regardleas 

of party connection and a particular effort was made to appoint 

existing deputy sheriffs who had been vigorous against Jacobites. 

Lord President Forbes died on 10 December 1747, thus creating 

a vacancy in one of the most important posts in Scotland, The 

appointment of his successor was clearly seen as a trial of strength 

between the Argathelian and anti-Argathelian factions and would give 

an important indication of the sincerity of the Ministryto professed 

intentions towards Scotland: 

The filling of, the Presidentfs place makes 
more noise here than I had expectedp and 
some dontt hesitate to say it will be a 
declaration what set of men in Scotland are 
to be supported. 456 

Although various candidates were mentioned, including Lord Advocate 

Grant, former Lord Advocate Robert Craigie, and Lords Kilkerran and 

Mchies, 
457 the real choice lay between Lord Tinwald (formerly Charles 

Areskine) strongly favoured by Ilay, and Lord Arniston who was supported 

by the anti-Argathelians including Marchmont and Hume Campbelle 

Arniston himself was anxious to obtain the post and threatened to resign 

from the bench if he was passed over. 
458 

Ministers met to discuss the 

vacancy in late December but the divisions between them prevented any 

agreement being reached: 

He [Chesterfield] said they had a meeting 
about the prcsidentship of the Session in 
which Mr Pelham was for Mr Tinwald as the 
Duke of Argylets man, which he owned, saying 

456 Sir Charles ailmour to Arniston 17 Dec 1747 Omond, Arniston Memo'rsf 
pp. 101-2. 

0 

457See PO to Pelham 1 Dec 1747 N. U. L. NBC 1850; PO'to Pelham 15 Dec 1747 
N*IJoL. NEC 1852.1 

458See Aimiston to Lord Chancellor flardwicke Dec 1747 Omond, Arniston 
Memoirs, pp. 99-100; Arniston to Pelham 17 Dec 1747 N. U. L. NEC 2616. 
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the Duke has assisted them and waa 
to be prefertd to the Squadrone who 
were linkt to Lord Granvil [Carterot], 
Sir John Gordon and the Prince; but he 
added that he thought Arniston and his 
son were to be gained if possible and 
therefore he would propose giving Grant 
now advocate, the [session] gown and 
making young Dundas Advocate. The Duke 
of Newcastle mentioned Tinwald and 
Arniston but se-emtd to incline to Lord 
Elchies saying he Thought they should 
name one who would make it apparent 459 
'that -the English ministry had named. him. 

Both Lord Chancellor Hardwickev who was anxious to improve the 

quality of the Scottish bench, and Chesterfield, for more overtly 

political reasons, favoured Arniston. When Newcastle indicated to 

Marchmont that he might be prepared to accept Tinwald, Marchmont 

expressed the fears of the anti-Argathelians: 

I said I was heartily sorry to hear it; 
that it was a mortal 'blow to the Kingfs 
interest for Areskine [Tinwald] had been 
a notorious Jacobite and we knew of no 
conversions; that Arniston would probably 
quit the Bench and then-lall the property 
in Scotland would te at the mercy of the 
Duke of Argyle ... 

460 

If Tinwald was appointed 

@*** they might as well take the Crown of 
Scotland off the King's head 

6 and put it 

on the Duke of Argylets .... 
41 

The King too opposed the appointment of Tinwald saying the would not 

make him [Ilay] King of Sootlanal. 
462 Thus matters stooa and no 

463 
appointment was to be made for several months. 

459Memoranda by Marchmont 24 Dec 1747 HMC Polwarth V pp. 264-7- 

460Memoranda by Mlarchmont 2 Dec 1747 ibid. pp. 258-9, '; Seo also Omond, 
Arniston Yemoirsl pp. 99-106. 

461 Memoranda by Marchmont 3 -Dec 1747 HMC Polwarth V pp. 259-62. 

462Sedgwick, House of commons 11 p. 160. 
4631t 

was Claimed that the delay was in part due to the Ministry's desire 'to 

keep the Court of Session*on its mettle in dealing with claims for compensation 
for the loss of heritable jurisdictions: see PO to Pelham 2 Jan 1748 NX. L. ITEC 

1853; PO to Pelham 20 Feb 1748 IJ. U. L. NEC 1885 - "the Court of Session have made 

great progress in the Jurisdictions, and hwvre '-proceeded verry Commendably. Its 
Imputed to your delay of filling up the presidents chair". 
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In Pebruary17481 however, an important shift of power 

occurred in the Ministry. Chesterfield was finally driven to 

resign because of Newcastle's continued failure to consult him 
464 

over foreign policy, and at the same time the failure of the 

Dutch to meet the military commitments of their alliance with 

Britain gave increased strength within the Ministry to those who 

favoured peace. These changes enhanced Pelhamts position and 

enabled him in May 1748 to effect a compromise over the Lord 

Presidency calculated to maintain Ilayls willinghess to cooperate 

with the government while making it clear that he did not dominate 

its Soottish, policy. 
465 By this "expedient", 466 Arniston was 

appointed I Lord President467 while Milton, who was suffering ill- 

health-as a result of all his recent exertions and was finding 

the burden of being Lord Justice Clerk increasingly wearing, 
468 469 agreed to resign the post and was replaced by Tinwald. 

As compensation, Miltonts place as principal Keeper of the Signet' 

previously held during pleasure, was made for life470 and he 
I 
received 

a reversion of Sir James Dalrymple's office of Mcchequer Auditor for 

his eldest son@471 He also retained his seat on the bench. Finally 

464 Browning, Newcastle, pp-148-9- He was replaced by Bedford. 

465 Murdoch, The People Above, P-36. Pelham had first suggested 
this compromise injanuary 1748: Jewell, The Lea 
Scotland after the 

- 
Portym-Five, P-46. 

islation Relating t-o 

466 Pelham to Arniston 12 May 1748 N. U. Ii. - NBC 2017.. 

467 15 Jun 1748 SRO RH2/4/411,204... 9ee also Ilay to Arniston 13 May 1748 
Omond, Arnist-on Memoirs, P-105; Hardwicke to Arniston 24 May 1748 ibid. p. 106. 

468 See Newcastle to Milton 12 May 1748 Albemarlo 
- 

Pa=rs, ed. Terry vol. II, 
P-549; Milton to Newcastle 17 May 1748 ibid. P-550* 

469 15 Jun 1743 SRO RH2/4/411,205- In March 1749 Sir' 
I 
James Pergusson of 

Kilkerran was appointed to the Session bench in place of Tinwald and James 
Graham made a Lord of Justiciary in place of Arniston: 21 Sep 1749 SRO RH2/4/ 
411,225-6. 

470 15 Jul' 1748 SRO RH2/4/411,207- 
47lSee Milton to Pelham 17 May 1748 N. U. L, NEC 1936. 
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Ilayts secretdry John Maule was appointed to fill the place on the 

Exchequer bench made vacant by the death of Lawrence Craigie. 472 

Pelham achieved this compromise at about the same time as the 

signing of the preliminary peace at Aix-la-Chapelle. The advent 

of peace marked the beginning of Pelhamts supremacy within the 

Ministry as Newcastle's diplomacy became less important than his 

brother's plans'for financial reform. Cumberland's brief period 

of influence also came dramatically to an end with the peace, and 
473 

was finally destroyed when he quarrelled bitterly with Newcastle. 

By appointing Arniston to the post of Lord President, Pelham had 

made it clear that he wished to reconcile the fcontending parties' 

in Scotland and encourage all to act together under the Ministry 

in the Xing's interest: 

I have always wish'd to see those dis- 
tinguish'd (he wrote"to Arniqon) who 
are the true Friends to both Ming and 
Ministry] but personal Altercations and 
party Divisions have too often prevented the 
execution of ye best Intentions for that 
end. *. Don1t let Politicks create you 
aemies whom Justice would make your Friends. 
Unite cordially with those whom the King 
thinks proper to employ in the great stations 
of your Country: You cannot want support here; 
A great deal is to be done to bring the Factions 

and disaffected in Scotland to a proper sense 
of their Daty; which cannot effectively be brought 
about but by a thorough Union amongst those who 
are the friends to the Government .... 

474 
-- 

Nevertheless as we have seer; Pelham had always been the Minister most 

favourably disposed towards Ilay and the compromise reflected both 

Ilay's continuing influence and Pelham's willingness to uphold it: 

47212 May 1748 SRO RH2/4/4111 201. Milton b son Andrew Fletcher took 
Maulets place as Ilay's secretary. 

473Jewell, The Lea-islation Relat-'. -Psý 
to Sc0t1, 'nd after the Fortz-Five, 

p. 23; Murdoch, T_h_e_ People AboýPý--36-7- 

474Pelham to Arniston 12 May 1748 NX. L. NEC 2017- See also Sir Hew 
Dalrymple to Milton 4 Mar 1748 NLS SC 16,657: "A Ballance of Power is what 
is aim'd at in Scotland at present". 
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-a noble Duke, tho he has not obtained 
the first office to be-dispostd of 
according to his wish, has shown the 
weight of his Interest by what has been 
done about the other two. 475 

And Milton, while praising Pelham's "generous disposition to put an 

end to all party disputes", also commended him for 

. preserving at the same time as far as 
possible the interest of and credite 47 
of your old true and sincere Friends. 

With the re-emergence of a strong Ministry under P91ham, which 

had the support of a majority in Parliament and the confidence of 

the King, the country was -to enjoy a period of relative political 

calm and stability which lasted until Pelham's death in 1754- Pelham had 

in the past usually found Ilay ready enough to help him and saw no 

reason to antagonise so important a man. For his part Ilay's fortunes 

were clearly linked with Pelham and he was now sufficiantly secure to 

accept the appointment to office of severa. 1 of his erstwhile rivals. 

In short the two men were prepared to do buniness with one another: 

nothing should be done (Pelham informed 
Newcastle) without the Duke of Argyll. You 
know I think he is the more consequence than 
all the rest of Sc. ptland. 477 

The D of A grows every day more powerful, and 
of more conse uý,, nce, he yr fore must not be 
dis obliged. . . 

170 

Milton contin*ued to manage Argathelian interests in Scotland, especially 

in the administrative world of Winburgh. 
479 Nevertheless, Pelham did 

475Grant to Pelham 4Jun 1748 N. U. L. NBC 1961. 
476Milton to Pelham 17 May '1748 N. U. L. NBC 1986. 
477Pelhaxa to Newcastle 25 Dec 1749 BDI Add DISS 32,719 f337- 

478Mitchell to Dundas (19 Mar 1748) SRO RH4/1.5P Vol- -IIY 105- 

4791qu. 
rdoo. h -. -The People Above, p. 12. 
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not intend Ilaý to have sole power in Scotland4 0 
and was determined 

to extend the Ministry's influence. Seats on the bench, sheriffdoms 

and other Crown legal appointments, and places among the sixteen 

representative peers, 
481 

were therefore awarded on'a broader 

. 
482 basis. 

... Though I have great regard for his 
Grace (wrote Pelham to Hardwicke in 1753) 
and think him the most able, and willing 
to serve there as any in Scotland, yet I do 
not think it is necessary always to have 483 his fiat in the disposition of offices. 

Pelham also attempted to build up his own network of correspondents 

in Edinburgh, men such as Exchequer baron Edlin; Corbyn Morris, 

appointed secretary to the customs board in 1751; David Bruce, 

surveyor of the forfeited estates; and Robert Dundas, Arniston's 

son. 
484 Others, su6h as Lord Justice Clerk Tinwald (Areskine) 

and Lord Advocate Grant, were prepared to distance themselves to a. 

certain extent from their former Argathelian connections and work 

more directly with Pelham, Newcastle and Hardwicke. 485 Morri's was 

no doubt reflecting Pelhamts own views when he wrote: 

what I wish to see here is the distinction 
between both parties abolished, And that no 
other may subsist but that of Whiggs and 
Jacobitest as in Bagland, And that every 
private Gentleman of Fortune or Merit in 

48OSee Somerville to 1,1ilton 9 Aug- 1749 NLS SO- 16,663; 'Jeweil. v-, The 
LeEiSlat ion 391at in to Scotland after the Forty: -Five 0--Ip. 

23 
481 -'i or example Marchmont in 1750- 
482 Murdoch, The___People Above,, P-36. 
483Pelham to Hardwicke 1.0 Jun 1753 BM Hardwicke MSS 35423 f. 160. 
484Murcloch, The Peo le Above-, P-37; Jewell, The, 

_Legislation 
Relating to* 

Scotland after the. PortynPive, p. 23- 

48514urdochl The People Above, P-37- 
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'Scotland may know that he has free Access to 
the Court, and to the Ministry, just as every 
private Gentleman in 1hgland, without being 
obliged to goe through the pass of Argyle or Tweed- 
dale. For this seems to me to be introducing a 
true Union between ye two Kingdoms, and putting 
them both Upon the same equal Footing. 486 

Yet generally Pelham was prepared to work and compromise with Ilay 

and a modus vivendil satisfactory to both sides, was reached. 

Together they dominated Scotland. 

Pelhamts death in 1754 shattered the relatively coherent 

political situation at Westminster and led to anýther period of 

uncertainty and instability as Newcastle attempted to take his 

brotherts place and form a viable Ministry. Newcastlets relations 

with Ilay had never been cordial and he believed that Pelham had 

indulged Ilay too much. Newcastle was anxious to 'complete the 

Union' by incorporating Scottish affairs more closely into the 
I 

structure of national government'at London and this meant eliminating 

any separate Scottish minister. 
487 He therefore sought to reduce 

Ilayls political power by directly extending his own. Daring 

Pelham's last illnessy Newcastle and Hardwicke had successfully 

blocked Ilay's attempts to get Tinwald made Lord President and secured 

the place for Robert Craigie instead. 
488 Before he died Pelham had 

made arrangements for the elections in Scotland in conjunction with 

Ilay, 489 
and Newcastle had time only to make minor adjustments. 

Following the election, however, and despite his protestations to the 

486 Morris to Pelham 7 Nov 1751 N. U. L. NEC 2048. 

487Murdoch,, 
jhe People Above, P-52. 

488 
Ibid r*P-41 Ilay to Pelham 15 Oct 1753 N-U. L. NEC. 22121; Newcastle 

to Ilay 6 ; 
TOV 1753 N. U. L. NEC 2201. 

489See letters Ilay to Pelham SOP - Nov 1753 N. U. L. NEC 2210-2219, 
especially N. IJ, L. NEC 2217a-c 'Lists of Candidates for Scottish elections 
as proposed by Pelham with variations by Ilay'. 
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contrary, Newcastle began to attempt to undermine Ilay's position 

in Scotland, principally through Hopeton, Deskford who was made 

a customs commissioner, and Robert Dundas who was appointed Lord 

Advocate'on Grant's elevation to the bench. 490 These men 

presented themselves as servants of Newcastle himself not of any 

Scottish rival to Ilay. Not only did this alienate Ilay, however, 

but it also antagonised Ilayfs erstwhile opponents such as Tweeddale 

and Marchmont who aspired to take Ilay's place, not dispense with the 

position he held. 491 

0 By late 17551 facing continued difficulties in forming a v 

0 

stable Ministry and with the possibility of Ilay moving over to 

join the opposition, Newoastle began to realise the dangers of losing Ilay 

and quickly reversed his previous policy. The bulk of appointments to 

legal and revenue posts were once again made onýIlayfs recommendation 
I 

and the administrative world of Edinburgh again became securely 

Argathelian. Newcastle had failed to reduce Ilayts influence in 

Edinburgh. Nevertheless, for a time Ilay faced continuing difficulties 

in London where Newcastle maintained an unpredictable attitude towards 

Scottish patronage, some times disregarding Ilayts recommendations, at 

other times delaying appointmentsG492 

After 1756 the task of waging war pushed Scottish affairs into the 

background, with the important exception of the recruiting of Highland 

490Muidoch, 
The People Above, PP-42-4; Newcastle to Tinwald 13 Aug 1754 

BM Add MSS 32036 f227- 

49'Murdoch, 
The People Above, P-52. 

492 Ibid., PP-46-7- 
I 
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-troops. Scotlandts extensive contribution to the war effort'made 

Ilay nocessary to the goverrment and as a result he became 

increasingly influential within the Ministry. His virtual 

control of the large number of military commissions that were given 

to Scotsmen in these years further enhanced his political influence 

in Scotland and, given the divisions among Ihglish politicians, 

he was able to use his Parliamentary strength to extract every 

possible advantage for his followers and his country. Even 

George II was finally won over by Ilay's aid to his beloved army. 

Thus Ilay's position in relation to central government was at its 

strongest during the last four years of his life. 493 

On the accession of George III in 1760, Ilay's nephew Bute 

became the major force in British politics. Ilay's expertise and 

6xperience were too valuable for Bute to cast aside and Scottish 

affairs were delegated to Ilay with Newcastle being specifiýally 

excluded. Between them, IlaY and Bate made the necessary arrange- 
494 

ments for the 1761 general election but Ilay died on 15 April 

before the elections took place. Milton penned his public 
I 

obituary: his 

abilities drew upon him the attention and 
confidence of his fellow subjects; and 
without the advantages of a minister, 
bestowed upon him a very high degree of 
ministerial power. His strength lay in 
the depth of judgement, the talents of 
Conversation, and graceful elocution, dis- 
cernment, moderation and caution. 495 

4931bid. 
l PP-49-51,83-4, '132. 

4941bid. 
l PP-95-8. 

495Edinburgh'Evening Courant 16 May 1761; Scots Magazine xx (MaY 1761), 
p. 278 quoted 1,11urdoch, The People Above, pp. 101-2. 
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Milton took over supervision of the cleotions in Scotlancl and until 

his own death in December 1766 continued to assist and advise the 

Ministry, and James Stuart Mackenzie in particular, on Scottish 

affairs. 
496 

Daring the lasi decade of his life Ilay had emerged as an 

older statesmant497 a minister acting as the guardian of Scotland's 

interests within the Union as well as a manager. He and Milton had 

the prestige and authority to withstand accusations of pro-jacobitism 

and attempt to influence the governmentfs Scotti6h politics, for 

example over the setting up of the Annexed Estates Commission, 

and check the tendency of London-based politicians to take a 

repressive'attitude to Scotland, 498 
q 

By 1760 economic development 

in Scotland had begun to quicken and the lon&-awaited benefits of 

Union at last began to be felt. Public Opinion in Scotland was also 

shifting, becoming more 'British' (Partly as a result of Scotlandfs 

involvement in the war effort) and demanding equality within the 

Union. 499 For over thirty years Ilay had provided a buffer between- 

Scotland and the government at London, which had given Scotland time 

to adjust to the realities of Union. Ilayts death maVked not only 

the end of Argathelian politics but the beginning Of a new era for 

Scotland. 

496Murdoch, 
The People Ab . ovet P. 108. On Miltonts activities' after Ilayts 

death, particularly in Edinburgh, see Jeremy Cater, tThe Making of Principal 
Robertson in 1762: Politics and the University(of Edinburgh in the second 
half of the Eighteenth Centuryt, SHRj Vol. 49 1970)t pp. 60-84- 

497ýjitchison, Scotland, P-343- He was 68 in 1750- 

49814urdoch, The P- eople Above, PP-38-9l 83,132. 

4991bid, P-103. 
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CHAPTM TWELVE: CONCLUSTON 

By the mid eighteenth century, despite an inauspicious start, 

the Union had come to be accepted by most Scots. 1. A major reason 

for this, as this thesis has argued, was that in spite of the 

Union, politically and administratively, as well as economically, 

culturally and socially, Sootland remained to a large extent a 

semi-independent country. The immediate impact of Union was much 

less than has sometimes been supposed. While ultimate authority 

was transferred to London and Westminster became the focus of 

political ao. t. ivity, the difficulties of direct control, both 

politi6al and administrative, from London led in practice to a 

marked degree of devolution: Scottish affairs remained largely 

separate and distinct and Ministers generally had little desire 

to exert their authority over Sootlýnd except in times of crisis 

so long as Scotland was kept quiet. 

The Union not only preserved the Scots legal system (which 

was of particular importance given the prominent role played by the 

courts and 1 aw officers in the government of the country) but 

Scotland was allowed to retain a separate administrative structure 

based in many respects on pre-Union institutions. Although English 

influence over the development of Scottish institutions increased 

after 1707, the Act of Union, subsequent legislation and custom 

enabled Scotland to maintain institutions, both central and local, 

which differed greatly from those in England. Moreover, Ministers 

Pergason, Scotland: 1689 -to -the Pr-es-Pn-LL P-147- 

b 

I 
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were generally inclined to favour minor changes within exicting 

institutions rather than create imnecessary difficulties by 

forcing Scotland into the English mould. Immediately after the 

Union the customs and excise services were remodelled to fit in 

with the English system of revenue collection and a new Court of 

Exchequer was established, 'but much else was left unchanged. 

Scots law, the courts, the electoral system and, until mid-century, 

local government, all remained more or less untouched, and there 

was little legislation affecting Scotland until the aftermath of 

the Forty-five. The new revenue system took some time to settle 

down but by 1725 the period of development and expansion was oomplete. 

Thereafter, although the volume of work continued to increase and 

new tasks were addedy there was little further change until much 

later in the century. 

BY 1707 an independent Sootland was no longer viable 
2 but 

the introduction of the English revenue system of customs and excise, 

with its tighter control from the Treasury and its more extensive, 

onerous and complex system of duties and trade control, resolved 

this. Thereafter Scotland was at least able to meet the cost of 

its own civil government and partly as a consequence the various 

administrative bodies in Edinburgh won and retained a degree of 

independence from the central departments in the day to day-'conduct 

of business. The structure of subordinate boards and officers of 

state in Edinburgh thus provided a degree of administrative devolution 

which was One important factor in creating a buffer between the 

central departments and Scotland. ' 

The sense of-institutional stability and of a separate Scottish 

I 

2 Murray, 'Administratim and Lawtp in The Union of JZOZ: 
-Tts 

Impact 

on Scotland, ed. Rae, P-34., 
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administrativd identity was also fostered by the security of tenure 

in practice enjoyed by most officials and by the gradual Argathelian 

domination of the administrative bodies and courts in Edinburgh. 

Although the patronage system undoubtedly hindered, the development 

of a more efficient administration in Scotland, most officers once 

appointed were relatively secure and dismissal for purely political 

reasons was largely confined to certain prominent political posts 

such as the Lord Advocate. Many indeed continued to hold their 

offices despite flagrant inefficiency or neglect. Wholesale changes 

would have alienated large numbers of the political nation, as 

Walpole found when he attempted to dismantle the salt service in 
I 

1730. Changes except on death, resignationt transfer or 

promoti*on therefore became increasingly unusual and it became more 

and more possible for men to make a good career in the government 

service in Scotland 

Central to the whole political and administrative history of 

Scotland in the first half centux7 after-the Union was the role 

played by the Scottish manager, and'Ilay in particular. With the 

abolition of the Scottish Privy Council, government in Scotland 

lacked any formal focus or strong collective executive authority. 

There was only a number of offices, each with its own ill-defined 
I 

responsibilities. Administrative duties and powers were not clearly 

defined. As Milton told James Stuart Mackenzie in'1761, the 

government of Scotland had not 

been reduced to any proper useful science, but 
things were considered as they occurred and 3 
executed according to the former precedents. 

3ýr 
Tilton to Mackenzie 24 Sep 1761 NLS SC 169721 -quoied Murdoch, 

The People Above p. 106. 
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Men were more important than the offices they held: the power of 

any of the Scottish officers was wholly a function of the personal 

political power and connections of the men who held them. In 

this situation it was not surprising that the manager, with his 

close links with the Ministry, came to be regarded as the focus 

of government and administration in Scotland. In turn this meant 

that only those in Scotland who were closely connected to and 

trusted by the manager wielded any real power. 

Politically, there was pressure from both sides for a clear 

channel of communication between the Ministry and Scotland, for a 

single manager of patronage. ' Ministers were therefore prepared, 

to a-varying degreet to delegate authority while trying to retain 

ultimate control in their own hands: with Ilay they only partly 

succeeded. It soon became clear that. it mattered little whether 
I 

ouch a manager held-the official Post Of Scottish Secretary for ' 

such a responsibility had to be exercised almost entirely by personal 

influence. Ilayfs position was entirely unofficial: his influence 

rested on his power as a large territorial magnate, on his building 
0 

up of a strong political interest in Scotland and on his relations 

with individual Ministers. Indeed the whole system worked the 

better for being informal. The basis of Ilayts strength in Scotland 

in these years lay in the way he was able to enhance his own natural 

Position by building up a network of supporters in the adminIstrative 

offices in Edinburgh and in the localities through the careful 

distribution of government posts, and thus in turn clearly demon- 

strating that the best way to gainemployment was through him. 

Anxious for the rewards of offices most Scots were prepared to follow 

Ilay so, lone as he had the support of the Ministry and was able to 

obtain jobs for theme 
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In the last azialysis, howeverp the extent and limits of a 

managerts power 'were always dependent on the wider distribution 

of power in British politios as a wholetq, 
4 Ilay owed his 

position to the faot that Walpole and Pelham, in order to solve 

the difficult problem of controlling Scotland, were prepared to 

a large extent to delegate the management of Scotland to him in 

return for his marshalling the majority of the Scots political 

nation behind the Ministry. To maximise his full potential Ilay 

required the support and co-operation of the Ministry and for the 

bulk of patronage in Scotland to be placed at his disposal. He 

, was thus dependent on a stable Ministry dominated by a Minister who 

was content to allow him to control Scotland. When the Ministry 
I 

was, unstable, those who opposed Ilay's hegemony, both within the 

Ministry and among his Scottish rivals, had greater opportunities 

to undemine his position and seek to channel patronage through 

other hands. - IThile Walpole and Pelham were generally-prepared to 

leave Scotland to Ilay, other Ministers were less inclined to do 

so and sought to broaden Ministerial support in Scotland inýorder 

to counterbalance Ilay's influence. 

Of the three managers in the period - Roxburghe, Ilay and 
I 

Tweedda, le - only Ilay enjoyed the support of a. stable Ministry. 

Moreover, only Ilay had a strong political interest and support in 

Scotland and enjoyed power for, a sufficient period of time to, build 

upon that support. Even Walpole, however, did not intend to hand 

Scotland over to Ilay completely: his role was envisaged as primarily 
I 

advisory. But faced with the problems of controlling Scotland, 

Walpole was forced to allow Ilay to build up his Position to the 

4Phillipson 
and 14itchison, 

pp. 2-3. 

Scotland in the A=-pf 
_Lrqp: ýovementj 

0 
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extent where he was able to exert pressure on the Ministry. Over 

the years Ilay was able to strengthen and consolidate his following 

among the administrative struoture in Sootland: he was seen to have 

the lattractivet power of being able to obtain jobs. As a result 

of Argathelian dominance in Scotland Ilay was able to bargain with 

Walpole for more places and rewards in return for his continued 

support. Walpole's Parliamentary position was rarely sufficiently 

secure that he could afford to ignore completely Argathelian pressurese 

Ilay successfully used his strength in Scotland ýo persuade Ministers 

to appoint his nominees to as many vacant posts as possible and 

ultimately as a lever to prise more power for himself. He 
I 

thus gradually consolidated his Position to the extent that he 

became more or less indispensable. 

As manager, Ilay thus provided another effective buffer between 

the Ihglish dominated Ministry and Parliament and Scotland which 

allowed the Union settlement time to work, He did not oppose 

the implications of the Union but favoured gradual change rather 
5 

than immediate incorporation. He ensured that Scotland, or at 

a 

least those Scots who were prepared to support his interest, benefitted 

from the English patronage system while at the same time retaining a 

considerable degree of administrative separateness. Indeed it was 

usually his Political opponentsy men such as Marchmont, who I in 

order to circumvent Ilayfs role as manager, argued for closer, more 

1completel Union. Ila-y also sought to mitigate any attempts by 

English Politicians at political repression and was particularly 

anxious to r'econcile those with alleged Jacobite sympathies to the 

new system. With the bulk of. the Scots behind him, he successfully 

I 

5Murdoch, The Peo, ýlo Above-, p. 38. 
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used his indep endent political base in Scotland as a moans of 

exerting influence over government policy. He was thus able 

to exact compromises, as for example after the Porteous riots 

and over the legislation after the Forty6-five, and'latterly 

to persuade the government of the need to foster economic 

improvements in Scotland. Ilay effectively provided Scotland 

with a period in which to grow accustomed to the Union and this 

in the long term was his most lasting achievement. 
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APPINDTX I 

Civil List Establishment Scotland, Midsummer Q". rtor 1731 1 

"To the Rt Honble the Lords Commrs of his Mats Treary" 

A List of all such Sum and Sums of money as are incurrtd and 

become due upon his Mats Establishment for Civil Affairs within 

S. cotland bearing date the 5th day of June 1728 for one quarter 

commencing the 25th day of March'1733 and ending the 24th clay of 

June 1733 made up by the Barons of Exchequer at Edinburgh. 

To James Duke of Montrose Keeper of the Seal used an the 

Great Seal of Scotland, Z750 

to Archd Earl-oflIlay KeeEer of the Priv, )r Seal there E500 

to the Lords of Session the Allowances which were payable 
to them before the Union out of Customs, E416 13/4 

to the Lords of Justiciary the Allowances which'were 

payable to them before the Union out of customs E125 

to Sir Hew Dalrymple, Lord President of the Session E200 

to Adam Cockburn of Ormistoun Z75 
Mr. James Erskine of Grange 9-75 

Sir James McKenzie of Roystoun E75 

Mr David Erskine of Dun f-75 

Sir Wm Calderwood of Polton 9.75 

Lords, Mr James Elphingston of Coupar 975 

of Sir Walter Pringle of Newhall F-75 

, 
Sessi_on Mr Andrew Fietch I er I of Milton 975 

Sir Gilbert Elliot of Minto E75 

Mr Hew Dalrymple of Drummore Z75 

Mr Patrick Campbell of Monzie 975 

M-r John Pringle of HaYning 975 

Mr Alex Fraser of Streichen E75 

Mr Patrick Grant of Elchies F-75ý 

to Archd Earl Of Ilay Lord justice General F-500 

to Adam Cockburn of Ormistoun Lo Justice Clerk Z100 

to Alexr Earl of Marchmont Lord Repister E300 

to Alex Brodie Lord L, )ron King of Arms 975 
to Matthew Lant Lord Chief Baron of the Court of Exchequer C-375 

1 SRO NBB RH2/4/443,466. 
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to Anthony Norman deputed by him to keep the Fb-chequer seal, E25 
to Sir John Clerk Bart 9125 

Barons of, George Dalrymple E125 
Exchequer Thomas Kennedy E125 

Edward Edlin 9250 
to John Scrope late one of said Barons E250 

to Kingts, Wm Stewart Z100 

Remembrancers John Tarver 950 
+o Sir Colin Mackenzie Clerk of the Pipe E50 

to William Allanson Treasurer's Remembrancer C-50 

to James Stephen Serp_eant at Arms & Deputy Usher of Exch. C-75 

to Attorneys James Stewart E12 10/- 

John Vickerage E12 10/- 

to Un Bowles Solicitor to Court of Exchequer E35 
to be paid to his hands for defrayg the charges of 

Prosecutions and such petty expenses as the Barons shall 
think, necessary to direct 9125 

to Wm Montgomery Marishall to the Court of Exchequer E20 

to Doorke222rs Robert Hog 93 15/ 
of Exchear John Aikman Q 15/- 

ger of Exche uer to said John Aikman Mes-sen- (T U 13/4 
to David Stephen Keeper'-of the Re gister of ReSignations 

in Exchequer klo. 

to Joseph Tudor for taking care of the business of the Ex- 

chequer Customs and Excise in Eagland rLondon agent, ] E50 
to Sir James Dalrymple Principal Auditor E300 

t0 John Philp Deputy'Auditor E50 
to'-Wm Kelso Llerk to the Port Bonds Elo 
to David Anderson Examiner in Exchequer E12 10/- 
to George Glass 96 5/- 

Roderick Chalipra 96 5/- 
Heralds Alexander Martin 96 5/- 

John Areskine 96 5/- 

James Pordyce f. 6 5/- 

Jamcs Brodie 1: 6 5/- 
to Robert Brown Z4 3/4 

Wm Gray Z4 3/4 

Pursuivants, Charles Gordon 94 3/4 

Alcxr Thomoon Z4 3/4 

James Clerkson L4 3/4 

George Dick C-4 3/4 
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to James Marine Z4 3/4 
James Gairdner CA 3/4 

Trumpets John Yates C-4 3/4 
Charles Areskine Z4 3/4 
Thomas. Weir 94 3/4 
John Meinzies 94 3/4 

to John Dundas Presenter of Signatures El 3 3AO,; 'g- 
to Robert Ker Director of the Chancellary Z6 5/- 
to Duncan Forbes his Mats Advocate 9250 
to Charles Areskine his Mats Solicitor E100 
to Andrew Graeme E2 10/: - 

'Macers of 
Francis Gibb 
Alexr Mitchell 

Z2 
92 

lo/: - 
10/7- 

Session John Grierson 92 10/- 
to John Davidson Clerk of justiciary 925 
to John Henderson Depute Clerk thereof Z10 
to Macers of 'Humphrey Colquhoun Z2 10/- 

'Justiciary James Pittillo Z2 10/- 
Thomas Leslie Z2 10/- 

to Archd McEwen and Andrew Ker HousekeeZersIthereof X2 1/8 
to John Dalgleish 

_De_m-pster -. IU 5/- 
to Sir John Dalrymple Clerk to his Mats Process before 

the Session Z10 

to Andrew Xarjoribanlýs Writer of Horninp_-a Z12.10/- 

to Wm'Douglas Keeper of the Reeftster of Horninp 
ýs X5 

tO'John Lord Bellenden Heritable Usher of ExcheELuer 92 17/6 
to the Assigneys of Cockburn of Langtoun Heritable 

Usher of Session etc. E62 10/- 
to Macers of Thomas Udall E12 10/- 

Exche(Tuer james Redpath 912 10/- 

Thomas Park E12 10/. 
to Aleir Finlayson Under Clerk of Process 

before the Session 92 10/- 
to Ninian Cunningham Extractor thereof L2 10/- 
to Alexr McMillan Depu y Keeper of the SiMet 925 
to the SecrctaTT and hief Clerks of the Treasu= L25 
to Allan Whitofoorxi Cenoral of hio Mato 

Land Rents etc. for himself and clerks 9162 10/- 

to Noil McVicar hin Mato Almonnr Z10 8/4 
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to Kinats James Alston (25 Mar 1733-19 Apr 1733) 

Chaplains, (ye day of his death) 1: 3 8/8 
Wm Gusthart 912 10/- 

to James Abercrombie his Mats Limner 925 
to Thos Hamilton Master'of the Wardrobe L13 17/10 
to James Baird Clerk thereof P 10/- 
to James Oliphant lst Underkeeper thereof 910 
to Peter Lindsay 2nd Underkeeper thereof Z5 
to James Duke of Hamilton Heritable Housekeeper 

of the Palace of Holyroodhouse Ell 10/- 
to John Porterfield, Underkeeper of taid Palace E12 10/- 
to Walter Mitchell Porter thereof 'E9 8/10 

-to Dr Andrew Sinclair his Mats Ist Phvsician F-25 
to Dr James Lidderdale his Mats 2nd Physicinn 912 10/- 
to John McGill his Mats Apotheca= Elo 
to Sir John Anstruther Sole Master of Works 9100 
to Wm Adams Clerk to the Stores under the Master of Works 97 10/- 
to Sir Gilbert Kennedy his Mats Under falconer E12 10/- 
to Charles Alston Keeperof the Ebaick Carden E12 10/- 
to John Duke of Argyll Heritable Master of his Mats 

Household in Scotland 9500 
to his Mats CharitVs and Bountys to such indigent & 

necessitous persons as shall be approven by the 

Barons of Exchequer E500 

to Mn Grant Procurator for the Church for defraying 

the charge of the Church Affairs in Scotland & 
the Salaries of their Officers 1: 125 

to Archd McAulay Conservator of the Priviledges 
-of 

Zc. O_t. 1ancI. in the Netherlands L50 

912 10/. to Margaret Cleland (pension) 
to John Adair (pension) 910 
to Sir ]David Nairn Secretar. ý t_o the Order of the Thistle 9.75 

to Adam Cockburn of Ormistoun Lord 

Justice Clerk for his Charges 

and &penses in the Southern 

Circuit May 1733 Z100 
Southern Sir Wm Calderwood of Polton one 
Circuit of ye Lords of Justiciary for 

his Charges and Expences in 

said Circuit 9100 
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John Forbes his Mato Advocate there 1: 50 
Alex Lindsay Clerk there E30 

Humphrey Colquhoun Macer klo 

Charles Areskine Trumpet Elo 

Thos Veir Trumpet Elo 

to Sir James McXenzie of Roystoun 

one of the Lords of Justioiary for 

his Charges and Expences in the 

Western Circuit May 1733 9100 
Sir Walter Pringle of Newhall 

the other Lord of Justiciary in 

said Circuit Z100 

Western Hew Dalrymple his Mats Advocate 

Circuit Depute there E50 

John Henderson Clerk there 930 

James Pittillo Macer Z10 

James Gairdner Trumpet 910 

James Marine Trumpet 910 

to David-Erskine ;f Dun one of the 

Lords of Justiciary in the 

Northern Circuit 9100 

Andrew Fletcher of Milton the 

Northern other Lord of Justiciax7 in 

Circuit said Circuit Z100 

Hugh Forbes his Mats Advocate 

Depute there C-50 

Robert Gordon Clerk there 930 

Thomas Leslie Macer Z10 

John Yates Trumpet Z10 

John Meinzies Trumpet 910 

to the University of Edinburgh for their professors 952 10/- 
to the University of St Andrews for their professors 952 10/- 
to the University of Glasgow for their professors E52 10/- 
to the 

, 
Kingto College in the Ifnivernity of Abordeen for 

their professors 926 5/- 
to the Marishall Coll ege in the said University for their 

professors £26 5/- 
0-M-WM 

£gp837 13/5d 
Edinburgh 26 June 1733 
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All which etc. Mat Lant 

Tho Kennedy 

Edw Ml in 

To the Chief Barons and the rest 

of the Barons of his Mats Court 

of Excheqr in Scotland. 

After etc We in pursuance of the Power given to Us by his Mato 

L. etters of Privy Seal bearing the date on or about the 6th day of 
July 1727 do hereby Signify Our Approbation of the aforegoing List 

of Salarys and Pensions for the Quarter ended at Midsummer 1733 

amounting to the sum of 99,837 13/5 and return the same to you to the 

end you may direct payment thereof in the usual manner as by the same 

Letters of Privy Seal you are impowered to do. 

Whitehall Treasury Chambers 31st July 1733. 

RWGD. 
WC. 
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APPFRDIX TI 

Year 

1725 
1726 
1727 
1728 
1729 
1730 
1731 
1732 
1733 
1734 
1735 
1736 
1737 
1738 
1739 
1740 
1741 
1742 
1743 
1744 
1745 
1746 
1747 
1748 

Sources of Revenues 'nppl_i_ecl to Civil Liest Expenditure IZ25-481 

Total 
civil 
List 

36,214 

34,972 

35,197 

35,983 

38,054 

37,005 

37,219 

36,992 

36,334 

37,592 

37,088 

38,181 

37,726 

38,161 

38,194 

36,858 

36,976 

36,939 

36,923 

37,176 

37,075 
36,088 

36,875 

38,270 

From Excise 

9 

29,508 
32,189 
30j917 
31 t 511 
31,680 
30,959 
33,733 
32,537 
31 y 332 
32,86o 
31,76o 
27,986 
21,433 

23jO92 

28,574 
23l993 
27t3OO 
30,072 

28,936 
27,983 
28,106 
26,104 

15,118 
30,335 

app 
82 

92 
88 
88 
83 
84 
91 
88 
86 
87 
86 
73 
57 
60 

75 
65 
74 
ýl 
78 
75 
76 
72 
41 
79 

Prom Customs 

It 

5,091 
21116 
3,281 
31173 
47148 
47177 
11893 
3,745 
41169 
31750 
4,784 
91839 

16,065 
l4j916 
91206 

11,846 
8,408 

5,578 
67503 

7,753 
77130 
81060 

20,509 
6t 972 

app 
14 
6 

9 
9 

11 
11 

5 
10 
12 

10 

13 
26 

42 
39 
24 
32 
23 
15 
18 
21 

19 
22 

56 
18 

From Crown Rents 

F. 

1,516 
666 
998 

11300 
11256 
1,96o 
19592 

709 
832 
980 
545 
266 
229 
151 
411 

11018 
1,268 
1,290 
1,483 
11437 

, 11676 
1,352 
lp247 

963 

app 
4 

2 

3 
3 
3 
5 
4 
2 
2 

Sub 

Total 
to 1735 402,650 
1736-48 485,442 

348,986 87 40j327 10 12,354 3 
339,032 70 132,785 27 12,791 3 

Total F. 888p092 9688,018 78 9173,112 19 C-25t145 3 
Average Z37,004 928,667 97,213 919048 
per ann 

lpigt=es from SRO E224/2-5. In some cases the figt=es, do not exactly add 
up to the civil list total: certain minor sums wore occasionally derived 
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from other sources. Prom 1725 to about 1735 excise supplied between 
8Wo and 9Wo of the cost of the civil list: in some quarters, for 
example Michaelmas 1728 and Michaelmas 1730 excise paid the whole 
civil list, customs revenue being applied to the Equivalent fund etc. 
After 1736 the excise figure generally fluctuated between 6Wo and 
80% as larger amounts of excise revenue were channelled into paying 
the Equivalent debts and'other non civil list charges previously met 
out of customs. I 
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BI13LTOGRAPHY 

I MANUSCRIPT SOURCES 

SCOTTISH RECORD OFFICE 

Chancery Records (C) 

C7/42-44 Great Seal Warrants 1733-55 

C38/1 Sheriffs' Commissions 1748 

Customs and Excise Records (CE) 

CE1/1-7 Scottish Customs Board Minute Books 
29 Sep 1723 -6 Dec 1749 

CE3/4-9 Scottish Customs Board Establishment Books 
1724-49 

CE6/7, l3v 16 Scottish Excise Board Miscellanea 

CE12/1-2 Scottish Customs Board Establishment 
Books - Salt duties 1714-57 

CE51 CE84 Customs outport records for various ports 

The Minute Books of the Scottish Excise Board 
for the period have not survived. 

Exchequer Records (E) 

Pipe Office 

E201 Declared Accounts -, Imprests 

E201/1/15-38 Receiver General of Land Rents and Casualties 
Imprest accounts for civil establishment 29 
Sep 1724 - 29 Sep 1748 

E201/2A-5 Accounts for criminal prosecutions at the 
instance of the Lord Advocate and Solicitor 
General, Midsummer 1725 - 14 Jan 1752. 

B201/3/16-37 Exchequer prosecution- and petty expenses 
29 Sep 1724 - 25 Doc 1749 

E202 Declared Accounts - Crown Rents etc. 

E202/1-9 Crown rents accounts 

R202/10t 12-15 Bishopo I rents , i, rco-unfn 
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E203 Declared'Accounts - Land Tax 

E203/1/18-41 Yearly land tax accounts 1724-48 

E205 Declared Accounts - Customs 

E205/i/18-41* Comptroller General's accounts 29 Sep 1724 - 
29 Sep 1748 

E205/2A7-44 Receiver General's accounts 29 SOP 1724 - 
29 Sep 1748 

E206 Declared Accounts --Salt 

E206/lAl-34 Comptroller Generalls accounts 29 Sep 1724 - 
29 Sep 1730,25 Mar 1732 - 25 Mar 1748 

E206/2/11-38 Receiver Generalts accounts 29 Sep 1724 
29 Sep 1730,25 Mar 1732 - 25 Mar 1748 

E207 Declared Accounts - Excise 

E207/1/18-41 Accounts of Scottish Excise Commissioners 
1725-48 

B207/3A-23 Accounts of Scottish Excise Commissioners for 
duties on malt, mum, cider and perry 24 Jun 
1713 - 24 Jun 1748 

Auditor's Office 

E215A Register of Declared Accounts 26 Nov 1709 
13 Jun 1749 

E217 Declared Accounts Miscellaneous 

E217/3/3 Orders etc. relating to customs accounts 
1716-89 

E217/3/5 Reports relating to land tax accounts 1738-83 

E218A/2 Property Rolls (Entry Books of Property Eques) 
23 Dec 1721 - 10 Sep 1747 

E219/12A Bishops' rents accounts 1677 - 1737 

E220/1A Bishops' rents abstract accounts 1711 - 1800 

E223A/1 Civil List Establishments 1709-1820 

E224/2-5 Entry Books of Establishment Listst imprest 
warrants etc. by barons for payments by 
Receiver General, Excise Commissioners etc. 
1718-53 

E225/1-2 Civil cotablichmorit - ontry booko of commicniona 
1709-66 
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E226 

E226/2/1-14 

E2 2 613A-40 

E226/9/1-9 

E227A-2 

E231A-16 

Civil establishment - warrants for payment 
of salaries, pensions etc. 

George 1 1715-26 

George 11 1728-55 

Warrants signed by Lords of Treasury 
174(ý-59 

Civil establishment - entry books of warrants 
under Privy Seal and Royal Sign Manual 1709-74 

Various returns made to Treasury and other 
bodies concerning the revenues of Scotland 

Lord Treasurer's Remembrancer's Office 

E236 Various sherifts accounts 

King's Remembrancer's Office 

E305/3-4 Baronsl Minute Books 4 Nov 1725 -6 Aug 1747 

E306/1-2 Register of orders relating to Treasury and 
revenue business 1710-54 

B307/3-5 

E310/1/1-2 

E312/1 

E313/1-3 

E326/1 

Accounts 

E400/11-19 

F401/9i, 15-40 

E404/1-5 

E407/17-40 

E411 

E412A-24 

Register of reports made by barons on references 
fiom the Treasury 1723-57 

Letter Books 1723-30 

Opinions of Crown Counsel 1714-1867 

Register of Commissions etc. 1709-54 

Window tax accounts 1748 

Receiver General's Accounts 1720-9 

Receiver Generalts Abstract Accounts 1724-50 

Criminal Prosecution Accounts 1725-52 

11M Charity and Bounty Accounts 1725-48 

Mint Accounts 

Royal bounty for itinerant preachers 
accounts 1725-48 
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Customs Accounts 

E501/18-41 

E502A8-44 

E503/9-34 

Salt Accounts 

E531/1-16 

E531/18 

E531/19-32 

E531/33-45 

E532/1-40 

Peers' Elect-ions (PE) 

PE24-47 

PE18(9) 

Secretay%)r of Statets Office, 

General Accounts (Comptroller General) 
29 Sep 1724 - 29 Sep 1748 

Cash Accounts (Receiver General Cuntoms) 
29 Sep 1724 - 29 Sep 1748 

Seizures Accounts (Receiver General Customs) 
29 Sep 1724 - 29 Sep 1748 

1 May 1714 - 29 SOP 1730 

1 May 1731 -1 May 1750 
(arrears of'old salt duty) 

25 Mar 1732 - 25 Mar 1746 

25 Mar 1746 -5 Apr 1759 

General 
salt 
accounts 
(Comptroller 
General) 

Salt cash accounts (Receiver General Customs) 
1714-50 

Warrants of representative peers elections 
17f5-54 

Excerpts of Protests taken at peerst elections 
1713-52 

State Papers Scotland : Warrant Books 
(Photostat copies of documents in the Public Record Office in SP57) 

M2/4/409(SP57/31) Roxburghe 23 Jun 1720 -9 Jun 1725 

RH2/4/410(SP57/32) 11 May 1725 - 30 Aug 1736 

RH2/4/411 (SP57/33) 28 Jan 1737 - 29 May 1753 

State Papers Scotland : Letter Books 
(Photostat copies of documents in the Public Record Office in SP55) 

RH2/4/396(SP55/9) Roxburghe - Petitions, Reports etc. 
29 MaY 1718 - 27 MaY 1725 

M12/4/397(SP55AO nnd 11) noxburgho - Lottora 22' SSOP 1721 6 Jul 3.72r. 
Military Commissions 12 Oct 1714 24 Apr 1725 
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RH2/4/398(SP55/12) Roxburghe - Petitions, Reports etc. 14 Feb 
1720 -7 MaY 1725 

RH2/4/399(SP55/13) Tweeddale - Letters 18 Fab 1742 - 20 Nov 1746 

State Papers : Scotland 
d, j (Photostat copies of documents in the Public Record Office in SPr, 4ý 

RM/4/314-')'64(SP54A3, --36) 1718-47 

Treasurv 

Treasury Books : North Britain 
(Photostat copies of documents in the Public Record Office in T17) 

RH2/4/433-456(Tl7/7-15) 1724-50 

Treasury: Accounts of Scotland 1707 - 1818: Miscellaneous returns 
and accounts of excise etc. 
(Photostat copies of documents in the Public Record Office in T36) 

RH2/4/534(T36/1) General Accounts of Excise 1707-70 

RH2/4/535(T36/2) General Accounts of Excise 1716-32 

RH2/4/537(T36/4) General Accounts of Excise 1739-62 

RH2/4/553(T36/13) Miscellaneous Excise papers 

The PE2/4. material in the Scottish Record Office is 
a full and exact copy of the SP (State Papers) and 
T (Treasury) records in the Public Record Office. 
The page or folio numbers cited in the footnotes 
to this thesis are those of the originals. 

Correspondence and Miscellaneous Records 

I .. 
a full and exact copy of the SP (State Papers) and 
T (Treasury) records in the Public Record Office, 
The page or folio numbers cited in the footnotes 
to this thesis are those of the originals. 

Robert Craigie of Glendoick YL-muscriPts 

GD160912-6 Correspondence of Lord Advocate Robert 
Craigie 1742--8 

Campbell of Stonefield Papers 

GD14 Various correspondence, particularly on'the 
Forty%. -Five Rebellion in Ara-rllshire, 

Clerk of Penicuik MILmiments 

GD18 (a) Court of Fachequer Papers GD 18/2688-2922 

(b) qeueral papers and correspondence 
ýQ state, political and parlia-mentavj GD 

18/3103-, 4209 
fwI'j'.. y and perscna. l GD 18/5245 
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Hay of Belton Muniments 

GD73/56 

Morton Papers 

GD150/3476-3478,3480 

Amiston Papers 

Correspondence between Tweeddale and 
John Hay of Belton 

Correspondence on Porteous Affair 1736-7 

Microfilm at West Register House of letter books kept at 
Arniston-House, Midlothian, containing the general corres- 
pondence of the Dundas of Arniston-family 

RH4A5/2-4 (Vols. 2-5) 1722-55 

Craigievar Papers: Papers of Sir Andrew Mitohell 

Microfilm RH4/70/1 Various letters on the 1747 general election 
in Aberdeenshire 

Miscellaneous 
GMA6911 Accounts of window tax 1747-66 

GD11616161 Copy Report of Lord Advocate Dundas 28 Sep 
1723 on fjudicial means of counteracting the 
spread of popery and the increasing number 
of -Jacobite meeting houses in Scotlandt. . 

Microfilm RH416A-2 Card Biography of Scottish excise officers 
1707-18301 compiled by J, P, Mitchell 1963, 

PUBLIC RECORD OFFICE 

SecretarZ of Statels Office 

SP35/51-76 State Papers Domestic George 1,1724-7 

SP36/1-108 State Papers Domestic George 11 1727-48 - 
relevant material 

SP43/6-8 State Papers Regencies 1725 Townshendj Hanover 

SP43/69-72 State Papers Regencies 1725 Newcastle, Whitehall 

SP43/86-88 State Papers Regencies 1735 Newcastle, Whitehall 

SP44/122-133 state Papers: Entry Books, Domestic 1721-50 

SP44/292-4 State Paperis: Entry Books, Regencies 1725 

'(For other State Papers - SP549 55P 57 - see under 
Scottish Pecord Office) 

f 
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Treasury 

Tl 

T29/25-31 

T43A 

T43/3 

T45Aand 4 

T52/34-44 

T53/32-42 

Treasury Papers 1720-50 - relevant material 

Treasury Minute Books 1725-51 

Customs registers - appointment of customs 
and salt officers 1737-45 

Customs establishments 1714 and 1779 

Various excise establishments and accounts 

Kingls Warrant Books 1725-48 

Money Books 1725-48 

T54/29-34 Warrants not relating to money 1724-48 

T64 Treasury Miscellanea, including 
T64/238 Report on frauds in customs at Inverness 1718 

T64/240 Report on revenue frauds in tobacco trade 1722 

T64/242 Fees taken by customs officers 1742 

(For T17 (North Britain Books) and T36 (Accounts) see 
under Scottish Record Office) 

NATIONAL LIERARY OF SCOTLAND 

Saltoun L-V 

Since I originally consulted these papers (which aA that time 
were roughly grouped in loose folders in boxes), they have undergone 
two major recataloguing exercises : the second is still in progress, 
The references given in this thesis are to the new volume numbers. 
It has not been feasible also to give folio references but the 
individual letters can be easily located within the relevant volume, 
more so once the general index of correspondents is completed. 

Correspondence 

SC 16,525-16,663 

Public Affairs 

General correspondence to and from Lord Milton, 
including his correspondence with Ilay, 1720-48 

Other useful material is contained in 

SPA 17501 public Affairs 1709-64 

SPA l7v503-4 Administration 1725-64 

SPA 17,509-10 porteous Riots 1736-7 
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SPA 17,532-3 Elections 1727-63 

SPA 17Y534 Peers 1707-61 

SPA 17,605 Cyphers. (The correspondence between Milton 
and Ilay was often written partially in cipher. 
The main code used was a system of symbols and 
dots similar in appearance to modern shorthand). 

Yester ZUers 

YP7044-7080 Correspondence and Papers of Jobn, 4th Marquis 
of Tweeddale 1715-61 

YP7102-7104 Composite volumes of correspondence 

YP7118-7119 Miscellanemis 
Su-pplemente. r x Yester P2zers 

SYP Boxes 8-13 Correspondence of John, 4th Marquis of Tweeddale 

SYP Boxes 137-40 Papers of the same 

SYP Box 195 Printed papers, political broadsheets etc. 

SYP Box 212 Miscellaneous papers 

SYP Box 215 Annual Reports of Board of Trustees 1727-44 

(Since this thesis was prepared7 the Supplementary Yester Papers 
have been rearranged and recatalogued as Accession 7174. Tweeddale's 
correspondence, prevýously in SYP Boxes 8-13, is now contained in 
folders 14,420 to 14,426, and in particular that with Thomas Hay 
is in folders 14,424 and 14,425- Individual letters referred to 
in the thesis can be located with the aid of the comprehensive 
index). 

13RITISH LIBRARY 

Newcastle PUers 

Add MSS 33,049 political and other papers relating to 
Scotland 1715-1802 

The following volumes have been consulted for correspondence between 
Newcastle and Argyll, AtholL, Edlin, Forbes, Lord Advocate Grantv Ilay, 
Lothian, Marchmont, Milton, Rothes, Roxburghe and Tweeddale 1725-48: 

Add MSS 32,688 - 327691 

Add MSS 32,693 

Add mOss 32,695 - 32,697 

Add MSS 32,699 

I 
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Add MSS 32,702 - 32Y704 

Add Y-SS 32,707 

Add YSS 32P711 - 32,712 

Hardwicke_Pap_prs 
0- 

Add MSS 35,446 

Correspondence with Ilay in 

Scottish correspondence (mainly on legal 
matters) 1737-48 

Add MSS 35t587 - 35,588 1742-5 

NOTTINGHAM UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

Newcastle Clumber Yanuscripts (NBC-)- 

This is an important collection, supplementing the main 
. Newcastle Papers in the British Library and containing a large 
number of papers and correspondence on Scottish affairs, ' 
particularly in the 1740s and early 1750s, The principal 
recipient of the correspondence from a wide range of prominent, 
Scots was Pelham. 

NEC 1608-2225 

NEC 85a-cl 86a-b,, 88 

NEC 178a-b 

ii 

OFFICT_AL PUBLTCATTONS 

Correspondence and Papers on Scottish 
affairs 1742-54 

Letters Horatio Walpole to Pelham concerning 
Scotland 1746 

Letters Sir Robert Munro to Pelham and 
Walpole 1741 

PRINTED SOURCES 

Calendar of Treasu2: ý Papers, 1720--8. 

Calendar of Treas! ý=-Books nncl P22ers, vols. 
0; 1. ýýý--- -- I-V, 1729-45- 

Histor of Parliament: The JTouseý ofýCommons 
1714-5A, 2 vols. cd. R. Sedgwick (Londonv 1970)- 

I 
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PUBLISHFO CORP ESPOTMEITCE AND MTOTRS. WORYS COTITAINTNG ORTOUTTAT, 
MATERIAL, AND O'1'rTR CONTEIWEPORATf SOURCES 

Albemarle The Albemarle Pamers: Being -the Correspondence 0--d" 

of Willinn Anne, Second R-ixj of Alberrarle,, ed. 
C, S, Terry, New Spalding Club (Aberdeen, 1911). 

Campbell, Robert The Life ofthe Most Illustrious Prince John, 
Duke of Arj_rrll_ and Greenwich. ýLondon, -1745)* 

Rem arks upon the Lif e of John BuIre of Arrj2l. 
in a De-t oert Canpbý. ljlj'717ondon, 1745)- 

Clerk, Sir John Memoirs of Sir John Clerk of Penicuik-, 1L7 
ed. J. M. Gray, Sc6"ttish Historý .- 

-ýocicty, xiJ, 

. 
(1892). 

Clerk, Sir John Observations on the Present Circumstanc-es-in 
Scotland, (1730), ed. T, C, Smout, Scottish 
Historical Society (1965), pp-175-212* 

Clerk, Sir John, and An Historical View of the Forms and Powers 
ft! výqý" Pý Scropet J. of the Court of Exchequer in Scotland, 

(Edinburgh, 1820). 

Cobbettp W. The ParliamentarZ Histor,,. r of Ehp-, Iand from 
the Earliest Time to the Year 1ýý01, '- =London, 
1806-20). 

Coxe, W. Memoirs of the Life and Administration of 
Sir Robert VkCLT)ole, 

_Earl of Orford 3 vols-i 
TLýo=donj 1898). - ý? 

Coxe, W. y. emoirs_of the Administration of the Riaht 
Honourable HearZPelham,. 2 vols. 7Londcn, 
Y8-92). 

Dundas The Arniston M"oirs-: Three Centuries of 
Scottish House, 1971-18ý8, ed. G. W. T. Omond 

bur h i 1687) , g n - 

Erskine, James J, etters- o-f Lord GrnSe, Spalding Club, 
(Aberdeen, 1846), pp. 1-67- 

Forbes, Duncan culloden Paners, ed. H. Duff, (London, 1815)- 

Forbes, Duncan 7s L5 vols -t ed. D. Warrant'- 
-(Inverness, 

Grant, Patrick Grant Lord. Rl. chies 31 ., ed. 
R. D, MacWil iamy kAberdeen, 1927). 

Hardwicke The Life and Corresnondencp of Philip Yorke, 
of High Ch,! r. C0110r of 

VO I ,. 3. (CýiTbridgej 1913). 
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Hervey, Lord John 
'Some 

Materials Towards Ypmoi Z2. 
-of- 

the Pei,.. m 
of Kina Geor--e 11,1'(27-37 3 volsol ed. 
R, Sedevick, (London, 1931ý, 

Knatchbull, Sir E. The Parlignentary Dia= of Sir Edward 
Ynatchbu! 12 1722-30L ed. A. N. Newman, 
Ceiriden Society, third series, xciv (1963). 

Lockhart, George Memoirs and Commentaries uncn__th_e_Affairs. 
of Scotland, 2 vols., ýLondon, 1617). 

Marchmont A Selection from, the Papers of the Earls of 
Marchmont 1681)-17ý0,3 vols., ed. G. H. Rose 
7LOndon, 1831)- 

Marchmont Historical Manuscripts Commission, Report 
on the ManuscriDtS of the Rip. -ht Honourable 
Lord Polwarth, vol. V, ed. H. Paton (ig6l). 

Morton, Extracts from Original Letters of Georze, 
Earl of Morton, to his son James, 

_Lord Aberlour, as to Froceedinzs in Parliament 
relative 

- 
to the Porteous Mob, 1736, K--itland 

Club Miscellany, (Edinbuzrgh, -184ý*. 

The Minutes of the Justices of the Peace for 
Lanarkshire, 1707-23,, ed. C. -A. Malcolm, 
Scottish Historol SocietYt . -Cvii (1931). 

Rwsay of Ochtertyre, Scotland and Scotsmen in the Eirhteenth Century 
f rom. the Manuscripts of John Ramsay Es(y. of 
Ochtert. vre,, 2 vols., ed. A., Allardyce, (Edinburgh, 
1888). 

Extracts fT'OM the Records of the Convention 
of Royal-Burzhs of Scotland, 1711-387177-38-59, 
ed... Sir James Manvick (Edinburgh, 1885,1915)- 

Stair Annals Pnd Corresnondence of the Visonunt Ptnd the 
-kirst and Second Earls of Stair, 2 vols., ed. 
J. M. Grahamj (Edinburgh, 1875)- 

States of the Annual Prozress of the TAýnen 
,, yanufacture, 1727-ýA; From 

_. 
he Records of the 

Board of Truslees for Manufactures... in 
Scotland Preserved in the Scottish Record X-fice 
ed. R. H Campbell, (Edinburgh, 1964)', - 

Walpole, H. of King GeorEý the Seqxond, 
3 vols., ed. Lord olldnd,. (London, ! 846)-. 

ýen Years of the Reizn of T WalpolOj H- 
-deorge the Second, 2 vols., ýLondonj 188.22). 

Wodrowl Robert Analecta or Vate-isls for A History of 
ed. (170f--31 4'"; 0- 

ei-shman, 14Ta-Jtlcx. d Ciub, (Edinbut'gh, 
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a 1707-65 (University of Kansas Ph, D,, 19ffl. 

Carmichael, E. K. The Scottis 
-h 

Commissions of the Peace, 
1707-60 (University of Glasgow Ph. D., "1977)- 

Fergasont W. Electoral Law and Procedure in Eiphteenth 
and Early Nineteenth Century Scotlnnd 
(University of Glasgow Ph. D., 1957)- 

Jewell, B. F. The Legislation Relating to Scotl, "d After 
the Porty-Five (University of North Carolina 
Ph. D., 1 

Phillipson, N. T. The Scottish Whips qnd th(- Reform of thn 
Court oflSession, 178ý-1830 (University of 
Cambridge Ph. D., 1967). 

Sunter, R. M. StirlingshiTe Politics, . 1707-1832,, (University 
of Edinburgh Ph. D., 1971). 
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Baird, W. 'George Drummond: An Eighteenth Century Lord 
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(1911), PP-1-54. 
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lhp_lish Historical Review, Lll (1937), ' pp-103-9. 
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Eighteenth Century'q Scottish Journal of 
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politics and the University of Edinburgh in the 
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